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Dedication

For mother and father

I find my profoundest and most punishable guilt in a thoroughgoing indifference. It is a radical indifference, namely indifference to one’s own
humanity: and indifference toward the suffering of one’s fellow men is
one of its consequences. “Grown limitless, man becomes a blurred image to himself and no longer sees his fellow men.”
Original sin and original responsibility are related, and the question:
Where is thy brother? – is addressed to us all, even if we know nothing
of the crime. We are born into responsibility, and this alone, the magical
place of our birth and our being, is decisive; only our self-sacrifice as a
sign of our constant revolt might acquit us. I am responsible for these
murders may once have been committed in this house, I am responsible
for the gruesome murders that will multiply all about us, committed by
others through none of my doing. For our selves are dispersed in the
limitless, they have lost their limits, and precisely because of our lack of
community we have become a cold, magical unity, coldly welded together in thoroughgoing irresponsibility and indifference, so that guilt
and atonement alike are shared by all.
Hermann Broch (1987): The Guiltless, 259, 265.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Studie zeigt die Entwicklungen, Trends und Tendenzen der deutschen HolocaustLiteratur an Hand von einer repräsentativen Auswahl von Texten aus verschiedenen Zeitabschnitten. Die wesentlichen Trends sind in historiographischer Literatur identifiziert und expliziert. Hier werden sie zusammengefaßt, und eine Analyse von typischen Beispielen trägt zu
ihrer Interpretation bei. Drei Perioden werden definiert, um die Literatur zu klassifizieren. Die
Auswahlkriterien für die Periodisierung sind: i. Wann fanden wichtige politische oder soziale
Ereignisse statt, die mit Veränderungen in der Literatur zusammenfielen? ii. Wann wurden relevante neue Texte veröffentlicht? Die Wendepunkte, die als bedeutsam für die Literatur gewählt wurden, sind die Jahre zwischen 1960 und 1980, in der der Bau der Berliner Mauer
(1961) und die 68er Generation fallen. Wichtige gesellschaftliche Phasen sind aber auch die
Gründung der BRD (1949), Kriegsverbrecherprozesse wie der Ulmer Einsatzgruppenprozeß
(1958), und der Fall de Berliner Mauer. (1989) Die Auswahl der Texte erfolgt mit Hilfe von
allgemeinen Kenntnissen der wichtigsten und repräsentativsten Werke, die in der Literatur
und Forschung häufig erwähnt, diskutiert und als bedeutend erkannt werden. Sie sind für die
Breite und Fülle der Holocaust-Literatur exemplarisch. Texte werden diskutiert, die verschiedenen Textgattungen angehören wie Geschichte, Sozialwissenschaft, Belletristik, Autobiographik, Aufsätze, Erinnerungsliteratur und Dokumentation. Diese Auswahl wird zeigen, wie
verschiedene Literaturtypen sich gegenseitig beeinflussen. Gleichzeitig werden die historischen, sozialen und kulturellen Hintergründe der Texte als Einflußquellen angeführt.
Die Werke werden anhand mehrerer Fragen diskutiert: i. Hintergrund des Textes, ii. Ziele
des Autors, iii. Methodischer Arbeit, iv. Inhalt, v. Wissensbeitrag. Anhand dieser Aspekte ist
es möglich, verschiedene Arbeiten konsistent miteinander zu vergleichen.
Die vorliegende Studie hat sechs Hauptkapitel. Kapitel 1 ist eine Einführung und stellt die
Gründe, die Arbeit anzufertigen, die Ziele, die Fragestellung und die Methode vor. Kapitel 2
nimmt Bezug auf wichtige Konzepte, die als Voraussetzung betrachtet werden können, den
Holocaust zu verstehen. Diese Konzepte beziehen sich insbesondere auf die Begriffe Holocaust und Teilnehmer. Das Ziel dieses Kapitels ist es zu zeigen, daß die Begriffe über die Zeit
unterschiedlich benutzt wurden. Verschiedene Worte werden für den Holocaust gebraucht wie
z. B. Endlösung, Holocaust, Shoáh, Genozid. Die Termini wie Täter, Opfer, Zuschauer werden international nicht einheitlich verwendet. So verleiht die Begriffswahl jeder Diskussion
einen anderen Akzent.
Kapitel 3 bietet eine Einführung in die Theorien über den Holocaust. Diese befassen sich
mit den Begriffen und Themenkomplexen Geschichte und Erinnerung, die häufig in Texten
benutzt werden und den Hintergrund darstellen für die Inhalte, über die geschrieben wird. Erinnerung, Identität, Trauma werden zunehmend in der Literatur angeführt, da die Geschichte
allein nicht ausreicht, um alle wichtigen Aspekte des Holocausts zu begreifen und zu erklären.
Kapitel 4 stellt einen Überblick über die Literatur des Holocausts dar, der als Hintergrund
für die Beschreibung von Trends und Tendenzen notwendig ist. Literaturforscher haben bereits verschiedene Periodisierungen der Holocaustliteratur vorgenommen, und einige Beispiele werden vorgestellt. Es wird gezeigt, daß es verschiedene Möglichkeiten gibt, die Texte zu
klassifizieren. Ein Katalog von Textarten verdeutlicht die Vielfalt des methodischen Herangehens. Das Kapitel zeigt die Tendenz, den Holocaust aus immer neuen Perspektiven zu beleuchten und so zu anderen Ansichten zu gelangen. Dabei wird deutlich, daß die verschiedenen Textarten zu bestimmten Zeiten Interesse wecken, aber auch wieder in Vergessenheit geraten können.
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Kapitel 5 handelt von spezifischen Texten zum Holocaust, die bis 1960 verfaßt worden
sind. Eine Auswahl wird näher analysiert. Damit soll gezeigt werden, daß es schon vom Anfang an in der Literatur eine breite Palette von Sichtweisen gab. Das Kapitel beginnt mit einigen Überlegungen zum historischen und sozialen Hintergrund der Texte. Dies hat den Zweck,
die Interaktionen zwischen Texten und Gesellschaft in den Mittelpunkt zu rücken. Die Texte
handeln von Geschichte, Memoiren, Dokumenten, Erlebnisberichten und Belletristik. Das
Kapitel zeigt, daß es unter Opfern, Tätern und Zuschauern breite Unterschiede im Verständnis
des Zweiten Weltkriegs bzw. des Holocausts gab.
Kapitel 6 handelt von der Periode 1960 bis 1980. Es folgt demselben Muster wie Kapitel 5.
Soziale Hintergründe und Analysen von exemplarischen Texten stehen im Vordergrund. Das
Kapitel versucht zu zeigen, daß die deutsche Gesellschaft in dieser Zeit begonnen hat, sich
mit dem Holocaust intensiver auseinanderzusetzen. Unter anderem wird der Holocaust zunehmend juristisch behandelt. Aber das Interesse am Holocaust richtet sich auch an zeitgenössischen Problemen aus und stellt kein reines Interesse an den Ereignissen des 2. Weltkrieges dar. Es ist die Zeit des internationalen und nationalen Umbruches. Es gibt einen zunehmenden Wertewandel, viel Skeptizismus gegenüber der älteren Generation, und fehlende
Verständigung zwischen Opfern und Zuschauern zeichnen sich hier ab. Es wird klar, daß der
Holocaust trotz methodologischer Innovationen immer noch von oben nach unten verstanden
wurde, d.h. Eliten wurden als die Hauptverantwortlichen betrachtet.
Kapitel 7 ist das letzte substantivische Kapitel. Hier wird anhand von exemplarischen Texten gezeigt, daß sich ein Paradigmenwechsel in dieser Zeit vollzogen hat. Wo der Holocaust
vorher von oben her verstanden wurde, wird er jetzt von unten betrachtet. Der Versuch wird
gemacht, immer näher an die Teilnehmer heranzugelangen. Dies zeichnet sich in Lokalstudien von kleinen Regionen ab und in der Darstellung der Erinnerungen von Überlebenden. Neben den großen Umrissen der Ereignisse selbst sind jetzt die persönlichen Erfahrungen im
Vordergrund des Interesses. Es wird nicht angenommen, daß Entscheidungen automatisch
ausgeführt werden, sondern es wird den Motiven und Beweggründen nachgegangen und diese
ausführlich dargestellt. Die Wichtigkeit von Erinnerung für die Identität und die Traumatisierung der folgenden Generationen wird verdeutlicht.
Im Kapitel 8 wird eine Zusammenfassung der Studie geboten. Hier wird gezeigt, daß es eine allgemeine Wandlung in der Literatur über den Holocaust gegeben hat. Der Holocaust
wurde ursprünglich als Teil des heroischen Kampfes gegen Totalitarismus und Faschismus
angesehen. Dann wurde er zu einer einzigartigen Tragödie, die durch kleine Eliten der SS herbeigeführt wurde. Inzwischen ist der Holocaust zum exemplarischen Beispiel des reinen Übels verstanden. Die zunehmende Wichtigkeit des Holocausts in der a-historischen Form des
Symbols für allerlei Arten von Genozid und ihre identitätsstiftende Rolle, wird in der Zusammenfassung der Resultate ausgeführt und verdeutlicht.

Abstract
The development of German Holocaust literature is traced from the war to the present. Basic
concepts and definitions relevant to the study are presented. A variety of texts from the subjects of history, social science, memoirs, and creative literature are used to illustrate key developments. Memory, silence, trauma and representation are also considered. The trends and
tendencies are placed in the context of social and political developments, alongside trends in
historiography and social science. There has been an overall increase in the complexity and
variety of Holocaust literature, whereby changes in one area lead to changes in others. From
an early period in which the topic was avoided and marginalized, the Holocaust has come to
be viewed as a central aspect of Twentieth Century history and memory. New groups have
implicated as participating in the Holocaust. Explanatory approaches considered include antiSemitism, totalitarianism and fascism, modernity and violence.

Kurzfassung
In dieser Studie werden die Trends und Tendenzen der deutschen Holocaust-Literatur anhand
von circa sechzig typischen Büchern analysiert. Hintergründe, Methoden, Inhalte und Wissensbeiträge werden dargestellt. Dabei wird die zunehmende Komplexität inhaltliche Breite
der Werke herausgestellt. Anfangs ist der Holocaust nur als Kriegsverbrechen oder Verbrechen an der Menschheit angesehen worden. Heute wird er als exemplarischer Volkermord betrachtet. Die Gründe für den Holocaust werden in den gesellschaftlichen und sozialwissenschaftlichen Entwicklungen der damaligen Zeit gesucht. Unter anderem wird Täterforschung,
institutionelle Interaktionen und die breiteren sozialen Kontexte untersucht. Der Antisemitismus, die Gewaltbereitschaft und wirtschaftliche die Rationalität sind wichtige Themen. Der
Erinnerungsdiskurs, das Trauma, die Identität und Biographien sind in der neueren Literatur
thematisiert.

1 Introduction
Wenn man davon ausgeht, daß es sich bei der Ermordung
der europäischen Juden um das eigentlich historisch Besondere und Einzigartige an der NS-Diktatur handelt,
dann erscheint es auch angemessen, diesen historischen
Vorgang als das zentrale Thema der Geschichte des
“Dritten Reiches” wahrzunehmen und den Genozid nicht
als Funktion, Nebeneffekt oder Konsequenz anderer historischer Phänomene dieser Zeit zu sehen.
Peter Longerich1

This study deals with German Holocaust literature, its trends and tendencies. This chapter discusses the relevance of the topic, the difficulty of understanding the Holocaust, the aims and
methods and the contents of the study. One might suppose that the Holocaust would speak for
itself. Indeed, the Holocaust has in recent years assumed the status of a “foundational event”
in Western history.2 But in the years immediately after the war less was said about the Holocaust in contrast a massive outpouring of literature today. We must then ask what has brought
about the change, as well as how the image of the Holocaust has changed.

1.1 Relevance of Topic
On January 27, 2005 the sixtieth anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz by the Soviet
army was commemorated at the monument, with the participation of Russian President Putin,
German President Köhler and the heads of state of several European countries and the US
vice president. This ceremony symbolized the coming together of Europe and the Holocaust
as a symbol of the united opposition of Europeans to genocide. Yet, a few days before a scandal had occurred in the Saxon legislature in Dresden, because the NPD members had rejected
honoring the dead of the Holocaust in favor of honoring the dead of the Allied Holocaust
against Dresden. The NPD is a small right wing radical party that sometimes has success in
state elections in Germany. After the commemoration in Poland, there was a march in Kiel
against multiculturalism. There were concerns in Berlin about a right-wing radical march to
the Holocaust monument near the Brandenburg Gate and renewed talk of banning the NPD.
A few days after the ceremony in Auschwitz Köhler visited Israel and addressed the Israeli
Knesset to commemorate forty years of diplomatic relations.3 The fact that Köhler gave his
address in German aroused controversy, as he might have used a language not as clearly associated with the Third Reich, and as a consolation, he spoke his opening remarks in Hebrew.
Even though Israel’s existence is threatened by tensions in the Near East and Germany is not
a threat to Israel, the Holocaust overshadowed his visit.
After the unification of Germany after the fall of Communism in Europe, the 1990s saw an
increase in hate crimes against immigrants and foreigners in Germany. The Jews in Germany,
a small but growing community in contrast to the seven million persons of non-German origin
in Germany, are disproportionately victimized. The violent groups in Germany are new in that
they are young rather than older. Although a large share of them are neo-nazis and skinheads,
many are unaffiliated. They are united by a loose network of music, commercial neo-nazi mu1

2
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In: New German Critique 90, 59-70.
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sic and literature, cafes, telephone lines and ties to foreign extremists. Violence is directed at
foreigners, minorities and Jews, however, the amount of violence and number of participants
suggests that it is a controllable phenomenon.4
The experiences of the World War, the atrocities and inhumanity, motivated the establishment of protective human rights legislation. A variety of human rights laws protect asylum
seekers and immigrants. Yet, the problem still does not seem willing to go away. It even appears that expressing anti-Semitism has become politically correct in Germany, especially
under the cover of anti-Zionism.5 It is respectable in certain milieus, including the local
Stammtisch, to be anti-Israel, which can be a proxy for anti-Semitism. Anti-Americanism is
also often linked with anti-Semitism. Since the Nineteenth Century, negative comparisons between Americans and Jews have been drawn. Both are allegedly aggressive, modern, rootless,
cultureless, greedy and exploitative. Thus, the anti-Americanism that is found in some segments of the European public today may also cause negative feelings toward Jews.6 Indeed,
some scholars suggest that anti-Semitism is integral to European culture or Western culture,
which if true would explain its popularity with youth and some intellectuals.7
Not only do intellectuals find it convenient to criticize Jews, there are also attacks on Jewish persons and property in Europe today. This is notable in France, where a large immigrant
population holds the Jews to blame for the plight of the Palestinians. Arab anti-Semites frequently cite the “Protocols of the Elders of Zion” and works of Henry Ford and other Western
anti-Semites, which suggests that they expect to receive a sympathetic response from the
West. Many immigrant and native Germans are anti-Semitic.8 High unemployment and nostalgia for the past have boosted support for right-wing parties in Germany. This is not merely
a German problem, as there are right-wing radical parties throughout Europe and many rightwing radical and extremist movements in the West.9 While anti-Semitic violence is unlikely to
be a major political factor in the future or to have revolutionary consequences, it is an object
of concern and contributes to the continuing interest in the Holocaust and its literature.10
There are several other reasons why the Holocaust is increasingly relevant. The past few
decades have seen a large number of transitions from dictatorship to democracy. Transitional
justice, truth and reconciliation commissions and related topics are now familiar, and these
draw attention to Germany’s transition to democracy after the war. Unification with East
4

5

6

7

8

9
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Cf. Wilfried Schubarth and Richard Stöss (eds.) (2000): Rechtsextremismus in der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland. Eine Bilanz. Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung.
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unified ’06 ticket.” In: International Herald Tribune, Monday, Nov. 15, p. 1, 4. Michael Minkenberg (ed.)
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The New Politics of the Right: Neo-Populist Parties and Movements in Established Democracies. New
York: St. Martin’s Press; Jerome A. Chanes (ed.) (1995): Antisemitism in America Today: Outspoken Experts Explode the Myths. New York: Carol Publishing Group; Lyman Tower Sargent (ed.) (1995): Extremism in America: A Reader. New York & London: New York University Press.
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Germany was also a transitional democratization with many of the same problems.11 These
invite comparisons. Another phenomenon is the anti-Semitism in Eastern Europe that periodically arises in national political arenas, despite the absence of Jews. The issue of wartime collaboration in the persecution continues to remind many countries of their contribution to the
Holocaust. Issues such as how to deal with the past, what to remember, whether retributive
justice or reconciliation is the correct way to come to terms with a former regime are now being asked in Eastern Europe, and comparisons to the German post-war period are now relevant and common.12
The Holocaust was only partly dealt with in the past in Germany. The army and bureaucracy were ignored to a considerable extent, while blame for the Holocaust was assigned to
Hitler and the SS. The importance of popular participation, for example, through denunciations has only recently become better known. In East Germany, responsibility for the Holocaust was assigned to the capitalist West. Thus East Germans never came to terms with the
Holocaust as an event in their past. This may account for the xenophobia and proneness to extreme parties found today among at least some Eastern Germans. Austria also maintained in
the post-war period the myth that Austrians had been victims of the Nazis and were consequently not to blame for the Holocaust. This persisted even after the Kurt Waldheim affair in
the 1980s.13 In Switzerland, the post-Cold War period brought new revelations of Swiss collaboration with the Holocaust.14 In Eastern and Western Europe, there were also increasing
revelations of local collaboration with the NS-German occupation. This was partly the result
of claims for compensation by forced laborers and victimized Jews.15
In a broader sense, the Holocaust is of continuing relevance because of the many cases of
genocide and mass killing in the post-war period, continuing up to the present.16 Not only
does the Holocaust serve as an exemplary case of genocide, the post-Holocaust period in
Germany foreshadowed the patterns of transitional justice in other countries making the transition to democracy.17

1.2 Difficulty of Understanding
German interest in the Holocaust developed slowly, as it was for a long time hard to grasp its
significance. The Holocaust paradoxically seems to increase its hold on our attention the more
it recedes into the past. Whereas it was initially regarded as just one of the many catastrophes
of the Twentieth Century, an atrocity or a crime against humanity, it now appears to be an exemplary evil and provides a measure of all mass killing. On the one hand, it challenges scholars intellectually, and on the other, it calls upon us to avoid intellectualization and experience
moral outrage in the face of radical evil.
The Holocaust appears to be the conspiratorial work of a few extremely evil individuals,
but at the same time the voluntary cooperation of state and society. On the one hand, it ap11
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pears as a radical expression of hatred, and on the other, something the perpetrators stumbled
into with no particular plan. While some believe it is unexceptional, others see in it the essence of evil.
The development of interest in the Holocaust is in many ways remarkable. The Holocaust
does not fit well into the conventional historiography practiced before, which was oriented to
the state, foreign policy and diplomacy. Whereas conventional historiography has assumed a
progressive development of the West, in the Holocaust there was no progress, no reason and
no ethics. Extraordinary crimes were committed, yet many of the perpetrators seemed afterward to be really quite ordinary. Theories that take account of the unusual character of the
Third Reich, such as totalitarianism or fascism, seem to work best with the Holocaust left out,
as for example theories of administrative competition.
Not surprisingly, there was little interest in remembering the Holocaust in the period immediately following World War II. People tend not to want to remember terrible events. The
current interest is driven above all by factors like the growing interest in memory, trauma and
increased respect for the victim as survivor. Remarkably, the Holocaust has come to be an ahistorical, universal symbol of evil, even a “sacred evil.” There are museums and monuments
dedicated to the Holocaust in many countries, including the USA and Germany. There are
university chairs dedicated to the topic, memorials, monuments, commemorative ceremonies,
exhibitions, artistic works, film, theater and literature inspired by the Holocaust.
German television regularly broadcasts documentaries on the Holocaust. The books accompanying documentary series, such as Guido Knopp’s Holokaust, are widely read.18 Thousands of titles have appeared on the book market, and school textbooks often devote space to
the topic. There are numerous museums for the Jews and Jewish history, and numerous exhibitions attract large numbers of visitors.19 The “War of Destruction: Crimes of the Wehrmacht” exhibition toured German-speaking countries and aroused great controversy. The exhibition catalogue and other books brought the exhibit to the attention of those who could not
attend.20 Conferences were held on the topic and numerous newspaper articles discussed its
merits.21 Many other exhibits also bring the message home. The House of the Wannsee Conference outside of Berlin hosts regular exhibitions on the Holocaust, and there is a permanent
exhibition in Berlin, Topography of Terror, which deals with the SS.22 A Holocaust memorial
is located in Berlin near the Brandenburg Gate.23
Still more surprising is that the Holocaust has come to be practically a “negative creation
myth” in Germany itself. Many Germans are thought to have begun to identify themselves not
in national terms but negatively in opposition to the Holocaust. This is expressed by Jürgen
Habermas’s advocacy of “constitutional patriotism.” Regular controversies break out involv18
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ing top leaders of the government and leading intellectuals over the correct attitude to the
Holocaust. Political positions have been forfeited because of unwise or politically incorrect
statements on the subject.24 Disputes have regularly marked the intellectual and cultural landscape, e.g., the noted Historikerstreit of the mid-1980s.
Recent German interest in the Holocaust is also part of an international trend. There is an
international “culture of regrets,” in which many countries and institutions are reviewing their
past histories. Investigative commissions have been set up, political leaders and heads of state
have apologized for past injustices and mass crimes. Even seemingly innocent countries including the neutral countries in World War II have been involved in the new critical attitude
to their past.25 The culture of regret is also part of a new interest in memory, and we can speak
as well of a culture of memory. This helps countries threatened by rapid change to develop a
sense of identity. Images of the past, symbols and pictures of the past have assumed great significance for the identities of individuals and nations. Academic interest in memories and
identities is relatively new, but identities have been thematized since the 1970s, memory since
the 1980s. The concepts go farther back, to Hegel or French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs
in the 1920s.
A final paradox to be noted is that the Holocaust has been researched more than any other
case of mass killing in history. We know more and more about the Holocaust, but the sense of
understanding seems not to be keeping pace. The Holocaust seems to continue defy comprehension due to its depth of evil.26 Indeed the very monumentality of many works on the Holocaust discourage the average reader, who may ask what he or she could possibly do with all
the information contained in some of the more extensive studies. In this study, an attempt is
made to organize some of the most important topics in the literature and perhaps in this way
provide a guide for readers perplexed by the vast range of books on the Holocaust in German.

1.3 Aims and Method of This Study
The aim of this study will be to show the development of German Holocaust literature since
the World War against the background of international and domestic developments in politics,
society and culture. Among the areas dealt with are historiography and the culture of memory.
While many authors portray developments in German Holocaust writing as though there were
a Sonderweg in German writing, there are many parallels and much mutual influence between
German and non-German authors.
This study uses draws on existing historiography and uses methods such as understanding
and comparison to identify important types of German writing about the Holocaust and to describe the lines of continuity and influence. Ample use is made of the extensive variety of
available historiographic literature. Account is made of the main arguments and approaches
used to portray the Holocaust and the sorts of conclusions writers have reached in different
periods.
The periodization of Holocaust literature was based on the criteria: i. important events and
turning points, ii. major new publications and large numbers of publications on the Holocaust
iii. public and academic discussion of the changing situation iv. recognition of turning points
in the literature. The turning points of 1960 and 1980 seem plausible. In the late 50s, there
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were a spate of new trials far war crimes and also incidents such as synagogue desecrations.
New research began to be done on various aspects, such as church history. The early 60s saw
several major trials, including that of Eichmann and the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial. The
Eichmann trial has been treated as legitimating the concept of the Holocaust as defined by the
survivors.27 In addition, there were a number of popular documentary plays, and major works
skeptical and critical of contemporary society and its relation to the Third Reich began to appear. The 1980 turning point corresponds with a shift to conservative politics and the introduction of new research interest in the Holocaust. The 1979 showing of the USA mini-series
“Holocaust” in Germany has been identified as a major turning point in awakening public
empathy for the victims. Minor turning points include the transfer of sovereignty to West Germany in 1949, the 1968 protest wave, the 1989 fall of the Berlin wall.
The texts are approached with the following questions:
Author’s starting point This may include the author’s biography and social or historical circumstances, which is of course more relevant for survivors or persons who have been politically active, as opposed to academics writing about historical events they have not experienced.
1. Author’s aims for study A variety of aims exist for Holocaust texts, such as the desire to
bear witness, catharsis, the need to condemn the perpetrators, the desire to prevent a recurrence, the desire to expand the stock of knowledge, the desire to contribute to the public
memory of the Holocaust, to save a remnant of culture from oblivion. We should distinguish
among the author’s stated aim and the attributions of others. Clearly, a perpetrator such as
Rudolf Höss or Adolf Eichmann may be unable to comprehend his own motives, which are
often, but not necessarily apologetic. There are also the motives for the publication and editing of works. Ruth Klüger waited to publish her memoirs in English until her mother had
died, because her mother no longer read texts in German, and some of the statements in the
book were critical of her. Anne Frank’s diary was shortened in earlier editions to leave out
passages of a personal nature, for example, some criticisms of her parents. The translators and
editors sometimes altered text passages to avoid offending the readers in particular countries,
for example changing “the Germans” to “these Germans” in German editions to imply that
Anne Frank was only critical of certain Germans and not all (which may have been true).
2. Methods employed in study. The methods used in works on the Holocaust reflect both the
current developments in methods of study and writing and the authors’ personal understanding of how to proceed. There is no consensus on whether methods are selected because of
their suitability in pursuing particular aims, or whether the results follow from the methods
but provide insight beyond methods. For example, a pedantic study of the archives of the NS
administration produced for the historical social scientists of the 70s an image of the Holocaust as arising through chance from a widespread administrative chaos, whereas studies of
Hitler’s writings have suggested to other historians that Hitler knew exactly what he wanted
from the start. In recent years, the methods of cultural studies have been used to study the
memories of the Holocaust and the meanings assigned to such aspects as commemoration and
violence.
3. Contents of work The contents of works vary from eyewitness accounts to attempts to reconstruct the past. More social science-oriented works may aim at finding ideal types to reveal the underlying structure of events. Writers on juridical problems may deal with the conditions for the fulfillment of the elements of a crime and other issues combining norms with
the factual possibility to apply them.
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4. The contributions of the work to the literature and ongoing representational developments
will be sketched as well. This usually involves placing works in lines of development leading
from previous works and to later works. The contribution also has to do with the discovery of
truth or the opening up of new insights.

1.4 Outline and Contents of Study
The study is divided into two main parts containing three chapters each. The first three chapters deal with the basic concepts, theories and texts of the Holocaust. There is a need to understand how the development of writing and thinking about the Holocaust in the Germanspeaking world relates historical with social scientific writings, memoirs and fiction. In this
study, discussions of all these areas are included to show the interrelatedness of different literary genres. Often changes in one area may be accompanied with changes in others. For example, the change to a positive image of the victim was accompanied in changes from the
psychology of the “survivor syndrome” to the theory of trauma.28 One of the key points to
emerge must be why the Holocaust was not recognized as of momentous, exemplary significance by most eye-witnesses and contemporaries, but it has come to have this status today.
How did this change come about, and how is it reflected in the development of Holocaust literature in Germany?
After this introduction, chapter 2 is devoted to concepts used in studying the Holocaust,
chiefly ‘Holocaust’ and ‘victims, perpetrators and bystanders’. These concepts reappear in the
course of the text, and it is valuable to first consider them systematically in juxtaposition
rather than scattered throughout the text.
Chapter 3 presents basic theories used in understanding the Holocaust. These are chiefly
associated with the concepts of history and memory. The purpose of this chapter is to show
the background theoretical ideas that inform Holocaust texts. This makes it possible to classify texts and better understand them.
Chapter 4 provides examples of various periodizations of Holocaust literature and classifies
various sorts of literature on the Holocaust. This shows the great variety of genres of Holocaust literature. It makes clear how the approaches have changed over time and different perspectives have been expressed in different texts.
In a second group of three chapters, the background of the historical period is sketched, and
a total of about sixty specific works of historiography, biography, social science, theory and
literary works are discussed in their own terms and in relationship to the period and to Holocaust literature overall. These works are chosen as representative of the trends in Holocaust
writing and serve as reference points for public discussion, thinking and other authors’ texts.
Chapter five, “Restoring authority,” divides the period up to the 1960s into three periods, the
occupation, the period of ignoring the past in the Federal Republic and the renewal of interest
in the Third Reich. In this period, Germany worked to recover from the world war and regain
its national sovereignty. The Holocaust was considered in this context. In the early period,
Germans were concerned to discover what German guilt consisted in and to explain how the
Third Reich arose. Totalitarian theory emphasized the implacable and irresistible evil of the
NS system. The Nuremberg trials accused the defendants of conspiring to commit war crimes.
It was assumed that the extreme character of the wrong corresponded to the radically evil nature of the perpetrators. The middle period was concerned with propagating memories of
German victimhood and rebuilding the country. There was a preference for amnesty and early
release of war criminals and few trials occurred. In the final period there was anti-war senti-
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ment and a revival in interest in prosecuting war criminals. This suggested more receptiveness
to Holocaust literature, which manifest itself in the 60s.
Chapter six, “Challenging Authority,” analyzes texts from the 60s and 70s. The title indicates that the authoritative ideas and institutions of the first period were coming increasingly
in question. Various attempts to reestablish a authoritative voice were made in areas such as
religion, history, politics, social movements and literature. This period is notable, because the
personal responsibility of individuals for the Holocaust was again the focus of attention. In
particular, the large number of trials of suspected perpetrators suggests a “judicialization” of
the Holocaust. The importance of testimony and documentation is highlighted by their use in
searching for truth in trials. This is also a period marked by the rise of historical social science
in Germany, drawing on the international trend toward social history. An attitude of skepticism and international value change and challenges to authority led the instrumentalization of
the Holocaust in conflicts with authorities. The causes of the Holocaust were also seen in authorities, the elites presumed to have been responsible. Thus, the Holocaust was only in part
dealt with. A desire to see the events of the past as the cause of present social problems meant
that the Holocaust could not be fully grasped.
Chapter seven, “Seaching for Identity” refers to the ways in which people in the 89s and
90s increasingly looked for identity through memory and the study of the past. There was a
desire to come to terms with the past and thereby achieve a sense of historical identity. The
Holocaust came to be a central event of the Third Reich against which Germans could define
their identity. For conservatives, it was a historical fact among others that could give a more
positive German identity. All aspects of German society in the Third Reich and many international actors came to be questioned for their implication in the Holocaust. The forces of globalization and democratic transitions, post-modernity and the clash of civilizations are factors
influencing the emergence of a massive outpouring of Holocaust literature. Of great importance were the end of Communism in Europe, international migration and the rise of identity
politics. We may, with writers like Dan Diner, also speak of a shift from a historical narrative
centered on the Cold War and the defeat of totalitarianism to one dominated by the “century
of genocide,” “postcolonialism” and the emergence of a new, non-Eurocentric world order.
In this period, we can see how the Holocaust has begun to express itself strongly in both
memory and historiography. Methodological diversity and the notions of postmodernism and
value change have put the Holocaust in a new light. Attempts have been made to see the
Holocaust from below, closer to the actual participants and their consciousness. At the same
time, the broader historical, social and cultural contexts were studied. We can think of two
sub-periods, the eighties, marked by controversy over national identity, and the 90s, marked
by a need for the integration of Germany and Europe following the Cold War. Not only were
new methods of study applied, but there was also a fuller appreciation of both the ordinary
and unprecedented aspects of the Holocaust.
The concluding chapter sums up the argument presented in the book and suggests some future tendencies in Holocaust studies. Above all, it is emphasized that there was a change in
paradigms from seeing the Holocaust as simply a part of the atrocities that occurred in wartime to seeing it as a unique event and as an historically exemplary case of evil.

1.5 Summary
The growing interest in Holocaust literature in Germany is attributable to a broad range of
trends affecting the Western world generally and not simply Germany in particular. In the areas of history, a number of international trends began that diversified the historical landscape,
opening up new possibilities for understanding the Holocaust. But with the increasing factual
knowledge of the Holocaust, people had an increasing sense that not everything was being
presented. This led to the study of cultural aspects of the Holocaust and in addition to an in-
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terest in the memory of the Holocaust, which emphasized the consequences of the Holocaust
for the present. The traumatic aspects of the Holocaust have thus been given more attention.
This study attempts to provide an overview of developments in German Holocaust writings
that can show the interrelations of social trends, trends in historiography and the writing of
Holocaust texts in Germany. We should note that a wide range of theories have arisen about
the Holocaust, contributing further to the multiplication of voices. These include the various
theories of modernity, local decision-making, history seen from below, etc. The range of perpetrators has broadened to include practically the entire German population in some way or
another. But the range of victims has also broadened, and as the victim became the survivor,
there was an increasing subjective sense that everyone was in some sense a survivor or victim.

2 Concepts, Theories and Classifications
How we refer to things affects how we understand them and the associations we make with
them. The fact that so many alternative terms for aspects of the Holocaust exist suggests the
difficulty of coming to terms with this event and locating it within the discourse of the history
of modernity. Few people have trouble with the term “Second World War,” but this term
could be challenged. It tends to associate the war of 1939-1945 with the Great War, which has
been renamed the “First World War.” Yet, if the Second World War had been called the
“genocidal imperial war,” associations with colonialism and imperialism might suggest themselves more readily. We might be more likely to place this war in relationship to the massacres in Rwanda or ex-Yugoslavia and the many genocidal wars around the globe that have occurred before and after. The problem is much greater with the Holocaust, because it seemed
not to fit into the interpretations of conflict in terms of wars of resources or political ideologies such as capitalism and communism. This chapter is thus dedicated to clarifying some of
the terms commonly used in discussing the Holocaust.

2.1 Holocaust and Genocide
There are several ways of defining the Holocaust, although it appears a simple concept: “The
Holocaust refers to Nazi Germany’s attempt to eradicate the Jews of Europe.”1 In German,
Mackensen’s German Dictionary defines the Holocaust as “Judenvernichtung im NS-Reich.”2
Yehuda Bauer has defined “Holocaust” as “a radicalization of genocide: a planned attempt to
physically annihilate every single member of a targeted, ethnic, national, or racial group.”3
“Holocaust can be used in two ways: to describe what happened to the Jews at Nazi hands
and to describe what might happen to others if the Holocaust of the Jewish people becomes a
precedent for similar actions.”4 Ordinarily we use “Holocaust” as a name for a specific event,
the murder and attempted extermination of the European Jews in the Second World War by
the Third Reich and its allies. However, this term has not always been used and there are
competing definitions. This is thus a controversial term with many definitions and connotations, and the concept has developed and changed over time. The destruction of the European
Jews was originally conflated with all the varied atrocities and crimes against humanity that
Germany and its allies committed in World War II. It took time to develop the cultural consensus on the choice of terms and meanings of the event and to assign values to them.5 Below
some of the terms that have come to be used in talking about the Holocaust are discussed,
along with their development and current significance.
2.1.1

Terminological Developments

The National Socialists tried to veil what they were doing behind confusing terminology.
They engaged in what has been called “a war against memory.”6 Euphemistic terms were
common in the Third Reich. The murder operations were, e.g., “Sonderbehandlung” (special
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treatment). “Umsieldlung” (resettlement) meant sending people to death camps. Some think
that these terms were used because Hitler and his followers wanted the Jews to disappear
without a trace in history, but against this is evidence that they intended to create museums of
Judaism to keep alive their version of the Holocaust.
Endlösung The concept of a solution to the ‘Jewish question’ already appears in a letter
Hitler wrote in 1919. He imagined that the “anti-Semitism of reason” would lead to a systematic struggle to deprive the Jews of their privileges and classify them as foreigners. Throughout the 1920s, the Jewish question was a key notion in Hitler’s thinking. The solution to the
Jewish problem only gradually crystallized into the concept of a “final solution.” Thus in June
1940 Heydrich referred to the Madagascar Plan as a ‘territorial final solution’. Eichmann and
his staff often referred to the ultimate ‘final solution of the Jewish question’.7 “Endziel” (final
destination) was used during the period when territorial resettlement was being seriously proposed as a way of eliminating the Jews.8 In a July 31, 1941 communication, Hermann Göring
assigns Reinhard Heydrich the task of organizing a “Gesamtlösung der Judenfrage” (total solution of the Jewish question) in German-occupied Europe.9 By January 20, 1942 the Wannsee Protocol referred to the “Endlösung” of the Jewish question: “Approximately 11 million
Jews will be involved in the final solution of the European Jewish question …” The term ‘final solution to the Jewish question’ sounded suitably vague and suggested such terms as the
‘solution to the social question’. Those who used the term might deceive themselves into
thinking that the assumptions underlying the term were true, such as that the Jews were a
‘problem’ to be ‘solved’ in a ‘final’ way. It is suitably bureaucratic and ambiguous, so that it
could be interpreted in various ways. Gerald Reitlinger entitled his great 1953 study of the
Holocaust Final Solution, and does not use the term Holocaust, as it was not yet in common use.
Historians, in Germany as well, commonly use the terms used by historical actors.10
Judenvernichtung “Judenvernichtung” (destruction of Jews) was often used in Germany after the war. “Vernichtung” refers to the destruction of things, as opposed to “Judenmord,” the
murder of Jews. Thus, the German term implied a certain distance from the event. Raul Hilberg, an Austrian refugee from the Holocaust in the USA, entitled his great work “The Destruction of the European Jews.” In some conceptions of the Holocaust, other victim groups
such as gypsies or Russian POWs are also included. Omer Bartov objects that the choice of
‘Judenvernichtung’ is unfortunate, because Germans do not speak of the death of others such
as German civilians in the bombing raids on German cities during the war using the term
‘Vernichtung’. These people were killed or died or were massacred.11 After the Frankfurt trials in the 60s, the term “Auschwitz” also came to be used as a metonym for the Holocaust.
Hurban During the war, Jews in Palestine began using the Hebrew term hurban (churbn)
for the Holocaust. In the Middle Ages, this term referred to pogroms and persecutions. The
historian Philip Friedman coined a term ‘Khurbun literature’. The Baltic author and survivor
Max Kaufmann entitled his survival memoir Churbn Lettland.12 Hurban or churban (translit7
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erated from the Hebrew, Yiddish: Khurbm) refers to the destruction of a sacred place, particularly the destruction of the first and second Temples. Catastrophes in Jewish history have
been dated since the destruction of the second Temple, and the use of “churban” for the Holocaust could suggest that Jewish history is one of an endless succession of catastrophes.13 The
Holocaust can be thought of as the Third Churban.14 According to Omer Bartov, the term
“gives both a religious connotation and a historical meaning to the Holocaust (the destruction
of the temple is the beginning of the exile); and provides it with a hopeful conclusion, since
just as the third temple will be built, so too will the Holocaust presumably be undone.”15
Shoáh In recent years, the term “Shoáh” has begun to be used in English and German for
the Holocaust. It is a Hebrew word and implies a wasteland or destruction. The term is also
used in the Bible to imply divine punishment (Isaiah 10: 3: What will you do when called to
account, when devastation from afar confronts you?”)16 In modern-day Hebrew, shoáh refers
to great natural disasters (catastrophe, calamity, desolation, devastation, and disaster).17 It is
also used in other contexts, e.g., ‘shoah gar’init’ (nuclear disaster), ‘shoah avirit’ (air disaster), ‘shoat teva’ (natural disaster). In 1940, a booklet Sho’at Yehudei Polin (The Shoáh of the
Polish Jews) used the term Shoáh in reference to the extermination of the Jews. The term was
used in several books of the Bible to describe the desolation of defeat and the humiliation of
exile (Isaiah, Psalms, Proverbs, Job). However, the notion of divine punishment for sin was
not included when the term was officially adopted. In 1947 Yad Vashem, an institute established in 1946 in Palestine to commemorate the Jews killed in World War II, used Shoáh in
the title of a conference on research on Holocaust and Heroism.18 In 1955, Yad Vashem announced at a meeting in New York that Shoáh would be translated as ‘disaster’. For a number
of years ‘hurban’ and ‘Shoáh’ were both used, but finally Shoáh became the preferred term. It
was less familiar in the West until recently. One possible explanation for its increasing popularity is that the term Holocaust has been claimed by many groups for a variety of different
kinds of suffering, such as genocides in the Third World or the persecution of homosexuals
by the Third Reich. Shoáh returns a certain Jewish quality by the use of a Hebrew word. Furthermore, the increased respect for the survivor and the acceptance that the victims could not
do much to save themselves suggests the suitability of a term meaning “catastrophe.”
Holocaust The term Holocaust was used in reference to the persecution of the Jews in the
1940s, for example in a London newspaper article of 1942 and in a 1943 speech before the
House of Lords pleading for help with Jewish emigration. It began to replace other terms like
‘catastrophe’ and ‘disaster’ in the 1950s. ‘Holocaust’ was used to translate ‘Shoáh’ in the official translation of the Israeli Declaration of Independence. In the late 1950s, Israelis used
‘holocaust’ to replace ‘catastrophe’ and ‘disaster’ in translations of ‘Shoáh’ from Hebrew into
English. The word was used in the Yad Vashem Bulletin in the late 1950s and was used by
Elie Wiesel in a 1963 review. 19 It became common in English after the Eichmann trial.
The term “Holocaust” is often discussed in connection with its etymology. There are two
approaches here. The first emphasizes that the term “Holocaust” is quite old and goes back to
early English Bible translations, where it was used to refer to a “burnt offering” in a sacral
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sense. The NS regime may also have viewed the Holocaust as a redemptive act of sacrifice.
Hitler thought of the Jews as quasi-negative Doppelgänger (doubles), and their destruction
would be a sacrificial act from his perspective.20 The term has also been used in modern times,
including the Twentieth Century in a non-religious, secular sense. It was also used in reference to other mass killings before World War II, for example the Armenian genocide. The
gypsies also have a word “Porrajmos” or “fearful catastrophe to refer to the mass killing of
the Sinti and Roma in (or concurrent with) the Holocaust.
The word ‘Holocaust’ is Greek in origin, consisting of words meaning complete and burnt.
The Latin is ‘holocaustum’ is found in the Vulgate. Leviticus names four types of sacrifices,
including “olah,” which refers to a type of ritual sacrifice that is completely burned, (see Leviticus 1: 3 ff.).21 It was translated as ‘holocaust’ in a 1250 English Bible translation. The Hebrew is usually translated in English Bibles as ‘burnt offering’ and in German as ‘Brandopfer’.22 In Genesis, God tests Abraham’s faith by commanding him to sacrifice his son
Isaac as a burnt offering. In 1671, the English poet John Milton used the term in his tragic
poem Samson Agonistes (verse 1702: “And lay e’rewhile a Holocaust”), comparing Samson
to the Phoenix, which is completely consumed by fire and regenerates itself.23 Giorgio Agamben has found a use of the word in reference to a massacre of Jews in a medieval chronicle
composed in Latin: “The very day of the coronation of the king ... they began in London to
burn the Jews for their father the demon; and the celebration of this mystery lasted so long
that the holocaust could not be completed before the next day. And the other cities and towns
of the region imitated the faith of the inhabitants of London and, with the same devotion, sent
their bloodsuckers to hell.”24
In English, the term ‘holocaust’ developed the meaning in the Nineteenth Century of a
complete destruction or great massacre. It could be used to refer to a fire, much like inferno. It
was sometimes used in reference to the two world wars, but in regard to their destructiveness,
not to the Jewish catastrophe. The association of the term with sacrifice is criticized as an intrusion of Christian meaning into the study. However, many people are unaware of these associations or ignore them and orient themselves to the current usage, as found in books and
public discourse.25
The 1989 Oxford English Dictionary (Vol. VII, p. 315) lists occurrences of the word ‘Holocaust’ in reference to the Jews in 1942, 1943, 1945 and 1957. The notion of the Jewish catastrophe as a separate and singular event was encouraged in Germany as early as 1951 with
Adenauer’s (reluctantly adopted) policy of paying reparations to Israel, but the term Holocaust came to be adopted much later.26 The term in the sense of the Jewish mass murder began
to appear in German dictionaries in the 1980s.27 In 1979, the American television miniseries
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“Holocaust” aroused so much interest in Germany that the term became widely adopted and
provoked a wave of interest, including TV discussions and books. Some German scholars
have suggested that the spelling be officially Germanized as ‘Holokaust’ in order to acknowledge the German origins of that event and Guido Knopp actually did entitle his television
documentary and the book on the series with this Germanized form.28 In recent years, the
word Shoáh has been used as an alternative free of the ritual connotations of Holocaust. The
term Auschwitz is also often used to refer to both the Holocaust and the extermination camps.
Jeffrey Alexander interprets the adoption of the term Holocaust as coinciding with the
change from a progressive narrative of World War II to a tragic narrative.29 The term is much
less specific or contextualized than “destruction of the European Jews” or “genocide against
the European Jews,” which has generic links to other such events of destruction or genocide.
Thus, it can suggest the ineffable and unimaginable, the unique quality of the event. At the
same time, the related words “caustic” and “cauterize” refer to burning and corrosiveness,
which suggest the gas chambers, crematorium fires and burning ghettos. The prefix ‘holo-’
suggests completeness or vastness.
Some authors question why a word with religious connotations of sacrifice became popular
as a term for mass murder. No one would suggest that the Holocaust was a sacrifice of the
Jews to God, but the founders of Israel wanted to link the new state with concepts such as
self-sacrifice, heroism and martyrdom. The preference for a term is related to its suggestion
that the Jewish victims were self-sacrificing and heroic.
Auschwitz This term is also used as a generalized designation for the Holocaust. This is
perhaps because this camp has been seen as a microcosm of the SS state, a miniature community of death with the implications of a modern dystopia, thus the use of bureaucratic methods, capitalist exploitation and the reduction of people to robots and expendable raw material.
It should be noted that in the first years of the occupation there was much interest in Bergen-Belsen, Dachau and Buchenwald, KZs liberated by the USA and Britain. These were on
German territory and originally symbolized the horrors of the Holocaust in the West, because
they were the first camps where Western soldiers saw shocking evidence of the Holocaust.
These camps were not extermination camps, however. Auschwitz was liberated by Soviet
troops and was not at first taken in the West as a symbol of the Holocaust. It was a mixed labor and extermination camp where a small number of the arriving shipments of Jewish prisoners were spared to work in industrial enterprises there and in the many satellite camps.
There were also non-Jewish political prisoners who were not systematically exterminated, but
rather deployed as forced labor under terrible conditions. A few camps, such as Treblinka east
of Warsaw, were exclusively devoted to extermination and had almost no survivors. The reason Auschwitz became a symbol for the Holocaust is perhaps related to the combination of
extermination with the use of slave labor. Hannah Arendt used the term ‘factories of death’30
in reference to Nazi KZs, and Auschwitz exemplified this in several senses. The prisoners delivered there were killed in assembly line fashion as in a modern slaughterhouse. As well, inmates were worked to death, and many died of hunger, disease and maltreatment. Since the
factory enterprises served the war effort, they were in this sense also factories of death.
However, the concentration on Auschwitz as a symbol of the Holocaust detracts attention
from various other aspects of the Holocaust. A very large number of victims were killed in
ways more like the mass slaughters committed since Antiquity. There were the mass shootings, the most famous of which occurred at Babi Yar on the edge of Kiev. Many groups were
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responsible, including mobile execution squads, SS ‘Einsatzgruppen’, the army, collaborating
local militias and German police. There were also the ghettos, where Jews died of hunger,
disease, overwork and despair. Parallel to the mass killing of the Jews were genocides, including the treatment of Soviet POWs, who died at far higher rates than Allied POWs in the
West. There were also Death Marches, in which the starved, weak KZ prisoners were
marched hundreds of miles through the countryside toward Germany to avoid their being liberated by advancing Soviet troops.
The cultural and social conception of the Holocaust has shifted since the war in response to
international developments, and this has affected the use of the various terms and their connotations. Jeffrey Alexander analyzes the development of the concept of Holocaust using a cultural sociological approach based on social constructionism. He focuses on two stages, the
first characterized by a “progressive narrative” and the second by a “tragic narrative.” He
asks, “How did a specific and situated historical event, an event marked by ethnic and racial
hatred, violence, and war, become transformed into a generalized symbol of human suffering
and moral evil, a universalized symbol whose very existence has created historically unprecedented opportunities for ethnic, racial, and religious justice...”31 The atrocities committed
against the Jews were grouped with the many shocking crimes of World War II, and were not
initially considered radically different. At the Nuremberg trials, a step was made to viewing
the extermination of the Jews as different, in that the charge of “crimes against humanity”
was added to the indictment. (p. 18 f.) After the war, the US controlled the narrative of NS
crimes and fit the murder of the Jews into the frame of a redemptive narrative. The murders
would be redeemed by efforts to create a new democratic world order free of Nazism, racism
and mass murder. (p. 21) “The story of redeeming Nazism’s victims by creating a progressive
and democratic world order could be called an ascending narrative, for it pointed to the future
and suggested confidence that things would be better over time.” (p. 29)
This progressive, future-oriented narrative of the Holocaust began in the 60s to be replaced
by a tragic narrative. This happened when the US became involved in the Vietnam War and
lost moral standing. A new tragic picture of the Holocaust emerged that suggested not an end
to genocide, but rather “what Nietzsche called the drama of the eternal return.” The Holocaust
could not be redeemed, but rather would be repeated continually to provide catharsis. The
massacre of the European Jews began to be extended, generalized and universalized, so that it
no longer referred only to a specific historical event, but rather to many events, the various
genocides of the Twentieth Century. Moral progress becomes difficult and the Holocaust becomes a universal concept that can help us to understand many tragic events. (p. 32 f.) While
the extent and methods of the genocide against the Jews was known even during the war, the
conception of the Holocaust as an exemplary crime was socially and culturally constructed
using the techniques of narrative construction studied in cultural sociology.
Alexander’s explanation may place too much weight on the universal construction of the
Holocaust, which was still, after all, a Jewish event. Shoshana Felman points to the Eichmann
trial as the beginning of the current notion of the Holocaust. Before the trial, the victims had
been silenced. History “by definition silences the victim, the reality of degradation and of suffering … are intrinsically inaccessible to history.” At the Eichmann trial victims provided the
chief evidence against the defendant and testified on a wide range of crimes where Eichmann
had not been personally present. This was in contrast to Nuremberg, where documents provided most of the evidence. In the German trials such as the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial, witnesses were used extensively, but these were often not Jewish but rather persons in a position
to observe brutality by the defendants and live to tell about it. The trial gave the victims “semantic authority over themselves.” Whereas formerly, the victim identity in Israel had been
“a crippling disability” it was now “reclaimed as an empowering and proudly shared political
31
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and moral identity.”32 The attacks on Israel in the 60s and 70s also strengthened the sense that
Israel was vulnerable, and the heroic stance could not guarantee survival, thus the polar dichotomy between the victim and the resister weakened in Israel. Furthermore, Felman argues
that a combination of art and law created the full meaning of the Holocaust. This is because
trials relegate history to the past, while art makes the past a present fact. Together the two
create a dynamic tension that gave the Holocaust its current significance.33 It is notable that
there was a peak of interest in the Holocaust in the early 60s that was marked by the documentary plays such as The Deputy, The Investigation and Joel Brand, and trials such as the
Eichmann trial, the Ulm Einsatzugruppen trial and the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial. Major
events preceding renewed interest in the 80s were films such as “Shoah” and “Holocaust” and
the continuation of German Holocaust trials.
2.1.2

Mass killing in history

Mass killings of large populations have occurred since time immemorial, but the current
situation, in which there is a great division of labor in military, police and society, means that
the manifestations of violence in the past were not entirely similar to those today. It was accepted practice in Antiquity to use mass killing against other societies. The Romans and
Greeks practiced this as well, ranging from killing the leaders, massacring the men and selling
the women into slavery to total annihilation. The Greeks even tried to rationally formalize this
as a principle of foreign policy. Mass murder and rape of men and women in conquered societies was not considered morally wrong. Ironically, the Jewish religion introduced the moral
principle condemning murder. Did the Nazis target them to signal a return to the barbarism of
Antiquity? Jews have been attacked through out Western history, although there were long
periods of relatively peaceful coexistence, and the genocide of the Nazis was the first attempt
at complete extermination in Europe. There was an attempt at genocide against the Jews in
the Fourth Century BCE, however, in the Akhaemenid Empire.
Modern moral and legal principles forbidding genocide were developed as early as the
Hague Conventions of 1899 and in 1907 in the Regulations Respecting the Law and Customs
of War on Land. Articles 22-8 prohibited the murder of enemy civilians and prisoners of war.
The right of a nation to exterminate its own population was addressed at the Istanbul Trials in
1919 to punish the perpetrators of the Armenian massacres.34
The international law concerning the Holocaust developed during the Nuremberg Trials and
after the war as well. During and after the Second World War, Americans referred to the destruction of the Jews with terms such as “atrocity,” which linked this with a variety of other
hostile acts of war which violated accepted standards of war-making.35 The Nuremberg Tribunal held that the persecution of the Jews before the war did not come under its jurisdiction.
The Allies also wanted to exclude crimes committed against German citizens and the citizens
of Axis allies. Chiefly war crimes in a narrow sense were to be prosecuted, thus crimes
against enemy populations after 1939.36 The charter of the International Military Tribunal “restricted the concept of crimes against humanity in the sense that persecutions on political, racial, or religious grounds could be tried only if they were perpetrated in the execution of or in
connection with war crimes or crimes against peace, effectively excluding atrocities commit-
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ted before the outbreak of the war on 1 September 1939.”37 Although it limited the application
of “crimes against humanity,” the IMT opened the way to the adoption of new norms of international law on genocide. The 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide made genocide a crime both in peacetime and in war.
Attention was nonetheless paid to the Holocaust at Nuremberg. Chief Prosecutor Robert
Jackson’s opening statement at Nuremberg included much of what we regard as essential to
understanding the Holocaust. In the ‘Opening Statement of the American Prosecution’ at Nuremberg, he declared that, “The most savage and murderous crimes planned and committed by
the Nazis were those against the Jews. It is my purpose to show a plan and design, to which
all Nazis were fanatically committed, to annihilate all Jewish people.” Furthermore, “History
does not record a crime ever perpetrated against so many victims or one carried out with such
calculated cruelty.”38 In the indictments, what we now commonly call the Holocaust was
treated as a “crime against humanity.” This term is similar in sense to ‘genocide’. Although
we regard the Holocaust as incomparably evil, the prosecutors only viewed the Holocaust as a
terrible crime, as in the indictments ‘Crimes Against Humanity’ stood alongside ‘Crimes
Against Peace’ and ‘War Crimes’ with no hierarchical ordering. The punishment served the
purpose of indicating the degree of severity.39 Some scholars argue that the enormity of the
Holocaust was minimized in the proceedings at Nuremberg.40
2.1.3

Broader Conceptions

Additional concepts help to put the Holocaust into a broader social and cultural context.
These include genocide, total war, ethnic cleansing, racial hygiene. One reason for the emergence of these various concepts is the awareness of the Twentieth Century as a period of unprecedented violence and killing.41
Genocide The term ‘genocide’ is a vague term and there is no consensus on its meaning. It
has been used to refer to mass bombardment, civil wars, large-scale killing in general or as a
word suitable to condemn almost any war. Some use the term as a synonym for the Holocaust.
Raphael Lemkin, a Polish legal scholar, invented the term “genocide.” Lemkin moved to
the United States in 1941 to escape the Holocaust, in which nearly all of his family perished.42
In the 1930s, he had lost his job as a public prosecutor in Poland for criticizing Hitler. Before
the Holocaust, in 1933, he proposed at a conference on the unification of penal law in Madrid
that two new forms of international crime be recognized, “barbarity,” as “oppressive and destructive actions directed against individuals of a national, religious, or racial group,” and
“vandalism,” as the “destruction of works of art and culture.” These two types were later
combined under his concept of genocide. Lemkin was inspired, even before the Holocaust, by
the mass killing of the Armenians by Turkey in World War I. This caused him to be concerned about the potential extinction of groups as creators and bearers cultures.
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Lemkin’s presented many of his ideas in his most famous book, Axis Rule in Occupied
Europe (1944). Lemkin aimed at the adoption of universal legal standards to restore the integrity of the law in dealing with human rights. He developed the term ‘genocide’ based on the
Greek word for ‘tribe’ or ‘race’ and the Latin ‘caedes’ or ‘killing’, ‘murder’. It meant “the destruction of a nation or of an ethnic group.” It did “not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation, except when accomplished by mass killings of all members of a nation.
It is intended rather to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the destruction
of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups
themselves. The objectives of such a plan would be disintegration of the political and social
institutions, of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of
national groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity, and even
the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups. Genocide is directed against the national
group as an entity, and the actions involved are directed against individuals, not in their individual capacity, but as members of the national group.”43 The term “genocide” thus has a focus on group survival, rather than individual survival.44
His focus is thus broader than mass murder, and includes activities aimed at national groups
rather than just racial extermination. Lemkin describes a variety of practices contributing to
genocide. These include political, social, biological, physical religious and moral attacks. He
also refers to the mass killings of the Jews and repeats an estimate of the Institute of Jewish
Affairs of the American Jewish Congress in New York of 1,702,500 murdered to date. In a
footnote he quotes from a December 17, 1942 Joint Declaration by members of the United
Nations describing and condemning the mass murder of the Jews: “German authorities ... are
now carrying into effect Hitler’s oft-repeated intention to exterminate the Jewish people in
Europe. ... condemn in the strongest possible terms this bestial policy of cold-blooded extermination.”45 But genocide could also be pursued without killing people, for example, by sterilizing them, which would cause the group to die out, or by demoralizing them so that they
lose their sense of identity and dissolve as a group.
Lemkin was not able to ultimately decide what kinds of groups can be the objects of genocide and what kinds of actions are included as carrying out genocide.46 He did consider genocide in the context of modernity. It represents a regression to barbarity that reverses the ethical accomplishments of modernization. Genocide also involves state violence against nations,
as opposed to war between states.47 Genocides occurred many times in the course of history,
and it was necessary to develop international laws against them. Lemkin has also been criticized for failing to criticize the Soviet Union for genocide and for adapting his views to the
current political climate. His unpublished texts suggest other aspects of his thinking, such as
references to colonial genocide.48
The charge of genocide was not included in the London Agreement that established the International Military Tribunal to try NS crimes at Nuremberg. It was included in the Subsequent Nuremberg Proceedings and in trials held in Poland. Thus in 1946 a Polish court defined crimes against the Polish people as ‘genocide’, including: placing Poles in unlawful
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categories regarding rights of possession, employment, education and language; religious persecution through the mass murder and imprisonment of Polish clergy, destruction of churches,
cemeteries and other church property; genocidal actions against cultural and educational
treasures; humiliating the Poles as second-class citizens and an inferior race. The concept of
genocide was adopted by the United Nations in the “Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide” on 9 December 1948.
Yehuda Bauer has criticized the confusion of genocide with the Holocaust, because this
conflates two types of destruction, cultural and biological. The partial or total destruction of
nationality groups by destroying their culture without destroying their population is more applicable to the treatment of the Poles in the war, whereas the aim for the Jews was their biological destruction. Some of the groups sometimes included as victims of genocide include
bearers of religions or political beliefs. But in the past, many members of political or religious
groups have been able to escape death by conversion. This includes the Jews in many cases of
persecution in the Middle Ages, as well as many communists in World War II. Thus while the
term can be applied widely, the differences must be kept in mind. The common denominator
is obviously not physical extermination, which is the most important defining characteristic of
the Holocaust.
It should be noted that in Lemkin’s original sense of protecting cultures, the Holocaust did
involve genocide. The Yiddish language became nearly extinct through the Holocaust, as did
the unique Jewish cultures of the Baltic countries. However, the emphasis of much Holocaust
scholarship has tended to be on the Holocaust in the sense of the Enlightenment with its emphasis on individual rights. Many of the Jews killed in the Holocaust were bearers primarily
of the culture of their nation. Many no longer practiced distinctively Jewish customs and
some did not know of their Jewish ancestry before they were classified as Jewish. To emphasize the various different cultures carried by the victims might split the Holocaust up into numerous smaller genocides, whereas the overall project of mass killing is the focus of most
scholarship. A focus on the study of perpetrators does tend to reduce the focus on differences
among victim groups, since the perpetrators tried to de-individualize the victims. They treated
the Jews as the destroyers of culture, as lacking culture, and tried to dehumanize them so that
no differences would be apparent. Focusing on the victims of the Holocaust may thus in the
future make it more apparent that besides individual persons, the cultures they shared were
also being attacked.49 The German term for genocide, “Völkermord,” became common in the
1960s. “Genozid” is also used today in German.
Ethnic cleansing Broader than genocide is the term ethnic cleansing, which includes a variety of actions against undesired population groups; these were also applied to the Jews in the
Holocaust. They range from forced emigration, transfer under exchange pressure, deportation/expulsion and finally genocide. This is not a new phenomenon, but can be traced back to
biblical times. In a broader sense, ethnic cleansing is also used to move political, religious,
class and other undesired population groups, as in the 1990s in former Yugoslavia.50 As with
the notion of genocide, the concept permits us to make comparisons and draw parallels between the Holocaust and other events. However, again the difference that physical extermination was the chief aim in the Holocaust cannot be ignored.
Racial hygiene The concepts of race associated with modern social-Darwinism and medicine go back at least to the Nineteenth Century, when it was common to speak of ‘degeneration’. Eugenics was an international movement found in different versions in different countries. The Nazis adopted the view that the German Volk was threatened by degeneration
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caused by racial mixing and by the proliferation of genetically defective Germans. Thus, a
wide range of victims were targeted for elimination from the body of the Volk, including the
mentally defective, physically deformed offspring, homosexuals, social deviants, racial
groups such as the Slavs, blacks and Jews. The Jews were first on the list as a metaphysical
force, an anti-race of particularly virulent and aggressive form. So there was a continuum of
victims for racial cleansing, and the Jews were the most important, but not sole threat to racial
purity.51 However, differences must not be overlooked. The victims of euthanasia were a subclass of the German people, and the attempt was not being made to exterminate all Germans.
Distinctions such as normal and abnormal were not applied to the Jewish victims, but rather
all were arbitrarily included as degenerate. Furthermore, the notion that modern eugenics or
“biopolitics” led inevitably to the Holocaust overlooks the pluralism in eugenic thinking at
the time. The Nazi leaders chose certain eugenic ideas, suppressed others and combined their
eugenics with racialism to justify the Holocaust.52
Total war The Holocaust shares certain characteristics with total war. There was the use of bureaucracy, modern transport and communication, modern killing technology and attacks aimed at
civilians. It is often pointed out that the Holocaust was dysfunctional, because the invested resources could have been used for the war effort. However, there was some functionalization of
the victims for the war effort. Their possessions were redistributed to make up for supply limitations. Their elimination freed up resources such as food and housing.53 The killing in total war is
generally used instrumentally to induce surrender and usually stops with surrender, whereas in
the Holocaust the killing was aimed at the most defenseless and least threatening persons. There
was no act of surrender with which victims could have obtained mercy.
At the end of this discussion of terms, it is possible to conclude that such terms as genocide,
ethnic cleansing, racial hygiene and total war provide insights into the nature of the Holocaust
through comparison and analysis. However, the Holocaust of the Jews was different from
most of the cases of mass killing included under these terms. It therefore requires its own
name. Only cases including the element of total extermination applied to the Jews can be
called a Holocaust. It is still debated whether the genocide committed against the Armenians
by Turkey in the early Twentieth Century or the gypsies by the Third Reich were also Holocausts or rather genocides.
2.1.4

Uniqueness, Representation and Comparison

The question of the uniqueness of the Holocaust has long concerned major historians such as
Yehuda Bauer and Saul Friedländer. In Germany, the question of uniqueness came up in the
1980s. There have been various German historical perspectives, and the theme reached a peak
in the late 80s, before declining. The new awareness of the pervasiveness of genocide and
mass killing may be a factor, and as well the problem of finding metaphors for the Holocaust
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in theoretical discussions.54 German historians on both sides of the intentionalist-functionalist
divide have supported the notion of the uniqueness of the Holocaust, including Eberhard
Jäckel and Hans Mommsen. However, not all German historians supported this idea. Andreas
Hillgruber and Martin Broszat had doubts about the concept. It is also unclear whether this
concept belongs in history and the social sciences or rather in moral philosophy and theology.
All historical events are in some sense unique, so the concept of uniqueness can only be
relevant if the difference is in some sense significant enough to focus on the unique aspects of
the Holocaust as opposed to those of all other cases of mass killing. Various attempts have
been made to specify the uniqueness and significance of the Holocaust. This can be empirical
or metaphorical in nature. For example, the Holocaust is metaphorically described as a rupture in history, a black hole in reality or a separate universe.
For Martin Buber, the Holocaust was “a systematically prepared and executed procedure
whose organized cruelty cannot be compared with any previous historical event.” He felt he
had “only in a formal sense a common humanity with those who took part in this action.” The
perpetrators had “so transposed themselves into a sphere of monstrous inhumanity inaccessible to my conception, that not even hatred, much less an overcoming of hatred, was able to
arise in me.”55 In contrast to this sense of the radical nature of the Holocaust, other authors
emphasize its familiar, modern trappings. Raul Hilberg comments on the paradox that Holocaust was executed using ordinary administrative processes: There is no precedent for the almost endless march of millions of men, women, and children into gas chambers. The systematization of this destruction process sets it aside from all else that has ever happened.” However, “it is the very mundaneness and ordinariness of these everyday official actions which
made the destruction process so crass.”56
Attempts have been made to find purely factual and objective specifications of the singularity of the Holocaust. Enzo Traverso57 writes that the uniqueness of the Holocaust lies not in
the numbers or the use of modern technology, but rather in the use of a “new, allegedly scientific ideology: biological racism.” Eberhard Jäckel finds the uniqueness in the attempt to kill
all members of a single group for no utilitarian reason, the incredible impersonality and bureaucratic rationality of the killing process and other features. However, Götz Aly and other
recent historians tried to find utilitarian explanations for the killing.
Some authors focus on what happened after the Holocaust as making it unique. Kurt Jonassohn states, “West Germany ... is the first country in modern history to admit that a genocide
was committed and to agree to a modest form of reimbursement to some of the survivors. ...
West Germany’s is the only case in which a perpetrator has admitted guilt.”58 Another way in
which the Holocaust appears unique is that the victims did not remain silent, as did the victims of many cases of mass murder. The Jewish survivors spoke out to express their outrage
“in several art forms, such as painting, sculpture, poetry, memoirs, and novels as well as in
the recording of oral histories, the presentation of records, and in lobbying for human rights.”
Furthermore, the Holocaust was the first genocide to force the social sciences and humanities
to confront the topic of genocide, which tended to be ignored in the past.
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Some authors focus on the uniqueness in relation to other genocides. Yehuda Bauer finds
the unique aspect of the Holocaust in “total physical annihilation,” intended to “annihilate the
targeted group completely.” If this happened to groups other than the Jews, this could be
called a Holocaust. “The term Holocaust should therefore be used in this double sense, of the
specific fate that befell the Jews, and of the fate of other peoples if their experience should
happen to parallel that of the Jews.”59 However, he denies that many of the groups that lost
members in World War II faced total annihilation. Thus, the gypsies were not consistently
massacred, and technically speaking, the National Socialist goal was to destroy only the
mixed-blood gypsies, but not the pure gypsies. (p. 41) The Jehovah’s Witnesses (ernste Bibelforscher) were imprisoned during the war, but they could be released if they renounced their
beliefs. Homosexuals and lesbians could usually avoid persecution by changing their behavior. Bauer classes the massacre of the Armenians in Turkey, “as a Holocaust-related event,
somewhere between genocide and Holocaust.” (p. 43) In contrast, many groups now try to
appropriate the Holocaust frame for their own interests in raising their victim status and the
implied entitlements connected with victimhood today. The paradoxical nature of the Holocaust is that it is at the same time singularized and also universalized to apply to a variety of
historically quite diverse persecutions.60
Complex lists of features have also been proposed to account for the uniqueness of the Holocaust. Alan Rosenberg suggests four kinds of evidence for the uniqueness of the Holocaust.
These are: i. Quantitative extent of the Holocaust, ii. The complex legal and administrative structures involved, iii. The physical and psychological methods used to reduce the victims to objects
and iv. The attempt to attempt to transform the victims into what the Nazis saw in them.61
Both ideological factors and methods are important to Emil Fackenheim. He compares the
Holocaust with the Armenian genocide as “both were (1) attempts to murder a whole people;
(2) carried out under cover of war; (3) with maximum secrecy; (4) after the deportation of the
victims, with deliberate cruelty, to remote places; (5) all this provoking few countermeasures
or even verbal protests on the part of the civilized world.” However, there were significant
differences. The efficiency of the Germans was less important to the results than the presence
of a “Weltanschauung” to justify and motivate it. The means were also unique, such as the
precise definition of the victims, judicial procedures for disenfranchising them, a technical
apparatus and an army of murderers and “direct and indirect accomplices: clerks, newspapermen, lawyers, bank managers, doctors, soldiers, railway men, entrepreneurs, and an endless
list of others.” The importance of both direct and indirect accomplices is important as there
was a “dual state” consisting of the SS core and the normal German state establishment, “civil
service, army, schools, universities, churches. This latter system was allowed separate existence to the end, but was also increasingly penetrated, manipulated, perverted.” The lack of
resistance or even non-cooperation enabled the SS to carry on the process of murder.62
In German historiography the uniqueness issue has declined in favor of interest in more
empirical issues and the possibility of comparing aspects of genocide within World War II
and internationally. The high point of the issue was the 1986 Historians Debate (“Historiker59
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streit”). It was actually initiated by a sociologist, Jürgen Habermas. The conservatives around
historians Ernst Nolte and Andreas Hillgruber tried to relativize the Holocaust. Nolte argued
that the Bolshevik crimes were the origin of the idea for the Holocaust, and the NS regime
was acting in what it thought was self-defense against Bolshevik genocide. This meant that
the Holocaust was not unique, but prefigured by Soviet genocide. Hillgruber also tried to relativize the Holocaust by comparing it with the expulsion of the Germans from Eastern Europe.
The conservatives also wanted to normalize German history for the sake of national identity
and national pride. On the other hand, the liberals around Habermas, such as Hans Mommsen,
wanted to instrumentalize the memory of the Holocaust to promote a non-nationalist state
identity or “civic patriotism.”63 In a famous exchange on normalizing the Holocaust between
historians Saul Friedländer and Martin Broszat, Broszat argued for treating the Holocaust as a
topic of normal historical analysis, while Friedländer maintained that the Holocaust could
thereby be trivialized or relativized.64
However, even though the liberals appeared to have won the day, the concept was already
fading. A decade later Daniel Jonah Goldhagen’s book Hitler’s Willing Executioners also
made a singularity claim which was solidly rejected by many of the liberals who supported
uniqueness in the earlier debate, including Mommsen. He said that a very large share of Germans had accepted eliminatory anti-Semitism and this explained the Holocaust. The methods
by which he reached this conclusion were questioned, but as well his theories contradicted the
structuralist conclusion that ideas and ideologies were not as important as structural interaction and “cumulative radicalization.” After this, the uniqueness thesis has continued to play a
role but more in public arenas. For example, several anniversaries in February 2005 seem to
be overshadowed by the Holocaust as a unique event. The sixtieth anniversary commemoration of the liberation of Auschwitz was attended by several European heads of state, including
Vladimir Putin and Horst Köhler. Köhler’s address before the Israeli Knesset was overshadowed by the uniqueness of the Holocaust. Israel’s existence is threatened by contemporary
conflicts in the Near East, while Germany is not a threat to Israel. Nevertheless, his speech alluded heavily to the Holocaust. On 13 February, the sixtieth anniversary of the bombing of
Dresden, NPD demonstrators assembled in Dresden to protest the Allied war crimes. By
equating Allied bombings with genocide, they hoped to discredit the uniqueness thesis and
justify right-radical claims to nationalism.
Uniqueness is also linked to the problem of representation. The thesis of uniqueness was
also accompanied by a search for metaphors to describe the uniqueness. This metaphorical
search was typified by Dan Diner’s comment: “The difficulty inherent in describing Nazism
… reflects the basic unimaginability of the event itself.”65 Representation also began to be
more important when the Holocaust began to fade from living memory. There was a shift in
discourse from the question of whether people could be made to remember to the question of
how to remember.66 Uniqueness also has implications for the representability of the Holocaust. David Brenner distinguishes in this regard between literalism and exemplarism of representation. “Whereas the exemplarist attempts ‘to make connections, establish comparisons,
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or derive meaning from the Holocaust…, the literalist finds such attempts speculative, if not
sacrilege. The Holocaust literalist ‘insists steadfastly on the particular events of unbearable
horror’…; the Holocaust exemplarist is deemed prone to forgetting, if not forgiving.”67 The
unique event is presumably unrepresentable, insofar as no experiences quite convey the same
experience. Nevertheless, the new historical interest which has led to massive amounts of archival research, the interest in biography, ideology and everyday life, the interest in comparing genocides has shifted attention from this undeniably important issue to the empirical side
of Holocaust studies.68
2.1.5

Elements of the Holocaust

The nature of the Holocaust is a matter of disagreement, although in a general sense it is obvious that the destruction of the Jews is central. But, it is still a question whether the mass
killing of gypsies or the starvation of Soviet POWs were also part of the Holocaust. This is
partly bound up with the uniqueness issue, but is also different. The following elements help
define the Holocaust:
Target group The Jews were obviously the targeted population, but this was defined somewhat arbitrarily, so that converts to the Jewish faith might count as Jews, while Jewish converts to Christianity or their descendants could also be classed as Jewish. Occasional exceptions were made arbitrarily or for some utilitarian purpose. Since the definitions were arbitrary, some persons were exempted who would have been murdered otherwise. Persons of
mixed ancestry were a matter of dispute. The gypsies, Russian POWs, Slavs and even a few
Africans were also the victims of genocide in the war, but it is undecided whether they were
also Holocaust victims. Persons living in mixed marriages, especially women caring for partly
‘Aryan’ children could be exempted from deportation, at least temporarily.
Ends The end of the Holocaust was generally the extermination of the Jews in Europe and
all areas under German control or influence (such as North Africa). But there were other Nazi
ends which intersected with the Holocaust, for example, population redistribution in Eastern
Europe involved the deportation of Jews and Poles, and the war needs of the army led to the
employment of Jews as slave labor. In the early stages, territorial solutions such as the deportation of the Jews to Madagascar were considered. Furthermore, the property of the Jews was
confiscated and distributed among the general population or appropriated by the Nazi leaders.
This included personal possessions and businesses. It is also proposed that there were certain
unstated aims of the Holocaust. For example, Dan Stone suggests the term “transgressive violence” to describe the cultural meaning of violence against the Jews as a means of community
integration and a means of overcoming the social repression of needs for violent festivals and
the boredom of ordinary life.69
Means The most famous means of the Holocaust were the extermination camps using gas
chambers. These were linked to the areas where the victims lived by complex rail networks. A
vast bureaucracy was engaged in organizing and running the system. This included identifying the victims, collecting them in ghettos, and sending them to camps. Less familiar is the
use of mass shootings by so-called ‘task forces’ (Einsatzgruppen), soldiers and local recruits,
such as at Babi Yar. In addition, many of the large numbers of Jews forced to live in ghettos
died through malnutrition, disease and physical abuse. The death marches toward the end of
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the war caused thousands of deaths. Furthermore, overwork and brutal treatment caused the
deaths of thousands of Jews assigned to slave labor.
Rationale The perpetrators gave several justifications for the Holocaust. Hitler blamed the
Jews for the loss of World War I and claimed they were plotting to plunge Germany into another war. Nazi propaganda portrayed Jews as capitalists and Bolshevists. They were also
called parasites that undermined German culture, and a racial threat to the purity of the German race. Recent studies suggest that academic technocrats proposed killing the Jews to rationalize eastern economies and to overcome supply shortages of food.
Function While it is probable that the Nazis killed the Jews for their stated reasons, scholars have considered a variety of underlying causes and functions of the Holocaust. In totalitarian theories an objective enemy is required for the system to continue its radicalization and
total domination. The identity of this victim is largely arbitrary. Thus the Jews were chosen
not because of any ideas about them, but because they were the most vulnerable population
group.
The attack on the Jews may have compensated for status anxiety felt by the lower middle
classes. It may have diverted attention away from the capitalist class enemy. The attack on the
Jews may have helped prepare Germany to accept attacks on other groups such as Slavs or
Christians. The murder of the Jews may have compensated for the failure of the offensive in
Russia. Confiscating Jewish property may have helped maintain morale, because their possessions were distributed to the general public. This avoided hardships for the German people, at
least until late in the war.
2.1.6

Current Interest in the Holocaust

What is it about the Holocaust that holds people’s attention? Much has been written about the
uniqueness of the Holocaust. The number and proportion of victims, the amount of suffering,
the capacity of the perpetrators to distinguish ‘good’ from ‘evil’ have been commented and
researched in detail. But the figures for other mass killings may be even more frightening, so
that one might ask why some other colonial or imperial mass killing might not set the standard as an exemplary event. If the Germans are a highly educated people with a tradition of
enlightenment, then perhaps modernity or enlightenment is the paradoxical explanation. But
perhaps other peoples are just as prone to violence, regardless of their level of modernity.
More is needed to explain the interest in the Holocaust today in Germany and the vast outpouring of literature. Saul Friedländer suggests three factors to be considered: There has been
a generational change, continuing demands for justice and a new ideological perspective,
postmodernism.70 There have constantly been calls from victim groups for legal proceedings
against perpetrators and for compensation of a monetary or cultural nature. The succeeding
generations are less and less personally implicated and threatened by the Holocaust, so that
one can speak of a “politics of symbolic guilt.” Internationally we also see a culture of regrets, in which countries around the world are reassessing their own colonial pasts and minority policies and often apologizing publicly. But this still does not explain why the Holocaust
and not some other mass killing should captivate the imagination today. Yehuda Bauer points
to a number of unique factors in the Holocaust. For example, most other revolutions were
based on class, nation or religion, not race, as the ordering principle for a reorganization of
society.71 Much of the research on the Holocaust focuses not on the uniqueness of the Holocaust, but on aspects shared with other catastrophes, modernity, violence, prejudice, racism
and hate. Gabriel Motzkin offers key insights into the differences between the Holocaust and
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other mass killings. The Holocaust offers possibilities for sacralization that the other genocides lacked, for example, the innocence of the victims. Hiroshima happened to a people that
had waged brutal war and may have put an earlier end to this war. The class enemies who
died in the Gulag under Stalin were more vaguely defined and could have included any Soviet
citizens, whereas the Jews were clearly separated from the rest of the population as victims.
The spatial location of the murder of the kulaks was indeterminate, whereas Auschwitz offers
a definite place to serve as a sacral center. Thus, it has become a place of pilgrimage in a religious sense. Contemporary public memory has adopted Auschwitz as a sacral place and assigned it a sense of ineffability transcending the particular event and location. It has become
universal because of this ineffability that makes the Holocaust relevant and forces itself permanently on human consciousness.72 The Holocaust has become a negative myth of origin and
is now a story about how the world started. It divides us from all the people who previously
lived. Its perversity fascinates people, in that the Nazis first humiliated and then killed the
Jews.73
Charles Maier’s reference to Holocaust memory as “hot memory” in contrast to the “cold
memory” of communism also clarifies the interest in the Holocaust today. The former is “targeted terror” the latter is “stochastic terror.” The Nazis clearly defined who was to be exterminated and who not. Stalinism made any citizen potentially an enemy to be destroyed. Thus,
it was possible to know whether one would be targeted in Nazi Germany. As a result, the
Holocaust challenges us today to decide whether we would have chosen to be perpetrators.74
If we knew that we would have been perpetrators, we still do not know how guilty that would
make us, since contingency and systemic aspects of the Third Reich were also causal factors.
The Holocaust is also a source of negative identity for Germans, according to historian Jörn
Rüsen. Germans now regard the Holocaust as an event they oppose and this opposition is
identity forming. Conservatives, by contrast, often seek to relativize the Holocaust as similar
to other mass killings in history and no worse. They find positive continuities overarching the
Holocaust period, and they emphasize the international causes beyond German control. Thus,
the impulse to normalize the Holocaust conflicts with the impulse to find a source of identity
in it. Yet, there is ambivalence, even for the German right, because the concept of nationalism
no longer commands the respect it once had.75
To place this in a broader international context, a history boom is occurring today for various reasons. In the 60s and 70s, there was a belief in a social science closely comparable to
the physical sciences. Today the promise of this science has paled, and there has been a turn
in the direction of history in the social sciences and literature studies. The end of the Cold
War has created a sort of identity vacuum that has been filled in part by historical memory. It
is no longer meaningful to define identity in favor of or against communism or socialism. Today class, ethnic affiliation, religion and nationality have declined as sources of identity. At
the same time, identities are being destabilized through multiculturalism and international migration. For the left, opposition to Nazism and the Holocaust is one avenue of identity creation. The Holocaust, as a past product of a discredited and defunct ideology, is suitable as a
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something to form a shared negative identity.76 This has led, as a reaction, to a revival of right
radical parties based on cultural definitions of national identity, which in part challenges the
Holocaust-identity advocated by many on the left.77
The seemingly paradoxical nature of the Holocaust means that it provides a fascinating object for both scientific study and artistic representation. Science strives for increasingly new
contents, new ideas, paradigms and theories. The Holocaust seems to provide ample possibilities for this. But the arts use the same contents repeatedly in changing, novel forms, archetypes and symbols. The Holocaust offers this possibility as well.

2.2 Victims, Perpetrators, Bystanders
The actors of the Holocaust are commonly referred to as perpetrators, victims and bystanders
(German: Täter, Opfer, Zuschauer). This triad also provides the title of a book by Raul Hilberg: Perpetrators, Victims, Bystanders.78 Much research has been devoted to the psychology
behind the behavior of all three groups, although this tends to be international study.
2.2.1

Victims

The victims of the Holocaust have been divided into the dead and the survivors and resisters.
The dead are very portrayed in ways that discourage identification. An examination of several
photographic collections shows many victims as the Nazis wanted them, foreign, alien, located in a strange and distant, hostile location.79 This image has persisted until today, while
the survivor has achieved to a greater degree a positive personal identity in many peoples’
minds. The question of the social science and historiographical significance will be discussed
below.
In the past, the victims of the Holocaust were neglected or referred to negatively, as in the
debate on why there was little resistance, as exemplified by Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem. This has changed in recent years. Notably this increased status of the Holocaust victims has paralleled an increase in victims’ rights in society in general and a change in the
identity of the victim to the “survivor” identity, as a more positive concept.80 This also led to
changes in the psychology of the victim. In the 40s and 50s, theories of psychologists such as
Bruno Bettelheim held that prisoners in KZs regressed to infantile behavior. With the increased status of victims as survivors in the 70s and 80s, trauma theories replaced survivor
syndrome theories.81 The victims of the Holocaust have been dealt with more by non-German
historians, who have produced much literature.82 The social science study has lagged behind.
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It tends to be focused on traumatic memories of survivors and their families. It has also been
suggested that there is a need for a study of “victimology” comparable to “criminology.”83
A great deal is known about survivors from personal memoirs, interviews and public lectures, but less is known about victims who did not survive. Some of the important studies of
victims have actually come from the domain of literary studies, for example studies of survivor memoirs or literature.84 One problem in studying victims is that personal testimonies
based on personal memories are subject to social memory processes. Indeed, most survivors
did not want to testify until they began to be encouraged by the generations of the 1980s and
1990s. This may be due to the traumatic effects of the Holocaust on survivors, as well as the
desire of most people in the postwar period not to think about the past. In the meantime, however, the focus on memory, everyday history and biography has given new impetus to studying survivors’ stories. Even some historians who were survivors have written memoirs, although historians tend to criticize the subjectivity of personal testimony.85
The study of victims previously dealt with armed resistance and the ghettos, following the
questions about the victims raised by Raul Hilberg and Hannah Arendt.86 In the meantime,
there has been more focus on larger communities, institutions and political movements. Recent research has also dealt with individual victims.87 Various categories of persons have been
proposed as the victims of the Holocaust. The Third Reich attempted to kill all the Jews living
under its control and managed to kill about six million. At the same time there were other
genocides, including the mass murder of the European gypsies (referred to in Germany as
Sinti and Roma), mass killing of Russian prisoners of war, the killing of mental patients and
physically defective infants, etc. As well, many persons of Slavic origin in the conquered territories were killed, including reprisal killings. These mass killings may form part of the
Holocaust or may at least be related to it to some degree. We should also distinguish among
the victims as they appeared in the camps and as they appeared in post-war life or as they portrayed themselves. It has been noted that a transformation occurred from treating the victims
as cowards to seeing them as survivors, witnesses and even embodiments of the past. The heroic and unselfish side of the former KZ inmates is often emphasized.88
The victims of the Holocaust have figured in various disputes, prominently the question of
Jewish resistance. This is also related to the status of the victim. Thus, there is also talk of the
‘survivor’ as ‘witness’. During and after the Holocaust, the victims were not highly regarded
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by Israelis and were not of enormous interest to the Allies. The Israelis perhaps did not doenough to aid the victims in Europe and looked down on them for failing to resist militarily.
This seeming passivity was not consistent with the public discourse of the Jewish fighter, the
warrior fighting for the Israeli state. This negative image of the victims changed with the
Eichmann trial, and today victims are survivors and ‘witnesses’ who preserve the living memory of the Holocaust. Efforts are being made to record their stories on videotape, and numerous memoirs are being published. This reflects fundamental changes in our attitude toward
victims and generational changes as well. In Germany, identification with the survivors is
possible for the grandchildren of the perpetrator generation to a degree that would not have
been possible in the 1940s for the perpetrator generation. It even provides a form of absolution for Germans and other nationalities to identify with the KZ survivors.
The notion of Jewish passivity in the Holocaust has been a long-standing criticism of the
Zionists. Nevertheless, it provoked a scandal, when Hannah Arendt criticized the Jewish
councils in her Eichmann in Jerusalem. She claimed that had the Jews not been organized
there would have been chaos but fewer Jews would have been killed. This claim aroused great
controversy in the Jewish community. It has sometimes been understood as a criticism of the
European Jews for having failed to offer resistance, although it is more a criticism of the organizations of the Jews, the councils that were mandated by the German occupiers. Numerous
books have been written on the subject of Jewish resistance or lack of resistance.89 Since the
1970s there has been less emotional research on Jewish resistance. However, this has mainly
been the work of non-German historians.90 The most recent period includes still more works
on Jewish resistance, for example the documentary collection by Arno Lustiger, Zum Kampf
auf Leben und Tod! Vom Widerstand der Juden 1935-1945 (On the Life and Death Struggle!
Of the Resistance of the Jews).91
In writings about the Holocaust, it is common to refer to the ‘victim perspective’. This can
mean that the victim tells her/his own story, as in a memoir or diary, or it can mean that a
non-victim, whether belonging to the same category, e.g., Jewish or non-Jewish and gypsy or
non-gypsy, tells the story. Usually this is a very subjective or personal perspective, but it can
also be presented abstractly, as in Wolfgang Sofsky’s Order of Terror. Usually the victim’s
perspective emphasizes the helplessness of the victim and the power of the perpetrator or the
indifference of the bystander. However, some authors also accord the victim some degree of
influence over his or her fate. This is the case with H.G. Adler or Hannah Arendt. Research
on the victim’s perspective is impeded by the lack of records left behind by KZ victims and
ordinary persons caught in the system of terror. Many records are written in less common languages (Yiddish, Romanian, Lithuanian, etc.) and are therefore inaccessible to researchers
who know German, English and other European languages. In the case of the perpetrators, a
vast mass of documentation in the form of official records was composed in German, and
many documents survived the war. Thus, great Jewish scholars like Raul Hilberg often based
their works on these documents.
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The victims of the Holocaust are a category whose boundaries are likewise subject to various interpretations. Although it is well known that many terms are used for the ‘Holocaust’,
there are also a variety of terms for the victims of the Holocaust: Originally they were ‘liberated prisoners’, then ‘displaced persons’ (DPs), then ‘survivors’. In German one speaks of
‘Opfer’ and ‘Überlebende’. The use of term DP referred to both Jewish and non-Jewish displaced persons. Only some of those liberated from KZs by the Allies were Jewish, because so
many had been killed.92
There is a natural tendency to expand this category on the part of those who want to share
the Holocaust frame. Thus, the gypsies, Russian POWs, Jehovah’s Witnesses, homosexuals
and lesbians, the physically or mentally handicapped have been proposed as victims alongside
the Jews. Specifically, however, each of these other categories should be included only with
reservations. They are certainly victims of National Socialist persecution, even of genocide,
but differ from the Jews as victims. It usually was not intended to kill all members of these
categories, and usually there were greater possibilities for them to avoid this fate. The issue is
ambiguous, as the killing of one group or another may have prepared the way for the murder
of the Jews, and the murder of the Jews may have facilitated the murder of non-Jews. Had the
Third Reich not been defeated, it might have carried its policies of genocide to other groups.
One of the problems in dealing with victims and survivors historically is that stories of survival can easily be viewed as binary plots of persecution followed by liberation and success.
On German TV, the victims appear as faceless and anonymous, while the survivors are often
portrayed in an adventure story format with success as the culmination. In other cases, the
story ends before the victim’s deportation to a KZ, sparing the viewer the shock and horror
and allowing a cathartic sublimation of the event. Jewish main characters are seldom killed in
such productions. Likewise, interviews and documentaries tend in this direction. Anita
Lasker-Wallfisch93 is popular as an interviewee on German documentary shows and at lectures in German cities. After surviving Auschwitz, she became a cellist in England and had
children and a family life. In this manner, the horrors of the Holocaust are mitigated by a
story that makes possible identification. This sort of programming has a certain value, but the
didactic message is ahistorical. Ruth Klüger, aware of this problem, uses various devices in
her memoirs to discourage identification. For example, she tells stories about her family
members which cast them in a negative rather than idealized light. She explicitly states that
the Allies did not fight Nazism to liberate the Jews, and she points to chance as a factor in her
survival, not heroic liberators.94
There is a certain fluidity of the boundary between victims and perpetrators. The Poles
were the victims of the German occupation, but some Poles were also glad that the Jews were
being eliminated, and after the war, Jewish returnees were sometimes attacked or even killed
when they tried to reclaim their property. In this regard, the populations of the occupied countries may actually fall more within the perpetrator category.95 The Wehrmacht invaded Russia,
but post-war conservatives have portrayed the German soldiers as victims who were trying to
stem the tide of Soviet atrocities against fleeing German civilians. Likewise, German POWs
were portrayed as martyrs of the Soviet POW camps.96 Certain persons who would ordinarily
be counted as perpetrators have obtained the reputation of helpers, for example, Bernhard
Lösener and Kurt Gerstein. Naturally, almost everyone who served the Third Reich tried to
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justify themselves afterwards as covert resisters, but in some cases this claim has been accepted, for example for Gerstein. As well, studies of the Christian churches have shown that
persecuted anti-Nazis like Niemöller were not necessarily free of anti-Semitism in certain periods of their lives. This blurs the boundaries still more.
2.2.2

Perpetrators

German Holocaust historiography has tended to concentrate on the crimes of the perpetrators.
However, the actual study of perpetrators, “Täterforschung” (perpetrator research), began in
earnest only in the 1990s. Until then, relatively few key figures were studied biographically,
such as Hitler, Himmler, Heydrich, Rudolf Höss and Albert Speer. Lower-level Nazi perpetrators appeared as stereotypical thugs and hoodlums, people without morals and values, entirely unlike ordinary people and neighbors. The types and motives attributed to higher-level
perpetrators were influenced by the self-presentations of these Nazis themselves, through
their memoirs, interrogation protocols and interviews. Hannah Arendt’s report on the
Eichmann trial introduced the notion of the banal perpetrator (banality of evil), and the notion
of demonic evil was common in German texts of the 1940s and 50s. The authoritarian personality concept of Theodor Adorno and other sociologists suggested psychological motives for
participating in the Holocaust. The Milgram and Festinger experiments of the 1960s created
the image of ordinary persons mechanically obeying authoritative orders to kill.97 The perpetrator as academic planner was introduced in the modernism paradigm in the 1980s. Christopher Browning’s ordinary man, the conformist motivated by group pressures was added in the
1990s, while Daniel Jonah Goldhagen proposed the ordinary German as a rabidly eliminationist perpetrator. Since then, a variety of biographical studies have tried to specify the different sorts of perpetrators and their various motivations.98 There have also been psychological studies of perpetrator behavior.99
The survival and availability of documents by perpetrators is greater in the case of the
Holocaust.100 We have in many cases their official documents, diaries, memoirs, court testimony and reports of their conversations by third parties. Furthermore, there is a presumption
that the perpetrators had the key role in determining Holocaust outcomes. In Germany, academic history has traditionally been ‘national history’, that is diplomatic and political. It has
involved the movers of history. Since the 1960s social history and ‘Alltagsgeschichte’ have
been more prominent in Germany. These approaches look at history from the viewpoint of
lower levels of society. Unfortunately, the ordinary person usually has only an imperfect view
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of what is happening in the overall picture. Thus, histories of everyday life may give the impression that actors below had no interest in or influence on the outcomes. But there are also
everyday studies that tend to implicate the ordinary Germans.101 It has become more common
to think that the perpetrators did not have complete control of the historical events and to look
for the input of persons below the leadership level. This is found in the search for overlooked
perpetrators. Thus, Götz Aly and others have ‘discovered’ the influence of experts in generating plans for mass murder. Benno Müller-Hill has studied the influence of anthropologists
and psychiatrists on mass murder. In the 1990s even ordinary Wehrmacht soldiers came into
consideration, for example, in the “Vernichtungskrieg: Crimes of the Wehrmacht Exhibition.”102 The acceptance of mass murder and the ideology of killing by ordinary soldiers has
been the topic of studies of everyday life among the troops, e.g., through the study of ‘Feldpostbriefe’.
Major German studies have tended to emphasize the planning processes for the Holocaust
and the role of Hitler’s closest circle. More recently, military policy and bureaucratic policy,
the administrators of KZs and a variety of minor local organizations such as the local police
have been focused on. The range of persons who count as perpetrators and bystanders is also
a matter of discussion. Recent approaches have greatly expanded the range of perpetrators to
include such groups as revenue officials and professional associations involved in the location, assessment, confiscation and use of assets of disenfranchised Jewish citizens. Besides
the German perpetrators, there were also collaborators in the conquered countries. Some organized and some unorganized local groups participated in the Holocaust. Thus, it recently
became known that the people of a Polish village had committed the massacre of the Jews living there and had blamed the Germans. In occupied countries and in Germany itself, many socalled bystanders served as informers for the Gestapo, helping in the apprehension and murder of Jews.103
In order to do justice to the variety of different types of perpetrators, scholars have proposed various typologies of perpetrators, thus the banal perpetrator, the demonic, the party fanatic, the ambitious bureaucrat, etc.104
The following are among the most important types of perpetrators found in the literature: 1.
the misfit, loser, outcast, socially disadvantaged criminal type; 2. the authoritarian personality; 3. the normal person whose behavior was controlled by the totalitarian system, the
Eichmann type; 4. the ordinary man who is easily induced to obey authoritative orders in the
manner of the Milgram experiment; 5. the transgressive person seeking identity through violence; 6. the opportunist seeking economic advantages. This list is by no means complete. Dieter Frey and Helmut Rez have offered a list of five types of SS perpetrators: volunteer activists, intellectual functionalists, efficient conformists, adapted pupils and ordinary complaints.105
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To the extent that we assume that ordinary people were perpetrators, we need to find the
social-psychological cause of their behaving in ways they normally would not. Among other
explanations, disconnects, the power of the situation and the passions of war come in question. Disconnects occur when people drop the normal notions of moral behavior. For example, they are encouraged to think of the Jews or other victims as non-persons, waste products
or disease vectors. Situational factors influence the way people behave by clouding their
thought processes. For example, in groupthink they begin to feel pressure toward unanimity
and against dissent. In the passions of war approach, people shift from normal rational modes
of thought to mythic modes that justify war hysteria.106 Because the Holocaust involved such a
high degree of organization over a longer period of time, explanations have tended to emphasize the influence of institutions on decision-making. The famous functionalist approach, for
example, uses “cumulative radicalization” by competing bureaucracies as an institutional explanation. By contrast, the high degree of consistency in outcomes for the victims suggests
that groupthink must also have played a major role.
But the Jewish survivors are themselves sometimes portrayed as perpetrators. The accusation is sometimes made that to survive the KZs they behaved unscrupulously toward other
prisoners. The administration of the KZs was largely delegated to the prisoners, and this could
result in brutal behavior by prisoner officials to other prisoners. The Judenräte have also been
the object of severe critique, not merely by Hannah Arendt, but also by many former inmates.
2.2.3

Bystanders

After the war most people, whether on the German, Allied or occupied sides, identified themselves as bystanders, including the German Wehrmacht. Yet, curiously, little research was
done on them. It was simply assumed that they could not have done very much about the
Holocaust, and the Holocaust was portrayed in books and on TV as having occurred in a grotesque concentration camp universe far off in Poland or White Russia. In fact, few Germans
had much contact with this world, but they did have first hand contact with local labor camps
and discrimination against Jews and other victims in their local communities. The familiarity
of crimes against neighbors undoubtedly created a desire not to see this aspect on TV or in
magazines. It is only recently that this aspect has come under scrutiny.107
One of the reasons for paying attention to bystanders is the larger numbers of bystanders
who had at least some contact with the local aspects of persecution. Contrary to the notion
that there was nothing that could have been done, it now appears that perhaps in small ways
something could have been done. If people complied reluctantly instead of enthusiastically,
they could have stayed below the threshold of reprisals while exerting a small influence
against the persecutions. Over the course of time, this could have cumulated in a snowball effect that would have saved lives. Newer research on the Gestapo shows that it had very few
staff members and relied on informers and denunciation for much of its success. If people had
been unwilling to denounce and inform, this might have had an effect on NS policies. A variety of new studies are being made of various aspects of bystander behavior.
Attempts have begun to be made to differentiate among different types of bystanders and
their behavior. A special issue of the Journal of Holocaust Education was even dedicated to
the topic.108 The bystanders can be classified into passive observers, resisters, helpers of the
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persecuted, foreign countries, institutions and organizations, including such disparate groups
as the churches and religious groups, the Allies and neutral governments, banks and industries, and voluntary organizations.
The term bystanders may be a misleading term, implying that others simply watched without taking action. There were those who offered resistance, as well as those who passively
failed to act. There were both active and passive bystanders, and those who failed to help in a
sense aided the perpetrators, while those who resisted or aided the victims ran the risk of becoming victims themselves. Relatively little research has been done on bystanders until recently. Newer studies often tend to shift groups from bystanders to perpetrators. This includes
the Swiss, insofar as Swiss banks helped finance the Third Reich and Jews were turned back
at the border. Likewise, the collaboration of many in occupied countries is being researched,
for example the assistance of the Vichy regime in deporting Jews or countries in Eastern
Europe.
Early studies tended to be stories of rescuers. A noted memoir by a rescuer is Heinrich
Grüber’s Erinnerungen aus Sieben Jahrzehnten (Memories from seven decades – 1968).109 A
number of memoirs have also been written by bystanders who were children in the Third
Reich, e.g., Melita Maschmann: Fazit or Peter Brückner: Das Abseits als sicherer Ort (Aside
as a Safe Place).110 There were also bystanders who are sometimes included in discussions of
Holocaust victims because they were incarcerated in concentration camps. A noted example is
Isa Vermehren’s Reise durch den letzten Akt. Ravensbrück, Buchenwald, Dachau: eine Frau
berichtet (Journey through the final act. Ravensbrück, Buchenwald, Dachau: A woman reports), which appeared in 1946 and has been reprinted since then as well. The author was not
Jewish, and was arrested by the Gestapo in 1944 because her brother had deserted to the Allies. She was in various concentration camps, but was not subject to extermination as were
Jews. The author has been widely praised, but sometimes also criticized.111 Bystanders who
helped rescue Jews have also been written about, for example Kurt R. Grossmann’s Die unbesungenen Helden. Menschen in Deutschlands Dunklen Tagen (The unsung heroes. People in
Germany’s dark days) (1957, 1961).112
Some groups rescued Jews although not directly threatened. Their rescue efforts placed
them in personal danger. Thus, the Catholic Church sheltered thousands of Jews. In the
1960s, however, Pius XII was severely criticized by German playwright Rolf Hochhuth in a
play, The Deputy (1963).113 He was accused of cold-heartedly refusing to publicly and specifically condemn the mass killing of Jews. Although he was and is strongly defended by many,
including rescued Jews, the controversy continues up to the present. This shows how a bystander who is considered an admirable and positive figure, a resister against the Holocaust,
can still be reinterpreted in a negative light. Other bystanders are also condemned for their
failure to do particular actions, even while fighting actively against the Third Reich. Thus, the
Allied forces are condemned for their failure to bomb the extermination camps and rail connections to them. As well, the great mass of the German public and the publics in Allied
countries are often criticized for complicity or indifference that permitted the Holocaust to
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occur. It is even suggested that the German public could have stopped the Holocaust with protests. Organizations that formerly avoided accusations of collaboration have also come under
criticism, for example churches and welfare organizations. Some recent work has also been
done on altruistic behavior in the Holocaust and the reasons for aiding Jews.
The category of resisters and rescuers appears to overlap all three of the abovecategories.114 Rescuers are commonly counted as belonging to the bystanders, but there were
Jewish rescuers, for example, nationals of non-European countries, and also perpetrators like
Kurt Gerstein, who also appeared to aid the victims.

2.3 Conclusions
The concepts used in discussing the Holocaust are controversial because of the enormous significance attached to this event. The notion of the Holocaust that prevails today focuses on the
victims’ perspective and experience above all. Originally, the NS government focused on its
own perpetrator perspective as a solution to a problem. At Nuremberg, the Holocaust was subsumed under crimes against humanity and war crimes. It was attested to by documents of the
perpetrators. The breakthrough came about in the Eichmann trial, which gave the victim’s perspective legitimacy in defining the legal concept of the Holocaust. In the trial, the private experiences of the victims and witnesses were merged to create a public, collective concept of the
Holocaust.
Employing one term rather than another, certain aspects of the Holocaust can be focused on
rather than others. This can distract from important aspects of the subject or to the contrary
direct attention to aspects that would otherwise be neglected. The notion of “genocide” in
Lemkin’s original sense may help to focus attention on the cultural destruction wrought by
the Nazis, and this may become of greater interest in a period of globalization, migration and
“multiculturalism.” However, the orientation to the Turkish genocide of the Armenians in the
First World War, which were the source of Lemkin’s concept of “genocide,” overlooks certain aspects of the Holocaust, including its totalizing dynamics, its long-term organizational
structure and obsessive focus on Judaism. On the other hand, the new interest in genocide research allows discovery of new aspects of the Holocaust through comparisons of the Holocaust with the other genocidal projects carried on by the Third Reich in the same period.
Changing societal interests tend to redirect attention to neglected aspects of the Holocaust
and the terms associated with them. The Yugoslavian wars of the 90s drew attention to the issue of “ethnic cleansing” and stimulated interest in the population transfers planned in the
Holocaust. Increased sensitivity to the normative aspects of Holocaust terminology is also desirable. For example, the term “final solution” suggests a norm according to which the Jews
were a problem that needed to be solved. The term “genocide” draws attention to the issue of
group rights and the need to protect cultures, but this may have connotations that the survival
of the individual member of the group is less crucial than the survival of the collective. Terms
that are derived from the language of the perpetrators may seduce writers to also employ
some of the thought patterns originally implicated in the commission of the Holocaust. Such
terms as “Endlösung” may possibly help us to understand how the Nazis thought, but we must
also guard against accepting the sort of arguments they gave to explain what they were doing.
Their actual motives may be concealed rather than exposed through their use of terminology.
Even terms not originally used by the perpetrators may be defined in terms of the thought pat-
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terns of perpetrators. Nicolas Berg develops this notion using examples such as the development of “functionalism” in a recent book on early Holocaust research in Germany.115
As research on the Holocaust has continued, the complex range of types of persons involved has been increasingly explored. Thus, we can view the Holocaust as the product of
almost all the types of persons existing in the society of the time. While the situation within
which they lived certainly influenced their behavior, it is undeniable that the presence or absence of specific types of persons also affected the historical outcome as well. An explanation
must take into account the factors that shaped relatively lasting personality attributes, such as
authoritarianism, narcissism, megalomania, paranoia and the situational or localized factors
that caused people to act “out of character,” behaving in ways they would not behave under
normal social situations. Furthermore, the multiple perspectives on the Holocaust suggest that
a simple classification as perpetrator, victim, or bystander can only serve heuristically as a
starting point for understanding the personal aspects of the Holocaust.
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3 History, Social Science, Memory
3.1 Introduction
Representations and explanations of the Holocaust are characterized by the interplay of history, social science and memory. While these are sometimes contrary approaches, they also
mutually complement each other and have a close interrelation. Historians above all study the
Holocaust, but sociological and ethnographical methods were employed from the start. Eugen
Kogon and H. G. Adler are prominent examples. However, there has been an undertheorization of the Holocaust in the social sciences, and this has limited the range of perspectives. Thus, historical approaches tend to focus on the particular sequences of events leading
to the decisions to implement the Holocaust. But less is known of the general processes underlying genocide as a phenomenon, although in recent years the topic has received increasing attention. There is still a need for precise social science explanations.
In recent years, more attention has been devoted to the topic of memory, both individual
and collective, as a representation of the Holocaust. On the one side, this works in opposition
to history, insofar as memory simplifies history to simple schemes. It is often instrumentalized in the interest of the nation, for example, the widespread memory of resistance in occupied countries, which ignores collaboration with Germany in committing the Holocaust.
Memory is also related to historiography. Recently Nicolas Berg has argued that the development of “functionalist” approaches in Holocaust historiography was influenced by perpetrator memory of the Holocaust. Thus, historians at the Institute for Contemporary History in
Munich relied on the writings of perpetrators and interviews with leading Nazis like Werner
Best.1 Had victim memories been given more attention, some of the approaches that have
been finding more attention in recent years might have had more influence, for example, humiliation or the holocaust as transgression.2 Some topics that were neglected by the social sciences and history have found expression in creative literature. In some cases authors have
worked in several genres to represent the Holocaust, notably H.G. Adler, who wrote novels,
poems, sociological and historiographical works.

3.2 History, Social Science and the Holocaust
Holocaust studies have important moral implications for national identity and political issues
of restoration, restitution and responsibility toward the victims of past policies.3 However,
Holocaust studies are not simply the steady accumulation of factual knowledge. Methodological changes and innovations lead to the collection of different sorts of data, which are interpreted differently, depending on the theoretical assumptions of the approaches employed.
Historiography attempts to follow the unique unfolding of historical events. Sociology attempts to find repeating patterns that can be summarized in laws. Both disciplines have undergone great change in the post-war period. This will be sketched out below.
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3.2.1

Post-War German Historiography

Traditional German historiography before the war was dominated by historicism, a national
history writing that emphasized the state, the primacy of foreign policy, and the actions of national leaders. This was a conservative approach with a tendency to idealize the state as
though it was the creator of moral law rather than subject to higher laws or to the democratic
will of the people. Historicism conceived of German history as following a Sonderweg, that
is, a special path of development superior to that of other countries. The Germans were a cultural people (Kulturvolk), while other countries, such as England, were civilizations. They focused on the development of technology and commerce, while the Germans developed culture
and the spirit. The First World War settlement had humiliated Germans, who embraced the
NS movement in hopes of redress. This turn to a plebian upstart movement was a source as
well of humiliation to German aristocrats, who envied and resented Hitler’s popularity.4 Immediately after the war, numerous authors wrote essays and books explaining why Germans
were seduced by Hitler and Nazism to abandon their moral Sonderweg.5 Among the best
known were Friedrich Meinecke and Gerhard Ritter. Both were representatives of the hostoricist tradition, and both held traditional views. They blamed modern mass society and proposed a return to the right path. Ritter justified the German army during the war, and
Meinecke was only a bit more critical of traditional German institutions. He recommended
the restoration of German culture through Goethe Societies and slighted the Jews in his famous The German Catastrophe. Both failed to grasp the significance of the Holocaust. Most
of the historians at German universities were reinstated after the war, and there was relatively
little turnover in the historical profession. As became clear in the 1990s, many of these postwar German historians had produced anti-Semitic or racist texts for the Third Reich. They often concealed this from the public after the war, and their students collaborated in protecting
their reputations.
Much German historiography in the 1950s was national history, with an emphasis on the
state and foreign policy. A well-known history of Germany since the French Revolution by
Golo Mann portrayed World War II as having been planned by Hitler against the advice of
the military and for reasons of power politics. The extermination of the Jews was Hitler’s project. Hitler interpreted the anti-Semitism of other Christian nations to mean that he could exterminate the Jews. The world had done nothing about the persecution and had not boycotted
the 1936 Olympic Games in Germany. Hitler overstrained the tolerance of other countries for
persecution and thus had to be defeated. The role of domestic factors, traditions pre-dating
Hitler and the attitudes of the German people receive less attention in national historiography
in the postwar period.6
There were, however, also impulses to reform in the historical profession. In particular,
emigrant scholars who returned from exile often influenced their students in liberal directions.
Political scientists Dolf Sternberger, Alexander Rüstow, Ludwig Bergsträsser and Theodor
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Eschenburg had considerable post-war influence.7 The Allies were interested in restoring
Germany as a member of the West in order to avoid the humiliation that led to the rise of Nazism. An important response to the Allied interest in a more liberal, democratic Germany was
the effort to found the Institut für Zeitgeschichte (Institute for Contemporary History), which
began in 1947. This was the same year as restored German democracy began, with constitutions, state legislators and cabinets in the American zone.8 The Institute was planned by Germans interested in both meeting Allied expectations and assuming leadership in a new Germany. They were uncertain whether educating the public or doing research should be the
main goals. The creation of an institute separate from a university or other institution provided a certain degree of independence. The discipline of Zeitgeschichte deals with the recent
past that touches people living today. The Institut für Zeitgeschichte began with work on the
decline of Weimar and the rise of the Third Reich. Only a few of the early articles dealt with
the Holocaust and there was a focus on publishing documents. Among the ongoing problems
of Zeitgeschichte is the conflict between the value of personal experience of history and the
demands of objectivity and scientific method. Subsequently contemporary historians, for example, considered the adoption of historical social scientific methods.9
Among the most important contributions of contemporary history were the large collections
of reports by expellees from Eastern Europe and of German POWs in Soviet internment
camps. The Bonn government financed these studies, while there were no comparable studies
of the Jewish victims of the Third Reich. Victim memory was preserved by the studies, but
the victims were the Germans. The focus was placed on the end of the war and the postwar
period. The fact that the victims in these studies were Germans persecuted by communists
was a Cold War contribution that in the 1960s was called in question.
In the 1980s, there was a general dissatisfaction with the abstract theorization of the social
historians because they failed to convey the living reality of the past. Characteristic of this
was the public interest aroused by the broadcast of the American TV miniseries “Holocaust”
on German TV in 1979. Years of professional historical research had failed to give the public
a sense of the experience of the Holocaust. In the local history movement that began at that
time, historians and students at schools investigated the historical events that had transpired in
their community and region. Thus memory and “micro-history” began to receive attention.
The so-called “cultural turn” and postmodern theory have cast doubts on some of the assumptions of historical social science, such as the notion of scientific truth. There is a shift of
history away from science to the integration of methods from literature and philosophy in
Germany and internationally.10 Such topics as modernity, identity, memory and trauma have
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become more prominent in the last two decades.11 A change in the status of social history occurred in the 1980s. This was shown by the Historians’ Debate of 1986, which the critical social historians won. In the late 90s, this critical posture was put in doubt by revelations about
the teachers of some key social historians.12 An example of the new trend is the changes in
views of the late Wolfgang Mommsen. Although still supporting the value of social history,
he came to reject modernization theory, convergence theory and the primacy of domestic over
foreign policy. He favored a rehabilitation of political and diplomatic theory. The reunification of Germany appears to have been a key factor 13in the changes.
The study of culture has become increasingly relevant, as historians have sought the roots
of historical events like the Holocaust not simply in Hitler and the top leaders of the Third
Reich, but also in the social practices of the many historical actors below the national level.
Culture as a concept promises to bring the study of mentalities back into the study of history.
Characteristically the interest in violence as a cultural phenomenon provides a broader and
more essential focus on social practice and the body as a locus of historical forces.
3.2.2

German Holocaust Historiography

The systematic historical study of the Holocaust began late in Germany. While Leon Poliakov, Gerald Reitlinger and Josef Tenenbaum published comprehensive studies of the Holocaust in the 1950s, and Raul Hilberg published one of the most important books of Holocaust
history in 1961, German historians limited their output to articles and document collections.
The SS was dealt with by a 1956 by Neusüss-Hunkel.14 Only in the 1960s did Germans begin
to publish books focused on the Holocaust as opposed to fascism or National Socialism. The
outsider played a major role in early German Holocaust historiography. Josef Wulf’s several
collections of documents on all aspects of the Holocaust were a major influence. Also important was H.G. Adler, an outsider who experienced the Holocaust in Theresienstadt and
Auschwitz. These outsiders were, however, looked down upon by German historians who felt
survivors and victims could not be sufficiently objective about the Holocaust.
Historical studies in the 1960s focused in particular on judicial proceedings against accused
perpetrators. Most German books on the Holocaust have focused heavily on the perpetrators,
and some authors believe it is their perspective that has largely shaped the historical explanatory concepts used, particularly intentionalism and functionalism.15 Relatively less attention
was given to victims and their perspectives.
In the 1960s and 70s, German historians tried to develop an historical social science in
which statistics and other forms of objective fact would give a scientific basis to history.
However, the more recent discursive turn in historical theory has suggested that history may
be closer to literature than to science. Since the war, Holocaust historiography has provoked
repeated controversies: These included the debate on the place of the Holocaust in German
history (historicization) and its significance for German identity politics (normalization).
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There was also a debate on the relative merits of structural versus agent-based explanations
(intentionalism versus functionalism), the role of Germans in the Holocaust (crimes of the
Wehrmacht, denunciation), and the status of Germans as victims (Bitburg, aerial bombardments, expulsion from the East). These controversies indicate the enormous importance accorded to history in creating German national identity and the humiliation resulting from the
legacy of the Holocaust.
A veritable explosion of studies of the Holocaust began in the 1990s. The range of topics
and approaches is vast, and there seem to be few taboos left. German historians have developed innovative new theories that have expanded our perspectives on the Holocaust. However, the focus on perpetrators and their actions has continued. A number of approaches tend
to draw attention away from the actual physical violence and the bodies of the victims, for example, modernization and totalitarian theories that focus on structures or decision-making
processes. The victim perspective still tends to be neglected. The general development of
paradigms and overarching perspectives has been from totalitarian and fascist theories to
modernization theory and violence approaches. Currently there is more attention to the possibility of integrating victim perspectives.
3.2.3

Sociology and the Holocaust

Sociology has not focused directly on the Holocaust, and in Germany this has also been the
case.16 Y. Michal Bodemann has shown that there was great reluctance on the part of German
sociologists to deal with the Holocaust immediately after 1945. When the Kölner Zeitschrift
für Soziologie und Sozialpsychologie (the most important German sociological journal) resumed publication in 1948, it published little about the Holocaust. Leopold von Wiese, a
prominent German sociologist who had edited the precursor of the Kölner Zeitschrift, favored
a resumption of German sociology where it had left off in the Weimar Republic without devoting attention to the Third Reich. Other sociologists such as Helmut Schelsky and Theodor
Geiger also neglected the topic in the 1950s.17 Hannah Arendt criticized sociology in regard to
the problem of the unprecedented. How could sociology deal with something as unprecedented and strange as the Holocaust?18
Hannah Arendt early recognized that it would be hard to apply conventional social science
to the Holocaust. “There is a great temptation to explain away the intrinsically incredible by
means of liberal rationalizations. In each one of us, there lurks such a liberal, wheedling us
with the voice of common sense. We attempt to understand elements in present or recollected
experience that simply surpass our powers of understanding.”19 Arendt criticized Eugen
Kogon for citing historical precedents and believing “that the camps can be understood psy-
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chologically.” She views such explanations as useless and even dangerous.20 Even today some
doubt the relevance of sociology to the Holocaust, in contrast to history. History deals with
unique, non-repetitive aspects of society, with change over time. “Pick any term from the
classical tradition in sociology – whether its origins are attributed to Marx, Weber, or Durkheim – and its irrelevance to the camps is immediately obvious. Classes were not organized
according to their position in a means of production. Charisma, honor, status, and prestige
were rendered unnecessary by arbitrary power. There was no such thing as an individual conscience, let alone a collective one. Of all of sociology’s concepts, the most important in the
modern world, but the least necessary in the camps, is legitimacy,” writes one theorist.21 Of
course, one of sociology’s traditional tasks has been to find new ways of studying the seemingly inexplicably deviant, as exemplified by Durkheim’s study of suicide.
In a broad sense, the sociological perspective has been used by a variety of authors in different disciplines. The problem of relating the unique to the ordinary characterizes a variety
of sociological and historical works that appeared in the 40s and 50s in German, for example,
by former victims of the concentration camps, including Eugen Kogon and H.G. Adler. Ernst
Fraenkel and Franz Neumann provided important early political-science analyses of the NS
state, and Hannah Arendt in exile analyzed the function of the concentration camp in totalitarianism. Norbert Elias in the 60s analyzed how Hitler used propaganda skills to focus German resentment and humiliation on the Jews and started the trajectory toward the Holocaust.22
Noteworthy is H.G. Adler’s “Ideas Toward a Sociology of the Concentration Camp,” in
which he proposes five ways of studying the camp sociologically. These were: “investigation
of the social structure of the concentration camp; the concentration camp within the system of
contemporary society; its role among all other modern institutions involving the deprivation
of freedom; a comparative study of all institutions ever created for the deprivation of freedom; and a social-psychological study of the concentration camp.”23 This shows the tendency
to try to understand the Holocaust in traditional patterns of thought and approaches that may
obscure the unique and unprecedented by assimilating it to the familiar.

3.3 Explaining the Holocaust
Authors usually find it difficult to write in an objective way about the Holocaust. One of the
problems is the intermeshing of history and memory. People want to see the Holocaust in
ways that accord with their personal memory, and social collectives share social and cultural
memories of the past that may be milieu specific. Jewish views of the Holocaust often differ
from German views. But even if the use of social scientific or historical concepts seems to
permit an objective and value-free perspective, errors can be introduced, and this leads to the
blind spots that can be found in writings on the Holocaust. A good example is Dan Stone’s
comment on the error of the dichotomy between modern and pre-modern societies. The former is supposedly rational and enlightened, while the latter is based on charisma, rituals and
feelings. The pre-modern societies should thus be more violence-prone. Stone proposes that
instead the desire for violence can be present in both types of society. The Holocaust thus
gave expression to transgressive urges for the festival, freedom from civilized constraints and
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the suppression of drives.24 New postmodern approaches have opened up vistas by exposing
the role of culture and assumptions about time, space, and self.25 In studying various approaches to the Holocaust, conceptual or cultural blind spots can always distort our understanding. The interpretation of the Holocaust seems to be conceptually open, in that each new
development in contemporary society seems to suggest new insights into the causes and effects of the Holocaust.
3.3.1

General frameworks

The Holocaust has often been placed within the context of general historical overviews, one
might say paradigms, which give a framework for explanation, including totalitarianism,
modernity and violence.26 In addition, anti-Semitism appears indispensable as the ultimate explanatory frame, since the consistent choice of the Jews as victims is difficult to imagine otherwise. While modernization theories suggest that the effort to rationalize the economy
caused the choice of the least productive elements of the population for genocide. However,
there is reason to think that the Jews were not the least productive elements. That the victims
were Jews in so many situations suggests selection based on factors other than modernization.
3.3.1.1 Totalitarianism and Fascism
It is held by many that the system of government was more important than simple prejudices,
such as anti-Semitism or racism, as causes of the Holocaust.27 Totalitarianism and fascism refer to forms of government or institutions as well as to the movements, ideologies and practices that brought them about. Totalitarianism emphasizes more the instruments of power
rather than any ideas or ideologies behind them. Fascism theories emphasize the ideologies
such as nationalism of fascist parties. The Marxist theories of the 1940s and 50s were joined
by non-Marxist fascism theories in the 1950s, e.g., Ernst Nolte’s. Both of these types of theory have trouble explaining why the Jews were targeted in Germany and not in other totalitarian or fascist countries.
Totalitarianism: The concept of totalitarianism was developed even before the Holocaust.
It has to do with the state and state-caused violence. This concept developed in the 1920s and
was used by fascists themselves. It implies for Hannah Arendt enormous concentrated power,
terror, focused against the weakest persons in society for no rational reason. It is associated
with the notion of the mass, which has long been theorized, for example by José Ortega y
Gasset,28 and implies that the masses have enormous destructive power, which must be controlled. This control is exerted in a negative direction by totalitarian governments. The use of
terror by the police apparatus and intensive indoctrination are seen as the chief means of social control which bind the people to the leaders through fanatic belief and paralyzing fear.
For Arendt the Third Reich ruled through an alliance of the elites and the masses. Thus the
masses assent to and contribute to totalitarian rule, they are not victims in a simple sense.
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While some interpretations of totalitarianism imply that there is a rigid hierarchy of control,
Arendt speaks of the shapelessness and protean nature of totalitarian rule in the Third Reich.
One of the implications of this theory is that the oppression of the Jews was inherent in the
structure of the system and was not exerted primarily out of anti-Semitism, but rather of an
innate drive to control totally, to show that all things are possible. In fact, Arendt believed
that the leaders did not actually believe their ideology but only used it to accumulate power.
The anti-Semitism espoused by the Third Reich could have yielded to the choice of some
other victim group, depending on the power needs of the elite. The concept of totalitarianism
was revived in the 1990s in working through the implications of the now defunct communist
regimes. It was particularly appealing, because it permitted theorists to avoid explanations involving ancient ethnic hatreds, for example in explaining the breakup of Yugoslavia and “ethnic cleansing.”29 But the circumstances of various mass murders differ and do not permit simply blaming states in general. Totalitarianism is now viewed more as a system of classification or description than as an actual theory. It “is a descriptive enterprise that serves didactic,
mnemonic, taxonomic, and heuristic purposes. … What it cannot be made to do is explain or
predict.”30
Fascism This concept is used by many theorists on the Left and was a key term in East German ideology, and yet it is still hard to define fascism or identify which countries were fascist. In the 1960s, the West German right also offered theories of fascism, e.g., notably Ernst
Nolte’s.31 Nolte saw the Second World War as a European civil war. He thought of fascism as
an attempt to transcend modernity. There were a variety of fascisms, and the German was
only one. Nolte was prominent in the 1986 Historikerstreit (Historians’ Dispute), where he
argued that the Third Reich had tried to defend Western values against Bolshevism. The
crimes of the Third Reich were copies of Stalinist terror, which had primacy as the original
source of mass murder. The Nazis had committed their crimes in imitation of and reaction to
Stalinist crimes.
The theory of the authoritarian personality developed by Theodor Adorno with the “fscale” for fascism assigned characteristics to the authoritarian personality such as “rigid, unthinking adherence to conventional ideas of right and wrong … respect for and submission to
authority … must have a powerful leader and be part of a powerful group … oversimplified
thinking …”32 These may also characterize communists or fanatical religious sects, so that the
identification of the Holocaust with fascism is not entirely convincing.
Fascism has been used by the left in Germany, for example the 68ers (generation of young
Germans born during or after the war who protested (vociferously and often violently) against
the USA and authoritarian German society in 1968 and subsequently as a generalized negative term to link western capitalism and militarism with the Third Reich.
One of the more complex after-effects of the Third Reich was the career continuity of thousands of implicated professionals in post-war Germany. Thus, revenue officials who confiscated the property of Jews in the Third Reich resumed their successful careers in the reformed
postwar bureaucracies without facing legal penalties for their rapacious and shameful actions
during the Reich. This repeated itself in many professions. Former Wehrmacht soldiers joined
the Bundeswehr, former policemen who had arrested Jews for deportation returned to their
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former profession. Judges who had served the Nazis served the Federal Republic, and physicians who had experimented with victims resumed their practices. Some even wrote attests
recommending that NS perpetrators were too sick to stand trial. Among the most controversial issues has been in recent years the complicity of the historical guild. As is common in
Germany, Götz Aly has gone so far as to claim that several noted postwar historians had participated in planning the Holocaust while working in the planning bureaucracy for the occupied eastern territories.33 Besides the continuity of the professions, other social institutions
have come under attack for their continued and unreformed activities after some collaboration
with the Third Reich. Thus Ernst Klee has written on “Die SA Jesu Christi” Die Kirche im
Banne Hitlers (The SA Jesus Christ The church in the wake of Hitler).34 Such continuities
have also been dealt with in 1960s documentary literature, such as Rolf Hochhuth’s The Deputy or Peter Weiss’s The Investigation.35 However, it not certain whether professional cooperation was due to belief in fascism or simply the result of contingent situations, necessity or
opportunism.
The “fascist” explanation of the Holocaust suffers from the ideological burden of the LeftRight cleavage in modern political thought. Leftist ideologies have often been identified with
the Enlightenment, while the right has been regarded as prone to pathology and reaction. But,
Mao’s China and Stalin’s Soviet Union espoused Marxism and yet were genocidal and unenlightened. Among the countries usually classified as fascist in the 30s and 40s, Italy appears
more fascistic than Germany, although Italy was notably less anti-Semitic and genocidal.
Thus, fascism theory alone does not seem to explain much about the Holocaust.36
3.3.1.2 Sonderweg, Modernization, Modernity
Modernization has been linked with the Holocaust through the Sonderweg theory that was
popularized especially in the 60s and 70s by the new social historians. The concept of “modernity” was popularized since the 1980s as a way of explaining the Holocaust in terms of the
general character of the contemporary world, such as instrumental rationality and totalistic
projects. Many social historians and social theorists have tried to show a line of continuity in
the development of terror from the Industrial Revolution to the Holocaust. The gas chamber
and the guillotine were both made possible by the development of modern industry. The factory, barrack and prison were modern innovations which changed the ways people were regarded and which made possible domination through maximized control.37
Sonderweg theories of modernization describe the unique historical development of a country. They emphasize the uniqueness of each country’s national development (exceptionalism).
The German Sonderweg was viewed positively before the Second World War by traditional
German national historiography.38 The positive notion of the German Sonderweg had several
elements: the German spirit or mind (Geist), Germany’s geopolitical central position in
Europe, a mixed constitution and a state-sponsored economy. The German Geist was deep
and inward in contrast to Western rationalism. It was elevated and objective and marked by
undogmatic realism. The central geographical location created a sense of insecurity because
the country could be attacked from both East and West. This created a need to give primacy
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to foreign policy. Rationalism, individualism and the free market characterize other modern
countries such as Britain and were impossible in Germany. But the German model seemed to
offer a solution for late-developing countries. The German sense of culture was regarded as
more productive than the civilization of countries such as England or France, and intellectuals
such as Thomas Mann endorsed this viewpoint. The German civil service was efficient and
dedicated, and the masses were not given the power to distort the administrative process.39
Since the war, the origin of the Holocaust in Germany has sometimes been explained by a
regression or breakdown of historical developments in Germany. The focus is often on the
bourgeoisie, the German middle class and its problems. For example, there was no bourgeois
revolution in Germany. The bourgeois revolution of 1848 failed, and the German bourgeoisie
accommodated itself to the authoritarian system of government and ideologies. They linked
their fate with Prussian monarchy and aristocracy and agreed with the anti-democratic climate
of opinion that helped undermine the Weimar Republic and allow the rise of the Nazis.40
During World War II, German émigrés, including the Jews, generally took a pro-German
attitude and attempted to blame the war and Holocaust on factors other than the German Sonderweg and German culture. For example, they saw the counter-Enlightenment in Western
modernity as at fault. But a few authors, such as the noted biographer Emil Ludwig put the
full blame on German culture and its development. Hitler was a typical German and German
cultural psychology was to blame.41
In the 1940s and 50s the national historians such as Friedrich Meinecke42 or Gerhard Ritter
tended to shift the focus of attention from Germany’s particular contribution to World War II
to the general European causes of that conflict. Ritter attributed the rise of Nazism to external
influences: “the historical origins of Hitlerism are to be found outside the Reich … Hitler’s
racial doctrines had much less scope in Germany than in Austria. … The German people
were, indeed, flattered to hear themselves continually declared a people of born lords, … But
when the causes of Hitler’s great electoral successes are examined, his racial doctrines cannot
be regarded as very important.” The “hatred of the Jews had been aroused ounce again by
numerous disagreeable incidents, principally the migration of Jews from the East …”43 Ritter
and other nationalist historians tried to minimize German responsibility for the war and the
Holocaust by invoking European wide historical processes (such as the loss of confidence, the
Treaty of Versailles, the worldwide depression, etc.) as causal factors, as opposed to particularly German developments. Meinecke was more balanced and acknowledged the failings in
German history, particularly the negative Prussian influence. He attributes Hitler’s rise to
‘Prussian-German militarism’. The positive aspects of the traditional military tradition in
Germany depended on a balance of reason and the irrational in human nature, and Hitler managed to seduce the army to overemphasize the irrational. Himmler’s Waffen-SS completed the
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perversion of an originally good ideal.44 He regretted the divergence from the ideal of humanity of the age of Goethe due to this imbalanced development.
In the 1940s, a major text critical of modernization was Horkheimer and Adorno’s Dialectic of Enlightenment. The authors, leaders of the Frankfurt critical school, linked the Holocaust to the breakdown or reversal of the progress of enlightenment since the French revolution. Hannah Arendt also dealt with a failed development on the European level, rather than
the German national level. She linked anti-Semitism, imperialism and totalitarianism with the
“downfall of traditional bourgeois values.45
Sonderweg arguments rely on “the conjunction of a secular anti-Semitic tradition, ... a crisis of German national identity, and ... the growth of a radical völkisch ideology as a part of
this special historical course ... ” to explain the Final Solution.46 The result is that antiSemitism and völkisch thinking increased and lent support to Nazis.
Norbert Elias uses this sort of notion to show trends in European history. In regard to antiSemitism, Elias conceives of the problem in terms of insider-outsider relationships and points
to special factors in German history. He sees Germany as de-civilized in response to the perceived decline on national power and prestige, and personal characteristics of German national character.47 The Germans had an unsure and vulnerable sense of identity in the Twentieth Century, because until 1870 they had a low status in Europe. The Jewish minority, as outsiders in Germany, threatened the established Christian groups, who also experienced the
status insecurity of the majority. Second, in the areas of culture and economy, the Jews were
expected to behave as second-ranked behind the German Christians, but instead acted selfconfidently as equals. This was in line with equality before the law. This increased resentments.48 The exceptional nature of the Germans is further developed in his Studies of the
Germans.49 German had a greater sense of “we identity” than countries like England. The
German ideal had no patience for human weakness. Germans found a great gulf between the
extraordinary and ordinary situation, and despised the ordinary. In exceptional situations,
Germans could allow themselves more leeway than other nationalities. (p. 422) The Germans
had a high awareness of the role of physical force and power in international relations but
were not aware of limitations in the use of superior power. (p. 471) Germans who felt inferior
and were under pressure from higher social levels could vent their resentments on the Jews.50
(p. 490) The Germans needed self-limitations on their use of superior military might and a
sense of realism. Instead, the National Socialist leadership was unrealistic in its goals. (p.
473) Thus particular characteristics of the Germans were involved in the barbarization of the
Germans in the Third Reich.
The Sonderweg theory received new attention from studies of German imperialism. Fritz
Fischer in the 60s argued that the modernization of the economy caused domestic pressures
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for imperialism in order to secure markets. A consequence was that Germany planned for expansionist war before World War I.51 Fischer implied that there was continuity in German war
plans from the time of Bismarck to World War II.52 Implicitly imperialism had something to
do with Nazism and the Holocaust.
Detlev Peukert, a modernity theorist, uses ideas from Weberian sociology.53 For Peukert the
Third Reich involves “a general crisis of modernity, the rise of racial science (mainly eugenics), and a belief in a social engineering of sorts; all of this is considered to be an offshoot of
the social crisis of the turn of the century and later of the German crisis of the 1920s and early
1930s.”54 In a book on Max Weber’s notion of modernity, he focuses on the Holocaust in a
subchapter on “The Genesis of the ‘Final Solution’ in the Spirit of Science’. Modernization
brings about a secularization and rationalization of society. The human and social sciences
develop in the course of modernization and tend to imply certain racist views. As long as
there is prosperity, the hygiene of the Volkskörper (body of the nation) is interpreted in universalistic terms, but in times of crisis, it is reversed and understood in negative terms as implying the need to identify, segregate and exclude undesirable persons as abnormal or sick.55
The idea of helping the needy is replaced by the selection of the ‘valuable’ and the destruction
of the ‘inferior’. Instead of focusing on the individual, the body of the folk and society becomes the standard. As a result, the human sciences help set up situations in which mass murder is the rational solution. However, comparisons of unpopular groups to diseases or waste
products or their dehumanization are not merely modern phenomena and preceded scientific
developments.56
Since the 1980s modernization theory has focused on the tendencies to instrumentalize, individualize and rationalize society in modern science that can easily degenerate into mass
murder. This implies the universal potential of modernity rather than a nation-specific tendency of the perpetrator countries. In the 1990s developments included what has been called a
“neue Sachlichkeit” (new objectivity) in explanations. Economic arguments are used in the
works of Götz Aly, Christian Gerlach, and Christopher Dieckmann. These focus on local economic pressures or the theories of technocrats. Others have subsumed the attack on the Jews
under racial hygiene. They link the Holocaust to biologistic theories rather than ideology, e.g.,
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Hans-Walter Schmuhl.57 However, there are also other approaches that pay attention to antiSemitic impulses for the Holocaust. In the 1990s, regional histories of the Holocaust, including those by Dieter Pohl and Thomas Sandkühler of Galicia, draw on both utilitarian factors
and anti-Semitism as explanatory factors for the policies of local occupation administrations.
The importance of the anti-Semitism of local leaders and the selection of personnel is reemphasized here.58
The medical profession and its complicity in the Holocaust through euthanasia and experiments in KZs are the topics of numerous studies. Benno Müller-Hill59 and Ernst Klee60 authored works on the criminal actions of doctors and scientists under the Third Reich. In addition, Hans-Walter Schmuhl has studied the killing of mental patients, including the relationship to the Holocaust.61 The problem of euthanasia and psychiatry are linked here. However,
many cases of modern mass murder have not relied on efficient modern methods.62 An important collection of essays on modernity and the Holocaust is “Vernichtungspolitik” Eine Debatte über den Zusammenhang von Sozialpolitik und Genozid im nationalsozialistischen
Deutschland, published by the Hamburger Institut für Sozialforschung in 1991.63 The articles
deal with the thesis of many Hamburg and Berlin historians associated with the institute that
social planning and policy in the Third Reich were intimately linked with the planning and
execution of the Holocaust. Particularly Susanne Heim and Götz Aly’s article “Sozialplanung
und Völkermord” (p. 11-24) is a central text.
Several criticisms have been made of modernization theories that blame the Holocaust on
modernity. One is the problem of selectivity. Why did planners who wanted to modernize or
increase the efficiency of economies always choose genocide against Jews as their preferred
solution? Furthermore, much of the genocide in the past century was not committed in modern nations, and most modern nations have not committed genocide. The Third Reich was a
society belonging to an epoch and does not represent the modern world as a whole. Within the
modern world, various national interpretations can persist from earlier periods and affect the
way modernity is understood.64 Edward Ross Dickinson holds that there have been a variety
of modern developments have have not led to genocide.65 Jeffrey Herf writes of ‘reactionary
modernism’ as a combination of anachronistic and modern aspects in the Third Reich.66 A
comment on theories of modernity as the source of the Holocaust is fitting: “If modernity pro57
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duced the Holocaust, it also produced the sociological and moral critique of genocide.”67 Jürgen Kocka believes that German exceptionalism explains the collapse of the Weimar Republic more than it does the rise of the Nazis. Fascism was a European-wide phenomenon and not
explicable solely in terms of German history.68
Another possibility is that modernization itself is good but can break down. For Max Horkheimer there was a breakdown of modernity: “The fundamental concepts of civilization are in
a process of rapid decay,” and “The progress of reason that leads to its self-destruction has
come to an end; there is nothing left but barbarism or freedom.”69 Similarly, the notion that
civilization and modernity broke down or was reversed is found in the writings of several
writers of the forties and fifties, including Hannah Arendt.
Modernity as the state of modern society and modernization as the process leading to modernity are used in many explanations of the Holocaust as the contexts within which the Holocaust took place. It is necessary to locate the mediating factors linking the Third Reich to
modernity, since most modern societies do not commit genocide or do so only under specific
circumstances. Modernization approaches are global explanations that place the Holocaust in
the context of universal changes since the Enlightenment. They may view modernity as the
broad development of society in all its aspects, including political forms or more narrowly in
terms of technological advances. If a modern state is defined as one with a functioning demoncracy and protection of human rights, it seems unlikely that modernity could explain the
Holocaust. If it is assumed that modernity is basically constituted by empirical science and
the rejection of traditional morals, the problem is why scientists would be more prone to lack
positive morals than other people. Do they lack some basic moral sense, or does the logic of
science tend to promote amorality? This appears to be more the anti-scientific thinking that
motivates the creation of the “mad scientist” stereotype in science fiction.
3.3.1.3 Violence
In recent years, the concept of violence has begun to receive a great deal of attention in the
study of the Holocaust and history in general. Sociologist Norbert Elias held that advances in
civilization occur through the increasing control of violence. He developed his ideas even before World War II. In the meantime, it has become clear that civilization and violence may go
hand and hand.70 Thus in Discipline and Punish (English 1979), Michel Foucault maintained
that the development of prisons and criminological practice simply served to hide violence
from the public rather than to eliminate it. The optimistic view that civilization advances by
reducing violence has yielded to the view that the foundation of the modern, enlightened state
is the controlled use of violence. This fact must, however, be concealed from the public consciousness to legitimate the state.
Approaches such as those of Raul Hilberg, Hannah Arendt, Hans Mommsen and Martin
Broszat tended to sanitize the Holocaust by focusing on the “machinery of destruction,” “the
banality of evil” or “cumulative radicalisation.” Such concepts are useful in order to think in a
detached objective manner about the Holocaust, but they distract from the horror of atrocities.
It has been noted that modern social theory has tended not to theorize suffering and pain.71
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But the very affect, pleasure and sense of transcendence involved in committing atrocities
against the defenseless may be an indispensable aspect of the Holocaust which has to be included in a complete explanation.72
Recent interest in violence sees it as a social phenomenon in itself and not simply a side effect of social stress and tension or an instrument for the achievement of ends.73 Notable for the
increasing German interest is a special issue of the Kölner Zeitschrift für Soziologie und
Sozialpsychologie, edited by Trutz von Trotha: Soziologie der Gewalt (1997).74 To understand
violent phenomena, it has become necessary to study what violence means to perpetrators
themselves. Thus, the cultural study of violence has gained in importance. Heinrich Popitz’s75
phenomenology of violence is a central influence on such works as Wolfgang Sofsky’s Order
of Terror.76 Sofsky attempts to treat absolute power as an actor in itself rather than merely a
product of human choices and to explicate the phenomenology of violence for perpetrators
and victims in NS concentration camps. The notion that violence may be constitutive of identity and that the transgression of morality may be central to the genocidal impulse is suggested by a variety of authors, for example historian Dan Stone. Cultural history77 in Germany
has tried to come to terms with the personal meaning of atrocity for soldiers in the war.78 The
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mixture of banality and self-satisfaction with barbarity on the part of military personnel in the
war is suggested by documents and pictures in such recent collections as Ernst Klee and Willi
Dreßen’s “Gott mit uns”: Der deutsche Vernichtungskrieg im Osten 1939-1945 (The German
War of Extermination in the East).79
Cultural approaches have increasingly been used to understand violence in history. The significance of violence has, for example, been treated as a public degradation ritual.”80 The historical cases of anti-Jewish violence which may have prepared the way for the Holocaust have
been discussed in David Nirenberg’s Communities of Violence (1996), Stefan Rohrbach’s
Gewalt im Biedermeier (1993) and Rolf Peter Sieferle, Helga Breuninger (eds.): Kulturen der
Gewalt (1998). Characteristic of the violence approach is a collection on pogroms in German
history, Exclusionary Violence: Antisemitic Riots in Modern German History.81 Violence is by
no means simply a means controlled by its instigators. It acquires a degree of autonomy because it intoxicates its actors and provides a sense of community and shared identity, a sense
of superiority to the victim.82
In the past few years, perpetrator history has led to attempts to find demographic attributes
uniting the various perpetrators. Armin Nolzen suggests that this will not be as productive as
determining the forms and functions of anti-Semitic violence. He identifies four functions of
Nazi party anti-Jewish violence. These are the intention to harm physically, to create popular
consent for violent actions against Jews and encourage popular participation, to pressure the
bureaucracy and administration to change their policies and to transform party members into a
“sworn community.”83
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3.3.1.4 Anti-Semitism
Almost all explanations of the Holocaust include anti-Semitism in order to explain the choice
of victims and the fanatical obsession with killing Jews.84 This was not simply generic antiSemitism, but rather a particular sort held by many Germans and collaborators in occupied
countries. Some fascist and occupied countries were less enthusiastic about the murders.85 In
addition, a major methodological question is whether we can think in terms of the “roots of
anti-Semitism,” that is of anti-Semitism going back in history to Antiquity. Raul Hilberg
traced the Holocaust to the Church Fathers. Hannah Arendt devoted a third of Origins and
Elements of Totalitarianism to anti-Semitism, but insisted that it was only an element and not
the cause of the Holocaust. Gabriel Motzkin regards Nazi anti-Semitism as a new kind not determined by earlier anti-Semitism. It was developed by the Nazis as a means to create a new
civilization. The demonization of the Jews served as a justification of the new German identity.86
A combination of several causal factors appears to have led to the Holocaust. Monocausal
explanations appear to be ruled out by the omnipresence of anti-Jewish prejudices throughout
history and in many countries. Why did the Holocaust break out when it did and in Germany
in particular? There was more anti-Semitism in some other European countries and antiSemitic activities seemed to have declined up until the Third Reich. Most Germans appear not
to have been rabid anti-Semites during the Third Reich. Hitler in particular seems to have
packaged a wide variety of discontents under the general rubric of anti-Semitism. There was a
widespread interest in spiritual renewal in the inter-war period, and the Weimar period in particular was regarded as morally decadent. This was attributed to the communists, who were
thought to be anti-family and destructive of morals. The Jews were associated with this cultural decadence. Jewish cultural contributions could be seen as causing a loss of cultural integrity. Freudian psychoanalysis violated the purity of youth by attributing sexuality to children. Einstein’s science was a Jewish science that challenged the absolute values of time and
space in Newtonian physics, and Jewish art and music violated traditional standards of order.
Jews were also associated with deviant sexuality and sexual violence against Aryan women.
This made it possible to combine two forms of traditional Christian prejudice, anti-Semitism
and fear of the flesh.87
The term ‘anti-Semitism’ became popular in Germany as recently as the 1879s and became
the term of choice, replacing a variety of terms for Jew-hating, anti-Judaism and anti-Jewish
attitudes both in the present and the distant past. While previous anti-Jewish attitudes were
based on religion, the late Nineteenth Century saw the development of anti-Semitic ideologies
comparable to Marxism or Conservatism. These involved conspiracy theories of the Jews as a
danger to Western Civilization.
Anti-Semitism was combined with the new ideologies of racism and nationalism in the
Nineteenth Centuries. Nationalists could use racial interpretations of the Jews to justify their
exclusion from the nation. Racism provided an explanation for the immutable character of the
Jew. Modern racism combined notions from science (also pseudo-science) and mystical atti84
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tudes. It could be combined with anti-Semitism to create the impression that something constructive or positive was being done. There are several ways in which anti-Semitism contributed to the Holocaust. The mechanism of scapegoating used the Jews as the explanation for
Germany’s problems, such as the loss of World War I, the economic depression and the loss
of prosperity. Jews could be identified as a source of modern forces that threatened the petty
bourgeoisie. Fear of modernity could be mobilized as a rationalization for excluding the Jews.
Another way anti-Semitism worked to encourage genocide was the creation of negative
stereotypes that dehumanized Jews. By depriving the Jews of humanity and identifying them
with disease, pests and parasites, it was made easier to commit violence against them.88 Hitler
also contributed to anti-Semitism by combining anti-Semitism with anti-Bolshevism and undemocratic views. This gave the impression that there was a constructive element to his antiSemitism.
Scholarship The development of writing on anti-Semitism and the Holocaust has followed
several stages. An important early work appeared as early as 1948, Michael MüllerClaudius’s Der Antisemitismus und das Deutsche Verhängnis (Antisemitism and the German
Fate).89 Most of the important discussions of anti-Semitism and nationalism as causes of the
Holocaust were written by exiled Germans, including Eva G. Reichmann, Eleonore Sterling,
Hannah Arendt, George Mosse90 and Paul Massing.91 The most notable book on the preconditions of the Holocaust was Eva G. Reichmann’s Hostages of Civilisation. As well in East
Germany anti-Semitism was discussed, although it was subordinated to Marxist theory. The
Jew became a surrogate for the suppressed masses under capitalism.92
In the first years after the war, the Third Reich was understood as totalitarian, as motivated
by a drive for power and not by a developed set of ideas or an ideology. Thus explanations
emphasized the pragmatic, non-ideological basis. Eva Reichmann’s 1949 Hostages of Civilization used chiefly economic explanations of the Holocaust. She also used psychoanalytic explanations to show how the Nazis instrumentalized anti-Semitism. Hannah Arendt’s 1951
Origins and Elements of Totalitarianism focused on the Jews as central to the development of
the state system in Europe and as the chief victims of the Holocaust. However, she looked for
non-religious sources of the Holocaust, including nationalism and economic developments.93
Eleonore Sterling focused on ideological sources in a 1950s history of Nineteenth Century
German anti-Semitism.94 Fritz Stern in The Politics of Cultural Despair used biographical
methods to show the appeal of German ideology to German intellectuals.95 Georg Mosse’s
The Crisis of German Ideology and Toward the Final Solution: A History of European Racism96 describes changes in European anti-Semitic ideologies over the past two centuries. The
conflict of völkish conservatism and liberal ideology gave Nazism the opportunity to mobilize
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the masses with appeals to anti-Semitism. The Frankfurt school of critical theorists tended to
reduce anti-Semitism to anti-capitalist sentiments in late capitalism. These include Horkheimer and Adorno and Franz Neumann. The consequence was to reduce anti-Semitism to a
consequence of class conflict and emphasize its economic origins. 97
In West German history, the increasing popularity of social scientific methods in West
German historiography in the 1960s and 1970s meant a search for non-religious explanations
for the Holocaust, following the path of Hannah Arendt. Anti-Semitism sank to a secondary
factor alongside such concepts as careerism, bureaucratic competition in polyarchy, bureaucratic chaos, etc. These tended to explain the destruction of the Jews as no different from the
bureaucratic processes involved in other policy processes, such as economic and social policy. As well, Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem de-emphasized anti-Semitism and
found tendencies in modern society that could support the Holocaust, such as the ambition for
career success.
In the 1960s, scholars examined anti-Semitism in Hitler’s thinking. Eberhard Jäckel found
that Hitler’s world-view was permeated by hatred of the Jews and explained history in terms
of their negative influence. Andreas Hillgruber found anti-Semitism as governing in Hitler’s
war plans. Werner Jochmann also studied the upsurge of anti-Semitism as arising from World
War I and the post-war crisis.98
The topic of anti-Semitism was forced into public attention by the 1979 broadcast of the
miniseries Holocaust on German TV and books associated with it like Christian Zentner’s
Anmerkungen zu “Holocaust”: Die Geschichte der Juden im Dritten Reich (Commentaries on
“Holocaust”: The History of the Jews in the Third Reich – 1979).99 Other authors have linked
the Holocaust with the racist and anti-Semitic attitudes of the top military leaders and even
the prejudices of the soldiers themselves. Historians such as Jürgen Förster and Christian have
shown that there was much anti-Semitism in the Wehrmacht. This implicates the German
people generally, since the army included most of the adult males in Germany.100 There has
been a renewed interest in anti-Semitism in the 1990s, and this has led to a reassessment of
the amount of anti-Semitism in Germany. Previous assumptions that the German people were
not so very anti-Semitic have been challenged by local studies.101
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Interest in cultural studies has led to the reconsideration of the Holocaust in terms of culture, which was neglected due to the idea of the impersonal bureaucratic machinery of destruction used by Hannah Arendt, Raul Hilberg and H.G. Adler, among others. Anti-Semitic
ideology is also emphasized in Michael Ley’s Genozid und Heilserwartung. Zum Nationalsozialstischen Mord am Europäischen Judentum (Genocide and Expectations of Salvation:
On the National Socialist Murder of the European Jews).102 Another important book on antiSemitism in the Weimar Republic is Dirk Walter’s Antisemitische Kriminalität und Gewalt:
Judenfeindschaft in der Weimarer Republik.103 Magnus Brechtken has linked the Madagascar
plan with anti-Semitic movements in Germany, France and Poland in “Madagaskar für die
Juden”: Antisemitische Idee and politische Praxis 1885-1945 (1998).104 Claus-Ekkehard
Bärsch’s 1998 Die politische Religion des Nationalsozialismus relates the Holocaust to the
NS civil religion of anti-Semitism.105
The choice among totalitarian, fascist, modernization and violence approaches for studying
the Holocaust has implications for the critique of contemporary history and society. Totalitarian theories tended to link the Stalinist system with the Third Reich, the Gulag with the NS
KZ. Fascism theory tends to link the Third Reich more with capitalism and imperialism in the
West. Modernization theories offer the possibility to criticize modern society in general and
the continuities from the past to the present. Thus, the perpetrators who resumed their careers
after the Third Reich suggested to some that West Germany was a continuation of the Third
Reich. Modernization can be used to imply a connection between the Soviet Union, Third
Reich and USA, insofar as all three made use of modern technologies and bureaucratic methods. Violence suggests that there is an innate tendency to destruction in human nature or society generally overarching the cultural boundaries of modern society and reaching back to
early civilization.
Saul Friedländer has pointed out a basic problem of explaining the Holocaust in terms of
“the wider aspects of contemporary ideological-political behaviour such as fascism, totalitarianism, economic exploitation, and so forth.” The anti-Jewish persecution was too uncompromising and comprehensive to be like or similar to any of the other behaviors of these systems.106 On the other hand, it is conceivable that a multiplicity of causes other than antiSemitism had an effect. Persecutors may have copied each other. The Jews may have become
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a “default” victim for all sorts of crises. The cause may have been rooted in subjective cultural factors, such as ideas of perfect order, which then became attached to the Jew as victim.
The impulse to persecute Jews may have arisen from events which aroused anxieties concerning control over the situation.
3.3.2

Specific Explanations

Within the general frameworks described above, particular explanations have attempted to
grapple with the more specific causes of the Holocaust.
3.3.2.1 Decision-Making
There was relatively little interest in decision-making processes in the first years after the
Holocaust. The decision for the Holocaust was generally attributed to Hitler on the basis of
anti-Semitism.107 For Raul Hilberg the most important issue was that German society was like
a great machine that could be easily set in motion to kill the Jews.
In the 1960s, scholars in Germany became interested in the specific policy processes, “the
concrete interpretation of facts within their immediate context, of decisions in relation to one
another, of a policy in terms of its internal coherence.”108 Other approaches are also used Traditional diplomatic historians have pursue the importance of Hitler and his foreign policies for
the Holocaust. New social historians emphasize the primacy of domestic policy in bringing
about the policies of genocide.
It was known from the start that the NS government was not rigidly coordinated. A 1946
book by Walter Petwaidic is entitled The Authoritarian Anarchy.109 The formalized notion of
competition among Nazi leaders and situational decision-making has been attributed to historians at the Institute for Contemporary History who were influenced by a similar depiction of
the NS regime by leading Nazis like Werner Best.110 Originally, the discussion centered on the
way the NS government was structured and made decisions in general. Only later was this
administrative approach applied to the Holocaust.111
The terms intentionalism and functionalism were introduced by Tim Mason and refer to the
traditional agent-structure distinction in the social sciences.112 Mason identifies a subterranean
debate going on since 1970 between two schools of historical thought. (p. 213) The one he
called the functionalists and the other the intentionalists. Scholars who emphasize that Hitler
made the key decisions on the Holocaust are called intentionalists. This accords with the conventional wisdom that Hitler made the key decisions. Dictatorial rule obviates the importance
of the attitudes and wishes of the general public and points to the autonomy of politics. This
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casts doubt on the possibility of applying social historical methods to the Holocaust.113 The intentionalists see premeditated, long-term planning behind the Holocaust. (p. 217, 219)114
These two approaches differ in particular on the question of the timing of the decision for the
Holocaust and whether particular phenomena such as ghettoization policies or the laws on
citizenship indicate whether structure or agency were more important.115 Dating the decision
for the Holocaust to the fall of 1941 implies that it was not a long-term intention of Hitler or
others but rather evolved over time. Dating it to spring 1941 or earlier implies that it was intended far in advance. The difference can help to choose between the foreign versus domestic
policy explanations. There have been several conferences on the opposing approaches.116
Hitlerism The intentionalist position is focused on the personality, ideas and actions of
Adolf Hitler in bringing about the Holocaust. The first major biography of Hitler was Konrad
Heiden’s 1936 Adolf Hitler Eine Biographie. Another early source was the memoirs of
Hermann Rauschning (The Revolution of Nihilism) about his experiences of Hitler in the
1930s. Both authors portrayed Hitler as both an ideological fanatic and opportunist. Nevertheless, many authors in the 1950s emphasized only the opportunism. This was clear in the major
biography by Allan Bullock, Hitler: A Study in Tyranny (1952/62).117
The opportunistic image was challenged in the 1960s. Hitler ceased to be an unprincipled
opportunist fanatically pursuing power and control. Authors such as Hugh Trevor-Roper now
saw Hitler as an ideologue. Roper believed that Hitler was single-mindedly intent on conquering ‘Lebensraum’ (living space) in the East.118 Andreas Hillgruber studied Hitler’s war policy
and conceptualized the attack on the Jews as the core of the policy for war against the Soviet
Union. Eberhard Jäckel studied Hitler’s writings and discovered a systematic worldview and
not simply opportunism linking together his thoughts and policies.119 Karl Dietrich Bracher
portrays Hitler as following a rational progression of steps to a pre-conceived goal. He played
off the rivalries of agencies in the government, but always to achieve his own ends.120 Eberhard Jäckel argues for the sole rule of Hitler (Alleinherrschaft). He made the key political decisions, and these decisions followed from his ideological positions.
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The first major biography of Hitler by a German was Joachim C. Fest’s Hitler. Eine Biographie (1973) published in 1974 as Hitler. According to Ian Kershaw, such texts display,
“the inability of the biographical approach to avoid the extreme personalization of complex
issues, reducing them to questions of Hitler’s personality and ideology...”121 Similar problems
are found in Sebastian Haffner’s, The Meaning of Hitler (1979),122 which reduced Nazism to
Hitler’s achievements, successes and errors. In the 70s the Hitler wave continued.123
A new approach began to develop in the 1960s that placed the Third Reich in a long-term
context of German history. There was the start of a new interpretation of the past in the 1960s,
as suggested by the Fritz Fischer controversy and the rise of social history at the University of
Bielefeld.124 Notably Fritz Fischer’s 1961 Germany’s Aims in the First World War125 made the
case for relating the Third Reich to the earlier period of the First World War. Fischer was a
German historian (b. 1908) who challenged the interpretation according to which the general
staff was responsible for German war aims in World War I. Instead, he attributed them to the
civilian, cultural and academic leaders.126 This challenged the idealization of the German national past that had been usual in previous German historiography. Another influence was the
new thinking on fascism that placed the Third Reich in the context of contemporary developments in other European countries. One example was Ernst Nolte’s (1963) Three Faces of
Fascism, which compared the Third Reich with Italian and French fascism.127
The approach called revisionism or structural-functionalism arose, under the influence of
the new thinking heralded by Fischer and other historians, from studies of administration in
the Third Reich. Influences included the Frankfurt critical school (Franz Neumann), classical
sociology of organizations and anglo-American approaches. It began to appear that there was
no direct correspondence between aims and policy outcomes in the Third Reich. Germany’s
policies toward the Jews began to appear inconsistent and to have changed direction several
times. Furthermore, Hitler seemed not to have given his specific policy directives very often
and there is no surviving text of a Füherbefehl (order by the leader) for the Holocaust. During
the pre-war phase, various policies were put together provisionally only to be later abandoned. A variety of differently oriented policies preceded the Holocaust, such as the emigration plans and the Madagascar plan. The systematic murder of Jews commenced after the
mass crime against the Russian POWs. In some cases, various bureaucrats disagreed on the
plans for persecuting the Jews.
The functionalist historians tended to come from the administrative and social historians,
whose two focuses were only awkwardly connected. One was a focus on social interactions
that could affect the outcomes of decision processes. The other was on the structural effects of
the organization of the NS government. They did not deny the influence of human agency, but
did emphasize the influence of the institutional machinery of government on policies. The notion of “polycracy” was applied to this. The regime was not homogeneously coordinated on
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hierarchical principles, but rather the Third Reich was characterized by “a mixture of rival
centres of power...”128
The National Socialist leadership groups were thus each dependent on Hitler as the
‘Führer’, but in areas that did not interest him, they could act as autonomous political units.
Hitler could not have opposed big industry and the army without support. Although National
Socialist ideology emphasized “loyalty,” this disguised tensions.129 Franz Neumann’s Behemoth is an early source for the study of NS polycracy.130
Hans Mommsen and Martin Broszat stand out as representatives of this school. Hans
Mommsen emphasized the “cumulative radicalization” of NS policies leading to the Holocaust. The disintegration of German government “into an aggregation of increasingly illcoordinated special task-forces ... the fragmentation of decision-making processes ... ” were
involved in this. The way decisions are reached affects their outcomes, and the apparent coherence and continuity is a retrospective interpretation. (p. 216) Martin Broszat brought in social history by emphasizing National Socialist ideology as a negative, unifying ideology.131
A.D. Moses sums up the differences he finds between the two schools in terms of six relevant features:132 i. Intentionalism highlights ideology, especially anti-Semitism as a causal factor. ii. The agency of the Nazis in setting up the totalitarian state and perpetrating the Holocaust is emphasized. iii. Germany’s pathology was its divergence from the ideological pattern
of the West, which emphasizes liberal ideas. iv. Explicitly moral language is used to discuss
the Holocaust. v. The Jews are viewed as the chief victims of persecution. vi. The singularity
of the Holocaust is viewed as ideological in nature, for example the idea that they should destroy all the Jews. The structural functionalist approach of the 60s and later differs significantly on all these points. i. They downplay ideology and view Hitler’s anti-Semitism as an
instrument for integrating the public and linking social grievances. Administrative problems
rather than ideological intentions led to the extermination of the Jews. ii. Rather than personal
agency intending the outcome of the Holocaust, there was a cumulative radicalization of the
Holocaust as a result of bureaucratic rivalry for power and prestige which was pursued by
proposing ever more extreme solutions to the “Jewish question.” iii. Not deviation from the
normal pattern of the West, but rather the very nature of politics and bureaucracy in general
led to the Holocaust. iv. Since the behavior of the bureaucrats and politicians who carried out
the Holocaust was ‘ordinary’ and ‘normal’, a moralizing language is dispensed with. v. Jews
are not the primary victims of Nazi racial policy. Rather eugenics and racialist ideals created a
hierarchy of victims and potential victims. vi. The uniqueness of the Holocaust is nonideological, and “unprecedented was the mobilization of state resources in a systematic manner to exterminate certain groups.” (p. 208)
Walther Hofer sees the intentionalism-functionalism debate as less new than some authors
suppose. “The fathers of historicism, Ranke and Droysen among them, were occupied with
structures, even if they were unfamiliar with the idea, at least under that name. We are entitled
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to wonder whether the introduction from the social sciences of the idea of structure has really
created a new situation in the world of research.”133
Christopher Browning describes the development of the debate as one that lost steam in the
1980s. By then researchers were trying to synthesize the two positions. (p. 88 ff.) In the
1990s, states Browning, there was a focus on the “relative weighting of the different decisions
taken in 1941 and the different historical contexts invoked to explain the importance and timing of those decisions.”134 There is a consensus among most historians that there were a series
of decisions for the Holocaust and not just one. There is also more emphasis on continuity in
decision-making. The attention given to demographic and eugenic planning tends to include
the period 1939-1940 in the progress to the decision for the Holocaust. Furthermore, at least
part of the decision to kill all the Jews in Europe is widely thought to have occurred after the
invasion. The decision process has also been expanded to include the period before 1939.
Thus, there could have been a stage of decision-making in May 1942 in favor of indiscriminate killing of all deported Jews.135
Christopher Browning has identified a shift to “consensus models” of the Holocaust in recent years, including anti-Bolshevik, eugenics and bureaucratic technocratic interpretations.136
These assume a general agreement among all participants. This is particularly the case in approaches that rely on the ideas of technocratic and academic planners as in studies by Götz
Aly and Susanne Heim. We may think in terms of “groupthink” processes leading all the participants to move resolutely in the same direction, despite disagreements on other issues.137
Newer studies of the Holocaust also focus on local conditions and the interplay of local and
central authorities. They try to locate the origin of specific decisions and find orders that did
not come from Berlin. The broader context, including the actions of occupied populations and
the victims, is also taken into account.138 The fact that genocidal results came about is generally attributed to an agreement among the planners at the local and central levels. One example among many is Michael Wildt’s studies of violence against Jews in Germany in the
1930s. The initiatives for much violence came from local authorities, even in defiance of the
higher-level authorities. Often neighbors initiated violence against Jews, and local police and
authorities dragged their feet in intervening or did nothing at all. The violence tended to become autonomous.139 Similar results have been found in other local studies such as those of
Dieter Pohl, Christian Gerlach and Frank Bajohr. Michael Zimmermann has proposed calling
the basic assumption that anti-Semitism served as a guiding factor of decision-making as a
“conceptualism” approach. Dominick LaCapra has criticized the two positions of intentionalism and functionalism in a different way. He holds that both approaches assume conscious
decision-making. But there may have been unconscious processes at work as well. The notion
of sacrifice and scapegoating may have been the unconscious driving forces in violence
against the Jews. Similar arguments rest on the ideas of René Girard.140
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3.3.2.2 Territorial and Population Planning
This approach to explaining the Holocaust is related to the modernization and modernity approaches and focuses on “ethnic cleansing.” Ethnic cleansing was also applied to the Jews in
the Holocaust. It ranged from forced emigration, transfer under exchange pressure, deportation/expulsion and finally genocide.141 One aspect of this approach is the study of the Madagascar Plan and the attempts to force the Jews to leave Germany.142 After the war, territorial
plans involved moving millions of persons around Europe. There have been various studies
centering on the occupation governments of the conquered territories and the ways the population was resettled. Hans Umbreit and other historians have focused on occupation administration.143 Theorists postulate that the failure of the various population movement plans and
utilitarian issues led to the choice of mass murder as a way out. Götz Aly and Christian Gerlach have recently focused on this perspective. Aly supposes that the failure of resettlement
programs stimulated the use of mass murder. Christian Gerlach argues that the inability to
feed populations in White Russia led to the murder of the Jews.
3.3.2.3 War and the Holocaust
War plays an important role in genocides in various ways that are still being worked out.144
Germans have tended to isolate World War II from the Holocaust.145 War makes it easier for
states to obtain public acquiescence for genocidal projects. There tends to be a concentration
and centralization of power in the government during war, giving the leaders dictatorial powers and the capacity to mobilize the nation’s resources for its ends. At the same time, a climate of brutality and violence arises which makes people more willing to accept violence and
the suspension of civil rights. The fears of the public can easily be intensified in wartime, especially in the case of wars fought near or in the homeland. The actual technology of warfare
has escalated the potential for violence exponentially. However, the development of military
weapons and technology does not lead to immediate deployment. Military culture affects
when and how weapons will be used: “Preexisting institutional predilections thus seem to determine which aspects of technology will be adopted and developed.”146 Then, too, developments in the Wehrmacht and the Holocaust were in part independent.
The Hitler-centered explanation of the Holocaust states that Hitler planned the war with the
objective of gaining control over the Jews in order to kill them. Another view is that the Holocaust arose as a side effect of the war. For example, the idea of killing the Jews may have become more plausible to military planners when they encountered bottlenecks and eliminating
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the Jews could be rationalized as a way of solving supply problems by expropriating the food
needed by the Jews to military use. Such theories belong to the “functionalist” school of
thought.147 Christian Gerlach, for example, argues that the Holocaust in Belorussia arose from a
“hunger plan” to starve the native population in order to reduce the demand for food so that the
army could live off the land and food would be less scarce in the Reich. From this point of view,
the Holocaust was a by-product of the invasion plan rather than one of its aims.148
The importance of the connections between war and the Holocaust were indicated at the
Nuremberg trial, where the murder of the Jews was portrayed as part of a major conspiracy to
perpetrate crimes against humanity. The importance of war was also the topic of historians
such as Andreas Hillgruber, who related the war and extermination plans. In the 1950s, attempts were made to give a positive cast to the Wehrmacht, although many German historians
disagreed.149 After the War, Germans and many others assumed that there were essentially
two parallel wars, a conventional war fought by the Wehrmacht, and a war of extermination
by Himmler and the SS. Revision of this view began in the late 1960s with work by Manfred
Messerschmidt on racist doctrines accepted and propagated by the army leadership. Thus,
Wehrmacht commanders accepted the racist ideology of the SS and NSDAP and acted accordingly.150 The relationship between the murder of the Russian POWs and the murder of the
Jews has been focused on by, e.g., Christian Streit in his 1978 study, Keine Kameraden. He
argues that the killing of the POWs prepared the way for hthe killing of the Jews. Studies by
Christian Streit, Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm and Helmut Krausnick151 in the 1980s developed the
topic.152
The role of World War I in preparing the mentality and providing the skills and practice
needed for World War II is also being explored. As Peter Fritzsche points out, the Eastern
Front in the First World War “became the site for tremendous innovation in categorizing ethnic groups, creating work forces out of the subjugated population, and generally establishing
the outline of a race-based German empire in the East.”153 The Germans had understood this
area as consisting of “Lands and peoples” before the war, but during the course of the war this
changed into “spaces and races” that could be reorganized and reordered. Germany emerged
from the war with the concept of a “battle community,” unlike France or England, which
came away with the idea of a “community of suffering.” The territorial and population losses
of the war and humiliation of Versailles created a resentment which led into the sense of “a
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narrative of mortal national endangerment that could only be resolved by retrieving lost
homelands and cultivating the essential unifying characteristics of the population.”154
With the focus on everyday life during World War II, attention has also been paid to common soldiers, who are now seen as accepting racist values, as shown by studies of Feldpostbriefe.155 Also, studies of German bureaucracy suggest that the ministries behaved less rationally under war conditions.156 Thus at all levels of society, people behaved differently because
of the war. This suggests that the war affected mentalities in such a way as to facilitate the
Holocaust. The debate over the Crimes of the Wehrmacht exhibit further focused attention on
the involvement of ordinary Wehrmacht soldiers in the Holocaust.157 The study of military
culture has added a new understanding of these relations. Isabel V. Hull has pointed to the
implicit, partly unconscious workings of basic assumptions in the military culture of the German army in World War I, which may have led to the escalation of violence against civilians.
For example an “unrealistic expectation of perfect order artificially produced occasions for
disorder, which turned enemy civilians into criminals subject to harsh military law.” Thus the
assumption of order tended to transform civilians into criminals and soldiers into law enforcers. War was also “existential, which meant that it contained no limits and tended to develop
its capacity for violence and destruction to the extreme.”158 Similar cultural effects presumably affected the behavior of the World War II Wehrmacht and SS.
3.3.2.4 Nationalism
The connection of nationalism with anti-Semitism and the Holocaust has been proposed but
not greatly researched. Nationalism developed in the Nineteenth Century together with racism
and capitalism. There are certain links among them. A more homogenous population could be
useful in modern mass production and mass warfare. By encouraging uniformity, nationalism
makes the “other” or outsider an object of suspicion.159 The Nazis used a particularistic nationalist ideology, not a universalistic ideology such as communism. The nationalism celebrated by the NSDAP was anti-modernist and celebrated old traditions and race as the basis of
the nation. The recovery of lost territory was one of the goals that appealed to Germans in
general.160 The planned expansion to the East included plans to resettle Germans in annexed
areas. In order to strengthen the German race as the foundation of the German nation, selective breeding and euthanasia were to improve the German stock. Slavs who looked German
were to be “Germanized” and integrated into the German Volk. The Nazis defined the Jews as
a threat to the German nation and maintained that only genocide would eliminate this danger.161 By identifying the nation as a racial entity, and by defining the Jews as a race, it was
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justified to destroy them physically.162 The options of creating a caste system, enslaving the
Jews or expelling them may have seemed less attractive than mass murder. The convergence
of radicalized views may have further exacerbated the situation leading to the choice of mass
murder as a solution, as appears to have happened in the Yugoslavian conflicts of the 1990s.
However, there are some doubts about explanations based on nationalism. Nations also
have positive aspects, not merely negative. The creation of nations may bring about peace
among conflicting ethnic groups by creating a common identity. People living in widely separated regions may come through the national idea to have a sense of mutual responsibility and
be moved to work together for their common welfare. The racialist exclusionary impulse may
be an attempt to resist this national vision in favor of tribal nationalism. The mere use of the
word “nation” may create the illusion that nationalism is still an aim, whereas ethnic revival
may actually be desired.163 Hannah Arendt rejected the nationalist explanation, however. In
her theory, nationalism links a people and a territory, and it was the pan-nationalism of the
Nazis and other ethnic movements that was the problem. In racist thought, identity is purely
biological and not connected to territory or culture. Thus, as with anti-Semitic ideology, nationalism may have been a rationale more than a cause of action.
3.3.2.5 Primacy of Foreign Policy
A number of recent authors have returned to the primacy of foreign policy in explaining the
Holocaust. This perspective, supported by Andreas Hillgruber, had been neglected under the
influence of social history, which emphasized domestic politics. One argument is that the war
was drawn out in order to facilitate the murder of the Jews. Up until the entry of the USA into
the war and the failure of the Wehrmacht to overwhelm Russia, Hitler had, in this view,
planned to solve the Jewish problem after the war. When it became clear that the war could
not be won, extermination was begun in order to finish with the Jews before the end of fighting.164
Another application of the international relations approach by a political scientist applies
the theories of realpolitik and prospect theory to explain the Holocaust. Realpolitik is resorted
to whenever state security is threatened. The greater the danger to a state in a war, the greater
will be the probability of political violence and the greater the level of the violence. States try
to minimize risks and compensate for losses. In World War II, Germany tried, it is argued, to
compensate itself for losses by murdering the Jews. Both domestic sabotage and the communist threat were blamed on the Jews, who were thus doubly threatened.165 Imperialism and colonialism are also linked with the Holocaust today. Hannah Arendt suggested this connection
in Origins and Elements of Totalitarianism, and the idea is also used to explain German colonialism in Africa.166
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3.3.2.6 Revolution
From this perspective, revolutionary situations make genocide more probable. The victors in a
revolution have a concept of an ideal society, a utopia that they want to realize. This ideal includes the type of person who is an acceptable citizen. Those who did not fit this ideal are in
danger of being eliminated to fulfill this ideal. They may simply be expelled or reduced to the
level of second-class citizens, but under some circumstances, genocide may be chosen as a
solution. However, it is not clear that this is the case. Many revolutions lead to mass killing
but not to genocide in the broadest sense. The minorities who do not meet the ideal of the
revolution may simply be marginalized or disadvantaged, rather than killed.167 Revolution
thus requires a lot of theorizing on the desired fundamental changes in society. It is not always realized how revolutionary the Nazis were, but it fact they had many ideas about how
society should be reorganized in Germany and the conquered countries. This approach may
also be needed to supplement modernity approaches. Modernity is “not an ideological program, but a set of practices, categories, and assumptions…”168 This revolutionary ideology
can be seen as informing and motivating population shifting plans like Generalplan Ost and
the resettlement and racial selection processes described by Götz Aly and other historians.
3.3.2.7 Psychology
The employment of psychology in explaining the actors of the Holocaust is important, but
problematical. Even during the war, psychologists dealt with several important topics of relevance to the Holocaust. These included the studies of inmate behavior by psychologist inmates of concentration camps by authors such as Ernst Federn, Victor Frankl and Bruno Bettelheim.169
Because of the moral enormity of the crimes, there has been a tendency to turn to what
Henri Zukier calls “freak” (psychopath) and “fluke” explanations.170 Hitler is often represented as a freak, a person of incredible cruelty and irrational hatred. This view is found in
Friedrich Meinecke’s explanation of the Third Reich. The fluke explanation portrays the
Holocaust as the result of extreme contingency, for example as an unexpected consequence of
the war or a combination of circumstances and structures, as in some functionalist arguments.
An alternative to these views is the “ecumenical” approach, which makes the Holocaust a result of human nature in general. Thus, some interpretations of the Milgram (1960s compliance
with authority experiments),171 Zimbardo (1971 Stanford Prison Experiment) and Asch (conformity and social pressures) experiments make everyone into potential perpetrators.172 An167
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other type of simplistic psychological theory is the notion of ‘trauma’ as an explanation of
victim behavior. The psycho-historical approach and the social psychology of historical consciousness are also applied to the Holocaust.173
Theodor Adorno’s “authoritarian personality” study after the war attempted to determine
types of personality that could account for perpetrator behavior.174 The authors believed that
familial events created personality characteristics. The authoritarian personality was submissive to authority, prone to authoritarian, rigid thinking, intolerance of ambiguity, mistrustful
of nonconformity and independent thinking. It was prone to supporting undemocratic parties
and leaders. These theses have been subjected to a variety of critiques, and there are now a
wide range of different theories of authoritarianism. Among the problems that have been
pointed out are that rescuers and resisters may have very similar personalities to perpetrators.
There are “cognitive style” explanations that hold that authoritarians have “simple” cognitive
styles. In fact, however, rescuers may also have been people with simple cognitive styles. We
also know now that many perpetrators, including leaders of the Einsatzgruppen, had advanced
university training in law, which could be associated with complex cognitive styles. Nevertheless, the theory of authoritarian personality continues to stimulate research.175
Individual tendencies to compliance with orders to inflict harm have suggested ways that
the Holocaust could have been implemented. In the 1960s, studies in the USA by Stanley
Milgram176 and others suggested that ordinary people could easily be induced to conform and
obey orders to inflict injury on others, even in democratic societies during peacetime. However, these studies have also been interpreted as indicating simply that people are reluctant to
believe that scientific authority figures would order them to do wrong. Thus, we do not necessarily have to assume that everyone is a potential Eichmann.177
Studies have also been made of group psychology and the ways that masses can be psychologically manipulated by propaganda or how group processes can support exclusion of minorities, hate and violence. The factors studied include both dispositional and situational ones.
A variety of factors are used in cognitive control theory to explain the Nazi accession to
power and the readiness of SS members and collaborators to be perpetrators.178 Some psychologists assume that obedience to authority required eliminating moral reservations. Hannah Arendt’s “banality of evil” thesis is about the dehumanization of perpetrators, who act in
totalitarian structures that deprive them of the ability or willingness to think about what they
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are doing.179 According to Henri Zukier, there was a gradual process of becoming a perpetrator. It involved a series of imperceptible compromises that led the perpetrator to accept the legitimacy of NS morals and reject conventional moral values. NS values gradually became internalized.180 Harald Wezler argues against the assumption that the perpetrators had given up
or overcome their moral compunction in the course of becoming perpetrators. Rather, the development of strong moral codes facilitated their inhumane actions.181
Another major topic deals with the victims’ psychology. After the war, there was a tendency
to look down on victims. In Israel there were even separate organizations for resisters and
Holocaust victims, implying a fundamental difference. The influence of psychologists such as
Bruno Bettelheim created a widespread acceptance of the notion of the survivor syndrome.
Bettelheim portrayed KZ inmates as prone to regression to childhood. Only individualists,
such as him, were able to maintain their sanity by means of his intellectual activity, such as
his informal study of victim psychology.182 Another psychologist KZ inmate, Viktor Frankl,
developed an existentialist theory of survival in the KZ that claimed that efforts to find meaning in the KZ increased the chances of survival.183 These studies suggest the critique of mass
society in that only a few were capable of individual resistance. Jean Améry, however, denied
that intellectuals had any special skills to help resist the nihilistic forces of terror in the KZ.
The early approaches neglected the extent to which victims suffered permanent psychological damage in the Holocaust. For example, over time many victims have been unable to come
to terms with the loss of many members or even all their family. They may suffer guilt feelings for having survived. A change since the 70s has been the adoption of the term trauma.
This is partly due to the revaluation of victimhood and the increased status attributed to survivors of KZs and of the Holocaust. The psychological concept is difficult to define and apply,
because some persons who have had traumatic experiences may not exhibit the symptoms attributed to trauma, such as long-term psychological impairment. The concept has also been
stretched to apply to bystanders and perpetrators, and “secondary trauma” is attributed to the
second generation. The concept is also used in history and cultural studies to explain societal
effects. This raises the problem of applying psychological terms to populations that cannot be
individually analyzed. As well, it is not clear whether the problems of the second generation
are actually traumas due to the knowledge of the Holocaust acquired in the family or the distortions in family life attributable to the parental experience of surviving. Presumably, the
non-Holocaust childhood experiences of the second generation also play a role in development.184
This is not exclusively limited to Holocaust victims. There are psychological journals devoted to the topic of trauma or “post-traumatic stress disorder.” To some extent, the concept
has been over used. Wulf Kansteiner holds that the existing concepts of Holocaust trauma are
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inadequate to explain the effects of the Holocaust on individuals.185 One of the dangers of using the concept is that it strips the victims of intentionality and contributes to an image of victims as helpless. In fact, many of the victims were able to act in a variety of ways.186 The new
emphasis on the victim as survivor also assigns more strength to the individual.
3.3.2.8 Emotion
The importance of emotions has sometimes been neglected in Holocaust studies, particularly
in studies that emphasize decision-making and structural approaches to planning and organization. It should be noted that Hannah Arendt characterized Eichmann as “thoughtless” rather
than as emotional or unemotional. A number of theorists have been exploring the contribution
of emotion to violence and perhaps it is in the domain of feelings rather than of reason or selfinterest that reasons for the Holocaust can be found. Thus, Thomas J. Scheff sees rage as the
social product of shame and anger. Under particular historical circumstances, these feelings
may lead to participation in organizations dedicated to revenge and even genocide.187
Emotions are dealt with in memoirs, memory literature and essays. In the social sciences,
more attention is being given to emotions.188 It is believed that emotions are not simply given,
but are socially constructed, and in different epochs they are either encouraged or suppressed.
The Victorians encouraged expressions of emotions, while modern industrial society tends to
discourage them. The topic does not merely belong to psychology, but also to history and social theory. Recent authors have tried to bring emotions back into social discourse.189
In recent memory studies, the concepts of grief and trauma are important, along with
mourning, grief and compassion. Grief is felt when people experience loss; compassion is
pain in seeing others suffer. Grief and compassion express vulnerability between the self and
the other. In grief and compassion, there can be a reaching out to express empathy with others. This is related to the maintenance of community. The mode of expressing emotions such
as grief is socially constructed and varies. We may surmise that the recent emphasis on commemorating catastrophic death in public politics is also related to changes in how emotional
responses to genocide should be expressed.190 Where grief is linked to negative emotions like
humiliation, fear and betrayal it may involve a sense of betrayal and lost of trust and lead to a
feelings of isolation.191 Thus, Jean Améry reported a sense of “loss of trust in the world” as a
result of being tortured that he called “ressentiment,” drawing on Nietzsche. H.G. Adler’s
writings about bureaucratic “administration of persons” are related to the issue of the lack of
empathy involved when people are treated like objects. The term “ressentiment” (resentment)
expresses the emotion many victims felt about their experience.192 Some theorists hold that a
basic motive of the perpetrators was the desire to transgress Western values by causing
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trauma, suffering and pain, as opposed to theorists who emphasize the rational, utilitarian
aims of the Holocaust.193
Trauma is a psychological term that includes feelings of helplessness in the face of threats
which one cannot cope with. It may involve long-term effects on feelings of security and selfconfidence. Feelings such as Améry’s loss of trust in the world come under this notion.194
While trauma was not discussed in earlier works such as Mitscherlich’s Inability to Mourn, it
has become prominent since the 1980s. Trauma was officially recognized by the America
Psychiatric Association in 1980, with the concept of post traumatic stress disorder, defined as
a “response to an overwhelming event which takes the form of repeated, instrusive hallucinations, dreams, thoughts or behaviors stemming from the event, along with the numbing that
may have begun during or after the experience….”195
Shame and guilt are important emotions for interpreting behavior in the Holocaust. Shame
refers to emotions of being exposed and critically judged. It has an external reference. It occurs when people fail to reach a goal or standard and feel rejected or abandoned. Guilt is internalized as a code of values that trouble people from inside. They may feel guilty even when
they think they are not being observed. Guilt occurs when people violate an external norm or
rule. People who feel shame feel inadequate and inferior. People who feel guilt feel they have
done wrong and expect to be punished.196 Various texts on the Holocaust work with the differences between the two. For example, Aleida Assmann and Ute Frevert have related this to
German memories of the Third Reich. In assessing the behavior of perpetrators, this may be
an explanatory concept. It has been used to explain popular fiction on the Holocaust such as
Bernhard Schlink’s The Reader.
Another important emotion is regret, which has been considered a stimulus to commemorating and apologizing for the past, as has begun to occur in many countries in recent years.
Emotion is a feeling of pain or feeling sorry for mistakes, losses or transgressions. It can be
tabooed or encouraged. It can be obsessive and regarded as a threat or it may be honored. It
may be a way of disapproving of the past or of raising personal status, or it may be a confession of guilt.197
The emotions of pain and horror are self-evident in Holocaust literature. Particularly memoirs and diaries are saturated with violence and horror. But the theorization of these emotions
has often lagged behind because of the ideal of scientific detachment and rationality. This is
one of the objections to Goldhagen’s descriptions of violence, but Wolfgang Sofsky has also
tried with thick descriptions to portray the range of horrors experienced in KZs.198
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3.4 Memory and Discourse on the Holocaust
The historical study of the Holocaust alone has seemed unable to answer all the questions that
arise, and consequently there has been more interest in recent years in memory. Memory and
history have become the two pillars of studies of the Holocaust, at least since the fall of the
Iron Curtain at the end of the 1980s. There was a good deal of interest in understanding the
causes, and many studies as a result also focused on the rise of Nazism. After the division of
Europe ended, there was more interest in memories of the Holocaust. Silence, repression, substitution of memories and Holocaust-induced trauma are frequently part of the study of memory.199
As historical studies of the Holocaust have continued, they have increasingly focused on
ordinary persons and their contributions to the Holocaust. This has to do with issues including
national character and national identity. People wonder, for example, what sort of persons
their ancestors were and how much they resemble them. Interest in the uniqueness of the
Holocaust is also linked with the identity issue, because uniqueness implies, e.g., a possible
uniqueness of identity shared by the perpetrators and their descendants.200
The conceptual pair “history and memory” has been increasingly important since the term
“memory” was revived in a social science sense in the 1980s.201 There is no clear agreement
on what the difference is, but the importance of making a distinction is widely accepted.
Memory is a biological, psychological and sociological reality that is highly relevant to history and national identity. It is relevant to such Holocaust-related topics as memoirs, national
identity and historiography.202 The concept of memory is linked with certain key terms in recent discourse including trauma, identity, memorials and commemoration. A variety of concepts are associated with memory: politics of memory, contested pasts, the sacralization of
memory, politics of identity, cultural and collective memory, narratology of memory.203
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3.4.1

Issues in Memory Studies

The topic of memory has become a counterpart of history has led to the publication of many
books on the topic of Holocaust memory, for example Erinnern und Verstehen: Der Völkermord an den Juden im Politischen Gedächtnis der Deutschen (2003, Remembering and understanding: The genocide of the Jews in the political memory of the Germans).204
David Cesarani states, “We live in an epoch preoccupied by memory and memorialization,
in which we are acutely aware of the ‘environment of memory’...” Memory tends to favor
“things that are important in our society and culture, events of political significance as well as
personal dramas. What people carry in their memories tends to be neglected today, as so
much more can be stored in computer memories. In the dim past, however, memory was the
main storage medium for a society’s knowledge.
Memory can be both individual and social. While memory refers to the past, it is highly affected by subsequent events and is thus about the present. It is subjective, fluid and personal
and influences priorities and agendas in the present. People remember the past in ways that
change over time. History, by contrast, is fixed, insofar as it is thought to have happened in
only one way. Philosophers of history of course debate whether there is one history or multiple histories, since the past cannot be known directly, but can only be inferred and reconstructed. Historians such as Hayden White consider that history is emplotted using a number
of plot structures of a literary nature, such as tragedy or comedy. Historians are constrained
by empirical methods and cannot simply write historical novels. Memory is much freer in recreating the past.205 This very fluidity is important, as it may open up new vistas that historians
may fail to see.
The topic of memory was made the focus of sociological study by Maurice Halbwachs over
half a century ago.206 Halbwachs distinguished between collective memory and history. History can be erudite and preserve exact details, but “erudition is the affair of only a very small
minority.” (p. 79 f.) If it tries to preserve the image of the past in contemporary collective
memory, it can retain only little. Collective memory “is a current of continuous thought
whose continuity is not at all artificial, for it retains from the past only what still lives or is
capable of living in the consciousness of the groups keeping the memory alive.” (p. 80)
Whereas there is only one history, there are several collective memories. (p. 83) History is essentially interested in periods of dramatic change. “But the group, living first and foremost for
its own sake, aims to perpetuate the feelings and images forming the substance of its
thought.” In writing a history of a family, emphasis is placed on changes, whereas in the
memory of the family, continuity would be emphasized. “History is a record of changes; it is
naturally persuaded that societies change constantly, because it focuses on the whole, and
hardly a year passes when some part of the whole is not transformed. Since history teaches
that everything is interrelated, each of these transformations must react on the other parts of
the social body and prepare, in turn, for further change.” (p. 86) Memory is elusive and hard
to pin down. It is not static, but it changes constantly.207 “Unless a society possesses the means
to freeze the memory of the past, the natural tendency of social memory is to suppress what is
not meaningful or intuitively satisfying in the collective memories of the past, and interpolate
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or substitute what seems more appropriate or more in keeping with their particular conceptions of the world.”
The contemporary interest in memory in general has troubled many authors. Andreas
Huyssen speaks of “twilight memories”: He interprets the interest in memory as “a sign of the
crisis of that structure of temporality that marked the age of modernity with its celebration of
the new as utopian, as radically and irreducibly other.”208 It has something to do with the
threat of modern information technology and the fear of losing an autonomous perspective on
the modern world.
Jan Assmann distinguishes among four modes of memory: 1. Mimetic memory with transmits practical knowledge from the past. 2. Material memory is the history contained in objects. 3. Community memory is the residues of the past in language and communication. 4.
Cultural memory transmits meanings from the past.209 Authors have distinguished memory in
a number of ways. It is material and is not present in peoples’ heads, but rather in objects,
narratives and routines. They help communities form agendas, and appear in multiple forms
that are contested by communities. They are both malleable and persistent. The association of
memory with trauma has given rise to trauma theory. This attempts to find ways of helping
overcome trauma. It also plays a role in identity, as the memory of trauma may be constitutive
of collective identity.210 German cultural studies (Kulturwissenschaften) are heavily focused
on memory and pay attention to the rupture of social and historical relationships by the Holocaust.211
The relationship of memory to historiography is another topic recently raised by Nicolas
Berg.212 Berg believes that the concept of functionalism developed by historians at the Institute for Contemporary History was heavily influenced by the memories of NS perpetrators
who were interviewed by historians, such as Werner Best. The influence of memory on the
choice of topics to study is well known. Studies of the ghetto leadership in the 1960s followed
the criticism by Hannah Arendt and Raul Hilberg of the Jewish leadership that imprinted this
topic in the public memory.
3.4.2

German Memories and Identity

The topic of German memory discourse has become increasingly important in German cultural studies and historiography.213 There is no single authoritative memory of the Holocaust
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in Germany, but rather multiple memories.214 Both public, official memories and private
memories of families are part of memory.215 The memory culture of German society is fragmented. On the one hand, Jewish memory of the past differs from Christian memory in Germany, and on the other hand, generations remember the past differently. As well, there are
various interpretations of memory. For example, Jürgen Habermas in 1986 argued for the retention of memories of the Holocaust as a means of preventing a repetition of the past,
whereas conservative historians argued for the adoption of more positive memories of the
German past as a way to renew German identity for the future.
The development of Germany memory has been periodized by several authors.216 Siobhan
Kattago distinguishes five phases of West German memory of the past: guilt, repression,
mourning, antifascism and normalization. In these phases three different national identities
developed: “a guilty pariah model, a therapeutic model of mourning, and a normalized
model.” The first phase was 1945 to 1949, including the occupation years. In this period,
questions of guilt predominated. Karl Jaspers and Friedrich Meinecke were representative authors who confronted the guilt question. Jaspers thought that no one in Germany could evade
the guilt question, as there were four types of guilt, and the broadest, metaphysical embraced
everyone. The second phase, of repression and reparations, lasted until the late 1950s. Germans concentrated on rebuilding Germany rather than on thinking about the past. The period
included the 1953 Reparations Treaty with Israel. The third phase, the sixties, was a period of
therapeutic mourning. In this period the Nazi crimes were a major topic, including both trials
and literary works on the Holocaust that brought the Holocaust back into public memory. In
the seventies, the fourth phase involved a “second kind of repression” in which antifascist and
totalitarian theories obscured the Holocaust. Discussions of National Socialism focused on
abstract discussions of theories. A reversal occurred after the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, in that
the anti-fascist generation sided with the Palestinians. Willy Brandt knelt before the monument to victims of the Warsaw Ghetto in 1972, showing that many Germans chose a memory
in which they could mourn the Holocaust and accept guilt. In the 1980s, a fifth phase occurred, that of “normalization and German national identity.” In the 80s, German national history was normalized with a focus on German national identity and a neglect of the Holocaust.
Germans focused on achieving a normal identity unburdened by the Holocaust. In the nineties
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a sixth phase began in which attempts were made to harmonize the memories of the reunited
German state to create a single, combined history.217
Jörn Rüsen holds that historical contingency tends to constitute historical consciousness.
Historical contingency is the experience of rupture and discontinuity. He finds three stages in
the development of German identity based on these experiences of the past. In the immediate
postwar era, the Nazi era was a source of shame for Germans, and they tried to avoid this
through immersion in economic activities that distracted them from the memory of the past.
This constituted an externalization of the Holocaust. A second step occurred when the next
generation tried to create an identity for themselves in opposition to their parents. They tried
to universalize the experience of the Holocaust and moralistically condemned it. However,
this condemnation was contradictory, as it excluded the role of the past in bringing up this
generation itself. The third phase involved further historicization of the Holocaust. The coherence of past and present received more attention, and it became clear that to change the future
more practical activity was needed.218 The significance of Holocaust memory for German national identity can be seen in its influence on the topics and approaches used in writing about
the Holocaust over the past sixty years. The continuity of the past with the present has increasingly been conceded, and thereby a variety of Holocaust topics have become of interest.

3.5 Conclusions
The study of the Holocaust is highly interdisciplinary. The interaction of history, social science and memory has provided new insights and approaches to understanding the Holocaust.
The Holocaust challenges understanding because it appears to unite contrary tendencies in
history. Many other cases of mass killing and genocide appear to pose less of an explanatory
challenge. For each of the approaches presented in this chapter, a contrary one may also provide insights and account for at least part of the historical data. It is much simpler when a
mass killing has been committed among what are viewed as uncivilized or uncultured peoples
with no claim to represent the ideals of enlightenment and culture. In such cases, the barbarity
attributed to the perpetrators seems consistent with the barbarity of the deeds.
Disciplinary approaches may reinforce each other or pull in different directions.219 The upgrading of the victim to the survivor in the 70s and 80s also led to the notion of the traumatic
effects of the Holocaust in psychology. But on the other hand, the intentionalist and functionalist debates, the debates of center versus periphery and other disputes on the history of the
Holocaust underline the difficulty of harmonizing and synthesizing the disparate theoretical
and methodological approaches.
Social science approaches point in the direction of comparisons among various cases of
genocide and mass killing and the Holocaust, and repeating patterns of genocide have been
found in history. Historiographic studies have continued to produce surprising results which
cast in doubt previous assumptions and conclusions. Thus we are more aware now of the dependency of the Gestapo on informers, whereas the totalitarian approach argued that NS authorities had total power over the population through their surveillence and unlimited capacity
for terror.
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The broader paradigms used to interpret the Holocaust have affected the interpretation of
the Holocaust and placed it in a broader context. The modernization approach as for example
used by Peukert220 or Aly and Heim also serves as a critique of current society and its forms of
modernity. Whether one should generalize to this extent is, however, doubtful. The totalitarianism approach is often used to explain the Cold War by equating the East bloc with the
Third Reich, just as anti-fascism approaches have justified conflating the West and capitalism
with Nazism and fascism. It has served as an apology for German society in general and for
particular societal groups in particular. The violence paradigm tends to suggest the universality of violence in human society, linking the Holocaust to contemporary violence but also to
Antiquity. The question arises of whether the Holocaust is over-determined by broad explanatory paradigms.
History, social science and memory are increasingly seen as linked in their relevance for
conceptions of contemporary society, due to the moral consequences and conclusions about
obligations, national identity and responsibilities that arise from the study of the Holocaust.
Universalizing approaches that point to human nature and the widespread occurrence of mass
killings in history are sometimes interpreted as partially exonerating Germany or as spreading
responsibility for the Holocaust. Particularizing approaches that focus on German particularities as the chief cause of the Holocaust are often used to justify changes in German public
memory politics and German identity. For example, the concept of constitutional patriotism is
supported on grounds that German guilt is so unique as to make it impossible to restore a
positive national identity. Many conservatives point to the parallels in the history of other
countries to challenge such views.
The current understanding of the Holocaust that shifts it into the domain of memory as an
ahistorical symbol of absolute evil also has consequences for research. This notion tends to
encourage comparative research in genocide studies. It also encourages the broadening of the
historical research on the Holocaust beyond the Jewish victims to other forgotten victims, the
gypsies, Poles, Russians, homosexuals and Jehovah’s Witnesses. But it also means a blurring
of the definitions of the Holocaust. A memory of the Holocaust as universal evil is compatible
with approaches based on the modernity, revolution or violence paradigms, but there is also
interest in anti-Semitism and the German Sonderweg as the cause of the Holocaust.
The Holocaust has been conceived of as a unique event in history due to the shocking nature of the events. But it is also viewed as an exemplary case of evil, and this requires us to
compare the Holocaust with other cases of genocide. As comparative studies have been pursued, it has become increasingly clear that many of the features that seem to be unique about
the Holocaust may be shared with many other cases of genocide. One example is the use of
modern methods. It was assumed that modern society is prone to democracy and peace and
thus resistant to genocide. Hence its technology and methods of organization would be
unlikely to be used to commit genocide. However, modern technology can also be used in less
modern countries. It was once thought that the Rwanda genocide was committed using machetes in face-to-face slaughter, but now we know that much of the killing was done with rifles. Nor are the primitive emotions attributed to pre-modern societies foreign to modern societies. Modern societies have their counterparts to ecstatic rituals of communal identification.221 The consequence is that we are beginning to obtain a more sophisticated grasp of the
Holocaust through the contributions of a variety of different social and historical disciplines.
The significance of memory for understanding the Holocaust is also increasingly important.
On the one hand, the insight derived from the study of the Holocaust may be useful in defining new identities that can avoid the dangers of unbridled nationalism and xenophobia. On the
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other, the study of memory suggests a variety of problems affecting the psyches of persons affected by the Holocaust. Trauma is a general term which sums up many of the psychologically debilitating long-term effects of the Holocaust. This has also been used to link the Holocaust to the long-term effects of the bombing of Hiroshima or various war. But memory is
quite malleable. Memory can interpret the past, omit facts and change images of the past, but
the facts cannot be changed. Thus there is a danger in memory that it will create illusions.
Thus in some families people remember their family members as having been resisters, when
they were in fact collaborators.
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4 Holocaust Literature
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents various types of Holocaust literature. A general periodization of Holocaust literature and historiographical studies is presented, followed by various genres. These
provide a background to the study of selected examples of German Holocaust literature in the
following three chapters.

4.2 Periodizing and Categorizing
There has been a development in the writing about the Holocaust, and there is a certain degree of agreement on the stages or periods of development. Irving Louis Horowitz categorizes
Holocaust literature in four stages in terms of the themes and methods. The first stage is the
literature of witnesses, including memoirs, diaries, testimonies, and other similar texts based
on memory and experience. The second stage is journalistic and historical. The third is psychological and social scientific. The fourth is the period of analysis and synthesis. In this
stage, micro-studies are made and attempts are made to relate the macro- and micro-levels.
These stages overlap and intermesh to some degree.1
German Holocaust writing can also be periodized in terms of turning points or “Wendezeiten” in German postwar historiography. In general, 1945 and 1989/90 are the two key turning points, the end of World War II and the reunification of Germany. A third turning point is
1968, the peak of the student revolt. For many, this was the point when a generation of students challenged the so-called authoritarian ‘restoration’ of the Adenauer era in an effort to
democratize German society. However, not everyone agrees that there was a major break at
this point. For conservative critics, it is preferable to see the Grundgesetz (German constitution) and the 1950s as the foundation of a democratic Germany shaken by 1968, but not dramatically changed.2
But there are other reasons for questioning this interpretation. There was a commitment to
democratization expressed in the German Grundgesetz (Basic Law). At least in the immediate
postwar period there was a certain degree of contrition and doubts expressed about German
nationalism. Thus, Friedrich Meinecke saw amoral nationalism as the prelude to Nazism in
his The German Catastrophe.3 Several writers emphasized the guilt toward the Jews and
urged reconciliation, for example Albrecht Goes. There was also a certain degree of continuity of the ‘68 generation with their parents’ generation. In many ways, they were not radically
different. The desire for a change and liberalization of society was also felt by the parental
generation, who wanted an occasion for change. The children born during and after the war
shared a difficult situation of a disruptive nature with their parents. They were themselves
threatened and supportive of their parents in many situations. The ‘68 generation benefited
from a rapid expansion of the universities and an expansion of the German civil service that
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absorbed a large share of graduates. While the 68ers attacked the older generation for authoritarianism and sexual repression, in fact a relaxation had already begun in the 1950s.4 One fact
that suggests continuity across generations is that many young people of the ‘68 generation
wrote books about their parents, especially their fathers (Vaterbücher) and sometimes about
their mothers (Mutterbücher). This suggests that they could not forget the ties linking them to
the older generation. Bernhard Schlink’s The Reader also portrays this inescapable entanglement with the older generation. Other works of this generation in the 1960s also suggest continuities with the past. The documentary dramas focus an accusatory tone on foreign countries
(the Evian Conference, where other governments failed to help the Jews), the people at the
top of authority pyramids (the Pope, other important religious leaders) and capitalist governments. There are also historical studies on the Holocaust that link the Holocaust to impersonal
structures of decision-making or particularly evil persons (Hitler, Himmler). Others attribute
the Holocaust to the illiberality of the distant past, the failure of a bourgeoisie revolution in
the Nineteenth Century. These approaches share a certain tendency to exonerate the Germans
of the war generation and hence suggest the absence of a complete break.5
4.2.1

Important Historiographical Texts

Holocaust literature, memory and public discourse in Germany can be interpreted as including
both continuities and changes or innovations. Jeffrey Herf speaks of ‘multiple restorations’,
different strands in discourse on the war were articulated immediately after the war, for example, the discourse of social democrats and conservatives.6 There are also points at which
new ideas become established as competitors with the previously dominant approaches, for
example functionalist interpretations of decision-making, which challenged totalitarian models. The revival of interest in totalitarianism after the Cold War shows that the old strands are
never entirely abandoned. Periods of history, like history itself, are social constructions. Nevertheless, they are important as conceptual tools, and there must be something ‘out there’ in
social reality corresponding to them.
Holocaust literature has been periodized in numerous historiographical texts. There are a
variety of different articles and books dealing with the German historiography of the Third
Reich, as well as of the Holocaust in particular. Several of the most important articles are reprinted in The Nazi Holocaust: Historical Articles on the Destruction of European Jews
(1989), edited by Michael Marrus. Of particular interest for this work are Otto D. Kulka’s
“Major Trends and Tendencies in German Historiography on National Socialism and the
‘Jewish Question’ (1924-1984)”7 and Konrad Kwiet’s “Zur historiographischen Behandlung
der Judenverfolgung im Dritten Reich” (1980).8 The approach of East German historians is
dealt with in an article by Konrad Kwiet, “Historians of the German Democratic Republic on
Anti-Semitism and Persecution” and a recent book by Thomas C. Fox, Stated Memory.9 Mar4
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rus also produced a monograph, The Holocaust in History,10 which discusses the historiography of the Holocaust from an international perspective. A major historiographical article by
Dieter Pohl appeared in Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte in 1997, “Die HolocaustForschung und Goldhagens Thesen,” which relates German historiography to a well-known
and controversial book. Also published in 1997 was Die selbstbewußte Nation und ihr Geschichtsbild. Geschichtslegenden der Neuen Rechten (The self-confident nation and its image
of history: Historical legends of the new right), edited by Johannes Klotz and Ulrich Schneider.11 Of interest here is the historiographical essay “‘Holocaust’-Forschung in Deutschland:
Von 1945 bis zur Goldhagen-Debatte.” A major recent study is a collection by Ulrich Herbert, National Socialist Extermination Policies: Contemporary German Perspectives (2000),
a translation of a 1998 German publication.12 Of particular interest is the introductory essay,
“Extermination Policy: New Answers and Questions about the History of the ‘Holocaust’ in
German Historiography.” A revealing historiographical article is Dan Stone’s “Recent Trends
in Holocaust Historiography.”13 Peter Longerich also summarized the literature in “Holocaust.” (2002)14
A publication of the German Historical Museum contains the article “Der Umgang mit dem
Holocaust in Deutschland nach 1945” by Kay Kufeke, which offers a concise periodization.
Also related to the periodization of texts on the Holocaust are the stages of public discourse
on the Holocaust, which can reflect or parallel developments in literature. Thus, Helmut Dubiel has written a study of German parliamentary debates on the German guilt problem, Niemand ist frei von der Geschichte (No one is free from history).15 Very good review articles on
the war in relation of the Holocaust to the German war are found in the Archiv für Sozialgeschichte. Among others, articles by Michael Geyer and Thomas Kühne have dealt with a
large number of Holocaust-related texts.16 These authors focus in particular on the social historical aspects of the war of extermination, and the books under review are placed in the context of social history. Important English-language collections on Holocaust historiography include Dan Stone’s The Historiography of the Holocaust . 17
4.2.2

Interpretations of German Holocaust Historiography

Otto Dov Kulka divides the development of German historiography into three main periods
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up to 1984: 1. From the early twenties until the fall of the Third Reich. Literature in this period emphasizes political struggle. 2. From 1945 to 1960 German historiography largely
passes over the Holocaust and deals instead with related topics such as guilt or responsibility
for the rise of Hitler and on totalitarianism. 3. From the early 1960s until the early eighties
there was a critical reexamination of earlier stages. The ideological aspects of National Socialism are placed in a general historical perspective, focusing on new sources on Hitler. Vast
archival material became available for historians. The ideological relevance of National Socialist thinking for foreign policy is dealt with in a 1960 article by Hugh Trevor Roper in
Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte. He linked Hitler’s Messianic pretensions with a desire to
destroy Bolshevism. Ernst Nolte recognized the importance of anti-Semitism for Hitler’s foreign policy and interpreted Fascism as a revolution intended to redeem the world from JudeoChristian and Judeo-Marxist creeds. Besides the study of Hitler’s ideology, a major school of
the sixties studies the “internal structure, development and practices of the Third Reich’s governmental system” (p. 229). This is the so-called “functionalist” school, which includes authors Hans Mommsen, Martin Broszat and Uwe Dietrich Adam.
In Dieter Pohl’s view, the important development in West German historiography arose
through the reestablishment of contemporary history in the 1950s (p. 1-3). A turning-point
was Wolfgang Scheffler’s 1961 Judenverfolgung im Dritten Reich, 1933-1945.18 He sees a
slow development in the 60s and 70s, starting with key works such as Uwe-Dietrich Adam’s
Judenpolitik im Dritten Reich (1972 and Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm’s Die Einsatzgruppe A der
Sicherheitspolizei und des SD 1941/42 (1974). Many of the important works were by outsiders such as H.G. Adler, whose Der Verwaltete Mensch (Administered Man, 1974) emphasizes the inhumanity which bureaucracy can foster (the title draws on Theodor Adorno’s
phrase “die verwaltete Welt” – “administered world”).
Ulrich Herbert sets the first phase of German Holocaust historiography from 1945 to 1958.
In this period, the main concern of the Germans was the collective guilt thesis. The dominant
form of publication was text editions of documents and short journal articles. There was a
screening off from public consciousness of the mass murders committed in extermination
camps in the East through an emphasis on KZs like Dachau, Buchenwald and Bergen-Belsen.
The next period, from 1958 to 1972, began with the desecration of Jewish property in Cologne and the Ulmer Einsatzgruppen trial (operational squad), the Eichmann trial in Jerusalem
and the Auschwitz trial in Frankfurt (1963-65). Thus, the criminal aspect of Nazi crimes became highly visible in Germany. As a result, one of the major studies was a collection of expert opinions written for use in the Frankfurter Auschwitz trials, Anatomy of the SS State.19
Also important were works on the trials and the decision-making for the Holocaust.
The decade up until the next phase, beginning in the 1980s, is relatively low in publications. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the intentionalist-functionalist debate was applied to
the Holocaust.20 In the 1980s, there were also publications of summaries of trials held against
NS perpetrators.21 New studies were devoted to neglected victims of the Holocaust, including
victims of euthanasia, gypsies, homosexuals or forced laborers.22 Another impulse came from
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the study of modern science, bureaucracy and intellectuals at universities and institutes. The
studies of Götz Aly, Susanne Heim23 and others focused on this approach. In addition, the
conservative trends in Germany led to the Historikerstreit (historian’s dispute), in which leading conservatives argued for a positive evaluation of aspects of the Third Reich and liberals
opposed them. The 1990s were characterized by the opening up of Eastern Europe and the
availability of new archives. Aspects of the German historical establishment’s involvement
with the Third Reich were dealt with openly. The Goldhagen debate called attention to the
complicity of ordinary Germans in the Holocaust.
Conceptions of the Holocaust developed in five periods according to Kay Kufeke in the
catalogue for the 2002 Holocaust Exhibition in Berlin.24 She does not limit her focus to literature, but also takes into account the public awareness of the Holocaust in various fora, including mass media such as film and TV. The first period was 1945-1949, characterized as “Victims and perpetrators under Allied rule.” In this period, Germany was in a state of chaos. The
Allies confronted the Germans with the question of responsibility for the NS crimes at the
Nuremberg War Crimes Trial and twelve successor trials of members of elites from economy,
science, military and politics. The collective guilt thesis was discussed, and while the Allies
did not officially make this allegation, many believe that this was implicitly assumed. Many
texts dealt with this problem, including Karl Jaspers’ famous The Question of German Guilt.
The second period (1949-1958), “The desire to close the books,” was one in which Germans
were rebuilding their country and simultaneously trying to avoid confronting the mass murder
perpetrated there. The topic of war crimes could not be avoided and came up repeatedly. The
third period (1958-1979), “The confrontation with the genocide,” was one in which the trials
in Germany and abroad confronted Germans with the reality of the Holocaust. A fourth period
was 1979-1990, “Concentration on the victims,” emphasizing the real suffering of the victims
of the Holocaust. It began with the broadcast of the American miniseries “Holocaust,” which
jolted the consciences of many Germans. The fifth period began with the unification of Germany, in which the meaning of the Holocaust for German self-conceptions has been central to
discussions of national identity and the German past.
Saul Friedländer identifies two paradigms of Holocaust historiography that coexist. The
traditional interpretation emphasizes that the Nazis were anti-modernist, drawing on traditional anti-Semitism. The motivation for Nazism arose in the social crisis of the late Nineteenth Century and the 20s and 30s. The murder of the Jews was a result of anti-Semitism and
was irrational. The focus is on the Jews and destroying them. In the new interpretation, popularized since the 80s, we have a focus on a broader context in which a crisis of eugenics occurs. Instrumental rationality leads to mass murder as an expression of modernity. The Nazis
in essence practiced social engineering in killing the Jews. In the old interpretation, the means
of the Holocaust were modern, but the motives were old. In the new interpretation, the very
motivation arises from modernity.25
The Enzyklopädie des Holocausts divides Holocaust literature into three periods, 19451961, 1961 to 1975 and 1975 to today.26 The first period was characterized by collecting facts
about the Holocaust. The second used new sources and an interest in ideology and the structures of government. The third period followed the Yom Kippur War.
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4.2.3

Summary

All these various periodization attempts tend to agree that there has been an overall change in
perspectives in Germany toward a greater acceptance of the facts and awareness of the Holocaust. There have been peaks of interest or periods of lesser interest, but generally, there has
not been a regression to a less sophisticated understanding. Rather, the complexity and sophistication of the understanding and the knowledge of the issue has grown. Periodizations
usually involve three or more periods, a beginning, middle and recent segment, with a lack of
interest shown in the beginning period. Turning points are chosen such as the peaks of rightwing radicalism or an important trial, such as the Eichmann trial or the Auschwitz trials in
Frankfurt, a war, such as the 1967 war involving Israel and the Arabs. The publications of
books such as Raul Hilberg’s Destruction of the European Jews (1961) or Krausnick et al.’s
Anatomy of the SS State (1965) are also turning points in the academic evaluation of the
Holocaust. The building of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War are other important
turning points, since the consequences of World War II were re-evaluated and this affected
perspectives on the Holocaust. Thus, the end of the Cold War led to renewed interest in totalitarianism and national conflicts in Eastern and Southern Europe during the Third Reich.
Changes typical of different periods include such factors as methods, data, theories, images
of the participants and moral evaluations. The introduction of new methods is considered a
factor in changing the understanding of the Holocaust. For example, in the 1960s social history became popular, as in the studies of Martin Broszat on Bavaria in the Third Reich and
the administrative study of the Third Reich by Martin Broszat, Hans Mommsen and U.D.
Adam. In the 1980s, history from below became more popular and was likewise expressed in
studies of everyday life in regard to the Holocaust, e.g., letters from soldiers. The application
of social history to military history has led to more attention to the participation of the
Wehrmacht in the Holocaust. Generational changes are also considered. For example, the first
generation experienced the Holocaust as victims and wrote from personal experience. The
next generation, in the 1960s, began to question the silence of their parents’ generation, the
third generation had little contact with the events and focused on documentary studies and the
relevance of the Holocaust to current issues like statelessness and migration. The development of the culture of memory is also a factor taken into account in typologies of change in
writing about the Holocaust.
Memory studies enable us to better understand the development of Holocaust literature.
The first period lasted until the NS trials in 1958 and is marked by a public narratives created
by the Allies, a narrative of liberation was encouraged by the Allied side, and the Germans
were retroactively initiated into the anti-fascist alliances of respectively the Soviet Union and
the USA. Germans revised their memories to adapt to these narratives and alliances. West
Germans were opposed to communist totalitarianism, and East Germans to fascist capitalist
plutocracy. These memory cultures aided them in displacing memories of the Holocaust and
World War II onto the Cold War. The Germans could retroactively participate in the progressive narrative of World War II as a war against totalitarianism for democracy in Europe.
Thus, there was an alternative to thinking or writing about the Holocaust. The authors in this
period were a marginal group, and the quantity of literature was modest, although some classics were written. Most of the important works appeared under the Allied occupation or toward the end of the 1950s. The next period, which saw the displacement of memory of World
War II onto the Holocaust and World War III, was one in which notably more books were
written about the Holocaust. A greater acceptance of German history arose, and a note of
tragedy entered into German memory, as Germans saw themselves as victims of a tragic fate
they shared with the Jews. It is notable that the ‘68 generation did not generally produce great
works on the Holocaust. They were more interested in the effects of fascism on their own
lives and in contemporary issues such as nuclear weapons, imperialism in the contemporary
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world and peace. The major works tended to be written in connection with the trials and by
persons with a personal interest in the trials. The increasing number of controversies since the
1980s shows the divisions of opinion over the memory of the Holocaust and its consequences
for German society.

4.3 Texts
A number of types of texts deal with the Holocaust, including diaries, autobiographies, historical studies, social science texts, fiction and philosophical works. Of particular interest
from the perspective of cultural studies are personal accounts, which can be studied in terms
of narrative strategies for the creation of identity.
4.3.1

Bibliographical Resources

There are a variety of ways of finding literature on the Holocaust. Professional historians
make their new discoveries as a rule by studying documents preserved in archives or private
collections. They may also conduct interview with eyewitnesses. To a limited extent, key
documents may be available in printed books, or they may be accessible on the Internet or as
microfilms obtainable from archives. In recent years, knowledge of history has been added to
by natural scientists, for example, by studying surviving physical objects. Thus, there are genetic analyses of bones or plant material preserved at archaeological sites. Climatic data can
be derived from ice samples at the poles. For the Holocaust, there are relatively few physical
sources, and the reliance on texts is particularly high.27
Of particular interest for early texts is the bibliography compiled by the Wiener library for
the period up to 1960, especially “Persecution and Resistance under the Nazis” (1960).28 A
concise Italian bibliography from the early 60s is Andrea Devoto’s Bibliografia dell’ Oppressione Nazista Fino Al 1962.29 In addition, many texts are listed in the bibliographies of books
on the Holocaust from this period. The Leo Baeck Yearbook also contains bibliographies of
texts. A number of bibliographies aid in locating books on later periods. The massive increase
in writings on the Holocaust since the 1980s has meant a surfeit of books for later periods and
a scarcity for the early periods. However, there were interesting works in the 1940s and 1950s
as well, for example histories of the SS and police. Also, where monographs were lacking,
there were numerous articles in journals such as the Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte of the
Institute for Contemporary History in Munich. The Institute has published a series of supplementary bibliographical volumes, Bibliographie zur Zeitgeschichte, Beilage der Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte.30 A more current concise commentated bibliography is Louis L. Snyder’s The Third Reich, 1933-1945: A Bibliographical Guide to German National Socialism.31
A massive current bibliography is available with an emphasis on German literature: Michael
Ruck’s 2000 Bibliographie zum Nationalsozialismus, in two volumes, particularly section
A.3.10: Unrechts- und Gewaltmaßnahmen des NS-Regimes, which includes a section on
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“Judenverfolgung und Judenvernichtung” (pp. 291-413).32 The Internet is also a source of information on Holocaust writings, including important reviews and possibilities for purchasing
used copies of books in print or sometimes out of print. The Internet tends to be stronger in
dealing with current and topical literature and weaker in providing information on earlier literature and authors. Controversial authors such as Daniel Jonah Goldhagen are highly represented, while there is less information on important older authors such as H.G. Adler. Numerous book reviews appear in such journals as Militärgeschichtliche Mitteilungen, das Politische Buch, Vierteljahrshefte für Politik. The Fritz Bauer Institute provides additional information on publications related to the Holocaust and Third Reich.33
A number of different genres come into consideration in a study of writing on the Holocaust. These include diaries, memoirs, histories, sociological studies, psychological studies,
legal, ethical and literary texts. Each employs particular methods and provides its own perspective.
4.3.2

Personal Accounts

Personal accounts have become increasingly popular in recent years in general.34 The widespread interest has been such that personal accounts of the Holocaust are also widely read and
published. The approaching absence of survivors is an additional reason for the many texts
being written today. However, there is an increasing interest in biography and autobiography
generally. Besides the texts of living authors, many accounts are available from deceased authors, including those who perished in the Holocaust. There are a variety of types, including
diaries, memoirs, letters, court testimony or reports by participants prepared for official use.
The nature of personal accounts has been increasingly the topic of scholarly analysis. For
example, James Young shows that the word “testimony” comes from “witness,” which derives from the process of becoming conscious of something and coming to see it. There is an
act of ‘making’ in witnessing and testimony. Also, documenting derives from Latin and
French roots for lessons and teaching.35 The survivor, as witness, saw something, became conscious of it and later made it into a lesson. The will of the subject involved in this process
suggests that it does not provide direct, but rather mediated, access to the reality of the past,
including the Holocaust.
Diaries are written with a short event horizon, usually a day at a time. They recount the
ideas and events that are immediately of interest and concern to the writer while occurrences
are fresh and the sequence of events easily remembered. Works written over a longer period
tend to adjust the perspective on these events, elevating some and downgrading the importance of others. Many of the ideas presented in diaries would not be remembered or included
in a memoir written after the passage of time. Many people can remember key experiences,
but not the time or place. Dated entries can be compared with the historical events occurring
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on that day or shortly before or after. Furthermore, some diaries are not written for publication and reveal intimate details the author would prefer to keep private. In the case of Anne
Frank’s diaries, we have two versions of parts of the diaries, because Anne intended to publish the diaries after the war.36 Victor Klemperer’s extensive diaries include many facts that
for most readers may be unimportant, except that they may provide insights into public attitudes from day to day during the war. People also tend to stylize their memories so that later
they remember the narrative rather than the experience itself. Or they may begin to incorporate information they have heard from other parties or read not experienced. Thus they do not
give an idea of their understanding at the time of occurrence, but rather how they later interpreted experiences on the basis of additional, acquired knowledge and belief. More recently
published is Oskar Rosenfeld’s In the Beginning Was the Ghetto, written in the Lodz ghetto.37
Diaries of Holocaust victims tend not to include information that would endanger lives if it
were discovered, and this detracts from the advantages of fresh memory.
Memoirs are of interest because they purport to show historical events as they appeared to
the actors. Recent studies of autobiographical writings suggest that identity and self presentation are not so simple. The authors may not be the same person who experienced the past, and
their memories are not an exact copy, but rather a reconstruction of the past.38 The memories
people have of the past are partly social rather than purely personal in nature. Ruth Klüger
clarifies the unique contributions of autobiographical writing to our understanding of the past.
The autobiography contains subjective aspects that cannot be verified, but only known by the
author. In autobiography, teller and author are the same, and there is no distance between
them. But there are problems, because authors can lie, suppress or remember wrongly. Subjective perception and objective events do not seem to be entirely compatible, so that there
will remain a fragmentation between autobiography and historiography. There is a “tug of
war between remembering and suppressing, between overtaxing the reader and falling silent.”39 But exactly these problems add to the fascination of personal accounts.
Perpetrators, bystanders and victims have all published memoirs. Quite a number of leading
Nazis wrote memoirs after the war, particularly while imprisoned by the Allies. Some are preserved in archives and others have been published. These include top military officers like
Field Marshal von Weichs and Generals Blomberg, Adam and Falkenhausen, and prominent
persons like Hans Frank, Rudolf Höss, Adolf Eichmann and Albert Speer.40 The low credibility of perpetrators limits the value of their writings, however.
Survivor memoirs are an important source of information on the victims’ experience of the
Holocaust. Published memoirs differ from oral testimony in that they are ‘processed’ memo36
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ries. They have been edited, both by the publisher and the author, and are tailored to the needs
of the market. The information presented is often portrayed as derived from the author’s
memory, but they “may contain information about events that the survivor did not witness directly.” They may be “mixed with information garnered from the stories of other survivors,
newspaper articles or monographs.”41 This helps interpret the survivor’s experience but may
change the original memory of the experience.
A number of important types of memoir can be identified. The deportation memoir describes deportation to a KZ or extermination camp. The flight memoir describes the author’s
flight from the Nazis and attempt to escape deportation and death. Some describe life in a
ghetto, others life in exile, for example in Shanghai or South America. Recent memoirs often
incorporate the author’s biography since the Holocaust. Ruth Klüger’s weiter leben Eine
Jugend (1992; English: Still Alive) shifts back and forth between the past and the present and
tries to discourage reader identification. The author makes critical analyses of a variety of
topics, including her family, Judaism, the post-war generations, patriarchy, America, etc. The
past is related to the present, and the author’s perspectives as child and adult are contrasted.
The production of Holocaust memoirs has not been uniform over time. Many memoirs appeared in the years 1945 to 1947, but the numbers then declined. In German, there was a slow
but steady increase in the publication of memoirs from the 1970s to the late 1980s. Then the
number increased.
In the 1990s, 25 to 40 survivor memoirs were published yearly in German. There are a
number of reasons. The reception of the memoirs has changed. Whereas in earlier years there
was an image of survivors as cowards who failed to resist, now they are often glorified as almost heroic resisters. The survivors themselves have been more willing to write about their
experiences, perhaps because they are retired and have more leisure time. They may also have
overcome the traumas or mental blocks that previously inhibited them from writing and they
may want to leave a legacy for their families. Other factors influencing authors are public
events, such as the Eichmann trial, the Yom Kippur War and the broadcast of the film ‘Holocaust’ on TV. There have also been studies of groups of victims that rely heavily on memoirs
and personal testimony.42
KZ survivor memoirs show us how people suffered in KZs. They have the disadvantage
that we do not see behind the facade into the operational and planning offices where the system was planned. Nor do we see more than glimpses of the people who immediately interacted with the victims, Höss, Mengele, the camp SS, etc. We see the facade of power and the
effects on the victims. But without these memoirs we would miss the phenomenology of the
Holocaust, its meaning for the victims. But because memoirs are often written long after the
events described, they may be influenced by later writings and the errors in memory and biases arising over time. Thus of particular interest are memoirs written immediately after the
event. An example is Rolf Weinstock’s Das Wahre Gesicht Hitler-Deutschlands Dachau
Auschwitz Buchenwald (The true face of Hitler Germany: Dachau, Auschwitz Buchenwald),43
published in 1945, which tells about the author’s imprisonment in KZs and the fates of thousands of Jews from Southwest Germany.
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Memoirs have also been written years after the Third Reich. There is a tendency for these
works to reflect the author’s reactions to the passing years. They may feel that society misunderstands them and their experiences and may include their comments on this along with their
memories of the Holocaust. Thus Ruth Klüger’s Weiter Leben (English title: Still Alive) was
written in the 1990s by a woman who was in her early teens when deported. The author incorporates a dialogue between the experiences of the KZs and the ideas other people have of
the Holocaust today. A number of important series of Holocaust memoirs have been published.
Some survivor memoirs were consciously developed into historical, sociological or psychological studies in the 1940s. Important examples are studies by Eugen Kogon (Der SSStaat44), H.G. Adler (Theresienstadt), Benedikt Kautsky (Teufel und Verdammte45), Bruno
Bettelheim (“Behavior under extreme situations”), Viktor Frankl (Ein Psychologe erlebt das
Konzentrationslager).46 These works incorporate the view from below with the view from
above, acquired from studies of other sources than their own immediate experience.
Memoirs have a certain structure (p. 67 f.), they are usually divided into “a before, during,
and after ... with the center of gravity in the middle.” Typically, the earlier phase describes a
positive childhood, the terrors of a KZ and life after the war. The confinement period would
be divided “into two crucial phases: initial shock and subsequent adaptation.” Typical topics
mentioned are disbelief of the gas chambers, physical abuse, suffering, occasional acts of
kindness. Some mention prayer and their faith.47
In studying memoirs, one must be aware of problems, such as the defects of witnesses’
memories: Many can remember particular events but not the date or place. It was common for
perpetrators to suppress information in their autobiographies. “Albert Speer, never referred to
his correspondence about Auschwitz and other matters that had been overlooked at Nuremberg.” The case of Rudolf Höss is interesting because his happiest days are during the Reich,
while his childhood was clouded. This is the opposite of the typical victim biography.
Viktor Frankl, the Viennese psychiatrist who had survived Theresienstadt, Auschwitz, and
a satellite camp of Dachau.” His memoir, Man’s Search for Meaning left out many details.48
He never identified himself as a Jew in the book. About forty years after the war he published
another book entitled Was nicht in meinen Büchern steht (What is not found in my books,
1995). He gives many details he had left out of the first book, some of which were less than
flattering. His statements in the second book go contrary to things he had said in the earlier
work. The first had been intended to give “an overall explanation about life in a drastic situation.” His final work showed he was “capable of rapid self-preserving calculations, even of
deliberate killing under circumstances thrust upon” him.49
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Also of interest are so-called Gedenkbücher, also called Yizkor books,50 which are intended
to memorialize communities lost in the Holocaust, e.g., Geschichte der Juden in der Bukowina (History of the Jews in Bukovina).51
Documentary collections play an important role in understanding the Holocaust. They
were important particularly in the 1940/50s, for example, in the publications of Josef Wulf.52
Today there is also great interest in documents such as work diaries and calendars, such as
those of Hans Frank and Heinrich Himmler or the activity reports of Einsatzgruppen. Collections including historical photographs have also been important. A first example is the Stroop
Report on the liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto.53 An influential book for the public combining documentary photographs and texts is Der gelbe Stern: Die Judenverfolgung in Europa
1933-1945, edited by Gerhard Schoenberner.54 Exhibition catalogues such as Verbrechen der
Wehrmacht also use photographs as documents.55
The 1961 appearance of Bernhard Lösener’s report of his work as a Third Reich racial expert in the Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte is another example of important documentary
publications. Of great scholarly interest was the 1975 publication of a large selection from
Hans Frank’s diaries.56 The Frankfurt Auschwitz trials are documented in Hermann Langbein’s Der Auschwitz-Prozeß.57 Recent document collections include Erhard Roy Wiehn’s
publications such as Babij Jar 1941.58 Such texts allow us to draw our own conclusions, often
assisted by editorial glosses. The disadvantage is the gaps between documents and biases due
to the selection criteria. The continuity of history and the interlinkage of events must be provided by historians. The opening of archives in the East, the rediscovery of local archives in
Germany and new research tends to bring new documents to the fore and alter the interpretation of older ones. The complete diaries of Joseph Goebbels were found in Moscow and could
be issued by the Institute for Contemporary History in Munich. Another example is the influential discovery of Heinrich Himmler’s Dienstkalender (Service Calendar),59 which has been
used to reinterpret the decision process for the final solution (see Christian Gerlach).
Works influenced by philosophy include those of Hannah Arendt and Ernst Nolte, who
tried to find the underlying essence of totalitarianism and fascism (phenomenological approach). The disadvantage of such approaches is over-systematization and ignoring the full-
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ness and flow of history. Symptomatic of this is Hannah Arendt’s complaint that Raul Hilberg’s Destruction of the European Jews was simply a good report.
Antisemitism has been studied as a key to the Holocaust. Early studies included ones by
Müller-Cominius, Siegbert Kahn and Eva G. Reichmann.60 Horkheimer and Adorno studied
the psychology of authoritarianism in America.61 Psychological studies of Holocaust victims
include those based on victim experience, e.g., the studies of Bruno Bettelheim, Victor
Frankl, Ernst Federn.62 The limited opportunity for employing scientific methods in the KZ
casts doubt on the generalizability of the results, however. They also include studies of victims made after the war. Some were made for the purpose of claims for compensation. Others
were made to study the problems of adjustment in families and society. Psychological studies
are sometimes made on historical personalities, based on records after the fact or interviews,
e.g., biographies of Hitler (Wilfried Daim, Der Mann, der Hitler die Ideen gab 1985). Writers
such as Alexander Mitscherlich have provided insights into the mentality of the public from a
psychoanalytic perspective, including the ways in which Germans remember the Holocaust
and whether they are able to process this event. Important psychological studies also deal
with subjects such as authoritarianism and anti-Semitism and the ways in which these phenomena affected the willingness to participate in mass murder.
There are also important juristic and ethical works on the Third Reich. These include the
many texts written in the 1940s on the moral implications of the war and the guilt or innocence of Germans and the different sorts of guilt or innocence involved. Later texts have
brought these considerations into connection with contemporary events (Ralph Giordano, Die
zweite Schuld). Juristic texts consider issues such as culpability for decisions under orders.
Thus Herbert Jäger discussed the possibility of assigning guilt to KZ guards despite defenses
of having to obey orders. Hans Buchheim also devotes a chapter of Anatomy of the SS State
to this issue. Furthermore, there are document collections based on the various trials such as
Nuremberg and the Frankfurter trials. Commentaries such as Adalbert Rückerl’s Nationalsozialistische Vernichtungslager (National Socialist Extermination Camps)63 show the cooperation of jurists and historians in the search for individual guilt and responsibility.
4.3.3

History and Social Science

The historical approach to the Holocaust involves a variety of methodological approaches and
their accompanying assumptions. German history is highly politicized, and different methodological approaches are associated with political identities. For example, military60
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diplomatic history is associated with conservative historians. Andreas Hillgruber linked the
Holocaust with German military plans for Eastern Europe.64 There are regular controversies
over historical issues in Germany, because history is significant for national identity, and the
history of the Holocaust is a defining issue in German politics of memory. A number of approaches that deal with the Holocaust are noted below.
Historische Grundlagen der Politik65 or “historical foundations of politics” is a type of historically oriented political science as a part of historical social science. Haß writes, “By combining politics and history, we are able to analyze political problems, their structures and underlying interests, from a historical perspective.” Notably several authors very important for
Holocaust history were political scientists. These included Ernst Fraenkel (The Dual State),
Franz Neumann (Behemoth) and Eugen Kogon (The SS-State). Uwe Dietrich Adam, Hans
Mommsen and Martin Broszat’s studies, the ‘structuralist’ or ‘functionalist’ theories of the
Holocaust bureaucracy, are the most important historical studies of NS bureaucracy and its
contribution to the Holocaust. Much of this work did not, however, specifically address the
Holocaust, thus there is very little in Brozsat’s classic Der Staat Hitlers about the Holocaust.66
Although the term social history became attached to historians dealing with the Third Reich,
much of the work was about the political system and administration, rather than German society in the Third Reich.67 In more recent years local administration has been a topic, as opposed to earlier studies focusing on the government in Berlin.68
Contemporary history (Zeitgeschichte) deals with the most recent past and is potentially
political, as it offers clues as to contemporary identities and national self-perceptions.69 It was
founded in the 1950s with the aim of furthering democratic politics and critically exposing the
NS past. One of the problems of early Zeitgeschichte in Germany was that it was politically
sensitive to public opinion and favored structural history and continental balance of power arguments or studies of isolated resistance to the Nazis. The notion of a widespread “Volksgemeinschaft” or people’s community supporting the Nazis was avoided as implying the “collective guilt” concept.70 In the meantime, the discipline has opened up and disputes over his-
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torical topics are a regular part of the German public discourse.71 Among the problems are recent discussions of the history of German historians, which has revealed the roles of many
postwar German historians in the Third Reich.72
Gesellschaftsgeschichte (history of society) developed under the influence of American
sociology internationally in the 1960s and aimed at a scientific study of society using statistical methods and structural analyses. This approach related modernization to imperialism and
war over the period from the nineteenth century. The social historians went against the traditional emphasis on national history as diplomatic history, foreign policy and state history.
Modernization theory gave a liberal cast to social history, social historians tended to take liberal, socially critical positions. Among the features of German contemporary history is the often close association of methodological approaches with political positions. There is a high
degree of politicization of contemporary history, because it plays a role in defining German
national identity and providing a sense of national legitimacy.73 The actual social history of
the persecuted Jews in Germany, as opposed to political, administrative history has begun to
receive more attention, for example with local studies of Jews or the studies by Wolfgang
Benz74 and others.
Alltagsgeschichte (history of everyday life) is an international historical movement that established itself late in Germany. It is a reaction against the abstract nature of structural explanations in social history. It emphasizes history from below and deals with the concrete ways
in which ordinary people contribute to history. Problematic is of course the extent to which
ordinary people actually influence history at the national level. The Bavaria Project led by
Martin Broszat in the 1970s was an early effort to look at history from the viewpoint of ordinary people. It showed that ordinary people were innocent of anti-Semitic prejudices. Broszat
used the term “resistenz” for limiting effects on the system. Detlev Peukert also used the term
for non-cooperation strategies in everyday life.75 Later studies of everyday life, however, have
tended to show high levels of complicity by ordinary people. For example, the Gestapo was
heavily dependent on denunciations to obtain information on Jews and resistance. The methods of everyday history have led to the acceptance of memoirs and oral testimony as sources
of history and thus to the acceptance of Holocaust memoirs as sources.76
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Administrative history has played a major role in understanding the Third Reich, particularly Raul Hilberg’s comprehensive use of archival sources used in the Nuremberg trials is
another example.77 Numerous studies of organizations such as the SS have been written to explicate the inner workings of the system and to locate the responsibility of individual actors.
Recent approaches include concepts of networks and administrative regime structure as explanatory of outcomes in the Holocaust.
Organizational studies apply methods derived from the study of normal organizations to
the study of SS, occupation and military persecution. Institutional analysis helps throw insight
on the implementation of the Holocaust.78 Since these organizations are intended to produce
deviant or criminal outcomes, one might expect structural differences. Or possibly, there are
considerable differences in organizational culture. This is studied by anthropology and the
field of organizational culture. The organizational culture is partly hidden from the actors and
arises from practice and past learning. It may consist of defense mechanisms intended to deal
with trauma.79 Normal organizations do not generally involve norm violations, transgression
of Western values, sadism and mass violence to the same degree if at all, and these emotionally-laden aspects may have had extensive effects on the organizational behavior, beside or
beyond the effects of structures.
Intellectual history is also important for dealing with the ideology and ideas of Hitler and
the National Socialists. Thus Hedwig Conrad-Martius’s Utopien der Menschenzüchtung. Der
Sozialdarwinismus und seine Folgen80 and Eberhard Jäckel’s Hitler’s World View81 use this
approach. Mosse is innovative insofar as he tries to show the ideas which ordinary people
would have been acquainted with without having to read intellectual and academic works.
Jäckel tries to find a system in Hitler’s writings in Mein Kampf and the Second Book. Friedrich Heer shows the collapse of Austrian Catholicism as part of a spiritual crisis that facilitated Hitler’s rise and mentality.
Economic history is of importance to the Holocaust, insofar as attempts are made to show
that shortages of foodstuffs or economic inefficiency triggered mass murder. Some historians,
among them Christian Gerlach have tried to relate the Holocaust to such events.82 Ulrich Herbert also deals with economic aspects.83 Götz Aly’s studies of economic planning in the Holocaust are also contributions to economic history. The Marxist approaches of East Germany
have not found great support in West Germany, but there are similarities. However, it is not
capitalism per se which is blamed in the West, but rather the individual greed of particular
persons or institutions.
Business history has been dealing with the Holocaust in recent years due to the claims for
compensation by former forced and slave laborers and revelations about the complicity of
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neutral countries such as Sweden and Switzerland and firms in Allied countries such as the
USA.84 The business community had tried to discourage study of its private archives and activities during the war in the immediate postwar period. Due to the Cold War the Western
countries did not want to encourage the Marxist identification of Nazism with capitalism, and
the major industrialists who were sentenced by Allied courts for war crimes were released and
their property restored. The study of the expropriation of Jewish businesses in Hamburg by
Frank Bajohr and other studies of the expropriation of Jews come under the category of business history.85 Notable in the new developments are concepts such as networking, communication and decision-making and a difficulty in integrating studies of the Third Reich into economic history theory.86
Military history was traditionally “operational history,” concerned with strategy and planning. Officers and strategy were the central focus, while ordinary soldiers were simply assumed to execute their plans. The increasing share of non-combatant victims of war has led to
the “war and society” approach, which pays more attention to non-combatants in wars. In recent years, more attention has also been given to ordinary soldiers and the cultural and social
aspects of war.87 The study of the military role in the Holocaust was impeded in Germany by
the myth of the “clean Wehrmacht.” The Wehrmacht was the most representative organization in Germany since almost all men of military age participated in the military during the
war. To condemn the military thus meant that most Germans were to blame for mass murder.
It was more comfortable to assign the blame to the SS, a much smaller segment of the population. Thus, the participation of the army in mass murder was dealt with earlier abroad than in
Germany. It was already clear from the Nuremberg trials, but was suppressed in Germany. In
the late 1960s, military historians began to study military involvement in atrocities. These included Christian Streit’s 1978 Keine Kameraden (No Comrades).88 In the 1990s, the examination of the Wehrmacht moved to the East, for example in Walter Manoschek’s “Serbien ist
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judenfrei” (Serbia is free of Jews).89 Important in publicizing the relationship of the
Wehrmacht to the Holocaust was the Wehrmacht exhibition.90 A new approach is to treat military history as cultural history.91 For example, military violence is viewed as deriving from its
basic assumptions. These can have an internal consistency yet be externally irrational. As a
consequence, they may have an inner dynamism that escalates so that the instrument for
achieving ends becomes an end in itself.92
Biopolitical and medical history has become more relevant due to studies of the German
medical profession since the 1980s. Medical history generally was neglected until the 1980s,
when it came back into popularity. In particular, the T-4 euthanasia program and the revelations about the programs of eugenics in Germany have been the subject of many studies.93 The
problem of whether modern eugenics was responsible for the Holocaust is a key issue that is
often debated among those who criticize or defend modernity.94
Expert Opinions are written for use in court cases. Wolfgang Scheffler has been particularly
notable in writing these texts. Anatomy of the SS State (1965) is a collection of expert opinions prepared for the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial by several of the preeminent German Holocaust historians, Helmut Krausnick, Hans Buchheim, Martin Broszat and Hans-Adolf Jacobsen. Recently historians such as Peter Longerich and Christopher Browning have also written
expert opinions for trials of Holocaust crimes.95
There are increasing numbers of reference works dealing with the Holocaust, e.g., the
Lexikon des Holocaust,96 edited by Wolfgang Benz, Enzyklopädie des Holocaust, Lexikon der
Völkermorde,97 biographical lexicons (Lexikon des Widerstandes 1933-1945,98 Kurz-
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biographien zur Geschichte der Juden 1918-1945),99 lexicons devoted to the concentration
camp system (Das nationalsozialistische Lagersystem100) or the chronology of events in the
Holocaust (Danuta Czech, Kalendarium der Ereignisse im Konzentrationslager AuschwitzBirkenau101). German reference works that refer to the Holocaust include Enzyklopädie des
Nationalsozialismus,102 Lexikon Nationalsozialismus. Begriffe, Organisationen und Institutionen103 and Biographisches Lexikon zum Dritten Reich.104 The memorials to the victims have
also been catalogued (Gedenkstätten für die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus).105.
Also becoming more important is feminist historiography. Joan Ringelheim writes of a
“split memory” between genocide and gender.106 Several issues have been researched. These
include women as victims, bystanders and perpetrators of the Holocaust. The special dangers
for women in the Holocaust arose from the practice of rape as a means of humiliating the enemy in wartime, sexual misuse, the danger of birthing and caring for children in KZs, the
physical weakness of women compared with men in forced labor. Women also served as
guards and supervisors in KZs and prisons, and some have become notorious for their crimes.
Research also questions the extent to which their crimes were the result of male pressure and
the extent to which women engaged of their own free will. Women as bystanders have also
been studied in terms of anti-Semitism and female voting practices as well as their role in the
family.107
Cultural approaches Georg Mosse, a Jewish refugee in America, wrote German Ideology108 and other books on culture history and Nazi Germany. This drew attention to Volksgemeinschaft (people’s community), as a bearer of ideas and practices favorable to Nazism.
Cultural approaches to history and social science have become more common in Germany in
the past twenty years.109 Cultural history looks for the meaning of social practices and events.
Typical concepts are that events such as violence are culturally constructed, discursively mediated, symbolically saturated and ritually110 steered.111 Cultural approaches grant meanings
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and cultural practices at least partial autonomy from economic and structural aspects of society. Meaning is presumed to co-determine the course of events, alongside of economic or political factors. It is employed in studying violence as an independent phenomenon, sexuality
in history, the importance of the body in social practice. Cultural history is also used, in this
context, in estimating the extent and meaning of public knowledge and participation in the
Holocaust. Literature is also used as a source of insight into history, as in studies of the ideas
of Ernst Jünger.112 The study of soldiers’ letters or private memoirs, diaries, popular reading
material offers insight into the degree of resistance or complicity of ordinary people in the
Holocaust. In the 1980s local history projects were started to determine what people in their
local community had done during the Third Reich. Oral history and biography are used to try
to capture aspects of history not encompassed in official documents and archival records. Religious and ideological meanings of National Socialism are another aspect of cultural study.113
Another field related to cultural history and also to the study of biopolitics is the sociology
of the body, which studies the way the body is imagined and constructed. Klaus Theweleit’s
Male Fantasies discusses psychological and social forms of violence, using material on the
German Freikorps, founded to fight Bolshevism in the First World War, which later provided
recruits for the SA and SS, including KZ commandants.114
Cultural studies have begun to show the importance of symbolic meanings for the actions
of perpetrators, bystanders and victims.115 The Holocaust has increasingly become a source of
(negative) identity for Germans. Postmodern perspectives have thrown in question the objectivity of conventional historiography, and pointed to hermeneutic methods instead of the attempt to create a historical science comparable to physics. The study of the phenomenology
of violence is particularly characteristic of Germany. Sexuality and the interpretation of the
Holocaust are also linked. International studies also contribute to this.116 Rene Girard’s theory
of violence can also give insights into the motives for participating in the Holocaust. The mimesis theory of violence holds that people are motivated to imitate the desires of others and if
they are unable to obtain their desires they experience jealousy. Jealousy is the foundation of
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pagan religion, which uses the scapegoat to reduce tension. The participants of the Holocaust
repeated the ritual of sacrifice based on envy.117
Cultural studies have increasingly become an aspect of German Holocaust studies. Cultural
history (Kulturgeschichte) means that history has to include both events and meanings. The
meanings of events for actors have at least some influence on historical outcomes.118 This is
apparent in recent studies of violence, which interpret violence in terms of the meanings of
violent acts for the actors. The study of memory discourse (Erinnerungsdiskurs) and memory
politics (Erinnerungspolitik) is the topic of a number of studies.119 The study of memory or
public discourse120 has also become popular in recent years. Not what historians have proved
about the past, but what the public retains in living memory is the topic. What aspects of the
past are presented in public ceremonies, rituals, and monuments?
Anthropologists have also studied the Holocaust and other forms of genocide. This is
highly relevant, as the Twentieth Century viewed an exponential increase in violence in what
was thought to be the most enlightened period of history. Ironically, German anthropologists
participated in the Holocaust, doing studies of people being exterminated.121
4.3.4

Literary Holocaust Texts

Literary works attempt to recreate the course of historical events in their essence as experienced by human beings. They can serve to illustrate the events for non-participants and can
provoke thought about these events. Literary works may be based on personal experiences.
They may be based on a study of historical documents or secondary sources. Thus a genre of
documentary literature was particularly popular in the 1960s. Some works may be loosely
based on history and reflect the ethical or moral ideas of the author. Thus works like Anna
Seghers’s The Seventh Cross are intended less to provide accurate historical information than
to promote ideas about social solidarity and moral behavior. Literary works may describe
events of the Holocaust, or they may refer to them in the course of evaluating contemporary
society as a reflection of the past, as in works by Wolfgang Koeppen (Tod im Rom – Death in
Rome). Some works, such as those of Edgar Hilsenrath (Night) and George Tabori (Canni117
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bals) may intentionally distort and exaggerate the Holocaust to express its inner nature in satirical works.
Dramas provide a sense of human reality in that real persons speak the lines on a stage before an audience. This has parallels to the procedure in the courtroom. One of the theatrical
genres important in the 1960s was documentary drama dealing with the Holocaust and other
topics, which not coincidentally appeared at the time of the major postwar trials.122 There
were a number of reasons for interest in this form. The confidence in realistic literature had
declined, because it appeared uncertain whether one could in fact describe reality. The egalitarian ideal suggested that journalists and authors should be on an equal plane. Many authors
wanted to have an effect on society, and documentary literature seemed especially promising.
The Holocaust was dealt with in several documentary plays (by Hochhuth, Kipphardt, Schneider, Weiss), whereby the interest was not simply in the past or the suffering of the Jews, but
rather on fighting fascism in the present and criticizing contemporary society.
Another type of drama is the drama of decision, which requires the hero to make a choice.
Also related to the Holocaust was the play by Erwin Sylvanus on Korczak, the Polish doctor
who chose to accompany the Jewish children from his orphanage to the gas chambers. The
problem of haunted memories of the Holocaust in later decades also appears in plays by Thomas Bernhard or Martin Walser.
Several types of novel deal with the Holocaust. The concentration camp novel deals with
resistance and suffering and appeared in both East and West German versions. East German
KZ novels and those of the left emphasized communist resistance. In the West humanistic or
Christian resistance was emphasized. Ghetto novels also became popular, especially those of
Hilsenrath and Becker. Wars about the experiences of a variety of different persons in the
World War were also common and some of the characters were Jewish victims. This included
war novels, such as ones by Hans Scholz (Am Grünen Rand der Spree), and also novels about
the war in particular regions, such as Horst Bienek’s Gleiwitz trilogy.
In the 70s there were novels about family problems, particularly about children trying to
find out what their parents had done in the war. The novel of grotesque situations or picaresque novel also voiced ironic black humor about the Holocaust, as in the case of Hilsenrath’s Nazi and the Barber. For children there were novels about children in hiding and rescues of children. Recently more realistic presentations for children have appeared.
The post-war German war novel served as a link between official and private memory. The
German soldier was widely viewed as a victim of the war and was exonerated of guilt. Karl
Jaspers in his essay on German guilt excluded the soldier as simply a person doing his duty.
The soldier is portrayed as neither a Nazi nor an opponent of the regime, but rather as someone disillusioned by the meaninglessness of the war who wants to share the fortunes of his
mates. The soldier lives on after the war, having overcome the past and turns to a new life. He
is a victim of the war rather than a perpetrator.123
The concept of mastering the past (Vergangenheitsbewältigung) appears in the 1950s in the
sense of maintaining the continuity of past and present. The sense of forgetting the victims of
Nazism and guilt feelings is also part of mastering the past.124 A large variety of texts fall oc122
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cupy this category, dealing with fascism, the Third Reich and the Holocaust. Among others
are Thomas Mann’s Doktor Faustus (1947), Hermann Kasack’s Die Stadt hinter dem Strom
(The City behind the River 1947), Günter Grass’s Aus dem Tagebuch einer Schnecke (From
the Diary of a Snail 1972), Christa Wolf’s Kindheitsmuster (1976). Specifically on the Holocaust are Alfred Andersch’s Efraim’s Book (1967), Simon Wiesenthal’s Max und Helen
(1981), Robert Schindel’s Born-Where (1992) and Gila Lustiger’s The Inventory (1995).125
Such texts help to understand how people reconcile themselves to the finality of the past
through moral or psychological self-accounting.
Works based on intergenerational relationships126 and ambivalence in the 70s up to the present reflect the influence of the Holocaust on family life. This includes the “Väterliteratur”
(father literature), which are either factual or fictional biographies that reflects on the antifascist disappointment of the 68ers. Günter Seuren’s Abschied von einem Mörder (Farewell to
a murderer 1980) emphasizes the effects of an SS father on a son’s development.127 Notably
The Reader by Bernhard Schlink and Vati (1987) by Peter Schneider emphasize the ties of the
Holocaust to contemporary family problems. The persistence of memory is also emphasized
in works like Christoph Ransmayr, W.G. Sebald, Ulla Berkéwicz and others in the 1990s.
A number of works of fiction make use of mythological themes, allegories and fairy tales.
A few examples are: Elisabeth Langgässer’s Märkische Argonautenfahrt (1950), Das unauslöschliche Siegel (The inextinguishable seal 1946), Martin Buber’s Gog und Magog
(1957), Ilse Aichinger’s Die größere Hoffnung (The greater hope 1948), Grete Weil’s Meine
Schwester Antigone (My Sister Antigone 1980), Cordelia Edvardson’s Gebranntes Kind sucht
das Feuer (Burnt child seeks the fire 1984), Fred Wander’s Der siebente Brunnen (The seventh well 1971) and Soma Morgenstern’s Die Blutsäule (Pillar of Blood 1964). Among the
reasons for using such material are that they evoke the irrational and mysterious and permit
looking at the subject from a child’s perspective.128

4.4 Conclusions
This chapter dealt with the various approaches taken to the periodization and classification of
literature on the Holocaust in German. Periodization is complicated by the vast scope of the
types of texts and the volume of texts involved. Quantitatively most of the German Holocaust
literature has been written since 1980. However, quantity is certainly not the only criteria of
importance. The quality of literature is of greater importance, for example, the quality of insights contributed. It is not clear to what extent recent studies of the Holocaust have brought
gains in insight beyond the earlier studies of H.G. Adler or Hermann Langbein. Eugen
Kogon’s account of the KZs is still by far the most readable and understandable.
The periodization of Holocaust literature can be general or particular, and as special areas
of study have developed, each has its own periodization and historiography. The turning
points can be changes in paradigm, method, theory or approach, thus subject internal. They
can also be events in the history of the development of society. Thus major historical or public events are commonly used. The Ulm Einsatzgruppen trial, the Eichmann trial are important events that also coincided with increases in the production of Holocaust literature and increases of interest in the Holocaust. Likewise the popularity of media and cultural events can
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be important, such as the production of the documentary plays, particularly Hochhuth’s Deputy, the miniseries “Holocaust,” Lanzmann’s film “Shoah.” Historical turning points such as
the Wende and fall of communism in Eastern Europe are also key turning points in writing on
the Holocaust. The predominant subject of German Holocaust historiography is the study of
the perpetrators. However, other topics are gaining in importance, such as the study of bystanders and victims. Studies can deal with the whole Holocaust (Gesamtdarstellung), with
regional and local aspects, with particular institutions or with the particular academic areas
such as society, economy, military, bureaucracy, culture, etc.
The methodological development in German social sciences in which sociology and social
theory played a major role have affected the way in which the Holocaust has been viewed. Influences from German and international social sciences have also found their way into German history. The general trend of historical writing has been toward a differentiation of approaches. Since the early testimonies of eyewitnesses, the subject is increasingly dealt with by
scholars born years after the war and working within institutional frameworks supportive of
their research. Micro-studies of Holocaust history have tended to show the complicity of
many groups previously spared from criticism, such as the bureaucracy, army and business
community. The voluntary participation of many local people has also been documented.
The study of Holocaust creative literature provides an additional dimension to our understanding. Texts can portray imaginatively aspects inaccessible to empirical observation, for
example, how other people felt or perceived reality. They can link the reality of the past with
mythic dimensions of the unconscious mind. They can contrast aspects of experience that are
not juxtaposed in other forms of literature on the Holocaust. And they can give a sense of the
moral dimensions by reflecting on the significance of events.

5 Regaining Authority
5.1 Introduction
World War Two meant for Germany a loss of sovereignty and legitimacy due to the defeat
and occupation. There was an urgent need to rebuild the country and to restore its lost authority. Internationally this meant cooperating with the respective occupying powers, which
claimed to represent the emancipative motives of the Enlightenment and a strong opposition
to fascism and totalitarianism. The Allies were, however, wary of experiments in democracy
and pressured the Germans to establish conservative institutions that would maintain order
and stability and prevent a revival of fascism. Domestically, however, it also meant cooperation with the former Nazis and populations that had to varying degrees cooperated with the
Nazis. This was also necessary for rebuilding and stability. For the study of the Holocaust this
had various consequences. On one hand, there was a need to acknowledge the Holocaust in
order to show good faith in making reparations and amends for the past. On the other, there
was a strong desire to forget the past in order to regain self-respect and to placate the compromised Germans. Hence, there was only a moderate need to write about the Holocaust.
The years from the war until the 1960s can be subdivided into three periods. The occupation period up to 1949 was used by the Allies to prepare Germany’s transition to a democratic
society and state capable of integration into the Western community. These efforts included
the Nuremberg trials, re-education and denazification efforts and the founding of liberal institutions in the Western zones. The first half of the 1950s was characterized by the efforts of
the Adenauer government to undo the retributive justice of the Occupation. This included efforts to obtain amnesty and pardons for prisoners in Allied prisons, the restoration of persons
excluded from professions and the cessation of war crimes trials. The third period in the late
50s was the start of a re-juridification of the NS past. Trials for crimes of the Third Reich took
place, and the public was increasingly critical of the army and willing to condemn NS crimes.
The Holocaust received attention in literature of the 40s and late 50s, but was less evident in
the early years of the Bonn republic.
The first hesitant steps were made toward comprehensively dealing with the Holocaust with
the creation of a democratic Germany with freedom of speech. There was a new openness to
different points of view. However, the Allied occupiers in some ways provided disincentives
for writing and talking about the Holocaust. The works that were written tended to begin with
approaches that had been developed before the notion of genocide had been developed. Holocaust literature was to a degree the literature of outsiders who had themselves been victims.
The lack of reform of the German universities and the autonomy granted them enabled many
affected professors to continue teaching. The immediate postwar neglect of the Holocaust by
academic historians may be due to wartime complicity and the desire to satisfy the resentments of the German population. This led to an emphasis on German suffering to the disadvantage of Jewish suffering.
5.1.1

Holocaust Literature and the Occupation

Germany under the Occupation was subject to what is now known as transitional justice the
preparation of a transitional government on the way to a liberal, peaceful state.1 The Occupation authorities authorized publications and supported periodical literature with the intention
of furthering democratic reform and suppressing Nazism. Thus, for a short time in the 40s
1
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there were numerous KZ memoirs and books concerning German guilt and the causes of the
Third Reich.
Due to censorship and licensing by the Allies, authors on the political margins were not
published. There was, however, an active intellectual life in the late 1940s that subsided in the
1950s. Important publications included Der Ruf, Die Wandlung, Merkur, Neue Rundschau,
Die Europäische Revue. These published under the threat of censorship, however. Intellectuals such as Karl Jaspers made an effort to discuss the problems of guilt and responsibility for
the war. These discussions tended to be somewhat abstract and omit the victims’ identities.
The search for a different, “other” Germany was also prominent. There was a preference for
philosophical and ethical discourse and the use of terms such as “spirit,” “humanism” and
“Europeanism”2 which made the topic abstract and detached it from German history.
There were also fundamental differences between the occupiers and Germans on issues
such as guilt.3 The philosopher Karl Jaspers, who maintained close ties to his former student
Hannah Arendt, was the most vigorous advocate of the need to communicate and acknowledge guilt. Even he was somewhat apologetic and did not discuss the victims by name. The
churches also made some gestures of admitting guilt. Foremost was the “Stuttgarter
Schulderklärung” (Stuttgart Declaration of Guilt) of the German Protestant churches (EKD)
of October 18 and 19, 1945. This expression of contrition emphasized Protestant participation
in resistance, but did admit that the churches had not done enough. The Catholic Church also
issued statements of contrition. Pastor Martin Niemöller affirmed that Germans should do
more to discuss guilt and atonement and preached for two years in Germany. His appeals met
with considerable resistance, however. Information about Niemöller’s past subsequently revealed that he had once been a supporter of Nazism and was a conservative nationalist. This
tended to reduce his value to the US as a symbol of democratic values. The Allies dropped
their emphasis on guilt in 1947, with the changed international situation, the Truman Doctrine
and Marshall Plan.
A three-pronged approach to reforming Germany included trials, reeducation and denazification. The Nuremberg trials have sometimes been viewed as victor’s justice or show trials.
Actually, they represent a highpoint in liberal justice. Originally, the Allies had been divided
on how to deal with defeated Germany. Hard-liners went so far as to favor summary executions of war criminals. The Soviets differed only in favoring a longer list than the Allies. Liberals favored trials based on domestic law principles in order to establish the legitimacy of
justice and to avoid provoking resentments. Reasons that spoke against trials were the dangers
of acquittals due to procedural errors and the limited success of war crimes trials held after
World War I.4
The US strategy was to begin by trying a small, representative group of perpetrators. They
conceived of Germany’s crime as the result of an elite’s criminal conspiracy to commit aggressive war. This view was reinforced by Franz Neumann, the critical theorist of the Frankfurt school. He saw the Third Reich as a cartel consisting of several elites, the military, econ2
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omy, bureaucracy party and government.5 By focusing on a criminal conspiracy by a criminal
elite, the Allies encouraged the belief that the Holocaust was a matter of the SS and not of
Germany in general. The Nuremberg trials exerted a strong influence on German attitudes and
perceptions of the Holocaust that brought it to public attention, yet in some ways exonerated
the masses of Germans. At the Nuremberg trials, the killing of the Jews was only one of the
many war crimes committed by Germany and the Axis powers, and not radically different.
The Allies were unwilling to expand the scope or innovate in the choice of the crimes to be
prosecuted. Thus, they wanted to exclude crimes committed against German citizens and the
citizens of Axis allies. Chiefly war crimes in a narrow sense were to be prosecuted, thus
crimes against enemy populations after 1939.6 However, attention was paid to the Holocaust
at Nuremberg. Indeed Chief Prosecutor Robert Jackson’s opening statement at Nuremberg included much of what we regard as essential to understanding the Holocaust. In the ‘Opening
Statement of the American Prosecution’ at Nuremberg, he declared that, “The most savage
and murderous crimes planned and committed by the Nazis were those against the Jews. It is
my purpose to show a plan and design, to which all Nazis were fanatically committed, to annihilate all Jewish people.” Furthermore, “History does not record a crime ever perpetrated
against so many victims or one carried out with such calculated cruelty.”7 In the indictments,
what we now commonly call the Holocaust was a named a “Crime Against Humanity.” This
term is similar in sense to ‘genocide’. Although we regard the Holocaust as unusually evil,
the prosecutors did class the Holocaust as the worst of crimes in the indictment, as ‘Crimes
Against Humanity’ stood alongside ‘Crimes Against Peace’ and ‘War Crimes’, with no hierarchical ordering. The punishment served this purpose of indicating the degree of severity.8
The prosecution favored the use of documents rather than witness testimony to prove its
case. The result was that the Jewish victims were not given a chance to present their case. The
lack of knowledge of the NS system resulted in a failure to differentiate among the types of
KZs and the types of crimes against the Jews. Donald Bloxham writes of a “Nuremberg historiography of the Holocaust.” The priorities of the Allies set the priorities of the investigations.
There were striking deficits in the prosecution of crimes of certain organizations, including
the Higher SS and Police Leaders (Höhere SS und Polizeiführer), the Reich detective police
(Kriminalpolizei), and the Order Police (Ordnungspolizei). The Waffen-SS was not investigated extensively.9
The Allies also planned to eliminate Nazis and criminals from influential positions. This
‘denazification’ was to continue this process, but it soon became a means of eliminating
stigma from persons who had collaborated with the Nazis. Many critics thought that this policy would have succeeded, if it had been implemented better. However, in terms of democratic theory, institutions determine the behavior of members, and the reform of institutions
would be more likely to change their behavior than focusing on individuals alone. The reeducational policies emphasized widespread guilt and tended to create resistance in the German population, which was unwilling to confront war guilt.
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Other influences in this period tended to evoke an awareness of the Holocaust. The East
German government directed West Germans’ attention to the Holocaust through its antifascist campaigns. The SED government publicized information that could negatively affect
the West’s international reputation. This included the Nazi backgrounds of various key officials in the Bonn government, including State Secretary Globke, who in the Third Reich
wrote commentaries on the Reich Nuremberg laws, Ambassador Wilhelm Grewe, Foreign
Minister Wolfgang Schröder and Theodor Oberländer (Federal Minister for Expellees). East
Germany published books such as the NS-State, which included various anti-fascist accusations against the West and characterized West Germany as a continuation of the Third Reich,
and The Brown Book, listing thousands of prominent West Germans with an NS past, presumably proving the fascist continuity of West Germany.10
During the Cold War, the Allies lost any unified stance they had had toward Germany, and
the two Germanys exploited this division. In exchange for cooperation, West Germany
achieved increasing independence and acceptance of its policies. Under the occupation, there
was a high level of German popular support for leniency toward Nazi war criminals. This was
backed by representatives of both major Christian denominations, Catholic and Protestant,
who could not believe in the guilt of many war criminals. Under the Bonn Republic, representatives of the Wehrmacht also lobbied for the release of prisoners and the emd of trials.11
The Adenauer government adopted a contradictory policy in an effort to build a consensus.
To appease liberals and international expectations, he supported a reparations treaty with Israel. Germany admitted responsibility for the Holocaust, but did not go into its guilt beyond
the terms of the treaty. To satisfy ex-Nazis, the Adenauer government pursued a policy of
amnesty and early release for war criminals. Trials declined precipitately in number, and former Nazis were allowed to resume or continue their careers. Some prominent Nazis were included in higher positions in the Adenauer government (Globke, Oberländer). The public thus
was encouraged to keep silent about the Holocaust and throw its energies into the economic
revival of Germany. The Social Democrats had suffered under the Nazis, but they also supported leniency to Nazi criminals, anxious to avoid being isolated.12 This uneasy compromise
of silence was innately unstable, because many victims of the Nazis were still unhappy with
the discontinuation of trials, and occasionally they demanded trials of NS criminals. Thus nation-building took precedence over justice.
In the reform of German institutions, the Americans aimed at stability rather than democratic innovation – there was to be democratization from above. The major institutions continued with largely the same personnel, even where they were burdened by their past. This
meant that people with something to hide were in the position to discourage criticism of their
own past. The oppositional institutions, such as labor unions, were not allowed enough power
to strongly oppose the conservative elite organizations.
During the 1950s the US decided to rearm Germany to balance Soviet influence in Eastern
Europe. Former Wehrmacht officers demanded amnesty and rehabilitation for the Wehrmacht
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and Waffen-SS as a condition for their cooperation. The West decided that NS crimes could
be excused in exchange for this cooperation.13
But there were also groups in the West that continued to urge the Holocaust not be forgotten, and not just Jewish groups. The American Jewish Committee (AJC), headed by Jacob
Blaustein, worked with Israeli groups to urge Germany to confront its moral and material responsibility for the destruction of the Jews. One way was the campaign to persuade West
Germany to pay reparations in 1950. In 1950 there was a CIA-supported Congress of Cultural
Freedom held in Berlin was a meeting of the Society of Christians and Jews in Berlin. The
founder of Commentary, a popular conservative Jewish American journal, Elliot Cohen,
urged Germans to speak out for understanding in order to avoid the collective guilt accusation. Americans also encouraged the Germans to use education to reduce anti-Semitism, and
the Frankfurt School for Social Research (Adorno, Horkheimer, the critical school of social
theory) did studies as well.14
The Allied policy toward the media in Germany included promoting the journalism compatible with its views. In the first years the issue of collective guilt was emphasized, but in the
1950s anti-Communism took first place. The earliest journals, such as Der Ruf (Alfred Andresch, Hans Werner Richter) and Die Wandlung (Karl Jaspers, Hannah Arendt and others
published in this journal) emphasized critical themes, but later Cold War topics prevailed in
the journals. The Americans had initially aimed at a replacement of elites and kept old publishers out of the business at first.
In the area of schools, the Americans did not change the elites, but rather relied on the
churches to bring about reform. This was a mistake, insofar as the German schools were supportive of the state and opposed to secularization, and modernization. The Americans selected
textbooks among those in Germany that seemed to them to be politically correct. However, in
the course of the 1950s there was a regression, insofar as the topics of guilt, responsibility and
crimes of the Third Reich were downplayed.15
5.1.2

Postwar Historians

Traditional German historiography before the war was dominated by historicism, a form of
national history that focused on the role of the state as representative of the nation, the primacy of foreign policy, and the actions of national leaders. This was a conservative approach
with a tendency to idealize the state as though it was the creator of moral law rather than subject to higher laws or to the democratic will of the people. Historicism conceived of German
history as following a Sonderweg, that is, a special path of development superior to that of
other countries. The Germans were a cultural people (Kulturvolk), while other countries, such
as England, were civilizations (emphasizing material rather than spiritual values). They pursued technology and commerce, while the Germans were more philosophical and attuned to
higher culture. Immediately after the war, numerous authors wrote essays and books explain13
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ing why the Germans had been seduced by Hitler and Nazism to abandon the moral Sonderweg embodied in German culture, as for example in the works of Kant, Hegel, Goethe,
Schiller, Lessing and Kleist.16
Among the most significant authors were Friedrich Meinecke and Gerhard Ritter. Both
were representatives of the hostoricist tradition, and both held traditional views. They blamed
modern mass society for the war and favored a return to the right path. Ritter justified the
German army during the war, and Meinecke was only a bit more critical of German traditional institutions. He regarded Hitler as somehow alien and un-German. He barely mentioned
the Jews in his short book The German Catastrophe. To be fair, he was rather elderly at the
time. Most of the historians at German universities were reinstated after the war, and there
was relatively little turnover in the historical profession. As became clear in the 1990s, many
post-war German historians had produced texts with anti-Semitic or racist statements for the
Third Reich. They had worked to legitimate the German invasion of the East on historical
terms and to plan for a change in population. They concealed this from the public after the
war and often from their own students.17
But even unburdened German historians in the 1950s wrote predominantly national history,
with an emphasis of the state and foreign policy. A well-known history of Germany since the
French Revolution by Golo Mann portrayed the World War II as planned by Hitler against the
advice of the military and for reasons of power politics. Hitler had been tempted by the injustice committed by other Christian nations to suppose that he could succeed in exterminating
the Jews, but he overreached and became intolerable. The role of domestic factors, traditions
pre-dating Hitler and the attitudes of the German people are underestimated as explanatory
factors.18 There was much interest in German conservative resistance in the West In East
Germany, the resistance was claimed to have been entirely by communists. Hans Rothfels’s
The German Opposition to Hitler19 is a well-known text supporting the claims of significant
German resistance.
There were, however, also impulses for reform in the historical profession. In particular,
emigrant scholars who returned from exile often influenced their students in liberal directions.
Political scientists Dolf Sternberger Alexander Rüstow, Ludwig Bergsträsser and Theodor
Eschenburg had considerable post-war influence.20 An important response to the Allied interest in a more liberal, democratic Germany was the effort to found the Institut für Zeitgeschichte (Institute for Contemporary History, located in Munich), which dates to 1947. In
this year, we find the first constitutions, state legislators and cabinets meeting in the American
zone.21 The planners were Germans interested both in meeting Allied expectations and in assuming leadership in a new Germany. They considered whether educating the public or doing
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research were the main goals. The creation of an institute separate from a university or other
institution provided a certain degree of independence. The discipline of contemporary history
(Zeitgeschichte) deals with the recent past that touches on people alive today.22 The Institut
für Zeitgeschichte at first published on the decline of Weimar and the rise of the Third Reich
and built up an important archive. Only a few of the early articles published in Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte (Quarterly for Contemporary History, the Institute’s journal) dealt
with the Holocaust. Zeitgeschichte has been troubled by the conflict between the value of personal experience of history and the demands of objectivity and scientific method. More recently contemporary historians, for example, have considered the adoption of historical social
scientific methods.23
5.1.3

Postwar Memory and History

We know a great deal about the memory culture of the fifties due to recent works by authors
such as Robert Moeller.24 In the postwar period, a national memory culture developed in Germany that was not conducive to interest in Holocaust literature. It posited an imagined national community of suffering in which Jews were not members. “One of the most powerful
integrative myths of the 1950s emphasized not German well-being but German suffering; it
stressed that Germany was a nation of victims, an imagined community defined by the experience of loss and displacement during the Second World War.”25 The central figures in the
stories were expellees and POWs.
Memories of the war centered on the final months of the war and the occupation period.
The choice of topics concentrated on suffering. This included the victims of the US-British
aerial bombardments, in which many civilians died of firestorms, heat, poisonous gasses and
suffocation, collapsing buildings and flying wreckage. In the postwar period, there were the
hunger and cold of the first years. The expellees included millions of Germans driven out of
traditional homes in Eastern Europe. They were victimized by the Soviet troops, who were
portrayed as committing rape and sexually victimizing women. Likewise, partisans in the
countries of the East also wanted to drive out the Germans. Several million German soldiers
were imprisoned in harsh POW camps where a high percentage died. Some were kept prisoner until the mid-1950s. These tended to be the memories concentrated on by Germans during the 1940s and 1950s and are still drawn upon today for various purposes.26
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Only in the short period of occupation did German authors confront guilt and responsibility
for the suffering of the Jews and other victims. After this, the West German people incorporated themselves into the progressive narrative of the war favored by the West and were permitted to assert their basic innocence. Due to the policies of the Adenauer government and the
US in the Cold War, as well as fear of the social other, self-interest and a guilty conscience,
the Holocaust was quickly forgotten. Germans had to consider the social power of former perpetrators who had been able to maintain their social position in society, and the opinions of
neighbors. Much of the bureaucracy, judicial system and industry were still run by men who
had served the Third Reich. It was safer not to accuse one’s neighbors, but rather the Allied
occupiers and the displaced persons. The Jews still served as a target for non-public accusations. Much was written about the suffering of the Germans after the war, as POWs, as refugees from the East, as victims of the first years of post-war poverty. Each group of German
society was interested in presenting its own victim status and its own experiences of the war
years. A German version of an emancipative narrative arose in both Germanys, involving notions of oppression, struggle, resistance and recovery. But multiple narratives contended, such
as the totalitarian and anti-fascist conceptions of freedom of action. Elisabeth Domansky sees
Germany as displacing its memories of World War Two to the postwar period.27 In this period, the Germans suffered greatly from hunger, cold and the stress of rebuilding. Germany
was portrayed in a feminized manner that emphasized the image of a ravished German victim.
German victimhood was equated with that of Germany’s victims, as though the one excused
the other.28 The population of the cities, killed in large numbers in bombing raids, was predominantly female during the last stages of the war. The expellees from the East were also
composed of many women and children, the men being in the army. Rape and sexual abuse
further increased the sense of wrong done to helpless civilians by the Occupation soldiers.
Fraternization with occupying troops was viewed as a moral lapse, a corruption of German
society by the occupiers.29 The Trümmerfrauen (women who helped clear away the rubble of
bombed-out cities) were portrayed as a progressive force, the nation overcoming injustice inflicted on it and creating a new future for the country. There was a discourse oriented not to
remembering the Holocaust, but rather to portraying Germany as a fairly innocent victim of
the war. The Germans found consolation in constructing a memory of the war and the Holocaust that displaced much of the suffering of the Jews to the suffering of Germans and the
post-war period. Thus, the victims of the war were portrayed as German women and children
in bombed-out cities and the refugees expelled from Prussia, Silesia and other parts of Eastern
Europe. The loss of German territory appeared as the result of Allied actions rather than those
of Germany.
5.1.4

Domestic Politics

In the first period after the war, there was a need to unify, stabilize and normalize German
identity, both East and West. People furthered this by downplaying Holocaust guilt. The suffering of the war could not be easily integrated into the national discourse as sacrifices needed
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for Germany’s survival. Whereas Britain or the US celebrated the war despite bombing civilian populations, this was forbidden to Germany. Consequently, the Germans found other
ways to create a liberating national narrative. Chancellor Konrad Adenauer tried to keep the
support of right-wing voters for the CDU party by integrating former members of the Third
Reich. He recommended amnesty and leniency for convicted war criminals. He attributed Nazism to Prussian authoritarianism and the materialist worldview that weakened individualism
and encouraged nihilism. The solution was to restore Christian values. He did not criticize the
role of the churches in fostering anti-Semitism.30
West German political parties and politicians contributed in this period in various ways to
drawing attention away from the Holocaust. The political parties revised their conceptions to
adapt to the new situation. The anti-modernism of the conservatives was transformed by the
CDU into anti-secularism. The causes of the Holocaust were located in the secularism and
atheism of German society, which had allegedly fallen away from Christian faith. Conservatives adjusted their autobiographies to reinterpret their previous attitudes from antiBolshevism to anti-totalitarianism. As they had previously been against the Soviets, they
could now see a commendable continuity with the emerging Cold War.31
Historical events were instrumentalized to construct positive national traditions. An example is the 1950s celebration of the 20 July 1944 attempt by conservatives to overthrow Hitler,
the Stauffenberg plot. The major parties created a yearly commemoration on this date for the
attempted assassins in order to celebrate them as martyrs in the fight for freedom and democracy. Celebrating this act of revolt would “be seen as evidence of strong humanist traditions
within state institutions such as the army, diplomatic service and administration.”32 The humane aspects of conservatism could be brought out, and it would look as though there had
been a ‘different Germany’ with a tradition of resistance.
Resistance was, however, not universally approved of. Almost everyone accused after the
war claimed to have resisted, even members of the SS and higher officials. Yet in public opinion polls after the war there was much opposition to resistance and many believed there
should have been none during the war. Those who had left the country were looked down
upon as betraying their country, including celebrities like Marlene Dietrich or Thomas Mann.
The government included only token resisters, and benefits to resisters were small compared
to pensions for families of SS men and soldiers. Communist resisters were denied honors or
compensation. This contributed to a climate negative to writings on the Holocaust.33
Jeffrey Herf maintains that there were “multiple restorations” or different strands of
thought on Germany’s past. The contribution of the Allies to furthering Holocaust memory
was in enabling various views to find expression in the West German democracy.34 By no
means did all Germans ignore the Holocaust, but there were attempts to link it to the suffering
of the Germans. Theodor Heuss, the first President of West Germany, often drew attention to
the Holocaust in public speeches. In December 1949 he stated, “We must not forget the Nuremberg laws, the yellow badge, the burning of the synagogues, the deportation of Jewish peo30
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ple to a foreign country, to disaster, to death.”35 In speeches such as one given in 1952 at the
dedication of a memorial at the site of the Bergen-Belsen KZ, he emphasized the need to remember the fate of the Jews, but he also implicitly compared Jewish with German suffering.
And in the same month, he repeated this comparison between German civilian suffering and
Jewish victims’ suffering.36
5.1.5

Anti-Semitism

During and shortly after the Third Reich beginnings were made to write down what had happened to the Jews. This promising start lost momentum even during the occupation in the
1940s and was only revived in the 1960s. Among the reasons is that the circumstances were
not propitious. It is likely that many survivors did not tell about their suffering in the immediate postwar period because of the numbing effects of the horror. They needed time to recover from the trauma of the Holocaust and gain a sense of perspective. The reading public
also had no interest in hearing about the terrors caused by Germans. There are other reasons.
The situation of the Jews in postwar Germany was not propitious to writing about the Holocaust. Frank Stern writes of the “historic triangle” of occupiers, Germans and Jews in Postwar
Germany.37 Displaced persons in Germany, including German Jews and Jews from other parts
of Europe, were caught between the Germans, with their still active administrative bureaucracies, and the Allied occupying forces. In the course of time, the spheres widened to include
the United States and Israel, while the number of Jews in Germany shrank as Jews migrated
to these and other countries. The situation under the occupation was complex. Both the Germans and Jews had to appeal to the occupiers for entitlements and benefits.
The Allies themselves were not a homogeneous group. For example, the British treated the
German Jews as Germans, rather than giving them the benefits and compensation they deserved as KZ survivors. The Germans still had control of much Jewish property that had been
‘Aryanized’ in the Reich, and it was difficult for Jews to recover their possessions. Jews
found themselves placed in camps for DPs that were sometimes located in former concentration camps. They were herded together in camps with Eastern European fascists who did not
want to return home for fear of punishment. The option of emigration was limited for the
Jews by quotas. The possibility of emigration to Palestine was restricted by Arab pressure on
Great Britain.
Jews did not have a secure position in postwar discourse. Many pre-war and Nazi antiSemitic stereotypes were also applied to Jews after the war. Thus, the Jewish DP was treated
as unclean, a disease vector, a criminal and black marketer. Germans resented having their
houses requisitioned for the use of former Jewish KZ prisoners. When Jews tried to reclaim
property confiscated during the war under Aryanization laws, they met with resistance from
the German authorities. There were also problems with the occupation. The intercession of
Jewish leaders with President Truman obtained some relief for Jews. In the first year of the
occupation most Jewish survivors in Germany left, but they were replaced by Jews from the
East, who were looked down upon. Nor were the occupiers necessarily sympathetic. Many
soldiers preferred the neat, orderly and cultivated Germans to the seemingly uncouth, illclothed and unappealing DPs. General Patton was an anti-Semite and spoke out viciously
against the Jews. Jewish organizations abroad attempted to intercede with President Truman
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to obtain aid for the Jews in Germany. The problems of the Jews in Germany changed in the
1950s, because most of the DPs had left Germany.
Writings about the Holocaust assumed that to kill so many Jews the perpetrators must have
hated them to a corresponding degree. The response of the postwar period was to emphasize
German philo-Semitism, in order to make a positive impression.38 It was first in the 1960s that
explanations of the Holocaust shifted to the surrounding factors and concluded that antiSemitism could only be one factor among many and that the decision-making process was essential. The creation of associations for German-Jewish friendship in the postwar period was
one sign of a desire for reconciliation. The sincerity of these associations was challenged by
the continuation of anti-Semitic incidents such as synagogue and cemetery desecrations, but
good wishes were clearly present on the part of many Germans.
5.1.6

Cold War and Totalitarism Theory

The rise of totalitarianism theory tended to obscure the racist, anti-Semitic nature of the Third
Reich by pairing NS Germany with the Soviet Union. Many conservative intellectuals in
Germany were pessimistic in the 1950s. There were numerous supporters of pre-war mass society theory. Ortega y Gasset’s Revolt of the Masses was a popular book in Germany from the
1930s through the 1950s. Hope for a revival of humanism, Christianity and culture was expressed by numerous intellectuals. Historians such as Gerhard Ritter and Friedrich Meinecke
saw modern mass society as a cause of Nazism. Ultra-conservative philosophers and authors
such as Martin Heidegger, Carl Schmitt and Ernst Jünger voiced their fears of a technological
mass society.39 Some saw an answer in a society ruled by a technocratic government. Consonant with this anti-modernism, theories of totalitarism were widely used to explain developments in Germany.
The totalitarism theme provided academic and ideological support to the Cold War. As the
Soviet Union came increasingly into conflict with the West, totalitarism replaced antifascism
as the dominant theory of the Third Reich. The Soviet-occupied part of Germany became East
Germany with a single-party SED government allied to the Soviet Union. According to totalitarian theory, the Soviet system had the same radical dynamic as the Third Reich. Consequently, the Soviet Union and East Germany were treated by Western conservatives as resembling NS Germany. West Germany was retroactively integrated into the Western antifascist alliance as a member of the ‘free world’.
The Western Allies were so anxious to integrate Germany into its Cold War alliance that
they dropped their program of prosecuting war criminals. Both the USA and Britain were
guilty of this. An example is Field Marshal Erich von Manstein. He was involved in atrocities
in the war against the Soviet Union and deserved severe punishment. Because his trial (1949)
occurred during the negotiations on the German participation in West European defense, the
British conservatives used legal maneuvering to obtain a lighter punishment and early release.
In 1956, Manstein was free and able to advise on the formation of the Wehrmacht. The German army was recreated as the Bundeswehr, and it was treated as a democratic organization,
although many officers had previously served in the Wehrmacht.40
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The army could be seen as anti-communist in the context of the Cold War, and this implicitly legitimated the Wehrmacht in World War II, since it had fought the Bolshevists. This
made it easier to excuse the crimes committed in the war. Thus, the German army had found a
rationalization for its role in the Holocaust.41 The totalitarian theory of history became popular
among historians, because it equated the Soviet Union with the Third Reich as a totalitarian
dictatorship. German soldiers could take consolation in the notion that the war against the Soviet Union during the Reich was a just war and was being continued by the West with German assistance. The formation of veterans associations created lobbying associations for the
defense of the army. The Waffen-SS also tried to portray itself as defenders against communism.
Germany received the support of the US in adopting the totalitarian thesis. Scholars in
other areas also supported this view, which helped shift the focus of attention to the system
and away from the Germans in general as perpetrators. In the Cold War system, the Soviet
Union was linked with totalitarianism to Nazism and made to seem an expression of the same
impulse. This justified the alliance of the West with a former totalitarian state against a current one. The wartime alliance with the Soviet Union could be explained as necessary to defeat a totalitarian threat. Now that Germany was being reformed, it was suitable as an ally for
the West.
5.1.7

Politicized Literature

The political will to ignore the Holocaust is manifest in postwar historical projects emphasizing German suffering while ignoring Jewish. Several historical projects of the 1950 addressed
the question of German victimhood. A major project was to record the memories of expellees
and compile them in a multi-volume series. This project was headed by historian Theodor
Schieder, who had helped in planning NS resettlement projects for East Europe.42 It published
Dokumentation der Vertreibung der Deutschen aus Ost-Mitteleuropa (Documentation of the
Expulsion of the Germans from East-Central Europe). In interviewing expellees, Jewish victims were also implicitly present. They provided a language used in describing the fates of
expellees. Some interviewees emphasized that they had not known about the crimes against
the Jews until after the war. The editors did not question the reliability of the sources nor the
circumstances under which they were made and the persons who interviewed them. Expellee
groups exercised an influence on this project.
The editors in their commentary compared the fates of expellees in camps with the fates of
Jews in Theresienstadt.43 When Jews appear in the accounts, they sometimes appear as “teachers, willing to forgive, forget, and affirm the common humanity of all victims. Jews helped
Germans to understand their fate, and Germans depicted themselves as particularly willing
students.” The interviewees remembered good Jews who were generous and kind. A variety
of Eastern European ethnic group members appeared in the testimonies, illustrating the possibility of reconciliation and implicitly absolving the Germans.44
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A major project to collect first-hand accounts of the experiences of POWs after the war was
started in 1956. Erich Maschke directed this project; he had been a student of Hans Rothfels
in Königsberg. Some twenty-two volumes were published. These described the worst treatment of the German POWs and the areas where they were held the longest, the Soviet Union,
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.45 Much was said about the cruelty of the Soviets and
the courage of German victims, “stories that West Germans had long since been able to see at
the movies, hear at annual days of remembrance for POWs prior to their final return in 1955,
and read in novels, memoirs, the daily press, illustrated weeklies, and publications of veterans’ organizations.”46 The psychological problems of the POWs were attributed to communist
cruelty, not to the war of extermination that preceded their imprisonment. Another subject of
sympathy was the POWs, the thousands of German soldiers kept prisoner after the war, particularly in the Soviet Bloc. These men were equated with the victims of German KZs and
treated as an equivalent suffering. The army, a symbol of German nationalism, was transformed into a victim of the Cold War instead of an army that had sealed its own fate through
war crimes. The POW came to be regarded as having suffered and survived totalitarianism,
much as the Jews were victims of the KZs. The Christian churches held a position in society
that enabled them to provide a positive interpretation of the POW experience. They portrayed
the camps in the Soviet Union as expressions of the “destructive tendencies of modernity,
such as massification, collectivization, and secularization.” They could therefore serve as
counterweights to this at home.47 There were even similarities in that some German POWs
participated in camp administration in the Soviet Union. After the war, there were trials
against some of these POWs as ‘Kameradenschinder’, that is, for torturing fellow prisoners.
These trials showed that not the crimes of the Wehrmacht or the suffering of the Jews in the
Holocaust, but rather the affirmation of German post-war society was at stake. The loyalty
and comradeship of the soldiers was portrayed as central.
In the late 1960s, the Ministry for Expellees, Refugees, and the War-Damaged published
more volumes on the destruction caused by the bombing war by the Allies. East European research institutes in the 1950s and 1960s also published research on the lost German East. That
Germans had also suffered in the war was an argument used by expellee groups that opposed
improving relationships with the East.48
Another aspect of the postwar forgetfulness of the Holocaust is the “war damaged.” The
Germans whose property had been lost or damaged in the war tried to portray themselves as
innocent victims. They knew they would receive less support for their claims to compensation
if they were regarded as to blame for their losses.49 Some tried portraying themselves as victims in the same sense as the inmates of KZs.
German public opinion on the military and militarism is less well researched for the second
half of the 1950s, but a picture of increasing public opposition to militarism and the military
is emerging which contrasts to the first half of this decade. Alaric Searle has made a start in
this direction by studying public reactions to various military trials of the 1950s. He finds that
the public was becoming increasingly critical toward the Wehrmacht, as shown by changing
reactions to the trials of Generalleutnant Theodor Tolsdorff in 1954, 1958 and 1960.50 Also
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significant is the reaction to the Ulm Einsatzgruppen trial in 1958. This trial was unintentially
brought about by Bernhard Fischer-Schweder, who as an SS Oberführer had taken part in Einsatzgruppen shootings of Lithuanian Jews early in the Russian campaign. He had thought
himself safe enough to apply for a denazification authorization to resume public service, but
was arrested in 1956. In 1958, ten defendants were brought to trial in Ulm. This marked the
beginning of a series of other trials in Dortmund, Bielefeld, Tübingen and Aurich for killing
Jews in Lithuania. Renewed interest in the Holocaust was beginning to arise in Germany.51

5.2 Holocaust Literature
While Germans wrote little about the Holocaust in the 1940s and 1950s, there were books that
referred to the Holocaust. That books were written on the Holocaust is especially attributable
to the desire of victims to record their testimony as to what they had suffered. Eugen Kogon, a
former Buchenwald inmate, wrote the most significant sociological study of the SS system
shortly after the liberation. He was, however, imprisoned as a political prisoner in a camp
with large numbers of political prisoners and criminals, not an extermination camp per se.
The early authors did not have the same overarching conception of the Holocaust that we
have today. Authors then wrote about aspects they personally had experienced, and many had
not directly experienced the Holocaust. The evidence of the Nuremberg trials, denazification
and German postwar policy did not provide a guide to seeing the Holocaust as we now see it.
One interpretation is that German authors were writing around the Holocaust.52 Y. Michal
Bodemann explains this as an eclipse of Holocaust memory in the postwar period. The Holocaust was mythologized using universalizing techniques, blurring the boundaries between
perpetrators and victims, denying crimes and drawing attention to side-effects of the Holocaust.53 But there were additional factors involved.
In many texts, the authors tried to explain how the Holocaust came about, but often they
devoted relatively little attention to the Holocaust itself. German authors have up until today
been concerned with decision-making and how the Holocaust came to happen. It is no accident that in the 1950s and 1960s the most important overall views of the Holocaust were
mainly written by non-Germans, Poliakov, Reitlinger, Tenenbaum, Hilberg, Dawidowicz.
Presumably, the people closest to the events were so traumatized that they found it difficult to
write about them. Then too, the authors tended to write about the aspects they had personally
experienced, and many had been in ghettos, KZs for political prisoners, in hiding or in protected statuses such as mixed marriages. We may also speculate that there was a difference in
perspective as to what is important. For Germans it was important to explain how it happened,
how to prevent it from happening again and whom to blame. For non-Germans the important
aspects include knowing what to do after genocide begins and how to deal with those who
have committed crimes. This suggests that non-Germans might be more interested in the actual event of the Holocaust. However, this proposal cannot be taken too far, as foreign scholars are also interested in the causes of the Holocaust, and German scholars have started taking
more interest in its processes as well.
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Below a representative sample of German language and culture Holocaust texts is discussed to try to suggest the varying responses of German authors to the Holocaust. As suggested above, there were different perspectives between Jewish and non-Jewish authors
5.2.1

Victor Klemperer

Numerous diaries were written during the Holocaust. Some are forever lost, many are still
unpublished; others have only recently been published. Recent examples are: In the Beginning was the Ghetto by Oskar Rosenfeld and Jagendorf’s Foundary by Siegfried Jagendorf.54
The most famous German-language diary today is certainly that of Victor Klemperer, a Dresden Jew who survived the war in a mixed marriage. This vast diary project even provided the
material for a widely viewed miniseries in German TV and much secondary literature.
Victor Klemperer produced one of the most extensively detailed records of Jewish survival
in a German city during the Third Reich.55 His diaries offer a lode of insights into the daily
lives of persecuted Jews in mixed marriages. His writings are also often used to answer questions about the Holocaust, such as the extent to which Holocaust victims knew what was happening and if so when. But the micro details of his life as a victim are the most important. He
himself states on 8 April 1944, “It’s not the big things which are important to me but the everyday life of tyranny, which gets forgotten. A thousand mosquito bites are worse than a blow
to the head. I observe, note down the mosquito bites ...”56 Victor Klemperer’s texts were first
published in the 1990s. Once published, they became international best sellers, despite their
length and detail. The texts appear to provide an honest glimpse into Klemperer’s thoughts as
they unfolded in response to the events happening around him. While they have not changed
overall understandings of the Third Reich, they stimulate discussion and interest, partly because of the great interest in Alltagsgeschichte since the 1980s.
Victor Klemperer was born in 1881, the eighth son of a rabbi in Landsberg on the Warthe
in eastern Brandenburg.57 The family moved to Berlin in 1890, and his father became the second rabbi of the Berlin Reform Congregation. Victor Klemperer studied at a French Grammar
School in Berlin after 1893. In 1902, he began to study Romance languages, philosophy and
German literature in Munich, Geneva, Paris and Berlin. He subsequently worked as a journalist and writer in Berlin. In 1906, he married the non-Jewish musician and composer Eva
Schlemmer. In 1912, he converted to Protestantism and began to work toward a doctorate in
Munich. In 1914, he volunteered for military service. In 1919 he received an academic appointment in Munich. In 1920, he received a chair in Romance languages in Dresden, where
he specialized in French literature. Because of his Jewish background, he was dismissed from
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his teaching position under new National Socialist laws. Despite the increasing discrimination, he did not wish to emigrate, because he felt he would be unable to continue in his
profession abroad. When his situation became unbearable, it was no longer possible to leave
Germany.58 In 1940, he was forced to live in so-called Jewish Houses in Dresden. In 1945 the
Allied bombing saved the couple from deportation, and they fled from Dresden to Bavaria.
In June 1945, he and his wife returned to Dresden. In November, he joined the KPD and
received a chair at the Technische Hochschule. In 1947 his book LTI – Notizbuch eines Philologen (LTI – Notebook of a Philologist) was published. It is an analysis of the distortions
introduced by the Nazis into the German language. He lived until 1960 in Dresden. Throughout his life, beginning at the age of seventeen, he diligently worked on his diaries, which during the Nazi era could have cost him and others mentioned their lives. He left behind 16,000
pages of densely written notes covering the whole of his life from 1881 to 1959. Klemperer’s
diary was deposited in the Dresden Landesarchiv, rediscovered in 1988 and edited by one of
his students, Walter Nowojski.59 The published volumes fill six thick volumes. The volumes
covering the National Socialist era 1933-1945 fill two volumes amounting to 1694 pages.
The diaries report on a variety of topics, both family and personal matters and political
analyses. The author describes the difficulties the Klemperers experienced in surviving from
day to day. Thus on 2 June 1942 he lists thirty-one restrictions imposed by the Nazis on Jews.
These include curfew, prohibition of using radios and telephones, visiting theaters, movie
houses, concerts and museums. Jews were forbidden to buy or subscribe to newspapers, use
buses or other vehicles except in going to work. They could not purchase cigars or other tobacco products. They could not purchase flowers. Milk ration cards were withdrawn. They
could not go to barber shops. Typewriters had to be turned in, as well as furs and wool blankets, bicycles, easy chairs, dogs, cats and birds. After September 19, 1941 they were required
to wear the Jewish star. They could not use libraries or restaurants, etc.
We see over the course of the diaries that Klemper was gradually transformed from an accepted member of the community into an outsider and pariah. This is not a new insight, but
the diaries give a good presentation of this fact from first hand. Klemperer reports knowledge
of a crematorium on 21 May 1941.60 Victor Klemperer reports on 13 January 1942 on rumors
of mass shootings of evacuated Jews in Riga. He became aware of Auschwitz and the exterminations as early as 16 March 1942. On the 17th of October 1942, he states that Auschwitz
“appears to be a swift-working slaughterhouse.” He reports here of two women transported to
Auschwitz and killed, one for taking a tram to the doctor, forbidden to Jews, and the other for
having fish in her refrigerator. The vast extent of the factory-style killing in Auschwitz overshadows such examples, suggesting the relatively meager reporting that came back to Jews in
Dresden in the war. In 1943, he reports the gassing of Jews. In October 24, 1944, he records
the visit of his friend Konrad, who estimates on the basis of soldiers’ reports that six or seven
million Jews had been gassed or slaughtered. He also reports on suicides by Jews facing deportation.
German newspapers reported on some aspects of the war. For example on 24 June 1942 he
writes of reading that the Heydrich assassins had been captured in a Prague church. But the
rumors available to Klemperer fleshed out this picture. The village where the men stayed had
been obliterated: “The menfolk shot, their families in concentration camps, the houses destroyed – nothing but farmland, ploughed land now.”
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The long period of tension for the Jews had a demoralizing effect on the author. On 9 July
1944, Klemperer writes: “Every single thing again and again turns my mind to the endless
length of our slavery, to the very long list of those who have disappeared, who are dead, who
all hoped to survive. And again and again I tell myself, I too shall not survive, deep down I
am apathetic and quite without hope, can no longer imagine myself transformed back into a
human being.”61 The approaching end of the war did not reduce the expressions of German
anti-Semitism. On 20 July 1944, Klemperer reads in the Dresdner Zeitung of 18 July, “‘Jews
in Normandy’. The battle was still going on when there appeared the ever grasping, the
‘hooked nosed’, to take possession. After all it’s ‘their’ war, ‘all of Judah’s war’.” The diary
provides a detailed description of the author’s experiences as one of the very few Jews who
survived to the end in Dresden due to a mixed marriage. Some reviewers have tried to determine from the book whether Germans were eliminatory anti-Semites. The evidence from the
diaries could support either position, but methodologically it is hard to judge from such
sources. Klemperer did not make a statistically valid sample of Germans to determine their attitudes. Even the people who expressed anti-Semitism in public may not have been the ones
likely to serve in Einsatzgruppen. More important is the portrait of one man’s experiences.
Not merely the cases of persecution are important, but the everyday problems that the author
records. It is productive to contrast such diaries with reports of victims in different circumstances, for example that of Oskar Rosenfeld or Jakob Littner. It does seem that Klemperer
did not entirely realize the full extent of the Holocaust as an extermination effort and a rupture in Western culture. His commitment to German culture and its values left a certain blind
spot that made it hard for him to grasp that German culture was not a guarantor of its values.
The limited information available to him made it hard to grasp an overall vision of what was
happening around him, but he did remarkably well. In recent years there has been a considerable appetite for biography and memoirs and the stories of ordinary people, which make the
book timely.
5.2.2

Eugen Kogon

Eugen Kogon was born in 1903 (d. 1987) in Munich.62 He attended a humanistic secondary
school (Gymnasium). Influenced by Munich’s Catholic milieu, he wanted to become a Christian missionary and committed himself to an active life of service.63 He studied economics
and sociology at the Universities of Munich, Florence and Vienna. He earned his doctorate in
law and political science. He lived in Austria until 1934 as a writer and editor and was later a
trustee at a private trust company. As a Catholic, he was critical of the church and published
in Austrian Catholic magazines. He was a co-editor of a journal Schönere Zukunft (More
Beautiful Future) from 1927-32, and advisor to the Central Commission of the Christian Labor Union of Vienna. Beginning in 1934, he was the editor of the Österreichischer Beobachter (Austrian Observer) in Vienna. He was active in anti-Nazi activities, and twice arrested and imprisoned in 1937. He was imprisoned in Buchenwald concentration camp from
1939 until the end of the war. In Buchenwald he worked as a clerk in the hospital and witnessed medical experiments on prisoners there. His protected position enabled him to survive
and avoid deportation to Auschwitz.
After the liberation, he drew up a report for the Psychological Warfare Division at the
Forces Headquarters. He was aided by a staff of former fellow prisoners. This was entitled
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Bericht über das Konzentrationslager Buchenwald bei Weimar (Report on the Concentration
Camp Buchenwald near Weimar, April-May 1945).64 The original report was produced by a
team of former inmates, many of them communists working with Kogon. It consisted of a
125-page text dictated by Kogon and a 275-page appendix of 168 individual reports by 104
liberated prisoners with special knowledge of aspects of the system.65 Perhaps because many
of the authors were communists, the original report was never published and until 1987 was
assumed lost. A copy was subsequently found and published as The Buchenwald Report.66
This contains many of the individual testimonies of inmates. Lutz Niethammer has published
additional documentation. This showed the complicity of communist inmates with the Nazis.
Eugen Kogon reworked this report as Der SS-Staat. Das System der deutschen Konzentrationslager (The SS State. The System of German Concentration Camps) (1946), published in
English as The Theory and Practice of Hell: The German Concentration Camps and the System behind Them (1950).67
After the war, Eugen Kogon settled in Frankfurt. In 1945, he became a member of the
Frankfurt founding group of the CDU. In April 1946, he, Walter Dirks and Clement Muenster
founded a prestigious literary and political monthly, Frankfurter Hefte.68 He continued to edit
and contribute to the journal throughout his life. The Frankfurter Hefte called for a new Germany and German consciousness from a Catholic and socialist perspective. It advocated a
federal, decentralized Germany in a united Europe. Kogon wrote much about Nazism and the
Federal Republic of Germany. In the Frankfurter Hefte he wrote on fascism and the psychology of the German people, and the historical roots of National Socialism. Besides the SSStaat, he published Die unvollendete Erneuerung (The Uncompleted Renewal – 1963) and essays, articles and speeches. He also coedited a book, Nationalsozialistische Massentötung
durch Giftgas69 (National Socialist Mass Killing with Poison Gas – 1983). Based on humanistic convictions, he advocated a thorough study of Nazism and racist ideologist. His book has
similarities with Kautsky’s Teufel und Verdammte (1946)70 and several studies of Buchenwald
by socialists and communists.71
Eugen Kogon was not able to avail himself of the vast archives of NS government documents available to historians such as Raul Hilberg and lacked the time necessary for thorough
historical research. He relied heavily on the information available in Buchenwald at its liberation and the reports of other prisoners. The Holocaust is particularly prominent in chapters fifteen through eighteen. Chapter 15 begins by stating, “I must again emphasize that it is impossible to present here anything like an exhaustive picture of the Jewish mass tragedy. A fully
documented story would far transcend the scope of this book. The reader will have to rest
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content with a mere inkling of the character and extent of the fate that engulfed the Jews in
the concentration camps proper, as well as in the eastern ghettos.” (p. 158) The author relied
here on the individual reports by prisoners. Thus, we find a report on the Treblinka Extermination Camp in the Buchenwald Report (p. 351 ff) that Eugen Kogon extensively quotes in
his work. (p. 165-8)
Kogon’s book is in some regards similar to contemporary books by Friedrich Meinecke and
Gerhard Ritter, who tried to explain the rise of the Third Reich and at the same time show that
there was another Germany.72 Unlike them, however, he experienced the concentration camps
as a political prisoner. A major reason for the continuing popularity of the book is the clear,
understandable prose, so different from the heavy, pedantic style of so many academic histories published since then. As well, he places the work in the frame of a critique of totalitarianism and terror in the modern world, thus broadening the focus beyond Germany. He hopes
that the book will serve the enlightenment and emancipation of Germany. Thus in one edition
he expresses the wish that the study will aid “Germany to recognize itself: its noble as well as
its horrible traits so that its contorted, disfigured face regains equilibrium.”73 In the epilogue
to the English edition he asks, “Why have the facts about the concentration camps of the
Third Reich failed so far to bring about a deep-seated change of heart in the German peoples?” Among other reasons, the “susceptibility to totalitarian methods has become apparent
throughout the world.” (1950, p. 290 f.) Thus, the book retained a certain topicality throughout the Cold War through its equation of the Third Reich with totalitarianism since the war.
In his foreword, the author describes the camps as the embodiment of radical evil. It was a
world in itself, a laboratory of violence that made torture an institution where everything
could be tried out.74 Eugen Kogon did not employ social scientific terminology in describing
the concentration camp.75 The report is somewhat heroic, emphasizing the struggle of the underground against the camp leaders. He recounts many episodes in which prisoners outsmarted their guards and tells how through group solidarity or individual courage many survived and resisted.76
In the introductory chapters, Kogon discusses the creation and development of the camps,
their administrative organization, their design and facilities. Then he describes camp life from
the viewpoint of the prisoners. He describes their arrival, camp routines, work, punishment,
nutrition, health care and treatment, free time, money, gas chambers, crematoria, experimentation on prisoners, punishment, etc. Then he tells about the different ways particular groups
of prisoners were treated. These included Jews, Poles, Russians, Allied spies, homosexuals
and Jehovah’s Witnesses. While Buchenwald77 was not an extermination camp, there were
executions, including killing the sick, pregnant and debilitated. He also describes the treatment of children. Developments during the war included the use of prisoners in war industry.
Also of sociological interest are his discussions of power struggles in the camp, the organization of resistance by Communists and the struggles between criminal and political prisoners.78
Kogon describes the camp as a society, or a sort of super-state under Himmler’s SS organization. Thus, he provides a comprehensive description of all aspects of this state, including
the material circumstances, including the housing, sanitary facilities, medical provisions, nu72
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trition. He describes the reception of new arrivals, work in the camp and activities in free
time. The camp had social classes, different types of persons including functionaries, administrators and exploiters. There were laboratories, prisons, cinemas and brothels. Described are
the social origins of the personnel and inmates, the behaviors and relationships, the emotional
drives and forms of resistance in the camp underground.
However, each of the social institutions was the opposite of normal social institutions.
Thus, the housing was not designed for human comfort, but rather made life a scarcely bearable misery for the inmates. The infirmary was a place of suffering rather than care. Human
experiments were conducted in the camps. The nutritional standards in the KZ kept the inmate
on the edge of starvation and malnutrition. He also includes a chapter on medical experiments
similar to the Mitscherlich and Miele documentation.
Notable is the author’s characterization of the SS membership and their psychology. He
notes early that the SS recruited a “negative elite” of “men who for some reason had failed to
make a career in government, the army or industry, or who were especially attracted by the
SS ideals.” (1950, p. 18) The author portrays the ways in which in the camps the SS and prisoners degenerated and became corrupt and brutal. The SS are shown as immoral and brutal
rather than as banal persons indifferently carrying out orders. Unlike some more recent books,
the individual biographies of individuals are not presented. The camp personnel were brutal,
exploitive and greedy from the early days of the camps. Camp guards could arbitrarily and
ruthlessly abuse prisoners with no concern for their human dignity. Some of the prisoners
who worked with the camp leadership tried to obtain better treatment for prisoners in exchange for helping the SS to maintain order. The most important means to survive was adapting to the corruption and sexual excesses of the SS.
The camps employed a form of self-administration in which the prisoners themselves performed much of the camp work. The SS appointed various prisoners to be foremen, housing
supervisors and bureaucrats. These prisoners were kept in a state of constant terror by the SS
and by other prisoners. Thus, privileges were distributed on the basis of patronage systems,
and fear reigned in the camp. Prisoners struggled among themselves to survive and those who
collaborated had to fear reprisals from other inmates should they fall from favor.
The author describes the various reactions of prisoners to conditions in the camp. Some
used their skills and strength to master their situation. Religious persons, including Bible Researchers, Christians and Jews drew strength from their faith, and Communists were supported by their ideology. The weaker and less privileged became apathetic and succumbed.
Kogon emphasizes the heroic aspect of resisting the KZ experience. An example is his characterization of some defiant inmates. They marched to death singing battle songs with texts
aimed at the guards such as “Today us, tomorrow you.”79 The underground groups, mainly
Communists, had their own secret conspiratorial groups, obtained weapons, radios, knew how
to hide prisoners within the camp and switch identities to save endangered persons. Occasionally murders were committed. There was an atmosphere of gangsterism in the camps.80
Kogon argues that the Nazi concentration camps were not primarily intended as forced labor camps to exploit the prisoners in the interest of capital (a common Marxist interpretation).
Instead, they were a component of a system intended to create a society of inequality unrestrained by the limitations imposed by tradition, customs or moral systems. They were miniatures of the totalitarian society the SS wanted to create in Germany. They deliberately tried to
degrade and terrorize the inmates to prepare them for such a society. At the same time, the SS
guards were being trained to rule this new society.
In the last chapter, Kogon deals with the German guilt problem. Here again the politicization of the Holocaust is brought out, as Kogon takes a middle position between apologetics
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and completely accepting the Allied accusations against the Germans. He focuses on the Jews
as the chief group of victims and the Germans as the perpetrators. Thus, the portrayal of the
Holocaust as the martyrdom of the Jews is also present in this part of the book. (p. 414 ff.)
Kogon uses a late democratization theory to explain the Third Reich. Germany gained its
unity late in history and had not had time to develop a liberal political culture. He holds that
admitting Germany’s guilt would help to redeem Germany’s reputation. This suggests a
Christian interpretation of the Holocaust, with the Jews as in a sense the saviors of Germany.
The author reproaches the Allies for their re-education program. He asserts that this program
provoked a defensive reaction on the part of Germans to excessive accusations of guilt. This
chapter also focuses on the Jews as the particular victims, by quoting a poem by a noted German Catholic author, Werner Bergengruen, which identifies the Jews as the victims of the
mass murder.81
The book was the first detailed overall description of the concentration camps. It provides
insights into the sociology and psychology of the perpetrators, victims and Allied bystanders.
The author’s account of the medical aspects of the camps is based on his personal experience.
The report is particularly accurate when it concerns Buchenwald, but also provides information on other camps. The author’s analysis of the goals and methods of the SS anticipates
Hannah Arendt’s Origins and Elements of Totalitarianism, and the latter frequently cites
Kogon as one of her sources. One of the major criticisms of the book is that it fails to see the
extent to which the Holocaust was the central organizing goal of the SS. The chapter on the
treatment of the Jews gives some ideas of this, but is inadequate compared to later research.
The problem in understanding the Holocaust is in part that Kogon was a political prisoner in
Buchenwald, not in Auschwitz, and not a Jew or gypsy. Furthermore, the Holocaust was more
than just the SS, rather it was perpetrated jointly by the party, military and bureaucracy, as
well as civilian organizations, such as business organizations and interests. The notion of rule
by terror has also been modified by the idea that much compliance with the NS state was voluntary, motivated by such things as anti-Semitism, jealousy, settling scores with neighbors,
personal enrichment, etc. The power of the SS organization was not as great as many suppose.
Authors such as Hans Höhne and Robert Koehl have expanded our knowledge of the SS and
its organization beyond Kogon’s picture.82 However, Kogon’s book continues to be the most
readable and popular text on the SS in German. It differs from more scholarly works in its
concise and journalistic style.
5.2.3

Rolf Weinstock

Many survivors of the Holocaust wrote down their memoirs shortly after the war. A memoir
by Erwin Gostner bears a typical title: 1000 Days in the KZ.83 Other examples are Rudi
Goguel’s It was a Long Way and Arnold Weiss-Rüthel’s Night and Fog. Notes from five years
of protective custody.84 Numerous such KZ memoirs were published, and some were written
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but published only later.85 Some were written by Jewish survivors, others by Christian, social
democrats or communist survivors. One of the best is by Rolf Weinstock, a young Jew who
survived the KZs of Dachau, Gurs-Drancy, Auschwitz, Jawischowitz and Buchenwald. Thus
he had been in a wider range of camps than Eugen Kogon. He survived and wrote his survival
story in June 1945 in Emmendingen in Baden. The book is entitled The True Face of Hitler
Germany.86 It was written so early that the horrifying details were still fresh in his memory.
The book was authorized for publication by the occupation.
The author was born into a Jewish family in 1920 in Freiburg in Baden, attended the
Volksschule (grade school) and did a business apprenticeship in a textile business in Emmendingen.87 He died prematurely in 1952. His book was reprinted in November 1950 in East
Germany as Rolf Weinstock, Rolf, Kopf hoch! Die Geschichte eines jungen Juden. The book
had attracted the attention of the Union of the Persecuted of the Nazi Regime (Vereinigung
der Verfolgten des Naziregimes – VVN), which was interested in the book. Weinstock helped
found the VVN in his hometown in Baden. The East Germans were interested in campaigning
for antifascism and added an epilogue attacking the Adenauer “puppet government” and its
tolerance of anti-Semitism. They claimed America used the support of the fascist and warmongering elements that had caused the Third Reich.
However, the book was quickly withdrawn because of severe critique by an SED and VVN
member named Stefan Heymann. Heymann’s critique concerned the accuracy of details in the
book and the lack of support for the camp resistance. Weinstock, he claimed, had been a loner
without ties to a group who looked out for himself alone and used shady tricks to get by. The
book was almost immediately removed from the market. Weinstock defended himself by saying that he had not known about underground groups in Buchenwald. He accused Heymann
of belonging to a privileged camp elite.88
The author writes in his 1945 foreword (p. 5) that he wants to provide the German people
and the entire world a “true factual report of the horrible and systematic extermination methods of the SS in the German concentration camps.” He wants to open the eyes of the Germans
and the world to what “Hitler and his comrades” really were. He hopes that the Germans will
draw the lessons of these events.
The book is written in first person style in chronological order and is based on the author’s
personal experiences. The book also includes four photographs including the author’s arm
with the number 59,000 tattooed on his arm. There are also photos of Gurs camp, a crematorium and gas oven. The text is divided into three sections: 1 Pogroms and their effects, 2 Extermination of the Jews and 3 Struggle for liberation. Each section is subdivided into sections
of one to several pages, which are listed in the contents at the end. The titles evoke the stages
of the author’s journey through the hellish world of the camps: “Assembly and executions,’”
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“Slaves and death control – Women’s camp” “Child factory,” “Experimental institute Auschwitz,” “To the gassing?” “The humanity of the SS doctors,” “Coal destruction precinct.” The
titles are ironic and suggest the events and situations.
The author begins the book in the middle of events on 9 November 1938, the day of the
shooting of vom Rath in Paris. The location is vague, a little town in the Rheinpfalz. His style
is emotionally aroused, shocked, filled with bitter resentment and irony. The sense of shock is
underlined by the use throughout of double and triple dashes to interrupt sentences, often several times. He basically recounts experiences he has had himself, but he also tells things he
has obtained from hearsay, from other victims or unidentified sources. There are also some
statistics. (e.g., p. 185) Some of the figures given are inaccurate, however. Unlike Kogon, he
does not work with a staff of fellow victims in order to produce a report going beyond his
own experience. On the other hand, he personally experienced Auschwitz.
The author was arrested the first time after the Goebbels pogrom known as Crystal Night.
He was sent to Dachau, where he experienced horrors that that seemed incredible. For example, the prisoners were forced to work hard outdoors during winter snowfall. In January 1939
they were forced to push wagons to a trench. Those who broke down were beaten unconscious and then thrown into cold water. If they managed to raise their heads out of the water
they were shot. The author was struck on the head by with a wooden club in front of his
block. He survived only because he ran into the block, where his comrades hid him in a chest.
The torture was so enormous that some prisoners ran against the electric wires to end their
misery. (p. 20 ff.)
The author survived to be released on 1 May 1939. He comments ironically that Adolf Hitler was being called the “creator of German culture.” Actually he was the founder of “animalised bestiality.” This was for the author the “true face of Hitler Germany.” (p. 29) However,
these tortures were only a foretaste of the author’s experiences. In the second, main section
“Judenausrottung” (extermination of the Jews), he tells of his arrest on 17 October 1940. He
was drinking coffee in the morning with his mother when a policeman came to the door. The
entire family was deported to the camp at Gurs in France, including his grandparents, uncle
and mother. In the camp, he managed to find work and help his family. There were also wellknown musicians in the camp. The prisoners organized a concert to relieve the monotony.
The author did long imitations of speeches by Goebbels and Göring.
They did their best to survive. There was much illness during the winter and many dead due
to diseases carried by fleas. His grandmother died on 22 August 1941. His mother also suffered greatly from hunger and other hardships. (p. 50 f.) Later they were deported to Drancy
and then to Auschwitz. The section on the train trip crowded in freight cars is particularly harrowing. (p. 75 ff.) The lack of toilet facilities constituted an “excremental assault” for the
prisoners.89 There was a terrible smell, and many prisoners died of exhaustion and hunger.
One of the most poignant moments in the account comes when they are being unloaded at
Auschwitz. The author sees his mother going to the wagon that will take her to the gas. She
whispers to him, “Rolf, chin up,” which became his vow from then on and helped him
through his suffering. (p. 80)
Among the author’s many gruesome and shocking memories of Auschwitz, one stands out.
One day while they were working, some infants were carried to a pit. A grinning Scharführer
threw the infants one after the other into the pit. After an hour the prisoners were told to cover
the children with gasoline. He lit a match and ignited the children. As they burned he expressed sadistic pleasure and commented, “I have always said that the small ones burn better
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than the older ones.” (p. 90) Such acts of brutality raised the spirits of the SS and encouraged
them to abuse the prisoners still more.
Appeals also meant possibilities for particular brutality. Those prisoners who were too
weak were separated from the others and taken off to execution. There were also frequent
hangings, which the prisoners had to watch. Once a family of seven Poles was hanged because they had given an escapee shelter for a day. These events shocked the author so much
that he interrupts his text to address the reader directly; “Believe me, I am just as much a human being as you. But nevertheless, it must be written, posterity must be protected from repetitions of such beasts.” (p. 92)
Another of the terrors of the camp was the “Kinderfabrik” where German women were examined and then forced to have sexual relations with SS men. This was in order to give the
Führer children. If they became pregnant, they were kept in the camp until the child was born
and the child became property of the German state. (p. 94 f.) This story, to the extent that it is
accurate, attests to the sexual perversity and racism of the SS state. The author does not give a
source. The brutal abuse of women is also illustrated by the medical experiments performed
in Auschwitz. Experimental surgery was performed on women without anesthesia. The
“seven-cut operation” was a famous operation. This involved removing seven bones from the
body without anaesthesia. (p. 96)
The author was sent to a branch camp of Auschwitz at a town called Jawischowitz. There
he and his comrades were put to work in a coal mine. (p. 97 ff.) This hard work was not torture enough. One day a prisoner escaped and was free for nine days before being caught. The
author’s work detail was forbidden to sleep. They were forced to kneel in knee-bend position
on the assembly square for seven hours. Whoever fell was beaten mercilessly. (p. 105 ff.) On
18 January 1945 the author and his comrades were sent on a “death march” to a distant train
station, from whence they were transported to Buchenwald. (p. 132 ff.) In the course of this
cold march, many of the prisoners died of exhaustion or were shot for falling behind. The SS
were extremely nervous, because the Russian army was approaching. Airplanes dropped
bombs on train stations, and houses burned in the night. Occasionally they could sit in the
snow to rest briefly before continuing. Finally they reached the train station and the train was
able to carry them on.
Notable is the author’s portrayal of the last days of Buchenwald before the liberation. The
Jewish prisoners were in particular danger of being taken out and shot. Orders are given over
the loudspeaker for the Jews to assemble, but the inmates solidarize with and protect one another. The mutual help from the prisoners touches him. A block elder protects him from being
carried away, which leaves him deeply grateful. (p. 160)
Finally the camp is liberated. The author recounts how the townspeople from Weimar are
forced to visit the camp to see the terrible conditions and atrocities committed there. (p. 171
ff.) The author is able to return home, but no one is there. (p. 182) As he enters the house, he
is so emotionally affected by the memory of his mother’s death in Auschwitz that he has to
hold onto the railing of the staircase. He remembers her concern for his grandmother in Gurs
and imagines her whispering to him, “Rolf, chin up,” as she seemed to as she was led off to
the gas. He concludes the story with the hope that if his story has contributed to building a
“country of love,” he would be happy. He would feel that he had fulfilled the task imposed
upon him by fate and had helped bring mankind together again. (p. 185)
A number of things can be seen from this simple story. The author does not try to present
an historical account of the SS or Nazi Germany, but simply the story of his own experiences.
Only a few of the stories he tells appear to be based on hearsay, the rest are his own experiences. He does not embed the story in an account of his life before and after the deportation,
so that he leaves a somewhat vague picture of his overall personality. The focus is on the humiliations imposed by the SS in the camps, the attempts of prisoners to protect and console
one another, the sense of loss of relatives, the constant fear. Above all there is a sense of res-
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sentiment, as would later be intellectually explained by Jean Améry. Yet the author does not
want to be viewed as a “vindictive Jew,” and he expresses a hope that his story will help to
prevent such events from recurring and will bind mankind together. Thus unlike non-Jewish
German authors on the “German catastrophe,” it is not simply a case of the spiritual redemption or renewal of Germany, but rather of the protection of potential victims. The author does
not attempt to conceal the contempt and hate the prisoners feel for the sadism of the SS torturers. Contrary to the structural functionalist explanations of the bureaucratic Holocaust, we
learn here about a sadistic Holocaust, driven by a perverse lust to hurt others. The author, despite factual errors and SED critique offers, makes a sincere effort to portray the suffering of
the camps.
5.2.4

Eva G. Reichmann

Eva Gabriele Reichmann (1897-1998) née Jungmann, was born in Lublinitz, Upper Silesia.90
Her mother died in Theresienstadt. She studied in Breslau, Munich and Berlin and earned her
PhD in 1921 at Heidelberg with a thesis on “Spontaneity and Ideology as Factors of the Modern Social Movement.” She was an employee of the “Central Association of German Citizens
of the Jewish Faith” (Centralverein deutscher Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens – CV) from
1924 to 1939. Her husband, the lawyer Hans Reichmann, was interned in KZ Sachsenhausen
near Berlin and then in 1939 the two fled to London. In 1945, she earned a second PhD at the
London School of Economics with the book Hostages of Civilisation. This appeared in 1956
in German as Flucht in den Haß.91 She also worked at the Wiener Library in London. She was
enabled to write her thesis with aid from the Research Institute on Peace and Post-War Problems of the American Jewish Committee. Her publications include: Größe und Verhängnis
deutsch-jüdischer Existenz. Zeugnisse einer tragischen Begegnung (Artikel und Vorträge
1930-36, 1956-73) (Greatness and Fate of German-Jewish Existence. Testimonies of a Tragic
Encounter: Articles and Lectures 1930-36).
The 1950 Hostages of Civilisation: The Social Sources of National Socialist Anti-Semitism
is not meant simply to describe the events leading up to the Holocaust and its horrors. Instead,
she wished “to discover the causes of the catastrophe, particularly by examining the nature of
German anti-Semitism in its interaction with other relevant social factors, and the part it
played in bringing about the final outcome.” (p. 5) In her introduction (p. 19), she states that
she is going to refute the argument that the Holocaust shows, “the failure of emancipation as a
Jewish way of life.” Such a failure cannot explain the persecution of the Jews and destruction
of the German Jewish community.92 A common defensive reaction is to refute claims that
something about Jews causes them to become victims. The author chose instead to explain the
origins of anti-Semitic claims, which she felt lay outside the relations of Jews and gentiles in
Germany. While there were objective differences of interest between Jews and gentiles, in her
opinion the attacks on the Jews were justified chiefly with ‘sham’ reasons. Social and economic crises were exploited by National Socialists to encourage anti-Semitism as an outlet for
primitive aggression.93
Her method is to analyze “the character of group tensions in general, and of anti-Semitism
as a special case of group tension in particular” in order “to distinguish between the objective
and the subjective reasons for anti-Semitism.” She distinguishes “objective reasons” as pre90
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sent, “where a group antagonism arises from the more or less legitimate demand of a group to
maintain its coherence and homogeneity in the face of another group seeking to intrude into
its realm.” (p. 6) “Subjective reasons will be found to consist primarily in personal grievances
or ambitions of a large number of individuals who deliberately seek to satisfy them by turning
the contact between the groups into hostile collision.”
She first studied the extent to which the Nineteenth and Twentieth centuries were susceptible to creating false reasons for anti-Semitism. Second, she was interested in studying Germany and “the morbid character of German national consciousness.” (p. 6) She intends to
show that the period favored “a spirit of collective aggressiveness” which used the Jews as a
scapegoat. The Jews themselves had not provided grounds for genuine conflict. National Socialism offered the masses anti-Semitism as an outlet for their destructive impulses. (p. 6 f.)
The author cites historical and social analyses and draws on both Marxist and Freudian
methods. She draws on studies of public opinion and class analysis and uses secondary literature rather than archival research. Her sources are relatively few in number and include the
classical works on topics such as mass society, Freudian psychoanalysis, existentialism, cultural history, anti-Semitism, fascism, and political development. Among the authors cited are
Kurt Lewin, Gustave Le Bon, José Ortega y Gasset, Franz Neumann, Sigmund Freud, Harold
Lasswell, Karl Mannheim, William McDougall, Karen Horney, Erich Fromm. She also uses
books by anti-Semites such as Gobineau, Martin Luther, Erich Ludendorff and Adolf Hitler.
The main part consists of four major sections. In the first section, the author discusses antiSemitism as a special case of group tension. She shows that when the Jews obtained Emancipation, the Jewish question shifted from a legal to a social problem. The Jewish problem had
two aspects: objective and subjective or ‘sham’ causes of conflict. Citing Freud, she argues
that contacts between social groups automatically create conflict, and there is automatically
an antipathy to strangers, which is often “the expression of self-love – of narcissism.”94 Whenever groups come into conflict, they react by establishing an equilibrium consisting of a mixture of separation and assimilation. Genuine conflict arises from a lack of integration of minority groups and the demand for group homogeneity. Subjective conflict arises because of
majority needs for self-assertion and aggressiveness. The objective causes of conflict between
the Jewish and German communities had declined over the course of time.95 Anti-Semitism
was instrumentalized for political aims by demagogues such as Adolf Stöcker.96
In the next section, ‘The Epoch’, the author discusses the social changes occurring at the
time of Jewish emancipation that exacerbated the social question. Among other things, the
Enlightenment coincided with a weakening of Christian faith that permitted the acceptance of
a more tolerant attitude toward the Jews but also indicated the decline in faith.97 The growth
of capitalism also increased the stress of individual citizens, which made them more susceptible to satisfying primitive urges. (p. 81 f.)
In the course of the Nineteenth Century, there was a tendency for a passive outlook to replace an active one. Instead of having to make sacrifices for the rights of man and equality,
people were seduced by the notions of historical tradition and nationhood. Imperialism and
racialism became popular, because they appealed to basic instincts. (p. 80-83)
In the third section, ‘The Scene’, the author discusses geopolitical aspects of the GermanJewish problem. (p. 121) She analyzes such factors as changes in the class structure and their
effects on social conflict, the influence of Prussia, in particular due to its bureaucracy and
army and the Pan-German movement. She regards the Pan-German movement as “the real
predecessor of National Socialism.” (p 152) It repudiated Christianity, was opposed to hu94
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manism and the rights of man and opposed democracy. Both Pan-Germanism and Nazism had
links to the German middle and lower-middle classes. The weakness of the German national
consciousness made Germans susceptible to adoption of ‘inner enemies’. (p. 154)
The fourth section is entitled ‘The Catastrophe’, the term Friedrich Meinecke applied to the
German experience of the Third Reich. Here it would seem more appropriate, however, since
the Jews are not portrayed as responsible for their destruction. She discusses the ways in
which the post-World War I crisis accentuated various problems such as anti-capitalist resentment, moral and intellectual fatigue, the disparagement of values and economic egoism.
There was rapid socio-economic disorganization and class conflict and a decline in public regard for democracy. The struggle for material existence in the economy and a decline in religious and moral values exacerbated German-Jewish conflict.98 In the crisis of the post-war
years, anti-democratic outlooks and unhealthy nationalism were intensified. (p. 16 f., 172 ff.)
Drawing on Freud’s Civilization and Its Discontents, the author argues that the masses were
tired of civilization and the Nazis exploited this. Anti-Semitism was primarily a way of releasing primitive impulses against civilization. It relieved people of the need to accept responsibility and behave rationally and gave them a pseudo-religion, allowed them to hate and gave
them a sense of self-confidence through the stab-in-the-back and racial-nationalist theories.
By satisfying mass desires, the Nazis restored the pride of the masses and won their support.
Anti-Semitism was thus instrumentalized to obtain mass support. Thus, the Jews cannot be
blamed for anti-Semitism, and Emancipation is not itself to blame, but rather the Nazis bear
the chief blame.99
Eva Reichmann creates a unified picture of the causes of German-Jewish conflict leading
up to the Holocaust against the Jews. She does not portray the Jews as completely blameless
in this process, but she emphasizes the declining significance of objective conflicts and the
creation of sham causes by the Nazis. She integrates insights from class analysis and psychoanalysis in her presentation. She concludes that actual anti-Semitic feelings were relatively
limited in Germany, and “the average German citizen … already in the first years of the Nazi
regime [had] begun to express disapproval of the severe anti-Jewish measures.”100
However, class analysis and psychoanalysis are insufficient to explain the origins of the
Holocaust. A decade later, Raul Hilberg showed that the Holocaust was carried out by a vast
bureaucratic organization. Further studies by the ‘functionalists’ have considered the inner
organizational dynamics of the decision-making and administrative practices of the NS state.
These studies suggest that institutional analysis in the Weberian tradition is a further necessary approach. While a desire of the masses to be freed from responsibility and indulge in
primitive urges may explain voting for the Nazis, the control of impulses is required by bureaucratic rationality. Thus, many scholars question the applicability of psychoanalytic approaches. The author is better at dealing with the broader background than the specific causes
and processes of the Holocaust. Perhaps the topic was too painful for her to go into the immediate forces involved. Increasingly, scholars located the causes of the Holocaust not in the
factors that motivated mass support for National Socialism, but rather in the organizational
resources available to the NS leadership and the ways these were employed.
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5.2.5

Hans Lamm

Hans Lamm101 (1913-1985) was born in Munich, the son of the businessman Ignaz Lamm. He
studied law and philosophy at the Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munich. He worked for
Jewish newspapers, in social services and adult education for the Verband Bayerischer Israelitischer Gemeinden (Association of Bavarian Israelite Communities). In 1938, he moved
to the United States, where he studied at the University of Kansas City and earned a BA and
an MA in sociology. In 1942, he obtained a Master of Social Work at Washington University,
Saint Louis. He worked for Jewish welfare organizations in Kansas City, Missouri and New
York. In November 1945, he returned to Germany as a representative of the American Jewish
Conference. He served as an interpreter for the International Military Tribunal and the Court
of Restitution Appeals in Nuremberg. He wrote “On the internal and external development of
German Jewry in the Third Reich” to fulfill the requirements for a PhD at the University of
Erlangen.102
From 1955 to 1961, he served as a departmental expert in the Central Council of Jews in
Germany (Zentralrat der Juden in Deutschland). From 1970 to 1985, he served as the director
of the Jewish Religious Community in Munich and belonged to the Directorate of the Central
Council. He wrote and edited books, Including Karl Marx and das Judentum (Karl Marx and
Jewry 1969) and Vergangene Tage. Jüdische Kultur in München (Past Days. Jewish Culture
in Munich),103 a collection of texts by authors known and unknown about Jewish life in Munich in the tradition of memory books recalling a lost Jewish culture.
The present work was one of the first to deal with the Jewish community in Germany during the Nazi regime. Unlike the works of conservative non-Jewish Germans, it focuses on the
Jewish victims’ perspective and is thus important, although it was not published. In the introduction, the author states as his purpose to describe the development of German Jewry during
the Third Reich, from the takeover on 30 January 1933 until the destruction of the Jews in
Germany by the end of the war. He does not intend to write a history of anti-Semitism in
Germany or of National Socialist measures against the Jews. He notes an absence of scientific
literature, memoirs or other representations of the Jews in Germany during these years, and
that far more publications existed on the destruction of Jewish communities in other parts of
Europe.104
The author explains his methods in his introduction. He draws on personal recollections of
statements by domestic and foreign personalities who were active in Jewish organizations
during the Third Reich or who were exposed to the National Socialist measures as members
of Jewish communities in Germany. In addition, he draws on Jewish newspapers and publications that appeared in Germany in this period and also on books and other publications.105 His
24-page literature list includes the C.-V.-Zeitung (Newspaper of the Central Association of
German Citizens of the Jewish Faith), Berlin 1933-38; Jüdisches Nachrichtenblatt (Jewish
Bulletin, 1938-1943); Jüdische Rundschau (Jewish Review 1933-1938); Jüdische Wohlfahrtspflege und Sozialpolitik (Jewish Welfare Care and Social Policy, 1933-38). In addition, he
draws on various publications in English, including articles published in Commentary in New
York. There are books published by emigrants in America, Switzerland and other countries. A
few of the authors are familiar, including Leo Baeck, Hannah Arendt, Martin Buber, Eugen
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Kogon, Léon Poliakov, H.J. Schoeps, Jakob Wassermann. Others are less familiar today. The
author describes the conditions under which Jews lived in Germany, supporting his generalizations with statistical information. He relies heavily on secondary literature. The analysis is
partly historical, partly sociological.
The book comprises 369 typewritten pages. It is divided into seven chapters, with extensive
footnotes at the ends of chapters and a long literature list for the time of publication. After an
introduction explaining the purpose the study, the first chapter gives a brief description of the
state of the German Jewish community in 1933. He provides a statistical overview of the development of the German Jewish population, the numbers and percentages of Jews in various
professions and vocations. He also describes the various Jewish organizations, giving statistics on Jewish nursing homes, institutions for the care of the blind, deaf and dumb, mentally
ill, the hospitals, facilities for children, hospitals, daycare centers, Kindergartens and facilities
for the homeless.
The second chapter gives a sketch of the persecution of the Jews by the German government, including anti-Jewish legal measures. This is intended to serve as a background for the
next chapter, which deals with subjective reactions. The author divides the persecutions into
three periods: 1933-1935 (from the NS takeover to the Nuremberg laws; 1935-1938 (up until
the pogroms of 9 November 1938 – so-called ‘Kristallnacht’) and 1938-1945 (up until the end
of the Final Solution). It is notable that he states that he will not try to answer the question of
whether the Holocaust (he uses the term ‘Endlösung’ or Final Solution) was planned from the
start or only developed later. (p. 36) He describes the various legal exclusion measures implemented by the government, and quotes Goebbels and other officials (p. 47 ff.), as well as
Alfred Rosenberg. (p. 53) He also discusses Kristallnacht and the Nazi orders in preparation
for this. The chapter also lists large numbers of regulations prohibiting Jews from such things
as purchasing books, using motor vehicles, using public libraries, public baths, using ticket
machines, sitting on park benches not marked with a yellow star. (p. 61 ff.)
The third chapter deals with the organization of German Jews in the Third Reich. The author explains that, shortly after the NS takeover, the German Jews created the first central organization to represent their interests, the Reichsvertretung der deutschen Juden (National
Organization of German Jews). (p. 98 ff.) The chief functions of this organization and the local associations were to assist Jews excluded from their employment, to assist Jews in emigrating and aid in social work. (p. 101) Among the topics dealt with is the question of the assistance of the Reichsvereinigung der Juden in Deutschland (National Union of Jews in Germany, created 4 July 1939 by government decree) in the destruction of the German Jews. (p.
120 ff. and 130, fn 28) This anticipates the later discussion of the topic that included contributions by Hannah Arendt, Raul Hilberg, Isaiah Trunk and others. He includes a list of officers
of the Reichsvereinigung and short biographical sketches of their fates. (p. 126 ff.)
Chapter four deals with the reactions of the Jews to events in the Third Reich. This is based
largely on citations from newspapers, journals (especially Jewish publications) and books by
Jewish authors that suggest the attitudes of Jews in Germany. (p. 134 f.) This includes long
excerpts, such as one from an editorial by Ludwig Feuchtwanger in the Bayerischen Israelitischen Gemeindezeitung (Bavarian Jewish Community Newspaper, 15 Feb. 1933), entitled “Versuch einer Klärung der jüdischen Situation” (Attempt to clarify the Jewish situation).
The editorial discusses the question of what attitude German Jews should take toward a hostile government. Its author asks, e.g., whether Jews have an innate tendency toward democracy, socialism, pacifism, etc., and also, what Jews should feel about the traditional principle
that they should unconditionally accept governmental laws as absolutely binding on them.
Chapter five deals with the intellectual and cultural life of German Jews during the Third
Reich. The author discusses the exclusion of Jews from educational and cultural institutions
and their attempts to provide for these functions through the creation of their own schools and
centers for adult education. In addition, he writes about the Kulturbund deutscher Juden (Cul-
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tural Union of German Jews). (p. 192 f.) He describes and lists various programs offered in
Germany, e.g., he lists the theater plays, operas and concerts offered by the Kulturbund in the
winter of 1933-34. (p. 193 f.)
Chapter six deals with the emigration of Jews from Germany. This occurred in three
phases: directly after the NS takeover thousands of Jews left Germany, especially members of
Left parties, journalists and professors. After the Nuremberg Laws of 1935, still more Jews
decided to leave. After the events of 1938, nearly all German Jews attempted to leave Germany. The author focuses on emigration to Palestine and the USA. He includes statistical information on countries of destination. In addition, efforts at the political level are described,
for example the Evian Conference called by President Roosevelt. (p. 217) He also provides
statistical information about the numbers of emigrants in different professions. He names a
variety of Jews who were listed in Who’s Who in America and American Men of Science in
1944. (p. 231 f.)
Chapter seven presents the situation in Germany after the end of the war. Lamm points out
the barriers to the recreation of the Jewish community in Germany, for example reluctance of
Jews to return. He also refers to Jewish committees created after the war. The Zentralrat der
Juden in Deutschland (Central Council of Jews in Germany) was founded in Frankfurt on 19
July 1950, not long before the publication of this study. Its future role could thus not yet be
evaluated here. Furthermore, many Jewish publications were founded after the war, including
Jüdische Rundschau in Marburg and Neue Welt in Munich and Der Weg in Berlin.
The study is important because it shows that the German Jews organized to defend their
cultural and social standing in Germany during the Third Reich and were not simply passive
victims. Thus, it shows another side of Jewish life in the Third Reich, alongside the image of
disorganized masses of victims at Auschwitz. This is in contrast to the negative pictures of
Jewish organization presented in the Jewish Council (Judenrat) literature going back to Hannah Arendt and Isaiah Trunk and the negative pictures given by KZ inmates. It underlines the
great cultural and social loss to Germany of the Holocaust and the irrationality of destroying
the Jewish community with its enormous contributions to Germany. In addition, unlike many
studies by German conservatives, it focuses on the victims as resistors rather than merely victims. The extermination process itself is, however, dealt with only on the margin. The author
points out that many studies had already dealt with this aspect.
5.2.6

Jacob Littner

Jacob Littner was the author of a controversial Holocaust memoir describing his survival in a
damp, cold basement of a nobleman’s chateau in Poland. This book was written shortly after
the war but disappeared for many years and was first published in English translation in 2000.
However, it had previously been known in a version revised and rewritten by Wolfgang
Koeppen entitled Jakob Littners Aufzeichnungen aus einem Erdloch (Jacob Littner’s Notes
from a Hole in the Ground) in Munich in 1948. Koeppen’s contribution was first revealed in
1992, in the introduction of a reissue.106 The elderly Koeppen claimed that he had written the
book on the basis of sketchy notes by Littner. Until the 1999 publication of excerpts of the
original text, there was speculation that Koeppen had put words into Littner’s mouth as a
form of Vergangenheitsbewältigung (mastering the past).107 When the original was discov106
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ered, it was clear that Koeppen had not composed his book from notes but had edited a
lengthy memoir comparable in quality to many published texts. The publication of a translation of the original text made it possible to compare the two versions of the same text, and a
monograph on the differences appeared in 2001.108
Jacob Littner was born in Budapest in 1883. In 1912, he moved to Munich with his wife
Katharina, where his children Zoltan, Hedda and Yolan were born. He supported his family
with a stamp business. His father was born in Oswiecim (ironically the future location of
Auschwitz KZ) in the Habsburg empire and Littner was consequently a Polish citizen. On October 28, 1938 Littner was deported to Poland, but returned in three days. When Germany invaded the East, he fled to Prague and then Cracow. From Cracow he fled with a Polish
woman, Janina Korngold and her sons Mietek and Richard to Lemberg and Tarnopol, Zaleszczyki on the Dnestr, and then to Zbaracz in the Tarnopol district in 1940. In July 1941,
Germany attacked the Soviet Union, and SS Einsatzgruppen moved into Eastern Galicia. Jakob and Janina survived the ghetto liquidation by hiding in the dank basement of a Polish nobleman’s house. He married Janina after the war and returned to Munich with her son Richard. There he wrote his report, finished on November 9, 1945. Jakob and Janina moved to
New York in 1947 and settled in Queens, where he died in 1950. Janina lived until 1978. His
story is an important depiction of the horrors experienced by Jews in the ghettos of Eastern
Europe. The editor and translator of the English edition, Kurt Nathan Grübler, added a short
preface, notes, documents and photographs. He inserted information in italics to give readers
the background of the text.
Jakob Littner provided his own brief Introduction. He was clearly a deeply religious person
and wished to frame his report in these terms. He states two reasons for writing his report: He
“wanted to show that good and evil are close together on this earth and that the brightest light
of good spreads to the darkest shadows of evil.” Second, “I considered it my holy duty to set a
memorial to all those countless and nameless individuals and all those who have shown us
their honorable intentions in helping the poor souls.” (p. 1) He also states that he did not want
“to foster hatred, or to report sensations.” For, “It is not for people to judge others!” He does
not wish to distinguish among beliefs, and finds that, “True believers are incapable of the
monstrous actions that happened.” He concludes that he hopes he has “made a small contribution toward bringing mankind back together again.”
The author writes in the first person about the events, drawing on his memories. The text is
objective, and is not informed by hate or revenge motives. A certain balance of spirit comes
to expression. The episodes that make up the narrative tell of increasing levels of persecution.
The author is the owner of a successful stamp business in Munich. When he is forced into the
ghetto, his partner Christine attempts to send him money and packages. We discover bit by bit
the horrors of ghetto life as a series of frightening indignities. His new companion Janina’s
sons try to help. One becomes a ghetto policeman, a form of semi-voluntary collaboration. Illness and raids are a constant threat. The SS plays the Jewish police off against the other Jews.
If they succeed in catching enough Jews hiding from the raids, they can exempt a family
member. The positions are desired at first, because they appear to provide a measure of safety
or a delay in deportation. But then all the police are killed, and no one wants to participate.
On one occasion, they try to leave the ghetto and are given some food by Poles in exchange
for money, but are forced to return because of the impossibility of escape. Hunger and cold
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are constant accompaniments to life. Every single possession must be sold in the attempt to
get something to live on. The Jews try to build hiding places from the raids, for example a
hole under the floorboards of a hut that will not be discovered. On one occasion, Littner surmises that some Jews have betrayed his very small hole, because he did not invite them to
share it.
Littner and Janina find a last refuge in a damp, cold, dark basement under the home of a
Polish nobleman. This hiding place is available only as long as Littner can pay bribes. They
suffer greatly from cold, damp and lack of sunlight, and this progressively harms their health.
Only the arrival of the Soviet army saves the hidden Jews.
The text is said by its editor to provide information on raids that were previously unknown.
The portrait of hiding and suffering is consistent with other reports of Jews in hiding. The author’s steadfast commitment to his Jewish faith is also positive. Since the work was written
after the fact, it has less value than a ghetto diary such as that of Oskar Rosenfeld, and the author is not a professional writer. Thus, there may be effects of memory, but on the other hand
the author presumably has not been influenced by reading other such texts and probably has
not literarized his story, since he is basically not a literary person. Particularly interesting is
the contrast with Wolfgang Koeppen’s literary version of the memoir. Jörg Düring shows that
Koeppen portrays Littner as a typical assimilated Jew who receives a revelation of God’s
miracle in the ghetto Hell and is then converted. But Littner stated the opposite in his introduction: his steadfast faith in God prior to his ordeal was what made possible the miracle of
his survival.109 We are reminded by the differences in the two text versions of the differing
perspectives of Jews and non-Jewish authors of Holocaust topics. But as well, we see the exploitation of a victim’s story for the commercial market.
5.2.7

Max Kaufmann

At the start of the war, 65-80,000 Jews lived in Latvia, of whom only about ca. 3,000 survived the war. Latvia was occupied by Germany during the German invasion of the Soviet
Union in July 1941. Einsatzgruppe A under SS General Stahlecker instigated Latvian auxiliary police to carry out a pogrom against the Jews in Riga. The synagogues were destroyed
and many Jews killed. There were two stages of the killing. From July to October 1941, the
rural Jews were killed. From November to December 1941, the urban Jews were massacred.
Over 65,000 Jews were killed by late 1941. Only a few survived in the Riga ghetto and the
Daugavpils ghetto. In late 1941 and early 1942 Jews deported from Germany, Austria,
Czechoslovakia and other countries were sent to Latvia. About 15,000 Reich Jews were
moved into the liquidated ghetto. Many transports, however, were taken from the Riga station
to be executed in forests. There were also barracks camps for Jews to serve as forced laborers.
There were many Jews held in Kaiserwald KZ, set up in 1943 for the survivors of Jewish
ghettos. In 1944, the survivors of Kaiserwald were deported to Stutthof KZ near Danzig and
from there to other KZs.
The Jewish survivors of the Holocaust in Latvia wrote a number of important books on this
crime. Among the important memoirs were Jeanette Wolff’s Sadismus oder Wahnsinn (Sadism or Madness – 1946) and Greta Gottschalk’s Der letzte Weg (The Last Path – 1991).110
Max Kaufmann’s Churbn Lettland. Die Vernichtung der Juden Lettlands111 (Churbn Latvia.
The Destruction of the Jews of Latvia) was published in 1947 in Munich. Out of print for
many years, it was reprinted in 1999 with photographs, documentation and commentary.
The author was a Latvian Jew whose family died in the massacre of the Latvian Jews. He
was transported to the KZs at Kaiserwald and Buchenwald. The book covers the period from
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the German occupation of Riga until August 1944, when he was sent to Buchenwald and
marched to Sachsenhausen, where he was liberated in May 1945.112 The author lists the aims
of his study in the preface. (p. 15) He states that he wishes to create a lasting memorial to
those who were killed. He wishes to provide material for future historians. He wants “to inform the world what a great share the native Latvian population took in our tragedy and above
all,” he wishes to “give to our young people a true picture of the martyrdom and the ruin of
their brothers and sisters, their parents and grandparents, so that they will always remember
their sufferings and prove worthy of them!”
The study consists largely of anecdotal reports on his own experiences and second hand accounts of other events, along with some statistical material on the Jews in Latvia. He is more
interested in the persons affected and less in the broad historical events. The book thus contributes to the Yizkor tradition of memorial books.113 The book is some five hundred pages
long and includes a thirteen-page list of names included in the book. There is a preface and
epilogue in German and English and numerous photographs and drawings. The main text is in
German alone. There is also a brief introduction by Jeannot Lewenson, the Chairman of the
Society of Latvian Jews in Germany.
The book is divided into four chief parts. The author begins the first part with ca. six pages
describing the Jewish contribution to the economic and cultural development of Latvia. Until
1941 there was a large population of Jews living in the country, and the local industry, trade
and banking were largely the contribution of the Jewish inhabitants. They were also important
in the university community, the medical profession, theater, literature and publishing. The
book continues with the events following the 1941 occupation of Latvia by the Germans. The
Germans entered the capital city of Riga on 1 July 1941, and the Latvians announced on the
same day that they were beginning the battle against the inner enemy (Jews). A large ghetto
was set up in Riga in October 1941 and liquidated by the end of the year.
In the second part, the author discusses a variety of topics related to the destruction of the
Latvian Jews. These include the press under the German occupation, the destruction using
dynamite of the Jewish cemetery, the role changes of men in the ghetto, the fate of a famous
Latvian Jewish historian, Simon Dubnow, the destruction of the Jewish Dwinsk, Rositten and
its surroundings, and several other Jewish communities. A particularly horrifying chapter is
“Das blutige Schlock,” (Sloka.) (p. 252-8), written four years after his only son was shot in a
peat bog near Riga on 20 May 1943.
In the third part, the author describes various concentration camps. He begins with Kaiserwald, built in March 1943 by convicts from Sachsenhausen. The author describes the personnel of the camp, listing names of leading persons. He describes the organization of the camp
inmates, the division of the KZ into three parts and the workshops. The entry of inmates into
the camp is described in detail, along with the treatment of prisoners. Then he describes the
work Kommandos (detachments) and the forced deployment of the inmates in different industries. The author reports his own deportation on 25 November 1943 to Kaiserwald. He concludes with his evacuation.
The fourth part of the book deals with several of the best-known concentration camps, including Stutthof, Buchenwald and Sachsenhausen. He describes the march from the camps
and his liberation. The book concludes with an epilogue in German and English. In this final
part he gives statistics of the few remaining survivors of the Holocaust in Latvia (ca. 1000),
including small numbers who returned from the Soviet Union. He reaffirms the complicity of
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the Latvians by quoting the chief prosecutor at Nuremberg: “the natives of the Baltic States
had eagerly participated in the mass murders.” (p. 537) This is consistent with recent revelations from Eastern European countries now beginning to come to terms with their suppressed
past in the transition to democracy.
Kaufmann’s account of the beginning of the killings of Jews in Riga has been corrected by
subsequent archival research. He blamed the Latvians for instigating the murders, but we now
know that General Stahlecker coordinated the mass genocide, in which Latvians known as the
Arajs Kommando assisted.114 There were many errors in his account, but this understandable
due to the lack of historical resources available for its composition.
The author gave the first major account of the Latvian Holocaust and portrayed first hand
the terrible suffering of the Jews and commemorated the many persons who died. Thus, the
author gives the victims of the Holocaust a human face. His portrait is supplemented by
Gertrude Schneider’s 1973 dissertation The Riga Ghetto, 1941-1943. She tried to show the
cultural and social aspects of life in the Riga Ghetto and criticized Kaufmann’s biases against
the Latvians. The archival research on the Einsatzgruppen in Krausnick and Wilhelm’s Die
Truppe des Weltanschauungskrieg (1981) filled out the story of the massacres.
The author preserved his personal experience of the Holocaust, while evaluating archival
sources to determine exactly what happened overall was the task of later historians. Especially since the fall of communism it has been possible for scholars to begin studying the archives of captured German documents in Eastern Europe and Russia and work out the details
of the Holocaust in the Baltic States. But with the new interest in everyday history, records of
personal experience like that of Kaufmann have also acquired added value as sources.
5.2.8

Hermann Maas

Hermann Maas was a Protestant (Evangelical) pastor born in 1877 in Gengenbach in the
Black Forest. He died in 1970 in Heidelberg. He studied Protestant theology and became a
vicar in 1900. He held various church positions in Southwest Germany. In 1903 he met Theodor Herzl, Chaim Waizmann and Martin Buber at the sixth Zionist Congress in Basel. He represented liberal, pacifistic views in his ministry, and was in part controversial. In 1932, he
joined the Verein zur Abwehr des Antisemitismus (Union for Defense against Antisemitism).
During the NS regime, he worked for the oppressed and was persecuted by the Gestapo, and
eventually he was forbidden to speak, write or otherwise practice his ministry. He was forced
to resign from the Evangelical church in 1943 and he was sent to France to do forced labor.
After the war, he returned to Germany and resumed his work as a clergyman. In 1949 he was
the first non-Jewish German invited to visit Israel as recognition of his ties to the Jewish people. In 1952, German President Theodor Heuß invited him to give a lecture on the problems
of Israel at the time of the debates on reparations. He continued to work for understanding
among Christians, Germans and Jews and was honored with the Yad Vashem medal in 1966.
The book Den Unvergessenen (To the Unforgotten) was edited by Hermann Maas and Gustav Radbruch115 and appeared in 1952, while Germany and Israel were negotiating the reparations treaty. The 1950s witnessed various attempts to express philo-Semitism in Germany.
This was partly a matter of political correctness and demonstrating Germany’s good intentions, but was also partly sincere. However, Hermann Maas had shown his commitment to
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good German-Jewish relations in the pre-war period and had been persecuted by the Nazis.
Thus, his sincerity was not in question.
The book is a collection a texts on the Jews in the Holocaust. It includes biographical portrayals of particular Jews, texts on the Jews in particular areas and diary excerpts. The editors
state in the foreword that the German people needed to become aware of the terrible injustice
that had been committed in its name and the consequent human and spiritual losses. The
memories would include both the famous and the unknown, Jews who were committed to
Germany and those who migrated to Palestine. All were part of a great community of fate and
were to be remembered in the book. The selections are short and have no programmatic arrangement.
A typical example is the eulogy to Werner Scharff, a Jewish electrician. During the war, he
had tried to aid the persecuted Jews. He was eventually captured in the underground. He was
killed in March 1945 in Sachsenhausen concentration camp. A longer contribution by Friedrich Walter of about thirty pages praises the Jews of Mannheim. The author asserts that his
aim is not to portray the sufferings of the Jews in the Third Reich, but rather the many years
of cooperation between Christians and Jews. He describes the founding and history of the
Jewish community as far back as the seventeenth century. The various offices of the Jews in
the city over time and Jewish contributions to commerce and civic life are summarized. The
Jews also contributed to the medical profession, the arts and culture. Another longer section
of about twenty-five pages describes the destruction of the Jews in Holland. This includes the
years from 1940 to the end of the war. The identification and exclusion of the Jews is described. The process in which they were gradually arrested and sent to concentration camps
follows.
The final essay in the book is by Hermann Maas, entitled “Vom Schicksal Jüdischer Menschen” (On the Fate of Jewish People). The author warns against idealizing a few outstanding
Jewish personalities. Instead, the Jewish people have a value as a whole. They are part of
creation. He bases his arguments on New Testament texts by Paul. – There should be a shared
community of Jews and Christians. He also supports the Zionist movement. God has promised the continued existence of the Jewish people.
The book shares with many texts of the 1950s a reluctance to deal with the actual killing
operations. It was common to want to concentrate on life rather than death and to take a nostalgic view of the past and what might have been.
5.2.9

Rudolf Höss

Rudolf Höss was born in 1900 into a strict Roman Catholic family. His father wanted him to
become a priest. He volunteered for the military at sixteen and served in the German army in
Palestine and Turkey during the First World War. At seventeen, he became the youngest noncommissioned officer in the German army. He joined the East Prussian Volunteer Corps,
which was a reactionary organization that fought the foes of German nationalism and militarism. In 1922, he met Adolf Hitler and joined the NSDAP, with a very low membership number. He was arrested and sentenced to ten years in prison for his part in a revenge killing by
the Rossbach Corps. He was released in 1929, married and became a farmer. In 1934, he was
persuaded by Himmler to become an SS man. He was trained at Dachau. In 1938, he received
a position in the Sachsenhausen camp near Berlin. In 1940, he was assigned to organize the
concentration camp at Auschwitz. He continued there until 1943. Then he received the position of Head of the DI Office in the Inspectorate of Concentration Camps in the SS Economic
and Administrative Head office (WVHA). In this role, he returned to Auschwitz to supervise
the mass murder of the Hungarian Jews. After the end of the war, he hid in the British occupation zone under the assumed name of Franz Lang. He served as a witness for the defense at
the Nuremberg trials and was extradited to Poland. He wrote his memoirs in a Polish prison.
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In 1947, he was sentenced to death and hanged at Auschwitz on April 16, 1947.116
His memoirs were archived in Poland, and it was necessary to make arrangements to have
it published in Germany. Martin Broszat performed a great service in making it available in a
commented form. This was part of the tendency of the 1950s to present documentation from
the Third Reich and Holocaust. The actual publication in German occurred in 1963, in an edition entitled Rudolf Höß: Kommandant in Auschwitz. Autobiographische Aufzeichnungen.
Many military and political leaders of the Third Reich wrote apologetic biographies of their
careers in the Reich. In contrast, fewer SS men active in the Holocaust chose to write memoirs after the war, or if they did, they are not available. Rudolf Höss’s book is thus a valuable
source of information. As head of the camp, he was acquainted with a wide range of activities
there. Other such texts by people with a view of the SS in Auschwitz are those of Pery Broad,
Johann Paul Kremer and the texts written by Adolf Eichmann in Israeli imprisonment. Franz
Stangl also submitted to extensive interviews by Gita Sereny, and Kurt Gerstein wrote about
his experiences in the SS.
In the introduction, Broszat writes:
What Höss unintentionally contributes through his memoirs to [answering] these questions is
possibly the most intellectually exciting aspect. From the case of Höss it becomes urgently clear
that mass murder does not have to be paired with personal cruelty, with demonic sadism, brutal
vulgarity and so-called “bestiality,” which one naively imagines to be an attribute of a murderer.
Höss’s memoirs radically disprove this all too simple conception and instead reveal a man who
is all in all quite average, by no means malevolent, but to the contrary a lover of order, responsible, a lover of animals and attached to nature, indeed in his own way “inwardly” disposed and
even outspokenly “moral.” Höss is, in a word, the exemplary case where private “character”
qualities do not protect people against inhumanity, but can be perverted and placed at the service of political crime. Because Höss’s memoirs are those of a thoroughly petit-bourgeois normal person, they are so perplexing, because they no longer permit a categorical distinction to be
made between those who were involved from idealism and a sense of duty and those who were
– presumably – by nature cruel, and subverted the good intentions of others through their demonic handiwork. 117

Broszat goes on to explain that there were vicious sadists in the SS, but that the normal person
exemplified by Höss may have been more typical of the SS and of Himmler’s ideals. Like
Hannah Arendt, he posits an “ordinary” perpetrator motivated by careerism, a sense of duty
and responsibility. In some approaches, the system is more responsible than the actors.
Broszat has made a contribution to documenting the self-descriptions of major Holocaust perpetrators. These are constantly being reinterpreted on the basis of theories of the perpetrator
personality that do not necessarily agree with the “ordinary man” thesis.118 It may be that
Broszat and Arendt and the functionalist historians were more willing to accept the selfdescriptions of men like Höss because they wanted to avoid attributing their behavior to German culture, national character or perculiarly German causes and instead focus on situational
and social structural explanations. The psychoanalyst Ernst Federn, who spent seven years in
concentration camps, diagnosed Höss as having an authoritarian personality. Due to child116
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hood problems he was unable to develop affective ties to other persons. He drew unconscious
pleasure from the cruelty committed in the camp. While he was no psychopathic monster, he
had a compulsive drive to observe horrid events, especially the murder of women and children.119
Höss’s honesty has been challenged, but many of the people who interrogated him believed
that he was trustworthy in many details. If so, then it may be that he contributes to understanding the timing of the Holocaust.120 Höss portrays himself as upholding higher standards
of morality, but other sources report that he and his wife enriched themselves from booty, and
that Höss had an affair with another woman while serving at the camp.
Höss explains at the end of his biography why he chose to write it. He attributes this to the
“humanity and understanding” of the Polish authorities in prison.121 There is a strong apologetic strand in the text. For example, he states, “I was never cruel – I never let myself be
drawn into abuse.” (p. 154) He concedes that a lot had happened under his administration
which he did not know about and would not have approved of or tolerated (p.154), but he
claims to be willing to accept responsibility as commandant. He insists that he had acted on
purely ideological grounds. He thought that the national socialist worldview was the only one
appropriate to the German people. The SS was for him the most effective supporter of this
worldview and was capable of bringing the German people back to its correct way of life. (p.
155) He mentions his devotion to his family as well.
Höss’s narrative begins with his childhood, includes his World War I experiences and career up until his appointment to Auschwitz. He brings the report up to 1947, when he was in
Polish prison. The total text amounts to 133 pages in the German edition. The style that Höss
uses in his narrative is dry and objective, the style of a report by an official who has acted in
accordance with socially acceptable and justifiable practices. He seems not to be aware of the
brutal insanity of his actions, and thus the thoughtful reader may get the impression of a quiet
psychopath. Höss portrays himself as a rational, enlightened KZ reformer. He claims that he
tried to set a good example by working long hours. As well, in order to get the best work from
the prisoners, he had to feed and clothe them better than they were treated in other camps. (p.
91 f.) Höss believed that his officers had been incompetent and failed to carry out his instructions. He had been assigned mediocre subordinates and they frustrated his good intentions. (p.
93 f.)
The author offers his opinions on the various types of prisoners admitted to the camp,
which reveal his deep-seated prejudices. Thus for example, in writing about Russian prisoners, he comments that, “Overcome by the crudest instinct of self-preservation, they came to
care nothing for one another, and in their selfishness now thought only of themselves. Cases
of cannibalism were not rare in Birkenau.” (p. 106) He claims to have seen a Russian corpse
whose liver had been removed. The staff “often found the bodies of Russians who had been
killed by their fellows, partly eaten and then stuffed into a hole in the mud.” (p. 106)122 Höss
blames the Russians for their deaths. He notes that whereas over 10,000 Russian POWS had
been sent to Birkenau, only a few hundred survived until the summer of 1942. But it was their
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fault: “I never got over the feeling that those who had survived had done so only at the expense of their comrades, because they were more ferocious and unscrupulous, and generally
‘tougher’.” (p. 107)123
Höss professes to sympathize with the gypsies in Auschwitz and to have tried to obtain release for many of them. (p. 108) The selection for death of gypsies, he notes, was undertaken
by the Reich Criminal Police Office (RKPA), and the gassing of the gypsies occurred during
his absence from camp. Höss’s characterization of the gypsies reads like a racist parody of anthropological descriptions. They were highly trusting, loved to dance, perform tricks and play.
They did not seem to understand what was happening to them. They were hot-blooded and
pugnacious. They caused him great trouble, but he still had a warm spot in his heart for them.
Höss viewed them as by nature vagrants and thieves: “Stealing and vagrancy are in their
blood and cannot be eradicated. Their moral attitude is also completely different from that of
other people. They do not regard stealing as in any way wicked. They cannot understand why
a man should be punished for it.” (p. 110 f.)124
A particularly shocking aspect of the text is that Höss appears to think that everything he
did was normal and reasonable under the circumstances. One might expect that he would have
described passionate emotional outbursts, sadistic fantasies and a sense of exalted transgressive emotions or have held insane ideological theories. In fact, there is little of this, but rather
a story of an administrator fighting against difficult circumstances much as any general would
do in setting up a prisoner of war camp. Particularly enlightening are the parts of the book
that describe the process of gassing victims in Auschwitz. He describes the horrifying details
of the process, but does not speak of trying to stop what happening. He writes, “It goes without saying that the Hitler order was a firm fact for all of us, and also that it was the duty of the
SS to carry it out. However, secret doubts tormented all of us. … I had to convince myself to
be like a rock when faced with the necessity of carrying out this horribly severe order, and I
had to show this in every way, in order to force all those under me to hang on mentally and
emotionally.”125 Yet he expresses amazement that the Jews in the Sonderkommando who had
to remove bodies from the gas chambers were able to do this terrible work.
About the Jews, Höss expresses typically anti-Jewish prejudices. They competed ruthlessly
against each other for advantages: “They did not hesitate to get rid of their fellow-prisoners
by making false accusations against them, if this would enable them to obtain a nice, easy job.
Once they had ‘got somewhere’, they proceeded to harass and persecute their own people
quite mercilessly.”126 (p. 113) He seems not to think of the horrors that he himself exposed
them to in the camp.
Despite the obviously racist prejudices that Höss expresses, he tries to maintain the persona
of the self-disciplined, ideologically committed, disinterested officer. He states, anticipating
many claims made by Eichmann and other SS defendants and former Nazis, “I must emphasize here that I have never personally hated the Jews. It is true that I looked upon them as the
enemies of our people. But just because of this, I saw no difference between them and the
other prisoners, and I treated them all in the same way. I never drew any distinctions. In any
case the emotion of hatred is foreign to my nature.” (p. 114)127 This is consistent with his attempt to distance himself from the murder of the Jews. He treats this as the will of Hitler and
Himmler. As an SS officer, he never doubted the rightness of their orders or the necessity of
obedience. His behavior was motivated not by the will to murder or sadism. Indeed, he found
it painful, and he had to force himself. When others asked him why the Jews were being
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killed, he claimed, “I had to tell them that this extermination of Jewry had to be, so that Germany and our posterity might be freed forever from their relentless adversaries.” (p. 131 f.)128
On the other hand, Eichmann appeared to be “completely obsessed with the idea of destroying
every single Jew that he could lay his hands on.”129 (p. 133)
Höss shows the workings of the SS mind. He lied about some things and rationalized others. Presumably, we have a presentation of his persona. He wanted to assimilate himself to a
positive ideal of the selfless SS officer who did his duty as a good soldier. He seems unable to
see the shocking character of his actions. This may be seen as one of the first presentations of
the banality of evil thesis. One suspects that he simply edited out of his persona the aspects
that did not accord with his self-image. As Ernst Federn believed, he may have greatly enjoyed the pleasure of transgressive violence, for example, watching the gruesome murders of
women and children. Likewise, the plundering of Jewish property is inconsistent with the image of the selfless civil servant.130 Many German historians have preferred quasi-mechanistic
models of the Holocaust as bureaucracy, but it seems likely that passions also played a motivating role, for Höss as well.131
5.2.10 Alexander Mitscherlich
Alexander Mitscherlich132 (1908-1982) was a psychoanalyst and author, born in Munich of
a family of academics and scholars. He studied history in Munich and medicine in Berlin and
worked as a book dealer in Berlin after 1932. Under National Socialist pressure, he was
forced to give up his dealership. Arrested in 1935, he spent eight months in prison for contacts with regime opponents. Mitscherlich met Karl Jaspers during the war and helped prepare
a refuge for Jaspers’s Jewish wife, in case she received deportation orders.
Mitscherlich was a marginal figure in German medicine, having received his medical degree only in 1939. He began a study of history, art history and philosophy in Munich in 1928.
His PhD thesis was on the representation of Martin Luther in the nineteenth century. When
his supervisor, a baptized Jew, died, he was unable to complete his thesis. He was jailed for
eight months for political reasons and spent the war in Germany. In 1945, together with two
colleagues, Mitscherlich founded the journal Psyche to unite psychotherapeutic schools.133
After the war, he enjoyed the confidence of the occupation authorities and participated in
the rebuilding of the University of Heidelberg. He was appointed head of the public health
department of the ‘Regional Civil Government for Saarland, Pfalz and Rhine-Hessia’. He observed the Nuremberg Doctors’ Trial as Director of the German Medical Commission. Together with Fred Mielke he edited three volumes of documentation on Nazi medicine. These
were controversial and triggered discussions of medical ethics in Germany. There were also
other publications critical of German professions at this time. Notable is Alice PlatenHallermund’s 1948 report on the euthanasia killings in German institutions and Gerhard
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Schmidt’s study of euthanasia in mental institutions.134 In addition, there were books on the
decline of law by Wilhelm Puschel and Friedrich Buchwald.135
During the war, the German medical profession became implicated in Nazi crimes and the
Holocaust. This was especially shocking because the medical profession is a helping profession based on scientific principles that supposedly enable doctors to distinguish right from
wrong and the Hippocratic code, which requires doctors to serve mankind. Such considerations failed, however.136 The particular reason for the doctors’ trials was that there had been
experiments on prisoners, selections on the ramps and the euthanasia program. Several issues
were involved in the experiments. One is the notion of “informed consent.” Even before the
Nazi regime German medicine already had laws on informed consent that forbade this type of
experiment. Another issue is the way the German medical profession became sufficiently corrupted to participate in crimes. The chief theories are the “slippery slope,” “sudden subversion” and the “convergence of forces.”137 The background to the euthanasia program was the
July 14, 1933 Law for the Protection of Hereditary Health. This led to a program with three
classifications, euthanasia for incurables, direct extermination by Sonderbehandlung (special
treatment, i.e., an euphemism for murder), and experiments in mass sterilization.
The Doctors’ Trial began in December 1946 in the courtroom where the International Military Tribunal had just held its sessions.138 The defendants were twenty-three persons, all but
three physicians, including major researchers. They were accused of atrocities in the name of
medical science committed against hundreds of thousands of victims, including inmates of
mental institutions, hospitals, concentration camps, and also POWs.
Michael R. Marrus has pointed out a number of deficiencies in the medical trials that limited their usefulness in assessing the complicity of the German medical profession in the
Holocaust. The basic problem was that the trial was tailored to fit the four counts of the IMT
indictments: common design or conspiracy, war crimes, crimes against humanity and membership in the SS, which was declared to be a criminal organization. American war crimes
policy was intended: “to punish important Nazi criminals, stigmatize the criminality of the
Nazi regime, and contribute thereby to the democratization of Germany.” The “indictment
portrayed the accused as members of a criminal conspiracy, something like a group of gangsters who planned and carried out a bank robbery, rather than as individuals who shared a
common ideology or institutional culture.”139 The prosecutors portrayed the defendants as
having been part of a fanatical, power-crazed organization. The medical crimes were to be
placed in the context of the Nazi scheme. The prosecutors wanted to show that the medical
crimes were intended to strengthen the SS and the military machine. They avoided the scientific and medical background of the crimes to avoid comparisons with medical practices in
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other countries. In the US and other countries, somewhat similar practices had been common,
including experimenting on prisoners and practicing euthanasia. The ideology behind the
crimes was ignored during the trials. The Nazi euthanasia campaign was not simply a means
to eliminate “useless eaters,” it also was intended to improve the race. The court also emphasized crimes against non-German citizens, in order to emphasize the war-related nature of the
crimes. It appears that the need to link the euthanasia program to Hitler was important in the
trial, as it gave the defendants the possibility to claim acting under orders and also fit into the
notion of a criminal conspiracy. Thus the chief defendant, Karl Brandt, testified that in 1935
Hitler had supported the plans for euthanasia.
In his 1960 introduction, Mitscherlich states that the documentation was not intended to be
a trial report, but rather part of a historical chronicle. Not only are facts presented, but also the
defensive arguments of the defendants. This would make it possible to understand the state of
consciousness of the perpetrators, planners and facilitators. (p. 9 f.) The authors also give
their reasons for making this collection of documents in the Appendix of the English edition,140 which combines the introduction, foreword, and epilogue of the German edition. The
authors state that they wish: “Not indictment but enlightenment, not ostracism but the blazing
of a new trail – a common path into the future...” In other words, the collection has a moral
purpose, in that it should improve the reader. They state that: “Our guilt – the guilt of all of us
– arises in consequence of our failure to find the strength to air out this murky atmosphere.”141
Under the NS state justice and humanity were made illegal. By exposing these crimes, it may
be possible to avoid them.
The collection contains many documents used at the trial. It includes copies of official
documents and letters sent by doctors concerning these experiments. The book records the
various sorts of torture used on children, women and men in Nazi medical experiments.
Among others, experiments involved suffocation under reduced atmospheric pressure, freezing in ice water, drinking seawater, induced infection with typhus, jaundice, tuberculosis,
gangrene, etc. Victims were struck with hammers to produce fractures, and injections of gasoline were used to kill patients. There were mass sterilization experiments involving drugs,
castration and X rays. Noteworthy were the Eichmann-like statements by the defendants that
they were simply following orders and had no personal feeling about what they were doing.142
Because of the limitation of the court trial, many documents were not included that would
have put the German medical profession as a whole, its general breakdown and moral collapse in a clearer light. Mitscherlich felt that the medical profession was oriented to the false
ideals of modern medicine. They were the logical consequence of a development in medicine
toward objectivation (Versachlichung), which transformed the patient into a material that doctors simply experimented with. The emphasis on objectivity in medicine expressly excluded
the concept of quality and the essentiality of the subject. The human subject and the shared
humanity of doctor and patient were forgotten, and patients were subordinated to the dictates
of political ideology. The complicity of German doctors in medical crimes was due to the way
modern science encourages an amoral objectivity that tempts scientists to disregard human
values. They write, “There is not much difference whether a human being is looked on as a
‘case’, or as a number to be tattooed on the arm. These are but two aspects of the faceless approach of an age without mercy. Only the secret kinship between the practices of science and
politics can explain why throughout this trial the names of high-ranking men of science were
mentioned ... The alchemy of the modern age, the transmogrification of subject into object, of
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man into a thing against which the destructive urge may wreak its fury without restraint.”143
This form of argumentation in terms of “science run amok” draws on a popular stereotype of
scientists as lacking values or as unable to perceive values. Ironically, recent research suggests that NS doctors often thought of themselves as holistic physicians fighting against overobjectivity in science. One of Mitscherlich’s teachers was the German physician Viktor von
Weizsäcker at the University of Heidelberg. Weizsäcker was an advocate of holism in medicine who defended euthanasia and human experimentation. Violence and human sacrifice
were for him a necessary part of human history. Thus, it would appear that Mitscherlich and
Mielke did not show all aspects of the problematics of medical complicity in the Holocaust.144
The medical profession felt attacked by the book, and severely criticized Mitscherlich. The
well-known human biologist Hermann Rein attacked Mitscherlich in the Gottinger Universitätszeitung. He claimed that Nazi doctors were pathological deviants atypical of the medical
profession overall. Dr. Ferdinand Sauerbruch, a famous German surgeon who was implicated,
also condemned the book. He was one of hundreds of German doctors who had not distanced
themselves from the NS regime. The German Physicians Chamber apparently purchased
10,000 copies of the book in order to destroy them. Up until 1960, very little attention was
paid to the book in the press or public discussion.145
The text’s contributions include its insight into the corruption of the medical profession in
the NS camps and the frightful crimes committed by NS physicians. It foresees the later studies of euthanasia as a precursor to or component of the Holocaust. As well, the ‘banality of
evil’ thesis is suggested in the statements of the doctors involved. The author suggests the degree to which there was a need to revitalize the moral basis of the medical profession. The trials were inadequate to provide an overall view of the German medical profession as a whole.
Many of the doctors who were not personally involved in the medical crimes but worked behind the scenes as the superiors or mentors of the indicted doctors were able to continue their
careers after the war without consequences. There was renewed interest in the topic in the
early 1960s with reprints of the documentation and other texts.146 Only in the 1980s did the
scholarly profession begin to build on the foundation of this work.147 Among others, Klaus
Dörner, Götz Aly, Karl-Heinz Roth, Michael Kater and Benno Müller-Hill have filled in the
gaps in Mitscherlich and Mielke’s presentation. Newer studies of biopolitics have broadened
the topic of science and medical practice to provide a better perspective on medical crimes.148
Studies of other trials related to medical crimes are now also being done, e.g., on the Ravensbrück trials.149
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5.2.11 Hannah Arendt
Hannah Arendt (1906-1975) was born in Hanover to a well-to-do Jewish family.150 In 1909,
the family moved to Königsberg, East Prussia, because of her father’s terminal illness. He
died in 1913. After the war, her mother hosted social democratic discussion groups. Hannah
Arendt studied classics and Christian theology at the University of Berlin as a special student
(1922-23). In 1924, she entered Marburg University, where she studied philosophy. She began an affair with her teacher the existential philosopher Martin Heidegger, who was already
married, but had to break it off in 1926 because of the danger of exposure. She moved to Heidelberg to study under the second most prominent German philosopher of existence, Karl Jaspers. Under his supervision, she wrote a dissertation on the concept of love in St. Augustine.
In 1929, she married Gunther Stern, who later became a writer under the name Günter Anders. They moved to Berlin, where she began work on Rahel Varnhagen: the Life of a Jewess
and became involved in Zionist discussions and activities. In 1933, Arendt was arrested by
the police and interrogated for a week. She and her mother fled to Paris, where she joined Zionists in exile. She worked with an organization to train young émigrés for Palestine and became the director of Youth Aliyah. In 1940, she married Heinrich Blücher, a non-Jewish
Marxist theorist. She and her mother were detained at a camp for ‘enemy alien’ women in the
south of France. She and her husband fled to Spain and in 1941 arrived in New York. She began writing for the German-language newspaper Aufbau. She began work in 1944 for a proposed work called The Elements of Shame: Anti-Semitism–Imperialism–Racism, also referred
to as The Three Pillars of Hell. Only later did it become The Origins of Totalitarianism, published in 1951. In the preface to the first edition, she writes: “This book has been written
against a background of both reckless optimism and reckless despair. It holds that Progress
and Doom are two sides of the same medal; that both are articles of superstition, not of
faith.”151 She was most aware of the persecution of the Jews by the Nazis, but she became
aware of Stalinist persecution, and at the last moment she revised the book so that it became a
book about totalitarianism. The third part was about totalitarianism, because she was afraid
that the world was moving in the direction of renewed persecution of the Jews. For want of
time, the first two sections were not revised, so that the work as a whole lacks continuity. The
first sections are not about the history leading up to the Holocaust, but rather about problems
of the world as envisioned in the original concept.152
The book was written in the context of emigration. Many important political scientists and
theorists had emigrated from NS Germany, among them Franz Neumann, Raul Hilberg’s
teacher, Ernst Fraenkel and Sigmund Neumann (not to mention the social theorists Horkheimer and Adorno). Hannah Arendt made use of ideas of the emigrants, including Fraenkel’s
legal theoretical analysis, the state theory of Franz Neumann and the mob theory of Sigmund
Neumann.153 Hannah Arendt’s methods have been the subject of various interpretations. She
was apparently not interested in presenting history as a chain of events leading from one state
to another. In the first two sections of Origins she describes anti-Semitism in the Nineteenth
Century and European imperialism in this period, but she does not provide a historical transition to modern imperialism and anti-Semitism, and in particular the German variants. She rejects the concept of causality in the social sciences, but the first two sections nevertheless im150
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ply historical analysis. She offers as an historical bridge the concept of crystallization. Past
events appear in retrospect to be relevant to later events and to have been crystallized in them.
Steven E. Aschheim describes her approach as ‘didacticism’. She was concerned, as her mentor Heidegger, with presenting events as surface phenomena drawing on deeper meaning. She
tries to find the underlying meaning of historical phenomena, which is not in the causal
chain.154
Hannah Arendt was concerned that conventional social scientific approaches might give the
Holocaust an illusory sense of normalcy. “There is a great temptation to explain away the intrinsically incredible by means of liberal rationalizations. In each one of us, there lurks such a
liberal, wheedling us with the voice of common sense. We attempt to understand elements in
present or recollected experience that simply surpass our powers of understanding.”155 Hannah
Arendt criticized Eugen Kogon for citing historical precedents and believing “that the camps
can be understood psychologically.” She views such explanations as useless and even dangerous.156
Hannah Arendt has also been discussed in terms of her notion of storytelling.157 She includes narratives from world literature in her discussions. For example, the story “Heart of
Darkness” by Joseph Conrad influenced her ideas on the links among fascism, racism and imperialism.158 Hannah Arendt worked synthetically. Her study synthesizes many articles she
had published in the 1940s and a variety of ideas from diverse sources. She did not work with
a fixed hypothesis and test it with a preconceived method. After she had sent her publisher the
first two sections, she changed her plan from discussing fascism in the third section to discussion totalitarianism. She revised her earlier sections to bring them in harmony with her ideas
on totalitarianism.
Three Nineteenth Century movements converged to create the mentality and political activities that evolved into totalitarianism after World War I. These movements reflected and
accelerated the moral collapse of the European class structure and nation state. The first
movement was anti-Semitism. This she thought was due to the linkage of Jewish financiers
with the rise of the European state. Their accumulated wealth made them an object of contempt. The second movement was overseas imperialism, which brought control over areas
that could not be integrated into the European framework. The Europeans forgot their moral
scruples and indulged in mass murder in the colonies. The third movement, tribal nationalism,
eliminated the difference between colonial methods and domestic policy. The nation comes to
be treated as the colony in the pan- movements, pan-Germanism and pan-Slavism. Totalitarianism was a product of these three movements. Totalitarianism absorbed the European
masses, with nothing to lose, and willing to commit themselves to reckless adventures.159
The author assigns great significance to the Jews in modern political history. They are at
the center of both the nation state that developed in the Nineteenth Century and of the modern
totalitarian state. When the state came under attack from the masses, the Jews were the most
vulnerable part of the state. In particular, their failure to seek political power and play a public
role in the Nineteenth Century made them vulnerable. She thinks the Jews did not help defend
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Dreyfus sufficiently, for example. She does not discuss anti-Semitism in the Twentieth Century or in the German context, however. We have to make the leap mentally from the sources
of anti-Semitism in the Nineteenth Century to the Twentieth Century manifestations. Nevertheless, her treatment contrasts with that of Meinecke, Ritter or Kogon, who do not give
nearly enough attention to the fate of the Jews in the Third Reich.160
Hannah Arendt’s analysis of imperialism includes various insights relating imperialism to
racism and anti-Semitism. For example, the pan-movements viewed the Jews as a “perfect
example of a people in the tribal sense, their organization the model the pan-movements were
striving to emulate, their survival and their supposed power the best proof of the correctness
of racial theories.” (p. 239) The nation state is for her the guarantor of the rights of man. This
state was challenged by the rise of racist movements, the “pan-movements” which placed
themselves above the nation state and above the people. (p. 266) This led to totalitarianism, a
system in which the people did not matter either to the system or to themselves. The importance of imperialism as a source of racist ideas and impulses was neglected until more recently. Newer studies of German imperialism in Africa suggest a source of the Holocaust in
the murder of the Herero.161
Hannah Arendt provided a theoretical expression of her ideas on totalitarianism in the third
section of Origins of Totalitarianism.162 The analysis draws on the existential notion of superfluity and the loss of the world. The use of terror was not, as is now often claimed, intended
for rational purposes, but rather to make human beings superfluous. Totalitarianism potentially targets all people. The central totalitarian institution is the secret police, as true terror
begins only after the political enemy has been subdued. It is meant to destroy humanity in the
subjects of totalitarian rule, and hence submission does not elicit mercy. In the context of her
analysis of totalitarianism, the concentration and extermination camps are part of a unique,
modern form of dominance intended to demonstrate that ‘everything is possible’. While the
first sections indicated reasons why the Jews were targeted as the first victims of totalitarianism, she believes that ideology was only used opportunistically and that the leaders of totalitarian systems do not believe in the doctrines they promulgate to gain support.
She calls the camps “the laboratories in which the fundamental belief of totalitarianism that
everything is possible is being verified.” (p. 437) The camps were intended to reduce the plurality and variety of human beings. Although they were intended to kill and degrade human
beings, they “also serve the ghastly experiment of eliminating, under scientifically controlled
conditions, spontaneity itself as an expression of human behavior and of transforming the
human personality into a mere thing, into something that even animals are not…” (p. 438)
These camps are the central institution of totalitarian domination and serve to isolate the prisoner from the real world. Consequently, Hannah Arendt feels that all reports of the concentration camps are unrealistic and the authors themselves doubt the reality of their experiences.
“None of these reports inspires those passions of anger and sympathy thorough which men
have always been mobilized for justice.” (p. 439) Among the texts she cites are works by
David Rousset, Eugen Kogon and Bruno Bettelheim.
Hannah Arendt clarifies the uniqueness of the totalitarian concentration camp: “There are
no parallels to the life in the concentration camps. Its horror can never be fully embraced by
the imagination for the very reason that it stands outside of life and death.” (p. 444) The survivor returns to real life feeling as though he had been on a distant planet. The camp appears
insane and unreal, because it lacks any utilitarian function, but exists only to torment the in160
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mates. She distinguishes three types of camp, corresponding to the three types of afterworld
in Antiquity: Hades, Purgatory and Hell. Hades is the mildest form, and serves to isolate social undesirables. Purgatory is the sort of organized chaos typical of Soviet forced labor
camps. Hell is the type of camp typical of Nazi Germany. (p. 445) “…the reality of concentration camps resembles nothing so much as medieval pictures of Hell.” (p. 447) The choice of
victims for torment in totalitarian concentration camps is completely arbitrary, given “the absolute innocence of the victims.” (p. 447) She identifies a sequence in the totalitarian destruction of human beings. The first step “is to kill the juridical person in man.” (p. 447) Ordinary,
innocent persons are forced together with criminals in the camp in order to emphasize the loss
of legal rights and the reduction of the innocent to the status of a criminal. In contrast to the
arbitrary selection of victims for camps, a social hierarchy was set up consisting of the categories identified in the camps with colored badges. These categories gave the inmates the
only sense of a stable identity that they had in the camps. (p. 449 f.)
The second step in producing living corpses is to destroy the moral person. (p. 451) Death
is deprived of meaning, and martyrdom is made impossible. Sacrifice becomes meaningless.
The inmates of the camp become implicated in the crimes of the SS, because they become
part of the administration of the camp. They have to choose whom to allow to be murdered.
(p. 452) The third step in destroying people is the destruction of human individuality. This
destroys “spontaneity, man’s power to begin something new out of his own resources, something that cannot be explained on the basis of reactions to environment and events.” (p. 455)
People become “superfluous” through the system of the camps.
Hannah Arendt continues to be a controversial figure. For example, Jules Steinberg has recently argued that Hannah Arendt misunderstood totalitarianism and the Third Reich because
of illiberal sentiments and her attachment to Martin Heidegger.163 But her emphasis on the position of the Jews in the nation state and the Holocaust contrasts with the neglect by many
other authors. Her insights on “worldlessness” and the loss of rights anticipate current concerns about ethnic cleansing and international migration. He association of the Holocaust with
colonialism is also a contribution to current discourse on post-colonialism. The topic of racism and genocide is not always emphasized in studies of imperialism, but Hannah Arendt
gives it greater emphasis in her presentation.164 There has been much recent interest in colonialism and imperialism in genocide studies that is helping to situate German NS colonial policy. “Generalplan Ost” can be seen in this colonial context. Her attribution of a share of the
blame to the Jews for their persecution has always been controversial. She may have felt obligated to assert this due to her theories of personal participation as a basis of politics. It accords with the debate on the historicization of the Holocaust.165
The concept of totalitarianism itself, however, has come under criticism as merely a classification and not a theory. The “totalitarian” countries like the Soviet Union and Germany also
shared characteristics of fascist countries, and it is not clear why other fascist countries did
not engage in genocide.166 Hannah Arendt also does not go into the importance of mass shootings and starvation death as a prime means of killing in the Holocaust alongside KZs like
Auschwitz and Maydanek. In addition, there were extermination camps intended not to humiliate or demean their victims so much as to kill them swiftly and efficiently. She appears to
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be selecting aspects of the Third Reich to fit her image of totalitarianism, while ignoring aspects that could not be generalized to the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, Hannah Arendt continues to be a thought-provoking and controversial figure.
5.2.12 Kurt R. Grossmann
Kurt R. Grossmann was Jewish pacifist who served beginning in 1926 in Berlin as the General Secretary of the German League for Human Rights. He worked with problems of flight,
persecution and emigration. When the Nazi government gained power, he became an enemy
of the state and in 1933 fled to Prague, then Paris and finally the USA. In his book Die unbesungenen Helden: Menschen in Deutschlands dunklen Tagen (The Unsung Heroes: Men in
Germany’s Dark Days, 1957, 1961) tells about people who tried to save Jews during the Third
Reich.167
After the war, it was consoling for Germans to remember that some people had tried to save
Jews. The numbers were considerable, but in comparison to the number deported relatively
small. A number of very popular books were written about attempts to help Jews. Popular fictional works also dealt with this topic.168 The appeal of the topic is that it offers the consolation that there were also good Germans and the ‘other’ Germany. The dangers involved in
helping should not be forgotten, as it could mean deportation or death for helpers. Ella
Lingens-Reiner was a non-Jewish Austrian physician who was sent to Auschwitz for aiding
Jews. Her memoirs were one of the early major first-person descriptions of Auschwitz.169
Since Kurt R. Grossmann was himself a persecuted Jew, he cannot be accused of apologetics. His purpose in writing this book is to praise the persons who showed humanity to persecuted Jews. The subjects came from a variety of countries. The book is organized geographically, beginning with Germany. The first section on German rescuers from the 1961 edition is
devoted to Berlin, because in 1959 the Senate of the city of Berlin had begun financing support and recognition for Berliners who had aided Jews. The book contains a two-page literature list of books and articles used. The author includes his own ideas and summarizes parts
of texts. He also includes long sections of texts on rescuers. The authors cited include Ruth
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Andreas-Friedrich, Else R. Behrend-Rosenfeld, Léon Poliakov, Gerald Reitlinger, Joseph
Tennenbaum170 and Günther Weisenborn. The book begins with a short chapter on prejudices,
discrimination and the German-Jewish problem. The author points to the many years of German-Jewish symbiosis and suggests that the courageous deeds of rescuers serve a (moral)
pedagogical purpose.
The author is not critical of his texts. It is possible that they differ from the actual facts described. For example, Ruth Andreas-Friedrich’s Der Schattenmann strikes some readers as
idealized. An actual diary would possibly not have included the details it presents. The section of Oskar Schindler is also problematic, as was the controversial subject. Another way the
author is uncritical is the problem of rates of deportation from the different countries. We
know that Holland had a very high deportation rate, Denmark a very low rate. Various studies
have tried to explain these differences. Countries with high deportation rates certainly deserve
praise for the rescuers, but the rates may indicate high rates of betrayal. One report was that
9000 Jews in hiding were caught in Holland, about half of whom had been betrayed. This includes Anne Frank’s family.
The stories recounted are touching and reveal courage and imagination in the efforts to aid
the Jews. An example is the short section on Luise Fölsche, a Christian woman who had
served a Jewish family for half a century. She chose to stay with the family and shared a hiding place in Belgium with a daughter of the family until their liberation, even though she was
ill and could have received aid from the Nazis for betraying her charge. (p. 96-9)
The book provides a large collection of examples that show that not all the Christians in
Europe were bad. Some showed notable courage in helping Jews. The topic of altruism has
lately been taken up as a subject of academic study to determine the nature of helping behavior. These examples should, however, not be taken to mean that liberation and a heroic narrative is the correct way to portray the Holocaust. The tragic narrative of senseless suffering and
failure to help is arguably more characteristic overall.
5.2.13 Lucie Adelsberger
While the cases of Rolf Weinstock, Max Kaufmann and Jacob Littner show male experiences
of the Holocaust, women wrote some of the best Holocaust memoirs. Particularly interesting
were the female doctors in KZs, who had to watch the indignities committed against women
prisoners. One prominent example is Ella Lingens-Reiner,171 sent to Auschwitz for helping
Jews. Another is Lucie Adelsberger (1895-1971), born in Nuremberg to a Jewish family. Her
father died in 1906. She studied medicine at the University of Erlangen, which was harder for
women at the time than today, and became a pediatrician and specialist doing medical research on allergies. In 1925, she began practicing in Berlin Wedding. She published numerous studies on allergies in medical journals. On April 22 1933, she and the other ‘non-Aryan’
doctors lost her recognition by German insurance companies (which meant that fewer patients
would come to them, as the insurance companies would not pay their fees). In 1935, she resigned from the German Society for Pediatrics. On 30 September 1938, all Jewish doctors lost
their licenses. She was forced out of her flat and practice and had to move with her seriously
ill mother into a two-room flat. She had to add ‘Sara’ to her name, ‘Lucie Sara Adelsberger’
and was limited to treating Jewish patients, with the demeaning official designation ‘Judenbehändler’ (treater of Jews).
Through her research at the Robert Koch Institute, she was widely known for work on immunology and allergies, which was published in many medical journals. Dr. Adelsberger was
offered a position in the Bacteriological Department at Harvard University in Boston in 1933,
but could not obtain a visa for her mother. In fall 1938, she made a short visit to the USA and
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Boston and could have stayed in the USA as a refugee, but returned to Germany to care for
her mother. The mother suffered several strokes and became an invalid. She was ordered admitted to a Jewish old-age home by the authorities in 1942 and died in January 1943. In late
1942, Dr. Adelsberger was required to move to an assembly camp in Berlin. Although friends
tried to protect her and managed to delay her deportation, she was finally transported to
Auschwitz on 17 May 1943.
The big wave of Holocaust memoirs in the 1940s subsided quickly, and Dr. Adelsberger’s
memoirs were among the few accounts of Auschwitz available in print in the 1950s.172 They
have been reissued in two annotated editions, one in English and one in German. The English
edition is entitled Auschwitz: A Doctor’s Story, and the German edition is entitled Auschwitz.
Ein Tatsachenbericht.173 Besides this one, some other memoirs by physicians have become
well known, including that of Ella Lingens Reiner and several non-German physicians who
were deported and provided medical care in the KZs. The English edition has a useful introduction by Deborah Lipstadt and some commentary. The German reissue includes biographical information compiled by Eduard Seidler covering the author’s life from 1945 to 1971, literature lists and a commentary of the text itself. These memoirs are particularly valuable as
showing the experiences of German-Jewish women who were doctors in the KZs.174
In Auschwitz, Dr. Adelsberger was assigned to work in the sick ward of the gypsy camp.
When the gypsies were put to death, she was transferred to the women’s camp to care for
children. Among the children in her care were twins treated by Josef Mengele, the camp physician. In January, as the Russian army neared Auschwitz, the SS forced a large share of the
survivors into a ‘death march’ to the West to keep them from being liberated. The march of
120 kilometers resulted in many deaths.
In a short preface, the author states that the aim of the text is not that “of opening old
wounds, but of passing it on as a legacy for us Jews and for all mankind.” Its purpose is to
teach those who regard themselves as children of God “to become better human beings, to
truly love our neighbors, and to work toward the eradication of brutality from the face of the
earth.”
The memoir begins with a short section explaining how the Jews were discriminated
against and how she came to be deported to Auschwitz. There were various decrees, some
seemingly minor, which cumulatively excluded the Jews. Thus in July 1938 the Gestapo published an edict that Jews in public places could only sit on benches designated for their use.
This meant great hardship for elderly Jews wanting to go and sit on benches in parks to enjoy
their leisure. While in the 60s and 70s novels and biographies by Germans sometimes emphasize discord and the authoritarianism of the older generation, books by Jewish victims of the
Holocaust often begin with positive portrayals of their family relations. The author was in her
mid-40s at the time of the Holocaust, and was deeply committed to her aged and invalid
mother. This caused her to pass up opportunities to move to a safe country. Yet, paradoxically, she writes of “Praying for the Death of One’s Parents,” (p. 10) because a peaceful natu172
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ral death would have been vastly preferable to the horrors inflicted by the NS regime on elderly Jews. The author’s mother had suffered a stroke and was paralyzed. She was able to care
for her and hide the terrible facts from her, yet she was haunted by the knowledge of the horrors of deportation that had broken up other families. As a doctor, she had the means to give
her mother a merciful death, but she could not bear to do this. Instead, she prayed that her
mother would die naturally before the inevitable murder.
Then on May 6, 1943 Lucie Adelsberger is placed in a detention camp located in an historical old house in Gross-Hamburgerstrasse near the oldest Jewish cemetery in Berlin. This
crowded domicile seems almost idyllic in comparison with Auschwitz. She is subsequently
taken out of the city for her deportation, and sees it as alien, unrecognizable, as though she is
suddenly no longer part of the city.
The four sections of the memoir devoted to Auschwitz consist of short sections of a few
pages each, each dealing with a different aspect of the author’s experiences in Auschwitz and
its liberation. They follow roughly in chronological order and give a concise image of the
world of the Holocaust. Thus, we have the several-day trip, crammed into boxcars, ending
when the trains are unloaded at Auschwitz. There is a rapid selection of those to be killed and
those who would do slave labor. The cruelty is emphasized with telling incidents, such as the
sorting out of women accompanied by children for death and the twenty young people prominent for their cultural and social work who are immediately taken off in a truck to be killed.
(p. 26)
The author and two other women physicians are immediately chosen to work in the gypsy
camp in Birkenau. (p. 30 f.) However, they are still assigned to heavy labor before beginning
their work. The shock with which the author and her colleagues were initiated into the naked
truth of the situation is shown as the new doctors are casually told that the twenty young people had been sent directly to the gas. (p. 32)
One of the revealing aspects of the book is that the author never refers to Josef Mengele by
name, but only always as “the camp physician,” as though she refuses to dignify his existence. She writes, “He received us in a collegial manner, almost graciously, and seemed, so
we thought, to be a very nice man.” (p. 32)
Although the story is told in an apparently simple style, we find sophisticated allusions. For
example, she recounts a parable told her by another prisoner. This is about a person foolishly
lured into the Kingdom of Hell by false promises. This was to explain the episode in March
1944 when the Gypsy camp was spruced up for appearances and to deceive foreign visitors
(see “Kohinoor,” p. 68-70). In describing how the order to evacuate the camp in a death
march was given, she uses an allusion to Till Eulenspiegel. (p. 125 f.) As Andrea Reiter
points out, the educated middle class KZ prisoners were more likely to draw on German classical and romantic authors rather than modern authors such as Kafka who are now preferred
in describing the Third Reich. This suggests the problem of developing new idioms to represent the unique aspects of the Holocaust. As well the problem of whether humor is appropriate in narrating the Holocaust is raised.175
The ironic sadism of the camps is illustrated with an episode that occurred on the author’s
second Sunday in the camps. The gypsies are permitted to give a circus performance. The
whole camp comes together, and there is a wealth of performances, including acrobatics, music and dancing. A sudden whistle interrupts the show, and that night 2500 Czech gypsies are
sent to the gas chambers. (p. 41-43) Likewise, the institution of the camp orchestra, which
performed popular songs, operetta and other melodies to entertain the camp SS, shows the
mixture of viciousness and banal sentimentality, of culture and cruelty in the camps. (p. 76
ff.)
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Above all the wretched conditions in the camp, the hunger, starvation and sickness are depicted from the perspective of a physician forced to care for dying prisoners with practically
no medications or medical equipment. Many of the prisoners in the camp wanted desperately
to survive, but were decimated by diseases contracted there. In some cases, the doctors were
able to switch people around or hide them in the infirmary to save their lives, in other cases
they failed. (p. 96 ff.) Motherhood was a particular burden in the camp. Thus, women accompanying children to the camp were sent straight to the gas chambers. Prisoners in the camps
who knew this would try to separate women with children who had a chance of survival from
their children with pretexts, such as that the child should go with its grandmother, in order to
receive special care. Other women, who gave birth in the camp, saw their children killed immediately after birth, to protect the mother’s life. (p. 100 f) She states, “The child had to die
so that the life of the mother might be saved. (Many women never got over the shock of the
death of their newborn infants and have forgiven neither themself nor us.) We saved up all the
poison we could find in the camp for this very purpose, and it still wasn’t enough.” (p. 101)
Certain incidents in the book are widely known to former prisoners and appear in other
memoirs, for example the story of Mala, a Polish-Belgian woman who escaped with a Polish
prisoner, but was soon captured and returned for execution. (p. 103) Noteworthy is how the
author reveals the reduction of victims to the most primitive physical level. A person’s intellectual and cultural interests take second place to the mere fact of survival under the most
primitive and bestial conditions. Yet, even when seriously ill in the KZ, the author appears to
have clung to her cultural heritage. Thus while suffering from typhus she remembered, “observing every single detail in the Gypsy block during my bout with the fever while at the
same time sojourning in the Engadin behind Sils-Maria in the Malojan Heights, with the sun
playing over Segantini’s grave and myself gazing out onto the bluish-pink fields of the Bergell Valley.” (p. 52 f., cf. footnote) Here, she is referring to an Italian landscape painter who
lived in the Engadin in Switzerland in the late 19th century (Giovanni Segantini 1858-1899).
Lucie Adelsberger reveals her ties to the Jewish religion in her allusions. For example, after
telling of the night the gypsy camp was emptied on July 31, 1944, she states, “When people
ask, ‘Why is this night different from all other nights?’ there is only one answer: ‘It was one
of many’.” (p. 90) This is a reference to the Passover Service, “Why is this night different ...”
The Passover Haggadah tells the story of the Exodus from Egypt, and this allusion is an ironic
comment, because there were an endless stream of shocking and inhuman events which she
witnessed during her imprisonment. This is then, one of the most memorable of the early
Holocaust memoirs. It concentrates on the events of the Holocaust, as opposed to its significance in the mirror of later life. Unlike the memoirs written in the 90s, the author was already
a mature adult at the time of imprisonment. She is able to provide an adult perspective on the
Holocaust experience.
5.2.14 H.G. Adler
H.G. Adler176 (1910-88) was born in a suburb of Prague on July 2, 1910 of an assimilated
Jewish family. He was not at first sure of his religious orientation, but developed his own
form of ethical Judaism.177 He studied at the German University of Prague (1930-35), majored
in musicology, minored in literature and also studied philosophy and psychology. He determined early in life to become a poet and studied the German classics, including Stifter, Jean
Paul, Kleist and Goethe. German language authors like Hölderlin, Musil and Kafka influenced him. Adler was also interested in philosophy. In 1932 he began to write Über Wirklich176
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keit und Sein, which became Vorschule für eine Experimentaltheologie: Betrachtungen über
Wirklichkeit und Sein (Stuttgart: Steiner, 1987 – Introduction to an Experimental Theology:
Considerations on Reality and Being). Through his philosophy, he was able to situate his
Holocaust experiences in a philosophical system.
During the Third Reich, Adler planned to escape to South America but was refused a visa
to Brazil in 1938. Until 1941, he was a secretary at the Prague Volksbildungshaus Urania (a
public education institute). He married Gertrud Kleptar in November 1941, and they were deported with her family in February 1942. They spent two years and eight months in Theresienstadt, where Adler collected material he later used in his book on the camp. He also wrote
numerous poems (Theresienstädter Bilderbogen – Theresienstadt picture book). In October
1942, the family was deported to Auschwitz. His wife refused to abandon her mother and
went with her to the gas chambers. H.G. Adler’s Theresienstadt is dedicated to his wife. Adler
was a prisoner in Auschwitz-Birkenau for two weeks. Here his political philosophy developed. Then he was interned in an outlying camp of Buchenwald till the end of the war.
After his liberation in 1945, he worked as an educator of orphans in Prague and moved to
London in 1947. He wrote poetry, stories and novels. His Theresienstadt was finished in 1948
and published in 1955. In the introduction to the first edition, the author states that the monograph is the first to deal in depth with an exclusively Jewish concentration camp.178 He also
published Die verheimlichte Wahrheit: Theresienstädter Dokumente (The suppressed truth.
Theresienstadt documents 1958) and Der Verwaltete Mensch (Administered Man).179 Among
his numerous stories and poems and six novels, very important is his semi-autobiographical
novel, Panorama: Roman in zehn Bildern (1968), dealing with the Holocaust. While he was
not only interested in sociology, he included much sociological analysis in his concentration
camp writings. His 1957/8 paper on the sociology of the concentration camp considers five
possibilities for the study of the camp. These included studying the social structure of the
camp, the concentration within contemporary society, its role as a modern institution involving the deprivation of freedom, comparative study of such institutions, and the socialpsychological study of the camp.
Jeremy Adler summarizes the intent of the book as follows:
Constructed like a classic ethnographic field-study in the manner of Malinowski’s monographs
on the Trobriand Islands, Theresienstadt 1941-1945 attempts a detailed, empirical reconstruction of the camp, its history, its functioning, and its institutions, and concludes with a general
analysis of Nazi ideology, interpreted as a perfidious, highly specific yet in some ways also
typical manifestation of modernity and what Adler calls its ‘mechanical materialism’. A foundational work in Holocaust studies, the book does not, against the author’s intentions, appear to
have fed into mainstream post-war sociology.180

The author draws on both personal experience and extensive reading of texts in various languages, including Czech, German, English and French. He uses personal accounts, court and
administrative documents, secondary literature, journal articles and official publications.
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Krausnick, Karl Kautsky and Primo Levi. His sources come from various disciplines, including history, sociology, political science, psychology, creative literature and autobiography.
The author provides detailed statistical information. For example, he breaks down the division
of labor in the camp by tasks, personnel, period, gender, etc. (p. 382-93)
The subtitle, in English: “Visage of a Forced Community,” suggests the sociological impulse. Theresienstadt was not just any “total institution,” but rather a transitional camp for
Jews destined for forced labor and extermination camps. The author wished to draw more
universal generalizations than just the story of one particular example. He not only presents
Theresienstadt’s history, but also describes its social structure in detail (p. xxv). The book
aims at a scientific approach, and employs the methods of various social and cultural disciplines to create an overall understanding of the structure, functioning and effects of the camp.
The study comprises almost 900 pages, including 150 pages of single-spaced notes on the
sources and literature. A preface by Leo Baeck is included, along with a detailed glossary of
terms. It is divided into three main sections on history, sociology and psychology, of which
the second is the longest and the final section the shortest.
The historical section begins with the Jews in the ‘Protectorate’ 1939-1941. It describes
the prehistory and foundation of Theresienstadt. The phases of the camp’s history are discussed in detail in four chapters amounting to over 100 pages: closed camp November 1941 –
July 1942, ‘ghetto’ July 1942- summer 1943, ‘Jewish settlement area’ summer 1943 – September 1944 and decline and liquidation September 1944 – May 1945.
The long section on sociology differs from the discussions in Kogon’s SS-Staat or Kautsky’s Teufel und Verdammte. One of the most interesting parts discusses the Ältestenrat. The
members were the camp aristocracy with special privileges they exploited to live more comfortably than other inmates. However, these privileges were transitory, as all were transported
in 1944. (p. 250 ff.) The author describes the December 1941 Ältestenrat and their backgrounds. The most respected of the members was Leo Baeck. (p. 253) Readers are presented
with an analysis in detail of camp administration. The author presents the incredibly complex
organizational scheme of the ghetto and points to the absurdity of portraying such a sham organization as a reality in the ever-present face of death as an option of the German authorities.
The transports to and from the camp are explained, and the unique features of transports mentioned. The population structure of the camp is discussed, with the housing of inmates and
their nutrition. The author provides extremely detailed information about everyday life in the
camp and the underlying structures. Thus (p. 358 ff.) the author deals separately with different
kinds of food provided, such as meat, vegetables, coffee and tea substitutes, margarine, sugar,
skim milk, potatoes, etc. The author relates the events in the camp to broader themes in Jewish history. (p. 264 ff.) He relates the transports to Jewish historical themes such as the flight
from Egypt. The author explains how bread was distributed, the kitchen, particular food, additional food and the withholding of food. The author describes the ongoing competition for
food and the techniques of distribution. In a chapter on work, the author describes the activities of the ‘Arbeitszentrale’ (Central Employment Office). In a section on the economy of the
camp, he describes the external, internal and minor internal economic activities. A short chapter deals with the legal situation in the camp. A chapter on health care includes typical illnesses, births, morbidity and death. The issue of care for the old and young is discussed, as
well as contacts with the external world and cultural life.181 Notable in this section is that the
behavior of the inmates came to resemble that of the guards and administrators. The society
within the camp was severely tested by National Socialism and distorted relationships among
the inmates.182
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The third section on psychology comprises only about seventy pages. It describes the mental face of the camp. The author discusses such topics as Theresienstadt as a segment of contemporary history and as a segment of Jewish history. He offers a typology of individual behavior in the camp, including fourteen types, including cooperation and not observing, cooperation and observing, and neither cooperating nor observing. (p. 669 ff.) These types were
independent of origins, social experience and position in the camp. The author does not simply assume that most people regressed to childhood or degenerated, as authors like Bettelheim
suggest. However, he sees the psychological pressure on inmates as enormous. Only a very
few inmates were able to withstand the severe pressure of the camp. (p. 684)
He explains ‘reality’ in the camp. In a section on practical psychology in the camp, he describes changes in character, types of character, the ethos of the camp, flight from the present,
social relationships and the Jew in the ‘Ghetto’. Contrary to the National Socialist idea that
the Jews had a specific character, the author shows that they were as different as their countries of origin. A sense of suffering distinguished them most of all.183
The author’s complex and detailed discussion offers a variety of wide-ranging insights into
the effects of the camp. Thus (p. 646 ff.), he describes the transformation of values brought
about by the National Socialists. Extreme views become accepted and good is equated with
power and powerlessness with evil. The problems dealt with in the book include the issue of
the possibility of a sociological study of an artificial community in which every member can
be sent to death on any given day without pretext or warning. Adler shows that Theresienstadt
can be seen not as a community but rather as the antithesis of community. Most communities
are based on the assumption of continuity. In this case, the continuity assumption is absent.
Under these circumstances, the rational choices of members of the community are different
than under normal circumstances. His discussion of the leadership also points to the inability
of the leaders to remain uncorrupted by their situation. Only outstanding personalities could
resist the pressures.184
The author provides the most significant and thorough study of Theresienstadt and one of
the most important Holocaust books of the 1950s. He is able to show the Jews not merely as
passive victims, but as persons with choices and alternatives for action. He describes an entire
forced society in its complex interactions and interrelationships. The author has been compared to Simmel in his interest in social interaction and the possibilities of human choice in
creating relationships. Certainly, he avoids simplistic programmatic explanations such as
those of psychoanalysis or Marxism.
5.2.15 Josef Wulf
Josef Wulf and Léon Poliakov presented a very important early collection of documents devoted to the Holocaust entitled Das Dritte Reich und die Juden: Dokumente und Aufsätze
(The Third Reich and the Jews: Documents and Essays 1955 – 1961).185 Wulf was born in
1912 in Chemnitz the son of Polish Jews. He grew up in Cracow and studied Judaism and agriculture. In World War II, he belonged to a Jewish resistance group. At the end of the war, he
was an inmate in Auschwitz. From 1945 to 1947, he was an executive member of the Central
Jewish Historical Commission in Poland and from 1948 to 1950 was a leader of the Center for
the History of Polish Jews in Paris. In the mid-1950s, he moved to Berlin and worked on
documenting the third Reich. Besides this collection he edited numerous other collections, in183
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cluding Das Dritte Reich und seine Vollstrecker (The Third Reich and its Executioners,
1961)186 and Das Dritte Reich und seine Denker (The Third Reich and its Thinkers, 1959).187
These collections were intended to show the pervasiveness of the Third Reich and its penetration into all aspects of German life. Wulf committed suicide in 1974, due to his career problems and a difficult financial situation.
Léon Poliakov was a literary figure born in 1910 in Leningrad. He studied in Paris and collaborated on the anti-Hitler Pariser Tageblatt after 1933. In 1945, he founded the Centre de
documentation juive contemporaine (Center for Contemporary Jewish Documentation) in
Paris, which still exists and has a library available to the public. He was the research director
at the Centre national de la recherche scientifique (National Center for Scientific Research
1954-79). Among his works are Le Bréviaire de la haine (Harvest of Hate 1951) and Histoire
de l’antisémitisme, in four volumes (History of anti-Semitism 1956-77). The former was possibly the most important comprehensive treatment of the Holocaust in the 50s.
The authors state that there were (1955) no comprehensive works on the topic of the destruction of the Jews in Germany. They felt that the present work should dispel unjustifiable
discomfort, create better knowledge of relationships and help them to be better known and
should stimulate research. (p. 2) The authors chose to make a documentary collection because
it seemed to be the only completely objective and unprejudiced form of presenting history. In
the 50s Wulf had had difficulties with the Institute for Contemporary History, which held the
surviving Jews to be too emotionally involved to be objective about the Holocaust. They were
aware that it would be hard to maintain scientific objectivity and restrain their resentments in
presenting the facts. (p. 1) The authors create a picture of the Holocaust through the selection
and commentary of documents. They often juxtaposed documents for ironic effect.
The book has five sections, each introduced by a foreword. The sources are the Centre de
Documentation Juive Contemporaine in Paris, the Archive of the International Military Court
in Nuremberg and documents in previously published works. The documents are generally
brief, comprising at most a few pages. The first deals with plundering by the Nazis, to show
that they were not impersonal or incorruptible, as the SS sometimes stylized itself. It documents the expropriation of Jewish property by the Nazis. This includes the theft of art works
and valuable books, the payment of ransoms, ‘Crystal Night’ and ‘Action Reinhard’, the confiscation of personal effects of arrested and deported Jews, clothing, jewelry, cash and gold.
The second section introduces the perpetrators in their own words. This includes statements
by leading Nazis. A selection of testimony by SS Hauptsturmführer Dieter Wisliceny, who
was close to Adolf Eichmann, summarizes the Holocaust from “Madagaskar Plan” to the “Final Solution.” Other important documents are a copy of the Wannsee Protocol, a secret report
on Einsatzgruppe A and it murders of Jews in West and White Russia and the Baltic states,
Himmler’s order to close the Warsaw ghetto, parts of Hans Frank’s diary, and orders by General Field Marshals von Reichenau and von Manstein. The section ends with estimates of the
number of dead.
The third section is dedicated to eyewitness reports of the Holocaust. It includes reports on
the three camps at Auschwitz and the Warsaw ghetto. A section includes children’s statements on ghettos, camps, on the Aryan side, in hiding and in prison. This brings out the pathos and suffering of real victims, which often disappears in historical works concentrating on
desk perpetrators and their decision processes.
The fourth section on “Hitleriana” is a collection of texts that emphasize the absurdity of
the Nazis. For example, Nazi conceptions of modern physics, of art and culture are exposed in
their own words as ridiculous and stupid. Sub-section IV includes a racist Nazi poem attacking Christianity as responsible for Judaism ruining German honor. This is followed by
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Himmler’s praise of Der Stürmer for helping contribute to the reawakening of the Jews.
Baldur von Schirach warns that if the Jews are not dealt with, they will harm German youth.
Minutes from a sitting of Göring, Heydrich and Goebbels after Crystal Night include comments on the need to restrict Jews with measures such as banning them from recreational facilities. Other parts of the section include documents on racial pollution, sterilization of
mixed-race persons and human experiments in KZs.
The final section deals with solidarity and help. It includes the helpers who had attempted
to aid Jews, including Finland and Denmark, Prelate Bernhard Lichtenberg, the solidarity
strike of the Dutch workers, civilian resistance in Poland and Greek aid for Jews.
A number of insights can be gained from the collection not found in others. Important aspects of the book are the inclusion of documents showing the viewpoints of ordinary people
involved in the Holocaust, including victim biographies and documentation on the practice of
mass murder by eyewitnesses, which are not so common. The book influenced other collections such as that of Walther Hofer, who used many of the same documents, but devoted
much less space to the Holocaust.188

5.3 Literary Works
There were numerous popular novels after the war that portrayed the adventures of ordinary
soldiers. A very popular novel is Am grünen Strand der Spree by Hans Scholz,189 which included negative stereotypes of Jews. A few authors devoted their efforts to the Holocaust. Not
discussed here are Henning Meincke’s David’s Harp, about Jews in a ghetto and Ernst Sommer’s Revolt of the Saints.190 In many works resistance and rescue attempts often figured.
Many literary figures of the 1940s and 50s tended to see the Holocaust from inherited perspectives that portrayed it in terms of tyranny.191 This is partly due to the influence of the
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Nuremberg trials, where the gangster theory of totalitarianism formed a basic premise of the
prosecution and partly because of the lack of literary conventions and models for portraying
genocide. Indeed, Adorno doubted that it would be possible to write poetry after the Holocaust, that is, the aesthetic effects of literary creation should not be applied to genocide. Inevitably there were clichés, e.g., evil Nazis as psychopaths or gangsters who could be opposed
by courageous Marxists, social democrats and humanists, finds expression in some of texts.
Likewise, the Christian humanism is inserted into the context of literature on the Third Reich.
Authors do not necessarily subject the cultures of their own society to a fundamental critique
that would show how Christianity, humanism and enlightened ideas contributed to the Holocaust. As in the case of historical treatments, some authors write around the Holocaust and
address issues such as authoritarianism and fascism, the abuse of human rights and the possibility of resisting tyranny, but not the issue of murderous anti-Semitism and the mass extermination. The texts below are only a small, inadequate selection.
5.3.1

Manès Sperber

The topic of ghetto resistance was one of the earliest approached in Holocaust literature. A
distinction was made early between Jews who resisted heroically and those who submitted
meekly and offered no resistance. The first fictional treatment was probably Ernst Sommer’s
1943 novel Revolte der Heiligen (Revolt of the Saints). In this work, an entire ghetto fought
to the death in a heroic act of defiance. Communist ideological sympathies favored literature
on revolt, as did Zionism.192 Manès Sperber follows this pattern, but attempts a more differentiated treatment of the theme.
Manès Sperber was born in 1905 in Zablotow, an Eastern Galician shtetel in Austrianoccupied Poland, and died in 1984. Zablotow was a Jewish community influenced by Hasidic
mysticism, but also influenced by other East European cultures. He was raised in a religious
family and considered himself to be Jewish. He began studying the Torah and Old Testament
as a child. After the start of World War I, his family moved to Vienna to escape Russian attacks on their town, which was near the Polish-Russian border. In Vienna, Sperber became
aware of anti-Semitism and class discrimination. He joined a Zionist Youth movement but by
1920 he had abandoned both Zionism and Judaism, because he believed them incapable of
dealing with the problems of poverty and injustice he had experienced in Austria.193 In 1921,
he began to study psychology with Alfred Adler and believed that his theories could lead to
improvements in the lives of people and communities. In 1921 Adler invited Sperber to work
with him. Adler attributed psychological disturbances to the environment, and together the
two began to work on understanding social problems. He worked in youth homes and welfare
organizations. He also became a member of the German Communist party, and ultimately
broke with Adler.
In 1927, he moved to Berlin and joined the Communist Party. There he started a practice as
a psychotherapist. He served as a professor of psychology at the University of Berlin, 19271933. In 1934, he was sent to Paris by the Communist Party and became a lecturer at the Institute for the Study of Fascism. He traveled about Europe to organize Communist Party
youth movements. In 1934, he was arrested and tortured by the Nazis. The rigidity of the
party and its purges and show trials led him to break with the party in 1937.
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Sperber served as a French soldier in the 1939 campaign against the Germans and escaped
to the south of France. He began to think about the Jewish Question and his own relationship
to Judaism and revolutionary action. In 1942, he fled to Switzerland. In 1943, he learned
about the Holocaust from a Polish refugee. After the war, Sperber made his home in Paris.
André Malraux helped him get a post in French government for cultural policies. He resigned
in 1948. After 1946, he had worked for a French publishing house in Paris and wrote in his
spare time. Wie eine Träne im Ozean appeared from 1949-1953, first in French, then in German and finally in English (1951-1953). Despite his membership in the Communist party and
Zionism, he was skeptical of any faith that promised absolute truth. (p. 254) He wanted to
find a messianic sign that would allow him to change the world.194
Sperber represents the German literary production of the Eastern European areas where
Yiddish and German were widely spoken and written. This Germanic language population is
now gone forever. Other writers included Roth, Celan and Canetti, I. B. Singer.195 He began
working on his trilogy Like a Tear in the Ocean in southern France in 1939. The trilogy was
published in French in 1951. It deals with the political and social events from 1931 to 1944
and is placed against the background of the rise of fascism in chronological succession, with
the Holocaust forming the background.
He did not learn of the Jewish resistance in KZs and ghettos until the late 1950s and was
concerned about the apparent submissiveness of the Jews. His novella Wolyna formed part of
Die verlorene Bucht and was published separately in 1952 before the entire volume appeared.
The English translation of 1954 is called Journey Without End, and the Wolyna episode is entitled “… Than a Tear in the Sea.”196 The two chief figures of his Wie eine Träne im Ozean
(Like a Tear in the Ocean) were Jewish. Denis Faber is a communist revolutionary, and Edi
Rubin, a Viennese biologist and pacifist. Wolyna is a fictitious story not based on actual Jewish resistance. It takes place in the summer of 1942. Edi Rubin has lost his wife and son in the
KZs and is traveling through Poland in the disguise of a German officer to warn Jews about
their impending destruction. He travels to the area of Wolnya because his friend Faber had
told him that Count Roman Skarbek is a resistance fighter. He goes first to the head rabbi of
the shtetel of Wolyna to try to convince him that they must join the resistance. The rabbi believes that the Jews must be patient and God will save them as the chosen people. Rubin feels
that the rabbi is indifferent to the suffering of his people.
The rabbi’s son, Bynie, is an intermediate figure between Rubin and the old rabbi. He reads
Hegel. Hegel wanted to find a philosophical substitute for Christianity, a “world view that
eliminates whatever is incompatible with reason and human dignity while preserving whatever was sound in Christianity and in the thought of all the great philosophers of the past.”
His early writings attacked the Christian churches. He wanted a rational religion that would
allow a high level of morality.197 By reading this enlightened philosopher, Bynie took a position between the traditional rabbi and the revolutionary, secularized Rubin. He was able to
overcome some aspects on the traditional Judaism that prevented resistance, but not all.
Unlike Rubin, who has adopted a radical rationalist, utilitarian position, he cannot go all the
way in rationalizing his resistance and breaking with tradition.
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Bynie agrees with Rubin and with 28 other Jews joins the resistance in the forests. They
take refuge in Skarbek’s castle with a group of Polish resistance fighters. The Nazis invade
Wolyna and kill the rabbi. Bynie is the new head of the Jews in Wolyna, and he decides they
should fight with the Poles. They carry out a successful raid against the Germans and capture
some weapons. Skarbek has a meeting with a young woman, and while away, the Polish fighters try to take away the Jews’ weapons. Rubin tries to organize the Jews to fight against the
Poles, but it is the Sabbath. Bynie orders the Jews not to fight on this day. Consequently, all
but Bynie, Rubin and Mendel Rojzen are killed. Count Skarbek returns and takes the
wounded Jews to a cloister headed by his sister. Bynie is gravely ill, but receives Polish peasants and heals them miraculously. He eventually dies. Rubin and Skarbek travel to Warsaw
and experience the ghetto uprising. They cannot help, and Rubin continues his travels. Rubin
has lost his faith in God and Judaism and questions what it means to be Jewish. He is angry at
the anachronistic habits of the Wolyna Jews. The wonder rabbi Bynie gives him a sense of
hope. He tells him that the killing was meaningless and insignificant “smaller and more
shapeless than a tear in the ocean.” He begins to hope.198
Interesting is the way Manès Sperber evokes the mentality which he attributes to the little
town. The people interpret everything in terms of biblical history: “Even the children knew
that the history of the Diaspora was nothing save a continual repetition of Joseph’s story.” (p.
171) Hitler “was none other than that Haman whom they knew so well from the book of
Esther.” The main thing was to endure: “it was endurance alone that counted.” Because the
people believed they would endure, no one believed reports of the extermination campaign.
Furthermore, the rabbi encourages compliance and passivity rather than resistance. “He went
on to enunciate the consoling proof that the words ‘suffer’ and ‘endure’ are paired and that
from the difference between them there may be built another word – grace.” (p. 172)
Edi, the practical revolutionary understands that the only possibility of survival for the Jews
is to fight, but Bynie, the wonder rabbi, believes the Jews must cleave to their faith. They
obey Bynie, because Edi “was a Jew, true enough, but only by birth. He could not tell one
Hebraic letter from the next, he knew not a single prayer, and he had undoubtedly never paid
any attention to what the law commanded and what it forbad.” (p. 217) Bynie sets the tone
with a fatalistic faith in God. “If God wills it, you will be the only one of us to survive, for
you are the only ignorant man among us. God is sure of the others, but you He must lead out
of the wilderness, for otherwise you will have lived in vain’,” he tells Edi. This notion of the
passive, non-resisting Jewish victim is the one used later by Raul Hilberg and Hannah Arendt,
but since challenged, e.g., by Arno Lustiger.199
The author contrasts a variety of types in the story. The Zaddik, the old rabbi, relies on traditional survival strategies that had helped Jews in the past but were useless in the Third
Reich. They mean death for the Jews, not survival. His sophistry and lack of realism means
death for him and the people who believe him. Bynie reads Hegel and realizes that Edi is
right, but he tries to reconcile the strict traditional beliefs of Judaism with resistance but fails,
because he does not compromise enough. Yet, he is a holy person capable of working miracles. Still he dies in the end. Edi, the secularized, realistic Jew, knows the need to adapt and
fight back with the weapons of the enemy. He is unable to solve the problems on his own and
cannot find peace. His character suggests the architypal ‘wandering Jew’. The Count means
well and wants to help the Jews, but he lacks total dedication to the cause. Thus his absence at
an unnecessary rendezvous with a woman spells death for the small band of Jewish fighters.
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Likewise, the town of Wolyna is symbolic of different Jewish responses in Eastern Europe.
The people make carpets, and they study the violin. These two activities symbolize the combination of the practical and spiritual that they had been able to balance in their survival
strategies in the past. But these were no longer viable in the present. Sperber’s allusions to
Zionism form part of the background of the story.
The author’s complex life illustrates the broad network of influences that affected the Jewish intellectual in Eastern Europe during the early Twentieth Century. Apparent in the novel
is influence of psychoanalysis, Marxism and Judaism on his thinking. These intellectual currents neglect aspects of the Holocaust, for example, modern governmental structures and
modern biomedical ideologies.
5.3.2

Erich Maria Remarque

Erich Maria Remarque (1898-1970) was a German novelist, born in Osnabrück, who is remembered as the author of All Quiet on the Western Front, the representative novel of World
War I. This book portrays the daily routine of soldiers with seemingly no past or future outside their life in the trenches. It uses understatement to record the horrors of war, as opposed
to the patriotic rhetoric of the German war movement. Remarque left Germany for Switzerland in 1932. In 1939, he moved to the USA, where he became a citizen in 1949. Later he settled on Lake Maggiore in Switzerland. His novel The Spark of Life200 was not a success, but it
tries to do for the German KZs what All Quiet… did for the soldiers in World War I.
The novel is dedicated to the author’s sister, Elfriede, who was executed for making negative remarks about the Nazis, a crime aimed at hurting the novelist. Although Remarque spent
the war in the USA, he did extensive research to learn about the KZs and their practices. In
places he adopts the convention of having characters tell each other things they all know in
order to inform the reader of background information. (e.g., 132 f.)
Remarque wanted to avoid the danger of failing to obtain reader identification with the
story of the KZs by portraying human masses rather than individual persons. He did so by
portraying a small number of characters in a KZ. The central figure is named “509” and is revealed as a former journalist, Friedrich Koller, later in the novel. The use of a number of this
figure makes him appear as a sort of “everyman” figure. He stands for the vast numbers of
victims.
The novel (p. 24 ff.) is set in the Mellern concentration camp in last few days before liberation. The SS guards try to carry on as usual, while the prisoners hope to survive.201 This fictitious city may have been ther author’s own city of Osnabrück. The camp is a labor camp
rather than an extermination camp. The focus is on the “small camp” set off from the main
area for the prisoners too weak to work. The character “509” is part of the small group called
the “veterans” because they have survived so far. These include Lebenthal, Karel, Ahasver,
Bucher, Westhof and Berger. All want to survive. Ahasver, referring to the wandering Jew, is
the oldest at 72. The doctor Ephraim Berger is the room senior. He is assigned to work in the
crematorium, fill out death certificates and desecrate the dead for wealth. An SS man had sent
Berger to the KZ; he had diagnosed the latter as having syphilis. Lebenthal is a practical man
who trades things and manages to survive and aid his comrades.
There are also various Nazi types. They vie to find ways of inflicting torture on the inmates
The camp commandant, Obersturmbannführer Bruno Neubauer (p. 186), had previously terrorized businessmen by coercing them to sell him their property cheaply. The bombing raids,
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however, destroyed his plundered wealth.202 Of particular interest is the characterization of
Neubauer, the camp commandant. Remarque uses this character to give an impression of the
nature of the Nazi party member. Neubauer was before the war an ordinary clerk doing ordinary work. After he joined the party, he acquired positions of privilege and was able to accumulate wealth at the expense of others. In 1933, he acquires a block of business property belonging to a Jew named Josef Blank. He placed Blank in the KZ, where he sustained severe
injuries. This induced him to part with his property for a pittance. Neubauer is motivated not
by sadism, but rather by the desire to become a successful businessman. Thus, he goes
through the ritual of paying for the property instead of simply confiscating it. Since he did not
have the 5,000 marks, he paid in installments from the rental income. He wants to be an entrepreneur and be able to influence society, but if fact he lacks the talents to achieve his
dream. The Nazi party enables him to succeed, much as Hannah Arendt attributed similar motives to Adolf Eichmann.
Neubauer is terrified of the possibility of being punished for cruelty and collects evidence
to prove he is innocent. Because of the hierarchical system of the regime, he convinces himself that he is not responsible for the things he has done. In one case, he overhears Sturmführer Freiberg making careless remarks about Hitler and informs on him. Then he purchases
Freiberg’s shop, which the latter had previously Aryanized from its Jewish owners. He convinces Freiberg’s wife to part with it for a very small sum. Neubauer, like Höss, has a small
garden that he has beautified with forced labor. This garden reminds him of lost innocence.
He had had an unhappy childhood and wanted to console himself for his lost childhood.203
Gradually the author introduces the reader to the KZ inmates. Among them is the oldest
inmate, a Jew who struggled to grow a beard, part of his religion, which was forbidden by the
authorities. (p. 13) The author shows how the inmates need a sense of purpose in life to make
their existence in the camp bearable and inspire them. Thus, when the inmates begin to sense
a possibility of escape their mood becomes hopeful. “They had taken up the fight. They had
found comrades. They had a goal. They looked at the fields and the mountains and the town
and the night – and at that moment none of them saw the barbed wire and the machine-gun
towers.” (p. 130)
The author emphasizes the terrible cruelty and sadism of the SS and its fearful destruction
of their humanity and juxtaposes this with the self-centered, tasteless sentimentality many SS
men indulged in. This is a common theme of Holocaust memoirs and novels. SS officer
Breuer sits drinking coffee and eating cake at a little table near the KZ’s assembly field (Appelplatz). He can see four inmates hanging from piles by their arms, unconscious.
Again, the author describes a sadistic game played by the SS with a transport of prisoners,
who are forced to crawl to the gates. Those who fail in this task are shot, and the SS rejoice in
the fun and the number killed. (p. 145/148) At another point in the novel a group of Jewish
prisoners apathetically refuses to stand up as they lie on the ground. “The five hundred creatures who, because they worshiped God in other ways than their tormentors, had been reduced
to something that could no longer be described as human, reacted no more to screams, curses
and beatings.” (p. 245)
As we know from the self reports of camp commanders like Höss, the SS often displayed a
mixture of tasteless sentimentality and remorseless cruelty. Neubauer, the commander of
Mellern claims to follow the motto: “Always humane, as long as possible.” He speaks of the
flowerbeds around his house, “‘I’m having a border of iris and narcissus planted,’ said Neubauer. ‘Yellow and blue – a beautiful combination of colors’.” (p. 134) The author charac202
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terizes the conversation between Neubauer and his officer Weber as follows, “They talked
calmly and objectively like two honorable cattle dealers in a slaughterhouse.” (p. 134) The
self-enrichment motive is also repeated, as Neubauer speculates on bombed and un-bombed
lots as a way of obtaining a profit from the general suffering of the population. (p. 136)
The cowardly attempts of the SS to keep their crimes secret at the end of the war is also
commented on, “The reason is that even the filthiest Jew has a body. Five hundred corpses are
five hundred corpses. Killing is simple; but it’s far more difficult to make corpses disappear.”
(p. 247) Of course, the crematoria can be used to dispose of corpses, but they work too slowly
when a camp has to be cleared in a hurry.
Other topics dealt with include the excuses of SS men for their inhumanity after the war,
the attempts to rationalize their actions. Prisoner 509 also points to the inhumanity of communism, despite communist resistance in the camps. The need for hope for the future, a ‘spark
of life’ is of great importance for the book.
5.3.3

Albrecht Goes

Albrecht Goes was born in 1908 in Langenbeutigen in the state of Württemberg in Southwest
Germany. Goes wrote prose and poetry in his early life, reflecting the secure and harmonious
life he knew. Anti-Semitism concerned him even before the Third Reich. When Walther
Rathenau was assassinated in 1922, Goes was deeply moved. As a young pastor, he began a
friendship with Martin Buber with a 1934 letter. Buber kept the letter and years afterward was
still moved by it. The rise of Nazism had shocked him and aroused his concern. He had read
Buber’s works such as Ich und Du (I and Thou) and Zwiesprache (Dialogue).
Goes was drafted into the German army in 1940 and was stationed on the Eastern Front in
Poland and Hungary. He later became a chaplain. He experienced the events he described in
his anti-war novellas Unquiet Night and The Boychik. Goes was not attracted to martyrdom,
as were a few well-known ministers such as Dietrich Bonhoeffer, but he did believe in the
concept of “minor martyrdom,” “a martyrdom which makes daily sacrifices to alleviate suffering, to soften brutality where it crosses one’s path, and to save what can be saved.”204 Goes
is interested in the symbolic and spiritual meaning of the Holocaust and what hope there can
be for spiritual renewal. He is not so concerned about the actual facts. In a note in the 1963
edition of his works he admits that he made a mistake in the text. The yellow star was first required in 1941 and not in 1938. He feels that this does not detract from the meaning of the
story, however. Time and facts blended together in the works of Marc Chagall without a loss
of reality. (p. 183) In this regard he is in line with many other writers of the time who were
more concerned about truth in a sense other than documentary truth. This applies to Sylvanus
or Max Frisch or Elisabeth Langgässer and others.
Burnt Offering (1954) appeared in 1956 in English.205 The theme of Das Brandopfer is the
“unnecessary suffering brought about by man’s inhumanity to man.”206 (p. 138) Goes begins
his story with an explanation of its aim. It is not intended “to perpetuate hatred. Only to raise
up a sign in obedience to the eternal sign which commands: ‘Thus far and no further.’ … “one
must forget, for how could one go on living if one could not forget? Yet at times there is need
of one who remembers. For this is more than ashes in the wind. This is a flame. The world
would freeze to death if it were not for this flame.” (p. 103) The problem of forgetting and remembering is addressed. As well the text alludes to the flame as a symbol of life.
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The story revolves around a parallel to the biblical story of Abraham and the sacrifice of
Isaac, which God first demanded as a test of faith and then turned down. The story has both a
literal and symbolic level. One of Goes’s favorite symbols is the “spiritual guest,” and in the
story Dr. S., the librarian, and his half-Jewish colleague Sabine take this role. He defines the
guest: “a person who feels a deep kinship with the ephemeral things of this life and will never
understand the meaning of goods and chattels, safety of bolt and lock.” (p. 117) The figure of
the guest includes, for example, Christ at the Supper at Emmaus. The spiritual guest is related
to “the wanderer in the Age of Goethe and in Romanticism.” Fitzell continues, “We have defined the guest as extracting from ephemeral experience its spiritually valid and lasting essence.” (p. 350) “The poet as spiritual guest must call into being the absolute dialogue – must,
himself, be such a ‘Dialogmensch’.” The war “has the quality of a metaphor for the forces of
nihilism, under pressure of which the spirit of humanity struggles to assert its validity.”207
Sabine in some ways suggests the stereotype of the “beautiful Jewess,” but also in ways she
is an attractive and vulnerable young woman. The spiritual guest stands for life, for flow and
motion. Her Jewish father, a publisher named Berendson, managed to escape to England,
while her non-Jewish mother died in April 1945 at the end of the war. Sabine escaped disguised as an Aryan.
The chief character of the novella is a butcher’s wife named Frau Walker. A librarian is a
guest at her home, and she tells him the story of how she became the “Jews’ butcher” during
the war. Her husband had been drafted and sent to the front and she had to run the butcher
shop while he was away. Goes contrasts two types of Germans in the Walker family. The husband is a callous bigoted type, who is on the fire brigade, and when the local synagogue is set
on fire, they do not try to extinguish it. He joins the Party in hopes of an exemption, but is
sent to the front and later is held in a POW camp. Frau Walker is a true Christian and sensitive to the plight of the Jews. Her shop is selected by the Party to be the one where the local
Jews go to buy their meat once a week. The appointed time is from five to seven on Friday afternoon, a religiously symbolic period intended to humiliate the Jews.
Among the customers in the shop are vicious anti-Semites, ruffians who insult the Jews.
Frau Walker rebuffs the anti-Semites courageously. Out of sympathy, she also allows the
Jews to pray in the shop, as it were to hold religious services. One day some ruffians interrupt
these services and insult the rabbi: “‘A Yid is what you are,’ this giant Goliath shouted, ‘A
filthy bastard of a Jew. What do you think you were doing just now?’” (p. 129) This outrages
Frau Walker.
One day a Jewish lady, Frau Zalewsky, gives Frau Walker a baby carriage. The reason is
that she was to be deported and would not need it. Then Frau Walker realized that only a sacrifice by fire could atone for the murders. (p. 134 f.) Sabine’s father was forbidden entry into
an air raid shelter on the day on which Frau Walker’s house was bombed. Frau Walker had
decided not to rescue herself, but to offer herself as a burnt offering of atonement, like the
sacrifice of Abraham. The Jewish man rescues her, and says, “‘He has not accepted it.’ …
‘The burnt offering. God has not accepted it’.” (p. 139)
The narrator concludes that God does not want sacrifices “but only ... a broken spirit and a
contrite heart.” (p. 141) A scar remained on Frau Walker’s face “as a sign of love, of that love
which maintains the world.” The message is that of the “minor martyrdoms.” It would have
been possible to offer at least the minor resistance offered by Frau Walker. God did not require sacrificing one’s life, however. This is in line with Karl Jaspers’s notion of metaphysical guilt. The Germans were not expected to martyr themselves, but they did have a
metaphysical guilt for what happened which needed to be atoned for.
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5.3.4

Hans Werner Richter

Hans Werner Richter was born in 1908 in Pommern, the son of a fisherman. He originally
prepared to become a book dealer (1924-27). In 1930 he joined the Communist Party but was
expelled in 1932 as a “Trotskyite deviant.” In 1933, he moved to Paris, but from 1934-1940
was active as a book dealer in Berlin. In 1940, he was arrested on suspicion of being a leader
of pacifist youth. Drafted for the army, he served in Italy and was taken prisoner in 1943 during the fighting at Cassino. He was held as a POW in the USA until 1946 and founded the
newspaper Der Ruf with Alfred Andersch and René Hocke. Richter objected to the apparent
collective guilt policy of the occupation.208
Richter and his followers were part of a network of intellectuals who wanted to find a third
way between capitalism and communism. They wanted to forge an alliance of soldiers on
both the Allied and Axis side with political prisoners from the concentration camps. Supposedly, there was a shared “existential” quality in the shared experiences of Hitler Youth and
KZ prisoners. There was thus a willingness “to collapse moral distinctions and turn a blind
eye to the criminal complicity of many Germans.”209 Germany should build a bridge between
East and West. In 1947, he was a founder of the Group 47, a literary circle that was expected
to spread democratic ideas through literature without politicizing it, however.
He wrote novels and short prose. His novel They Fell From God’s Hands appeared in 1951
(English in 1956). It won a distinguished literary prize, the René Scheckele Prize.210 He continued to write until late in life, dying in Munich in 1993. The title suggests a line from Friedrich Schiller, “It is better to fall into God’s hands, than into men’s.”211 It suggests that it was
not God, or a natural catastrophe, but rather men who were responsible for the fates of the
characters. A number of other works of the time also showed ordinary people as the victims
of circumstances, such as Heinrich Böll’s Where Were You Adam212 or the play Draußen vor
der Tür.213
The book describes the wartime fates of a diverse group of persons who eventually come
together in a Displaced Persons camp. This was a major problem in the post-war period, with
thousands in such camps, including some Eastern European fascists who persecuted the Jews.
The camps were generally guarded, and the inmates in some ways felt like prisoners. Richter
visited the DP camp near Nuremberg and interviewed refugees.214
The novel consists of six books covering periods separated by about two years between
1939 and 1950. The text picks up an episode in the life of one character and then skips on to
the next to give a panoramic view of the war. Among the persons are people from different
nationalities and walks of life. The characters are generally located lower on the social scale.
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Alexander Lewoll was a captain in the Estonian army. Hanka Seretzki was a Polish chemistry
student and underground fighter. Henry Sturm from Luxemburg was an SS officer and later
Foreign Legion member. Anna Gajek was a Czech married to a German. Ingeborg Sanger, a
German, was the mistress of a German officer, then of a Hungarian and then of an American
GI. Karl Krause was a German workman at the DP camp who experienced it as an SS barracks, political prison, Jewish KZ, prison for SS men and DP camp. Slomon Galperin, a Jewish boy, lost his parents in the siege of Warsaw.
At the start of the war, the main characters are still living in their familiar surroundings, but
they feel insecure. The course of the action shows the Second World War from below, with
little to say about the guiding structures above. How the war was started and for what purpose
is not explained. As the title suggests, the persons are blown about by chance, as God has not
protected them. There are no heroes, and likewise no villains, and everyone is somewhat interchangeable. The author expresses the widespread German view in the post-war period that
the Germans were as much victims as the other nationalities, and the behavior of the others
depended on their situation. Thus, the American GIs who replaced the SS as guards of the
camp near Nuremberg were no different from the SS. The French have no difficulty in accepting a former SS man in the Foreign Legion. An SS man predicts that the SS will be revived by
the Americans to use against the Russians. (p. 283) The Czech Anna Gajek is tortured by
Czechs for her marriage to a German workman, who has unknown to her abandoned her for
another woman. Likewise, the Russians rape Austrian women, (p. 213 ff.) suggesting that the
Allies were ‘no better’.
Slomon’s parents are killed in the capture of Warsaw. He believes himself to be protected
by a Polish grocer, Kapinski, but the Pole betrays him to the SS to save himself (p. 85). The
Holocaust is dealt with, as the author puts Slomon in Auschwitz (p. 198) as well as Buchenwald and the Warsaw ghetto. (p. 160) Eventually he finds himself in Palestine. (p. 259 f.) The
portrait of these locations fails to give a sense of the extent of horror and suffering for the victims. The Auschwitz chapter does not describe the gassing, the crematoria, the sadistic torture, the exhausting work the endless tension of the daily assemblies and the selections. There
is no description of the arrival of prisoners at the camp in trains and their processing. The author also emphasizes the interchangeability of the characters by making a German soldier Slomon’s rescuer from the Warsaw ghetto. (p. 162 f.) Slomon goes to Palestine to fight for the
new state and finds that the Israelis are no more pacifistic than the Germans. (p. 298) Returning to Germany, he is placed in the DP camp, where a guard accidentally kills him. The author also emphasizes the goodness of some Germans by having Karl Krause sympathize with
the Jews and other prisoners. (p. 152 f.)
The novel shows a wide range of people at the bottom of society in order to deconstruct the
progressive image of the Allied war efforts. He implicitly denies both the positive image of
Israel fostered by philo-Semites after the war and the emancipative, progressive image of the
war effort promulgated by the Allies. Consistent with an opposition to the collective guilt thesis, Richter shows how contingency affects the outcomes for the characters that have “fallen
from God’s hand.” People do not necessarily have the characteristics stereotypically assigned
to them. Nevertheless, the novel does not grasp the nature of the Holocaust. He suggests a
Marxist scheme of the underlying common interests of the downtrodden. But the downtrodden in the Holocaust did not include the SS or Wehrmacht, who were part of the persecutory
machinery. They people were in a different sense misused by the Nazis, but they were not in
the same class as the Jews and gypsies targeted for extinction. The distinction between the
perpetrators and the victims is thus obscured in the novel, which gives it a certain apologetic
tone. It is of course true that some soldiers or SS men were good, but this is less important
than basic fact of the radical evil of the NS project. The author does not adequately portray
the Holocaust. While his Jewish protagonist is in Auschwitz, we see practically nothing of the
camp in its truly horrifying character. To obtain such a view we must read the reports of sur-
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vivors. The device of having Slomon accidentally killed by Allies is a staple technique for relativizing the differences between the Nazis and the Allies that appears in several texts and
tends to blur real differences. The section on Israel is rather unrealistic and introduces a
common theme of the 60s Left, which relativizes the Holocaust again by equating Nazis and
Jews, although the comparison is a-historical and ignores the complexities of the issue. In the
author’s favor, however, is that there was a certain contingent quality in the Holocaust. Many
of the perpetrators did not start out with any conception of what they were later to become
and do. Likewise, the victims were caught off guard and could not know in advance what they
should do and whom they could trust.
5.3.5

Erwin Sylvanus

Erwin Sylvanus was a German poet and author born in 1917 in Soest in Westphalia. He entered the Reichsarbeitsdienst, but never served as a soldier, as he suffered from a lung disease.
He wrote radio plays, dramas, novels, stories, TV plays and libretti. In the pre-war and war
periods he wrote the typical literature of the NS period, but was not a National Socialist. Influenced by völkisch national ideas, his works glorified the rural, strong men and motherly
women. After the war, he began to change his views. He focused on drama and became a
modern critical author. He deals in “Soester Friedensspiel” (Soest was his home) with the
war, but treats the war as a timeless human problem.
His postwar writing included plays, television scripts and radio plays intended to protest
against hatred and violence. His most famous plays were Korczak und die Kinder (1957) and
Exil – eine Reise in die Heimat (1981), both about the Holocaust. Korczak und the Kinder
(Korczak and the Children) made him world-famous. It has been translated into fifteen languages and is one of the most-often performed post-war dramas. He received the Leo Baeck
prize from the Central Council of Jews in Germany in 1958. He also wrote a radio play called
“Leo Baeck: A Radio Play Based on Authentic Texts,” which tells the story of the chief rabbi
of Berlin who is later sent to Theresienstadt. The play was presented in English in 1988 to
commemorate Crystal Night and is more a documentary than his other two Holocaust plays.
He also wrote plays about the 1968 Prague Spring revolution and Victor Jara, about a victim
of the Chilean military junta.215 His further work continued to present humanistic topics, but
was less successful. He died in 1985.216
Prior to Erwin Sylvanus’s Korczak and the Children (1957)217 there had been realistic plays
dealing with the Holocaust in the German language. These included Ingeborg Drewitz’s Alle
Tore waren bewacht (All the gates were watched, 1955), Wolfgang Altendorf’s Thomas
Adamsohn (1956), Hans Breinlinger’s Konzert an der Memel (Concert on the Memel 1957),
Gert Weymann’s Eh’ die Brücken verbrennen (Before the bridges burn 1958); Hans Joachim
Haecker’s Dreht Euch nicht um (Don’t panic 1961). Erich Maria Remarque also wrote Die
letzte Station (The last station, 1956).218 These dramas are generally in a realistic mode and
deal with a crisis of conscience, often over the rescue of Jews during the war.
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Erwin Sylvanus dealt with the problem of the Jews in two other plays. His Exil – Reise in
die Heimat (Exile – Journey to the Homeland) was produced in 1981. Like his earlier play, he
used real documentary sources to provide a sense of truth. He believed this was necessary to
provide insight into the Third Reich.219 He also premiered a new version of a play by Lessing
on October 27, 1979 in Wilhelmshaven entitled Lessings Juden. It takes over Lessing’s drama
Die Juden with few changes until the end of scene 21. The subject is interfaith marriage between a Jew and a Christian and whether the bridegroom can and should take the sacrament in
order to marry. As well, the author points up the anti-Semitism of the people. The play appeared the year that Holocaust was shown in Germany.220
Korczak and the Children was one of the few German plays of the 1950s to confront the
Holocaust without apologetic intent. Typically, theater presented apologetic arguments by
showing persons who resisted the regime, officers who tried to aid Jews or Nazis who were
against the regime. The most popular was the American dramatization of the Diary of Anne
Frank, which opened in Germany in 1956. This play was enormously successful in Germany,
because it presented a single case of victims whom the public could sympathize with. The
very bracketing of the rest of the machinery of annihilation by the play made it prone to sentimental self-exoneration by the viewing public.
Korczak was intended as a protest against the way the NS past was quickly forgotten or
covered up in the postwar economic boom. The author alludes indirectly in the dialogue to the
fashionable philo-Semitism of the postwar period that was often insincere. This is expressed
at the very start of the play, where the narrator addresses the audience, tells them that Korczak
had accompanied 65 orphans to death, and suggests, “You can still leave, you know; no one’s
forcing you to stay; no one forced you to come here in the first place. What’s it to you what
happened in Poland in 1940 and 1942? It’s a long way from here to Poland.” (p. 117)
The story centers around three focal points, the victims (Dr. Januz Korczak, the orphans
and the staff of the orphanage), the perpetrators (SS man) and the bystanders (actors, audience).221 As the head of an orphanage in the Warsaw ghetto, Korczak voluntarily went with
his children to the gas chamber at Treblinka, although the SS had promised not to harm him,
rather than abandon the children in their final moments. The play has four adult actors and a
child and does without scenery and costumes. It is not meant to be historically accurate. The
play has the form of a rehearsal for a play in which the actors are preparing to represent the
story of Korczak. The central notion is a lie that Korczak told to keep the truth about their fate
from the children. Korczak is presented as a tragic figure that tries to refrain from ever lying
but is forced to lie to comfort his children on the way to the gas chamber.
The rehearsal for the play is the actual play, which takes the loose form of an improvisation
and rejects illusionistic pathos. There are three male and one female role and one male minor
role. The stage is empty except for three chairs. The techniques of the epic theater and Luigi
Pirandello’s theatrical methods are used to show the overlapping of past and present. Using
various techniques, the play distances the audience from the story. The narrator, a show master, tells the viewers that they will not receive entertainment or diversion. The actors play
multiple roles, changing with the action. This limits the degree of identification with the character. The actress plays the wife of an SS officer, a German mother and a Jewish nurse in
Korczak’s orphanage. The actors represent the indifference of the bystanders that is attacked
by Sylvanus. They initially are indifferent to the play, but gradually take an interest in it. The
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framing of the play by the discussions among the actors and the Narrator provide a Pirandellian method of distancing the actors and audience from the action.
Sylvanus uses non-realistic dramatic methods in this play. Sylvanus draws the spectator’s
attention to the difference between reality and fiction in order to prevent the illusion of theatricality from displacing the historical reality of the events depicted. The stage is minimally
decorated, the actors portray different, opposed characters, and they comment on their roles
and the nature of the material. There are also parallels drawn between the lives of the actors
(as portrayed by actors) and the characters of the drama. Thus, the play begins with the actors
expressing their indifference to and dissatisfaction with the play and the topic but in the
course of the action become more interested. The playwright suggests that since the actors become more engaged in the subject, the audience should as well.
The play also explores the nature of responsibility and guilt through the juxtaposition of
Korczak and the SS man who gives the order of deportation. A parallelism is portrayed in the
two in order to expose the lies upon which the SS morality was based and the justifications
given by SS members. Korczak is portrayed as someone who never lies. He tells only the one
“lie of love” in the play, in order to reassure and calm the children on the way to the extermination center. The narrator points out as well that Korczak never told a lie, but at the end of
the story, he lies to his children by not telling them they are going to a gas chamber. This emphasizes the dishonesty of the Nazis, who also told such lies and the hypocrisy of the SS man.
The SS man repeats the commonplace claim of ignorance about the death camps. The wrongfulness of the crime against Korczak is emphasized by the contrast drawn between the SS
man and his family and Korczak and his orphans. The SS-man who gives Korczak the order
to bring his children to a death camp has a son at home and gives him presents and chocolate.
Korczak is forced to forage about in the ghetto to find some spoiled vegetables for the children.
The ethos and moral commitment of Korczak is expressed in his self-sacrifice and in his
statement in scene 3 that, “We live in our knowledge and we act this knowledge every single
day of our lives – such is the law. What do we care if they curse us and despise us?” In contrast, the SS man offers a similar rationale. “Do the right thing – the right thing for my race,
for the military organization to which I belong, and for my Fatherland.” (scene 4) But this rationale is a pseudo-rationale. The SS man really wants to come out ahead. He is exonerating
himself for violating normal moral standards with an excuse.222 There are parallels between
the two men, for example, they came from struggling families and experienced a spiritual
crossroads in their adolescence. But Korczak’s experience was that he decided to never tell a
lie, while the SS man decided he had to push ahead. The narrator asks the SS man whether the
hardships of his childhood could have made him more understanding, as was the case with
Korczak. The playwright thereby exposes the fallacy of attributing the SS mentality simply to
social hardships.
In the final scene, the narrator takes the role of a rabbi describing the landscape that
Korczak and the children inhabit. Korczak becomes increasingly detached from the surrounding world and more distant from humanity. The final scene of the play ends with the prophecy
of Ezekiel, implying that Korczak has found his victory in the founding of Israel. He has
played part of the cosmic biblical drama of the Jews. The audience may be tempted to find a
certain consoling triumph and sense of closure here. This seems in a sense to misunderstand
the meaning of the Holocaust, which for most Jewish survivors had no meaning as a part of
some grand metaphysical scheme. However, this was a common interpretative approach in the
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1950s. A religious treatment was also found in Soma Morgenstern’s The Third Pillar and
Nelly Sachs’s Eli.223
Erwin Sylvanus saw the importance of portraying the Holocaust with different methods
than realism. He tries to break down the natural defenses against acknowledging the crimes of
the past that were common in the 1950s. Because he gave Korczak the chance for a moral victory and a possible emancipative impulse through the hope of the new state of Israel, Sylvanus misses the more pessimistic views of the Holocaust of more recent theory

5.4 Conclusions
The post-war period in Germany saw a transition to new democratic social and political systems had to be made involving not only institutional, but also and more importantly cultural
and social democratization. There was a desire for renewal, emancipation, liberalization and a
new beginning utilizing the great cultural and democratic resources of Germany’s liberal past.
Unfortunately, this was complicated and made infinitely more difficult by the superimposition
on Germany of the Cold War cleavage. The division between East and West ran straight down
the middle of Germany and dominated much of Germany’s political, social and economic
thinking. Thus, a situation arose which was not conducive to thinking about the Holocaust or
its victims.
The problem of any transitional government is how to get from there to here. The Adenauer
government solved this problem with a variety of compromises that were not favorable to
Holocaust memory. The past was given a new face, behind which continuities remained. The
old elites could not simply be dispensed with, as they were needed for rebuilding. Most were
allowed to continue, and some major Nazis were even given important positions in the government. Nazism was transformed into totalitarianism, which implied a continuity. The Soviet
Union, a chief enemy of the Third Reich, was treated as the symbol of totalitarianism. This allowed conservatives a sense that they were still fighting the old enemy, but it obscured the
centrality of anti-Semitism and the Holocaust for the Third Reich. To compensate for this, the
Adenauer government concluded a major reparations treaty with Israel. But as much of the
conservative CDU support came from people who did not necessarily favor the Jews, the
Adenauer government otherwise neglected the Holocaust. The social democrats likewise cooperated with this in order to avoid a loss of support and to avoid appearing too favorable to
non-German interests. Thus there was a great deficit in attention to the Holocaust and the
Jews that is attributable in part to developments in national and international politics and society.
A great deal was written shortly after the war about German guilt and the German catastrophe. This focused, however, not on guilt for the Holocaust so much as for fascism, Hitlerism,
the war, the destruction of German society, cities and institutions. In fact, a competition of
memories arose. Germans remembered the expulsion from the East and loss of territory, the
prisoners of war, the aerial bombardment and the enormous losses of life and cultural goods.
The victims of fascism remembered the loss of property and life, KZs, ghettos and forced labor. These included not only Jews, but also social democrats, conservatives, communists and
Christians. They expressed their memories and resentments in a great outpouring of memoirs
of the war, some of which are only now being published and read. Others are to be found as
yellowing, brittle books in libraries. Some of these books may never reemerge from dusty archives, but others may find new life and new interest.
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The major early social scientific text that tells about the Holocaust is Eugen Kogon’s SS
State. This work reflects the various forces that influenced thought about the Holocaust at the
time. Originally written as a report by a former inmate for the US occupation forces, it draws
on the testimonies of other inmates and own experiences. The sources included a variety of
former inmates, including communists, social democrats Christians, often members of underground organizations in camps. It tells about the Holocaust, but from a distance and in less
detail than could be desired, because Buchenwald, although many died there, was not an extermination camp per se. The Cold War also influenced the later editions through the essay on
totalitarian terror and the final chapter that assessed the progress in renewal and concerns
about the insufficiency of progress and the negative effects of the Cold War.
Many great postwar works on the Holocaust were written by survivors. An outstanding figure is H.G. Adler, a multi-sided intellectual whose works encompassed history, social science
and creative literature. His classic Theresienstadt, still unsurpassed, showed that the Holocaust was about the destruction, not of isolated, atomized individuals, but rather of an entire
society in all its human complexity. Perhaps for this reason he has been compared to the great
sociologist Georg Simmel. Another giant figure of this period was Josef Wulf, whose documentary collections also show the breadth and complexity of the Third Reich’s assault on the
Jews. His various anthologies prove the interpenetration of anti-Semitic thinking into every
aspect of society, culture and politics and show how comprehensively an entire society was
assaulted and how many different branches of Third Reich society participated and contributed. He documents how incredibly profane and vulgar the assault was and how terribly unjust. A third major German thinker who shaped the public awareness of the Holocaust in this
period was Hannah Arendt, an emigrant Jewish political theorist who had studied and maintained close ties to both Karl Jaspers and Martin Heidegger. Her contribution was to shape the
notion of totalitarianism and European historical development to place the Jews squarely in
the center of European historical development since the Enlightenment and to warn against
the danger of renewed assaults on the Jews by postwar totalitarian movements. Subsequently
she was to fundamentally reshape notions of the perpetrators, victims and bystanders of the
Holocaust.
Two other great works of this period had to wait till later to receive suitable recognition.
The first is Mitscherlich and Mielke’s Doctors of Infamy, a report on the Nuremberg doctors’
trial. Several reports on killing in hospitals, mental institutions and similar therapeutic institutions were written at the time. They were, however, ignored and suppressed by the medical
and therapeutic professions. Interest in them has risen greatly as social and cultural critics and
historians have begun examining the structural violence inherent in modernity and the contradictions of modern science and “biopolitics.” Another neglected classic is Victor Klemperer,
who was discovered only in the 1990s. The enormous interest is certainly related to the great
contemporary interest in autobiography, identity and memory. How else can one explain the
interest of so many people in poring over the vast collection of daily personal observations in
the several volumes of his diaries. Jacob Littner’s memoir came to light only recently, although it was previously known through Wolfgang Koeppen’ revision. Max Kaufmann’s forgotten classic on the Latvian Jews and Lucie Adelsberger’s memoirs likewise provide a sense
of the personal and collective “loss of the world” experienced by the victims of the Holocaust.
Doubtless many other early Holocaust memoirs and diaries will also be published.
However, the person who most definitively aroused sympathy for the Jewish victims and
drew the world’s and Germany’s attention to the Holocaust was Anne Frank. Anne, a Jewish
girl originally from Frankfurt, told about her family hidden in an attic in Amsterdam and
aroused enormous pity and sympathy. This was not simply due to the charm and wit that this
talented child author undoubtedly possessed, but to the stage and film adaptations by American writers. Above all, they reshaped the Holocaust in a frame of emancipation and spiritual
hope that made it possible to draw solace from the story, rather than a sense of shock and de-
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spair at human depravity. Likewise of course literary works by Erwin Sylvanus, Max Frisch
and Albrecht Goes and others also reminded the Germans of the Holocaust and called for
memory rather than forgetting.
The ‘Holocaust’ was not understood as it is now in postwar Germany, and the term was not
current. The Holocaust was seen by most of the authors as simply an extreme expression of
tyranny, a crime against humanity among many. This may be because they lacked the narrative frames or positions which would have made it possible to talk about the Holocaust in a
different way.224 Instead, authors integrate the Holocaust into the frames they had at the time.
The Holocaust should be a form of tyranny which can be fought and which allows victory. It
should not be an immanent aspect of humanity or of Christian civilization. It should be an enemy of enlightenment rationality, not a result or its dark side. It should permit the reaffirmation of Christian values, not their negation. The problem of the complicity of Christian, humanistic and other Western values was then not confronted, and the Holocaust appeared more
as an aberration. It was written around. Authors concentrated on the way the Holocaust had
come about as a break in the continuity of enlightened progress. Even German Jewish writers
tended to take this view. Their commitment to German culture would have been threatened by
seeing the Holocaust as an inevitable product of beliefs they shared or of a society in which
they had lived. Now in contrast it is rather common to argue that the Holocaust was a result of
modern ideas and culturerather than an aberration.225
The late 1950s saw a renewal of interest in prosecuting war crimes, which was seen in interest in several major military trials, as well as in trials of SS perpetrators. Thus it cannot be
said that Germany was wholly insensitive to the issue. Indeed the 1950s laid a foundation of
prosperity that made it possible to consider the further prosecution of perpetrators in the
1960s and the renewed discussion of the Holocaust. However, it must be said that the concern
was not solely with the victims of the Holocaust, but was complex. Some of the 50s prosecution involved Wehrmacht officers and crimes against German soldiers. Likewise, the desecration of Jewish property affected Germany’s international reputation and prestige. Then too,
the Cold War influenced both Germanys’ official positions toward each other. The continuing
propaganda from the GDR tried to link West Germany with fascism and imperialism. This included bringing up continuities between the Third Reich and Adenauer’s Germany through
the continuity of personnel or the failure to come to terms with the Jews and through the association with Western imperialism. As well, the large Jewish populations of the USA and Israel also exerted pressure not to forget, although this was somewhat modulated by various
factors. The American Jews did not want to seem opposed to the US interest in an alliance
with Germany, and the Israelis still tended to see the Holocaust victims as not living up to Zionist ideals. This was to change in the succeeding period, however.
A variety of issues that helped to shape and created the concept of the Holocaust were to be
addressed in the following period. This was because of the rise of interest in social and democratic reforms throughout German society. Not was there an impulse for change in Germany, an international wave of protest and reform calls arose. Emancipation and liberation
were called for and supported with references to the German past. The new social movements
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arose at this time, along with calls for democratic renewal and more openness in society and
culture. This also brought with it new impulses for the change of Holocaust writings. The
Holocaust came to serve in a sense as a “moral club” in disputes on fascism and the German
past. Reform and transitions in the German academic world brought new methods and research positions that gradually brought the Holocaust a more prominent position in research
and writing. There was an historical interest in explaining the Third Reich and the related
theoretical issues relation of structure to agency, center to periphery, intention and contingency.
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6 Challenging Authority
6.1 Introduction
The 1950s seemed to have been a period of rapid recovery and great progress toward democratization in West Germany. The conservative Christian parties, which portrayed themselves
as major victims of the Third Reich and a key source of resistance, were in power at the beginning of the 1960s. Yet the established conservative elites and conservative institutions rapidly came under criticism. The schools, the churches, the universities, the government all
came under attack, and indeed there were major reforms and new social movements that rapidly brought about change in Germany.1 This has been called a moral rearmament of Germany. The social democrats and their allies the social historians and the new left were increasingly influential. The year 1968 came to characterize the period. However, those with an
NS past to hide were increasingly uncomfortable. Indeed the present right extremist parties
that are frequently in the news today started off as a reaction to the 68 reformers. This period
was more favorable to knowledge of the Holocaust, although many did not understand it because they tried to apply antifascist ideas and notions of authoritarianism that missed essential
aspects of the Holocaust.

6.2 New Holocaust Awareness
There were a wide variety of ways in which Germans became more aware of the Holocaust in
the late 1950s and early 60s. These included the Anne Frank wave, which began with the publication of the Anne Frank diary and included a stage and film adaptation, and a collection of
texts on Anne Frank by Ernst Schnabel. There was also the 1957 documentary, Nacht und
Nebel (Night and Fog) by Alain Resnais, which showed the concentration camps and mass
murder. The film was shown in schools and movie houses, and was discussed on TV. In the
early 60s there were numerous publications critical of Germany in the Third Reich by authors
such as Gudrun Tempel, Christian Geissler, Hermann Eich, Ulrich Sonnemann, Karl Jaspers,
Hans Buchheim, Gert Kalow, and Armin Mohler. A notable example is Horst Krüger’s 1966
A Crack in the Wall.2
An important debate was held on the nature of fascism,3 drawing on books such as Ernst
Nolte’s Der Faschismus in seiner Epoche (Three Faces of Fascism 1963) and continued in
the Berlin journal Das Argument.4 A more complex and cohesive concept than the notion of
“war crimes” or atrocities emerged that described what came to be widely named the ‘Holocaust’. Writing about the Third Reich began to imply as well judgments on such varied topics
as enlightenment, emancipation and the liberal society. It became clear that the destruction of
the Jews had not been dealt with adequately at Nuremberg, but had consequences extending
into the present. In the 1960s many began to ask questions such as whether the Holocaust had
been a consequence of delayed national development, an unlucky chain of events, the Ver1
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sailles Treaty, or whether it was the culmination of potentials within modernity. Major debates began to be held on the destruction of the Jews, not simply due to sympathy for the victims or outrage at the perpetrators, but because the Holocaust seemed to reflect on Western
civilization itself. Thus, a universal element beyond the events themselves emerged.
Popular topics were people’s motivation and the possibility of moral choice. The historiographical literature is notable for focusing on the non-consensual, non-democratic aspects
of the Holocaust. The intentionalist-functionalist debate, for example, focused on the question
of decisions by the dictator versus those of bureaucrats. Belated NS trials premised innocence
on the German legal definition of guilt based on inner intention. Studies of everyday life focused on the defense of traditional morals in the face of totalitarian pressure. The literature on
resistance asked whether people had tried to help. Documentary plays asked about the choices
and decisions of non-perpetrators. The debate on fascism challenged the motives of economic
actors.
Such debates arose in the context of a period of transition in the Western World from conservative political and social values to new values and a new historical consciousness. Jeffrey
Alexander has identified a key step in the creation of the concept of the Holocaust in the discrediting for many of modernity and the emancipative narrative that had arisen to justify the
Allied war policy. The Holocaust began to intrude on the public consciousness through demands for justice made by injured persons. These claims, for example as expressed in trials or
in creative literature, were debated against the background of the critique and defense of liberal institutions and values. No one could deny that the Holocaust was wrong, but the question remained of whether society was at fault, or of whether specific actors were. This fueled
and provided the subtext of further discussion of the Holocaust. But because the Holocaust
was only one concern, attention shifted to other issues such as the Vietnam War, RAF terror,
Israel and the Palestinians and the economy, where the debate on liberal society seemed more
current and topical. Interest in the Holocaust ebbed and flowed, and it was not until the 80s
and 90s that a social and cultural constellation arose in which the Holocaust came to be seen
as exemplary evil and a synonym for genocide per se for many in Germany and internationally.
The 60s were marked by the cultural changes that gave rise to the ‘68 generation. The 70s
saw an international economic crisis and the failure of national economic management. The
‘68-generation promoted the memory of the Third Reich, but chiefly as a means to reforms in
the present. They had little interest in the actual victims. The 70s drew attention to the issues
of economics and international terrorism, and there was a shift to conservatism and the defense of national values.5
6.2.1

History and Memory

While the 50s had been characterized by a desire to substitute memories of German suffering
at the end of the war and during the Occupation for the Holocaust, the 60s were more open to
discussing the past. Critics speak of this as a period of remembering to forget. The trials of
NS criminals permitted the German people to conceive of the typical NS criminal as a brutal
sadist such as the notorious Wilhelm Boger, while viewing the great majority of Germans as
decent and innocent of the worst crimes. Symbolic gestures such as Brandt’s falling on his
knees at the site of the Warsaw Ghetto allowed a detachment from the crimes, as they disappeared behind symbolic gestures of contrition by leading figures. This has been called the
“politics of symbolic guilt.” The popular discourse of antifascism allowed the Left in Ger5
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many to view the Holocaust as part of the fascist movement, which included the USA and Israel, which they opposed. In East Germany, communist ideology included East Germans in
the anti-fascist resistance on the side of the USSR. Liberal social historians represented Germany in terms of a path of modernization that differed only in degree from the European, and
Germany seemed to be rapidly being brought in line with Western modernization. Memory
became a movement guided by the media in the 70s, at a time when many new social movements arose. The past was reshaped into a public narrative of national identity. Thus history
could be domesticated and kept from threatening the majority.6
6.2.2

Political Change

The relative stability of the 1950s did not last into the 60s. The 1962 Spiegel affair showed
the strains of solidarity. The respected news magazine Spiegel published facts about defense
policy, and Franz Josef Strauss, ultra-conservative leader of the Bavarian Christian Social Union and Minister of Defense, had its offices raided and the editor arrested. This led to protests,
and Strauss was forced to resign. The CDU formed a coalition with the small liberal party, the
Free Democrats, in 1964. There began to be signs of inflation, labor union agitation, student
protests and the rise of a radical right-wing party, the NPD. The balance of trade declined,
there was a need for budget cuts, and the finances of the states needed control. The FDP left
the government in 1966. Adenauer’s successor as chancellor, Ludwig Erhard, resigned and
was followed by Kurt Georg Kiesinger. The latter had been a minor NSDAP functionary in
the Third Reich. The Social Democrats were included in a Grand Coalition with the Christian
Democrats.
The government began to make concessions, including talks with East Germany, changes
in the Emergency Laws and economic planning. Germany regained a major part of its sovereignty with the end of the right of the Allies to intervene in Germany for reason of emergencies. The SPD was able to do so well in the 1969 elections that it could form a coalition with
the FDP and became the governing party, with Willy Brandt as chancellor. Brandt had actually been in the resistance during the war, and many conservatives held this against him. The
CDU began to appear reactionary after the Spiegel Affair. The Grand Coalition had also made
the situation of the conservatives awkward.7
International events supported change. East Germany was important, as the communist
government tried to legitimate its own status by drawing attention to the continuities between
the Third Reich and the Federal Republic. It used the presence of former Nazis in West Germany’s government, business and social life for propaganda purposes. East Germany limited
Western access to its archives so that it could blackmail former Nazis in their side of Germany and restrict the possibilities of the West to interpret the files. Thus Hans Globke, Theodor Oberländer and others in the Adenauer government were easy targets for propaganda attacks, regardless of their postwar behavior. There was also a certain continuity of personnel in
areas such as the judiciary, bureaucracy and universities. Hans Globke, a state secretary, had
helped draft the Nuremberg Laws and orders for the discrimination of Jews.
Above all the Eichmann trial focused attention on the Jewish victims of the Holocaust and
their suffering. The reputation of the USA declined as the result of reports on the anticommunist McCarthy era, civil rights movement, poverty in the USA and the Vietnam War.
A cult of neo-Marxism and neo-Freudianism became popular among the young, who challenged liberal democratic institutions as repressive. Much of the youth protest against the
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older generation was directed at their authoritarian attitudes and not so much at their participation in the Holocaust. Indeed many of the protesters on the left were anti-Zionist, which
was a covert form of anti-Semitism for many. Also the far right opposed the USA, Israel and
immigrants. Thus these movements were less conducive of Holocaust writing.
6.2.3

Socio-Cultural Change

A range of events began to occur which made the Holocaust relevant to German society but
that ultimately also distracted from it. The end of the 50s saw one of the periodic peaks of
anti-Semitism and right-radicalism in Germany. There were desecrations of Jewish property
and subsequent calls for new educational reforms to teach about the Holocaust. But other issues began to overshadow Holocaust memory.
It appeared in the 1960s that class antagonisms would be revived. In 1968 the antiauthoritarian movement and the extra-parliamentary opposition reached a highpoint. There
were mass strikes by the metal workers in 1969. Students began questioning the legitimacy of
West Germany’s class-based society, and the labor movement became militant. In the early
1970s there arose small groups of political terrorists claiming to be fighting a class war. Yet,
in fact the period did not become one of class politics, but rather of new culturally-oriented
themes.8 A number of events in 1968 also drew attention to the NS past. One was the socalled Emergency Laws to end the Western Allies’ right to intervene in Germany under emergency conditions. This recalled the Emergency laws used to undermine Weimar democracy.
Another was a protest at Dachau when young Germans objected to NATO participation in the
ceremonies dedicating the memorial site. Another event was when the wife of Nazi-hunter
Serge Klarsfeld slapped Chancellor Kurt Georg Kiesinger on the anniversary of Kristallnacht
in Berlin.9 In addition, a third edition of the East German Braunbuch was published. This text
of over 400 pages listed thousands of prominent West Germans who allegedly had NS pasts.
The purpose was to demonstrate the current fascist, racist nature of West Germany. That
the East Germans had also rehabilitated large numbers of ex-Nazis was not discussed, and
their names were not listed. West Germany retaliated by publishing the names of prominent
ex-Nazis in the GDR.10
The new agenda in the 1970s came to be loaded with quality of life issues. Expanding culture, improvements in the natural and cultural environment became central topics. The increasing affluence of German society gave people more money for leisure activities. Life
styles and cultural affiliations became pluralized. Among other changes, there were more
TVs, and more museums.
There was value change to “post-materialistic” values. The authoritarian values of the Adenauer era came under critique. Intellectuals such as Grass, Frisch, Walser, Enzensberger,
Weiss, Habermas and Mitscherlich encouraged criticism and change in society. The conservative Springer press headed by Axel Springer came under attack for exercising a monopoly of
influence on public opinion. This led to an intellectual dispute between right and left. Conservative social scientist Helmut Schelsky published a polemical book, Die Arbeit tun die anderen: Klassenkampf und Priesterschaft der Intellektuellen (The work is done by others:
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Class conflict and the priesthood of the intellectuals – 1975). He polemicized that the critical
intellectuals had become an excessive force influencing public opinion and undermining
German democratic institutions. Heinrich Böll urged calm and discretion in dealing with
threats to social stability in the 1970s, but was denounced as advocating terrorism. A somewhat tense atmosphere arose. Böll reacted by attacking the collusion of “police, industrialists,
and the gutter press” as responsible for provoking the ordinary citizen to commit violence11 in
a popular novel, The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum (1974).
The fear of terror reached a high-point in 1977 when terrorists assassinated the Chief Prosecutor, Siegfried Buback, a prominent banker, Jürgen Ponto, and the head of the Federation of
German Industry, Hans Martin Schleyer. The alliance of RAF terrorists with the Palestinians
and the murder of Israeli athletes at the Olympics in Munich were other sources of tension.
6.2.4

Youth Revolt and Generational Conflict

The social arrangements and narratives that provided Germans a sense of identity, atonement
and redemption in the 50s began to be challenged in the 1960s by the younger generation.
For many in the 60s, the private sphere became politicized. The authoritarianism attributed
to the Nazis was assumed to have led to both sexual repression and the Holocaust.12 Sexual
prudery allegedly characterized the Third Reich, and sexual repression was central to its tyranny.13 This was thought to lead to authoritarian relationships and a proneness to violence and
emotionally handicapped children in the postwar period. The churches and Allied politicians
had tried to be the adjudicators of post-war morality and treated sexuality as a major challenge to post-war Germany. The New Left argued that sexual repression had made the Nazis
cruel and capable of committing mass murder. However, there were two views on this. Herbert Marcuse thought that: “the Nazis encouraged sexual release and license and worked to
link that release and license to racism.” Erich Fromm also thought that the Third Reich “combined political unfreedom with sexual freedom.”14 The topic was also linked to contemporary
ideas of sexual liberation. Feminists saw sexual aggression by men as a threat. In the late sixties activists linked the personal and the political together, and sexual conflicts could be used
in connection with the Judeocide and Nazism as a way of expressing opposition to the system.
In the seventies there was more concentration on personal problems in which fascism played
a role, while a focus on the victims was neglected.15
The fascist narrative became popular in Germany among radicals. This meant the notion
that the Third Reich was a widely supported system in which many participated and benefited. The Holocaust received more attention, but this was instrumentalized. The younger
generation used it as a reproach against the older, because they resented what had happened to
them, not what happened to the Jewish victims. The adoption of Marxist and psychoanalytical
narratives was a way to defy the older generation, but it tended to marginalize the Jews. The
victims of Marxist fascist theories are class enemies, not racial or religious. Thus not so much
was actually written about the Jews by the young social critics. The left even supported the
Palestinians in their struggle against Israel. They claimed that the Palestinians held the same
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position with respect to Israel as the Jews in the Third Reich. Thus, Israel and the Jews came
to be vilified by many leftist opponents of ‘fascism’.
A number of aspects of the 60s led to a challenge to the progressive interpretation of postwar history and the Holocaust. Of key importance was the generational change. A professor
who received his chair immediately after the war would be likely to retire in the mid- to late
60s. In the immediate postwar period, there was a societal understanding that few were guilty.
The innocent protected the guilty in return for their support. The Allies, their trials and deNazification boards were regarded as the real enemies, and few Germans spoke about the
Holocaust. Imprisoned Nazi criminals had been quickly released and trials were suspended after Germany regained its sovereignty. This tacit solidarity began to break down as a new generation arose which had not been born or was very young during the war. These young people
began to mature in the 60s and did not feel a need to keep silent about the war.
6.2.5

Anti-Fascism

In the 1960s non-Marxist approaches to fascism theory appear, for example Ernst Nolte’s
comparative philosophical approach. The topics of World War II and the Holocaust were revived in this period. This is related in many ways to generational changes in German society
during this period. The generation that grew up during or after the war remembered the hardships of this period and blamed their parents’ generation. The authoritarianism of the 1950s
caused resentments and protest against the social situation. Younger people wanted to be the
opposite of their parents in every way. Thus, they made an antifascist critique and also questioned the post-war ‘philo-Semitism’ that had arisen in response to the guilt problem.
The silence of the older generation concerning the war and the Holocaust provoked the
younger generation to reexamine the past. POWs returning from the East had information on
the atrocities there. Nazi hunters drew attention to the presence of unpunished war criminals
in Germany and other countries. East Germany also published accusations of Nazis in the
West German government and industry. The desecration of Jewish property highlighted the
continuation of anti-Semitism in German society. Trials such as the Ulm Einsatzgruppen trial
and trials of the staff of concentration camps, such as the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial, awakened
an awareness of the criminal nature of the Third Reich.
The Holocaust was instrumentalized in various ways. The West was accused of responsibility for the threat of another major world war, a ‘nuclear Holocaust’. The younger generation
accused the older generation of cooperating with the US in preparing for such a war. The USGerman axis was viewed as a continuation of fascism in the form of imperialism and aggression. The War in Vietnam and the Cuban missile crisis were framed so as to bear out these
accusations. As the Social Democrats under Willy Brandt rose to power, the policy of rapprochement with Eastern Europe required toning down the anti-totalitarian, anticommunist
rhetoric of the 1950s. The murder of the Jews became an instrument in leftist politics. There
were also international problems that cast into doubt the security of the German Western integration. The Berlin crisis and the Berlin wall made relations with the East difficult. The Bay
of Pigs action and the Vietnam War aroused protest movements in Europe and America. RAF
fighters supported militant Palestinians.
6.2.6

Re-judicialization of the Past

The willingness of Germans to accept trials of NS perpetrators increased in the late 1950s.
There were a number of trials, of which the Ulm Einsatzgruppen trial of 1958 (concerning
mass shootings by SS units in the East), the Eichmann trial of 1961 and the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial of 1963 (trial of guards and other staff in Auschwitz for murder on their own initiative) are well known. Recent research has shown the importance of less well-known trials, including trials of military officers in the late 50s. In 1958, there was the Arnsberg trial of six
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Wehrmacht officers for mass executions of Polish and Soviet laborers, the trial of SS General
Simon and five subordinates, the Tolsdorff trials in Traunstein,16 and the trial of Walter Martin Sommer, the “executioner of Buchenwald.”17 Although there was initial opposition to such
trials, acceptance gradually increased in the late 50s. The fact that the Germans held many of
these trials under their own jurisdiction made them more German and less like the justice of
the victors of the war, as in the case of Nuremberg. Whereas in the 1940s and 50s emphasis
was often placed on global historical explanations of the Holocaust, in this period the focus
was on the immediate situation in which actors chose to act or not to act. This means that
much of the literature dealt with trials, including transcripts, expert reports, books on the ability to act freely under totalitarianism, the structure of authority. There were also dramas that
used a court-like format to emphasize personal responsibility. In addition, the actual ideas of
the actors are focused on instead of the impersonal forces that presumably drove their actions
in a mass and global manner.
A number of events had led to the resumption of trials of Nazi criminals. The prosecution
cases depended on investigations carried out by the Zentralstelle der Landesjustizverwaltungen in Ludwigsburg (Central Office for State Justice Departments), created in 1958.
These trials focused attention on the criminal aspects of the Third Reich, and on Jewish aspects that had received too little attention at Nuremberg.18 It must be noted that the trials had a
certain symbolic value going beyond the actual convictions. Of thousands of persons investigated, only about a hundred received life sentences. Many investigations were discontinued due
to the difficulty of gaining convictions, and many perpetrators avoided punishment with medical
excuses. Ralph Giordano coined an expression for this failure to punish: Germany’s “second
guilt.”19
A notion of the Holocaust as a phenomenon in itself and not merely as one war crime
among others began to emerge in the 1960s. Among the important works that contributed to
this were Gerald Reitlinger’s Final Solution (1953),20 William L. Shirer’s Rise and Fall of the
Third Reich, Léon Poliakov’s Harvest of Hate (Brévaire de la Haine – 1951) and Raul Hilberg’s Destruction of the European Jews (1961), which only became available in German in
the 1980s, but could be read in English. Interest may also have been inspired by Albert
Speer’s memoirs (1969).21 The Holocaust came to be seen as a continuing potential of society,
not something that had been eliminated by the victory in World War II. Furthermore, research
that implicated ever more segments of German society tended to reinforce this omnipresence
of the potential for genocide in modern society.
In March 1965 the German parliament debated the statute of limitations for crimes committed in World War II. If not prosecuted before the expiration of the statute, the unprosecuted
Nazi criminals would have been free from future prosecution after May of that year. The fact
that there had been a statute of limitations at the time of the Holocaust seemed to rule out an
extension to make it possible to prosecute criminals after the expiration of the deadline. Even
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Hitler, had he been found alive, could have been freed from prosecution after this expiration
and could have drawn his pension. The enormity of the crimes spoke for an extension. The
debates were used to discuss the entire issue of the Third Reich and issues such as whether
foreign countries should have accepted more Jewish emigrants. It was in many cases hard to
tell from the speeches whether the speakers were for or against the extension. In fact the statute was extended by four years, however, the form in which it was done still permitted many
criminals to avoid prosecution. Later it was eliminated entirely, but a large share of the German population was in favor of no longer prosecuting the crimes of the Third Reich. The majority of the major criminals had been freed by the mid-50s, and these people were not
brought into the debate on the statute of limitations. Thus many major criminals, particularly
the Schreibtischtäter (desk perpetrators), such as RSHA officials like Werner Best, were free
at the time of the debate. Some were never tried.
Many of the old assumptions that consoled Germans in the 40s and 50s with the belief that
they had not been so bad after all began to break down. For example, scholars began to question totalitarian models that implied the powerlessness of the German people in the Third
Reich, which had served as an excuse for blaming the SS. Now there was a greater awareness
of personal responsibility. The tragic narrative of the Holocaust began to assert itself in German writings. For example, the image of the ordinary German as a helpless victim of totalitarianism came under attack at the trials. It was now asked whether there had in fact been opportunities to avoid participating in mass murder. The notion of excessive cruelty beyond that
ordered by superiors was a key issue.
The re-judicialization of the Holocaust did have some unfortunate effects, however. The
persons investigated were certainly reprehensible, but they and their crimes did not constitute
the Holocaust. Even giving all of them lengthy prison sentences would not have settled the
problem of guilt. The whole of organized German society contributed to the Holocaust, and a
society cannot be dealt with judicially. A form of restorative justice was necessary which
would deal with the system as a whole. This is becoming clear through studies of transitional
justice in new democracies.22
6.2.7 Changes in History and Memory
In the 1960s, there was a shift in the historical profession toward social history, and innovative methods were developed. The international movement toward combining history and sociology23 also had effects in Germany. A particular influence was also Hans Rosenberg.24 The
Heidelberger Arbeitskreis für Sozialgeschichte (Heidelberg Work Group for Social History)
shifted its focus under Werner Conze and Reinhart Koselleck from a concentration on the
state as the agent of social change to studying the history of mentalities. The method of empathy was used to analyze historical changes in the ways people thought.
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Another influence was Fritz Fischer’s analysis of Imperial war aims in World War I. He
used conventional historical methods to argue that domestic elites wanted an aggressive foreign policy for economic reasons, thus that Germany participation in the war was not just a
reaction to the actions of foreign powers. This suggested that long-term domestic trends lay
behind the Holocaust and Third Reich as well.25 Historians using the historical social science
approach, such as Hans-Ulrich Wehler and Jürgen Kocka, began to write history with a focus
on social science methods. Located especially at the University of Bielefeld, the new social
historians were more oriented to politics than social historians in other countries. They aimed
to show the social and institutional bases of authoritarian politics. They were highly theoretical
and emphasized the paradigm of modernization and the German Sonderweg as explanatory concepts.26 Their work tended to include mid-range empirical theories.
Historical social science promised to make history scientific rather than interpretive. At the
same time, however, it also appeared to provide an integration of German history into European history and, by emphasizing long-term trends, reduced the Holocaust to a brief deviation
from long-term developments. Historical social science was also liberal and socially critical.27
If Germany had deviated from the path of normal modernization, it could be brought back
into line through improved institutions and policies. This reduced their guilt somewhat. Also
important was the Bavaria project as a contribution to a new social history of life in the Third
Reich.28
In the 1970s and 1980s, there was an increasing sense of dissatisfaction with the mid-range
theories of historical social science and a desire to develop comprehensive theories (grand
theories, master narratives). Max Weber was rediscovered as a theorist with a global historical model of social change. His theories were seen as a way of interpreting social and political
processes with an emphasis on values and ideals and not merely instrumental knowledge. Jürgen Habermas and Niklas Luhmann developed major comprehensive social theories.
In this period, there were a number of developments in collective memory. Whereas in the
40s intellectuals such as Jaspers and Arendt called on Germans to remember in order to recall guilt and do something about this, the need to remember took on a therapeutic aspect.
Particularly Adorno and the Mitscherlichs encouraged working through and acknowledging
the past in order to overcome personal and collective neuroses. The Mitscherlichs borrowed
Freud’s ideas of melancholy and mourning to show the right direction for therapeutic remembering.29 The media also increasingly influenced German memories of the Third Reich.
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Thus, major films such as the documentary on Hitler, Holocaust and Heimat came to express
the image of the Holocaust for many of the public. Above all there was a sense that psychologically change was needed in order for Germans to recover from the past.
In the 60s, there were studies of bureaucracy, institutions and decision processes in the
Third Reich government and studies of the SS administration (RSHA, WVHA, Gestapo) and
the KZs. These tended to produce a different picture of the perpetrators, for example as bookkeepers of death or ordinary men. Hannah Arendt’s phrase “banality of evil” seemed to capture this view. Versions are found in Martin Broszat’s edition of Rudolf Höss’s memoirs.
Broszat’s development of the functionalist school suggested that bureaucratic competition and
not personal characteristics caused the behavior of such people, rather than powerful emotions of hat or ideological fanaticism. H.G. Adler also viewed Rudolf Höss as representative
of the “mechanical materialism” of the NS bureaucracy. Bystanders and even victims were
also banal. Thus, for Hannah Arendt the Jewish Councils (Judenräte) made bureaucratic decisions that contributed to the deaths of Jews. Occupied countries made such bureaucratic, routine decisions.30

6.3 Holocaust Literature
Below I deal first with a selection of factual texts dealing with the Holocaust in the 60s and
70s. Literary texts from this period are then discussed. Noteworthy is the influence of judicial
investigation on the availability of information for historians. As well, the studies of administrative matters contributed ultimately to a better understanding of the Holocaust, but distracted at first from an understanding of the non-bureaucratic aspects. Historians who had
been victims were chiefly the ones who dealt with the victims.31
6.3.1

Wolfgang Scheffler

The desecration of Jewish property and the trials beginning in 1958 of alleged Nazi criminals
stimulated a sense that there was an educational deficit in Germany. With more enlightenment, youth would learn of the dangers of repeating the past. A number of books of an educational nature appeared in the 1960s, e.g., Hannah Vogt’s Schuld oder Verhängnis? Zwölf Fragen an deutschlands jüngste Vergangenheit (Guilt or Fate? Twelve Questions about Germany’s Recent Past – 1961).30 Previously little was published about the Holocaust in Germany,
with a few exceptions such as Theresienstadt by H.G. Adler or Lucie Adelsberger’s memoirs.
The first German overall presentation of the Holocaust is a short 1961 book entitled Judenverfolgung im Dritten Reich (Persecution of Jews in the Third Reich).31 The book is less than
a hundred pages long and intended to edify the general public but compares favorably with
more recent introductions. Several similarly brief books for the general reading public subsequently appeared in the 1990s by historians such as Dieter Pohl, Wolfgang Benz and Hans
Mommsen.32 The text draws heavily on secondary sources and the author’s extensive work as
a historian, in which he often provided expert reports for trials. The Büchergild edition contains over 120 pages of key documents, including ones from major trials and archives that
support the presentation in the text and also historical photographs. The approach focuses on
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political decisions rather than social or cultural conditions as causal factors.
The introduction to a 1964 edition bears the epigram, “Not looking away, but rather seeing
is what liberates the soul” by Theodor Litt. The author states that the instruction of the German people about the Third Reich is one of the most important tasks of civic education. This
task includes making the facts known, presenting them to youth, and providing teachers with
suitable instructional material. This instruction is both a moral-ethical and also a political
problem. Only when there is a readiness to discuss the past can the moral prestige of the German people be restored before the world and for the Germans themselves. But of course the
problem is not simply to liberate the soul, but there were also other needs, such as to expose
and punish the numerous perpetrators who had escaped justice. The author uses a frame that
does not permit a detailed study of anti-Semitism. He recommends Eva G. Reichmann’s 1950
Hostages of Civilisation as a source on this topic.
The first section (p. 6-16) briefly presents the preconditions. These are historical antiSemitism, racial anti-Semitism and the status of Jews in Germany. The historical hatred of the
Jews is traced back to the Middle Ages and the Christian characterization of Jews as “Christkillers,” the blaming of Jews for plagues, famines, fires and disease. The economic reasons
for persecuting Jews are also brought in. The isolation of Jews in ghettos prevented normal
social development, and the Jew became the “other” who was disliked.
Racial anti-Semitism is treated in terms of the history of ideas, reaching from Gobineau to
Houston Stewart Chamberlain to Hitler. The author quotes Mein Kampf, where Hitler speaks
of gassing twelve or fifteen thousand Jews in World War I. He thinks that National Socialism
contributed little to racial anti-Semitism other than radically applying it in practice. The Nazis
held to the view that racial purity and the conquest of “living space” in the East would enable
the Aryans to rule Europe. (p. 13) The emancipation of the Jews had been completed by the
creation of the Weimar Republic. Jews were only a very small percentage of the German
population, less than one percent in 1933. Their assimilation was greater in Germany than
anywhere else. The Jews also contributed much with their intellectual and cultural contributions. They were as attached to their country as the non-Jewish Germans.
The chief section of the book concerns the years 1933 to 1945. (p. 17-67) This period began with the “peaceful” terror in 1933-35 and involved the exclusion of the Jews from public
life with laws and decrees. The law “For the Restoration of the Civil Service” of 7 April 1933
led to dismissals of Jewish civil servants. The famous book burning of spring 1933 was a preliminary to eliminating the Jews from cultural life. Julius Streicher’s newspaper, Der Stürmer,
propagated bigoted propaganda against the Jews. Other propaganda papers also slandered the
Jews. Thus a Gaulleiter, Wilhelm Kube in 1934 published in a Westphalian paper that the
Jews were like plague and syphilis for the white race. They personified negativism. (p. 19)
The legal principles of “healthy sense of the folk” and “law is what serves the German folk”
were first steps toward a decline in legal principles. The 1935 Nuremberg Laws provided a
basis for excluding Jews completely from public employment. The Reich Citizenship law disenfranchised the Jews. The legal definition of the Jew made it possible to identify the persons
to be excluded. The Jews were steadily excluded from economic life as well. (p. 21 f.)
The author gives a brief summary of Jewish self-help. This included the overarching organization, the Reichsvertretung der deutschen Juden (National Representation of German
Jews). It tried to coordinate the preparation for emigration, vocational retraining, schools,
economic aid and welfare. Efforts were made to aid emigrants to other countries. A Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden (Aid Association of German Jews) existed and there was a Palästinaamt (Palestine Office) to aid emigrants. The author shows the steady emigration in a table.
(p. 26)
The beginning of the end came in 1938. The regime aimed at excluding Jews from the
economy and pressuring Jews to emigrate. There was a decree on registering Jewish assets in
April 1938. In July, doctors and lawyers lost their licenses to practice. In October there were
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the expulsions of Jews to Poland. (p. 27 ff.) In November the assassination of Ernst vom Rath
in Paris provided the occasion for the Pogrom of 9 November under the direction of Joseph
Goebbels. There was a wave of arrests, a forced levy of a billion marks and the full exclusion
from legal existence.
The period 1939-1941 was a preliminary to the Holocaust. It included the end of emigration
in October 1941 and the Madagascar project. The deportations to Poland were made. Then in
1941 the “Final Solution” began. Key points in this were the assignment of organizational responsibilities to Heydrich by Göring in July 1941, the introduction of the Jewish star, the beginning of deportations, the 20 January 1942 Wannsee Conference and the July, 1942 beginning of selections for the gas chambers at Auschwitz. The author includes material on the organizational arrangements for the Holocaust, including the RSHA, the services of Adolf
Eichmann, the Wannsee Conference, the plan for ethnic cleansing in the East. The German
ministries agreed to the Final solution, and the Foreign Office had its own interests to defend.
The decisions made at the Wannsee Conference were soon executed. Various authorities
such as the revenue offices participated. The authorities were interested in sterilizing persons
of mixed parentage. The mass shootings by Einsatzgruppen began. Large numbers of people
were killed in extermination camps. The author describes the fates of Jews in various territories, beginning with the fate of the German Jews 1941-45. (p. 41 ff.) Various rules were imposed to make the lives of Jews difficult. They were forbidden various rights, such as being
forbidden to own pets. They could not buy fish, red meat, clothing cards, milk cards, white
bread and goods which were in short supply, couldn’t use electrical devices, bicycles, typewriters, etc. The Reich Association was under the supervision of the Gestapo and there was
extortion. The Theresienstadt ghetto was used to disguise the crimes. The tax bureaucracy
participated in state-organized plundering of Jews. There were individual efforts to help, for
example, Aryan spouses protested for the release of their partners. Some people lived illegally
underground in Berlin.
The next section deals with events in occupied countries. Several countries, Finland, Italy,
Denmark and Bulgaria, were more successful in protecting part of their Jewish population. (p.
47 ff.) The worst fate was that of the Polish Jews. Only about ten percent of three million survived the war. There was great suffering. The author cites Goebbels’s diary and also Hans
Frank on the terrible treatment of the Jews. The Revolt in the Warsaw ghetto involved terrible
suffering. Action Reinhard dominated 1942. Medical experiments were made in KZ Auschwitz. (p. 52 f.) The four Einsatzgruppen set up ghettos to concentrate the Jews, carried out
mass shootings and pogroms aided by native militia units. The Jews in the ghettos were used
as forced laborers. In South-Eastern Europe only Rumania aided the extermination. The Slovakian government at first cooperated but later resisted deportations. The Hungarians at first
protected native Jews until Germany took over power and Adolf Eichmann planned the deportations. (p. 56 f.)
The author also discusses resistance activities. These were generally individual actions
rather than organized. He also tries to differentiate degrees of responsibility. He lists the top
leaders who were chiefly responsible. However, “The German people bear the full moral responsibility for the events – even if one denies the existence of a collective guilt.” (p. 62) This
seems to leave out the army, which has received more attention in recent years, the local army
and occupation leadership is now assigned more independent decision-making power. Furthermore, the plundering of Jewish property and its redistribution in Germany is not dealt
with, which was a key part of the destruction process in which large numbers of civilians and
private professional organizations as well as the tax offices played a major role.
A final section deals with reparations including the agreement between West Germany and
Israel of 1952 and individual compensation. The book concludes with 32 documents such as
the Nuremberg laws, the decree excluding the Jews, reports from the Einsatzgruppen and estimates of the extent of extermination. A final appendix gives suggestions for instruction, a
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chronological table 1933-1945 and literature references. The references are limited to well
known classics, such as books by H.G. Adler, Hans Buchheim, Robert Kempner and Gerhard
Schoenberner.
This volume makes accessible a clear, easily read book for the German public and youth
that could be used in school instruction. It is one of the first to indicate that the German Jews
also organized resistance efforts. It is not dry and pedantic, but also not emotional. It encourages the Germans to take responsibility and think about the events without indulging in moral
self-flagellation. Dan Stone criticizes the work for encouraging a sense of inwardness as a
form of mastering the past. The text suggests an inward reflection on the Holocaust, but in
fact many social and political responses were still needed, for example, the search for Jewish
accounts in foreign bank accounts and the restitution of plundered Jewish possessions, the
compensation of victims in Eastern Europe, etc.
6.3.2

Eberhard Kolb

Bergen-Belsen is a NS concentration camp that at one time had the symbolic significance of
Auschwitz today. As recently as 1985, it received attention on the occasion of the ReaganKohl Bitburg cemetery visit. Because of the international consternation that a US president
and German Chancellor Kohl would visit a cemetery containing Waffen-SS graves, an additional visit to Bergen-Belsen was organized to offset the unfortunate symbolism.33
In the early 1960s, much archival material became easily accessible and allowed empirical
investigation of aspects of the Holocaust neglected in the more theoretical and global portrayals of totalitarianism theorists like Hannah Arendt. At the same time, the example of Raul
Hilberg’s monumental study of the Destruction of the European Jews set a standard for archival research. A number of topics that interested scholars include the concentration camps, the
efforts at rescue and Jewish efforts at self-defense. These topics were combined in Eberhard
Kolb’s study of Bergen-Belsen, which takes H.G. Adler’s masterly Theresienstadt as a model.
The topic of rescue was also dealt with about this time, in Heinar Kipphardt’s Joel Brand, a
documentary drama on the attempt to purchase the freedom of Jews from the SS.34 Likewise a
biography of Joel Brand was published.35 The problem of Jewish self-help and self-administration is important in H.G. Adler’s Theresienstadt, and Kolb explicitly points out that
Adler’s work is more relevant than Eugen Kogon’s SS-Staat, because women and men were
allowed to mingle at Bergen-Belsen. Kolb also deals with the social relations among inmates.
Bergen-Belsen was a small concentration camp located near Celle in Hanover. It was expanded for various reasons and held up to 10,000 prisoners. The especial importance of a
book on Bergen-Belsen in the early 1960s is because the camp was liberated by the British in
April 1945 and for many years represented the Holocaust per se. This was due in no small
measure to the fact that it was located on Western territory and because of the horrendous
condition of the prisoners found by the entering troops. Although there were no gas chambers,
thousands died of typhus and starvation, among them Anne Frank and her sister Margot.
Contrary to what many then believed, however, Bergen-Belsen was not a typical concentration camp. Eberhard Kolb, who wrote the first major study of the camp, was born in 1933 in
Stuttgart. The study is a 1959 University of Göttingen doctorate. He subsequently became an
assistant at the University of Göttingen. The book is entitled Begen-Belsen: Geschichte des
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‘Aufenthaltslagers’ 1943-1945.36 Bergen-Belsen was set up later than most other NS KZs
(1943) and was originally intended as a detention camp (Aufenthaltslager) for prisoners who
could be exchanged for ethnic Germans in Allied hands who would thereby be repatriated.
Kolb shows in this study how the structures of the SS system and the history of the camp explain how the intended detention camp became a place of horror and death. It was not set up
with the intention that it would function as it ultimately did. This conclusion is in harmony
with the 60s focus on contingency and unexpected outcomes.
The author has identified four aspects of the Holocaust that Bergen-Belsen’s history can
help to clarify. These are i. the treatment of certain groups of Jews, particularly the “exchange
Jews” ii. the attitude of the American and British governments to rescue initiatives iii. conflicts of authority and differences of opinion among various NS institutions over the best way
of dealing with Jews and iv. the fate of the victims of the last months of the Holocaust.37
Kolb points out (p. 9-11, 323 f.) that the research was particularly difficult, because the entire camp records had been destroyed before the liberation. There are also few reports by former inmates. The most important sources are the Nuremberg documents. Another important
source is the papers of the Commander of the Security Police and SD Den Haag, Department
IV B at the Rijksinstituut voor Oorlogsdocumentatie in Amsterdam. This was important because the papers of the RSHA in Berlin were missing. In addition, various archives such as
the Wiener Library in London, the Document Center Berlin, the Institut für Zeitgeschichte in
Munich and Yad Vashem in Jerusalem contained documents to clear up individual questions.
Kolb’s explanation of the origins of Bergen-Belsen bears similarities to the structuralistfunctionalist approach. In the spring of 1943, the German Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt)
and the SS agreed to work out arrangements for exchanging Jews for German citizens held
abroad. The idea was to hold back Dutch, Belgian, French, and Norwegian Jews with family,
political or other important links to enemy states. Himmler had similar ideas in mind. He assigned the planned detention camp to the SS WVHA (Economic and Administrative Main Office), which administered concentration camps. Thus, the camp was not given the status of a
civilian internment camp. This permitted transporting “exchange Jews” to extermination
camps. In the later part of the war, the WVHA was using KZ inmates as labor in the munitions industry, but there were no industrial plants near Bergen-Belsen. The camp was inadequately supplied, and eventually the prisoners grew weak from malnourishment and were ravaged by diseases. A variety of different contingents were shipped to Bergen-Belsen, and at the
end of the war, large numbers from other camps were shipped there as the Soviets advanced
toward the camps in the East. Very few of the exchange Jews were in fact exchanged.
Besides the history of the camp, the author also describes the structure and functioning.
There were a collection of separate satellite camps: These included a “prisoners’ camp”
(Häftlingslager) for the builders of the camp, a “special camp” (Sonderlager) for Jews with
papers from countries in South America, a “neutral camp” (Neutralenlager) for citizens of
neutral countries, a “star camp” (Sternenlager) housing the ostensible exchange Jews and a
“Hungarian camp” (Ungarnlager) containing Jews from Hungary. In 1944, sick prisoners
from other camps began to be sent there, such as Dora, a former satellite camp of Buchenwald. In the Star camp, where women and men could meet during the day, there were some
elements of prisoner self-administration. The author compares this with the situation in
Theresienstadt as described by H.G. Adler as a “Zwangsgemeinschaft” (compulsory community). Thus, the Jewish camp council was made up of Greek and Dutch Jews. The
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Judenältester was Jacques Albala a Greek Jew who had been Judenrat elder in Thessaloniki.
The Dutch Jew Joseph Weiß became his assistant and was in many ways more helpful to the
prisoners. He was a German Jew who had migrated to Holland in 1933 and could speak with
the Germans. (p. 53 ff., 63 f.) The camp staff was responsible for various unsatisfactory conditions in the camp. There were two commandants, Adolf Haas (p. 81 ff.) and Josef Kramer.
(p. 121 ff.) Both were guilty of worsening the situations of the prisoners. Haas refused to install improved sanitary facilities even though the supplies were present. (p. 83) Kramer came
from Auschwitz-Birkenau, which had been evacuated. He transformed Bergen-Belsen into a
regular concentration camp and discontinued prisoner self-administration, which had helped
the prisoners in many ways. Among his actions was to appoint a criminal named Walter
Hanke camp elder for the entire camp. With Hanke criminal capos got into the Star camp and
treated the inmates with great brutality. (p. 125) In addition to deliberate cruelty, Kramer allowed the further degeneration of the camp into an inferno of death and suffering. The book
ends with a description of the liberation of the camp by the British and the Belsen trial. There
is a section of documentation on the development of the exchange plan and long excerpts
from three diaries of inmates. There is also an appendix on issues including the number of
victims.
The author has contributed to differentiating the history of the concentration camps by
showing that no generic camp exemplified all camps. Particularly important is the description
of the interaction of different administrative bodies, SS, WVHA and Foreign Office in planning the camp and the unfortunate effects of particular administrative decisions. As well, the
relationship between the camps and the NS government and the course of the war are made
clear. The camps were not autarchic or free from outside influences. This early study was a
predecessor of recent interest in the KZs.38
6.3.3

Hannah Arendt

Hannah Arendt’s second major book relating to the Holocaust is her account of the Eichmann
trial in Israel in 1961, which she attended on assignment to write a series of articles for The
New Yorker magazine. She subsequently presented the articles in a book that appeared in
1963 and was republished in 1964 with a postscript and reply to critics. She was not the only
journalist who reported on the trial. A number of German authors wrote reports that in the
meantime are largely forgotten. These include: Robert Pendorf and Albert Wucher.39 Wucher,
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for example, oscillated between the view of Eichmann as a bureaucrat merely obeying orders
and a cruel ideological fanatic. The bureaucratic view was one often claimed by NS defendants at trials as exonerating defenses.
Arendt brought to bear on her experience of the trial the ideas she had developed over the
previous thirty years, including totalitarianism theory, the bourgeois-citoyen dichotomy, the
notion of bureaucracy in totalitarian and other modern societies, the polis and free thought
and debate, and the analysis of Jewish leadership in the Nineteenth Century. She was also interested in the trial because she had missed the Nuremberg trials. She had long had an interest
in Zionism and the state of Israel and was sometimes highly critical of Israel.
The book includes a bibliography of secondary literature on Eichmann, including the reports of other journalists who wrote on the Eichmann trial. She also was acquainted with the
transcripts of Eichmann’s interrogation in 1961. (p. 48) She does not offer footnotes, however. Her method is biographical in the earlier sections, and in the latter, she summarizes the
history of the destruction process on the basis of major works such as Hilberg and Reitlinger.
She makes psychological inferences as to Eichmann’s personality development. For example,
in 1941 Eichmann was sent to Vienna. “He must have been frantic to make good, and his success was spectacular … Eichmann, for the first time in his life, discovered in himself some
special qualities. … he could organize and he could negotiate.” (p. 44 f.)
A central aspect of her analysis is her notion of the role of the bureaucrat in totalitarianism,
presented previously in articles and in Origins and Elements of Totalitarianism. Previously
she had characterized totalitarian evil as radical evil and compared the concentration camps to
Dante’s circles of Hell. The KZ was intended to use terror to destroy individual variety and
spontaneity and make people superfluous, not unlike the government in Orwell’s novel 1984.
When she saw Eichmann, however, she did not find him to be radically evil in the sense of
having an abnormal hatred of Jews or displaying vicious outward behavior. She viewed him
instead as a thoughtless person who had been unable to see his behavior as evil or as wrong.
The loss of ability to think and the moral emptiness were instrumentalized and created by totalitarianism. Eichmann was the typical bureaucrat motivated by careerism and personal gain.
He did not have strong ideological anti-Semitic ideas and seemed to lack the motivation to
commit mass murder. In spite of this he had organized the transportation of Jews to death
camps. This image represents the biased view of bureaucracy that was common in the 1950s
and 1960s, the ‘organization man’ with no principles and culture, a boring one-dimensional
person.
Arendt deals with several topics in the book. She describes Eichmann’s arrest, trial and the
Israeli trial proceedings. She also discusses the Judenräte and their alleged contributions to
the bureaucratic mass murder. Finally, she discusses the factors that caused various people to
participate in the Holocaust. Primarily this means Eichmann and other Nazi functionaries, but
she also discusses the collaboration or resistance of people in the occupied countries.40 She
criticizes the Israeli staging of the Eichmann trial, because the Israeli state wanted to present a
show trial in which Eichmann would be portrayed as a cruel, hate-filled man responsible the
suffering of millions of innocent Jews. She felt that Eichmann was only part of a larger system that involved many parts including the cooperation under duress of Jewish leaders, the
Judenräte (Jewish councils), and the governments and populations of occupied countries. Although Eichmann was not a monster, he was evil in a way characterized as banal. He deserved his condemnation, but not in the way portrayed by the prosecution.
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Hannah Arendt wanted to show the moral collapse of Europe that left no one there to tell
Eichmann that what he was doing was evil. This is related to her notion that the Holocaust
was not a culmination of European culture, but resulted from a breakdown. The fact that the
Jewish leadership cooperated in drawing up deportation lists and organizing deportations
seemed still another proof of this. In a famous passage, she asserts that without this cooperation there would have been much chaos but possibly fewer deaths. This counterfactual claim
has drawn much critique, but the provocative question remains. Is everyone guilty in a metaphysical or moral sense, following Karl Jaspers, because they did not do more to oppose Nazism? Her negative analysis of the Judenräte is partly derived from her analysis of the Jewish
leaders in the Nineteenth Century, as presented in the first part of the Origins and Elements of
Totalitarianism.
The text consists largely of background material on the trial.41 The author describes the
German legal system and its Nazi form. She offers a biography of Eichmann and the development of the NS plan for killing the Jews and the Wannsee Conference. Then she describes
the waves of deportations from different parts of Europe, first from Germany, then from
Western Europe and Central Europe. The author then gives a detailed account of the deportations from different countries. She relied on major secondary sources such as Raul Hilberg,
Gerald Reitlinger, Eugen Kogon, etc. for her information. Hilberg’s bias against the Judenräte
and belief in Jewish passiveness thus affected her judgment.42 Arendt was severely criticized,
because there was an ongoing controversy over critical remarks on the Judenräte by Hilberg
and Bruno Bettelheim.
Arendt composed her arguments in opposition to the prosecution, relying on her totalitarianism theory. The prosecution portrayed Eichmann as a sadist deriving great pleasure from
killing the Jews. They also drew a contrast between Jews who resisted and those who meekly
submitted. This was a popular contrast between the courageous Zionists who created Israel
and the weak and submissive victims of the Holocaust. The prosecution wanted to emphasize
the martyrdom of the Jewish people. Arendt portrayed Eichmann as deriving no pleasure from
his deeds and performing them simply in obedience to the system. He had freely forfeited the
right to think about the wrongness of his actions in favor of obeying the NS policy on the
Jews. This is consistent with her portrayal of totalitarianism as dehumanizing everyone under
its influence, including the perpetrators. She also brings up a topic that had been discussed in
Israel before, but that the prosecution wanted to leave out of the trial. This was the cooperation of the Jewish councils (Judenräte) in administering the deportations of the Jews early in
the Holocaust. The reason for discussing this was that it showed a grey zone between the polar opposites offered by the prosecution. This cooperation was another example, for her, of
the power of totalitarianism to distort human behavior and human judgment.43
She continued by describing the deportations in various European countries The purpose of
this was to show that the political and moral culture of the different countries had some influence on the outcomes. In some countries, notably Denmark and Bulgaria, it was possible to
save many Jews, because the leaders and population were willing to aid and defend them. In
other countries there was collaboration with the Nazis. Totalitarianism had induced many
countries to cooperate, while only the countries that tried hard to hold to traditions of morality
and critical thought could resist. Thus, the freedom of thought and moral commitments of
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people affected the success of Eichmann’s deportation efforts. Supposedly, the examples of
liberal thinking in some occupied countries had a positive influence on the Nazi occupiers.
This last point has not been supported by subsequent history, however.
Aside from the title: Eichmann in Jerusalem. A Report on the Banality of Evil,44 her famous
phrase appeared at only one point in the book. There is a disagreement as to the origins of the
phrase and the conception of Eichmann, which may have been suggested by her husband or
by Karl Jaspers. The concept of ‘banality of evil’ is, however, elucidated in several pages.
She rejects the idea that Eichmann was perverse or sadistic, “it would have been very comforting indeed to believe that Eichmann was a monster.” (p. 276) The problem is, Arendt
holds, that he was “neither perverted nor sadistic …[but] terribly and terrifyingly normal.”
There are many like him, a “new type of criminal, who is in actual fact hostis generis humani,
commits his crimes under circumstances that make it well-nigh impossible for him to know or
to feel that he is doing wrong.” While the Nazi perpetrators are often assumed to not have understood ethical imperatives, Eichmann knew Kant’s categorical imperative. However, he had
twisted it into the form where he was committed to act in such a way that the Führer would
always approve of his actions. (p. 136 f.) While the usual assumption is that Hannah Arendt
was speaking of psychological banality, Shoshana Felman maintains that she meant banality
in a philosophical and legal sense. Legal banality meant “devoid of human motivations and
occurring through clichés that screen human reality and actuality.”45 In German law, the intention to kill differentiates murderers from accessories to murder, which carries a lesser penalty.
If Eichmann lacked motivation (legal banality), how could he be found guilty?
Both the prosecution and Arendt portrayed Eichmann’s mind as one-dimensional. They
suggested that he was deficient, either in lacking humanity or in lacking thoughtfulness. Psychiatrists examined Eichmann to determine if he was sufficiently normal to stand trial. They
portrayed him as a contradictory person with inner fears and guilt feelings. They reported at
length on his childhood and family relations. He had six brothers and a sister and two parents.
This family history contradicted the prosecution’s image of Eichmann as an isolated individual. It differed from Arendt’s portrayal of an uncomplicated person who simply chose not to
think.46
The notion of Eichmann as a thoughtless person, the totalitarian bureaucrat and bourgeois
striver which Arendt projected was contradicted by other scholars, who discovered elements
of anti-Semitism, viciousness, obsessive racism in his psyche. This perspective has continued
up until today. Michael Thad Allen argues that popular functionalist claims of banality and
polycracy as used by Arendt neglect the “formation of ideological consensus among midlevel managers” (groupthink). Actually, rather than being amoral, unable to think or tell right
from wrong, “the ideology of middle managers was quite passionate.” At the time she wrote,
and even today, it was common to portray midlevel managers in modern society as the atomized ‘organization man’.47 Yaacov Lozowick writes that Arendt thought ideology was a secondary factor behind “universal characteristics such as camaraderie, ambition, and opportunism. Yet Eichmann and many of his closest colleagues were affiliated with nationalistic, antiSemitic organizations before they joined the party or the SS, and earlier than 1932, so that
opportunism was not their main motive.” He thinks that Arendt was simply careless. Thus,
she claimed that Eichmann had joined a certain club for the sake of sociability, whereas
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Eichmann himself liked it because it was anti-Semitic.48 Ulrich Herbert and Michael Wildt are
among the many historians who have projected a counter-image to the thoughtless bureaucratic image of NS elites. They try to show them as highly educated and bright, with a clear
understanding of what they were doing.49 One interpreter even suggests that Hannah Arendt
was a conservative thinker who wanted to protect her illiberal mentor Martin Heidegger and
other illiberal thinkers from blame for their support of the Third Reich. Heidegger was her
former-lover and never came out against the Holocaust.
However, Arendt also saw contradictory tendencies in Eichmann and had trouble harmonizing them. Indeed, she offers a possible passionate motive than banality for Eichmann’s actions.50 She writes, “What stuck in the minds of these men who had become murderers was
simply the notion of being involved in something historic, grandiose, unique (‘a great task
that occurs once in two thousand years’), which must therefore be difficult to bear.” She
quotes one of Himmler’s speeches to the SS, “We realize that what we are expecting from
you is ‘superhuman’ to be ‘superhumanly inhuman’.” (p. 105) In other words, a certain desire
for glory and renown, not simply passive and indifferent compliance with orders were behind
Eichmann’s actions. This, however, implies that he and the others had certain preferences in
what they did and some ideas about the best ways of achieving them.
Hans Mommsen thinks that the figure of Eichmann “can be correctly interpreted only
against the background of German Idealist philosophy. It implied a departure from the notion
of history as the embodiment of ethical values.” Totalitarian rule had destroyed the “possibility of political communication and of meaningful political action. … the implementation of the
Holocaust was far from being the outcome of any specific political or economic interests.”51
The ‘new perpetrator studies’ of the 1990s have taken up the topic of Eichmann and other
perpetrators.52 Particularly Irmtrud Wojak has analyzed Eichmann’s character and sees him as
more of an ideologue than a bureaucrat. She admits, however, that Arendt had a more complex picture of him than she is often given credit for.53 As was shown, Arendt emphasized that
thinking could be made impossible by totalitarianism. Recent interpretations focus on a different notion of the managerial personality as more dynamic and animated by an organizational ethos that made them innovative and active rather than a tool of the totalitarian state.
Hannah Arendt pointed to a different understanding of justice which did not simply equate
guilt with “malice and aforethought.” Rather, there is an older vision of justice in which “evil
violates a natural harmony which only retribution can restore.”54 The subjective factors that
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exonerate people for lesser crimes were irrelevant because of the enormity of the evil committed. The moral order had to restored, and only retribution could do this. This insight of the
book is often overlooked or misunderstood. Because of the banality of his motivation,
Eichmann’s punishment for Arendt had to be determined by the crime not the motive.55
In addition, by showing how different narratives of guilt and responsibility could be constructed from the same testimony by the court, witnesses and outside observers, she drew attention to the importance of narratives, of storytelling, in creating the image of a crime and its
inner motivation. This also implied the difficulty of actually inferring the inner psychic motives for the Holocaust and the need to base retributive punishment on the deed itself. She
also drew attention to how different ways of narrating the Holocaust could be instrumentalized for political purposes.
6.3.4

Ernst Nolte

The centrality of anti-Semitism in the thinking of Adolf Hitler had been recognized quite
early, for example in books such as Hermann Rauschning’s Gespräche mit Hitler (1940) and
Gustav Warburg’s Six Years of Hitler (1939).56 After the war, there was an emphasis on Hitler
as an unprincipled opportunist lacking definite ideological motives. Anti-Semitism is downplayed in the works of Friedrich Meinecke and Gerhard Ritter.57 Allan Bullock’s biography of
Hitler58 set the tone. This began to change in the 1960s with the publication of more documentation on Hitler.59 An article in German by English historian Hugh Trevor-Roper initiated a
change in perspective toward seeing Hitler as driven by ideology.60 Ernst Nolte, in a 1961
documentation, emphasized the centrality of anti-Semitism for Hitler’s ideas.61
Ernst Nolte was born in 1923 and received his doctorate in 1952. He became professor of
European history at Marburg. In the 1980s, he was one of the nationalistic historians with a
desire to create a German national identity based on a generous interpretation of the Third
Reich.
In his 1963 Three Faces of Fascism,62 Nolte combined philosophical and historical thinking
to analyze the three fascist movements of France, Italy and Germany as sharing certain common features. This requires us to regard Action Francaise as fascist and fascism as an epochal
phenomenon. He defines fascism as an “anti-Marxism which seeks to destroy the enemy by
the evolvement of a radically opposed and yet related ideology and by the use of almost identical and yet typically modified methods, always, however, within the unyielding framework
of national self-assertion and autonomy.” (p. 40) Fascism belonged to the age of “bourgeois
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society and bolshevism.” (p. 47) The problem is of course that of the choice of the movements
to group together, and furthermore, fascism seems to have outlived the communist movement
and continued into our own epoch. Whether it can actually explain the Holocaust and whether
the different fascist movements had more in common with each other than with Bolshevism is
not obvious.
Nolte uses a phenomenological method to grasp the inner nature of the phenomenon and
“the development of the concept of the era.” He uses neither ordinary historiography nor typology. Rather he limits the choice and focuses on a method that “allows the phenomenon to
speak for itself in the fullest possible terms and takes its self-image seriously.” (p. 41) His
sources on Hitler and the Holocaust are particularly writings by Hitler and by people who recorded Hitler’s words. All three fascist movements arose before the background of a war, in
contrast to other ideologies that arose in peacetime, such as conservatism, liberalism and socialism. (p. 19) Thus Nazism was not fundamentally different from other movements in the
early Twentieth Century and not necessarily to be linked exclusively to communism in the
USSR and other countries. His understanding of fascism is as a reaction against two universal
messianic creeds, the religious-conservative Judeo-Christian and the materialistic-secular
Judeo-Marxist. He refers to them as “transcendence” and argues that this opposition was a
form of anti-political religion. National Socialism wished to preserve the particularity of Germany in the face of universalizing tendencies. In both of the two tendencies the Jewish is emphasized. While the Enlightenment appealed to nature as a source of law and truth, Hitler invoked nature in the form of race doctrine. Taking a long view of history, he sees the Jew as a
source of decadence in history going back to the biblical flight from Egypt. At that time the
Jews also appealed to universalizing humanistic ideas to win over the masses, just as the
Judeo-Bolshevists tried to in modern times. (p. 418 ff.)
Nolte sees Hitler as motivated by a great fear that transformed into hatred. (p. 509) He
transformed old-fashioned anti-Semitism from an emotional anti-Semitism into an “antiSemitism of reason.” He viewed the Jew as motivated chiefly by a lust for money that caused
him to corrupt and undermine culture and to rob people of their freedom. The Jews were constantly exploiting human striving for higher things such as democracy, socialism and religion
in their drive to acquire wealth. Hitler had a monomaniacal urge to cure the world of the
threat of the Jews by eliminating them that he expressed as early as 1920. (p. 401 ff.) Hitler
had an obsessive fear of and hate of Jews. They represented several threats. These included
the attempt of the inferior to revolt against their masters, the threat of racial destruction and
the destruction of the nation. He blamed Jews for the liberal support for peace, democracy and
toleration. The Jewish espousal of such notions divided the people and had led to defeat in
World War I. (p. 509) Jewish financiers undermined the international economy and caused
depressions. The Jew pretended to support democracy only to rob men of their freedom. They
had invented both Christianity and Bolshevism to undermine authority and to destroy the
white race. (p. 511 ff.) The Holocaust for Nolte was not simply a crime, but beyond this “the
most desperate assault ever made upon the human being and the transcendence within him.”
(p. 534)63
Nolte succeeded in drawing attention to the historical context of Nazism as a form of fascism and thus showed that it was not a unique breakdown or intrusion in German history. If
anti-bolshevism is characteristic of fascism, then Hitler’s Germany must have had some affinity to the USA and Britain. Yet Hitler and the NS were against limited government, party
competition, the primacy of the law over the leadership, etc., which arose and existed at least
in part independently of Jewish influence. This makes them anti-Western and not simply anti63
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communist. In addition, there were other forms of racism and ethnocentrism in the NS program beyond anti-Semitism.
The problem of linking Bolshevism and Judaism in Hitler’s thought is problematic, insofar
as according to many historians the planning for the extermination of the Jews was not part of
the planning for the Barbarosa campaign, but rather developed after it began. Hitler became
anti-Semitic long before he became anti-communist. Hitler did not link the Jews so closely to
Marxism as Nolte maintains, in neither his thinking, nor his planning. The attack on the Soviet Union was at least in part pragmatic, insofar as the Soviets controlled the territory and resources Hitler wished to acquire. There was not the same intention to entirely kill all the people in the Soviet Union, as opposed to the Jews, who were to be exterminated totally, even in
areas that Germany did not intend to annex. However, Nolte complemented Andreas Hillgruber’s64 ideas on anti-Semitism and the war. In addition, recent authors write of generic fascism,
which is not limited to an epoch, but can be reproduced in other eras, including today.65
6.3.5

Hans Buchheim/Martin Broszat/Hans-Adolf Jacobsen/Helmut Krausnick

The authors of Anatomy of the SS State were noted scholars of the Institute for Contemporary
History who presented expert information for the trial.66 Hans Buchheim was born in 1922
and studied classical philology, philosophy and ancient history. He worked at the Institute for
Contemporary History in Munich beginning in 1951. Martin Broszat was born in Leipzig in
1926. He studied history and worked at the Institute for Contemporary History in Munich beginning in 1955. Hans-Adolf Jacobsen was born in Berlin in 1925. He studied history and
Slavic culture. From 1956 to 1961, he taught at the Bundeswehr-Schule für Innere Führung.
Beginning in 1961 he was director of the Institute of Foreign Affairs at the University of
Bonn. Helmut Krausnick was born in Wenden in 1905 and studied history. He began work at
the Institute of Contemporary History in 1951 and became its General Secretary in 1959.
Fritz Bauer, prosecutor at the Frankfurt Auschwitz trials, wanted the trials to show both the
guilt of the individual defendants and the overall wrong of the system as a whole. However,
this was problematic insofar as the German legal code of 1871 was used, since the individual
guilt of each of the twenty-four defendants had to be proved separately. The German code requires that the defendant’s inner motivation be the basis of conviction. If the defendant did
not will to commit murder but only to obey orders, he was an accessory to murder and not
guilty of murder. The penalty is much milder for accessories to murder. Expert opinions from
noted historians were obtained in order to provide a context for the actions of the defendants.
This would make it clear how the system operated and who could give orders to whom under
what conditions. This was important for the trial, because otherwise the defendants could take
refuge in the complex and confusing structure of the NS state to disguise and deny their complicity.67 The Third Reich had introduced a vast variety of complicated overlapping administrative structures and departments with new names that were added on to the existing governmental structures and bodies. The perpetrators testified as much as possible that they had
had no responsibility and had simply executed commands handed down from above. It was
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necessary to grasp the complex administrative structures in order to tell who actually had had
responsibility for orders.
Furthermore, the motivation of the actors and the freedom to disregard or avoid carrying
out orders had to be clarified. This created a paradoxical situation in which it was easier to
obtain a conviction if it could be shown that there were rules that the perpetrators had violated. Even though Auschwitz was a death camp, there were extensive regulations for the
proper conduct of guards. Thus, a great deal of violence could be employed, but there were
still limits.68 In his contribution, Martin Broszat points to the nature of these regulations.69 One
of the consequences was that sentences for brutality were more severe than those for genocide. For example, it could be shown that some of the defendants exceeded the permissible
level of violence against other inmates and participated in selections on the ramp. But they
could claim that on the ramp they were only obeying orders, not willing the deaths of the inmates.70
The authors also point to the need for sober and rational study of the Third Reich to replace emotionalism: “people try to evade the rationalism of the historian and prefer moralistic
emotional theorizing.” Emotional appeals tend to have a short-lived influence, while, “That
which man’s intellect once grasps however will remain and will not disappear.”71 The Institute for Contemporary History published the expert opinions in 1965 as Anatomy of the SS
State. The title recalls the classic work by Eugen Kogon, and the theory of an SS state within
a state that was responsible for the crimes of the Third Reich.72 This is the first comprehensive
new study in German of the Third Reich since Kogon’s classic book, Der SS-Staat.73 The authors rely on the Nuremberg documents as the basis of their study. They also use published
documentary collections and certain standard historical works.
Helmut Krausnick’s chapter on “The Persecution of the Jews” is a comprehensive history
that can be classed as an “intentionalist” account of the Holocaust. He begins with Hitler’s
anti-Semitic assertions, which began as early as World War I. Krausnick discusses the ideological background in Social Darwinism. Among the important texts in this regard was Friedrich Lenz’s “An Ethic Revised” which was published in 1933. This text stated that, “race
was the criterion of value.” Socialism should aim at the good of the race, not of the individual. (p. 16) This points to an awareness of the racialist aspects of Hitler’s policies. However,
Krausnick thinks Hitler was motivated by pure prejudice. Theoretical ideas of race were simply a rationale for him. “Yet he seized early on every pseudo-scientific ‘doctrine’ of modern
anti-Semitism – expounded before and after the turn of the century … which provided him
with a legitimate justification for his feelings of hatred.” (p. 20) Krausnick emphasizes the ra-
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tionality and system with which the murders occurred. He does not try to clarify this contradiction or paradox, which has continued to trouble authors on the Holocaust.74
The central focus of Krausnick’s discussion is not on ideology but on the developments
through which anti-Semitism became government policy in the Third Reich. This began with
bureaucratic exclusion, police terror and party efforts to alienate the German people from the
Jews.75 (p. 27-31) There was a step-by-step development leading up to the Final Solution. The
author gives a summary of events in the early years of the Third Reich leading up to the pogrom of 9-10 November 1938 and the destruction of the economic existence of the Jews. In
the 1930s there was a bureaucratic process of excluding Jews from society, police terror and a
policy of trying to isolate the Jews from the non-Jewish German people. The policy of emigration was pursued because it was the most practical alternative. Thus, even in Poland there
was a focus on exterminating the Polish ruling classes. The next section deals with the Final
Solution. The author admits he cannot date the order for the Final Solution. He estimates that
it occurred before March 1941, when Hitler gave the order to kill the political commissars.
His order to kill the Jews must have been given verbally and not written down. (p. 60) The
orders for the Einsatzgruppen were given in late April 1941. (p. 61) The orders to kill the
Jews were known when the Einsatzgruppen were being formed in May 1941. (p. 62) The author cites an order of 2 July 1941 to the four Higher SS and Police Chiefs which emphasizes
executing Jews ‘in the service of the Party of the State’ and insists that by then there had been
verbal orders to shoot all Jews. (p. 62 ff.) The author presents the way the decision was
reached and executed in Soviet Russia, the deportation of the German Jews, the Wannsee
Conference and the Final Solution in Poland. Left out are some of the areas where the Final
Solution also took place, such as the Balkans, France, the Netherlands and Belgium.
The author emphasizes the various orders and laws used in the persecution of the Jews. The
focus is top-down, and he does not discuss the lower levels of authority that had to carry out
the orders. There was a certain amount of slippage between order and execution, which affected the outcomes in each different region. As well, the viewpoints of the SS men at the
base of the pyramid are not detailed. Nor is the cooperation of the Wehrmacht in the executions of Jews clarified. However, the author gives a good brief summary of the unfolding of
the Holocaust in terms of orders and compliance. Authors such as Andreas Hillgruber disagree with Krausnick’s portrayal of Hitler’s anti-Semitism as purely emotional and irrational.
For Hillgruber, the Holocaust was a pragmatic program that served a practical function in the
plans for the conquest of France and Russia.76 An alternative interpretation is that the Holocaust arose not because of the irrationality of the goals, but rather of the means involved, the
organizational cultures may have contained ideas and practices leading to an excalation to
genocide.77
Hans Buchheim’s “The SS – Instrument of Domination” presents the history and structure
of the SS. He distinguishes between two types of authority that existed simultaneously in the
Third Reich: normative and prerogative. There was the official State authority and the extraconstitutional Führer-authority that took precedence. This distinction he traces to Ernst Fraenkel’s The Dual State (1941). (p. 133) This distinction has also been traced to NS legal theorist
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Carl Schmitt, who distinguished between “normativity” and “decisionism” in 1934.78 Krausnick begins by showing how Hitler assumed authority independently of any limiting powers
of the state: “the Führer’s authority did not derive from the principle of State authority but
was to be regarded as a completely autonomous concept distinct from the authority of the
State. … To implement his will the Führer could make use of the normal machinery of the
State; he did not have to do so, however, but could choose to act through other non-official
channels which would then be legitimized solely by his historic mission.” (p. 129)
The consolidation of police power under the Reichsführer SS and Chief of the German Police was a further step in undermining governmental authority over the police. (p. 157) The
author sees the police turning into an instrument of totalitarian domination due to several factors: they were under “an authority outside the normal machinery of government and laying
claim to unlimited power.” The police role expanded to include “exerting a positive influence
upon the structure of public life.” Eventually the police acquired responsibility for thought itself. (p. 203) The author describes the complicated organizational structures of the police.
Particularly relevant to the Holocaust is the section on the organization of the extermination
camps. Himmler assigned Rudolf Höss responsibility for mass murder at Auschwitz in a private meeting in the summer of 1941. (p. 224) For example, Eichmann testified that a RFSS
directive to HSSPF Warthe initiated the Chelmno liquidation operation. (p. 226)
The consolidation of the police and SS into a single line of command created the ‘hybrid’
form of organization that some theorists give credit for the particular brutality of the SS. It
had the authority of the state but freedom from the control of traditional bureaucratic patterns.
The article by Broszat also deals with this consolidation. (cf. p. 414 ff.)79
The author also clears up the question of whether the Waffen-SS was a purely military organization. (p. 272 ff.) Even today former members claim that they had nothing to do with the
Holocaust and should be treated as normal Wehrmacht soldiers. In “fact the concentration
camp organization formed part of the Waffen-SS.” The Wehrmacht had opposed establishing
the Waffen-SS and there was friction between units of the two.
Hans Buchheim’s contribution on “Command and Compliance” deals with the important
issue for a trial of whether the SS or police were compelled by threat of death to obey all orders connected with the Holocaust and thereby exonerated. Here the method is the analysis of
legal reasoning and the foundation of obedience and orders in law. As stated above, in German law the motive with which a crime was committed determines whether the perpetrator
should be classed as a murder or an accessory to murder. Naturally, defendants in NS trials
tried to portray themselves as acting under duress and against their true wishes.
The author describes absolute military orders as requiring unconditional obedience. These
are subject to the key limitations that the order must be used in pursuing some military objective, it must serve a “higher national purpose,” and the military organization must form part of
a “wider State organization.” (p. 306) He describes a process in which two types of regulations developed. There were irregular (ideological) and normal procedures. The latter took
precedence. (p. 355) Some orders given by the Führer were extra-constitutional and binding
only because of loyalty to the Führer. They “were not covered by the current legal code and
so were unmistakably illegal in character. The Führer’s committed disciples, however, were
expected to do what history demanded, even if this sometimes meant consciously breaking
the law …” (p. 358) A major section concerns the “Possibility of Evasion of Ideological Orders.” (p. 371 ff.) The author affirms that, “There is no universally valid answer to the question whether evasion of ideological orders was possible. In the final analysis the feasibility of
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doing so depended upon the circumstances of each individual case.” He makes an important
distinction: “killings were undoubtedly ordered but there was no ideological pressure to commit atrocities as well.” (p. 371 f.)
He admits that there could be risks involved in disobeying an order, but gives three ways of
avoiding obedience to orders: One could “admit subjectively one was incapable of meeting
the resulting requirements.” One could accept the validity of the order but raise practical objections, and one could “say nothing and quietly evade the order.” (p. 373) Another important
topic is the possibility of resignation from the SS. Up until the outbreak of war anyone could
resign from the SS. (p. 391) During the war it was not possible to resign from the Waffen-SS,
which included all concentration camp personnel. Members could, however, request transfer
to another unit or the front, although of course this could increase the danger of being
wounded or killed, making the moral choice costly. (p. 395) The question still remains of
whether a then legal order could not later be judged criminal under different laws based on
natural law and human nature.
Martin Broszat’s section on the concentration camps begins with an introductory comment
that the absence of systematic study of the camps since Eugen Kogon’s SS State (1946). He
states his aim as to “describe the chronological development of the concentration camps, the
structure of their organization and leadership, and their function, importance and effects
which underwent a considerable change during the twelve years of National Socialist rule.”
He sees an unsystematic growth of the camps involving “‘wild’ improvisation.” Following a
structural-functionalist approach, he sees “an ‘entrepreneur-like’ accumulation of power.” (p.
399)
The camps were not a planned system from the start. They grew gradually and assumed
new roles. In the beginning, they were set up in 1933 in a state of emergency. The need for a
state of emergency to justify revolutionary changes and continued undemocratic rule characterized the Third Reich throughout its history. The war necessitated an expansion of emergency rule and therefore enabled a vast expansion of the concentration camps. Throughout
their history, the enemies intended to be imprisoned in camps changed. Originally, the communists and liberal parties were the particular target. Hannah Arendt’s idea that the camps
were intended to destroy the personality of the inmates is replaced here by a pragmatic view
of the camps.
In line with the functionalist approach, he points to key conflicting trends from the start
(1934) that shaped the final outcome of the development. This was the attempt by Himmler to
gain control of the police throughout the Reich. Contrary to this, the Reich Minister of the Interior tried to “establish … certain rules and to limit the use of protective custody on a nationwide scale.” (p. 415) The judicial authorities wanted to “do away completely with the exceptional institution of protective custody and concentration camps.” (p. 419)
The period from 1934 to 1938 saw a consolidation of the concentration camps under
Himmler and Heydrich as an independent system outside of the normal legal and prison system. Curiously this undermined the legal system but entailed the use of laws and the creation
of new legal guidelines under Himmler’s control. Thus there was a Prussian law on the Gestapo of 10 February 1934 and a systematization of the rules of terror in the camps. (p. 428,
430 f.) What is often viewed as simply arbitrary violence toward prisoners was actually a
“principle that prisoners should be treated with the maximum, though impersonal and disciplined, severity.” This was laid down in penal regulations. Additional cases are “the service
regulations for escorting and guarding prisoners, introduced together with the disciplinary
regulations on 1 October 1933 by Eicke in Dachau. They laid down to the last detail the procedure of the roll-call of prisoners, of the march to work in military style, the duties of sentries and escorts, the controls and even the wording of individual commands…” (p. 433 f.)
The contingent nature of the development of the camps is also shown by Himmler’s aim of
developing the SS into an industrial empire. This and the course of the war changed the nature
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of the prisoner population and the selection of locations for camps. The proximity of camps to
industrial development possibilities determined their location. Auschwitz was originally intended as a transit camp and only later changed into an industrial and extermination complex.
In 1938 the camps “ceased to serve exclusively for the elimination and compulsory education
of so-called enemies of State and people. To the political police motive of combating undesirable elements were added the economic involvements of the SS enterprises connected with
the camps.” The personalities of Himmler and Höss played a role thereby. These issues are
also seen in the exceptions to the rule of locating state concentration camps on Reich territory.
(p. 473 ff., 483 ff. esp. 484)
The extermination of the Jews was in his view sanctioned by a Führerbefehl, and a “coverup was therefore needed for bureaucratic purposes.” (p. 502) The extermination of inmates
unable to work was mainly massive in Auschwitz for reasons of contingency: “The main reason obviously was that the technical requirements for liquidation were readily available here
and were therefore used on a large scale also for non-Jewish inmates who were in the sick
quarters or who could do no more work.” Because of the economic aims, attempts were ordered by Himmler to reduce death rates of inmates as the concentration camps should “continue to have an educational function and to offer the opportunity of release.” (p. 497, 502)
Thus while the conventional picture of the concentration camps links it intimately with the
Holocaust, a different picture emerges from Broszat’s functionalist presentation. Of course
the pure extermination facilities like Treblinka, the Einsatzgruppen shootings like Babi Yar
and the ghettos were organized outside the concentration camps.
Hans-Adolf Jacobsen’s “The Kommissarbefehl and Mass Executions of Soviet Russian
Prisoners of War” gives the political framework of this order and shows the origins and development, the way it was enforced during 1941-2 and the mass execution of Soviet prisoners
of war, the decrees and orders and the enforcement. Even though the trial was of Auschwitz
guards, this order is relevant, because there were Russian prisoners of war in the camp. The
OKW (Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht (p. 523 ff.) issued directives on the treatment of
prisoners of war that were clearly in violation of international laws of war. The army did not
provide for the many Russian prisoners captured in 1942, and this led to massive deaths. As
well, cruel measures were taken against stragglers in transports and marches. Soviet prisoners
were probably also executed in gas experiments at Auschwitz. The Reich Minister for the
Eastern Territories eventually wrote to the OKW to complain that the bad treatment of Russian prisoners could have consequences for German prisoners. In 1942, labor needs led to a
reduction of executions. (p. 530 f.) The cruel treatment of Russian POWs was dealt with later
in Christian Streit’s Keine Kameraden (1978).80 The role of the army in relation to the SS in
the Holocaust was also dealt with in Krausnick and Wilhelm’s (1981) Die Truppe des Weltanschauungskrieges.81
The essays in Anatomy of the SS State makes clear in a comprehensible and easily understood form the aspects of the Holocaust relevant to the Auschwitz trial. However, Auschwitz
was not the whole of the Holocaust, and not everything could be discussed here. The Holocaust was a product of “organized German society,” as Raul Hilberg wrote. German society,
the Einsatzgruppen, the pure extermination camps, population resettlement plans and the
Wehrmacht were among the topics not relevant to the trial. Among the insights that the book
conveys, it is notable that the SS operated within the German legal system, which it tried to
change by imposing its own rules. It was not the abrogation of law but rather its capture and
perversion as a means to the ends of the SS leaders. In fact, it was the continued existence of
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German laws that made the prosecution possible under the German legal code. Of course the
rupture of the moral order is not addressed insofar as some actions could be portrayed as legal
at the time they occurred, such as selection on the ramp.
The authors were also pathbreaking in that they were historians acting in the public sphere.
This role has since become much more common. There are quite a number of books on historians providing evidence and expert opinions for public trials, notably Richard J. Evans’s contribution to the David Irving trial.82
6.3.6

Reinhard Henkys

In the years after the war, the US accepted the German churches as guides for the reform of
education in Germany. The churches were among the only institutions that survived the war
with their reputations intact, and the CDU/CSU, which governed Germany in the 50s and 60s,
was constructed from the former Catholic and Protestant political parties. The reputation of
Christianity as oppressed by and resisting the Third Reich began to change in the 1960s. The
severe criticism by Rolf Hochhuth in his 1963 The Deputy came about the time of the Vatican
Council and was only part of the critique of the churches. Recent studies, for example, by
Norbert Frei, have shown that important representatives of both denominations had pressed
the occupation powers to release many men who were war criminals and had participated
willingly in the Holocaust.83 Early histories of the churches were apologetic. In 1946, J. Neuhäusler published a book entitled Kreuz und Hakenkreuz: Der Kampf des Nationalsozialismus
gegen die katholische Kirche und der kirchliche Widerstand (Cross and Swastika: The Struggle of National Socialism against the Catholic Church and Church Resistance). In 1961,
Ernst-Wolfgang Böckenförde published a critical article, “Der deutsche Katholizismus im
Jahre 1933. Eine Kritische Betrachtung” in the Catholic journal Hochland. In 1963, Hans
Müller published a collection of documents that supported Böckenförde: Katholische Kirche
und Nationalsozialismus. Dokumente 1930-1935.84
Right-wing radical assaults on Jewish property and the Ulm Einsatzgruppen trial in 1958
cast doubt on the adequacy of German education and the practice of suppressing memory of
the past. The churches saw themselves in need of reasserting their educational authority. The
decision to produce a book addressing the crimes of the Third Reich dates to the Council of
the Evangelical Church in Germany, which on 13 March 1963 decided to speak out on the
law and its future. In a “Word on the NS Criminal Trials,” it decided that the entire German
people and the failures of the Christians had been responsible for the crimes of the Third
Reich. “It was the false paths of our entire people and the neglect of us Christians that made
these crimes possible.” This called for a book to justify this claim.85
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Reinhard Henkys’s survey, Die nationalsozialistischen Gewaltverbrechen. Geschichte und
Gericht86 (National Socialist Violent Crimes. History and Justice), is the first detailed research
summary of the crimes and trials in German. It is introduced by Kurt Scharf, Chairman of the
Council of the Evangelical Church in Germany and published by the Kreuz Verlag in 1964 after the start of the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial and the opening of The Deputy. This suggests the
importance to the churches of correcting the image of Christianity as collaborating with National Socialism, or rather it signaled a change in policy. The book also contains an annotated
list of historical works on the churches in relation to National Socialism.87
Reinhard Henkys was born in 1928 in Nidden (Kurische Nehrung). In 1944, he served as a
Luftwaffenhelfer (airforce helper) and in 1945, as a soldier. In 1948 he completed his secondary school and studied German, history and economics in Bonn, Tübingen and Berlin. From
1953 to 1955 he worked for the Kurier in Berlin and then became editor of the Evangelical
Press Service in Düsseldorf. From 1960 on he was a member of the Central Editorial Office
of the Evangelical Press Service in Bethel near Bielefeld. He published War es wirklich so
schlimm? (Was it really so bad) in 1960 and numerous newspaper and journal articles and
worked in radio broadcasting.
The book also includes essays by Dietrich Goldschmidt, Kurt Scharf and Jürgen Baumann.
Dietrich Goldschmidt was born in 1914 in Freiburg, studied machine construction in Berlin
and after the war national economics and sociology in Göttingen and Birmingham. Between
1956 and 1963 he was Professor for Sociology at the Pedagogical Institute in Berlin and then
Director at the Institute for Educational Research of the Max Planck Society. Jürgen Baumann was born in 1922 in Essen. He studied law and became a professor at the University of
Tübingen in 1959. Kurt Scharf was born in 1902 in Bandsberg, Warthe. He studied theology
and became a pastor in Sachsenhausen in 1933. He served the Confessing Church in Brandenburg and was arrested and given prison sentences. In 1961 he became the chairman of the
Council of the Evangelical Church in Germany and was expelled from East Berlin in late August 1961.
Professor Goldschmidt explains the four tasks of the book in the introduction: (i.) to describe the history and system of crime as part of National Socialist rule, with the emphasis on
the murders; (ii.) to give a description of the history and social-historical problems of prosecution, with an emphasis on the NS trials initiated by the Central Office of State Justice Administrations in Ludwigsburg, (iii.) Clarify of the criminal law problems of the trials and (iv.)
clarify the general significance of the events and the trials. (p. 12) The first two tasks were
completed by Reinhard Henkys’s History and Justice of National Socialist Violent Crimes.
The third task was fulfilled by Jürgen Baumann’s “The Criminal Law: Problems of the National Socialist Violent Crimes.” The fourth task was shared by all parts of the book.
The contribution by Kurt Scharf, “Volk vor Gott” (Folk before God), asserts that the Third
Reich should not be ignored, as this would be another wrong. The author cites the attention of
the world public to the German people as a result of the Eichmann trial and the trials in East
and West Germany. As the crimes of the Reich have been uncovered, it has become the task
of the Germans to deal with them. (p. 15) The Council of the Evangelical church is not interested in retribution or desirous of punishment. Rather, the church is concerned about the determination of guilt. For the inner healing of the perpetrator, it is necessary that his responsibility and co-guilt, his individual special guilt should be recognized and the community must
help him to deal with his guilt. The entire community is involved, the government, the legal
system and the church. If guilt is concealed, it will continue to work secretly and poison the
psyche of the individual, his life with others in his family and profession and the society as a
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whole. His re-socialization will remain only apparent. “Concealed guilt forfeits forgiveness.”
(p. 18)
The major part of the book is an overall study of mass killing in the Third Reich. (p. 25266) It is basically a summary of information from secondary literature and published documentation. The author uses the major classics published up to the time. These include works
by Eugen Kogon, H.G. Adler, Hannah Arendt, Leon Poliakov, Josef Wulf, Gerhard Schoenberner. These are referred to in a section of notes at the end, and the titles are commented on
in a section entitled “Selected Literature on National Socialism as well as National Socialist
Violent Crime and its Prosecution.” (p. 355-82) The method used is not basic archival research, however, but rather a useful summary is made to give the public a clear overall picture
of the crimes of the Third Reich, chiefly of the Holocaust.
The study begins with the preconditions for mass murder in the ideology and the personnel
and organization. This is dealt with very briefly with comments on anti-Semitism and the SS
and its institutions, including the Reich Security Main Office (RSHA). (p. 25-36) The second
section is much more detailed and describes the criminal activities under a large number of
different headings. It describes the unsystematic murders outside of concentration camps and
the system of concentration camps and murders within camps. It discusses the murders of
doctors, euthanasia, medical research conducted on human beings and medical killing. A section on killing the Jews in Poland includes the individual campaigns, ghettos, Kulmhof, clearing the ghettos in the General government, Globocnik’s murder centers, Maydanek and work
camps. Then it covers the Einsatzgruppen and the murders in Russia. A longer section on
Auschwitz and Theresienstadt discusses the murder of Jews transported from Germany, Austria, Holland, Belgium and Luxemburg, France, Denmark and Norway, Italy, Slovakia, Yugoslavia, Greece, Bulgaria, Rumania and Hungary. Finally it touches on the death marches and
murders in the closing days of the war.
In each section the author gives estimated numbers of victims and particulars of the murders. Thus, for example, Italy protected Jews, despite the alliance with Germany. This only
changed when Germany occupied Italy in 1943. The author describes the organization of the
SS in Italy, the personnel and how they went about deporting the Jews. The section on Greece
describes the different occupation zones and types of administration and the timetable of the
deportations. The end of each section suggests the enormous nature of the crimes which had
still not all been punished and cleared up.
The author does not spare the army, but the emphasis is on the SS rather than on
Wehrmacht participation, although much evidence on the Wehrmacht was provided at the
Nuremberg trials. A short section on the balance of the victims estimates the numbers of victims murdered in each category. As there are different estimates, the author cites various estimates and also offers a table comparing different estimates. (p. 172)
The author also goes into the background up until the murders, the systematic economic
exclusion of the Jews from the German economy, their segregation from society and the various territorial schemes considered before the Holocaust began. The various theories on the
decision-making processes leading up to the Holocaust were only beginning to be developed
at that time and are not a major subject of attention, such as bureaucratic rivalry. They were
being studied in the 1960s and 1970s by the social historians (functionalists) and are commonly presented in comprehensive studies today. The role of the churches, while not neglected, is chiefly dealt with in the annotated literature section.
The author also tries to explain the participation of many Germans in the crimes. He contrasts the German virtue of doing one’s duty with private morals. There was little sense of obligation to question and challenge the ideologies identified with the state, fatherland and government. (p. 29 f.) This brief discussion ties in with the “ordinary men” vs. “ordinary Germans” discussion between Christopher Browning and Daniel Jonah Goldhagen in the 1990s.
It might be plausible, yet research would be needed to know whether cooperating in mass
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murder was really done out of a displaced sense of moral commitment. Many perpetrators
seemingly enjoyed obeying orders, and some acted violently without specific orders.
Sections four through six deal with the legal aspects of prosecuting the murders. The first
topic is the legal basis for prosecution. Here the author discusses the Allied Statutes of the International Military Tribunal for the Nuremberg Trials. (p. 178 ff.) In addition, he goes into
the legal basis for trials in Germany. This includes laws passed under the occupation in the
German Criminal Law Code. (p. 181 ff.) The problem of the statute of limitations is also mentioned, which meant that at the time new prosecution for murder could not be begun after
May 1965.
The section on trials deals with the Nuremberg trials, other allied and foreign trials and
German trials. In a section on problems and new knowledge, the author discusses the reasons
why so many crimes had not been prosecuted up to then. This included matters such as the inaccessibility of documents in foreign countries, the escape of suspects, the death of witnesses
and suspects. Many criminals could not be prosecuted because they had been investigated by
the occupying powers. (p. 200 f.) The author also deals with the possibility of future criminal
prosecution, the relationship between guilt and punishment, including crimes committed under duress, the limitation of guilt, desk murderers, perpetrators and accessories and the level
of punishment. Here he points to the inconsistency of punishment.
In the section by Jürgen Baumann, the author deals with the problem of trials, the material
problems, including laws and the explanation of technical terms. He discusses the particular
laws and legal concepts of the German criminal code which make conviction difficult, such as
those discussed above in connection with Anatomy of the SS State. A few years later Herbert
Jäger published Verbrechen unter totalitärer Herrschaft, which became the standard work on
this topic.88
Dietrich Goldschmidt discusses “A Folk and its Murderers.” (p. 232-8) Among the issues
are the relationship between society and criminal behavior under totalitarian regimes. The influence of social structures on criminal behavior makes genocide problematic for conventional criminal codes. The task for the German people is not to apologize for NS criminals,
but rather to accept its past and the consequences. The NS violent crimes were supported by
the acquiescence of many German people and also by the moral abdication of the churches,
which is dealt with marginally here.
The next section of the book is a collection of five documents related to the decision to produce the book. (p. 339-54) The last section is the commented list of books. These are divided
into such sections as ii. Pre-history and history of National Socialism, iii. National Socialist
Violent Crimes, iv. Criminal law treatment of National Socialist Crimes.
The book was published at the beginning of the many German trials of NS criminals and
thus does not give a full account. Adalbert Rückerl, Head of the Central Office of State Judicial Authorities for the Investigation of National Socialist Crimes, published several volumes
of documents and commentary on the trials in the late 70s.89
6.3.7 Bernd Naumann
One of the major means of dealing with the Holocaust beginning in the 1960s and continuing
up to the present is the judicialization of the Holocaust. Beginning in the late 1950s there was
increased acceptance in the German public of trials against NS perpetrators, for example the
Ulm Einsatzgruppenprozeß. These trials were only in part a way of confronting the past, in
part they were a form of avoidance, since the types of defendants tended to be camp guards or
the shooters in mass shootings and not the desk perpetrators (Schreibtischtäter) who had
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planned the murders or the logistics without participating in the physical execution. These included revenue office officials, railroad employees and Reich bureaucrats in Berlin, who were
generally not tried, since their guilt was difficult to determine under traditional German criminal law. Yet, intuitively almost anyone would say they were guilty of participating in the
crime of genocide. They were guilty of contributing to a fundamental rupture in the moral order but were mostly not tried or sufficiently exposed and punished. Nor did they confess or
seek reconciliation with society and their victims.90 Insofar the defendants of the trials were
substitutes for the worst offenders.
On 20 December 1963, twenty-two former SS men were tried in Frankfurt for mass murders and isolated murders of individuals at Auschwitz. The trial lasted for twenty months until
August 20, 1965. The defendants included Emil Bednarek, Pery Broad, Victor Capesius, Karl
Höcker, Oswald Kaduk, Franz Lucas, Robert Karl Mulka and Wilhelm Boger. The defendants
had served at Auschwitz. Most were middle-class, and eight of the twenty-one had higher
education. They generally denied guilt.
The journalist Bernd Naumann was present on each of the 182 days of the trial. The conservative FAZ did not hinder his work, although at an editorial meeting express reservations
were raised about his engagement in the trial. Naumann was able to transcribe and report on
the trial throughout. He subsequently published his reporting in a book, Auschwitz: A Report
on the Proceedings Against Robert Karl – Ludwig Mulka and Others Before the Court at
Frankfurt (1965).91
Bernd Naumann was born in 1922 in Frankfurt am Main. He served in a field hospital in
Russia during the war and was taken prisoner by the Americans. He was athletic and studied
modern languages and philosophy at the university. When his father died he went into journalism. In 1948 he worked in radio and wrote for several newspapers. From 1949 to 1953 he
edited the Neue Zeitung. He won a prize for reporting in 1953 with “Ein Leben hinter Gittern”
(A life behind bars). That year he joined the staff of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
(FAZ), a highly respected conservative newspaper. He moved from sports to news, and in
1963 he became responsible for the section on “Germany and the World.” In this capacity he
reported on the Auschwitz trials. In 1970 he went to South Africa as a correspondent. In 1971
he died there in an automobile accident.92
Before the trials, he produced a 1961 book with Paul Noack entitled Wer waren sie wirklich? Ein Blick hinter die Kulissen der elf interessantesten Prozesse der Nachkriegszeit (Who
were they really? A look behind the coulisses of the eleven most interesting trials of the postwar period). One of the trials discussed concerned a certain Waffen-SS man named Max
Simon, and thus dealt with a problem in the mastery of the German past. Simon had ordered
the execution of several Germans in a small Bavarian town in April 1945. Tried for murder
and exonerated by Federal courts three times, he passed away before a fourth trial could be
held. Noack and Naumann in their book condemned the blind obedience that violates true justice.93
In a note on the trial the author comments that the trial had been a search for truth and had
not found the whole truth, but had at least offered a glimpse “of the human tragedy, of man’s
most extreme, barely fathomable degradation…” (p. vii) The report does not include all the
presentations because of their length. The defense summations were extremely long and are
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not given in their full length. “But from the fragments of the events thus torn from the past, a
total picture does emerge.” He states that he has not analyzed or commented on the material
“to preserve a documentary approach.” (p. viii)
The English edition begins with an Introduction by Hannah Arendt. It provides chapters on
Auschwitz, the case against Mulka and the other defendants. The bulk of the book concerns
the trial. It includes the interrogation of the defendants, the testimony of the witnesses and the
closing statements of the defendants. The author also includes the “Broad Report.”94 The verdict of the court, the opinion of the court and excerpts from the opinions for each case are presented. There are photos of the defendants and documentary photos of the camp and the trial.
The trial is followed chronologically, with each section dated. A short quotation is placed at
the start from Rudolf Höss, the first commandant of Auschwitz: “Auschwitz. That was far
away: Somewhere in Poland.” This is of course meant ironically. Auschwitz is located in on
the edge of the small town of Oswiecim an hour’s drive from Cracow, the ancient capital of
Poland, but during the occupation it was included in the Reich itself.
The trial came about almost by chance, beginning in 1958, when a prisoner awaiting trial
complained to the State Attorney’s office and denounced Wilhelm Boger, whom he accused
of being “a human monster.” (p. 6) The prisoner also wrote to Hermann Langbein, the Secretary of the International Auschwitz Committee in Vienna, and Langbein told the Stuttgart
State Attorney that he could furnish evidence against Boger. The Central Office of the State
Legal Administration for the Prosecution of National Socialist Crimes went to work, and
Langbein filed charges against former members of the Auschwitz Political Section, to which
Boger had belonged. The process took its course and eventually twenty-two defendants were
put on trial.
The author provides brief biographical sketches of the defendants. Wilhelm Boger (b.
1906), for example, claimed to have been imprisoned for resisting a “criminal order,” but the
only thing certain is that he was arrested, charged with abortion and placed in a Gestapo
prison in 1940. He is quoted as saying, “Your Honor, permit me at this point to pay homage
to all those prisoners without regard to race and religion who died in the Auschwitz concentration camp. But let me also pay homage to the SS men who had to serve in Auschwitz!” He
claimed he had wanted to leave the camp. After the war he escaped being sent to Poland for
trial and went to work in an airplane factory. (p. 13 f.)
The author presents the proceedings with a combination of summary and quotations. His
selection of facts and quotes exposes the irony of the defendants’ testimony and thus implies a
condemnation. Thus he describes the testimony of Robert Mulka, the deputy camp commandant. The author summarizes: “Of course he, too, had suffered, but he knows nothing about
mass killings or about individual murders, he never requisitioned the poison gas Zyklon B, he
never ordered the vans to transport people or gas, he never heard about executions at the
‘Black Wall’.” (p. 30) Mulka at first denies knowledge of “special treatment,” but after closer
examination he admits: “Special treatment was murder, and I was deeply incensed.” (p. 31)
Likewise, he claims to have had harmless-sounding duties: “He worked in the office, assigned
workers, dealt with personnel matters, and occasionally accompanied Höss to official receptions.”
Likewise, defendant Karl Höcker claims that the SS men had decided that the murder of
children was wrong, “But they did not have the power to change things.” (p. 36) Likewise
Pery Broad testified to his innocence: “He had heard of the murder and gassing of prisoners,
but he himself had had nothing to do with the crimes at Auschwitz. His assignment to the Political Section of the camp was not of his doing.” (p. 37)
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The chapter on the interrogation of witnesses provides a counterpoint to the testimony of
the defendants, who had obviously tried to conceal all guilt. Thus, defendant Kaduk denied
taking part in selections: “I personally did not decide about life and death.” (p. 201) A witness, Friedrich Eder stated when examined, “I saw Mr. Kaduk come, open his holster, and
take out his pistol. Then I heard shooting.” Asked if he knew Kaduk, he replied, “Kaduk was
considered the camp scourge by the prisoners. … He was always ready to hit. He was present
at all executions.” (p. 202) Another witness reported seeing Kaduk and Bunker Jakob push
“the heads of prisoners into tubs filled with water” until they drowned. Kaduk becomes excited and vehemently declares he will make no statements: “If I am not believed I will make
no statement.” (p. 202 f.)
A variety of witnesses were called, such as Mrs. Helene Cougno was a fifty-nine-year-old
resident of Salonika who worked in the Political Section. She describes the operation of the
Political Office.95 Another woman, fifty-five-year-old Djunja Wasserstrom, a French national,
spent over two years in Auschwitz, where she was put to work carrying bricks. She recounts
one of the most shocking stories. A boy was standing near the Political Section with an apple.
“Suddenly Boger went over to the boy, grabbed his legs, and smashed his head against the
wall. Then he calmly picked up the apple.” She was told to clean the wall. Later she saw
Boger eating the apple. (p. 133) Boger denies the testimony. “During the interrogations not
one person was ever killed by me.” (p. 133)
The report by Pery Broad96 is one of the key documents on Auschwitz, along with the memoirs of Rudolf Höss. Among other things, Broad describes the gassing of Russian prisoners.
Notable is the cynical manner in which the victims were deceived with promises of baths and
then disinfection: “Then you will be taken to your barracks, where you will get some warm
soup, and you will be put to work utilizing your skills.” (p. 174 f.) Particularly shocking are
also the descriptions of the gassing of the Hungarian Jews. (p. 179 ff.)
The closing statements of the defendants are also revealing. Boger claims that he realized
that the ideas he believed in were wrong. “But what I saw at the time was not Auschwitz as a
terrible extermination site of European Jewry but the fight against the Polish resistance
movement and Bolshevism.” A more penitent attitude is expressed by Hans Stark: “I took part
in the murder of many people. I often asked myself after the war whether I had become a
criminal because, being a dedicated National Socialist, I had murdered men, and I found no
answer. I believed in the Führer; I wanted to serve my people. Today I know that this idea
was false. I regret the mistakes of my past, but I cannot undo them.” (p. 405)
Dr. Franz Lucas, a camp medical officer stated, “Forced to work on the ramp I naturally
sought to save the lives of as many Jewish prisoners as possible.” (p. 408) Emil Bednarek a
former prisoner stated, “I killed no one and beat no one to death. If I punished someone or hit
someone I had to do it in order to spare him more rigourous measures.” (p. 410)
The verdict section lists the names of the defendants and their crimes and sentences.
Wilhelm Boger was convicted “of murder on at least 144 separate occasions, of complicity in
the murder of at least 1,000 persons, and of complicity in the joint murder of at least 10 persons.” He received a life sentence and five additional years at hard labor. Bednarek was convicted of murder on fourteen occasions and sentenced to life at hard labor. Three defendants
were acquitted. The guilty defendants were required to bear the cost of the trial. (p. 412 f.)
Excerpts from the opinions on each case are offered. Thus the court could not determine
whether Mulka had conducted a selection. But he was in charge of the motor pool and made
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available the trucks for the transportation of prisoners to the gas chambers. (p. 418) The court
found former prisoner Emil Bednarek guilty of murder: “He did not kill the people on order,
but acted contrary to an order that no prisoner in the camp was to be murdered.” He had
“acted eagerly and out of his own initiative. The court therefore cannot accept the contention
that he was forced. There can be no doubt that the defendant acted in full awareness of the illegality of his acts.” (p. 425)
Revealing are remarks made by Judge Hofmeyer at the end of the trial on the purpose of the
trial. They suggest a reference to the Nuremberg trials and the Eichmann trial. “The court was
not convened to master the past; it also did not have to decide whether this trial served a purpose or not. The court could not conduct a political trial, let alone a show trial.” (p. 414) He
may also have been referring to Karl Jaspers’s German Guilt Question in his comments on the
nature of guilt: “In considering the problem of guilt, the court could consider only criminal
guilt – that is guilt in the sense of the penal code. Political guilt, moral and ethical guilt were
not the subject of its concern.” (p. 415)
The court had based its judgment on the facts and had followed accepted trial practices:
“This was an ordinary criminal trial, regardless of its background. The court could reach a
verdict only on the basis of laws which it has sworn to uphold, and these laws demand that
subjectively and objectively the concrete guilt of a defendant be established.” (p. 417)
Bernd Naumann presented a readable summary of the Auschwitz trials in a manageable
length that avoided pedantry or wordiness. Notably Peter Weiss relied on the book in writing
his play The Investigation. There were several problems with the trial, of which some were
mentioned above. The trial relied heavily on witnesses who saw the crimes of the defendants
first hand while in Auschwitz. Most were prisoners, but not so many were Jewish. This is because to observe the crimes being committed, witnesses had to be fairly close to the perpetrators and had to survive to tell their story. Thus the witnesses were more likely to be nonJewish prisoners who served as functionaries in the vicinity of the perpetrators. A few exceptions were the Jews employed as interpreters or as secretarial staff. Another problem was that
it was easier to obtain evidence of excessive violence, which could be used as evidence of intentional murder as opposed to merely aiding murder without willing it. This means that much
of this book of testimony bypasses the chief targets of extermination, and it emphasizes the
sadism of the perpetrators. But sadism by assorted amoral thugs and mentally unstable nobodies does not explain the Holocaust or Auschwitz. The entire machinery of murder, organized
German society and the collaborators in occupied countries were necessary to create Auschwitz. This is not explained here. Nor do we know at the end of the book why the defendants
acted as they did. Were they “ordinary Germans” or “ordinary men”? Nor does the text discuss
the lengthy investigations that led up to the trial. The Frankfurt public prosecutor’s office began
its investigations in 1958.97 Above all the desk perpetrators do not receive attention, but this is
due to the nature of the trials and the legal premises employed in conducting them.
6.3.8

Jean Améry

In the 1960s many German authors considered the possibilities and necessity of mastering the
past,98 including Alexander Mitscherlich and Theodor Adorno. This could mean for nonvictims trying to find a way to silence their conscience. For a Jewish victim like Jean Améry,
this meant trying to cope with the emotions of an Auschwitz survivor. He experienced the
trauma of feeling betrayed by the Enlightenment tradition in Europe. While he felt compelled
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to speak out in rage, he could also not entirely give up a certain hope or optimism about the
possibility of enlightenment.99
Jean Améry was born Hans Mayer or Maier in Vienna in 1912. He grew up in Hohenems, a
small community in Western Austria. While a great-grandfather had been Jewish, the family
had assimilated and intermarried and was no longer attached to the Jewish faith. His father
died in World War I, and his devoutly Catholic mother kept an inn. Hans studied philosophy
and literature in Vienna, and he was studying there when the Nazis came to power in 1933.
He began to research Nazi ideas and ideology. His thinking about being Jewish was complicated by this. He underwent an identity crisis, because he still felt himself to be a Christian
Austrian, but legally he no longer was one. Instead, he was an outsider in his culture. He decided that he was by education Christian, but by birth Jewish in his “spiritual constitution.”
He fled to France in 1938 after the Anschluss and then to Belgium in 1941. There he participated in the resistance. In 1943, the Gestapo arrested him for spreading anti-Nazi propaganda.
He was tortured and then sent to Auschwitz as a Jew. He worked in a labor detail at the IG
Farben site in Buna-Monowitz. He was evacuated to Buchenwald and then to Bergen-Belsen,
where he was liberated. He returned to Brussels and wrote for a German-language press in
Switzerland. He adopted the pseudonym Jean Améry, based on the letters of his name, because of the rejection and betrayal he felt because of his experiences in the Third Reich. He
felt that he had lost his home country and his sense of trust in the world.
Améry’s homeland, Austria, was in many ways a disappointment from his perspective in
the postwar world. It was allowed to cling to the comforting illusion of being the first victim
of the Nazis, was not stigmatized and paid little in reparations. Its occupation was fairly soon
ended, so that there was no Cold War division into West and East Austria. The occupation
ended, and the country was reunited. A patriotic consensus existed up until the Waldheim
scandal of the 1980s. This situation was consistent with the sense of resentment expressed in
At the Mind’s Limits.100
Améry became a well-known Holocaust author with a 1966 book soon translated as At the
Mind’s Limits.101 This book is an important document of Jewish coming to terms with the past
in the 1960s.102 The author joins other authors such as Primo Levi and Eli Wiesel in interpreting the inward spiritual and personal meaning of the Holocaust. The book consists of five essays that do not follow a chronological sequence. They are all devoted to the “subjective state
of the victim.” He states in the preface (1966) that he wrote the book because he wanted to
become clear about “the situation of the intellectual in the concentration camp.” He found it
impossible to be objective. Instead, he wrote: “a personal confession refracted through meditation.” It was senseless to write another documentary work. He produced instead “a phenomenological description of the existence of the victim.” (p. xiii) His method was introspection and the interpretation of his inner world in terms of the Western intellectual heritage.
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This is a basically critical work that questions the foundations of Western values and the rationalizations with which guilt and responsibility were avoided.
In the first essay, “At the Mind’s Limits,” he asks about the intellectual. This is “a person
who lives within what is a spiritual frame of reference in the widest sense. His realm of
thought is an essentially humanistic one.” (p. 2) He found that, “In the camp the intellect in its
totality declared itself to be incompetent.” (p. 19) Améry was an agnostic and had no faith to
fall back upon. He found that the intellectual had no tools that enabled him to cope with the
camp. There was no social reality to support the intellect in the camp, and thus the mind had
reached its limits there.
In “Torture” Améry discusses his experience of being tortured at Fort Breendonk. For him,
“torture was not an accidental quality of this Third Reich, but its essence.” (p. 24) Unlike
Hannah Arendt, “there is no ‘banality of evil’.” (p. 25) Hannah Arendt had only known
Eichmann – “from hearsay, saw him only through the glass cage.” Evil is not banal when it
involves torture, because it is not abstract. The prisoner realizes through torture “that he is
helpless.” (p. 27) Torture transforms the victim into his body and leaves him with a sense that
his identity is destroyed through pain. He summarizes his experiences: “Whoever has succumbed to torture can no longer feel at home in the world. The shame of destruction cannot
be erased. Trust in the world, which already collapsed in part at the first blow … will not be
regained.” (p. 40)
“How Much Heimat Does a Person Need?” deals with the experience of not belonging to a
territory anymore (Heimat means homeland). He sums up: “What remains is the most matterof-fact observation: it is not good to have no home.” (p. 61) The reason is, “Heimat is security
… In the Heimat we are in full command of the dialectics of knowledge and recognition, of
trust and confidence.” Having a homeland means that the world is predictable and one feels
secure: “To live in one’s homeland means that what is already known to us occurs before our
eyes again and again, in slight variants. … If one has no Heimat, however, one becomes subject to disorder, confusion, desultoriness.” (p. 47) For Améry this inner feeling of trust and
belonging was no longer present, despite the restoration of legal rights after the war.
“Resentments” is an essay that addresses the complacent atmosphere of West Germany in
the early 1960s with a general silence and avoidance of discussing the memory of the German
past. He feels a need to overcome forgetting and begin an encounter between the victims and
perpetrators.103 The concept of “ressentiment” has a long pedigree in philosophy. Nietzsche
uses the concept extensively in his Genealogy of Morals. For example, ressentiment is the
foundation of slave morality and slave religion. When the ressentiment of slaves and priests
becomes creative they develop religious views and morals. Nietzsche tries to explain the origins of ressentiment. His question is the nature of evil and whether the world can be willed.
Many Nietzsche scholars have studied his understanding of this concept, linking it to the
mind’s self-consciousness and ability to distinguish between good and evil. Others have also
dealt with this, including Max Weber in his religious studies.104 Nietzsche also set the tone for
explanations of Hitler’s worldview in the 50s and 60s, if not today. Thus, Améry as a German
intellectual turns Nietzsche on his head, to make ressentiment a basis for moral conscience,
rather than something destructive.
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Améry’s essay deals with the resentful victim’s response to time. Améry is unable to overcome his resentment of the Holocaust. This is his subjective consciousness of injustice, especially since Germany has become prosperous, while the Jewish victims have gotten little to
compensate for their losses at German hands. He does not believe that the past should be forgotten simply because Germany is no longer prone to commit genocide again. The victim
feels unable to look to the past, because he wants to regress into the past and undo the event.
“… the man of resentment cannot join in the unisonous peace chorus all around him, which
cheerfully proposes: not backward let us look but forward, to a better, common future!” (p. 68
f.) Mastering the past should mean “externalization and actualization.” (p. 70) He does not
expect revenge or turnabout, but rather a continuing memory of the Holocaust. “... the German people would remain sensitive to the fact that they cannot allow a piece of their national
history to be neutralized by time, but must integrate it.” (p. 78) Resentment for Améry is the
“emotional source of every genuine morality.” He opposes Nietzsche, as he cannot help but
wish to undo the past of Auschwitz. This means that he is caught in a hopeless obsession that
he cannot escape. Thus he is “trapped in the sterile self-defeat of rage without revenge, pain
without relief.”105 For Germany to simply have a good conscience is a source of resentment
for the victim, since the clock cannot be turned back and the injustice undone.
“On the Necessity and Impossibility of Being a Jew” deals with the contradiction that
Améry had considered himself an Austrian up until the Nuremberg Laws and was forced to be
Jew thereafter. He did not feel like a Jew, if this “implies having a cultural heritage or religious ties…” (p. 83) For Améry being “a Jew meant the acceptance of the death sentence imposed by the world as a world verdict.” (p. 91) His Jewishness is a permanent source of insecurity. The ambivalence he experiences continues to haunt him: “Without trust in the world I
face my surroundings as a Jew who is alien and alone, and all that I can manage is to get
along with my foreignness. I must accept being foreign as an essential element of my personality, insist upon it as if upon an inalienable possession.” (p. 95) Améry reacts to Sartre’s existential view. While for Sartre, self-determination and freedom of choice are the keys to philosophy, Améry had no choice about his being a Jew.106 “Solidarity in the face of threat is all
that links me with my Jewish contemporaries, the believers as well as the nonbelievers …” (p.
98) Being Jewish is not a matter of belief or sharing a Jewish culture, but rather the sense of
having been identified as marked for death and having become alienated from the world.
Améry conveys insight into the subjective world of the Jewish Holocaust victim generally
lacking in most histories of the Holocaust. He shows the personal significance of the crisis of
Western civilization in the Holocaust.107 Améry anticipates the widespread interest in memory
of the 1990s. Some of the debates on memory, such as the Bubis-Walser debate hark back to
his essays. Furthermore, his essays anticipate the non-linear essayistic form of some postmodern Holocaust memoirs. Notable is Ruth Klüger’s weiter leben.108
6.3.9

Eberhard Jäckel

Eberhard Jäckel was professor for modern history from 1967 to 1997 at the University of
Stuttgart. He was born in 1929 in Wesermünde. He studied history, classical philology and
public law and earned his doctorate in 1955 in Freiburg. In 1967, he succeeded Golo Mann as
history professor in Stuttgart. His main research areas are Hitler, National Socialism and the
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“German question.” He wrote several books on the Third Reich, including Hitlers Weltanschauung (1969, Eng. 1972: Hitler’s World View), Hitlers Herrschaft (1986),110 Der Tod ist
ein Meister aus Deutschland (Death is a Master from Germany, 1990). He has been identified
with the intentionalist position.111 He edited Der Mord an den Juden im Zweiten Weltkrieg
(The murder of the Jews in the Second World War – 1985) a collection of conference reports
on the intentionalist-functionalist debate.109
Many authors in the totalitarian tradition have assumed that Hitler was an opportunist who
simply said whatever he needed to pursue power. Hannah Arendt thought that there was an
ideological vacuum at the heart of totalitarianism. The functionalists and structuralists of the
late 1960s and 1970s thought that ideas were less important than social processes such as
competition among bureaucrats for influence.
Eberhard Jäckel, however, attributes a consistent ideology to Hitler that he presents in his
book Hitler’s World View: A Blueprint for Power. (1969).110 Chapter III on “The Elimination
of the Jews” gives the most important ideas related to the Holocaust. He criticizes most studies of anti-Semitism, such as Eva G. Reichmann’s Hostages of Civilisation, for emphasizing
intellectual history and mass psychology and hardly mentioning Hitler and his ideas. Hitler is
given too little attention in such texts, as is also the case in Hannah Arendt’s writings on totalitarianism. (p. 47) Jäckel points out that Hitler spoke about destroying the Jews as early as
1919. Jäckel quotes Hitler: “A rational anti-Semitism, however, must lead to the systematic
legal fight against and the elimination of the prerogatives of the Jew which he alone possesses
in contradistinction to all other aliens living among us.” Legislation should have the goal of
“the elimination of the Jews altogether.” (p. 48)
The NSDAP program of February 1920 contained the demand that Jews be deprived of
civil rights and given the status of aliens. (p. 50) Immigration of non-Germans should be prohibited, and immigrants after 1914 should be expelled. In 1920 Hitler developed his antiSemitic ideas in speeches. He distinguished between rational and emotional anti-Semitism.
The latter leads to pogroms, whereas rational anti-Semitism can produce comprehensive solutions. Extremely important for him was his condemnation of Jewish internationalism.
Through international economic activities the Jews undermined nationalism. The Jews controlled international high finance, parliamentary government, the Weimar republic, Marxism
and the Soviet Union. (p. 51 f.)
In Mein Kampf (1925/27), Hitler added new ideas to his anti-Semitism, including its universalistic missionary aspects, his integration of anti-Semitism into his foreign policy and his
radicalization. (p. 53) Hitler saw anti-Semitism as his central mission. The Jews had undermined the international system, and Germany would have to fight them alone. The Soviet Union was so dominated by the Jews that it would be easy to defeat, as the Jews were weak and
corrupt. On the other hand, England and Italy had been so undermined that they could not
serve as allies. (p. 53 f.) Hitler begins to speak in terms of the Jews as vermin, parasites and
pestilence in characterizing the Jews. He links the destruction of the Jews and war.
The Holocaust was carried out with a measure of secrecy, but Hitler spoke out about it during the Holocaust, indicating his approval. He made several statements of similar tenor: “The
Jew will, however, not exterminate the people of Europe; he will be the victim of his own
machinations instead.” (January 1, 1942; p. 62 f.)
In Hitler’s worldview, the state was a means to an end. He had two chief aims, destroying
the Jews and acquiring territory. That he was not merely an opportunist in search of power is
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shown by the fact that he did not suspend the extermination processes at times such as 1941
when the resources consumed in the killing machinery were needed for the war against the
Soviet Union. (p. 67) Hitler viewed the history of the world as a synthesis. The racial element
explains the rise of cultures. History is the story of the conflicts among races. There are basically three types of races, the founders, bearers and destroyers of culture. The Aryans are the
founders, the Jews the destroyers. (p. 88, 90)
According to Jäckel, Hitler identifies three central ideas in his Secret Book that he had foreshadowed in Mein Kampf. “These three factors, the value of a people, the personality value,
and the drive for self-preservation – or, as one might call them, nationalism, the Führer principle, and heroism or militarism – are of the utmost importance for Hitler’s Weltanschauung.”
(p. 98 ff.) Nationalism is the specific inner value of a people that is given in nature and is a
product of the will and consciousness. It can be diminished by blood-mixture. Internationalism, a major value for Jews, is the enemy of a people’s inner value. Personality value means
that exceptional persons are the producers of innovation and progress in history. This is obstructed by democracy, another Jewish value. The best expression of the personality value is
the Führer principle, which allows the most exceptional person to rule unobstructed by inferior ideas and values. Militarism is an expression of a People’s “healthy, natural instinct for
self-preservation.” Pacifism, a Jewish value, “paralyzes the natural strength of the selfpreservation of peoples.” (p. 97 f.) Hitler first enunciated these ideas in a 1927 speech. It is important that the Jews were the originators and bearers of all three negative counterpositions.
With his three principles, Hitler was able to link foreign and domestic policy as both related
to the Jewish threat. Correct foreign policy aims at preserving the living space a people needs
for its existence. Domestic policy preserves and fosters the race. (p. 95) A people’s survival is
thus tied to its territory. The Jews lacked their own territory and therefore struggled for existence on different terms than nations with their own territory. They used ideas such as equality and democracy as weapons in their struggle against other peoples. The Jews believe in
equality, contrary to nature, because this gives them an advantage in the struggle. (p. 105 ff.)
The Jew struggles on the domestic front to destroy nations so that he can dominate peoples internationally. Jewish demands for equality, democracy and pacifism were ways to weaken nations from within. By degrading the blood, the Jew could weaken national racial identity. In
the international arena, the Jew uses money and influence to foment wars among nations so
that nations will be weakened and unable to defend themselves against Jewish conquest. (p.
105)111
A number of criticisms have been made of Jäckel’s argument. The author has taken statements made in different contexts for different purposes over a longer period to piece together
a worldview for Hitler. It may be that by making a different selection one could create a different impression of Hitler’s worldview, and in any case his ideas may have varied over time.
Most people are inconsistent in their thought and action, and it is by no means certain that
Hitler always said what he really thought. The author thinks that Hitler’s actions must have
been caused by his ideas and be consistent with them. It may, however, be that this was not
the case. Hitler’s worldview may have been a weak influence on his actions. He may have
been moved to act by cultural assumptions that he held unconsciously or through the combined effects of partly consciously, partly unconsciously held beliefs and attitudes.112
A companion volume, Hitler’s Rule: Realization of a World View (1986) attempts to show
how Hitler put his ideas into practice. However, it has been criticized for several reasons. One
critic writes, “Jäckel has little to say on the development of Nazi anti-Semitic policy between
April 1933 and November 1938 (during which period Hitler intervened very little, and usually
only to exercise a restraining influence on grass-roots Nazi radicalism), leaping from the boy111
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cott movement to the Reichskristallnacht in the space of one page with a single bridging paragraph on Jewish emigration from Germany.”113 According to functionalist interpretations,
much of the development of NS policy resulted from competition among various departments
of the Third Reich. Political and instrumental processes should in this perspective receive
more attention than the ideas of one person. Jäckel has, however, also been praised for giving
a rational foundation to Hitler’s policies which is lacking from accounts which treat him as irrational, demonic or merely opportunistic.
In the 1990s, the debate between the intentionalists and functionalists has shifted in favor
of compromise positions that combine elements of both positions. The focus of attention has
also widened to include the notion of the Volksgemeinde (folk community). The notion of the
Holocaust as simply the product of an elite of many mid-level bureaucrats and planners or of
the Führer overlooks the widespread acceptance of the NS regime up until the Germany began to suffer mass destruction in the last stages of the war. Local authorities sometimes initiated harsher persecutory measures than the central authorities had ordered. The Wehrmacht
troops and officer corps quickly adopted racist attitudes during the war and thus participated
in part willingly. Thus, the frame of the intentionalist-functionalist debate is too narrow in the
view of contemporary theorists.114 This means that Jäckel’s intentionalism as expressed here
has yielded to more eclectic views.
6.3.10 Alexander and Margarete Mitscherlich
Alexander Mitscherlich (1908-1982) was Director of the Sigmund Freud Institute in Frankfurt from 1959 to 1976. Margarete Mitscherlich-Nielsen (1917), born in Graasten, Denmark,
is a physician and psychoanalyst and member of the Sigmund Freud Institute. The Mitscherlich’s made a major contribution to the discussion of memory with their 1967 book The Inability to Mourn.115 This work characterizes the mentality of the post-war denial and suppression of memories of the Third Reich and the negative psychological effects.
An important article written previously by Theodor Adorno was “What Does Coming to
Terms with the Past Mean?” (1959) The title alludes to Kant’s 1784 tract on “What is
Enlightenment?” The term ‘Aufarbeitung’ (working through) in Adorno’s title suggests ‘Aufklärung’ (enlightenment) in Kant’s title. Adorno uses the term in several senses, in particular
the psychological need to work through the past and clarify it. A related term, ‘Vergangenheitsbewältigung’ (mastering the past) suggests suppressing it. Adorno believes that the past
cannot and should not be erased and forgotten. The conditions that brought about the rise of
Nazism still existed in Germany and should be confronted: “The fact that fascism lives on,
and that the much-cited work of reprocessing the past has not yet succeeded, and has instead
degenerated into its distorted image – empty, cold forgetting – is the result of the continued
existence of the same objective conditions that brought about fascism in the first place.”116
The problem was a psychological one that required thinking through.
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The Mitscherlichs explained the German post-war refusal to confront problems of guilt in
terms of psychoanalytic development theory. The young identify with their parents’ authority
during their childhood and become able to view their parents more realistically as they mature. This enables them to separate themselves from their parents. The fathers of youth between the two world wars did not offer the authority necessary to further the normal personality development of their children, the latter became narcissistically attached to Hitler. Hitler
continued to be idealized to the end of his life, when he was suddenly removed. There was no
chance to gradually adjust and adopt a more realistic view of Hitler. (p. 244, 251,0 ff.)117
Germans had idealized Hitler and had been enthused by his deeds. By forgetting the past, the
Germans benefited greatly. (p. 30 f.) The authors sum up their interpretation: “The inability to
mourn for the loss of the Führer that they suffered is the result of an intensive defense against
guilt, shame and fear …” (p. 34)
The Mitscherlichs held that Germans had been denying guilt by portraying the Holocaust as
a catastrophe that had simply overtaken them and left them behind, without affecting their nature. (p. 28) The consequence was a “political and social immobilism and provincialism” in
Germany years after the war.107 The Germans collectively defended themselves from the truth
of the Third Reich with several defense mechanisms. These included emotional rigidity as a
consequence of emotional repudiation. Germans de-realized the past so that it seemed like a
dream. Second, the Germans identified with the victors. This helped them avoid feeling implicated in the crimes. Third, they tried to reconstruct the past to undo their complicity.118
There was a gradual transition to the Holocaust that did not require Germans to dramatically change their values. Such values as punctuality, reliability the love of total solutions
and the application of such values to the mass murder did not require rejecting German values. Through a gradual process of adaptation, Hitler reversed German values, enabling Germans to indulge in sadism, xenophobia, barbarity and ultra-nationalist excesses, which constituted new values. Only when the Third Reich collapsed were guilt feelings possible (p. 28 ff.),
and these were not due to the old values.
The Germans were unable to deal with guilt, because they could not mourn the loss of Hitler. The conventional values were not enough. The concept of mourning differs from melancholy. The Mitscherlichs borrowed Freud’s theory of melancholy. Mourning arises where the
lost object was loved for its own sake. It can only arise where an individual was able to feel
empathy with other individuals. This other being enriches through his otherness. Hitler was
not loved for himself, but rather for giving Germans a sense of superiority. The Germans began to deny reality because of the Holocaust and atrocities. (p. 39 f.) They denied the past and
devoted themselves to economic reconstruction. The Germans memorialized the victims of
the bombing war against German cities, but they did not engage in a critical discussion of the
Nazi worldview. (p. 42) The authors offer case studies from their therapy. For example, R.
suffered from attacks of anxiety and panic. He had suppressed memories of the war. As an officer he had requisitioned the apartment of a Jewish family. (p. 47) Another patient, Q, had
been for seven years a police and SS member and participated in fighting partisans. He presented himself as a victim to the therapist. (p. 52 f.)
Psychological barriers have a negative effect on German society due to psychological barriers. The solution to dealing with the repression and denial was “mastering in Freud’s sense
of remembering, repeating and working through. (p. 24) However, the problem of applying
psychoanalytic methods to an entire population is clear. Psychoanalysis is a method intended
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for analyzing individual patients in lengthy discussions of the individual case. The Mitscherlich’s conflate psychological with moral judgments. They demanded that Germans feel guilt
for the Holocaust. However, Tilmann Moser, a psychoanalyst in the tradition of the Mitscherlichs makes these criticisms. He thinks that shame and despair rather than grief would have
been the appropriate reaction. The accusations of guilt by the Allies were however a source of
these emotions, which he thinks were also suppressed. Thus, the issue is still open to explanation.119
The Mitscherlichs have drawn attention to the importance of the family in the normal development of the child and the problem of disrupted authority relations caused by the war.
They support the commitment to facing the Holocaust and its consequences rather than suppressing or ignoring them. They also had a major influence on literature. For example, the notions of family authority and the inability to mourn are thematized in Bernhard Schlink’s Der
Vorleser.
6.3.11 Heinz Höhne
In the 1960s, studies of archival material were giving a more complex picture of Third Reich
administrative and policy institutions. In particular, myths and misunderstandings about the
SS began to be exposed.120 Heinz Höhne was a German journalist and author of studies on the
Nazis and intelligence history. He was born in 1926 in Berlin. He was drafted into the army at
the end of the Second World War. After the war he studied journalism and went to work as a
reporter. In 1955, he joined the Anglo-American department of Spiegel, the preeminent German news magazine. During the Spiegel Affair his investigations helped gain the release of
staff members arrested in government raids. His The Order of the Death’s Head appeared in
1967.121 Subsequent works dealt with intelligence services. These included Codeword: Direktor (1971) on the Soviet spy network in World War I and Canaris (1976) on Hitler’s spy master. He retired to work on a history of the Third Reich, beginning in 1985 with Krieg im
Dunkeln, on the centuries old relationship of German and Russian intelligence.
At the time this study appeared, the SS had become a popular topic in Germany and internationally due to trials such as the Ulm Einsatzgruppen trial, the Eichmann trial and the
Frankfurt Auschwitz trial. There had already been many books on the SS, but only a few important works. There was still a tendency to see it in terms of totalitarianism theory and to use
the SS as “the alibi of a nation,” the title of a book on the SS by Gerald Reitlinger.122 The earliest and most readable account was written by Eugen Kogon, a former inmate of Buchenwald, for the US occupying forces shortly after the end of the war. His SS-Staat presented a
thesis similar to that used by the prosecution at the Nuremberg trials. This was that the SS had
dominated Germany as a secret society and state within a state. Kogon’s knowledge was most
accurate in the areas of his personal experience, the concentration camps like Buchenwald. A
more complex picture emerged in Ermenhild Neusüss-Hunkel’s Die SS (1956), which pointed
to the complexity of the organization.123 Raul Hilberg’s Destruction of the European Jews and
Alexander Dallin’s German Rule in Russia also dealt with the SS.124 The first major study that
tried to deconstruct the demonic image of the SS was Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusa119
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lem.125 The second most important work after Kogon’s was a collection of expert opinions
produced for the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial discussed above by historians working at the Institute for Contemporary History in Munich, entitled Anatomy of the SS State (1965).126 The
similarity of the title to that of Kogon suggests the continuity of the two works. Most scholars
today no longer regard the SS as a monolithic state within a state independent of other NS institutions.
In the mid-sixties, authors such as Munich historian Martin Broszat, a contributor to Anatomy of the SS State, began to develop the so-called functionalist school of thought. This
school worked from the concept of an anarchical system of government in the Third Reich.
This was not a new idea. A 1946 book by Walter Petwaidic was entitled Die autoritäre Anarchie.127 The complex division of power of the Third Reich was also the subject of Franz Neumann’s Behemoth (1943).128
The author draws on a wide range of sources, both archival and published. At that time
there were several archives in which SS documents were available, including the Berlin
Document Center, the IMT records available on microfilm and reports by persons who had
participated in the Third Reich, such as Otto Ohlendorf, Werner Best and Felix Kersten.129
The author draws heavily on the SS records and statements by members of the SS, including
trial testimony and depositions.
Höhne’s was the first major study of the SS that emphasized the power conflicts and antagonisms below the surface. The ideological aspects are subordinated to the power struggles
within the SS and between the SS and party organizations. Höhne compares the SS leaders to
medieval feudal barons. (p. 10 ff.) Rather than a demonically efficient totalitarian system, accident and chance groupings of different personalities and interests contributed to the rise to
power of the SS. Hitler encouraged the “persistent gang warfare and internal struggles of the
Nazi Party,” because they allowed him to dominate party and state. The SS leaders formed alliances among themselves and worked with officials of other organizations. Thus, Foreign
Minister Ribbentrop included SS commanders in his ministry in order to placate the SS.
While the SS was able to expand its authority, it was never able to dominate the Party and the
Wehrmacht. It was even possible for Hans Frank, Governor General of Poland, to remove SSObergruppenführer Krüger from office. Even in the area of persecuting Jews, SS leaders were
able to frustrate the extermination plans to a degree. Thus Gauleiter Kube, the Commissar
General in White Russia, protected Jews deported to Minsk for extermination and worked
against the SS until killed by Soviet partisans. Werner Best allegedly sabotaged Himmler’s
extermination plan and allowed Danish Jews to flee to Sweden. However, the ideological aspect of the SS leaders is neglected in favor of their power struggles.
The book starts from the very beginnings of the SS in the 1920s. Interesting chapters deal
with Himmler, Heydrich, the Reich Security Main Office, the SD and foreign policy. Höhne
traces the history of the SS from the early years before Himmler. It was originally conceived
as Hitler’s bodyguard, then it grew into a clearinghouse for intelligence and finally it was
charged with the liquidation of the Jews and other groups.
Höhne portrays Himmler, in his racial policy for Poland, as an opportunist competing with
others in the regime. He saw that as the Wehrmacht conquered more territory, there was less
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need for foreign policy and more need for occupation policy. Accordingly he wrote a six-page
proposal, “Some thoughts on the treatment of foreign populations in the East,” which he submitted to Hitler in May 1940. This was to break up the various national groups in Poland and
the East into a large number of fragments and extract the racially valuable persons, while allowing the rest to die. Screening would be used to classify people into valuable and worthless
categories. By asserting a claim to policy in the East, Himmler could expand his influence. (p.
293 ff.) Himmler attempted to take the initiative from the Wehrmacht by keeping it uninformed about the Einsatzgruppen murders. The Wehrmacht noted what they were doing, but
did not act to stop them. Himmler soon faced another competitor. The Poles had persecuted
the ethnic Germans in Poland before the war after Hitler’s “back to the Reich” propaganda
began to frighten the Poles. After the Wehrmacht had conquered Poland, the German minority
began to organize self-defense organizations to take revenge. Albert Forster, Gauleiter of
Danzig tried to organize the ethnic Germans. Himmler tried to frustrate him by sending SSBrigadeführer Gottlob Berger to organize a “racial German” SS. (p. 300 f.) Another competitor for influence in Poland was Hans Frank, the Governor General of Poland. Frank had a different conception for the future of Poland. He wanted to mobilize the Poles in the service of
the Reich, further economic development and use other races as a counterweight to the Poles.
(p. 318) Himmler used an anti-corruption investigation of Frank to force concessions from
him, but Hitler allowed Frank to remain in power, perhaps to balance Himmler.
Höhne identifies three factions that competed on Jewish policy in the 1930s. The Völkisch
group wanted to limit Jewish influence in culture and politics but leave them free in the business world, e.g., Bernhard Lösener. The second group was the anti-Semitic mystics like
Rosenberg. The third was the Jew-baiters like Julius Streicher and later Joseph Goebbels. According to Höhne, the level and type of persecution of the Jews after 1933 depended on the
ascendancy of the three different groups. The Streicher group dominated in the first few
months of the Reich, for example, the attacks on Jews in March 1933, the April 1 boycott of
Jewish businesses, the dismissals of Jewish officials, the Aryanization of Jewish businesses
and segregation of Jews from swimming pools and concert halls. In 1934 the anti-Semitic
measures were relaxed as the moderate anti-Semites gained influence. (p. 330) In 1935 the
radicals asserted themselves again, and Goebbels set the pace. The Nuremberg laws were
passed and the Jews were forced out of the Wehrmacht and the Labor Service. In 1936 the
anti-Semites lost some of their influence. Göring, the head of the four-year plan, favored not
excluding the Jews entirely from industry for fear of economic losses. One area where there
was a curious alliance in the struggle over the Jewish question was emigration policy. The Zionists wanted the Jews to leave Europe for Palestine, and the SS was in favor of such a solution. (p. 331 ff.)
Höhne takes the position that the extermination policy, although carried out by the SS, did
not originate with it. The SS had long wanted to solve the Jewish problem through emigration. (p. 325 ff., 350 ff.) It was only Hitler’s decision that blocked this policy. As late as 1940
Eichmann imagined himself as head of a Jewish state. The author has succeeded in giving the
SS a more complex portrayal that goes beyond mere institutional structures to include the
conflicts of personalities involved. This is no simplistic monolithic descriptions of the SS organization and its functioning.
Still to be developed were the role of organizations such as the Order Police in the killing
operations. The complicity of the Wehrmacht was to be analyzed in works by Krausnick,
Wilhelm and others.140 The notion of the SS as a feudal client system does not fully explain
how the Third Reich managed to kill so many people so efficiently. The organization of different concentration camps and the WVHA industries was still to be studied in individual
monographs. Further, the role of ideology and groupthink as binding forces in causing the
Holocaust were neglected in favor of studying SS power struggles. The political function of
the Waffen-SS as a quasi-military organization in relation to other parts of German society
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was one of the topics later dealt with as the interest in the military aspect of the Holocaust developed in Bernd Wagner’s Hitlers politische Soldaten: Die Waffen-SS 1933-1945.130
6.3.12 Herbert Jäger
In a period in which critique and challenges to authority were rampant, it was only to be expected that legal defenses of NS perpetrators would also come under scrutiny. Hannah Arendt
again set the example with her analysis of Adolf Eichmann. Herbert Jäger was born in 1928 in
Hamburg. He studied law and habilitated in criminal law, criminal trial law and criminology.
From 1966 to 1972 he was a professor for criminal law at the University of Gießen. He published a variety of texts on criminal law and criminology. His most famous book is his 1967
Verbrechen unter totalitärer Herrschaft. Studien zur nationalsozialistischen Gewaltkriminalität (Crime Under Totalitarian Rule. Studies on National Socialist Violent Crime).131 The 1982
paperback reissue includes an epilogue by Adalbert Rückerl, former head of the Central Office of State Judicial Authorities for the Investigation of National-Socialist Crimes and well
known for his writings on the prosecution on Third Reich criminals. It is dedicated to the
memory of Hannah Arendt, who popularized the banality of evil thesis and the type of the
thoughtless bureaucratic-managerial perpetrator.
The book relates to the new interest in prosecuting war criminals beginning in the late 50s.
During the conservative Adenauer years, the perpetrators of the Holocaust were largely invisible, because it was assumed that the enormous power of terror rendered the executors incapable of acting otherwise. If they had not obeyed orders, they would have been killed, so
they were ‘guiltlessly guilty’. This view began to change with the trials, and the decision to
apply the German Criminal Code of 1871 in German trials of war criminals meant that to convict a defendant the prosecution had to prove not just that he had killed, but that he had had a
will to commit a crime. The convenient excuses and extenuating arguments used by defendants that they had only been carrying out a superior’s will to commit murder are criticized
and clarified in this book.
The method employed is the analysis of legal records of large numbers of NS crimes. The
author asks questions about the meaning of the various concepts used to describe reasons for
compliance with or disobedience to criminal orders and seeks answers in the trial literature
and the analysis of perpetrator behavior in theoretical literature. He does not try to explain the
complex organizations of the Third Reich, but rather examines individual behavior in individual cases from a criminological perspective. The author classifies and analyses a variety of
different violent crimes committed under the Third Reich in terms of their criminal law implications.
The author employs, besides trial records, some of the classics of Holocaust literature, including works by Hannah Arendt, the Institut für Zeitgeschichte historians, including Anatomy of the SS State. Hans Buchheim’s “Command and Compliance” and Hans-Adolf
Jacobsen’s “The Kommissarbefehl and Mass Executions of Soviet Russian Prisoners of War”
are major starting points. Other authors include Reinhard Henkys, Raul Hilberg, Hermann
Langbein, Martin Broszat, Bruno Bettelheim, Alexander Dallin, Hans Martin Enzensberger,
Eugen Kogon, Gerald Reitlinger and Alexander Mitscherlich. The author states that he wishes
to clarify problems of particular importance for the criminal law, criminological and ethical
judgment of National Socialist violent crime and the situation of the individual perpetrator
under totalitarian rule. He concentrates on four categories of questions: 1. the different forms
of individual participation 2. the problem of the obligation to obey orders, 3. the perpetrator’s
sense of wrong, 4. the differences and relationships between war and genocide. (p. 11)
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The first section is especially interesting, as it deals with the notion that all crimes committed by SS, police and Wehrmacht in the Holocaust were committed acting under orders. It is
divided into three sections. These deal with excessive acts, acts of initiative and acts of obedience. The author differentiates the variants in the different forms of criminal actions.
Under excessive acts there are six different variants. (p. 22 ff.) In this type of action there
were no specific orders to commit a specific act. One example is the compliance act. The superior gives only a casual hint or indication in a vague, general way as to what they want. Participants in pogroms were also given only general, overall indications of what was expected
of them. In some cases massacres were committed that were not based on an order.
Acts of individual initiative involve, the author explains, relatively independent participation in crimes, often with personal motives. (p. 44 ff.) For example, there were cases where
volunteers were sought for shootings. In these cases participants came forward, they were not
ordered to participate, although there were orders for the shooting to be carried out. Some
crimes were committed in the frame of a general order but on own initiative. An example is a
case where a squad was searching for Jews in a village but could not find them. One member
murdered a baby to intimidate a woman to reveal the hiding place. The murder was not expressly ordered. (p. 47 ff.)
Personal activity is a particularly good example of how perpetrators went beyond any specific orders in committing crimes. For example, Einsatzgruppenführer Stahlecker went to extraordinary efforts to organize the murder of thousands of Jews. When obstacles arose, he
made special efforts to eliminate them. He rejected technical arguments about the possible
implementation, eased the consciences of subordinates, and pressed for rapid implementation.
Likewise in the case of the deportation of the Hungarian Jews, Eichmann made special efforts
to achieve his aims. After Horty had ordered a stop to deportations at the urging of foreign officials, including the Pope, Eichmann tried to get 1500 more Jews deported. When Horty ordered the train back, Eichmann made sure that it in fact did cross the Hungarian border. (p. 54
ff.)
There are also differences among acts that were expressly carried out under orders. For example, many who carried out orders to kill Jews were convinced of the rightness of the state
ideology. They approved of the killing and were in agreement with participating. Some participants in the Holocaust acted automatically, without thought of acting otherwise. Such personalities do not appear to have any self-identity except as the instrument of an order giver.
Other types of perpetrators obey orders but also have a criminal intent in addition to the motive of obedience to orders. They may be sadistic and have an urge to kill. Or they may have
wanted to enrich themselves with plunder. Some were opportunists. They thought perhaps
their career would be advanced if they participated in SS crimes. Participation could be an
opportunity to show that they were “hard.” Or they may have been afraid of losing face by
appearing weak or soft. Cases have been recognized by courts as involving inner conflicts.
For example, a soldier asked to be excused from a mass shooting, but he was ordered to do so
despite his reluctance. He defended himself as having been forced to participate. This was accepted by the court. (62 ff.)
The author estimates that the share of condemned excessive perpetrators was 20%, of initiative perpetrators 20% and of perpetrators who acted on orders, 60%. The number of cases
that involved inner conflict was estimated to be very low. (77 ff.)
The second main section deals with the meaning of the necessity to obey orders. (p. 83 ff.)
This presumed necessity to obey orders (Befehlsnotstand) serves as an exonerating factor in
criminal trials. The author begins this section with four comments. 1. While most people tend
to comply under conditions of total terror, this is not necessarily because of fear. Other motives may be involved, such as opportunistic adaptation to the political situation or a need for
conformity. Concern about career prospects or social isolation can also motivate compliance
rather than fear. 2. Many NS criminals were not criminal before or after the war. This may be
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due to special circumstances other than fear of punishment. Reasons could be mass indoctrination, a changed moral climate, state-sanctioned criminality, guaranteed amnesty for crimes,
attachment to authority or the collective nature of the crimes. 3. Many assume that crimes
were only committed under pressure, but the previous cases of excess crimes contradict this.
4. Totalitarian systems are so complex and contradictory that the individual case must be examined to decide whether Befehlsnotstand (duress) was present or not. The section is subdivided into six sections including legal criteria, casuistry, the institutional aspect, the ideological aspect, the subsequent interpretations and the disciplinary aspects.
The law considers not the collective aspects of pressure to obey such as the general totalitarian nature of the system or fear in general, but rather only the circumstances of the individual crime. The external danger is considered, but also the perpetrator’s own motives and behavior, what he was guilty of and what possibilities existed to avoid compliance. Necessity to
obey does not exist unless there is a threat to life. Fear of demotion, loss of promotions, transfer to the front, bad records, loss of social status, etc. do not count as duress. Generally there
are possibilities to avoid compliance. These can be simple refusal, offering alternatives, only
pretending to comply, looking for special assignments, quietly failing to carry out an order,
drawing out compliance, helping victims flee, appeals against orders, appeals to civilian authorities. A variety of motives other than fear of punishment may be involved in committing
crimes under orders, including zeal, willingness, dedication to the task, desire to excel, excess
and initiatives.
A number of cases have been claimed as proof that persons who refused orders were severely punished and suffered bodily harm. (148 ff.) The alleged punishments included death
sentences, KZ imprisonment, special punishment units and consequences of various sorts.
The author concludes, however, that there is no evidence of severe punishment for refusing to
commit crimes on orders in the Third Reich. Institutional aspects of the punishment claims
also showed that terror was by no means exercised against SS members to ensure compliance.
In fact, the opposite seems to be the case. Himmler tried to maintain the rule of the law within
the SS, and the SS ideology did not demand harsh treatment of SS members for failing. Members who were unable to carry out a command were treated more leniently than persons who
betrayed the system. (p. 150 f.)
While it was common to claim a danger to life and limb for those who failed to comply
with orders, the situation is differentiated. There were exceptions. One Einsatzkommandoführer testified in court that he had once successfully avoided carrying out an order. An officer also recalled cases where men managed to be excused from shootings by claiming inability to participate. There also do not seem to be cases of punishment for refusal to participate
in shootings.
The third main section deals with the question of whether perpetrators were aware that they
were committing crimes. Hannah Arendt had written of Eichmann that totalitarian perpetrators acted under conditions that made it practically impossible for them to recognize that they
had committed a crime. The criminological perspective differentiates this issue in an effort to
see the various individual instances. (p. 166 ff.)
The law requires that an awareness or possibility of awareness of the illegality of an act
must be present in order to convict someone of a crime. This can be interpreted in several
ways. In terms of the contents of consciousness there are three aspects: the consciousness of
the illegality or legality of an act, the conviction that an illegal act is ideologically or politically necessary and the individual reaction of the conscience. There are various ways of
knowing that something is illegal. There can be a sense of right and wrong independent of the
law that tells people that something must be illegal. Some perpetrators intentionally violate
laws in the clear awareness and with the intention of doing so.
After considering a variety of ways the requirement of consciousness of illegality can be interpreted in practice, the author ends with several theses. First, a sense of illegality existed in
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various forms even in the area of NS totalitarian criminality. It is difficult to know in particular how a sense of illegality and wrongfulness was experienced. Was it a conscious violation
of norms, a violation of “formalities” or a “symptom of weakness?” Second, the absence of a
sense of wrongdoing was not epochal, but rather individual. In each case individual factors
were involved. Third, the leaders of the NS system were fully aware that they were acting illegally, but they regarded their ideology to have priority over the law. (p. 324 ff.)
The final main section deals with war and genocide. Of course many perpetrators tried to
exonerate themselves with claims that what they were doing was no different from Allied war
practices, which included mass assaults on civilian populations. The author deals with three
complexes of questions: 1. Were there indicators that the mass shootings of Jews was different from genocide and related to military aims? 2. Can criminological criteria be developed to
show the difference between genocide and war crimes? 3. What influences did the war have
on mass killing? (p. 331 ff.)
There is no indication that the killing of the Jews was actually related to the search for partisans. In fact there were many cases where the argument of fighting partisans was simply a
pretext for mass killing. Ideologically the war was designed to be an ideological war against
populations. There were plans for the army not to obey the rules of war, but rather commit
genocide. The use of military orders was merely intended to disguise the genocidal nature of
the war.
In the section on differences, the author considers several criteria for distinguishing between war and genocide. These include the connection among various sorts of persecution in
the genocide. The sequence disenfranchisement – persecution – destruction was followed in
the case of the Jews, whereas this sequence was not necessarily the case in war. The genocide
was also comparable with the euthanasia campaign. This cannot be said of war. The sequence
of events is also important. Some of the crimes against the Jews preceded the outbreak of war.
The intention of depopulating regions meant that genocide was not meant to achieve a military goal, but was an end in itself. The selection principle in the genocide meant that helpless
civilians had little chance of survival, in contrast to military operations. (p. 352 ff.)
The book provides a necessary clarification of basic concepts that are frequently used in a
superficial way in talking about the Holocaust. The author makes clear that there were a variety of different cases and circumstances in which people committed crimes in the Third
Reich, and it is difficult to make blanket statements. The author classifies types of participation, and explains the meaning of necessity to obey, the various senses of being aware of the
illegality of totalitarian crimes, and the difference between war and genocide.
The book does not answer the question of why the Holocaust happened. This is more the
task of the historian or social scientist. Legal thinking gives the impression that it is intended
to set up a complex set of classifications. If a particular action falls within the category of totalitarian crime by displaying all the defining elements of the category, then it is a case of totalitarian crime. We cannot actually know from the categories whether someone acted of free
will, which is a partly philosophical, partly scientific question. The category of individual
crime does not explain the collective event of the Holocaust, which is presumably more than
the sum of individual crimes. The historian, who has to provide overall pictures encompassing
the actions of many individuals, as well as changes in economic or environmental conditions
of which actors may not be aware, has to generalize in ways that blur differences among people and lump many actors together. The book provides many insights into the criminological
and legal aspects of totalitarian crimes.
6.3.13 Uwe Dietrich Adam
In the 1960s, the foundations of the “functionalist/structuralist” approach developed from the
study of Third Reich administrative procedures. This was also a challenge to the authority of
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the totalitarian and Hitler-centered explanations of the Holocaust, although originally the
theories were mainly focused on the administrative system rather than the Holocaust. Due to
the increasing volume of archival material becoming available, it was possible to create a differentiated picture of the German government in the Third Reich. Texts such as Bernhard
Lösener’s “Als Rassereferent im Reichsministerium des Innern” (As Race Expert in the Reich
Interior Ministry – 1961) provided an inside view of the Reich’s convoluted politics.132 This
has led Nicolas Berg to suggest recently that the functionalist position is in effect the perpetrator’s perspective, but similar approaches were also employed at the time in the US to study
other types of politics.133 The best-known historians who helped in developing this approach
are Martin Broszat and Hans Mommsen. Broszat’s Der Staat Hitlers provides an excellent
sense of the conflictual nature of NS institutions.134 However, Broszat makes few references
to planning for the Holocaust. Karl A. Schleunes’ The Twisted Road to Auschwitz (1970) gave
a further impulse to functionalist approaches from America.135 The first book-length German
work using this approach was Uwe Dietrich Adam’s Judenpolitik im Dritten Reich (1972).136
This was originally a doctoral dissertation, and the author never obtained a professorship but
he was highly praised by Raul Hilberg.137
All these authors deal with the fact that there were several factions with competing proposals for Jewish policy. Goebbels and Streicher and the SA wanted to use violence directly,
Göring wanted to attack the Jews economically, jurists and bureaucrats wanted to use legal
and administrative measures against the Jews, and Himmler and the SS initially favored emigration plans such as the Madagascar Plan. This competition has been called administrative
anarchy, feudal politics and “polycracy.”138
Adam takes issue in his introduction with the notion found in some totalitarianism approaches that Hitler’s early ideas about living space and anti-Semitism provided the motives
for the Holocaust. A monolithic interpretation was incompatible with the “competence anarchy and general aimlessness of the individual state organs …” (p. 16) Hitler did not intervene
in policy-making for the Jews and left the various actors of party and state to fight over their
proposals. There resulted “in the area of economic and educational policy a contradictory mosaic of antagonistic interests and orientations, which makes a pre-formed concept of Jewish
policy and thus the thesis of continuity seem very doubtful.” (p. 17) The author wishes to answer whether there was a planned aim for a long-term policy or other causes and conditions
for the mass murder. He intends to study the linkage of the historical process of persecuting
the Jews with the dynamic transformation processes of the structural and legal system. (p. 18)
The book consists of seven chapters following the development of the Third Reich in
chronological order. The first chapter begins with the early development of the NSDAP and
continues up to 1933. It has two main sections, one on persons and programs and one on the
institutionalization of illegal use of force. It deals with Hitler and the NSDAP as advocates of
“ethnic unity,” National Socialist plans for racial legislation, the “conservative revolution,”
politics and terror, the Law for the Restoration of the Professional Civil Service, and the leg132
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islative exclusion following the takeover of power. In the final section on exclusion of Jewish
students from schools, the author shows the different views defended by different officials
and departments, which descdribes the lack of a consistent policy. In the second chapter the
period of transition is introduced. Subsections cover the continuation of the exclusion policy,
state policy considerations such as the consolidation of the economy and an excursus on the
change in the state and its importance for Jewish policy.
Hitler was faced with conservative ministers who were only to a limited extent ready to accept the party’s anti-Semitic program. (p. 91) The structure of government was changed so
that the executive had legislative authority, the cabinet was weakened and the ministers were
strengthened within their departments. Ministers could decree laws without feeling bound to
obtain the consent of the whole cabinet. (p. 109) The SS and party exploited the weakened
structure of the state and legal system to force through their interests. Jewish policy became
subject to anarchic legal machinery. (p. 113)
The third chapter deals with the Nuremberg Laws. The dispute in formulating the Nuremberg Law about the definition of mixed race persons as half and quarter Jews is discussed
based among others on the report by Bernhard Lösener. (p. 136 ff.) The author shows the differences of opinion that resulted in compromise rules. The resulting policy on the Mischlinge
(mixed race persons) issue is an example of polycratic decision-making for Jews in the Reich.
The fourth chapter deals with the important issue of the exclusion of Jews from the economy. It is divided into chapters on the development of racial policy after Nuremberg and the
exclusion of Jews from the economy. The author points to a conflict between the Ministry for
the Interior and Propaganda, the Foreign Office Deputy of the Führer (StdF) for authority in
Jewish policy. On the other hand, the Gestapo had increasing power in this area. (p. 159)
Chapter seven deals with the Wannsee Conference and the Final Solution. Adam concludes
that the decision for the murder of all the Jews was not made during the Polish campaign or
earlier. The decision was still not made when Germany invaded Russia. Massacres of Jews
during the early Russian offensive were not yet part of a broad extermination plan. The order
for the Holocaust must have been given between September and November 1941, because the
invasion stalled, and Hitler had no territory in the Soviet Union to resettle the Jews. (p. 30313, 333 ff., 357-60, esp. 311)139 Among the factors involved was the discontinuation of the
euthanasia program. Adam sums up his argument: “… a global plan concerning the nature,
content and scope of the persecution of the Jews never existed; it is even highly probable that
the mass extermination was not an aim that Hitler had set a priori and that he tried to
achieve.” (p. 357)140
Adam’s viewpoint was similar to those developed by Broszat and Mommsen. These interpretations tend to emphasize the pre-war and early war period and focus on bureaucratic decision-making. Neglected are the actual implementation in the field and the contributions of local actors in shaping policies in practice. They also neglect the underlying ideological consensus of the Third Reich decision-makers.
The book can also be criticized from the perspective of locating and identifying power. The
policymaking for the Jews that went on before the Final Solution may not have caused it. Hitler may simply have let it go on until he decided it was time to destroy the Jews as he meant
to. He may have had plans of his own all along, and the other planners and their policies
would never have produced a Holocaust in any event. In contrast to Adam, Christopher
Browning supports a compromise moderate functionalist position combining elements of the
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Hitler-centered view.141 In contrast, Gerald Fleming argues forcefully in Hitler and the Final
Solution (1984) that Hitler actually had a very strong influence on every aspect of the Holocaust from the start. At the famous 1979 Cumberland Lodge Conference, these issues were
hotly debated.142 In recent years, the dispute has become less heated, and attention has shifted
to issues such as local decision-making for the Holocaust and the social and intellectual context of the Holocaust.143 Interest in organizational culture has also suggested that the sources
of genocide may lie in the implementation by organizations themselves. It may not require
competition among institutions (polycracy). For example, Isabel Hull proposes that culture
includes interrelated unconscious ideas that work together to produce externally irrational but
internally consistent results. Shared ideas below the level of worldviews may be more important than the rational interests of institutions. This is especially true for institutions whose task
is the transgression of norms. This supports Raul Hilberg’s notions about the shared perspectives of the perpetrators.144 The question of how much ideological influence and ideological
consensus affected the decision-making process is neglected in Adam’s presentation. Nevertheless, this is a major work that is little known outside Germany, except to Holocaust historians. No less an historian than H.G. Adler was influenced by Adam’s book, as he notes in the
introduction to Der Verwaltete Mensch. However, the functionalist-intentionalist dichotomy
tended to lead away from empirical research to theoretical discussions, which culminated in
the mid-1980s in conferences at which historians debated loudly over theory rather than
fact.145
6.3.14 H.G. Adler
H.G. Adler early affirmed the importance and possibility of the sociological study of totalitarianism. His first major effort examined the reactions of the victims in a system of coercive
community, Theresianstadt. His next major work focused on the perpetrators and their coercive bureaucratic institutions. He viewed the process of the Holocaust in terms of a machine
model of bureaucracy – “mechanical materialism.”146 However, unlike the Marxist-influenced
theorists, he did not consider oppression through the liberal state an inevitable aspect of modernity, but rather as a potential of modernity. The Third Reich made a choice to ‘administer’
people.147 His concern about bureaucracy is not just aimed at the implacable methods of unthinking bureaucracy, but rather a reaction to the trauma of exclusion and reduction to an object by the bureaucratic process as practiced in the Third Reich.
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The vast amounts of archival literature becoming available in the 1960s made possible detailed studies of the individual aspects of the Holocaust. Particularly Raul Hilberg’s Destruction of the European Jews (1961) gave an example of the value of highly detailed archival
studies. H.G. Adler was disadvantaged by his financial problems in working on the Holocaust. Nicolas Berg has recently uncovered conflicts that arose between Adler and the Munich
Institute for Contemporary History.148 Many of the Institute’s scholars believed that a Jewish
survivor could not be sufficiently objective to produce reliable history. They limited the support he received, leading to shortening the book and a delay in publication.
H.G. Adler in 1974 published a massive study called Der Verwaltete Mensch Studien zur
Deportation der Juden aus Deutschland (Administrated Man: Studies on the Deportation of
the Jews from Germany).149 The book is dedicated to his father and mother, who died in the
Holocaust, thus continuing the commemorative motif of Theresienstadt. Two quotations offer
an introduction to the book. One by Gustav Janouch is from his Conversations with Kafka and
one by Fritz Morstein Marx from The Dilemma of the Administrator. Kafka commented that a
hangman could be hidden inside every honorable official. Bureaucrats turn living, spontaneous people into dead registration numbers incapable of any change. Marx states that administration surrounds people. In the Western World individuals seem to be becoming increasingly “administrated.”
In a lengthy foreword, the author explains how he came to write this study. In 1958, the
Munich Institute for Contemporary History (IfZ) asked him to write a book on some aspect of
his topic. An American named Isaac Wahler, a refugee from Germany, asked him whether he
would be interested in writing about the Würzburg Jews who had been persecuted and deported. Adler was able to use the Würzburg Gestapo archives. While working on the project,
his interest changed, so that he became interested in questions of administration and the ways
in which people come to be dominated by administrators. He was interested in the uniformity
of the deportation process, because it was a consistent procedure dictated from above. Because of bureaucratic systematization, his results for Würzburg could be generalized to all deportations,150 in contrast to the impression of random cruelty suggested by many survivor
memoirs.
When he had nearly finished he became acquainted with Uwe Dietrich Adam’s study
Judenpolitik im Dritten Reich, which presented the functionalist perspective that the process
of interaction among government bureaus gradually led to the cumulative radicalization of
Jewish policies. He agrees with this generally, but does hold that this process is not incompatible with long-term intentions. Hitler had considered murdering the Jews for years before
the Holocaust, and the willingness had been present among anti-Semites for many years before that. (p. XXV ff.)
The book relies on a vast array of documents from archives including the Bundesarchiv in
Koblenz, the Geheimes Staatsarchiv Berlin W-Dahlem, the Deutsches Zentralarchiv Potsdam
(Reich) and the Deutsches Zentralarchiv Merseburg (Prussia). Personal experience plays
much less of a role than in his Theresienstadt book. His use of archival material emphasizes
the persecutor’s viewpoint. (p. XXIII) Much of the length of the text arises from extensive use
of quotations and detailed descriptions of individual cases. The author uses several different
methods. He describes the organization of deportations in detail, including lengthy quotations
from official documents and forms. He classifies and describes variants of deportation. He
tries to suggest the fates of the victims from the records. He also discusses the theory of ad148
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ministration and its history. There are numerous etymological essays. He also makes inferences on various points that are key in the literature, such as the dating of the final solution.
The title suggests a universalizing aim. Adler uses both the evaluation of documentary
sources and discussions based on secondary sources. The documents include National Socialist administrative communications151 and personal testimony. He refers to diverse authors such
as classical political theorists, sociologists and administrative historians such as Hans Mommsen. The author traces the changing meanings of concepts related to administration. However,
the unique aspects of the Holocaust such as violent, irrational anti-Semitism and the nature of
the epoch may have changed the typical ways bureaucracies operate, reducing the generalizability.
The major sections of the book are I Historical outline, II Deportation of particular groups,
III Technique of deportation, IV Material utilization of the deportation, V Fates from the records, VI Administrated man. These are subdivided into a total of thirty-seven chapters. The
text deals in great depth with the deportations, but does not discuss what happens after the
deportations, life in KZs or the procedures in extermination camps.152
Part I gives an historical summary of the events leading up to the Holocaust. The author includes the early attempts to arrange for Jews to leave Germany, including the Evian Conference, the Jewish emigration organizations and the organization of the Jews in Germany. He
also explains the different plans for the Jews, including territorial solutions like the Madagascar plan and forced emigration. His discussion of the Madagascar Plan is quite detailed. It includes many detailed excerpts from the plans. (p. 74 ff.) He discusses the resettlements from
the annexed parts of Poland after 1939. Adler also discusses the question of the Führerbefehl.
He refrains from deciding on the date of the Führerbefehl but concludes that the decision to
kill the Jews in Russia must have occurred in the period when the Einsatzgruppen were being
formed, thus in early 1941. (p. 83) A section deals with deportations to Poland from fall 1939
to spring 1941. Included are the Lublin Jewish Reservation, Nisko am San and Viennese
transports. Deportations from France are discussed. A long section deals with the deportations
from October 1941 to April 1945, the chief part of the Holocaust. Included are Lodz, Riga,
Kovno, Minsk, deportations to Theresienstadt, extermination transports and transports to
Auschwitz.
Part II deals with the deportation of special groups. It begins with work groups such as Berlin armaments industry workers, Jewish technicians, the Organisation Schmelt and Jewish
slave workers for German industry. The deportation of inmates of total institutions in the
euthanasia programs is next dealt with, including killing the mentally ill, Jewish patients and
euthanasia in KZs. The deportation of foreign Jews is included, with topics such as protected
and unprotected foreign Jews, Slovakian, Croat and Rumanian Jews. The final section deals
with ‘Mischlinge’ and ‘Mischehen’. These were persons who had both Jewish and non-Jewish
parents and mixed marriages. The discussion includes topics such as the privileging of certain
groups, their treatment, segregation and expulsion from the military, schools and public and
private organizations.
Part III on techniques of deportation considers the surrounding circumstances, the organization of the transports, their departure and subsequent procedures and actions. The author not
only describes technical aspects of the bureaucratic process, but also shows their application
in concrete cases from the Würzburg files.
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Part IV deals with the material utilization of deportation. This starts with a discussion of the
Eleventh Amendment to the Reich Citizenship Law. The rules for financially exploiting Jews
are described, including the introduction of various regulations starting in 1938, the Crystal
Night levy, the loss of citizenship and property. Next, the practice of financial exploitation is
discussed. This includes the extortion of funds, the liquidation of property, fees levied on
Jews, the problems in Austria, Czechoslovakia and the annexed territories. The various ways
that property was plundered are discussed, including the types of items confiscated. There
was the problem of apartments and the assignment of Jewish apartments in Berlin to nonJews. The problem of pensions, securities, valuable objects and real estate are also dealt with.
Notable is the extensive reproduction of the forms used in the expropriation process. (Ch. 19,
p. 546-61) Like the organizational scheme from Theresienstadt, this gives a sense of the perverse bureaucratic logic that cloaked crime in legalistic formalism without appearing to recognize the absurdity.
Part V includes numerous case studies of individual deportees, giving their name, personal
details, testimony and police and SS records to create biographies of their fates. The various
chapters deal with different types of victims, for example victims of euthanasia, the mixed
marriages and mixed backgrounds, the destination of the deportation. Thus in Chapter 30 he
writes about chiefly three persons who were shipped to Auschwitz, Lazarus Heymann, Robert
Fuchs and Dr. Johanna Stahl. The information is gleaned from surviving police records and
longer excerpts of these records are given. The style is factual and we are told only what is
found in the records. Adler does not use ‘thick descriptions’ or emotional reconstructions of
actual scenes as do some recent authors. The dry official language in the documents is selfincriminating in itself.
The final section, VI, covers the theory and practice of administration, with its prehistory
before the Third Reich. Adler is interested in the relationships among administration, rule and
power.153 He explores Weber’s view that rule is manifested through administration. Adler
gives a broad historical and contemporary theoretical outline of the concept and practice of
administration generally. He links it with the police power and shows the danger of abuse of
administrative power. The author discusses the concept of ‘power’ (Gewalt) in its various
uses in the past. He discusses the theory of powers in Locke, Montesquieu, Kant, Hegel and
others including Lorenz von Stein and Max Weber. Particulary important is Weber. He also
discusses the developments since the war. Particularly important are the comments on “Administrated Man” (p. 984-7) and “Protection of man against administration.” (p. 987-9) Adler
considers the administration of man as worse than the ‘administration of the world’, a phrase
from Adorno.
The original intention of Prussian administration was actually to protect citizens. This is a
locus for Adler of a defect in liberalism, the transfer of enormous power to administration,
which can abuse concentrated power. This abuse is not, however, the essence of bureaucracy,
but rather arose historically from the numbing effects of NS propaganda. Bureaucrats failed to
believe that the NS would carry out their threats. To keep their power and status they were coopted into participation in the mass murder. Adler describes the institutional developments of
the Third Reich and the ways in which they made possible a hybrid organization joining party
and state. The party office of the Reichsführer SS and the state office of Chief of the German
Police aided a merger of state and party. The creation of the Reich Security Main Office
helped. (p. 1036)
Adler held that in the totalitarian state the domination of man is bureaucratized. Administration should serve human needs and not subordinate them. It is necessary to find ways to
control administration so that it will not rob man of his autonomy. Despite his critique of
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modern administration in the Third Reich, he does not condemn modernity as a whole. As
Jeremy Adler writes, his work is “grounded in his Jewish faith, that a system of beliefs, ethical values and the basic political concepts of human rights and democracy do make sense.
Their abuse, however, terrible, did not destroy them. If they failed us, they require reexamination, historically and conceptually, not condemnation, whether naïve, reflected or dialectical.”154 The critique of modern forms of organization continued in the works of Detlev Peukert, Götz Aly and others. Adler himself also used the idea in his literary works. He believed
that administration existed as well in the private sphere and used this in his creative writing.155
6.3.15 Hermann Langbein
The concentration camp became a major topic of scholarly and popular interest in the years
after the Eichmann trial, the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial and the various trials of NS perpetrators which followed. A major volume of studies was published as a special volume of the
Munich Institute for Contemporary History: Studien zur Geschichte der Konzentrationslager
(1970).156 The problem with many of the academic studies is that the human dimension is often lost in theoretical discussions of elite-level planning. Survivors like Josef Wulf and
Hermann Langbein, as outsiders, were often key figures in bringing the personal dimension
back into the discussion of the Holocaust and the camps.
Hermann Langbein was born in 1912 in Vienna, the second son of an official and teacher.157
He rejected National Socialism in the 1930s. He wanted to become an actor and began to
study acting after secondary school. He joined the Communist Party in 1933. His parents died
in 1924 and 1934. In 1935 and 1936, he was arrested and imprisoned. In 1938 he went to
Spain to fight with the Republicans. Afterward he was imprisoned in Dachau KZ. In 1942 he
was sent to Auschwitz. There he struggled for improvements in the conditions of prisoners.
Returning to Vienna, he lived there until his death in 1995. In 1954 he became the General
Secretary of the International Auschwitz Committee (IAK) with its headquarters in Vienna.
For the Committee he began hunting NS perpetrators, including Josef Mengele. After resigning as General Secretary, he became the editor of Neuer Mahnruf (New Warning Call) the
monthly newspaper of the Austrian KZ Association. He criticized the suppression of the Hungarian revolt in 1956 and was expelled from the Communist Party in 1958. He became ill in
1961 after his rejection by the Auschwitz Committee, but continued writing books. In the
course of his life he received many honors, such as “Righteous among the peoples.” Like
H.G. Adler, Langbein held an optimistic view of the human potential for good. His books affirm that at least some prisoners were able to resist in the face of seemingly implacable oppression, and not merely the ideological fanatics. A widely debated subject in the 70s was
whether goodness was possible in the KZs. The lines were drawn between authors such as
Terrence des Pres, who held that survival depended on humanity, and pessimists like Bruno
Bettelheim and Jean Améry. It continues to be debated today by authors from Lawrence
Langer to Wolfgang Sofsky.158
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Hermann Langbein helped bring about the Frankfurter Auschwitz trial. This trial required
5.5 years of preparations and lasted 183 trial days between 20 December 1963 and 30 August
1965. On 9 May 1958 Langbein offered the public prosecutors in Stuttgart witnesses and evidence on Wilhelm Boger. At the trial itself, Langbein made an unofficial transcript, since the
public prosecutor did not permit a written transcript to be made.159 During the Auschwitz trial
in Frankfurt, he began reporting on his experiences.
Among his many books, Menschen in Auschwitz (People in Auschwitz – 1972) is the most
important. He also wrote the story of his KZ experiences in a 1945 book, Die Stärkeren (The
Stronger). With Eugen Kogon and Adalbert Rückerl he edited the 1983 Nationalsozialistische
Massentötungen durch Giftgas (National Socialist Mass Killing with Poison Gas). The book
Menschen in Auschwitz160 was originally to be entitled Teufel and Verdammte, but he changed
the title to “de-demonize” the murders. The style is intentionally objective.
The author explains in the introduction why he chose to write the book. (p. 13 ff.) He was a
half-Jew who was classed as an Austrian political prisoner. As such, he received privileges in
the camp, but did not identify with the Reich. He did not work in any function in which he
had to abuse other prisoners, such as capo or Blockälteste (block elder). He was also familiar
with the situation of communists in the camp, as he had been one. But he had broken with the
party and could thus report objectively on it. Furthermore, he had intimate knowledge of the
camp during the two most important years from 1942 to 1944. Another reason for writing was
that there are contradictions in the literature. Even well known books contain errors. The author tries in the book to correct some of these errors.
His immediate impulse to write was seeing SS-Sanitäter Josef Klehr at the Frankfurter
Auschwitz trial. He realized that Klehr was no longer all-powerful, but rather a pathetic, elderly criminal with a poor self-defense. This gave him the feeling that he could begin writing
the text in 1966.
The text consists of two major sections on the prisoners and the guards in the camp. There
is also an introduction and a shorter section on the period after the war. The author uses excerpts from the writings of survivors to give a systematic presentation of the camp. He also
compares various texts in an effort to create a true picture in cases where contradictory impressions exist. A good example is his section on Dr. Eduard Wirths, the physician whom
Langbein assisted in Auschwitz. There were various pictures of Wirths. He was more conscientious than the other doctors, but on the other hand, he also had something to do with medical experiments on inmates. Wirths committed suicide after the war. (p. 537 ff.)
The section on prisoners provides a broad picture of the range of types. Thus, a section on
the Muselmann describes the physical stages that result from hunger and weakness, as described in the testimonies of survivors. Other topics include the prominent Jews in the camp,
the Sonderkommando, the system of medicine in the camp, the fate of babies in camp and resistance. The section on the perpetrators includes the commandant, SS leaders, doctors, those
who worked for the SS and civilians. Also, the topics of sexuality and reactions are treated.
The last section deals with prisoners and SS members after liberation.
6.3.16 Falk Pingel
The approach to the concentration camps pioneered by Eugen Kogon emphasized the totalitarian nature of the SS and its control over the concentration camps, if not of National Socialist Germany overall.161 Authors who focus on the totalitarian aspect of the Third Reich some159
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times portray the camps as homogenous and dedicated simply to destroying the humanity of
the victims. A good example is Hannah Arendt’s Origins and Elements of Totalitarianism.
More recently, Wolfgang Sofsky’s violence approach study offers a picture of absolute power
run amok. This is a-historical, and overlooks the changing functions and uses of the camps.162
With the publication of case studies of concentration camps such as Eberhard Kolb’s BergenBelsen,163 the awareness grew that the SS was not autonomous in the camps and did not have
total control over their policy.
Falk Pingel received his doctorate from the University of Bielefeld, where he was assistant
professor from 1976 to 1983 and 1997 to 2000. He served as deputy director of the Georg
Eckert Institute for International Textbook Research for ten years. He was also committed to
international Holocaust education. In his Häftlinge unter SS-Herrschaft (Convicts under SS
Domination – 1978), Falk Pingel “tries to investigate the KZ prisoners’ modes of existence,
namely their attempts to assert themselves in the camp – in the face of threats, punishment,
fear and insecurity.” (p. 331) The author is interested in the conditions that “enabled the prisoners to escape from annihilation or despair under the domination of the SS and to support
their fellow-prisoners to thwart the intentions of the SS-leadership.”
He shows that the “SS remained bound by the general development of the regime and was
obliged to adjust its own objectives in accordance with demands of senior authorities.”164 His
study deals with the historical development of the German concentration camps and the behavior of perpetrators and victims within this system. He undertakes to study the topic using
social science methods and provides a systematic overview that takes account of particular
differences in camps. The sources include secondary literature on the concentration camps
and a large selection of reports by former KZ inmates, both published and unpublished, and
interviews.
The camps developed in a series of stages corresponding to periods of development of National Socialist rule. There were three periods: The first (1933-1936) was the period of consolidation and stabilizing the National Socialist regime. The chief function for the concentration camps was the suppression of political opponents. In this period, Himmler was tried to
gain control of the police for the SS. In the second period (1936-1942), war preparations promoted the use of the camps as a source of forced labor. The camps grew as prisoners were
brought in from conquered areas. The concentration camps were expanded to include criminal
and “asocial” prisoners. In the period 1942-1945, the camps were increasingly used as pools
of forced labor. The camps were under the influence not only of the SS leaders, but also of
Hitler, the Armaments Ministry under Albert Speer and the Army Armament Office under
General Georg Thomas.
The two longest sections cover the period 1936-1945, when the camps were the largest.
The sections are organized by topics. Among the topics of the second period are the living
conditions of the various inmate categories, including ‘asozials’, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Jews
and foreign inmates. Another topic is the resistance and solidarity of the inmates. In the third
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period, the topics include the development of prisoner work in munitions factories, the relationship of this to the treatment of prisoners, the living conditions and means of survival. The
last chapter of the book deals with the development of death rates, and touches on the acts of
individual and organized resistance, revolts and expectations of rescue.
Early works on prisoner survival included those of Eugen Kogon (SS-Staat), Bruno Bettelheim and Viktor Frankl.165 Pingel faults these authors for overemphasizing the inner qualities
of prisoners as the source of their survival chances. He finds quite practically that prisoners
who had skills that improved their survival chances had acquired them prior to their KZ experience. The camps were set up to serve the needs of the NS leadership, and their aims and
organizations affected the conditions of imprisonment and the means of dealing with prisoners. The aims changed in the course of the Reich, and the function of the camps and the means
of controlling prisoners changed with them. The war affected the ways prisoners were treated
and how harshly. Group contacts and membership in the camps depended on pre-imprisonment affiliations. Thus, some prisoners were communists, criminals, Jehovah’s Witnesses, social democrats, Jews, etc. They had various nationalities. Generally it was advantageous to be
in groups which could protect prisoners from the abuses of the SS, obtain easier, less dangerous jobs for them, protect them from deportations, hide them when they were ill, etc. Contacts
could help the prisoner survive the initial contact with the camp, where he was totally unfamiliar with camp practices that could mean life or death for him. A camp like Auschwitz contained prisoners of different nationalities, and these were able to form national fronts against
the SS that overarched ideological orientations. However, the strength of nationalism could
also make it difficult to form an international front. Resistance strategies included escape attempts and sabotage. There were national differences here. Non-German prisoners were more
likely to advocate sabotage, while Germans were more wary of possible Gestapo investigations that could expose the entire resistance ring.
The author also deals with the special problems of survival and resistance for Jewish prisoners. The threat to them was more severe than that of other prisoners, and accordingly their
chances to resist were more limited. They could leap from deportation trains, but this could be
difficult, because the Jews were commonly deported in families. Likewise, it was hard to resist upon arrival at an extermination camp, because the SS were able to isolate potential leaders and kill them to frustrate possible revolts. In the pure extermination camps a few cases of
revolt occurred, but these were unlucky in that the coordination was unsuccessful and very
few managed to survive and reach freedom after fleeing.
The study summarizes and systematizes the information available in many texts on concentration camps. It disposes of some of the overly theoretical arguments of Bettelheim and other
psychoanalysts, who overemphasized inner qualities as a source of resistance. As well, the author places the camps in the overall context of the war and economy so that it does not appear
as autarchic or subject merely to the programs of the SS.
6.3.17 Christian Streit
The participation of the Wehrmacht in the crimes of the Holocaust was clear as early as the
Nuremberg trials, but in German research and the public memories of ex-soldiers, the image
of the clean Wehrmacht continued for many years after the war. This is because most adult
German men served in the Wehrmacht, and to condemn it was tantamount to an accusation of
collective guilt. The Allies even endorsed a defensive and inaccurate positive image of the
Wehrmacht after the start of the Cold War, because they needed a rationalization for rearming
Germany. German criticism of the Wehrmacht began with authors such as Manfred Messerschmidt with his 1969 Die Wehrmacht im NS-Staat. Zeit der Indoktrination (The Wehrmacht
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in the NS State: Time of Indoctrination).166
In 1978, Christian Streit published a work on the high death rates of Soviet war prisoners in
German captivity. This was one of the first major studies to criticize the Wehrmacht for war
crimes and to try to explain how this came about. Keine Kameraden167 (Not Comrades) takes
its title comes from a 30 March 1941 Hitler speech: “The communist is before no comrade
and afterward no comrade.” About 58% of Soviet soldiers in German captivity died between
June 1941 and spring 1942, while only 35-38% of Wehrmacht soldiers in Soviet captivity
died. This seems odd, given the common portrayal of the Soviets as practicing Asiatic barbarism. Over 85% of the Soviet POWs died in the General Government. Both figures are shockingly high (over a million Wehrmacht and over 3 million Soviet prisoners died) of course.
The book analyzes how this came about. The author also provides a possible linkage between
this mass death of Soviet soldiers and the Holocaust.
Streit draws on major document collections, the Bundesarchiv/Militärarchiv in Freiburg im
Breisgau, the Bundesarchiv in Koblenz, the Political archive of the German Foreign Office in
Bonn and the collection of the Institut für Zeitgeschichte in Munich. In addition, he uses a
wide variety of monographs on the war in the East. These include classics such as Alexander
Dallin’s German Rule in Russia 1941-1945, Gerald Reitlinger’s A House Built on Sand and
Raul Hilberg’s Destruction of the European Jews. In addition, he uses works by German historian Andreas Hillgruber on Hitler’s war policy. A number of the monographs deal with the
careers of German officers in the East such as General Field Marschals Keitel and Heinz Guderian and Franz Halder. Others are devoted to Hitler, Generalplan Ost and the SS. The author
attempts to study the various institutions involved, including the SS, Wehrmacht and industry
to see how their interaction led to the mass death of the POWs. The motives studied are both
ideological and utilitarian-economic in nature, and the explanations combine a variety of factors and differing actors.
The approach used has much in common with the functionalist approach. In Chapter V,
Streit outlines a gradual radicalization of the military policy that drew more and more participants into the criminal behavior. The key was the seduction of the army and Wehrmacht leadership into an ideology that justified a war of extermination in violation of the laws of war.
Hitler made clear before the attack on the Soviet Union that he intended to exterminate the
“Jewish-Bolshevik leaders” of the USSR. The Chief of the General staff of the Army, Generaloberst Halder and other leaders accepted his aims without resistance. This was different
from the Polish campaign, where military leaders protested against the crimes of the SS Einsatzgruppen. There was a great fear of Bolshevism in the army that made the leaders more
willing to cooperate with the SS in the extermination of the Bolsheviks. The radicalization is
expressed in a series of decrees and orders preceding Operation Barbarossa. There was the 13
March “Guidelines on Special Areas for Directive No. 21 (Barbarossa), the 28 April “Regulation of the Deployment of the Security Police and the SD in Army Units,” the 13 May “Decree on the Execution of War Jurisdiction in the ‘Barbarossa’ area,” the 19 May “Guidelines
for the Behavior of Troops in Russia” and the 6 June “Guidelines for the Treatment of Political Commissars.” The Commander in Chief of the Army, Field Marshal von Brauchitsch, did
not resist restrictions on his authority. The Quartermaster General of the Army, General Wag-
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ner, worked with Reinhard Heydrich on an agreement on the powers of the Einsatzgruppen.168
These agreements had consequences for the actions of the Wehrmacht on Soviet territory, so
that the Wehrmacht also participated in war crimes, contrary to its previous “clean” image.
The sixth chapter explains how the Commissar Order was carried out in practice and how
the army cooperated with the SS in the extermination of a worldview. The Wehrmacht participated in mass shootings of Soviet prisoners and there was close cooperation between the
Wehrmacht and SS units. This was one of the first texts to deal with Wehrmacht participation
in the Holocaust. Chapter seven deals with the mass death of the Soviet POWs in 1943/42.
The causes are found in several factors, particularly the decision of the army to provision the
Wehrmacht at the expense of the POWs. A large number of prisoners were foreseen, due to
the Kesselschlacht tactics of the Wehrmacht, but since there was not enough food for both the
Wehrmacht and the POWs, the death of the POWs was simply accepted.
At the end of 1941, a change in German policy toward the Soviet POWs occurred due to
the need for labor in the munitions industry. The needs were so high that Hitler turned to the
deployment of POWs in munitions production. Rations were increased and the death rate was
reduced, but the provisions were still below the minimum, and late in 1943, the death rate began to rise again due to diseases such as TB resulting from malnutrition. While many German
industrialists realized that high productivity could only be achieved if the POWs were adequately fed, the exterminatory aim conflicted with this and led to a stalemate. The prisoners
were not adequately provisioned and could not meet the rising demands of German war industries.
The book also suggests how the Holocaust began. The brutalization of the army due to the
ideological war against the Bolsheviks prepared the army to accept the mass murder of the
Jews. This mass killing involved both the SS and the Wehrmacht units that cooperated. Since
Streit’s book, much more attention has been paid to this fact. Streit also disagrees with the
view of Martin Broszat and Uwe Dietrich Adam that a decision about the Einsatzgruppen
campaign had taken place during the preparations for Operation Barbarossa. Streit finds that
the genocide against the Russian Jews developed gradually, and only in July after the invasion did Hitler decide to kill all Russian Jews.169
The notion that only the Jews were targeted for death is modified by Streit’s study. He
makes it clear that both ideological and practical motives interacted in the treatment of the
Soviet POWs. This anticipates works by Gerlach and Aly that emphasize the pragmatic motives of extermination. Furthermore, the brutalization of the army leadership and their acceptance of ideological rationales of extermination suggest that the murder of the Jews represented a further radicalization of the brutal treatment of Soviet POWs. The contradictory nature of German policies shows that strict utilitarianism was not a motive, since the POWs
could have produced more if they had been adequately provisioned. Recent studies have
given more attention to issues raised here. However, the fact that the Soviet POWs were not
targeted for total extermination suggests that there was still a qualitative difference between
the treatment of Jews and Soviet POWs.170
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6.4 Literary Works
Literary works also changed in the 60s. Immediately after the war, there was much use of
apocalyptic language to characterize the Third Reich, e.g., demonism of power, catastrophe,
radical evil. There were references to Dante or Vergil or the biblical apocalypse. Some literary works also used such allusions: The Devil’s General,’ Markische Argonautenfahrt or
Eli.171 The 1960s saw the publication of major novels of international interest that took the
Third Reich and Holocaust as their background. These included Günter Grass’s Tin Drum,
Heinrich Böll’s Billiards at Half Past Eight and Einsichten eines Klowns and Siegfried
Lenz’s German Lesson and works by Uwe Johnson and Alfred Andersch and others. These
works were large in scope and socially critical. They criticized many of the tacit excuses of
the 1950s and challenged society to reflect on the past. The picaresque and grotesque elements of The Tin Drum also appear in more specifically Holocaust-oriented novels such as
Edgar Hilsenrath’s Nazi and the Barber.
Characters in post-60s literature are also often unheroic. Jakob Heym in Jacob the Liar is
quite ordinary and unsuspectingly stumbles into a resistor role without any ideological preconceptions. A picaresque element in a gentler form appears here. Ranek in Hilsenrath’s
Night is ordinary and becomes unintentially corrupted by adversity. By contrast, the old East
German social realism, heroic, ideologically committed communists fight against fascism in
KZs. Ernst Sommer’s heroic ghetto residents are willing to fight to the death on principle in
his 1943 Revolte der Heiligen,172 and the communists in Bruno Apitz’s (1958) Naked Among
Wolves are willing to die to protect a Jewish baby.173 The tendency in the literature of the 60s
counters the Nazis, who idealized heroic images in their grandiose Nuremberg spectacles,
their pompous, pretentious city planning, sculpture, monuments and folk ceremonies and festivals. If they were themselves banal, their aspirations were transgressive and transcendent in
a perverse and evil sense. The father and mother books, biographically implicating the parental generation for authoritarianism dating from the Third Reich, also continue the theme of the
ordinary person as wrongdoer.174
The development of documentary literature is one of the striking developments that produced new literature on the Holocaust in the 1960s. There were also documentary novels by
Alexander Kluge, Hans Habe and others. A number of theories have been offered for the
change from the primacy of literary creativity to the primacy of the document and the semblance of fact. One is that the Eichmann and Auschwitz trials showed the importance of the
document and testimony in establishing guilt and responsibility. The use of the stage resembles the courtroom and permits the audience to see ideas embodied and represented by real
persons. Also, the trials gave mass murder a personal face. In much of modern warfare, there
is a high level of anonymity. Bombs fall from the sky, missiles buzz in from miles away,
rockets and shells are fired at a distance, and tanks roll in. The troops who come are often
simply gray masses of interchangeable men. Thus it appears that not persons but technological civilization is to blame in a vague way in which no one is ultimately responsible. The trials gave responsibility back to real persons by locating and identifying the criminals and
matching them with their crimes. Documentary literature could then present broader issues of
personal responsibility in a similar way.
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A second development was the appearance of books that accused relatives and neighbors
who may have been Nazi accomplices.175 The Vater (father) books of the 1970s were autobiographical or fictionalized accounts that criticized the older generation for its involvement in
the Third Reich, their post-war authoritarianism and the deleterious effects on the younger
generation. These are by no means a new phenomenon. Such books had appeared previously,
but in the case of the Third Reich they were delayed. After the fall of East Germany, such
texts began to appear sooner. This represented a subjectivization of literature and thinking
which personalized the Third Reich, but did so in such a way that the attention shifted from
the victims in the gas chambers and mass graves to the second generation of Germans, the
children of the perpetrator generation. Concern with the true victims was then instrumentalized as a part of family history. Family secrets rather than genocide became the focus. This
phenomenon moved Alexander Mitscherlich and Margarete Mitscherlich to write about the
inability to mourn and the fatherless generation in the 1960s. The problem of being unable to
admit the importance of Hitler for the German people in the Third Reich led to post-war psychological complications.
6.4.1

Rolf Hochhuth

The general temper of the 60s was marked by skepticism about existing authorities and a confrontational attitude on the part of many. There was a generational conflict between those who
grew up during or shortly after the war and those who were adults during the war.
One of the innovations of the 60s was the production of documentary dramas that based a
claim to the accuracy of their historical details. This is partly due to the silence about the historical past of the Third Reich on the part of the older generation, but also due to a renewed
interest in historical fact. A number of works of the 50s had based their legitimacy on the poetic skills and human insights of the authors, for example, Max Frisch’s Andorra.176 Yet often
the conclusions reached were stereotypical and polemical. The most famous examples are
plays such as Joel Brand and Brother Eichmann by Heinar Kipphardt177 and The Investigation
by Peter Weiss.178 The latter is based on the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial transcripts, which are
selected, edited and arranged by the author in a framework derived from Dante. But East
Germany also had documentary plays. The most famous was Rolf Schneider’s Prozeß in
Nürnberg (‘Trial in Nuremberg’). Schneider edited the trial transcripts to imply that capitalists had brought Hitler to power. He made the Allied prosecutors themselves condemn the
capitalists who were to be used in building up the new West Germany.179
As a member of the “skeptical generation,” Rolf Hochhuth composed controversial plays
challenging the reputations of respected international figures such as the Pope and Winston
Churchill. In attributing guilt for the Holocaust to the Pope and the Catholic Church, he portrayed the “banality” of the bystander. His Pope and a variety of other figures are opportunists
in positions usually thought of as exemplars of higher moral values.
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A number of German plays had previously presented KZs on the stage. A 1955 play by
Ingeborg Drewitz called Alle Tore waren bewacht (All Gates Were Watched) portrayed a love
affair between an SS Sturmbannführer and a Jewish death candidate.180 A socialist drama is
Ravensbrücker Ballade by Hedda Zinner.181 This play has only one Jewish character, Lea, a
dozen reds and ten asocials or criminals. The Blockälteste, Maria, is ‘red’ and apparently the
main character. Rolf Hochhuth’s The Deputy (1963) is certainly the most famous play featuring Auschwitz. In addition, there were plays in which the main character makes an important
and fateful decision. For example, the hero of Carl Zuckmayer’s 1946 Des Teufels General182
(The Devil’s General) flies an airplane to death as a protest and rejection of Hitler’s Third
Reich.
Some dramas in the 1960s followed Erwin Sylvanus’s challenge to the public to remember
the Holocaust and not simply suppress it or substitute memories of German suffering. Rolf
Hochhuth’s The Deputy has been discussed as a documentary drama, that is, one based heavily on documentary sources. One real historical document is recited in the play. The author
also included an historical appendix in the published version of his play containing documentation of his claims in the play. Since then, it has been treated more as a conventional historical play in the tradition of Schiller.
Rolf Hochhuth was born in 1931 in Eschwege. After studying, he became an editor for a
German publisher. In 1959 he went to Rome to do research for his play. He became internationally famous through his criticism of Pope Pius XII. In 1962 he was awarded part of the
Gerhart Hauptmann Prize. Hochhuth wrote a number of documentary plays, including Die
Soldaten (1967), which dealt with the wartime bombing of Dresden. Western imperialism and
militarism were the topics of Guerillas (1970) and Lysistrata and NATO: A Comedy (1973).
His plays are highly controversial, and The Deputy in particular aroused heated public debate.
This debate has continued up to the present. Thus a recent book characterized Pius XII as
‘Hitler’s Pope’. However, this extreme view is largely rejected by most serious historians.
Hochhuth wanted to write a play to show “that history is the sum of individual actions, so
that each person has the power to determine events by declaring his own moral position.”183
He disagreed with Adorno, who held that individuality was outdated due to the industrial
revolution. With Schiller, he wanted to focus on individual responsibility. The Deputy (Der
Stellvertreter, 1963)184 argues that Pope Pius XII should have publicly condemned the Holocaust and that this could have saved lives. The Pope’s condemnation might, e.g., have encouraged Christians to hide Jews or aid their escape. In a sense the play is a form of trial of the
historical personage of the Pope.185
As an example of the position of the Pope during the War, the following quote from Pius
XII can be used from a book published under the Allied occupation shortly after the war:
“The church is not called to take sides among the various, opposing, epochal systems. ... The
practical affirmation of one or the other political system often depends to a broad and decisive
degree on circumstances and factors which, viewed in themselves, have nothing to do with
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the aim and activity of the church.”186 This exemplifies the diplomatic language the Pope felt
necessary to defend the international organization that he headed. To have taken sides by condemning the Holocaust would have endangered the lives of widows, children, Nuns and
Priests throughout occupied Europe. In order to be able to minister to all people, the Pope
clearly cannot identify with any party. The tragic aspect of this is that the Pope is also the representative of Christ on earth and expected to imitate Christ. The tragic nature of this dilemma
pervades the play, although Hochhuth fails to appreciate Pius’s dilemma and to sympathize
with him. His aim is more to condemn than to understand.
However, the play can be seen as more than just a critique of the Catholic Church. It also
contains hints of the generational conflicts of the 60s and the critique of bystanders.187 In the
play, a young Italian priest, Father Riccardo Fontana, and Kurt Gerstein, a German SS officer
who was based on the real historical person, attempt to persuade the Pope and other church
leaders to speak out publicly against the persecution of the Jews. A cardinal tells Riccardo
that the Catholic Church is aiding the Jews by donating money and providing means of escape. Riccardo goes to the Pope to beg him to address Hitler with a demand to end the murder
of the Jews. The Pope refuses, because he thinks the church needs to maintain good relations
with Germany, the last bulwark against the Bolsheviks, the true enemies of Europe. He does
issue a proclamation denouncing in a vague way what is happening, without specifically naming names. Riccardo decides that he must represent the Pope at Auschwitz by accompanying
the Roman Jews deported to Auschwitz. He pins a Star of David on his cassock and goes to
Auschwitz with the transport. There he argues with an evil doctor, modeled after Josef
Mengele, and is martyred.
The author portrays the Pope as an opportunist and calculating. He is “less a person than an
institution … aristocratic coldness … icy glint of his eyes.” (p. 195) He is concerned about
the balance of power in Europe and the preservation of European unity against the Bolshevik
threat. He considers Hitler as a possible unifier of Europe but is afraid of the Church being
crushed by Hitler. He warns against provoking Hitler and wants to undertake measures to help
the Jews without risking retribution against the Church. He is also concerned about Church
property that could be threatened by a communist victory in Europe. His empty words in defense of the Jews are juxtaposed with words about the Church’s stocks and bonds. This
stereotypical portrayal provides no extenuating circumstances or biographical details that
might create empathy for the Pope.
Likewise stereotypical is the Doctor, a demonic character marked by nihilism, cynicism
and sexual charisma. Perverse sexuality is a common trait attributed to the Nazis, like
Adorno’s association of homosexuality and Nazism or the taboo-breaking sexuality attributed
to the Nazis by Marcuse and Fromm.188 The Doctor seems to be motivated by destructiveness
rather than actual anti-Semitism. He appears somewhat like a devil in a passion play than a
real historical figure, and this points up the demonic elements disguised in modern science, as
viewed by 60s critics of modernity. His scurrilous remarks on his sex life and sexuality point up
the role of Social-Darwinism and eugenics in the Holocaust. He has been compared to H.G.
Wells’ Dr. Moreau, a scientific figure who causes pain and degradation in pursuing his goals.
This reminds us that the Nazis made use of impulses of science as an international movement.189
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Many of the minor characters are also motivated by stereotypical capitalist greed and contempt for human life. The play castigates a wide range of social types, including Wehrmacht
soldiers.190 These characters show the private lives of people dominated by personal lust and
selfishness without concern for others as a cause of the Holocaust. However, the play is differentiated. Some of the German characters have positive attributes. There is a Major of the
Oberkommando of the army who protests the abuse of war prisoners and forced laborers at
the Krupp works or a government official who exposes the greed of the big industrialists.191
Both the Pope and the Doctor are authoritarian figures. The Pope derives his authority from
his status as deputy of Christ, while the Doctor has the authority of medicine and science.
Thus they represent two pillars of authority in the modern world, religion and science. Both
abuse their brilliant minds to rationalize the abuse of power for own ends, while the spontaneous intuitive grasp of right and wrong is available only to the young priest. The two characters imply an international element in the Holocaust, and both the Pope as bystander and the
Doctor as perpetrator share their authoritarianism and misuse of authority.
One of the criticisms of the work is that it is unable to balance the massive anonymity of
the Holocaust against the individual actions of his characters. Each character is a “representative” type in order to give him or her more weight. Thus the Pope is portrayed as a sort of
Pontius Pilate, washing his hands in innocence. The Schillerian mode of representing the
Holocaust fails to prove that most victims or bystanders could have effectively accomplished
much with individual actions.192 Furthermore, the Jewish characters are secondary, passive
and dependent on the Christians for their safety. There are no key Jewish characters.
Several books of essays and articles appeared about the drama, including one called The
Storm over the Deputy. And in German Summa iniuria oder Durfte der Papst schweigen?
Hochhuths ‘Stellvertreter’ in der öffentlichen Kritik (Did the Pope Have a Right to Keep Silent: Hochhuth’s Deputy in the Public Critique).193 Historians also wrote books: Guenter
Lewy (The Catholic Church and Nazi Germany 1964) and Saul Friedländer (Pius XII und das
Dritte Reich 1964) supported Hochhuth, while Burkhart Schneider (Pius XII. 1968) defended
the Pope.194 The Deputy has continued to attract attention even today. For example, Daniel Jonah Goldhagen recently published a book on the role of the Catholic Church in the Holocaust
that uses similar arguments. A film version was also recently made. Hochhuth was one of the
first to draw attention to the question of individual responsibility in the Holocaust and deny
the total helplessness of all participants. Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem was also an
expression of this need to underline individual responsibility. Recently the topic was brought
up in various articles in journals such as Commentary and books on the Papacy and the Third
Reich. In Germany books have also been recently published.195
While it is easy to criticize Hochhuth for writing an unfair portrait of the Pope, the text can
also be viewed in a more general manner as an expression of the generational confrontation
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between the NS generation and the 60s generation. The confrontational stance and vagueness
as to the origins of Nazism, the blanket condemnation of the Pope were typical of the 60s
style. The author was not content to point out the small acts of compassion which seemed important in the 50s, for example, Frau Walker in the (1953) novelle Das Brandopfer by
Albrecht Goes or the semi-apologetic stance of the various confessions of guilt by the
churches. More was now expected.196
6.4.2

Edgar Hilsenrath

Edgar Hilsenrath (b. 1926) comes from an orthodox Jewish merchant family and grew up in
Halle and Leipzig. In 1938 he was sent to Rumania to escape the Nazis. In 1941 he was deported to the ghetto of the Ukrainian city of Moghilev-Podolski. After the liberation by Soviet
troops he returned to Rumania. With forged papers, he moved to Palestine, and in 1951 to the
USA. In 1975 he moved to Berlin, because he feared that he was losing his ties to the German
language.
His second novel, The Nazi and the Barber, represents the application of grotesque, picaresque styles to portraying the Holocaust.197 The author parodies the “parallel lives” pattern of
Soll und Haben, a nineteenth century novel contrasting Christian and Jewish characters. The
story concerns the identity switch of a fascist mass murderer named Max Schulz, who transforms himself after the war into his boyhood friend Itzig Finkelstein, whom he has killed
while working in a KZ.
Max Schulz, a racial German, was born in 1907 and was molested as a child, which caused
the brain damage that caused him to become a mass murderer. He tyrannizes other children,
tortures animals and abuses rats. He looks like a Jewish caricature in Stürmer. He is trained as
a barber by a Jew named Chaim Finkelstein. Chaim’s son is a blond, blue-eyed boy with a
straight nose, who physically has all the attributes of an Aryan. Max is Itzig’s childhood
friend, but in order to overcome his childhood trauma, he becomes a Nazi. He idolizes Hitler
and wishes to be a fascist. He becomes an SS man and shoots his friend. At the end of the
war, Max assumes Itzig Finkelstein’s identity, and because of his “Jewish” appearance is accepted as such. He experiences a metamorphosis and becomes a good-natured, satisfied person. He becomes a successful black marketer in Berlin. He moves, as a convinced Zionist, to
Palestine. He becomes a patriotic Israeli. He uses his skills as a murder as a terrorist for the
Zionists. He becomes a successful barber in Israel.
The author also uses well-known German fairy tales such as Hänsel and Gretel to show his
mastery of German culture and to deconstruct the conventional relationships of good and evil
found in fairy tales. He thereby shows the inapplicability of the moral notions to the Holocaust. He shows the moral abyss separating the Holocaust from the charming romanticism of
the brothers Grimm.198 He wishes to show the universal qualities of human beings. Any person could be the victim or the perpetrator, if the circumstances are altered to achieve that effect. The Nazi idea that Aryans were genetically or racially different is satirized by the reversal of identities and the opposite ideals. The Jew Itzig has the stereotypical characteristics of
an ‘Aryan’, and vice versa.
Hilsenrath began work on Night199 shortly after the war but discarded the manuscript. In
1950 he began a new version. It reflects common notions of the time, such as the survivor
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syndrome picture on KZ inmates. Like Jurek Becker’s Jakob der Lügner, there is a skeptical,
anti-heroic picture of the ghetto. The novel was controversial because of its negative portraits
of the ghetto inmates and consequently there was much disagreement on its publication. Joseph Wulf defended the novel.200 In order to publish the book, publisher Helmut Kindler wrote
a preface emphasizing that the book was intended to correct the melodramatic literature of the
Holocaust. Hilsenrath was required to write an afterword emphasizing the autobiographical
character of the text. Much later he repudiated this.201 The actual conditions in ghettos must be
determined by reading more historical than fictional works. The conservative Jewish public in
Germany opposed the book’s publication, fearing that it would encourage prejudices against
Jews. The book sold fewer than 800 copies and was withdrawn from the market in 1965, and
its significance was only later recognized by critics and readers.
The action takes place in a Jewish ghetto in the fictional Prokow in Rumania, which is,
however, not Moghilev-Podolski. In the story, German SS or fascist oppressors do not appear
in person. Ghetto police recruited from the inmates patrol the ghetto in the night and arrest
those who have found no lodging. Thus anyone with no room to sleep in must hide in bushes
or stairways and hope to go unnoticed by the patrols. In wet weather or winter, this could
mean death, but outbreaks of typhus could also force the inmates to abandon places in buildings. The inmates are severely under-supplied, and consequently there is a mad scramble for
whatever food, clothing, and shelter they can find. People steal from corpses on the streets.
Women prostitute themselves to obtain the necessities. They sleep side-by-side on the floor,
feeling lucky to have a small amount of space in the few rooms available. They fight to gain a
right to a place when someone dies. A hierarchy arises of those who have places in rooms and
those who must sleep outside. Moral norms seem to be highly limited, and a SocialDarwinian competition for survival prevails. No one talks about religion, philosophy or ethics. Intellectual values are of no importance. People become insensitive and brutal, with no
sympathy for others and little desire to help. The picture suggests Bettelheim’s survivor syndrome, in which inmates regress to infantile stages. Besides fighting for a place to sleep, the
inmates struggle to find something to eat, no matter how pitiful. This struggle centers on the
bazaar, where the victims trade whatever they own or can steal from corpses or otherwise obtain. But even if the inmates get money or food, it is likely to be stolen while they sleep, and
they cannot expect anything but derision from the others.202
Ranek, the male protagonist, robs corpses in the street to obtain clothing or other usable
items. Ranek is driven by hunger to beat and bully others for food. He acts ruthlessly as long
as he has strength and becomes milder as he weakens. But he has no reason to act otherwise,
as his fellow sufferers steal the money and food he is able to obtain. There is a dearth not only
of food and space, but also of compassion and fellow feeling. The vulgarity he displays is not,
however, due to his bad character or his being Jewish, but rather to the conditions in the
ghetto. Like Jean Améry, Hilsenrath sees that intellect and refinement are of no help in conditions where the survival of the body takes priority of place. The basic human motives of compassion, love for children, solicitude for the weak are irrelevant and are cast aside. However,
Ranek is not the worst of the ghetto inhabitants.
One character, Deborah, whom Ranek loves, provides an alternative to the moral degeneration of the male characters. She nurtures the weak and she aids children and tries to create a
remnant of community. When she believes that Ranek has died, she makes constant efforts to
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find out the circumstances and does not give up hope for his return. She displays dignity and
ethical principles in contrast to the men. At one point, Ranek wants to dispose of a child, but
she resists and finally he yields. Ranek’s death near the end of the novel indicates that he was
not ruthless enough to survive. But on the other hand, the caring values represented by Deborah offer a possibility of mutual caring. Thus only by maintaining a sense of community is it
possible for the characters to support their humanity.203
The novel does not necessarily describe actual conditions in ghettos. Rather, it presents
anomalous plot situations to comment on human nature and force the reader to take a different
perspective on the Holocaust. The confrontation with accepted pictures such as the emancipative and liberationist narratives of the Holocaust that were commonly supported in the 1950s
were being thrown in doubt in the 60s and this book helped create this trend.
6.4.3

Hans Peter Richter

Hans Peter Richter was born in Cologne and studied sociology and psychology at universities
in Cologne, Bonn, Mainz and Tübingen. He wrote more than twenty books for children and
young people, plus professional publications. He was one of the first to write about the Holocaust for children. An early exception is Jewish survivor Ralph Giordano’s 1948 Morris.204
Friedrich was one of the first books about children in the Holocaust and was long required
reading in schools.205 Authors such as Gudrun Pausewang have in the meantime published
more realistic stories.206
Damals gab es Friedrich (Then there was Friedrich) was published in 1961.207 The book
doubtlessly reflects the belief at the time in authoritarian family members as a source of fascism and the Holocaust. It consists of a series of episodic chapters, each followed in the Contents by the year of the episode, from 1925 to 1942. The book has a documentary section, in
the English edition a chronology of Jewish persecutory actions in Germany between 1933 and
1945. German editions also include an appendix, containing information on historical aspects,
the Jewish religion and the NS regime, enhancing the pedagogical value. This gives the story,
although fictional, a documentary character. The narrator is a young man who remains unnamed, presumably to emphasize his exemplary character. His family, also unnamed, lives in
an apartment building with a Jewish family, the Schneiders, who have a son of the same age,
the two boys having been born presumably in 1925. The family histories are intertwined up
until Friedrich meets his death in an Allied bombing raid in 1942, when he is denied access to
an air raid shelter by the landlord, Herr Resch, who is virulently anti-Semitic.208
The book is intended to create a positive attitude toward the German Jews and to explain
how the anti-Semitism and hatred came about which led to the Holocaust. Although the Holocaust does not appear in the book, Friedrich’s father and a rabbi they have hidden are taken
away by the police, presumably for deportation. The philo-Semitic tendency of the 50s is no-
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table in the book, but it has been severely criticized by some for its presumably prejudicial attitude toward Jews.
One of the notable aspects of the book is that it tends to localize anti-Semitism in certain
stereotypical characters. Secondary figures include the authoritarian grandfather who tyrannizes the narrator’s family and insists that they have nothing to do with the Schneiders; Herr
Resch who tries to evict the Schneiders; and a hunchback Hitler Youth leader express hatred
of Jews. Nazis are often stereotypically portrayed as psychopathological or physically abnormal. Thus, e.g., the hunchback addresses the Jungvolk meeting and repeats typical prejudices
against the Jews, including a terrifying portrayal of ritual slaughter. “The hunchback told of
murdered Christian children, of Jewish crimes, of wars. ... “‘One sentence, one sentence only
I want to hammer into your brains; ... The Jews are our affliction! And again: The Jews are
our affliction! And another time: The Jews are our affliction!” (p. 37) The narrator and his
family, to the contrary, befriend the Schneiders, and even help them, such as by sharing food
or helping Friedrich when he goes into hiding. (p. 131) Friedrich seems never to object to the
family’s ties to the Nazi party and their rather timid aid, and asks only that they give him a
photo of his parents. He is infinitely forgiving.
The chief fault of the narrator, his family and many of the characters appears to be blindness, cowardice and a tendency to be swept along by the crowd. Thus the narrator’s father
tells Herr Schneider that he has decided to join the Nazi party because of the economic benefits, but assures him that he has nothing against Jews. He even urges the Schneiders to leave
Germany while they can. During a pogrom, presumably Kristallnacht, the narrator is swept up
in the transgressive group spirit and helps to vandalize a Jewish school. But he realizes what
he is doing and stops, ashamed.
The book even seems to put some of the blame on the Jews. The Schneiders are better off
than their neighbors, a fact which arouses envy. Thus when neighbors break into the Schneiders’ apartment, a woman smashes ‘Meissen porcelain’, like the impoverished masses getting
revenge on the aristocrats in Russia or France during the revolutions. The Schneiders even
embarrass the narrator’s family with their prosperity, although they do not mean to. They invite the family to a fair and treat them. In an attempt to reciprocate, the embarrassed family
spends the last money it has for its lunch and has to go hungry. The Schneiders never speak
out against the Germans, never condemn them for the injustice done to them and seem to accept every humiliation with good will. This may be intended as a positive portrayal of the
Jews, but might also suggest the passivity that Jews have been criticized for by many critics,
like Bruno Bettelheim and Raul Hilberg.
The German urge to obtain absolution from the Jews is also suggested in the story, for example, when the narrator discovers a rabbi the Schneiders are hiding: “‘I also know, the rabbi
continued, ‘what will happen to you if you don’t inform against me. You, and you alone, must
decide our fate. If it’s too difficult a burden for you to carry, say so, so that we may at least
save Friedrich and his father. I will not curse you if you tell me to leave’.” (p. 117) When the
police arrest Herr Schneider, he tries to tell the narrator’s father that he had been right in
warning him to flee. (p. 125) The Germans are presumably not expected to resist, organize resistance, protest, withdraw from the Nazi party or do more than hand wringing, and the Jewish victims are understanding and do not blame them for their lack of positive resistance or
actions.
The author also offers a defense of the Jews that might reproduce prejudices while criticizing them. When Friedrich is about to be expelled from school as a Jew, the teacher holds a
speech in class expressing his sympathy for the Jews. He states, “‘Jews are accused of being
crafty and sly. How could they be anything else? Someone who must always live in fear of
being tormented and hunted must be very strong in his soul to remain an upright human being. ‘It is claimed that the Jews are avaricious and deceitful. Must they not be both? Again
and again, they have been robbed and dispossessed; again and again, they had to leave every-
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thing they owned behind. They have discovered that in case of need money is the only way to
secure life and safety’.” (p. 63) In seeming to refute prejudice, the teacher confirms popular
stereotypes while offering an explanation that justifies them. But he could instead have denied
these stereotypes. Beyond criticizing anti-Semitism, he appears not to undertake actions
against them.
The book provides a conservative overview of the treatment of Jews in the Holocaust for
children who would not know about these events. It avoids showing the actual crimes committed in KZs and the East. Thus it spares readers much of the horrors of the Holocaust. The
Jewish point of view is not presented, and the characters are stereotypical. Particularly the
Schneiders appear to absolve the narrator’s family from guilt. The bad Germans are clearly
identified as bigots, while the normal Germans are only weak. Thus no deeper differentiation
of personality types and motivations is attempted. By contrast, Gudrun Pausewang’s 1992
portrayal follows a group of Jews on a deportation by rail to the gas chambers and is thus
more explicit in showing the facts.
6.4.4

Jurek Becker

Many ghetto novels have been written, including Ernst Sommer’s 1943 Revolte der Heiligen,
Remarque’s Spark of Life, Bruno Apitz’s Naked among Wolves, Edgar Hilsenrath’s Night and
Henning Meincke’s David’s Harp (1958).209. In the case of the 50s portrayals there was a potential for heroism that is lacking in some works of the 60s. East German “socialist realism”
set standards of heroism that are deliberately flaunted here. Becker uses humor in representing
the ghettoization of the Jews in the Holocaust. He avoids the model of anti-fascist resistance.
Jurek Becker (1937-1997)156 was a two-year-old living in Poland when the Holocaust intruded on his life. He and his parents were sent to the ghetto at Lodz.210 He was later imprisoned in Ravensbrück and Sachsenhausen without his parents and was liberated by the Soviet
army. His father was the only other survivor in his family, and he decided to move to East
Berlin, because the anti-Semitic Germans had been defeated in the war, rather than the antiSemitic Poles. He learned German only after coming to Germany and claimed to have forgotten everything before the age of eight, suggesting massive repression. He lived in East Berlin
from 1960 to 1977 and then moved to the West. He wrote eight novels, sixteen film scripts,
some short stories and two popular TV series between 1962 and 1997. He was a freethinker
and protested when Wolf Biermann lost his GDR citizenship in 1976. In 1977, he was permitted to live abroad but return to East Germany whenever he wished. He continued to live in
West Berlin until his premature death. He had a difficult relationship with his father, who
maintained a silence about the past that caused him resentment. Becker considered himself an
atheist, although he thought positively of Judaism. Consequently, he was sometimes accused
of non-Jewish sentiments.
The convention of portraying World War II in East Germany concentrated on anti-fascist
resistance. Heroic actions of class solidarity were the rule, and the attack on the Jews was explained as a form of class warfare. Whereas communists were heroic resisters, Jews were passive and did not offer resistance. Thus in Apitz’s Naked Among Wolves, communists protect a
Jewish infant with their lives in Buchenwald. Becker holds to this tradition in portraying passive Jews in a ghetto, but does not supply any heroic communists. Instead, the Russian army
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is approaching, but fails to arrive in time to save the Jews. But the Jews do offer some resistance of a different sort than in typical books of this sort.211
His novels deal with the persecution of the Jews. One of his reasons for writing was to recover the lost memory of his childhood. His father refused to talk about the ghettos and the
Holocaust, and Becker could not remember this period of his life. He heard a true story similar to the plot of Jakob der Lügner and tried to recreate part of his own past in fictional form.
He did extensive research on the ghetto, but did not try to reproduce the ghetto perfectly. The
story combines aspects of East Germany with the ghettos. The real ghettos were extremely
overcrowded, with new inmates transported constantly and old ones deported. Becker’s ghetto
is under-populated, and the different characters are able to have their own flats and live seminormal lives. This suggests that the book is also a critique of East Germany, with which the
author was becoming disillusioned. Also, the lack of ghetto organizations and other realistic
aspects allowed a concentration on the problem of individual and group resistance.
The author draws attention to the nature of truth and lies in telling his story. For example,
his narrator offers two endings for the story, to point out that not only is Jakob a liar, but that
the author has made up the whole novel. The narrator of the story offers the reader two possible endings, the one in which Jakob dies a hero as the Soviet army frees the ghetto, the other
in which Jakob is deported to a death camp and dies. The message is that the Soviet version is
certainly the more idealistic, the more progressive, but the other more real. The heroic ending
is what communists might expect or that would be suitable for a Hollywood film. The other is
the “real” one, in which Jakob is deported to a death camp and dies – “here is the pallid and
depressing, the true and unimaginative ending that makes one inclined to ask the foolish question: What was the point of it all?” (p. 222, 234 ff.) The message is that the Soviet or Hollywood version is certainly the more idealistic, the more progressive, but the other more truthful. The invented nature of the novel is thus heavily emphasized, as is often the case in selfreflexive works. The topic of memory is also underlined by the use of a narrator recounting
the story from memory after Jacob and the other ghetto dwellers have been killed. It would
seem that the art of creating new variants of reality was important to his memory work with
the Holocaust. The narrator admits to having invented parts of the story that he did not know.
Since the story is invented, the two endings emphasize the fictional character of the narrative.
Just as Jakob in the story is a liar, Jurek the author is a teller of fictions. The hero’s name recalls the biblical Jacob, also a liar who stole his brother’s birthright and became the ancestor
of the people of Israel. Jakob in the novel is also called on to lead his people against his
will.212 A fairy tale which Jakob tells to the child Lina helps to clarify the difference between
truth and fiction and the importance of the hearer’s expectations for his or her reception. A
story based on lies can only be effective as long as these lies are accepted. (p. 144 ff.)
The book deals with the theme of resistance. The narrator states flatly “Not a single righteous shot was fired, law and order were strictly maintained, there was never a trace of resistance.” (p. 80) The characters are normal persons, and the situation does not transform them
into conventional heroes, either Marxist or Zionist. In Jakob213 Becker presents an unpretentious, almost comical hero, who nevertheless resists in a modest way. Jakob Heym, over fifty,
runs a little stand where he sold refreshments. One afternoon, he is sent to the ghetto police
station as a practical joke by a guard. There he overhears a radio broadcast that the Red army
has advanced and is nearing the ghetto. By a seeming miracle he is allowed to return home
from the police station and tells the story he heard. He embellishes his credibility by claiming
to possess a secret radio, which is not permitted to Jews. Another man, an actor named Felix
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Frankfurter, really does have a radio, but he destroys it for fear of discovery. (p. 47) Jakob
finds he must defend his imaginary radio with a bodyguard of lies, namely other reports intended to buoy up the spirits of the other ghetto inhabitants. Jakob thereby becomes a bearer
of hope and respected man in the ghetto. At first, it is hard for him to invent new stories, but
he develops a talent for providing encouraging stories. Everyone is anxious to hear his new
reports. His friend Kowalski finds a radio repairman to fix the radio when Jakob claims it is
defective. Jakob lies and says that it is working again. This comedy is a form of resistance, if
we broaden the definition of resistance to non-violent acts that aid in maintaining the morale
to survive. Other characters also resist in unconventional ways. A Jewish physician named
Kirschbaum, who is a heart specialist, is called upon to treat a Gestapo chief, but he commits
suicide to avoid helping. (p. 176) This is also a form of resistance to the Nazis.
The problem with Jakob’s lies is that they produce hope, which encourages people to live,
but they also have negative effects. For example, a pious Jew named Herschel Schtamm believes his stories and risks his life to tell some deportees in boxcars to try to hold on. Seen by
a guard, he is shot down. (p. 68 ff.) When Jakob confesses to Kowalsky that he made up the
radio, his friend commits suicide. (p. 222) Jakob knows he cannot give up his fraud and continues.
The reader is invited to consider whether lying is permitted to help others maintain their
spirits, or whether it would have been better to have been honest and encouraged practical escape attempts or a more realistic assessment of the situation. The problem of the witness is
emphasized in the period where witnessing was emphasized in court trials against perpetrators. A problem in the narrative representation of the Holocaust has been identified by
Lawrence Langer and others: the Holocaust is a disruption of the continuity of history, in that
the Jewish communities were destroyed, but narration creates continuity with the past. Similarly, the Holocaust memoir about the survivor presents a continuity of history even though
for the victims discontinuity through extermination is typical.214 To make sense of life, people
need to be able to tell unified connected stories. Lying also aims at consistent stories, but
tends to be frustrated at many points by the intrusion of facts. Both the Nazis and Jakob resort
to lies, but their stories break down under the force of events.
The use of humorous situations in a Holocaust novel has been criticized, but here it serves a
function of encouraging readers to look at the topic from a different perspective. As well, it is
easier to identify with non-heroic characters when one lives in a society where heroism is not
an everyday experience. Many episodes in the book resemble stock scenes from slapstick
comedy, for example the episode where Jakob is in danger of being caught using an outhouse
reserved for the Germans (forbidden to Jews on pain of death) while an SS man outside suffers a painful wait. (p. 86 ff.) This ribald situation implicitly makes fun of resistance literature
using as a motif the toilet, with its associations to “excremental humiliation” of the Jews by
the SS. Alternative outcomes can be anticipated by the reader, but everything turns out differently than in conventional comedy. In films, after a pratfall, the characters recover completely, while here Jakob’s friend receives a beating for saving him. The possibility of laughter is evoked and then frustrated. Thus, the anti-heroic nature of the pseudo-comic plot expresses skepticism about the progressive narrative of the Holocaust. It forbids the reader to
enjoy a sense of hope or liberation and discourages a sense of being a potential hero.
The author links the lies Jakob tells to the action using a comic structure called snowballing
in which “laughter results from the transformation of the human sphere into a mechanistic
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process outside rational control.”215 Thus, a slapstick latrine episode results from Jakob’s loss
of control of situations resulting from his efforts to maintain the plausibility of his lie about
the radio. One of the ways in which the claim of authority is discredited is to show that it is a
product of contingency and situational factors rather than of planning and decision. In this
story the myth of heroism is being deconstructed by showing that there was little heroism, and
what there was resulted from chance events. Life is shown to be a result of circumstances beyond control, and thus incapable of being heroic, contrary to antifascist resistance literature.
The suffering of the victims is not being made light of, but rather the attempt to impose a conventional heroic narrative on their fates.
6.4.5

Horst Bienek

Horst Bienek was born in Gleiwitz in Upper Silesia in 1930. This area now belongs to Poland.
He began a literary career as a journalist in Berlin and studied with Bertolt Brecht at the Berliner Ensemble. He was arrested on a political charge in 1951 in East Berlin and sentenced to
twenty-five years of forced labor. He spent four years in the Vorkuta prison camp in the
northern Urals and was freed by an amnesty. He lived in West Germany after 1956 as poet,
essayist, novelist and film-maker.
In the 1970s Horst Bienek published a tetralogy about Upper Silesia during World War II,
the “Gleiwitz Suite.” In particular, the middle two books, September Light (Septemberlicht
1977)216 and Time without Bells (Zeit ohne Glocken 1979),217 are of interest for their portrayal
of the Holocaust. The novels follow a variety of different characters with different backgrounds living in Upper Silesia. In September Light the plot centers on the funeral of one Leo
Maria Piontek in 1939. This is an important social occasion and involves reunions and encounters. The guests include a Nazi party member, a teacher, members of the nobility, the
Catholic Church and a minor Jewish poet, Arthur Silbergleit. A number of chapters in the
book deal with the fate of Arthur Silbergleit (a real historical figure), a living in Berlin who
had not written much in the past few years and was supported by his wife, Ilse, an ‘Aryan’.
Many readers will be reminded of Victor Klemperer, whose diaries became popular in the
1990s. We meet Silbergleit in Chapter 3 composing a letter to Hermann Hesse asking for assistance in obtaining refuge in Switzerland. Ilse’s sister had urged her to divorce her husband
and assume her maiden name again, but she broke off her contacts with her sister because of
this incident. (p. 25) Silbergleit is bogged down in the bureaucratic regulations affecting his
chances of emigrating abroad, despite his acquaintance with literary figures such as Stefan
Zweig and Hermann Hesse. He is particularly offended by the claim that “Switzerland is being obstructed by too many emigrants,” and he insists that he would not obstruct the country
unduly. (p. 27 f.) Silbergleit is harassed by agents from the Housing Office. They intend to
confiscate the apartment and move him and his wife to communal barracks. He has nightmares of being arrested. (p. 30)
In Chapter 9, Arthur Silbergleit begins to consider returning to Gleiwitz, where he had
originally lived. His chances of emigration have been frustrated, and he knows he must leave
Berlin. He reminisces on his service as a medic for the Red Cross in the First World War. He
had served in Russia and at Flanders. Silbergleit had been baptized a Catholic, but is increasingly being isolated from German society and is beginning to remember his Jewish heritage.
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After 1933 he thought that he would stay in Germany, that he had no place to go, “He
wouldn’t have known where to go, either. He was no Zionist. He was a Jew baptized a Catholic. He had been born in Germany; he wrote in the German language. He had been living in
Berlin for almost twenty-five years now.” (p. 62) He concludes, “Where does an old man like
me belong, anyway? Where he came from.” (p. 64) But having decided to return to Gleiwitz,
the beginning of the war intervenes. Hitler’s provocation that the Poles had attacked Germany
and provoked the war is announced on the radio, (p. 97) and Silbergleit imagines that he will
be needed in Germany. He could volunteer as he had in the First World War, naively not realizing that Hitler was about to murder all the Jews, particularly in the East. Like the people of
Gleiwitz, Silbergleit is subject to a mixture of influences, German, Slavic and Jewish, insofar
as he feels himself to be a German of Jewish faith. But the growing discrimination marks him
as different. He experiences this particularly in regard to the difficulty of finding a publisher
for his works. In addition, he is unable to work at the Jewish Cultural Center, because he is
married to an Aryan, and another Jewish man with no source of income at all is assigned his
former post. In Gleiwitz he contacts Herr Kochmann, who invites him to read at the Jewish
community house. (Chapter 30) He reads several poems that reveal his reawakened ties to his
Jewish heritage, “The Temple Menorah,” “The Master” and “Sabbath.” These poems reflect
the author’s sensitivity and lyrical faith in life.
The next book which deals with Arthur Silbergleit’s tragic story is Time Without Bells,
which begins in 1943, when the Nazis seize the bells of the St. Peter and Paul Church in Gleiwitz. This is a time of annihilation for the people of Gleiwitz. Many of the characters from
the preceding volumes appear again. Arthur Silbergleit is deported, and he does not realize
what a transport means. (Chapter 6) The train is being sent to Riga, but the significance of
this is not clear to the deportees. The description of the deportation includes horrors that are
familiar from many documentary reports. Silbergleit, however, believes that he will survive
the trip and can buy heart medication in Riga. (p. 49)
The novel emphasizes the sense of Heimat also evoked by the eponymous film. The choice
of a minor poet as the Jewish character of the story makes it possible to portray the Jewish
fate through the eyes of a cultured, sensitive person. This encourages identification. At the
time the novels appeared, there was interest in everyday life and Heimat in Germany. The
novels present the intertwined fates of a variety of different inhabitants of Gleiwitz and also
show the much worse fate reserved for the Jews. It evokes the sense of loss of Heimat experienced by the victims of World War II and the special loss for Jewish victims. Thus, the victim’s perspective receives in fiction the attention it has not received in historiography.
6.4.6

Inge Deutschkron

Inge Deutschkron was born in Finsterwalde bei Cottbus. Her father was a teacher, and they
were social democrats. She was ten when the Nazis took power. After the war, she served as
secretary in the Central Administration for People’s Education in Berlin. After stays in England, India, Burma, Nepal, Indonesia and Israel, she became a journalist in West Germany. In
1958, she became a reporter for a Israeli newspaper. In 1966, she became an Israeli citizen
and worked as an editor in Tel Aviv. She also published on children in ghettos and camps and
Israel and the Germans.
Her 1978 memoir, I wore the yellow star,218 is notable for a number of qualities that would
appeal to German readers.219 The author writes in the first person and tells her story chronologically. The emphasis is on her family’s survival in Berlin during the Third Reich. There are
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no deep philosophical discussions or intellections reflections on politics or society. While hiding must be simultaneously a monotonous and frightening experience, the author uses her
journalistic skills, to keep the story moving. New people arrive on the scene or a new threat of
discovery arises. The mother-daughter pair is essentially forced to beg for their lives, yet they
do not seem to be so dependent on others’ generosity, insofar as they contribute to their helpers’ welfare by helping out or working in a shop or workshop. In one case the sense of reciprocity is reinforced, when an acquaintance asks the author to look after a hidden Jew.
The book provides Jewish characters with whom it is easy for non-Jews to identify. The
family is namely social democratic, like the Brandt and Schmidt governments that governed
in the 60s and 70s. The author only discovers with the ascension of the Nazis that she is Jewish and therefore different. But in fact, she and her family easily pass for non-Jews. The family is threatened by intensifying persecution, from the early period up to the deportations,
however, they have the good fortune that there are constantly friendly people willing to help
them survive. Much as in the Diary of Anne Frank, the Holocaust is a distant rumor, something which involves horrors of gassing, but never appears in the story itself. Indeed, the author and her mother and father survive the war.
Furthermore, there are harmonious relations between the family members, good intergenerational relations, which had not been the case in much of the literature of mothers and fathers in the 70s. The author does not reveal any troubling family secrets, as is the case in
some memoirs, and indeed in Anne Frank’s unedited diary.220 Although there are bad Germans, they are different from most Germans who appear in the story, and the Nazis are generally not attractive or well-liked persons.221 Much of the destruction to human life is committed
by Allied bombers, and the Jews and non-Jews are exposed equally. Harm done by Germans
is generally hidden from view.
The story itself unfolds in the form of a long series of efforts to find shelter and work. In
the early years, the Third Reich means increasingly severe limitations on the Jews. One of the
greatest burdens is not the Nazis, but foreign countries unwilling to provide visas. The father
manages to get a visa for England with the aid of a relative, but the mother and daughter are
unsuccessful and must stay. They eventually decide to hide underground rather than submit to
deportation. Because they live in Berlin there are a variety of non-Jewish acquaintances who
can aid them. By contrast, Thomas Geve and his mother turned themselves in for deportation,
because they were from outside Berlin and had no network of potential helpers.222
There is even a sort of Schindler, an Otto Weidt, who owns a factory where blind workers
make brooms and brushes. He makes exceptional efforts to protect his Jewish workers. A
couple that helps them are Grete and Ostrowski. They provide them much aid. However, their
helpers cannot do everything, and eventually there is a risk of discovery by the Gestapo. In
one case, the wife of a helper actually denounces the mother and daughter. Her motive turns
out to be jealousy of an affair her husband is having with another woman, but fortunately, the
fugitives escape again. A number of non-Jews are especially anxious to help and even accept
risks to help. Nevertheless, the number of Jews in Berlin dwindles steadily. The fugitives
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learn of the gas chambers in 1942 from the BBC. Also, a soldier who lives next to their helper
Frau Gumz came home from the East and told about what was happening to the Jews there.
He had signed a paper saying he would not tell what he knew. (p. 128) They are especially
desperate to avoid this fate. The beginning of Allied air raids on Berlin introduces a new
threat to all Berliners, including the non-Jews. This creates a sense of solidarity.
A variety of helpers assist the Deutschkrons. A certain Frau P. is involved in the black market and with prostitutes. She had obtained a labor book for the author. A certain Gertrud
Dereszewski had decided to sell her labor registration in order to get an ID with her picture
showing she worked for Otto Weidt’s workshop for the blind. The author got an ID with
Gertrud Dereszewski’s name and her own picture. This meant that she was now registered
with the health insurance and labor offices.
The mother and daughter have to keep on changing hiding places because neighbors become suspicious of their staying as guests with other people. (p. 142) As soon as people start
asking questions, they move. One move was to a garden cottage in Drewitz. After that they
are offered a little place behind the shop of Grete Sommer and Dr. Ostrowski. Ostroski was
an idealist, insofar as he was married to a Jewish woman and declined to divorce her in order
to protect her and her son.
Late in the war, the author is told by Dr. Ostrowski that he and Grete would no longer be
able to help them. It was too dangerous for her to work at the shop. She is horrified, because
she has been working in their shop for eighteen months. The shop gave her a sense of security
and safety from identity checks and informers. She had contacts and friends. Ostrowski was
afraid because controls had been set up to capture women under fifty-five who had avoided
compulsory labor service. (190 ff.) The author is indignant. Ostrowski callously tells her that
the war will soon be over and she can start taking walks with her mother, who had lost her job
and was taking walks in the gardens at Sanssouci. Ostrowski wanted to participate in German
politics after the war and did not want to take any risks. The author finds him egocentric and
selfish for not wanting to help them any longer. Their lives were still in danger, but he had no
sympathy. The mother takes the rejection more lightly. She says that the war may indeed soon
be over. Thus, mother and daughter give an overall grateful impression despite the obvious
insensitivity of their former benefactor.
There are also opportunities for small adventures in the normal world. The author’s boyfriend, Hans Rosenthal, arranges to meet her at the workshop. By chance the representative of
a film rental agency appears who does not know that they are Jewish. She congratulates them
for their supposed wedding, imaging that Hans is Herr Dereszewski. She invites them to a
film screening and they accept. They go without their yellow stars, although this is dangerous.
The film is light and entertaining, as though there were no war going on. The other guests are
well dressed with plunder from occupied countries, perhaps from Jewish deportees. The two
feel out of place and leave as soon as possible. (p. 149)
The ever-present threat of being arrested never leaves them in peace. One day in late February 1943 Hans calls Inge at Grete’s and warns her not to go to the workshop on the next day
without explaining. The next day a police roundup occurs, with officers searching homes and
factories and taking people away. The whole city was searched for several days. At the end,
she goes to Weidt’s workshop, but all the Jewish employees were gone. Hans had managed to
escape deportation, because he was able to obtain necessary scarce goods from wholesalers
who wanted to save him. (p. 153)
To earn some money, she goes to work in Grete’s shop. She would not be recognized there
and could sell stationery and receive milk and vegetables without ration stamps, and meat. In
the shop there is also a system of special under-the-counter relations. For example, there is a
cabinet of works of banned Jewish, foreign and suspect authors. Special customers could take
these out and could buy rare items like stationery, pens and toilet paper. The ones sold to
strangers or Nazis were of lesser quality. One day they find the identity papers of a woman
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who is pro-Nazi and decide to keep the ration cards, since the woman has Hitler’s picture in
her wallet.
Air-raids beginning on 23 August 1943 begin to take a toll on the Berliners. The massive
attacks destroy the homes of many Germans. One of her acquaintances, Käte Schwarz was
bombed. She was the wife of a Roman law professor at Berlin University. She asks the author
to start taking care of a Jewish woman for her, not knowing that the author is also Jewish. (p.
173) The Jewish woman she was protecting managed to get a position as a governess for an
SS man in Potsdam. The advance of the front provides a new chance to obtain false identity
papers. The pair take a train to another town and then one to Berlin, where they pretend to be
refugees from the Russian advance. They receive papers and ration cards, etc. under false
names.
The author concludes with criticism of the communists in the East sector and their unfairness to the social democrats. She also expresses her gratitude for the aid she has received and
regrets that helpers are not given more recognition. The text then has many things that will
appeal to non-Jewish readers in Germany, especially a happy ending for the author and her
family. The book does not dwell on unpleasant realities, and the Holocaust is kept at a distance. Yet, it is also constantly present as a constant danger in the background. The reader is
able to feel the desperate plight of the Jews in hiding, and also the gratitude they feel for their
helpers. Few of the Jews of Berlin were able to escape deportation, however. Only ties to
many potential helpers and good luck saved the author.

6.5 Conclusions
In the 60s and 70s, some of the compromises made by Adenauer Germany began to be called
in question. Various contradictions became obvious, for example, between family silence on
the war and reports from East Germany on the NS past or between the church claims about
resistance and differing historical accounts. This occurred in the larger frame of a crisis of legitimacy in the West in general. For example, the US war in Vietnam, a continuation of
French colonial policy, contradicted in practice the democratic claims that legitimated American society and international influence. In other countries, there were also protests, some of
an international focus, others more national. In France there were protests against the universities and French national policies on a variety of issues. The Germans were not only or primarily concerned about the Holocaust. There were issues of democratization in the universities, freedom of press and the authoritarian nature of German society. This all occurred in a
new media environment favored by television, which allowed a much more immediate view
behind the scenes of events occurring all over the world. Thus demonstrative politics also became possible, given the immediate coverage in TV of parades and protests.
There was a new sense of challenging the traditional establishment authorities with new
ideas. This was a period of moral rebuilding, of a transition to social democratic government.
The ‘68 generation and new social movements helped shape the course of modern Germany
and prepared the way for the current interest in the Holocaust. It was also a period of activity
by the extremist right, and the nature of the Holocaust was in some ways misunderstood by
seeing it in terms of authoritarianism and by views of fascism derived from contemporary
concerns rather than historical knowledge. The Holocaust became a moral club, but people
who cited it did not necessarily have much specific knowledge about its events and processes.
While Germany had made great strides in regaining its sovereignty and international reputation during the 1950s, this was at the cost of compromises with the old Nazis, who helped
rebuild Germany in exchange for toleration. Generally, they complied with the rules of the
game, but their crimes called out for punishment. People had been suppressing and hiding
from a knowledge of the Holocaust. A variety of different institutions came under fire in the
1960s, including the press, Christian churches, the government, universities, military and
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economy. These attacks were augmented and provoked by East German communists and leftists at home in Germany.
The USA lost status through the Vietnam War and this reduced its ability to control the image of the Holocaust as part of a liberal democratic liberation of the West from totalitarianism. Likewise, Israel lost status through its conflicts with the Arabs and Palestinians, including the powerful victory in 1967, and it began to be a target of the Left rather than a symbol
of Jewish rights. The German government lost prestige through its support of the USA, and its
conservative media policies. The churches and conservatives came under fire for their claims
of wartime resistance.
This period is marked by new attempts to portray the Holocaust in terms of new approaches. A conception of the Holocaust began to coalesce as a coherent phenomenon transcending the notion of war crimes and conspiracies to commit war. In particular, the
Eichmann trial made it possible to see the Holocaust from the perspective of its victims. Jews
in Israel and America increasingly began to see the Holocaust as an event separate from
World War II with special significance for themselves and the state of Israel. The Holocaust
became more than just one of the Third Reich’s many policies, and was instead an assault on
the victims. The Holocaust acquired a name and came to belong to its victims. Subsequently it
began to be universalized as an exemplary evil and de-historicized so that it could stand for
the sufferings of many groups throughout the world. The framing of the Holocaust with the
struggle to free the world of fascism or of totalitarianism declined with US influence, and the
event separated itself from this frame as an major event in itself.
The NS trials made possible the gathering of much data in judicial investigations, including
testimony from victims. This gave rise to a great literature based on court proceedings. Notable are the questions raised on perpetrator motivation and the decision to obey illegal or immoral orders, which are masterfully systematized by Herbert Jäger. Hannah Arendt’s claim of
the responsibility of the Jewish leadership as part of the bureaucracy of destruction was also
raised and fueled new interest in the Holocaust. This new data made it possible to construct a
picture of the Holocaust in which contingency, selfish motives and petty rivalries were the
driving forces. The mediocrity of the people prosecuted suggested that if they were banal,
perhaps the famous Nazis were as well.
One of the impulses that ultimately led to the emergence of new Holocaust interpretations
was the Fritz Fischer controversy. This brought into focus the possible long-continuities in
German foreign policy and suggesting that there may have been a German Sonderweg leading
to the Holocaust. If World War I had its origins in the German Kaiserreich, perhaps the Third
Reich and Holocaust did so as well. The concern about long-term trends and government administration came to be two hallmarks of German social history.
The social sciences also rose in status at this time, as indicated by the fact that some prominent German intellectuals were sociologists or social theorists, e.g. Jürgen Habermas, Ralf
Dahrendorf223 and Niklas Luhmann. The adoption of historical social science by historians indicates the desire to find scientific bases for historical accounts. However, the presentorientation and the tendency to using ideal types meant that the focus was less on the Holocaust as an historical event. Explanations of the Holocaust split into two polarized positions,
eventually called intentionalism and functionalism by Tim Mason. These refer essentially to a
focus on human agency or structure as explanatory concepts. On the one hand, literature was
devoted to Hitler, including a famous biography by Joachim Fest. On the other hand, there
were attempts to reframe the Third Reich as chaotic, permeated by institutional rivalries and
competition. The alleged uniformity of the Third Reich government and institutions such as
the KZs is put in doubt by case studies. The resulting differences did not necessarily advance
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the study of the Holocaust, since much of the research was done on administration in the
Third Reich, but until the 70s not on the Holocaust in particular.
One of the advantages of the functionalist view of the Holocaust is that it made it possible
to explain the Holocaust without assuming any great genius on the part of the perpetrators. It
was also consistent with the notion of the exposé, that the backstage motives of persons could
be much more petty and trivial than their public pretensions. The interaction of situative factors could compensate for their lack of brilliance. The critique could also be extended to the
victors in the war, the Allies, the churches, the new authorities who rose to power after the
war. The so-called re-judicialization of Germany also contributed to this. The defendants in
60s NS trials were generally unprepossessing mediocrities, but it was exactly this lack of brilliance that suggested that behind the public facades of the top NS leaders there were backstage motives and mentalities as meretricious as those of the defendants at Frankfurt and other
trials.
Two groups of historians are notable for studies in this period. On the one hand, there were
the Institute for Contemporary History historians, such as Hans Buchheim, Martin Broszat
and Helmut Krausnick, working in many cases as advisors for trials. The most notable work is
Anatomy of the SS State, as well as works of the functionalist-structuralist approach, especially Uwe Dietrich Adam. The other is composed of the great survivors, including Hermann
Langbein and H.G. Adler. The latter produced the magnificent Der Verwaltete Mensch only
after enormous efforts. The topic is the organization of the bureaucracy of terror and its victims. He also analyzes the theory of administration and the reasons for its subversion by the
Third Reich. Unlike many more recent authors, he does not regard the degeneration of bureaucracy as inevitable. Langbein celebrates the spirit of resistance on the part of the victims
of the Holocaust. Both are able to bring a feeling of empathy for the victims that the nonvictim historians often lacked, especially those who focused chiefly on German administration, rather than on the victims themselves. Later in the period, younger historians began to
appear, notably Falk Pingel, who combined social science and history.
In literary works the use of documents called attention to the search for truth about the
events portrayed, as opposed to the poetic truth of parables or allegories. Humor, grotesque
exaggerations and black humor began to be used in portraying the Holocaust. Authors no
longer felt obligated to respect political correctness, but rather tried to provoke controversy
with outrageous claims. The documentary plays of the early 60s cast doubts on the behavior
of previously respected institutions such as the church and the Allied governments. There was
a paradoxical tendency to bolster claims to truth with factual documentation, while the works
themselves sometimes supported stereotypical portrayals of historical persons, simplistic ideal
types and conventionalized ideological arguments. The stage has much in common with
courtroom trials in presenting real persons on stage speaking texts and constructing realities
with words. It is perhaps no accident that some of the documentary literature portrayed trials
or put people figuratively on trial. The speeches of the actors are the counterpart of the voices
of witnesses giving testimony in the many NS and Holocaust trials. Victims begin to be
shown in a more complex light, not just as heroic martyrs, but rather as vulnerable to the destructive influences of KZs and ghettos. The Holocaust began to receive less attention in the
70s as people turned to concern about the economy and terrorism. Authors also turned inward
to write about family problems and the authoritarianism of their parents. A revival of interest
in the Holocaust began late in the 70s with the US miniseries “Holocaust,” shown in German
TV in 1979.
Innovations in historical and social science methods and new stylistic techniques in literary
works provided a beginning of new approaches to the Holocaust that were to find fuller expression in the 80s and 90s. These included the use of structural analyses and the search for
new sources of decision-making processes leading to the Holocaust. Many questions remain
unanswered. For example, the complicity of the Wehrmacht and order police, the complicity
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of ordinary citizens in plundering Jewish property, the role of professions in supporting and
legitimating the German army, the complicity of German businesses still needed to be dealt
with in depth.

7 Search for Identity
7.1 Introduction
The last chapter showed that there was a search for authority and legitimacy in the 1960s and
1970s that affected the way the Holocaust was conceived. The emphasis on society and the
influence of sociologists, social theorists and political scientists actually distracted attention
away from the Holocaust. Literary figures, as the ‘default conscience’ of the nation, contributed in part to drawing attention to the Holocaust, but the interest in the topic declined in the
1970s or was replaced by highly theoretical debates.
The challenging of authority in the 60s seems to have given away in the 1980s to a growing
crisis of identity. We can see this in speeches by Helmut Kohl to the German Bundestag. For
example, in 1983 Chancellor Kohl called on Germany to face up to its history, “in its glory
and misery,” and accept it as it is. He tried to relativize the Holocaust by placing it in the context of a long history of Germany with many outstanding personalities. He announced a plan
for a museum of German history going back over the centuries. So Germany was to be given
a chance to look positively at its past, while at the same time looking at its negative past, the
Holocaust. The tension in such a project is clear.1
The increasing volume and influence of German Holocaust literature is due in large part to
the increased interest in memory and identity since 1980. The period beginning in the 1980s
saw a renewed interest in the question of German national identity and Germany’s status in
the world, alongside of an ongoing interest in the Holocaust. The two issues appear to be
linked in the minds of many in Germany. A number of factors account for this. The new globally integrated information systems made vast amounts of information readily available to
many people. This made it easier for people to obtain insights into the private worlds of many
other people and thus facilitated identification.2 It is not surprising that this period began with
a popular US miniseries, “Holocaust” (broadcast 1979) which received a high share of German TV viewers and stimulated intense discussion.3 It attracted a large number of viewers
who saw the film at the same time, rather than distributed over time, as was the case with
books on the Holocaust. Viewers had an opportunity to identify with both Jewish victims and
German perpetrators. Notably all but one of the Jewish main characters died in the Holocaust,
and the ambivalent force field of identification possibilities affected many viewers far more
than the available historical works.4 Other forms of integrated information also became available, including traveling exhibitions, numerous Jewish museums and KZ memorials, public
presentations and lectures, and in the 90s Internet sites.
The end of the Cold War recreated a number of situations reminiscent of the pre-war period. The Eastern European countries had to come to terms with the leaders and collaborators
of the previous communist systems. Mutual claims for indemnity between East and West led
to a revival of memories of the World War and Holocaust. German expellees wanted their lost
homes and property in the East. Eastern people who had served as laborers in the Reich demanded compensation. Unfamiliar Eastern archives became available to historians of the war
in the East. The dissolution of Yugoslavia led to new cases of genocidal violence in Southern
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Europe and evoked the occupation in the Second World War. At the same time, democratic
transitions around the world led to numerous cases of coming to terms with genocidal and terrorist regimes that evoked memories of the Holocaust. The international migration waves reaching Europe also recalled the ethnic mixing which had been common in Europe before the population movements of the World Wars created more ethnically homogeneous nation states.
The German past has seemed since the fall of communism in Eastern Europe to be a “shattered past” with no master narrative but rather a multiplicity of possible pasts.5 In historiography, there are numerous approaches that contribute to a sense of varying possible interpretations of the past. The loss of the Cold War and the division of Germany reduced the sense of
identity provided by anti-communism and peace. In their place various polarizations and competing memory coalitions have arisen, for example a Holocaust-centered memory versus a
German-centered memory.6 The question has arisen of whether a consistent picture of the past
can be assembled from the various views.7
Beginning in the 80s, it became clear that many Germans lack a shared collective memory
of the past. A deficit in German national identity has appeared. The Holocaust is increasingly
the topic of history, sociology, cultural studies and literature. These disciplines also express
the new interest in memory, because they show a need to reinvest the past with a meaning lost
through the disenchantment of the past. A major turning point in German and European history was the “Wende” or fall of communism in Eastern Europe. When the issue was discussed
of what Germany was and who Germans were, the Holocaust was used as a defining event in
German history.
Holocaust literature from the 1980s to the present displays a variety of different trends and
tendencies in viewing the Holocaust against the background of an increasingly global, plural
world. A variety of views are being maintained, and many old taboos are being put in question, once unchallenged positions are now open to dispute and old historical methods have
been revived. The tendencies of Germans to suppress the German past are now discussed in
various works on memory and forgetting. The work of memory is shifting to public exhibitions, museums and public lectures.
The new search for identity is an international phenomenon and is a response to an increasing awareness of other milieus and the mixing and interpenetration of milieus. The sense of
victimhood and the desire to define identity in terms of victimhood shared in the past have influenced the portrayal of the Holocaust. People are increasingly able to identify with the victims of the Holocaust, and increasingly inclined to compare own suffering with that of the
Holocaust survivors.
7.1.1

Socio-political Developments

Developments in the 1980s left open a number of possible trends. German conservatives
pointed the way to new national pride, while liberals called for a denationalization of German
identity. A “Wende,” or change characterized German politics in the 1980s. Both sides, the
Social Democrats (SPD) and the Christian Democrats (CDU/CSU), participated. Helmut
Schmidt abandoned the guilt narrative toward Israel and began a normalization policy in the
Near East. Thus in 1981 he challenged Menachem Begin concerning arms sales to Saudi Arabia. He declared that German foreign policy should not be overshadowed by Auschwitz.8 The
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Schmidt government acceptance of NATO stationing of Cruise and Pershing rockets in
Europe aroused the Leftist peace movement to opposition. In addition, the Green party continued to express ambivalence toward Israel and even to side with the Palestinians. The conservative turn that brought Helmut Kohl’s Christian Democrats to power brought with it a
Chancellor who wanted to relativize the Holocaust and emphasize the new Germany’s distance from NS crimes.
In the period after 1980, we see a re-nationalization of German public thinking and a restoration of nationalistic and totalitarian theories. Germany’s increasing wealth gave it a capacity
that would normally be consistent with greater international prestige. Many conservative nationalists thought it would be best for Germany to revive its national identity. There was a
new interest in traditional German culture, as represented by the idea of “Heimat.” The regional history movement and interest in lifestyles of the past and in the lost territories flourished.9 However, nostalgia for the past could also recall the Holocaust. A sentimental miniseries called “Heimat” was shown on German TV besides “Holocaust,” and regional fiction
such as Horst Bienek’s Gleiwitz novels evoked the fate of many victims including Jews.10
Siegfried Lenz’s novels, such as Deutschstunde and Heimatmuseum and Ralph Giordano’s
Die Bertinis presented the personal memory of the Second World War and Holocaust. Claude
Lanzmann’s film “Shoah” appeared in 1985 in France and is regarded as a key event in defining the Holocaust.11
At the end of the 80s, the weakening of communist ideology and the declining economic
power of the Soviet Union enabled East bloc states to dissolve the Warsaw pact, and allowed
the merger of East Germany with West Germany. It was thought that Germany would emerge
as the leading state in Europe, economically dominant and influential in international relations. This has not occurred, and some even speak of “Germany in decline.”12 Among the
problems Germany faces are the lack of economic success in the union with East Germany. In
order to correct weaknesses in the social system and economy, Germany would have to reform its “Modell Deutschland” and many are unwilling to consider this. Consequently, there
is a wave of nostalgia for the old East Germany, which now seems to many former East Germans as an idyllic state.
The international situation in the 90s raised the question of nationality in a negative sense.
The wars in the Balkans and ‘ethnic cleansing’ implied the continuing relevance of nationalism in Europe. The question of German participation in peacekeeping operations also required
Germans to reconsider their national project. The opening of borders to Eastern Europe led to
property claims across the borders. Germany’s payment of compensation to laborers from
Eastern Europe is reminiscent of the reparations paid to Israel in the 1950s and serves the
same function of helping to restore Germany’s reputation.13
There were large numbers of transitions to democracy around the world in the 80s and 90s,
and these recalled the experiences of the West Germans during and after the Occupation. Indeed, the incorporation of East Germany was also a democratic transition and evoked memories of the post-45 transition. Issues such as Stasi spying and denunciations in the Third Reich
or the purging of the East German universities of communists evoked memories that the German universities were not purged in the 50s. Because East Germany was no longer a separate
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state, the question of totalitarian dictatorships could be raised again. The cooperation of East
Germans with the Soviets was explained using totalitarian theories. Thus, there was renewed
interest in this topic. Taboos against criticizing capitalist structures and the basic values of
Germans were less effective after the communist states were no longer present to attack Germany and the West. The fascist collaboration of local people also began to be exposed in
Eastern Europe, as people there were no longer constrained to view the past through the colored lenses of Marxist ideology. With the end of the division of Germany, Germans could no
longer substitute mutual recriminations for thinking about the common German past. Whereas
in the Cold War West Germany had carried the burden of responsibility for the Holocaust, in
united Germany, East Germans could no longer evade responsibility by claiming the mantle
of socialist resistance.
There was also an increasing recognition of the importance of ordinary people in remembering catastrophic events. The fall of the Berlin Wall appears to have been the work of
masses of ordinary people. Now ideas and ordinary people as their bearers became more important than power, and mass culture was increasingly the topic of cultural studies. Monuments and memorials increasingly include the names of large numbers of ordinary victims.
The trauma of the victims of the Holocaust began to be recognized at the same time as the
trauma of the expellees and POWs was remembered. Indeed in the late 90s and later incidents
such as the aerial bombardment of German civilians during the war were also remembered,
along with the Holocaust. German society was sufficiently strong for these different visions,
Holocaust-centered and German-centered to coexist. The increasing diversification of German society continued in this period.
7.1.2

Right-Wing Politics

In the first two periods discussed in the last two chapters, there had been important advances
in the liberalization of German society and politics. The Adenauer government demarcated
German politics from the past and moved Germany toward democratic, international institutions such as those of the European community. The SPD governments under Brandt and
Schmidt further liberalized Germany with their university reforms, opening to the East and
tolerance of the ‘68 student revolutionaries. It was to be expected that there would be a conservative reaction to liberalization. These occurred on several levels. Perhaps this very conflict between liberalism and conservatism was a factor that attracted attention to the Holocaust and encouraged the flood of Holocaust writing in this period.
First, there were several waves of right-wing radical or extremist parties in the history of
the Federal Republic. This began with the German Reich Party (DRP) and Socialist Reich
Party (SRP) in the 40s. The second wave began in 1964 with the founding of the National
Democratic Party (NPD). A third cycle began in 1983 with the founding of the Republikaner
(REP), headed by Franz Schönhuber, a former Waffen-SS sergeant. In 1987 the German People’s Union (DVU) was founded by publisher Gerhard Frey. These extreme right parties occasionally managed to be elected to local or Land parliaments. They espoused ultraconservative policies. A particularly winning formula from the 80s was immigration, because
of the large number of immigrants and declining birth rate. Pro-militarism, anti-Semitism,
anti-Americanism were other popular issues.14
The unification of Germany in 1990 was followed by outbreaks of violence in both parts of
Germany. Rightist skinhead groups had already begun to form in East Germany in 1983. With
the unification, a number of problems arose such as unemployment, breakdown of East German institutions, a sense of inferiority toward the West and a fear of immigrants from Eastern
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Europe. These and other factors precipitated violence against immigrants in Hoyerswerda in
Northern Saxony and in Rostock in 1992. In West Germany, there was also violence in Solingen in the Ruhr. The violence reached a high of 2,639 incidents in 1993 but fell off later in
the decade. The number of punishable offenses, such as distribution of illegal propaganda
continued to rise, however. The violence was not simply a means of letting off steam, it also
helped to express self-hood and define identities by reference to the fascist past.15
In addition to the above rightist activities, there was also the rise of the New Right, with a
greater intellectual appeal.16 The advocates include some former members of the ‘68 generation, such as playwright Botho Strauss, and some intellectuals formerly counted on the left,
such as Martin Walser and Ernst Nolte. They include journalists, historians, novelists and intellectuals. The new right advocates an end to guilt feelings and encourages a more selfconfident attitude. They oppose Ralph Giordano’s argument of a second guilt of silence.
Playwright Botho Strauss shocked German intellectuals with an essay in Der Spiegel, a
German news magazine, called “The Swelling Song of the Billy Goat.” Strauss claimed that
Germany had lost its roots to consumerism. It lacked a sense of national identity and was a
victim of enlightenment.17
Prominent names include Rainer Zitelmann, a historian who was formerly an editor at Die
Welt, a conservative newspaper. Other new right historians are Michael Wolffsohn and Karlheinz Weißmann, author of The Way to the Abyss.18 Several new right publications include
Junge Freiheit (Young Freedom), Nation Europa and Criticón. The basic position of the new
right is that Germany has been westernized by the USA and has lost much of its Germanness
under the pressure of American multiculturalism. The new right denies the fairness of the
“Betroffenheitskultur” (culture of contrition) that the social democrats encouraged. Germany
has been a victim of both the Soviet Union and the USA, but has been pressured to accept
sole guilt for the Holocaust and war. In fact, for the new right, there was little difference between the Holocaust and the crimes of other countries. The end of the war meant the beginning of oppression and persecution of Germans, which included the expulsion from the East,
occupation and the beginning of Westernization. Zittelmann employed some of the techniques
of the new historians such as the history of everyday life to reinterpret the Third Reich in a
new light. According to him, the lives of most Germans hardly changed during the war.19 The
new right historians tried to expropriate various ideas of other historians. For example, Martin
Broszat favored the historicization of the Holocaust, and Detlev Peukert argued for the modernity of the Holocaust. New right historians see Hitler as a social revolutionary who brought
major improvements in welfare and the economy. One of the key new right texts is Die
Selbstbewußte Nation (The Self-confident Nation), a 1994 collection of essays. It draws on
the conservative anthropology of Arnold Gehlen.20
The new right has aroused a strong reaction because it encouraged downplaying the Holocaust. In some ways, it struck a responsive chord. Some of its themes, including antiAmericanism, have been exploited by German politicians, for example. Gerhard Schroeder
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used anti-American appeals to win his second term in office. The late Ignatz Bubis and major
liberal figures saw a threat to Holocaust memory in new right thinking.

7.2 Major Disputes
The intellectual splintering of perspectives that created the crisis of German identity and the
multiplicity of memories is reflected in this period by a large number of controversies that relate at least in part to the Holocaust. This testifies to the social and cultural upheaval in Germany and the way the Holocaust seemed to be relevant. It shows the continuing strength of
different strands of memory in Germany. Several will be discussed below.
7.2.1

Political Controversies

The Kohl government forced the issue of the Jewish question and German guilt to the fore
when he asked President Reagan to visit a military cemetery in Bitburg in May 1985 to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of the D-Day landing in Normandy. It turned out to be a
cemetery with the graves of Waffen-SS troops. President Reagan owed Kohl a political favor
because the latter had supported the stationing of rockets in Germany. The president echoed
Kohl’s sentiments by exonerating the Waffen-SS soldiers there as “victims of Nazism, even
though they were fighting in the German uniform ….”. Kohl was a conservative, a historian
by profession, who believed that the “blessing of late birth” had spared younger Germans
from guilt for the Holocaust. When the plan was made for the military cemetery visit, there
were protests. At the time, the crimes of the Wehrmacht were not controversial, and it was accepted that the Wehrmacht had fought honorably and had not committed crimes against humanity or participated in the Holocaust. Because of the protests, it was decided that the group
should also visit the Bergen-Belsen KZ monument for the sake of balance. The president
made only vague comments in the military cemetery and left quickly.
On May 8, German President Richard von Weizsäcker made a conciliatory speech to try to
help lay the issue to rest. He said, “Today we mourn all the dead of the war and tyranny. In
particular we commemorate the six million Jews who were murdered in German concentration camps.” However, the statement was in the passive, he did not say who murdered the
Jews in the German camps. He only commented that, “The genocide of the Jews is, however,
unparalleled in history. The perpetration of this crime was in the hands of a few people.” He
also denied that Germans should “wear a penitential robe simply because they are Germans.”
Nevertheless, Germans today had “a grave legacy.” They must seek reconciliation and remembrance.21
In 1988, Philipp Jenninger, President of the West German Bundestag (parliament), was the
main speaker at a commemorative ceremony for the anniversary of Crystal Night (November
9, 1938). Jenninger tried to historicize the Holocaust by showing the German mindset that had
made it possible, whereas he was expected to give a standard speech that would follow the
accepted rules for such speeches. One important rule is to clearly distinguish between NS
views and the present day moral condemnation of the Holocaust. He failed to make this sharp
distinction and consequently seemed to be sympathetic to people who supported the Third
Reich. This mistake meant that he had to resign.22 Afterward, however, he was given credit
for good intentions, and the affair was forgotten with the fall of the Berlin Wall.
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7.2.2

Historians Dispute

The political nature of history was underlined by the so-called historians dispute. Numerous
historians discussed in newspaper editorials what sort of politics of the past Germany should
have to meet its needs for a usable past. It was actually started by a social theorist, Jürgen
Habermas, and pitted the new right against the social historians. Not long after the Bitburg
visit, a controversy arose among many prominent German historians and philosophers, particularly Ernst Nolte and Jürgen Habermas, on the interpretation of German history. No new
information was published, but articles by these authors in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung brought the dispute to the attention of the public. The conservatives argued for finding
something positive in German history, even in the Third Reich, but the liberals were against this.
Some of the key articles were collected in an anthology that appeared in English as Forever in
the Shadow of Hitler?23
Ernst Nolte’s “Between Historical Legend and Revisionism?”24 was a key text. The author
suggests that there is a need for a revision of the history of the Third Reich. He admits that,
“It certainly could not be a reversal of the negative tendency in historical literature, that is, an
apologia. … The innermost core of our negative image of the Third Reich is neither in need
of revision nor capable of being revised.” (p. 4) He continues to suggest various facts which
make it reasonable to revise the history of the Third Reich: “The French Revolution had, for
the first time in European history, made the concept of annihilating classes and social groups
a reality.” (p. 11) Nolte tries to locate various sources of the Holocaust in the past in other
countries. The Holocaust “was the fear-borne reaction to the acts of annihilation that took
place during the Russian Revolution.” (p. 14) He admits that the Holocaust was much worse
than the Revolution, but “the so-called annihilation of the Jews by the Third Reich was a reaction or a distorted copy and not a first act or an original.” (p. 14)25 He suggests three postulates for a revision. These include seeing the Nazi period in relation to the Russian Revolution, which was its most important precondition. The Nazi period derived from liberation
movements connected to the nationalization of the Communist world movement. The Third
Reich should not be instrumentalized to criticize the Federal Republic, and the Third Reich
should not be demonized, i.e., “denied all humanity.” (p. 14 f.) A need for “a renewal of historical consciousness, a return to our cultural traditions, a promise of normalcy” is needed,
claimed Michael Stürmer in “History in a Land without History.”26 He argues that Germany
needs a sense of history to provide a sense of orientation for the future.
A strong contrast to the conservative historians is provided by social theorist Jürgen
Habermas in “A Kind of Settlement of Damages: The Apologetic Tendencies in German History Writing.”27 He accuses the conservative revisionists of wanting to treat “historical consciousness as vicarious religion.” (p. 42) He regards “a pluralism of modes of understanding
and of methodologies” (p. 42) as a positive development in Germany. “The unconditional
opening of the Federal Republic to the political culture of the West is the greatest intellectual
achievement of our postwar period. … This event cannot and should not be stabilized by a
kind of NATO philosophy colored with German nationalism.” (p. 43)
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Micha Brumlik criticizes some of the new conservative arguments, particularly Andreas
Hillgruber’s book Zweierlei Untergang (Twofold Downfall) in “New Myth of State: The
Eastern Front: The Most Recent Development in the Discipline of History in the Federal Republic of Germany.”28 He writes that Hillgruber is encouraging repression of the past. His interpretation of the war in the East that allowed the Germans to go on exterminating victims as
creating a myth and asks, “Should the program of Heinrich Himmler become the myth of state
of the Federal Republic?” (p. 49)
Joachim Fest, a former Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung editor and author of the most successful German Hitler biography, takes a conservative position on the singularity issue in his
“Encumbered Remembrance: The Controversy about the Incomparability of NationalSocialist Mass Crimes.”29 Fest tries to show that the German and Soviet mass murders were
qualitatively similar, not radically different. First, the singularity argument assumes the innocence of the victims, with race as a criterion for murder. But, Fest maintains, the victims of
the Red Terror were also chosen arbitrarily on the basis of class membership. In both cases
death was not based on guilt but only membership in a group. Second, the administrative and
mechanical form of the mass murder is emphasized in claims of the singularity of the Holocaust. Fest states that Stalin’s murders were comparable to those of Hitler. The gas chambers
were not qualitatively different from shooting prisoners in the back of the neck. Third, the
singularity argument rests on “the claim that it is so much more horrifying when this kind of
relapse into dehumanized behavior takes place in a cultured people.” This argument, however,
simply accepts the distinction between higher and lower cultures. It should not matter what
sort of culture was involved. Also, the singularity argument has been based on alleged differences in the quality of the humanistic aspirations of socialist ideology. Fest finds that such
differences are exaggerated, and Communists have expressed similar motives. By denying the
singularity thesis, Fest may be casting in doubt the reparations agreement that Adenauer had
worked out with Israel. If the Holocaust was not singular, then why should Germany have to
pay reparations, since other countries, such as the Soviet Union, do not have to? Eberhard
Jäckel replied to Fest in a brief article, “The Impoverished Practice of Insinuation: The Singular Aspect of National-Socialist Crimes Cannot be Denied.”30 He denies that the singularity
argument is based on the four arguments Joachim Fest names. In his view, “the NationalSocialist murder of the Jews was unique because never before had a nation with the authority
of its leader decided and announced that it would kill off as completely as possible a particular group of humans, including old people, women, children, and infants, and actually put this
decision into practice, using all the means of governmental power at its disposal.” (p. 76) This
is an intentionalist argument, insofar as it focuses on ideas and intentions as motivating the
mass murder. He also points out that, “the question of uniqueness is, by the way, not all that
decisive. Should the Federal Republic then pay no more reparations?” (p. 77) The real problem is that German society is unclear of the details of the murders. For example, the German
president in 1985 said that six million Jews were murdered in concentration camps. Actually,
it is more complex: only some were murdered in concentration camps, many others died in
death camps, ghettos, mass shootings, death marches, forced labor, due to disease, hunger,
violence, etc. Jäckel also disputes the arguments of Nolte and Fest that the terrible brutality of
the Soviets had so frightened Hitler that he perpetrated the murders out of fear. To the contrary, however, Hitler thought that the Soviet Union was so weakened by the Jewish decomposition that it was ripe for destruction.
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7.2.3

Literature Dispute

In 1984 a dispute arose in Frankfurt over the production of a play by Rainer Werner Fassbinder called “Garbage, the City and Death.”31 The play concerns a “rich Jew” who exploits
the city through real estate speculation. Anti-Semitic language appears. The play was condemned by the Jewish community in Frankfurt and by political and religious organizations.32
The Frankfurt cultural department banned the play as possibly inciting anti-Semitism. The
play was based on a novel that clearly had anti-Semitic elements, Gerhard Zwerenz’s The
Earth is as Uninhabitable as the Moon. The controversy included slanderous comments on
Ignatz Bubis of the Jewish community. It also included statements of an anti-Semitic nature
from a variety of intellectuals including members of the Greens.33
Just as in the 1960s certain previously irreproachable reputations were challenged by writers, e.g., the Pope, Winston Churchill, the Allies generally for failing to rescue the Jews, etc.,
in the 1990s a variety of writers associated with the critique of Germany after the war were
deconstructed. This is known as the “Literature Debate” and bears some resemblance to the
historians’ debate.34 Persons affected include Eugen Kogon, Alexander Mitscherlich, Viktor
Frankl. In the area of literature, several reputations were modified, including Luise Rinser,35
Elisabeth Langgässer,36 Alfred Andersch, Stefan Hermlin, Wolfgang Koeppen37 or Heinrich
Böll. One of the occasions for this reevaluation was the reunification of Germany. This produced mutual recriminations by writers on both sides of the former Iron Curtain. The West
reproached Christa Wolf for trying to exculpate herself for her long years of support for the
GDR by writing a novel about an authoress who was spied upon by the Stasi. Stefan Heym,
Christoph Hein and Stephan Hermlin were accused of doing more to uphold the GDR than to
attack it. Stephan Hermlin had, it turned out, rewritten his biography to make him a hero of
the Spanish Civil War. There were many reports of East German authors spying for the Stasi.
But on the Western side, reputations were also challenged. For one, Alfred Andersch had exaggerated his resistance to the Nazis. Luise Rinser had concealed her early praise of National
Socialism when she was in the Nazi girls’ movement. Ruth Andreas-Friedrich apparently
dramatized her resistance in diary form. Günter Grass in his novels such as The Tin Drum had
offered Germans outsider figures to identify with so they did not have to feel guilty.
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7.2.4

Crimes of the Wehrmacht Dispute

The Wehrmacht exhibition is a large traveling exhibition depicting crimes against humanity
and war crimes committed in the course of World War II by the German army. It was sponsored and organized by the Hamburg Institute for Social Research and organized by historian
Hannes Heer. It opened in 1995 and was visited by 700,000 visitors in 33 cities. Using photos
and texts, it accused the Wehrmacht of extensive participation in the Holocaust. This claim
was made as early as Nuremberg, but the implications of voluntary participation by soldiers
offended many, because in Germany people believed the Wehrmacht had fought a clean war
and had not participated in the killing of Jews. The soldiers justified their actions by the duty
to obey orders.38 The controversy took on a new direction when some of the photographs were
identified as incorrectly labeled. Because the photos had simply been accepted on the basis of
whatever information accompanied them, they had not been carefully scrutinized for accuracy. The texts in foreign languages such as Serbian slogans or signs in some cases told a different story than the caption. A Polish-German historian, Bogdan Musial, showed discrepancies such as the uniforms of the soldiers or the state of bodies in pictures the refuted the exhibitioon’s attribution of some atrocities to the Wehrmacht. As a result Hannes Heer, the first
director of the exhibit, was replaced.
There was a revision of the exhibit under a new director. A committee studied the photos
carefully and removed the mislabeled ones. A new exhibit featuring a great deal more text
and fewer photographs was opened with a heavy, extensive catalogue to replace the old one.
The controversy continues because of the blanket nature of the condemnations.39 The title was
changed from “Vernichtungskrieg. Verbrechen der Wehrmacht 1941-44” (War of Extermination: Crimes of the Wehrmacht) to “Verbrechen der Wehrmacht. Dimensionen des Vernichtungskrieges 1941-1944” (Crimes of the Wehrmacht: Dimensions of the War of Extermination 1941-1944), indicating a change of focus. The new exhibit is divided into three rooms,
one on the question of the participation of the Wehrmacht on mass murder, the second on the
role of the Wehrmacht in deportations and forced labor, and a third on the freedom of action
of Wehrmacht members and the way responsibility was dealt with after the war. The exhibit
consists more of text with fewer photographs, which have more carefully identified and authenticated. It is a more cautious exhibit intended to offer less possibility of misunderstanding
and to appear more balanced and objective and thereby avert criticism. The exhibition catalogue is 750-pages long and the small photos are surrounded by large amounts of text, including copies of documents. The basic message of the complicity of the Wehrmacht remains.40
7.2.5

Historians under National Socialism

The postwar historical profession began to receive critical attention in the late 80s and 90s for
their careers during the Third Reich. Such renowned liberal historians of the post-War period
as Theodor Schieder and Werner Conze trained many of the most famous historians of the 60s
and 70s, including social historians like Hans Mommsen. In the 1990s many of these historians were linked to the Holocaust, insofar as they drafted plans for population movements in
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Eastern Europe under the NS government or served as academic advisors on Eastern Europe.41
This embarrassed the former students of the implicated historians, because they had kept the
embarrassing secrets of their teachers. Whether historians should really be expected to denounce their teachers for complicity in the Third Reich continues to be controversial. The
1998 Historians Congress in Frankfurt was a forum for this issue. The revelations were not all
new, since they had been discussed abroad by many historians, but it was new that the Germans should bring up this issue. Among the historians who were put on the spot were HansUlrich Wehler and Hans Mommsen, who had studied under Theodor Schieder.
Recently, the publication of Der Holocaust und die westdeutschen Historiker by Nicolas
Berg added to the controversy. Berg criticized many important social historians such as Martin Broszat for having adopted viewpoints similar to the rationalizations of notorious perpetrators such as Werner Best and having hindered the careers of Jewish historians.42
7.2.6

Goldhagen Controversy

In 1996, there was widespread discussion of Daniel J. Goldhagen’s Hitler’s Willing Executioners. This led to numerous articles in newspapers and journals, and a speaking tour of
Germany in which the author exchanged words with some of Germany’s leading historians,
including social historians like Hans Mommsen. Books on the controversy appeared.43 Goldhagen rejected the structural/functional arguments that attributed the participation of Germans
in the Holocaust to social pressures within bureaucratic institutions in which anti-Semitism
played a secondary role.
Goldhagen argued that most Germans during the Third Reich accepted ideas of eliminatory
anti-Semitism. He rejected Christopher Browning’s explanation of the participation of German police in mass shootings as due to peer pressure on “ordinary men.” He attributed the
killing of Jews to cultural values and beliefs socialized into a large share of the German population. This aroused the ire of the liberal historians who had developed the structural explanations. For one thing, many Germans accepted or approved of the book, as it gave the Holocaust a concrete face with actual actors instead of anonymous structures. One critic saw in the
book a redemptive myth. Since postwar Germans had been democratically re-educated, they
no longer held anti-Semitic views and were now liberal democrats. Approving of the book
helped younger Germans to distance themselves from the Holocaust and the war generation.
Goldhagen received a peace prize in Germany, even though most professional historians rejected his thesis on methodological grounds. Curiously, conservative historians did not participate in the debate. A possible explanation is that because of the unification of Germany, it
was no longer necessary for them to defend their position.
7.2.7

Martin Walser’s Disputes

Martin Walser, a popular German novelist, was originally located on the liberal side in favor
of remembering the Holocaust, but has since been calling to stop instrumentalizing the past
for political purposes. Ruth Klüger mentions having known him in her university days in
Germany. He produced plays critical for post-war silence on the Holocaust, especially The
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Black Swan and Oak and Angorra. In the 1960s, he spoke out against forgetting the Holocaust. He accepted the partition of Germany and favored integration into Europe as the solution to the “German problem.” During the Auschwitz Trials, he wrote a 1965 article, “Our
Auschwitz,” which criticized the trials for focusing on the individual guilt of the defendants
and distracting from collective guilt. In 1979 he explicitly spoke in favor of collective guilt: “I
believe one is a criminal when the society to which one belongs commits criminal acts.”
In 1998, Walser received the Friedenspreis des Deutschen Buchhandels (Peace Prize of the
German Book Trade). He gave an acceptance speech in which he denounced obsessive Holocaust remembrance as a threat routine, means of intimidation or moral club. The late Ignatz
Bubis, then head of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, denounced him as an “intellectual arsonist.”44 In the late 1990s, Walser also disagreed with literary critic Marcel Reich Ranicki, also a Holocaust survivor. The latter had often criticized Walser’s books, and Walser
wrote a roman à clef about a Jewish literary critic, Death of a Critic.
7.2.8

Leitkultur Debate

The Leitkultur debate is a phenomenon of the late 90s and early 2000s. It concerned the fears
of conservative Germans that immigrant culture could detract from the dominance of German
culture in Germany. It was a response to the continuing immigration into Germany and
Europe, particularly from Muslim countries. The issue was exacerbated by the occurrence of
terrorism and counter-terrorism following the World Trade Center attacks of 11 September
2001. A “Leitkultur” is a “guide culture.” Conservative politicians proposed that immigrants
must hold to the German Leitkultur. While liberals made fun of this idea originally, with the
assassination of a Dutch filmmaker for his criticism of fundamentalist Islam, and with the arrest of numerous immigrants as suspected terrorists in Germany, there have been calls for
more “integration” of immigrants. The boundaries between values that can be expected of
immigrants and ones that should be optional are hard to define, particular in a “multicultural”
society. The memory of the Holocaust sets certain boundaries on the demands that can be
made on citizens, but social tensions provoke demands for revisions of the boundaries.45

7.3 Holocaust Literature
A great increase in the amount of Holocaust literature and new stylistic developments have
occurred since the 1980s. There has been a fragmentation or specialization in the field, for example between structural and cultural theories. At the same time, however, many boundaries
are blurring, for example, between perpetrator and victim. Theoretically, the boundaries between history and memory or history and fiction have also become blurred. Memoir and history are now confronting each other with the question of whether they can be fully harmonized.
The abstract structural theorizing of the social historians and the philosophical arguments
on uniqueness gave way to new tendencies. These were increasingly empirical in nature.46
The Holocaust was increasingly situated in the context of long-term trends in society and was
simultaneously often looked at locally, at the point of implementation. In fact, several possible lines of development have been identified. One is the continuity of anti-Semitic violence
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reaching back into the Nineteenth Century. Another is the line of development of eugenics or
biopolitics going back to Darwinism. Another is the development of military culture from the
Nineteenth Century. Also, the Imperialist tradition is being examined for its genocidal tendencies.
Old methods were revived that had been neglected by social history. These included interest in biography, ideology, foreign policy and planning. There is also a polarization between
two general approaches. One is the study of decision-making and planning, the other, the representation of the Holocaust.47 Thus at issue is not only who decided to do it, but what it was
like. Partly the memory of the Holocaust offered a way of representing it, partly the descriptions of historians. There was a widening historical distance between World War II and the
present, since few people can still remember the Third Reich.
There is also a trend to cultural study of the past. People want to know what it was like then
in order to understand it. Thus the interest in everyday history and diaries, memoirs and firsthand reports responds to a need to experience the past, if only at second-hand. The media
presentation of the Holocaust has taken on a major role, through the numerous TV documentations such as those of Guido Knopp,48 but also in numerous films. The TV film Holocaust in
1979 and films of similar import on TV have contributed to the public image of the Holocaust. These include Schindler’s List and a variety of other offerings, both international and
national. Exhibitions and museums also increasingly represent the past, but popular literature
also contributes to the representation of the Holocaust.
The emotional relevance of the Holocaust and the importance of the victims’ perspective
are beginning to be recognized. This is due to several factors. The abstract character of historical social science, with its structural explanations, seemed to leave the history of the Holocaust without a human face. Its emphasis on structural comparisons seemed apologetic and
seemed to relativize the Holocaust. Many historians who were unable to find teaching positions in the 70s and 80s participated in local projects on the history of the Third Reich and
Holocaust in their locality. The showing of the TV miniseries Holocaust on German TV in
1979 aroused a public reaction that the German historians with their pedantic, unreadable volumes were unable to respond to. Not academic history, but rather media attention gave the
Holocaust a boost into the public eye.49 Studies of everyday life became common, and local
history groups and school groups researched long suppressed local incidents of the Third
Reich, often to the embarrassment of local notables.50 They provided a model for new local
studies,51 and the results did not necessary exonerate local personalities.
Sophisticated specialized studies by authors such as Christian Gerlach, Dieter Pohl and
Walter Manoschek made it possible to make comparisons between occupation administrations
in different regions. Individual organizations such as individual Einsatzgruppen52 or local po47
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lice organizations have been the subject of special studies.53 The expropriation and expulsion
of Jews has been the topic of a flood of new studies.54 This has included both Aryanization,
such as the famous studies by Avraham Barkai and Frank Bajohr, but also the studies of actors outside the Reich that profited from the Holocaust, including banks and industries in
Switzerland, Sweden and the USA.55
Many new studies deal with the various concentration camps and other total institutions for
the persecution of victims. Since the mid-80s, there have been numerous studies of local Aussenlager and forced-labor camps.56 Particular institutions have also received special treatment.57 The “new perpetrator research” has resulted in numerous studies of individual perpetrators and groups of perpetrators.58 These often depicted the perpetrators as ideologically motivated, dynamic and innovative rather than mediocre and mechanical in their choice of actions.59 A revived interest in international affairs as an explanation for aspects of the Holocaust increased the attention paid to topics such as the Madagascar Plan,60 Generalplan Ost
and other territorial solutions.61 Research is being done on occupation policy and collabora-
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tion. A new focus is on Eastern Europe, but a start has also been made in studying collaboration in Western Europe, for example, in France.62 The gas chambers63 were also studied, in response to revisionist Holocaust deniers.
Dissatisfaction with structural history encouraged a turn to cultural approaches.64 These included a focus on violence, which led back to pre-1933 local events.65 Violence approaches
make use of both theories of violence and documentation of its pervasiveness.66 Because increasingly the project of modernity (meaning capitalism) came in question, there were a variety of approaches that attacked modern institutions close to the state as well as the basic cultural and social values supporting them.67 Particularly, the medical, psychiatric and social
work professions came under scrutiny, and new genealogies were written linking the Holocaust to the euthanasia as opposed to the KZ system.68 Historians moved by a sense of the importance of commemoration began writing massive volumes giving in meticulous detail the
facts of local events of the Holocaust.69 The close connections of the Holocaust and the central concerns of the Third Reich are shown by works linking the Holocaust and the war. Numerous works debunking and deconstructing the Wehrmacht appeared, notably in connection
with the Wehrmacht exhibition.70
Approaches that tried to challenge the assumption that the Holocaust was irrational became
popular in the early 90s. These included economic approaches, such as those of Götz Aly and
Susanne Heim’s Architects of Annihilation (Vordenker der Vernichtung),71 which links the
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Holocaust to the Lebensraum and economic policies of the Reich.72 It tries to show the Holocaust as a project of mid-level intellectuals and also to establish a sense of continuity with the
present. Likewise the study of biopolitics linked the Holocaust to the medical profession and
eugenics movement, for example, Hans-Walter Schmuhl’s Rassenhygiene, Nationalsozialismus, Euthanasie. These works deconstruct a variety of different professions. The biographical
aspects are also given more attention:73 Since the mid-90s, more attention has been paid to the
anti-Semitic roots of the Holocaust, because the rational approaches did not explain the selectivity. Thus, Peter Longerich’s Politik der Vernichtung devotes considerable attention to
popular and elite anti-Semitism.
A number of intellectual positions of the 70s and 80s have also been challenged. The intentionalist-functionalist polarity has been deconstructed. It has been found that the two sides
shared many assumptions. Both agreed that the Holocaust was irrational. Either Hitler’s irrationality was to blame or the irrationality encouraged by bureaucratic competition, careerism
and thoughtlessness. Both agreed that Hitler was behind the Holocaust, either by ordering the
Holocaust or by inspiring irrational, anti-Semitic policy-making. Both sides agreed that the
power structure was a factor, either by motivating obedience or by encouraging competition
for primacy in a chaotic system. In the meantime, these assumptions have been challenged.
For example, rational considerations such as nutrition or economic rationalization have been
posited as motives. Local actors have been portrayed as deciding on policy independently of
Hitler.74 The perpetrators have been redefined as ideologically committed. Instead of chaotic
competition, ideological consensus and group-think are often posited as holding policymakers together and guiding their policy. Polarities have generally been challenged. It is no
longer assumed that either center or periphery must necessarily dominate or compete. Likewise, the distinction between the normative and prerogative states is not always assumed.
Some persons occupied posts in both party and state, and actors could exploit the loopholes in
existing systems to co-opt them.75
Local communities and the persecution of the Jews have also been dealt with.76 There is
also a new interest in testimony and personal accounts. An example is the interest in ‘Feldpostbriefe’– letters written home by soldiers on military campaigns.77 Another is the interest
in memoirs, of which Ruth Klüger’s weiter leben78 is one of the best known. The publication
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of diaries like Viktor Klemperer’s is another area of interest since the 1980s.79 Memoirs by
adults who were children in the Holocaust are common.80 As well, memoirs have become acceptable sources of history, and historians themselves have written memoirs.81 The analysis of
memoirs as literature is also being done.82 And the study of women’s and children’s experience as history has also begun.83
The memory of the past is also increasingly a topic. This includes books directly dealing
with the memory of the Holocaust since the war, and also literary works also deal increasingly with the memory of the Holocaust.84 The concepts of trauma and problems of mourning
and mastering the past are common in relation to the memory literature.85 In connection with
the memory of the past, the topic of guilt continues to be a concern.86
Below I discuss a sample of important and influential Holocaust literature from the 80s and
90s. Because of the massive profusion of books and articles in this period compared to the
earlier decades, not all important works or approaches can be discussed.
7.3.1

Hermann Langbein

The topic of Jewish resistance to the Holocaust began to be discussed immediately after the
war. Some authors celebrated Jewish resistance. Around 1960, three books appeared which
attacked the notion of widespread Jewish resistance. These were Raul Hilberg’s Destruction
of the European Jews, Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem and Bruno Bettelheim’s The
Informed Heart. These works aroused outrage among many people and were followed by
many books aimed at refuting the claims of these authors. In German, books on resistance
tend to be the work of survivors such as Eugen Kogon, Hermann Langbein and Arno Lustiger.87 Falk Pingel also wrote on the topic. The definition of resistance is a disputed matter. It
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can be limited to armed resistance. But the term is also sometimes loosely applied to attempts
simply to survive, for example, not giving up on a death march, helping comrades to keep on
working, stealing food and sharing it or any effort to survive. Leon Poliakov held that there
could be both armed resistance and passive resistance. Hiding, using forged papers, running
away from death marches could be regarded as passive resistance in the sense of holding on
to life. But this sort of passive resistance differs from the nonviolent resistance of Gandhi,
which is more confrontational.88
Hermann Langbein’s Against All Hope89 deals with resistance in KZs. The author’s stated
reason for writing the book is that too little has been written about the resistance in the camps.
(p. 2) This neglect is made up for in the text. There have been reports of episodes of resistance, but no comprehensive critical presentation of the problems of resistance. Many people
suppose there was little resistance, and this includes many survivors. The book begins with
the time the camps changed, when non-Germans arrived in the camps in April 1938. The author includes in his study concentration camps under the central camp administration, but not
ghettos and special camps like Theresienstadt, or transit camps like Drancy or Westerbork. He
does, however, include camps devoted to extermination, particularly Treblinka and Sobibór,
which were not under the central management. The conditions for revolt and living conditions
for the prisoners who were laborers were similar to those at other camps like Auschwitz. (p.
4)
The author’s method is to analyze and illustrate resistance and rebellion in camps on the
basis of personal communication, memoirs, testimony and other texts. Thus, it is not a piece
of detective work intended to discover answers to questions like when the definitive decision
for the Final Solution was made. The author himself experienced the Holocaust and is able to
speak from personal experience, and he also offers his own testimony, as he does that of others. Many of the footnotes refer to conversations or correspondence with former inmates. He
is fair and avoids ideological biases in describing a variety of sensitive issues.
The first section on conditions in the concentration camps sketches the years from 1938 to
1945 in the camps. This includes the time and reasons for setting up particular camps, the
types and identities of prisoners: nationality, ideology, religion, sex, the development of the
demographics of camps, etc. It also includes the death rate statistics at the various camps and
the living conditions, the activities assigned to prisoners: the I. G. Farben works, arms factories near satellite camps.
One of the important and surprising aspects of German concentration camps was inmate
self-government. This helped establish the social structure of the camps, and it also provided
opportunities for prisoner functionaries to rescue some of the other prisoners by giving them
better assignments or switching names on lists. It also gave rise to conflicts, as those between
political prisoners and criminals. The author also notes changes in the ethnic compositions of
camp inmates. The explosive growth of camps made them harder to control and the selfgovernment by prisoners “originally created as an extension of the SS to carry its terrorism to
every nook and cranny of the camp – now offered chances to work against the SS’s system of
terror.” (p. 37) The struggles of the reds (communists and socialists) and greens (criminals)
are detailed in the fourth chapter.
Even though the KZs were intended to reduce inmates to a consistent misery, there was a
truly multi-national community, consisting of inmates from many different nationalities. Although it is less popular to speak of national character today, there seem to have been national
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differences in the attitudes and mentalities which prisoners brought with them. These national
differences overlaid ideological differences. Thus the various communist groups found it easier to organize underground organizations. However, it was often not easy to get along with
communists from different nations. Trotskyism also complicated the problems, because the
Stalinists had trouble getting along with them. The groups the author concentrates on as the
most important include the Germans, communists, social democrats, Austrians, Poles, Russians and groups in a special position. Particularly difficult situations were faced by the Poles.
They were under great pressure from the Germans, given that Germany aimed at absorbing
much Polish territory. The Poles in turn disliked the Russians. The Russians were noted for
being quite militant, but not necessarily for planning well for opposition.
German inmates tended to be disliked by other nationality groups, even when they were
communists or Jews and thus special targets of the SS. The various groups tended to bring
their organizational culture with them. Thus the French organized in terms of their resistance
in France. In order to build cooperation and communication among the various groups in resistance, leadership might be shared, with a Russian and Spaniard at the head. The Russian
could communicate with the Slavs, the Spaniard with the Latin prisoners. Unfortunately, there
was ethnic tension in the camps. There were “anti-Semitic tendencies among the prisoners
that impeded joint action against the guards.” Indeed, “Jewish political prisoners considered
killing all ‘Aryan’ Poles some day,” wrote Fania Félon. (p. 194 f.) Discrimination against
Jews at non-extermination camps included not admitting them to the infirmary. Despite the
varying characteristics of the prisoners depending on nationality or ideology, there were many
examples of exceptional persons who broke the stereotypes. In the best cases, non-Jews
helped Jews and Jews helped non-Jews. One case is a course in masonry organized at Buchenwald. The underground arranged for forty Jews to be placed in this school, which helped
them avoid deportation to the gas chambers. Such schools were organized elsewhere in camps
as well. Even in camps where organized undergrounds were not possible there were efforts to
help Jews, for example by obtaining easier jobs for them, such as clerical work. (p. 194 ff.)
The fifth chapter deals with the key question of defining resistance. The author admits there
is no universally valid definition. He restricts the concept to certain activities, excluding spontaneous personal acts of helping. “By resistance we mean an organized activity with farreaching goals.” (p. 52) This includes, “actions, or preparations for actions, that were undertaken in order to thwart or mitigate management campaigns directed against all inmates or a
group of them. This includes the tendency of the SS to split up the army of inmates and play
groups off against each other, its methods of systematic demoralization of the prisoners, and
finally its intention to exterminate them.” He also includes action aimed to improve the conditions in the camps generally, to reduce the exploitation of the workforce for war aims and efforts to inform the outside world about the camps. This helped slow down the extermination
campaign after the war began to be lost. Escapes are also meant, “if they were planned and
organized, and especially if they were undertaken to bring news about the crimes committed
by the SS to the outside world.” The boundaries of this definition are fluid of course and can
sometimes include individual actions that went together with organized actions by groups.
The cases of armed revolt discussed in chapter 20 such as at Mauthausen and Birkenau
were symbolic acts of resistance. At Mauthausen the prisoners were treated so harshly that
only 570 of 4700 in Block 20 were still alive at the time of the revolt. The pitiably armed prisoners were in a miserable state and did not expect to survive. While many managed to escape
the camp, only a very few survived. The SS shot everyone they caught and all the prisoners
who did not participate. Only a few people living near the camp dared to aid anyone. (p. 282
ff.)
Of more practical significance were the cases of sabotage in camps, which were chosen as
an alternative to refusing to work in war industries. A variety of approaches were used. Cement was wasted, work was sloppy, materials were used improperly so that construction work
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had to be repeated, weapons produced by KZ labor were intentionally defective. Simply slowing down production delayed the progress of war production. Sabotage of the rocket program
caused at least some of the rockets to fail. The extent of sabotage led to reprisals involving
extreme terror, numerous executions and torture. Whereas previously escape had been treated
as the worst crime, sabotage was upgraded. (p. 314 ff.)
The author also provides chronicles of the end of several camps, particularly Dachau and
Mauthausen. (p. 374 ff.) There the chaotic situation caused by the approaching armies led to
various dilemmas. The SS began destroying documents and threatened to kill the inmates in
order to eliminate witnesses to their crimes. Taking the prisoners on marches was also an option which eliminated witnesses, either by death on the way or at least by bringing them into
the Reich. The inmates were divided on the right response on the lines of nationality and ideology, and as well in terms of their state of health. The more militant believed that an armed
uprising would help, but the many sick and weak prisoners might not survive, they would not
be able to fight much and would likely be killed in reprisals. The more militant groups favored uprisings. Some groups made agreements with SS guards who hoped to escape themselves or to gain favor with the inmates. Some SS functionaries were killed by the same inmates they had previously abused. There was no general heroic uprising as described by
communist authors. The SS also used its typical methods of playing the prisoners off against
each other to discourage resistance. The chaotic circumstances and lack of time for organization meant that isolated uncoordinated actions tended to prevail.
The author also describes types of resistance of a more non-violent sort that were meant to
improve morale or discourage violence against prisoners in order to help them survive. Since
the prisoners had only limited resources, were in poor health and were threatened with an SS
willing to stop at nothing, there was little chance of effective violent resistance. A variety of
efforts were nevertheless tried. Prison doctors or prisoners with more influence due to a leadership position or a function in the camp sometimes tried to influence the SS to be less violent
toward prisoners. Efforts were made to provide spiritual care for inmates that could increase
their morale. The cultural activities in the camp, including the camp orchestra, could lighten
the burden. As well, increasing communication could help. Eugen Kogon worked as secretary
to the camp doctor and used the office telephone to communicate information to other camps
by pretending to be the doctor. Where civilians worked in contact with prisoners, they sometimes provided them with clothes or food or other aid. (p. 241 ff.) The controversy over the
failure of Jews to resist is also addressed. He writes, “that Jews ready to fight existed not only
in the extermination camps.” (p. 194)
The importance of systematically recording and preserving information about resistance in
the camps, particularly by and for the Jews is well known. The limitations on possibilities for
resistance did not mean that there was no resistance. Rather what could be done and what
problems prevented resistance must be studied from the records. The author provides a tribute
to the efforts of the prisoners. He also shows ways in which the prisoners themselves were not
always as effective as they could have been due to their own ethnic and ideological differences. Thus the book maintains a standard of objectivity that avoids being simply an uncritical eulogy.
7.3.2

Helmut Krausnick and Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm

By the 1980s, much had been written about mass killing in KZs, but less about killing outside
of the KZs and the participation of the Wehrmacht.90 This was in part due to the emphasis on
the KZs at the Nuremberg trials. In part, it was due to the taboo on criticizing the Wehrmacht,
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in which a large share of Germans had served.91 A few books had begun to appear, by authors
such as Manfred Messerschmidt and Christian Streit. With their Truppe des Weltanschauungskrieges (Troop of the Ideological War), Krausnick and Wilhelm made a major contribution to the topic.
Helmut Krausnick was born in 1905 and taught at the University of Munich. From 1938 to
1944, he worked for the Central Office for Postwar History in Berlin. From 1940 to 1944, he
was also a member of the Archival commission of the German Foreign Office. He served in
the army in 1944 and 1945. From 1947 to 1951, he worked for the International School Book
Institute of Braunschweig. After 1941, he worked for the Institute for Contemporary History
in Munich and served as its director from 1959 to 1972. He also served from 1953 to 1972 as
the editor of the Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte (Quarterly Journal for Contemporary
History), the Institute’s journal. He contributed a report on the “Persecution of the Jews” to
the Anatomy of the SS State (1965).
He served as an expert witness for many war crimes trials and was noted for his “intentionalist” theory that there was an order to murder the Soviet Jews that could be precisely dated,
either by finding a written order or more probably by inferring the existence and content of an
oral or written order.92 He supported an early date preceding the (also hypothecized) order to
kill all the Jews.93 This favored the “orders to kill” defense used by Einsatzgruppen members.
Alfred Streim, head of the Ludwigsburg Center for the Investigation of NS Crimes, strongly
disagreed with him.94
Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm was born in 1944; he studied German, history, social studies and
theater in Cologne and Munich before working for the Institute for Contemporary History in
Munich. Both authors make extensive use of the situational reports of the Einsatzgruppen (Ereignismeldungen UdSSR) and the secondary literature, including Streit, Messerschmidt and
other historians. He attempts to evaluate the credibility of the texts using text-critical methods.
The book consists of two unequal parts. The first by Krausnick is 270 pages long and deals
with the origins of the Einsatzgruppen (operational groups) as small units for controlling areas occupied by the army. They numbered six hundred to a thousand men recruited from the
SS, police and Gestapo. They were also responsible for political and police activities in civilian areas and acted semi-independently of the army. The author describes how they operated,
from the occupation of Austria, the Sudetenland and Czechoslovakia to their genocide in Poland and Russia. He concentrates on how they developed into units that worked together with
the army in genocidal operations. When the campaign against Russia began, four Einsatzgruppen followed the German army. Their targets were four groups: communists, Asiatic
inferior persons, gypsies and Jews. They actively murdered the Jews they encountered. To
expand their numbers they recruited local collaborators. The author shows how they cooperated with the Wehrmacht in attacking ethnic and racial groups. He asks where the leaders
came from and how they induced Ukrainians, Latvians, and Lithuanians to aid them in murder
campaigns. (p. 15) He shows why army commanders did not try to stop them and many soldiers helped commit the murders. Others looked away and did nothing to stop them. The military abandoned its ethical principles during the campaigns. Soldiers rationalized that the war
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against Russia justified the murders. The claim that the Jews supported Bolshevik rule justified the Jewish genocide.
Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm’s contribution is the longer and is based on his doctoral dissertation. He concentrates on a single unit, Einsatzgruppe A. This unit operated in the Baltic states
and White Russia. He gives a description of the regions where it operated, describes occupation policies and reproduces many documents. He describes the various activities, including
police, intelligence and military. He gives information on the killing operations in Riga,
Liepaja, Borissov and Slutsk and the deportation of Jews from the West to the East, and the
contributions of other German organizations. He also tallies up the statistics of the murder.
He gives a detailed report on the operation of this group and tries to determine the psychological problems that affected individual members. He gives short biographies of the leaders
of Einsatzgruppe A. These were previously SA and SS storm troopers before 1933. There
were also successful police officials, many with law degrees, and members of the declining
middle class who felt disadvantaged. Their experiences in the NS movement and their commitment to racial ideology provided them with a sense of purpose.
The two authors try to explain the motivations of the participants and reach differing conclusions. Krausnick is basically an intentionalist. He attributes the actions of the groups to orders and the declining moral integrity of the officers and troops. Wilhelm uses a more structuralist, polycratic perspective. Chaotic situations, brutality, competition and uncertainty led
to increased violence.
The book provides a detailed understanding of the Einsatzgruppen. More work was still to
be done on the other Einsatzgruppen not covered by the work. Studies have since become
available on some of these topics. Other causal factors are currently being considered in explaining killing operations. Christian Gerlach has studied the problematics of the interaction
of army logistics and mass killing measures using methods based on economic analysis. Important studies of Einsatzgruppe D and the Einsatzgruppen overall have been provided by
Ralf Ogorreck (1996) and Andrej Angrick (2003).95
7.3.3

Hans-Walter Schmuhl

A great deal of research done over the past twenty years on the history of eugenics in different
countries has created a broader picture of the context within which NS eugenics developed.96
Earlier versions of modernity explanations, such as that of Detlev Peukert, portrayed eugenics
as an example of how the spirit of science led to Nazi genocide. We are beginning to have a
more complex picture of the relationships.97 The history of eugenics since the Nineteenth
Century shows a wide range of different positions. It aimed at the improvement of the human
race, but was not, as commonly supposed, dominated by the right wing. There were leftists as
well. The views of eugenicists in Germany were not unlike those in countries like England or
France. While the German eugenicists were racist, insofar as they regarded Caucasians as superior, their view resembled views held by eugenicists in other countries as well. Thus, it is
by no means simple to trace a German eugenics Sonderweg to Auschwitz. Rather, it appears
that the Nazis selected the aspects of eugenics that they emphasized and combined them with
their own racist views.
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Hans-Walter Schmuhl’s Rassenhygiene, Nationalsozialismus, Euthanasie98 (Racial Hygiene, National Socialism, Euthanasia – 1987) summarizes and synthesizes the literature then
available on German eugenics. Intensive work since the mid-70s had been done by a variety
of historians such as Karl Dörner. The text began as a doctorate entitled “Die Synthese von
Arzt und Henker” (The Synthesis of Physician and Hangman) at the University of Bielefeld,
noted for historical social science. His advisor was Hans-Ulrich Wehler, the noted social historian and advocate of the Sonderweg theory of German history. Also advising him were
Christoph Kleßmann and Reinhart Koselleck. There were a number of studies in the 1980s on
the early race hygiene movement, its ideas and leaders by authors including Peter Weingart,
Jörgen Kroll, Kurt Bayertz, Robert Proctor and Sheila Faith Weiss. In the 1990s, there were
other focuses, such as the reception of eugenic ideas in political milieus in the early Twentieth
Century. 99
The author used three archives: the National Archive in Koblenz, the State Church Archive
in Stuttgart and the State Church Archive in Bielefeld. In addition, he used a wide variety of
publications on eugenics and racial science before and after 1945. The methods of social history and the history of ideas are used. The problems of the book are somewhat similar to
those of Götz Aly and his colleagues. The author wishes to show not only the history of the
eugenics movement, but also its contribution to the racial policies of the Third Reich, including the Holocaust. The book is divided into two major parts. The first part deals with the history of ideas of euthanasia and the second with the policies of euthanasia. The first part has
three sections on the changing meanings of the concept of euthanasia, the racial hygienic
paradigm as the basis of conceptions of the destruction of life unworthy of life and the discussion of death on demand, death assistance and the destruction of physically or mentally
handicapped persons (1895-1933).
The author discusses the selection of newborn infants as a way of improving heredity and
alternatives to euthanasia such as marginalization, asylums and sterilization. The racial hygiene paradigm included Social-Darwinist ideas of evolution and natural selection, theories of
degeneration and breeding utopianism, and the devaluation of human life on the basis of bioorganic social theories. Racial hygiene was not simply a scientific theory but also had an
ideological function as the basis for social and medical policy. Attempts were made to pass
racial-hygiene laws and promote racial hygienic ideas. There were public debates on the legalization of racial hygienic sterilization before the rise of Nazism. There was a lively discussion on the possibilities of eugenic killing before and after the First World War. Even before
the rise of the Nazis, the professions of psychiatry, jurisprudence and the churches had accepted many eugenic ideas, so they were prepared to accept NS versions of eugenic policy.
The second part explains the adoption of racist eugenic policies in the Third Reich. The key
explanatory concepts are polycracy and charismatic rule. The emergence of the euthanasia
program was not centrally planned, but resulted instead from the competition of different authorities that undermined the legal system. The genocide of the Jews was in many regards an
expansion of the euthanasia program.
In the early years of the Third Reich, sterilization legislation was passed and there were
various debates on changes in the laws concerning sterilization, abortion and the institutionalization of the ‘asocial’. The period from 1933 to 1938 was a period of incubation for the
euthanasia programs. Among the policies was the mercy killing of children. Action T-4 included physicians in killing centers. There were also special initiatives including the murder
of Jewish patients in institutions and the ‘special treatment 14f13’. In 1943 and 1944 there
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were wild euthanasia, the expansion of killing, Action Brandt and the murder of the mentally
ill and forced laborers suffering from tuberculosis. A particularly important chapter is about
the linkage of euthanasia and the ‘Final Solution’. The ill were killed in East Prussia, Poland
and the Soviet Union. The extermination facilities at Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka
employed doctors from the T-4 system and used the gas techniques developed there.
The author has shown that NS euthanasia practices were not developed in the Third Reich,
but had a long previous history. He shows the connection of the charismatic leadership principle and polycratic governmental structure. He also describes particular measures. He shows
the relationship of psychiatry and killing and the participation of the churches and the judicial
system. Subsequent surveys have built upon this foundation.100 Currently numerous local studies are being produced on the topic.101
7.3.4

Benno Müller-Hill

Benno Müller-Hill is interested in the problem of the anthropologists and psychiatrists in the
Third Reich who committed medical crimes in their research. The topic includes many researchers who were overlooked by the Nuremberg Doctors’ Trial and is thus a sequel to the
Alexander Mitscherlich/Fred Mielke book Inhumane Medicine (1947). Many historians have
been focusing on anthropologists and eugenicists in the Third Reich and the background to
NS eugenic policy. “Until recently, historians who were probably unaware of the history of
anthropology and eugenics and who all too readily believed accounts of the supposed ad hoc
character of the Nuremberg laws did not realize that they were merely the implementation of
more than twenty years of discussion in the two fields.”102 Since the war, attempts have been
made to correct the racist tendencies of eugenics, e.g., in the 1949 UNESCO resolution.103
Müller-Hill’s book Murderous Science104 has two main sections. The first, “Identification,
proscription, and extermination,” provides a history of eugenic practices in the Third Reich,
linking the killing of mental patients with the killing of the Jews and gypsies. In the section
“Nine Questions,” he asks why psychiatrists and anthropologists participated in these crimes.
In “Conversations,” he summarizes conversations with people who knew about or even participated in medical experiments in the Third Reich. He made these interviews available for
censorship by the interviewees themselves, and several interesting interviews were not included because the interviewee or his or her representatives or heirs withheld permission.
The author identifies psychiatrists and anthropologists in the Third Reich as having similar
goals and positions. “The anthropologists busied themselves with identifying and eliminating
inferior non-Germans (Jews, Gypsies, Slavs, and Negroes), whilst the psychiatrists were busy
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identifying and eliminating inferior Germans (schizophrenics, epileptics, imbeciles, and psychopaths).” (p. 22) They both condemned to death large numbers of ‘asocial’ individuals.
They competed even before the Third Reich, for example, both wanted to study criminal
twins and gypsies. Both were involved in the extermination of those considered inferior. The
scientific profession in general also accepted many of the anti-Semitic views of the Nazis. For
example, the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft (KWG, now the Max Planck Institute) cooperated
with the order to dismiss all Jewish employees. The only protest by Professor Planck in 1933
was to insist that at least particularly worthwhile Jews should be spared. (p. 26) On 14 July
1933, a “law for the prevention of progeny with hereditary defects” was passed, and only one
psychiatrist protested. (p. 28)
When the Nuremberg laws were introduced, anthropologists were often asked to give expert opinions on whether particular persons were Aryan or Jewish. Much of the documentation of these reports has been destroyed, and the concerned academics later denied their participation. The author found some evidence on this topic, however. Professor von Verschuer,
Director of the “Institute for Hereditary Biology and Race-hygiene” at the University of
Frankfurt, testified in a case on “race dishonor,” together with his assistant, the infamous Dr.
Mengele. The defendant claimed that while his legal father was Jewish, his biological father
was actually his mother’s non-Jewish lover. Professor von Verschuer disagreed, maintaining
that the accused was really the legal father’s son. Since the legal father was Jewish, this implied a death sentence. (p. 35)
The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Anthropology provided short courses for SS doctors and
government medical officers in anthropology and genetics. The acquired knowledge was useful in making selections. There were many mental institutes where the explicit policy was to
kill mental patients through starvation and infection. On September 1, 1939, Hitler began the
euthanasia program with a letter assigning Dr. Brandt responsibility for enabling designated
physicians to authorize mercy killing. There were various plans, some to empty mental hospitals, and others to prevent future admissions. In order to authorize killing mental patients,
only a one-page questionnaire had to be filled out. There were lists of physicians authorized
to rule on euthanasia. The extermination centers killed patients with carbon monoxide supplied by IG-Farben, similar to the later method of gassing Jews in the Final Solution. (p. 41)
Psychiatrists and anthropologists participated specifically in realizing the policies of the Final Solution. A noted anthropologist, Professor Fischer, went to Paris to convince the French
intelligentsia of the need to destroy Bolshevist Jews. He called them monstrous and “beings
of another species.” (p. 46) Doctors knew about and participated in plans for gassing people.
(p. 47) Doctors and medical personnel supervised the exterminations at Chelmno and Treblinka. (p. 48) Psychiatrists and anthropologists contributed to planning Generalplan Ost (General Plan for the East, a population resettlement plan). (p. 50 ff.) German psychiatrists and anthropologists participated in persecuting gypsies. Dr. Ritter and his colleagues did research on
gypsies, for example, to determine the purity of their blood, their intelligence and ethnic origins. (p. 57) Gypsies and part-gypsies were sometimes offered a choice between being sterilized and being sent to a KZ. (p. 60) Physicians devoted their energies to finding ways of efficiently and cheaply sterilizing undesirable persons. (p. 62 f.) The author also makes estimates
as to the number of mental patients killed in euthanasia and comes up with figures in the hundreds of thousands.
A further topic is the use of prisoners in scientific research. For example, the Departments
of Brain Anatomy of the KWI of Psychiatry and the KWI of Brain Research worked with the
brains of prisoners. (p. 66) Professor von Verschuer carried out research in collaboration with
the laboratory in KZ Auschwitz where Dr. Mengele carried out experiments for him. Physicians and anthropologists also made selections for gassing prisoners. Large numbers of persons, as many as 10,000 Jews, arrived each day. This provided a large selection of potential
experimental subjects. (p. 70) “Dr. Mengele infected identical and fraternal, Jewish and
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Gypsy twins with the same quantity of typhoid bacteria, took blood at various times for
chemical analysis in Berlin, and followed the course of the disease.” (p. 72 f.) Von Verschuer
used the same sort of racist jargon about the Final Solution that Hitler used. The author discusses the self-images of the professors who participated in euthanasia. Usually, they were allowed to return to academic life after the war. They denied having done anything wrong and
did not write about their unethical wartime activities. Little was published about their activities until the 1980s. (p. 75-87)
The short section “Nine Questions” uses psycho-historical methods to speculate as to possible reasons for the participation of anthropologists and psychiatrists in the Holocaust. The
author asks why Germany in particular initiated the mass murder of the Jews, gypsies and
others, and traces it to a status loss by German science after defeat in the First World War.
The scientists hoped that Hitler could help restore their lost prestige. The division of labor
practiced by science makes it possible to avoid confronting the crimes committed by scientific
assistants. The scientists could “sublimate their sexuality by striving for knowledge and their
destructive urges in its analysis.” (p. 89) They were acting out death wishes.
The second question concerns the source of anti-Semitism. He concludes with Weininger
that hatred of Jews was a substitute for hatred of the mother. Jews were identified as feminine
and used as a surrogate for family problems. The third question is why psychiatrists and anthropologists were so prone to participate in killing patients, Jews and gypsies. The author relates this to a desire to return to the original unity of science with priestly functions. As the
founders of a new religion, scientists could assume a new role as interpreters of the meaning
of life. (p. 94 f.)
The fourth question concerns the reasons for the secrecy of the mass murder. The public
wanted to kill but not admit this: “Hitler allowed the German people to satisfy their desires
for extermination while still being able to say that they were forced into it all, that that they
had known nothing. He turned them into small children again, small children who forget so
quickly that they really can say that they know nothing.” (p. 96)
The section of interviews is interesting particularly because of the various excuses the interviewees use to exonerate themselves, their employers or parents of guilt for the crimes of
the Nazis. Unlike the authors of the “father books,” the subjects tend to defend their relatives
or former employers. A good example is Professor Widukind Lenz, the Director of the Institute of Human Genetics at the University of Münster and son of Fritz Lenz. (p. 110 ff.) He
states that he never spoke with his father very much about the negative aspects of the Third
Reich, and he was quite young during the Reich. His father did not want to join the NSDAP
and was not anti-Semitic. He pleads historical relativity: “… our present perceptions of malicious intentions are simply based on a faulty understanding of the reality of situations where
intentions had, in fact, been basically good.” Scientists had thus not prepared the way for
Auschwitz. (p. 114)
Von Verschuer’s son Helmut said that his father was a member of Martin Niemöller’s congregation. (p. 116) He was not an anti-Semite and only joined the NSDAP in order to keep his
job. He never talked with his son about his leading role in the Freikorps in Marburg. Helmut
believed that his father was kept in the dark about Auschwitz and his assistant Mengele’s activities. He said of Mengele: “I remember him as a friendly man. In the institute, he was
called ‘Papa Mengele’ by the ladies on account of his kindliness.” (p. 118) The author notes
that von Verschuer destroyed his correspondence with Mengele, suggesting that he did know
something. The son thought that his father should have admitted “his culpable involvement in
the events of the time,” because it “would have relieved him from a great burden.” (p. 119)
Professor Wolfgang Abel wrote expert reports on parents that determined the fates of many
people. Abel answered evasively about a speech he had given. A certain Wetzel quoted him
“as having said that we must either exterminate the great majority of the Russians or Germanize them.” (p. 132)
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As in the case of Mitscherlich and many recent historians of science and medicine, the author is interested in more than the actual crimes of the helping professions in the Third Reich,
but rather is also concerned about their relevance for the legitimacy of modern science. He
writes that the history of the natural sciences deals with their foundations and their effects on
society. However, science is also influenced by society, thus has a reciprocal relationship that
defines how science is understood and practiced. Its methods and topics are not selfgenerated, but rather arise in interaction with society. The author also posits differences between the hard and soft sciences, and attributes the worst effects of Nazi science to the soft
sciences of anthropology, psychology and psychiatry. This leads to a certain essentialization
of hard science. As in the case of many theories of science, he assumes that science is a
means of enlightenment and either positively related to democracy or at least neutral and
value free. The crimes of Nazi scientists were thus in his view a result of the misuse of science. But many regard science as having no essence, it is rather a social process within the
context of contemporary society. Müller-Hill unfairly focused on anthropologists and psychiatrists to the expense of others who presumably worked in the hard sciences, such as genetics. But geneticists were also active before the war in the movement to combine eugenics
with social policy.105 Historians have also studied “physicians and the statist traditions of social medicine and public health” and have modified the picture.106
Müller-Hill’s positive contributions include gaining access to the DFG archives, not previously accessible, and he discovered the ties of von Verschuer and Josef Mengele.107 The book
provides a shocking picture of the complicity of respected scientists with NS medical crimes.
The increasing pace and extent of research on eugenics have provided a broader frame for the
events discussed in the book. The current importance of biographies of the participants in the
Holocaust for German national identity is also reflected by the choice of interviews and biographical methods.
7.3.5

Avraham Barkai

Avraham Barkai was born in Berlin and later moved to Israel. He taught at the Institute for
German History at Tel Aviv University. His From Boycott to Annihilation: The Economic
Struggle of German Jews, 1933-1943 was published in German in 1987.108 His reason for the
study was the new research on local and regional issues that shed new light on the process of
exclusion of the Jews from the German economy. Major studies in German included Uwe D.
Adam’s Judenpolitik im Dritten Reich (1972) and Helmut Genschel’s Die Verdrängung der
Juden aus der Wirtschaft im Dritten Reich (The exclusion of Jews from the economy in the
Third Reich – 1966).109 Professor Barkai faults earlier studies for treating the Jews “as mere
objects of regime and party policy, passive victims of persecution. That is, very little information is presented on the Jewish responses to the barrage of harassments, the ways and means
by which those who remained in Germany were able to survive and eke out a living before
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their ultimate deportation and extermination.” (p. xi f.)110 He draws upon sources not used in
earlier studies and provides a picture more responsive to the suffering of the Jews. Part of his
source material consists of documents of anti-Jewish legislation, administrative texts and
propaganda by the Third Reich. The bulk of the documents are reports and working papers of
Jewish institutions, particularly the Reichsvertretung der Juden in Deutschland and the official files of the Jewish communities.
Many of the studies of the economic exclusion of Jews from German society in the Third
Reich have used German archival documentation from the Nazi government itself. These include Helmut Genschel’s Die Verdrängung der Juden aus der Wirtschaft im Dritten Reich
(1966) and Uwe Dietrich Adam’s Judenpolitik im Dritten Reich (1972). They neglect the perspective of the Jewish community and portray it as a passive victim. Barkai draws on Jewish
records and focuses of Jewish struggles to survive. Previously, historians assumed that the
persecution of the Jews escalated gradually during the first few years under the Third Reich.
He shows instead that there was a consistent policy of expropriating their property from 1934
to 1937. The pressure against the Jews came first in small towns and rural areas. It included
boycotts, intimidation, threats and violence that forced many Jews to sell their businesses.
Emigration caused the German Jewish population to decline by 130,000 by 1937. The first
wave of persecution occurred without special legislation or public decrees. The lack of legislative provisions had created an atmosphere favorable to economic harassment. By 1938, the
process had already made Jewish economic welfare in Germany insecure. The final removal
of Jews from the German economy had been prepared for. Crystal Night served as a signal to
complete the process.
The files of the Reichsvertretung der Juden (National Representation of the Jews) and of
local communities show how the Jews managed under persecution. There was assistance by
Jewish welfare agencies and small sums released from blocked accounts. After 1939, there
was some income in exchange for forced labor. The Jewish leadership realized what was happening and focused its energies on plans for emigration. By 1939, the Reichsvertretung was
heavily supporting the Zionist movement retraining programs. After the outbreak of the war
emigration was no longer possible, and it shifted to helping the Jews simply survive. During
the war, Jewish assets were further plundered. Both taxes and fraudulent methods were used.
With the beginning of mass deportations in fall 1941, there were still more opportunities for
plundering. The German public was able to expropriate the Jews in the public eye without
having to conceal this. There was a great reservoir of anti-Semitism to draw on. The author
has made a contribution to showing how widespread participation in anti-Jewish policies was
and how great the possibilities to profit at the expense of the Jews.
7.3.6

Ernst Klee, Willi Dressen, Volker Riess

The documentary approach to the Holocaust changed with the rise of everyday history
(Alltagsgeschichte). Now documents are available which did not necessarily stem from the
major central authorities, but rather reflect the experiences of average participants in historical events. Photographs have also become of interest as historical sources. The experience of
the Wehrmacht exhibition is sobering. The exhibition was withdrawn for revision after it was
found that some pictures were falsely labeled. The tendency to downgrade previously respected participants in the Third Reich continues in the document collections. Among others,
the Wehrmacht and the police have lost the image of honorable and self-sacrificing men they
once enjoyed.
Ernst Klee was born in 1942 and studied theology and social pedagogy. He taught pedagogy for the handicapped in Frankfurt and Wiesbaden. He is also a filmmaker and author. He
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has produced numerous important books on medicine and the Holocaust.111 Willi Dressen was
born in 1935 and studied law. He wrote as deputy director of the Central Bureau for the Judicial Authorities of the German Länder for the Investigation of National Socialist Crimes at
Ludwigsburg. Volker Riess is a historian.
Their book “The Good Old Days” The Holocaust as Seen by Its Perpetrators and Bystanders is an important documentary collection focusing on violence in the German war.112 It combines contemporary photographs with documents written in the East by observers and planners in the killing operations. Jewish suffering is made clear, but not the Jewish response. The
documents are generally not by the most important persons in the Holocaust, but rather by ordinary persons. The editors are clearly motivated by a sense of outrage. This is suggested by
the ironic title (in German “Schöne Zeiten” – beautiful times) taken from the cover of a photo
album kept by Kurt Franz, the commandant of Treblinka. In the preface to the German edition, the authors state that the documents show “how firmly the National Socialist ‘Weltanschauung’ was rooted in the German popular consciousness, part of the thinking of the time,
and regarded as quite natural by all sections of the population.” The book’s message is not,
“to forget that there have been times in Germany when Jewish citizens could be beaten to
death with iron bars in the street in broad daylight without anyone intervening to protect
them.” (p. xvii) The selection of texts is clearly intended to incriminate and not to exonerate.
Thus, the callousness of the observers, rather than their key decision-making role stands out.
The texts are divided into two sections. The first includes material from the Einsatzgruppen
murders of Jews in the East, the second deals with extermination camps. A document by
Stahlecker (p. 24 ff.), head of Einsatzgruppe A, repeats the stereotype that the Baltic countries
had suffered from the “leadership of the Bolsheviks and Jews.” The Germans should, he
thought, leave the impression that the massacres of Jews had been initiated by the native
populations “of their own accord without directions from German authorities being discernible.” A colonel (p. 28) reports that civilians stood around observing savage beatings: a man
was beaten to death in a bestial manner, and the audience applauded enthusiastically. A photographer also reports spectators clapping, singing and cheering when fifty people were
beaten to death. (p. 31) The ‘Jäger Report’ (p. 46-58) provides a good example of the banality
of evil. The author totals up the numbers of Jews shot in Lithuania by Einsatzkommando 3.
He comments, “Today I can confirm that our objective, to solve the Jewish problem for
Lithuania, has been achieved by EK3.” (p. 54) When arrested he commented, “I was always a
person with a heightened sense of duty …” (p. 57)
The matter-of-fact descriptions lacking any expression of moral outrage stand out. A member of Sonderkommando 4a reported on loading sub-machine-gun magazines while his comrades were shooting at Babi Yar. After firing all day, the men received schnapps. (p. 67) A
member of the euthanasia program comments on the introduction of gas vans. He points to the
need to reduce the psychological and moral stress on the firing squads. (p. 69)
A number of texts are intended to disprove the often made claim that refusal to participate
in mass shootings would have meant death for the refuser: “I therefore refused to take part in
the execution. Nothing happened to me as a result of my refusal. No disciplinary measures
were taken; there were no court-martial proceedings against me because of this.” (p. 77) Gendarmerie Chief Fritz Jacob comments on the Jews to be shot, “These were not human beings
but ape people.” (p. 159) A text by Dr. Strauch on Gauleiter Kube criticizes the latter for being too tolerant of Jews.
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The section on the extermination centers includes interrogations of Eichmann, Höss and
other key members of the SS. Maximilian, head of the Political Department claimed, “I only
took part in the murder of some three million people out of consideration for my family. I was
never an anti-Semite and would still claim today that every person has the right to life.” (p.
252) Professor Wilhelm Pfannenstiel, a Waffen-SS hygienist, gives a matter-of-fact description of a gassing in Belzec. At the end he comments, “During the disposal of the bodies I also
established that the whole procedure was not entirely satisfactory from the point of view of
hygiene.” (p. 244)
Excerpts from the diary of SS-Dr. Kremer include a remarkable juxtaposition of the gruesome and the mediocre. Kremer describes the excellent meals he had in Auschwitz. He writes
about his health problems and the cures, but he also talks about Sonderaktionen (killing actions) and taking specimens from Jews killed in medical experiments. (p. 263) These juxtapositions suggest a terrible insensitivity to the victims. He appears to have accepted the dehumanizing picture of the victims that withdraws them from a right to life and to sympathy.
The various texts convey a strong sense of violence as a real factor in the Holocaust, which
is missing in administration- and decision-making approaches that emphasize how policies
are made at locations far distant from their implementation. Apparently, anti-Semitism and a
willingness to kill were present in the executioners and the local population. Of course, we
don’t know whether these were “ordinary men” or ordinary Lithuanians. They may have been
suffering from brutalization and the wartime climate. The motives of the individual executioners appear to have varied. Incentives such as schnapps, fellowship, freedom from front
duty and so on may have been as important as anti-Semitism.
The study gives a picture of the insensitivity of the perpetrators and bystanders of the Holocaust. It documents that refusing participation in shooting actions was possible at least in
some cases without punishment. It suggests that many were at least outwardly indifferent to
the consequences of participating. On the other hand, the fact that participation caused the
stress that motivated the introduction of gas vans and the alcohol consumed by the killers suggests that the perpetrators were at least emotionally affected by the experience of committing
actual physical violence, if not by the abstract idea of violence. The collection provides a concise and easily graspable presentation of texts supporting these claims.
The text introduces the callous behavior and attitudes of the men involved in the killing activities, as well as that of bystanders among the army and local populations. It is particularly
suitable for arousing moral outrage and a sense of the violent nature of the Holocaust. Many
presentations of decision-making tend to sanitize the Holocaust by distancing and treating the
Holocaust as though decisions were self-executing.
The lack of commentary leaves open such issues as how the people became callous. It is
possible that the persons quoted were not typical or average persons but rather self-selected
persons prone to callousness. They may have been ordinary persons subject to contingent circumstances such as the hybrid nature of the SS as an organization. It is possible that the passions of the war had brutalized and desensitized them. Perhaps they would not have behaved
the same way in peacetime. Thus the text cannot answer the question of whether Goldhagen
was right or whether the actual murderers were exceptional persons. As in the case of the
Auschwitz trials and other trials, the persons cited were not the organizers and planners who
made possible the Holocaust.
7.3.7

Heiner Lichtenstein

Heiner Lichtenstein was born in Chemnitz in 1932. After the war, he moved to West Germany and studied history, German and journalism. He worked as editor at the Westdeutsche
Rundfunk (West German Broadcasting) in Cologne. For over thirty years, he attended NS tri-
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als as an observer and published a series of books on the Holocaust and the trials.113
His 1990 Himmler’s grüne Helfer114 (Himmler’s Green Helpers – referring to the green
color of German police uniforms) is based on trial documents and a selection of the most important secondary literature on NS crimes, including books by Krausnick and Wilhelm, Henkys, Klee, Giordano, Grabitz, Rückerl, Streim, Streit and others.
During the Nuremberg trials, the German police were not prosecuted as major offenders,
and they managed to preserve a good reputation after the Occupation, much like the Wehrmacht. Many policemen were reinstated and employed by West German police forces. In fact,
however, like the Wehrmacht, the police also participated in Einsatzgruppen murders of civilians. The war crimes trials beginning in the mid-60s in Germany included trials of police personnel. This book is a collection of chapters on various issues addressed in these trials. The
approach is journalistic. The author wishes to arouse outrage at the neglect of criminals who
had been able to return to active duty in the police or to other civilian jobs without being
called to account for their NS crimes. He does not try to explain their behavior in the manner
of Hannah Arendt, Stanley Milgram or Wolfgang Sofsky or other social scientists. The chapters are separate texts on different topics and do not build up an argument. The author includes large blocks of text from trial records and testimony, which he comments on. He does
not limit himself to the wartime crimes of the defendants, but also discusses their postwar careers, a popular approach of journalists or historians such as Götz Aly. Daniel Jonah Goldhagen names numerous police murder actions in his Hitler’s Willing Executioners.
The police were popular with the leadership of the Einsatzgruppen. In June 1941, 800 Jews
were burned alive in the main synagogue of Bialystok near the Soviet border by members of
Police battalion 309. (p. 69 ff.) Another battalion cleared out all the people in a large area that
Göring wanted to convert into a hunting reserve. Members of police battalions who participated in murder operations were often given strong drink and other rewards.
A number of important issues are brought up in some of the documents. A chapter on a Private Schulz (p. 156) argues that the standard rationalization of Befehlsnotstand (duty to obey
orders) did not apply. A popular German magazine, Quick, had reported in 1966 that a certain
soldier named Schulz had been executed for disobedience to orders in Yugoslavia. This story
had also been reported in other papers in 1971 and 1981, and a film had been produced by the
State Center for Political Education in North-Rhine Westphalia. Adalbert Rückerl, director of
the Ludwigsburg Center, corrected the reports. Private Schulz had received wounds in an exchange of fire with partisans and been taken to a doctor, where he died of his wounds. The
story of one Heinz Riedel (p. 159 ff.) bears the ironic title “Intentionally killed – nevertheless
not a murderer.” The accused was acquitted in 1974 by a state court in Kiel, even though he
had driven a gas wagon in Mogilev in 1944 that had gassed four people. The victims were
ruled by the court to have died of oxygen deficiency, and were not victims of murder.
The author provides a thought-provoking exposé of the callous and irresponsible way in
which serious crimes were dealt with in German courts and the public for many years after
the war. This allowed numerous persons to escape deserved punishment and lowered respect
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for the fairness and authority of the law. It suggests that people were not really concerned to
prosecute war criminals because the crime was so widespread during the war.
7.3.8

Götz Aly

One of the trends in recent Holocaust studies has been to look for materialistic reasons for the
decision to kill Jews and other groups. This has been done using archival research to find incriminating documents. Consequently, intellectuals and professional have come into the line
of fire. This is not entirely new, for example, Max Weinreich published a book entitled Hitler’s Professors in 1946 for the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research.115 He showed the large
numbers of academics who contributed their professional skills to further the aims of the
Third Reich.
Götz Aly has been a lecturer at the Free University in Berlin and editor of the Berliner Zeitung. He has had a non-university career, but has nonetheless produced an impressive series
of texts on topics of academics and intellectuals who were active in the areas of medicine,
population policy, eugenics and bio-politics during the Third Reich. He and authors such as
Susanne Heim, Karl-Heinz Roth and Christian Pross publish in German social-historical journals such as 1999.116 He attracted attention in the 1990s with Vordenker der Vernichtung
(English: Architects of Annihilation),117 a book with Susanne Heim on intellectuals who made
plans for the economic and political restructuring of German-occupied Europe and thereby
conributed to the Holocaust. An outsider, Aly identifies more with other outsiders such as
Andreas Hillgruber, who located Nazi racial policy within the imperialist plans for the invasion of Eastern Europe. Aly and his co-authors support the idea of continuity between the
Third Reich and contemporary Germany.
The authors make use of extensive secondary literature on economics and territorial planning for Eastern Europe during the war. Furthermore, they have uncovered suggestive documents written by economic planners during the war. Their thesis is that these documents influenced Göring and other planners who organized the genocide. Aly and Heim claim that a
model of economic restructuring used in Vienna (Modell Wien) was the foundation of the final solution. This involved the elimination of unproductive Jewish businesses on the basis of
the assessments of the Reich Board for Economic Management. The Jewish proletariat was
pressured to leave Austria with the aid of wealthy Jews. Labor camps were a part of this. Economic logic was more important in this undertaking than mere anti-Semitism alone. (pp. 1623) Aly and Heim argue that German social and economic planners proposed the mass murder
of the East European Jews as a way to solve an over-population problem that was blocking
the path to economic modernization in Eastern Europe. This is an example of recent trends
toward seeking practical, rational impulses for committing the Holocaust that minimize the
importance of anti-Semitism and other irrational motivations.
Aly and Heim regard the genocide as a product of scientific concepts of “demographic economics” as developed by “career-minded technocrats and academics.” (p. 6) The book deals
with three periods. The first begins in 1938, the second with the war against Poland, and the
third in 1941. (p. 7) The war plans for Southeast Europe “was designed to create the military
conditions for the creation of a European economic community under Nazi auspices.” (p. 8)
They try in each case to show that the decision for genocide derived chiefly from economic
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considerations rather than from racist ideology. Thus, the population economists viewed the
Jews as a hindrance to economic rationalization in Poland. By eliminating their small businesses, it would be possible to restructure the economy to increase its efficiency. However,
they include racial worth as one of the categories of the analysis, which they have to do in order to explain the selectivity of the genocide, and this violates their economic logic assumption. They conclude that there was a “grand design: the demographic restructuring of Europe
on the basis of quantitative, ethnic and racial purity criteria.” (p. 294)
They also state, “mass murder of the Soviet civilian population was intended not just to secure supplies of food for the Reich for the duration of the war. Genocide was designed to
bring the German Reich long-term economic gains and trading advantages.” The genocide
would finance war debts, make the Soviet Union a supplier of raw materials and aid German
industry. (p. 242) Among other things, the fact that genocide provided possible economic
benefits does not mean that the benefits were the reasons for the genocide. Obviously, the NS
leaders would have tried to extract economic benefits from mass murder that they had decided
to commit in any event.
Another issue is how the plans reached the relevant planning authorities. They offer information about planning sessions suggesting that economic planning resulted in the genocide.
(p. 243) However, they lack clear-cut evidence that the planners’ studies ever reached
Himmler, Hitler or the others most in control of the genocide policy. Hitler generally did not
read long documents, and Göring, the Head of the Four Year Plan, was not heavily involved
in planning the Holocaust. In any totalitarian regime, it is typical for intellectuals to write the
sort of reports that affirm the plans and ideology of the leadership. So the presence of such
documents does not prove that they were read and followed.
Many members of the planning intelligentsia were employed to plan the reconstruction of
Europe. Aly and Heim indicate that they attempted afterwards to cover up their wartime activities. Among them were the famous history professors who taught the social historians. Aly
and Heim, in pointing to these facts, are not just writing about NS Germany but also criticizing post-war Germany, much like the anti-fascist literature of the 60s.
Among the many problems118 with the book is the concentration on the early stages of planning and the focus on Poland and the Eastern Soviet Union as the examples of areas where
genocide could supposedly serve an economic purpose. Economics do not explain the deportations from Western and Southern Europe, where an economic purpose would not be
served.119 Why deport the Italian or French Jews or the Jews from areas that were not intended
for German settlement or economic exploitation. And furthermore, why deport economically
productive Jews and leave unproductive non-Jews alive. The authors have since tried to answer these questions, but the basic criticism still holds up.
Aly’s second major volume, ‘Final Solution’ Nazi Population Policy and the Murder of the
European Jews (1995), builds on the first book but changes his argument. He covers the period from 1 September 1939 to 20 January 1942 and deals with the way the plans developed
for the extermination of the Jews were executed. Instead of the planning intelligentsia, Aly
now focuses on the practitioners. Instead of the successful implementation of plans by the NS
“brain trusters,” plans repeatedly failed, causing to a cumulative radicalization of ever-more
draconian measures culminating in genocide. However, he regards this book as a complement
to the previous book, not a change in position. (p. 4) He defines his aim as follows: “I seek
here to determine how the difficulties the Germans faced in the war they were waging and
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their policies of annexation, resettlement, and establishment of a new order affected plans for
the ‘solution of the Jewish question’.” The topic is by no means new. Christopher Browning
dealt with this in the 1980s, for example, in two articles in The Path to Genocide.120 Browning
traces the history of population and resettlement policy studies back to authors such as Andreas Hillgruber, Gerald Reitlinger and Eberhard Jäckel, who, however, assumed that these
plans were not seriously intended. He argues that they were territorial plans that were intended
to be carried out, and were only changed in response to changes in the military situation.121
Götz Aly works with similar material, but as in the previous book, he assumes that economic modernization was a causal factor and not simply an excuse. (p. 7) He believes that
Himmler’s role as Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood (RKF)
has been neglected. To better understand the topic, he researched in archives including the
Warsaw archives of the Main Commission for the Prosecution of Hitler’s Crimes, which contains documents from the UWZ (Umwanderungzentrale – Central Office for Resettlement) in
Lodz. In addition, he used documents from the German Federal Archives, including documents of the Ethnic German Liaison Office (Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle), the Central Office
for Immigration, the Stabshauptamt (Staff Main Office) of the RKF and the German Foreign
Institute. In Potsdam, he used the files of the German Resettlement Trusteeship Company
(Deutsche Umsiedlungs-Treuhand). (p. 9 f.)
His basic idea is that early plans for the resettlement of the Jews were actually meant to be
realized, but that they changed to adjust to the changing war situation. Several plans were
made for resettlement, including the Madagascar Plan to move the Jews to Madagascar. In
guidelines of 21 September 1939, Heydrich defined goals for deporting the Jews to a ‘Jewish
state under German supervision near Cracow’. (p. 14) Once the war had started, plans were
made for deportations, because the territorial conquests brought more Jews into the German
sphere of influence. There was a plan was to concentrate three million Polish Jews into a reservation near Lublin. The planned deportations were all unsuccessful. The civilian administration in the Generalgouvernement resisted the movement of Jews into this territory. (p. 18)
By 30 January 1940, Heydrich had scaled down the plans. He announced a plan to move
40,000 Jews and Poles to make room for Baltic Germans in the Warthegau. (p. 60)
For the resettlement of poles and Jews, Heydrich used the Central Resettlement Office. A
Central Immigration Office was employed to resettle ethnic Germans from areas taken over
by the Soviet Union. He used five operations from 1940 to 1943 to move population. The resettlement plans met with various kinds of resistance from the people intended to be moved,
and the gas vans were developed to facilitate systematic mass murder. (p. 70 f.) From October
1939 to spring 1940, 10,000 mentally ill persons were killed in connection with the resettlement of ethnic Germans. Gas vans and mass shootings were among the means employed.
There were self-created constraints in connection with the attack on the Soviet Union. The
plan was to deport the Jews to Northeastern regions to be conquered in the Soviet Union. This
plan was the result of expectations of victory. (p. 255) When bottlenecks arose in their plans,
then executions and gassings were used to solve the problems. There was never in this view
no concrete decision for the final solution. Instead, bureaucratic procedures brought about an
initially unanticipated genocidal policy. The decision-making process was open. “Hitler took
part in guiding the consensus, made demands, and let the implementers know that they did not
need to conform to any traditional norms; rather, they could carry out any type of ‘solution’ at
all. But he did not give orders.” (p. 254) Practice and planning were linked in attempts to deal
with the Jews. The experience acquired in killing several thousand mentally ill Jews in Ger120
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man psychiatric institutions and the German patients deported to gas chambers in Operation
T-4 to free up space was subsequently put to use in the murder of the Jews.
In late 1940, the plans for massive population resettlements had bogged down, and there
were thousands of people in temporary camps. (p. 109) In January 1941, it became clear that
there were conflicts of interest between different authorities involved in resettlement programs. The wartime food supply economists did not want deportations of Poles and the breaking up of estates, because they needed large estates and Polish workers to maximize grain
production. (p. 151) Wehrmacht leaders were reluctant to free up locomotives and rail cars for
the deportations, because they were needed in the mobilization for Operation Barbarossa, the
campaign against Russia. The concentration camps developed for the purpose of industrial
production, and began to be used to eliminate the Jews who stood in the way. (p. 215)
Götz Aly argues in terms of connections among diverse events that occurred in temporal
proximity. These linkages are made with economic rationalization theories, as proposed by
various intellectuals. These proposals were presented in the earlier book on the planning intelligentsia. The logical linkage of the various events appears reasonable, for example the plans
for forced labor, for the resettlement of ethnic Germans and the removal of Jews from German-controlled areas may all fit together. Deportations nevertheless appear to have been
based on ideological principles rather than upon economic rationality. Hitler did after all
speak and write about the ideological threat posed by world Jewry, and the threat included the
degeneration of all aspects of Aryan society. Thus the elimination of Jews from all aspects of
life was prescribed independently of any particular plans. It seems reasonable to take Hitler at
his word. The author includes several chapters giving chronologies of events, intended to enable the reader to also grasp the causal chains that underlie these chronologies. At the end of
the book, he also offers his views on the question of dating the decision for the final solution
and on how the decision was reached.
The author has provided much new information from documents previously not consulted.
In line with the recent tendency to provide background and contextual analyses of the Final
Solution, he has provided new insights into linkages between plans to resettle ethnic Germans
from Eastern Europe and plans to dispose of the Jews. The mechanism of radicalization is the
failure of earlier plans and the attempt to find practical solutions to overcome bottlenecks. No
single decision for the Holocaust was necessary, but rather an evolution occurred in which local planners made significant contributions. Hitler permitted an open style of planning rather
than giving complete, rigid orders from the top, as totalitarian theories often claim.
However, the economic explanation is too simplistic and fails to take into account a variety
of processes going on at the same time and the international situation. For example, Saul
Friedländer points to factors that contributed to the Holocaust that do not fall within an economic model, such as the Swiss visa requirements and the refusal of other countries to absorb
Jewish immigrants.122
7.3.9

Wolfgang Sofsky

German sociologists have not been prominent in writing about the Holocaust. Wolfgang Sofsky, a Göttingen sociologist, has published on topics such as power, organization, social interaction and the anthropology of violence. His 1993 book, Die Ordnung des Terrors: Das
Konzentrationslager,123 analyzes the organization of terror in the KZ from a sociological perspective. The approach focuses on violence, which has become increasingly popular in Holocaust historiography with the rise of the cultural approach. He shows how the organization of
concentration camps affected the perceptions of guards and prisoners. He tries to include the
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interaction of prisoners and perpetrators. Among the texts that are possible precursors are
Foucault’s Discipline and Punish and Hannah Arendt’s Origins and Elements of Totalitarianism.124 Hannah Arendt’s emphasis on the ways concentration camps destroyed the personality and humanity of the prisoners is appropriate here, and the analysis of prisons and
their structuring of punishment by Foucault are likewise suggested.
The Introduction presents the author’s theoretical and methodological position and provides
a brief history of the Nazi concentration camps from 1933 to 1945. Sofsky uses “absolute
power” as his central concept. This notion is used like Max Weber’s ideal types. The aim of
the book is to analyze the “concentration camp as a distinctive system of power.” (p. 13) For
Sofsky, the “social reality of the camp cannot be equated with the aims and objectives
planned (or proclaimed) by the top organizational echelon of the SS.” The KZ as a social system and organization was “a dynamic field of action.” The purpose of the camp was to fully
destroy the prisoners’ individual identity and their sociality. It obliterated their humanity and
reduced them to a sub-human level. (p. 281) This is similar to Hannah Arendt’s description of
the function of totalitarianism and the reason for its uniqueness.
Sofsky’s methods include “verstehen,” and functional and exchange analysis. He uses
“thick descriptions” in the sense of Clifford Geertz to analyze absolute power in the camp.
This is an analysis of meaning that produces interpretations of actions and situations, “interpretive and microscopic, not deductive and generalizing.” (p. 14) The author shows how
seemingly ordinary aspects of the organization of space and time in the KZs created unparalleled terror. He uses exchange theory in showing how prisoners cooperated with the administration for benefits and privileges. The study also uses historical studies and documentation,
especially inmate reports and testimony, the files of the camp administration and Nuremberg
documents, but these are only intended to provide background information.125 Karin Orth’s
critical assessment of the book is that Sofsky portrays a constructed model of the camp based
on the events of the second half of the war, with a main camp holding male prisoners in a fictitious KZ. The historical process is intentionally minimized, the question of how it came
about is not answered.126
The use of an organizational sociological frame is not necessarily dictated by the subject
matter, however. The author states (p. 264), “Organization integrates work processes and sequences.” He seems to import organizational language into the Holocaust, giving the impression that Auschwitz was a manifestation of Taylorism. The use of words such as “death factory,” a term from Hannah Arendt, also links the Holocaust to modernity. The choice of a different term would have given a different connotation, for example, slaughter house, torture
chamber, killing center, etc. Thus, the author appears to be less neutral than at first glance.
Many aspects of the Holocaust, including those occurring in the camps, were not essentially
modern.
The author lists a number of qualities of absolute power. These are paradoxical and distinguish absolute power from other forms of discipline and domination. For example, it does not
aim at obtaining blind obedience or discipline, but rather to create a sense of uncertainty. (p.
17) Sofsky explains the absolute power of the camp guards as not explicable through conventional arguments involving personal dispositions, bureaucracy or the pressure of rules. Rather,
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the power arose spontaneously from the freedom of disposition accorded to the guards. There
was a radicalization of violence independently of exogenous pressures and demands.127 Sofsky
describes the various sorts of violence in KZs in a highly abstract way. This contrasts with authors such as Hermann Langbein, who gives the names and details of the episodes he recounts. The effect of Sofsky’s method is to imply that the episodes were exemplary of many
such episodes and not just isolated events.
In Part II, the author states that space and time are the basis of camp life. The inmates are
deprived of privacy and freedom through overcrowding. They are unable to predict future
events in their imprisonment. Anything that irritates the guards can provoke violence, and
thus the inmates must concentrate on the present moment. They are deprived of their past and
future.
In Part III, the social structures and organization of the inmates are described. The SS administering and guarding the camps were social misfits. Rather than being bound by bureaucratic rules, they exerted absolute power over the inmates. They were unpredictable and violent. The prisoners were organized into value hierarchies. The camp staff relied heavily on
prisoner cooperation in controlling the camp and exercising terror. The location of the Jews at
the low end of the scale exposed them to the quantitatively greatest oppression. This precluded almost any cooperation and resistance and reduced them to a survival-of-the-fittest
Darwinian situation. The possibility of cooperation depends on the availability of resources to
share, but these were denied the prisoners, and consequently they fought with each other and
collaborated when they could. (p. 192 f.) A similar picture is found in Edgar Hilsenrath’s
Night,128 and thus is not original with Sofsky. Even the communists, despite their pride in resistance, acted to protect other communists at the expense of non-communist prisoners. Thus,
division and not solidarity was the rule. (p. 141 f.)
Part IV shows that KZ work was intended to destroy the prisoners. It was not productive
work, but rather destructive tasks with little economic value intended to demoralize the prisoners. Part V on Violence and Death is the closest approach to the Holocaust. In particular,
the chapter on violent excesses (pp. 223 ff.) provides a structural account of brutality in the
KZs. The author represents this as far more brutal than cruelty motivated by inner dispositions such as hate. Rather, it is factors such as the division of labor and the way violence and
terror had become habitualized that magnified the terror. These explanations are not entirely
new, but are made vivid here. The normalization of terror and the absence of controls magnified violence.129 The author also discusses the organizational aspects of the selection process and
shows how they created terror and increased the efficiency of the camp. (253 ff.) He shows that
selection has a function in the economy of the camp, related to the need for labor and the capacity of the camp.
The bulk of the book deals with KZs that were set up primarily to suppress political dissent
and control criminal and asocial behavior. The author gives the impression that the extermination camps were a radicalized form of the concentration camp. He gives horrifying descriptions of these camps and their destruction of the inmates. However, many authors trace the
origins of the extermination process to the T-.4 euthanasia program, and see the programs as
the result of orders from above. The KZs did not simply evolve or degenerate into death
camps. In fact, there was an effort to use the KZs economically for an SS industrial empire,
which required at least some degree of regularization and predictability and at least a minimum of care for prisoners intended for labor. The notion that the Jews were simply on the
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bottom end of a hierarchy of victims does not square with the qualitatively different status of
the Jew in Hitler’s ideology and that of his closest supporters. Only the Jews were to be collectively eliminated. Their treatment could be qualitatively different from that of prisoners needed
for industrial production.
The epilogue points to the modernity of the KZ. Sofsky relates the KZ to other total institutions and cautions against seeing the Twentieth Century as a civilized century. (276 f) This
seems to be not entirely fair. The Third Reich was not modernity per se, but rather a phenomenon within modernity and arguably not its essence. Nor is the KZ a teleological outcome
of modernity, but rather arose through human choice, which cannot be reduced to structures.
The strength of the work is that it shows how a range of minor details, such as the way the
prisoner’s time and space were organized, contributed to the terror. A disadvantage is the
monocausality of the argument about absolute power. One has to infer absolute power from
the actual camp practice, and the sources suggest varying degrees of power enjoyed by different people. Some guards at least occasionally displayed sympathy for the prisoners. Most
writers, such as Broszat or Langbein, ascribe a variety of different purposes for the camps
changed over time. They also describe various levels of freedom to resist or to maintain the
prisoners’ humanity. Sofsky does try to apply the violence paradigm sociologically to explaining the functioning of the KZs. A contrast to Sofsky is, e.g. Karin Orth’s Das System der
nationalsozialistischen Konzentrationslager, which is more empirical and historical.130
7.3.10 Frank Bajohr
Frank Bajohr is an historian at the Research Center for Contemporary History (Forschungsstelle für Zeitgeschichte) in Hamburg and lectures in the Department of History at the University of Hamburg. His studies of Aryanization follow upon earlier work by Helmut Genschel
and Avraham Barkai.131 Genschel used a structural model based on phases and examines how
Reich institutions behaved and the lack of unity in the process. He assumed that Hjalmar
Schacht of the Ministry of Economics had opposed Nazi radicals and defended fiscal policy.
The radicalization of anti-Semitic policy supposedly began after he was removed in 1937.
Barkai focuses on the perspective of the victims and shows how they reacted. He emphasizes
the systematic nature of the exploitation process. He portrays the exploitation of Jews as starting much earlier than in Genschel’s analysis. Frank Bajohr provides a newer approach.
The ‘Aryanization’ of Jewish property in the Third Reich was one of the largest transfers of
property in German history. Raul Hilberg included expropriation in his typography of steps in
the extermination process: definition, expropriation, concentration and annihilation. These
four steps follow logically and lead up to the destruction of the Jews. Historians have generally argued that the expropriations were based on jealousy and ideological motives, not primarily on economic interests. Götz Aly and Susanne Heim saw the ‘Aryanization’ as an attempt to modernize the economy of Eastern Europe by reducing the overcrowding of economic spheres. (p. 1 f.) Recent scholarship has begun to focus on the practices of the authorities responsible for the expropriations and the wider circle of participants and beneficiaries.
Frank Bajohr’s ‘Ayanisation’ in Hamburg focuses on the sale and liquidation of businesses
and “sees ‘Aryanisation’ as an all-encompassing displacement process whose political and
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social underpinnings and historical context have to be analysed as well.” (p. 4) He argues that
the traditional distinction of the normative vs. the prerogative state cannot be upheld, because
the Nazis began transforming the German economy before they transformed the legal system.
The same individuals could hold offices in both state and party and influence both depending
on situational factors. The study is a regional study, because this permits concrete description
and analysis. The regional level is one where institutions on the national level were not active
in the beginning, and local institutions often went beyond national planning. For example, a
1938 Reich Economic Ministry prohibition on giving public contracts to Jewish firms was already outdated at the time, since regional authorities had already made such rulings. AntiJewish policy was only centralized in 1938. Before this, there were enormous differences
among different regions in Germany. The NSDAP Gau Economic Advisers differed from region to region. Aryanization was not a case of following orders handed down from above.
The author uses a number of methods in the study. He provides some demographic and statistical information. In addition, there are case studies of particular firms, which give a sense
of the human element. Other cases are summarized. The author also attempts to relate the
events at the Hamburg level to those at the national level, giving information on the actions of
Göring and other national leaders. He furthermore systematizes the information, providing a
typology of those who enriched themselves. The study of local Aryanization policies enables
comparisons among regions.
The study consists of seven substantive chapters. The first chapter begins with the first period of NS rule in 1933 and how anti-Semitic measures were initiated from below. In this period, the SA and middle-class professional associations and businessmen exerted pressure on
the Jews, independently of the NSDAP. Indeed, the state occasionally constrained the antiSemitism in order to consolidate its rule and stabilize the economy. The complex influences
affecting anti-Jewish policies in Hamburg in the 1933-1937 period are described in the second
chapter. Anti-Jewish policies in Hamburg differed from those in other cities and regions. The
decision-makers and the attitudes of the Chamber of Commerce and Hamburg business circles
to anti-Jewish policies are described. Topics include the Law for the Restoration of the Professional Civil Service, public contracts and Jewish enterprises, early Aryanizations through
state intervention, the initiating role of the NSDAP. Hamburg’s anti-Jewish policies are compared with those of Munich.
In the third chapter, the author discusses the economic situation and individual and political
strategies in the period 1933-1938. The author shows what obstacles Jewish businesses faced
and what possibilities they had to protect themselves. Among the defensive strategies were
legal and illegal undertakings. The attempts of Max Warburg to reach a settlement with the
Nazis are described.
In the fourth chapter the author tries to determine when the systematic de-Judaization of the
economy of Hamburg began. He locates the start of increasing pressure earlier than Helmut
Genschel132 by focusing on activities of the NSDAP Gau economic machinery and the increasing severity of exchange policy. The Hamburg Foreign Exchange Office became a force
in liquidating Jewish businesses.
In the fifth and sixth chapters, the author focuses on the Aryanization and liquidation of
Jewish businesses in 1938-1939. The Reich legally eliminated the Jews from the economy using ordinances. The Aryanization of Jewish firms was dominated by motives of greed and
personal enrichment, not simply the central government’s wish to exclude Jews from German
society. The author focuses on the behavior of the people who acquired Jewish property.
“Much arbitrary, corrupt and nepotistic activity took place behind the legal façade of government policy.” (p. 7) In the seventh chapter, on the period 1939-1940, de-Judaization had been
completed, and Hamburg’s industry was trying to expand into the occupied territories. Many
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private persons in Hamburg profited from expropriations of Jews throughout Western Europe,
as their possessions were shipped to Hamburg and auctioned off in the public. Thus, many
Germans were in this way complicit in the destruction of the Jews.
The author used archival material of various sorts, because the city was occupied late in the
war, and by then the Nazis had destroyed many important documents. Among the documents
unavailable to him were the records of the Central Office of the Reich Governor, the NSDAP
Gau leadership, the NSDAP Gau economic machinery and the Trade, Shipping and Industry
Departments. The de-Judaization files of the Reich Economics Ministry were also lost. The
author was able to use records located in the Hamburg State Archive, along with documents
in the national archives in Koblenz and Potsdam, the Berlin document Center, the Special Archives in Moscow, the Netherlands State Institute for War Documentation in Amsterdam, the
archives of the Forschungsstelle für Zeitgeschichte in Hamburg, the Judicial Authority in
Hamburg, the archive of the Chamber of Handcrafts, the company archives of the M.M. Warburg & Co. banking house, those of the Beiersdorf AG and various documents from private
collections. Particularly important were the collections of the Foreign Exchange Control Office of the Lower Elbe Regional Revenue Office. The restitution files of the Reparations
Chamber of the Hamburg State Court also provided useful documents.
The book includes a useful appendix listing the Jewish firms Aryanized or liquidated in
1938/39, including their name, business and address. A second appendix provides demographic data in several tables. This includes statistics on the numbers and percentages of Jews
in the total population 1811-1939, the birthplaces of Jews in Hamburg and main German cities, the Jewish population of Hamburg’s districts, the occupational structure of Jews in Hamburg in 1925 and 1933. Other tables show the turnover and profits of selected Jewish businesses 1930-1938, the timing of Aryanizations, and the economic sectors that were Aryanized. The final table shows the fates of Jewish proprietors, including deportation and murder,
suicide, murder in a camp, survival, emigration, and the destinations of emigration.
The author concludes that anti-Semitism in the early years of the National Socialist regime
acted from ‘below’ upwards and was widespread in the commercial middle class. National
Socialist leaders did not necessarily support middle-class anti-Semitism. They implemented
Reich laws like the Law for the Restoration of a Professional Civil Service, but avoided radicalizing anti-Jewish policy through independent initiatives. This contrasted with Munich and
other German cities, where measures against Jews were implemented earlier and with more
extreme consequences. (p. 285) The economic situations of Jews were regionally diverse. The
policy of destroying the economic life of the Jews was dynamic. There was at first no systematic policy of de-Judaization until 1936/37. Restraint in anti-Jewish policy was justified initially by the situation of Hamburg as a harbor and trading city exposed to international observation. The state government at first did not intervene against the Jews consistently, and various strategies developed within the administration. The slow economic recovery in Hamburg
after 1933 left feelings of ill will in the population. Consequently, the Jews were particularly
disliked.
Some population segments initially distanced themselves from discriminatory measures.
Thus, an attempt to evoke a boycott of Jewish businesses in April 1933 failed. (p. 286) The
Jews felt increasingly isolated. The anti-Jewish measures stimulated an increase in Jewish
community feeling, but there were only limited opportunities to protect themselves. The owners of Jewish businesses had to work hard to stay in business. In 1936/37, the National Socialists began destroying the economic livelihood of the Jews. The Bureau of the Gau Economics
Adviser established its responsibility for authorizing Aryanizations in 1936/37. Previously
Jewish businessmen had been able to sell their businesses by free agreement. The freedom to
conclude contracts was thereby taken away, and after this, Jewsh proprietors suffered enormous losses in sales. In order to gain control over the Gau Economics Advisers in other areas,
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the Chamber of Commerce and Hamburg Economics Department gave them a free hand in
Aryanizations.
The Foreign Exchange Control Office of the Regional Finance Office of the Lower Elbe
and the Customs Investigation Unit also worked to escalate the pressure on the Jews after
1936/37. According to Paragraph 59 of the Foreign Exchange Law, Jewish proprietors could
lose control of their property if there was evidence that they were smuggling capital abroad.
This provided a legal justification for exploitive measures. In 1937/38, the Aryanization of
businesses was intensified with ministerial measures. The Ordinance on the Registration of
the Property of Jews of 26 April 1938 and other ordinances legalized the informal requirement to obtain authorization. Dejudaization was still not centralized at the Reich level. The
Bureau of the Gau Economics Adviser continued to have a dominant position in the Aryanization process. After 1937/38, the Hamburg Chamber of Commerce began to intervene to
support Aryan buyers and avoid keeping promises to Jewish property owners. The previous
restraint toward Jewish businesses based on economic policy no longer seemed necessary.
The involvement of the Chamber of Commerce in Aryanization in occupied territories broadened the drive for wealth.
The destruction of Jewish businesses benefited the non-Jewish middle class. By preventing
the formation of large companies, Aryanizations did not necessarily lead to economic concentration and consolidation. Some who wanted to start a business thereby obtained opportunities. After Aryanization was legalized in 1938, the Jews were subjected to greater repression
and increasingly arbitrary treatment. A variety of tactics were used against them, including
the devaluation of inventory, the requirements of the Additional Export Procedure, denunciation, etc. (p. 289 f.) After Crystal Night, Aryanization measures were radicalized. The Reich
confiscated Jewish property with taxes and compulsory levies and emigration fees. In December 1938, over two hundred Jewish businesses were closed down in a few days.
The last phase of Aryanization was characterized by corruption and nepotism. Decisionmakers in the Hamburg NSDAP enriched themselves with Jewish property. Lawyers, brokers,
banks, trusteeships, emigration agents and others profited from Aryanizations. The process
was increasingly criminal. The public as a whole profited materially from the public auctions
of Jewish property. “In sum, the behaviour of the material beneficiaries of the process is indicative of the erosion of moral standards in the German population, and of the extent of the
moral indifference with which the Germans reacted to the extermination of the Jews.” (p.
291) The study provides new insights into the debates on center-periphery and the normativeprerogative state. The author shows that a simple functionalist or intentionalist approach is inadequate. It is increasingly of interest to see how ordinary people behaved in order to answer
questions of identity and collective responsibility. Not answered is whether the extermination
occurred because of the economic exploitation. Presumably, the extermination occurred at the
order of central officials, but if the local population and business community had consistently
solidarized with the Jews, and done so from the start, the central authorities might conceivably have taken a different policy to the Jews.
7.3.11 Walter Manoschek
The German taboo on criticizing the Wehrmacht began to weaken in the 1980s with books
such as Christian Streit’s Keine Kamraden. The Austrian myth of being the first victim of the
Third Reich also began to crumble with the Waldheim scandal. The once highly regarded
President of Austria, Kurt Waldheim was shown to have kept silence on his waratime military
service in the Balkans and claimed to have been studying law while he was actually in the
field. While he was not proved to have participated in atrocities, his silence meant a loss of
face for both Waldheim and for Austria. This was compounded by the defensive attitude of
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Austrians and their re-election of Waldheim.133 Walter Manoschek’s history of the Wehrmacht
in Serbia contributed to the debate on Austria’s past. Serbien ist judenfrei (Serbia is Jew-Free)
appeared in 1993 and exposed the Austrian complicity in mass murder committed in the Balkans by the Wehrmacht, which included large numbers of Austrian troops.134
The method of the study is military history, using the regional study approach that became
popular in the 1990s. The author compares Wehrmacht policy toward the Jews and gypsies in
Serbia with that in other occupied Yugoslavian regions. The Wehrmacht did not attack the
Balkans as part of its racially motivated war of extermination. The aim was only to secure the
southeast flank of Europe and exploit its resources with a minimal number of occupying
troops. The core of the occupying force consisted of Austrians, who held the Serbs responsible for World War I and the disintegration of the Austrian empire. Upon occupying the country, the army subjected the Jews to the basic steps used in NS extermination practice: registration, marking, deprivation and social exclusion.
The Wehrmacht engaged in plundering Jewish property and benefited from the goods,
which were available at a low price. The army also spread anti-Jewish propaganda. When
Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941, it reduced the occupation force in Serbia to
a small, inexperienced troop. In summer 1941, Tito’s partisans began resistance activities
against the Germans. The Germans lost control of the countryside and committed mass killings motivated by frustration. In fall 1941, General Franz Böhme, a man of Austrian ancestry,
became responsible for restoring order in Serbia. He imposed draconian measures with a reprisal policy of shooting 100 communist and Jewish hostages for every German soldier killed.
There were several mass shootings, and gas vans were also employed. By August 1942, there
were no Jews left: “Serbia was free of Jews.”
The author concludes that the extermination of Jews occurred in four continuous phases.
The first phase involved the murder of some male Jews by police and SD in the summer of
1941. After General Böhme took responsibility for anti-partisan warfare, he extended the
murder campaign to include all male Jews. In early 1942, women and children were interned
and gassed. Contrary to the intentionalist position, the initial program of killing Jews in Serbia did not depend on a comprehensive order or approval by Hitler.
There was also institutional chaos in Serbia, with competing, overlapping competencies.
This fits the picture of functionalist explanations, but in the area of extermination, the different authorities cooperated smoothly. Depending on the situation, different authorities took
over direction of the persecution, including the Wehrmacht, SS, military administration or the
embassy. Where there were directives from Berlin, they were adapted to situations. All agencies agreed from the start on the goal of liquidating all Jews and cooperated to achieve this
aim.
The study thus shows that consensus rather than competition underlay the cumulative radicalisation in Serbia. The SS was not the leading actor in the extermination, and the motivation
for the killing was not the desire to kill the Jews, but rather to stop the partisan warfare. According to Manoschek, the Jews were simply substitute targets, chosen because the
Wehrmacht was unable to stop the Serbian partisans. This shows the diversity of different
motives that converged on the killing of the Jews. However, it is likely that only a widespread
anti-Semitic sentiment would have motivated the use of Jews as substitute victims and scapegoats, since this occurred consistently in all areas occupied by the Wehrmacht in Europe.
Thus the explanation of anti-Semitism as the cause of the Holocaust is not excluded. The
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widespread nature of anti-Semitism also appears to be supported, because the Wehrmacht was
not sent to Serbia primarily to kill the Jews.
7.3.12 Dieter Pohl
Dieter Pohl wrote his Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien 1941-1944135 is
one of the numerous regional studies of local policies of the Holocaust that began to appear
after the end of the Cold War. East Galicia was occupied by Germany in World War II, and
was behind the Iron Curtain after World War II. It became easier to access archives in Galicia
after the Cold War. About one in eleven victims of the Holocaust lived in East Galicia. Until
the 1990s, there were no specific studies devoted to this area. Until the 1980s, Eastern European scholars had done most of the research. It first appeared in German studies in the 1980s,
such as Krausnick and Wilhelm’s Einsatzgruppen studies and Aly and Heim’s studies of
population transfer policies. At present, a small number of works have appeared, including
Thomas Sandkühler’s 1994 study.136 The fate of the Jews there was particularly violent due to
several factors. East Galicia was occupied by the Soviet Union until June 1941, subsequently
subject to Einsatzgruppen murders, incorporation into the General Government, and finally
deportation. The mass murder occurred more rapidly and brutally than in other areas.137
The aim of the study is to describe the process of persecution, the occupation policy and the
perpetrators. The focus is on the regional mid-level authorities, the officials at the district and
local levels. The author reconstructs in detail the individual processes of persecution. To
guide his study, the author names a set of nine groups of guiding questions: 1. What was the
starting situation of the Jews in East Galicia before the German invasion? What were the
Jews’ economic, societal and political situations? What created the stability of the Jewish minority and gave it resources for self-defense. What was the attitude of the Ukrainian and Polish population? 2. The German invasion in June/July 1941: What premises did the German
leadership have in regard to the Jews in the newly conquered areas? How did the pogroms
arise, and what role did the discovery of the NKVD crimes play in this? Was the murder of
the Jews inevitable or could it have been stopped? What were the roles of the Einsatzgruppen
and the army in the persecution of the Jews? 3. There was a new regional political frame resulting from the creation of the District of Galicia. What institutional and personnel-structural
conditions determined how occupation policy was executed after August 1941. 4. What goals
did the higher political leaders pursue in Jewish policy and what were the policies of the local
officials? 5. How were the orders for mass murder of the Jews carried out on the spot by midlevel bureaucrats? What impulses for mass murder came from Berlin, what institutions were
responsible for their realization, and how did they interact. To what extent did the personality
of the perpetrator play a role in the regional execution of the murders? 6. What determined the
German policy in 1942/43. Was the persecution a linear development, or was there an irregular development? 7. Was there individual resistance? How many knew of the murders? How
did Polish-Ukrainian society react to the persecution of the Jews and what significance did
this knowledge have for the events? 8. What significance did the behavior of the Jews have
for the German actions in the final solution? What knowledge did the Jewish community have
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of the Holocaust, and what consequences did they infer? 9. What role did the processes in
East Galicia play in the Holocaust overall and in the history of totalitarian mass killing? The
persecution of the Jews in East Galicia should be seen as part of a Europe-wide process. Decisions at the central level and a comparison with other occupation areas are important parts of
the study. It is clear from this list that the author is acutely aware of the criticism of many previous studies as focusing too exclusively on the German perpetrators and ignoring the overall
context and the reactions of the victims. He also addresses many of the issues that were popularized by Daniel Jonah Goldhagen but in a more scholarly manner. However, this is chiefly a
study of the perpetrators and their decision-making. The perspective of the victims is touched
on to a limited extent, due to the difficulty of dealing with the sources, which are generally in
East European languages.
The author used numerous archives for his study. Many of the valuable documents were
destroyed by the Nazis and in the course of the war. Useful archives are found in the German
National Archive and archives in Warsaw, Lvov and Moscow. The files of the German army
in Koblenz and Warsaw were used. The documents of the District of Galicia are located in
Lemberg. The author also uses trial documents and attempts to deal with the drawbacks of
these documents.
The study provides both a chronological and a structural account of the mass murder in
East Galicia. Instead of focusing on decision-making processes in Berlin or theoretical problems of polycracy, the author looks closely at mass murder and the everyday practice of violence resulting from the organization and administration at the local level.138 Other important
topics are road building and ghettos. (165-174, 338-44, 154 ff.) Notable is the Stanislavov
massacre and Captain Hans Krüger’s role. The author offers a complex picture of the occupation policy that answers some of the questions of intentionalism vs. functionalism. The association of the Jews with Bolshevism and the murders of prisoners by the Soviet NKVD encouraged anti-Semitism on the German side. The Germans encourage spontaneous pogroms
by local natives. The author sees a long-term German plan for the destruction of the Jews.
Regional differences are made clear. Unlike the rest of the General Government, mass executions began in East Galicia in October 1941 at the instigation of SS and Police Chief Friedrich
Katzmann.
Changes in the authorities directing the murders and objectives and the effects of situational factors are of interest. For example, the civil authorities organized deportations to Belzec in early 1942, but then the Police and SS took over, and after Belzec was closed, Jews
were executed in mass shootings. In 1942, there was partial protection of Jewish workers, but
in 1943, the ghettos were cleared and most of the remaining Jews were killed. The steady
process of murder carried out in a variety of ways supports the notion of chaotic organization
and improvised solutions as in functionalist theories. The continuous violence places this
work in the framework of violence theories rather than modernization theories. Unlike other
studies, however, the particular significance of anti-Semitism is brought out. The author studies the social origins of some of the occupiers and finds considerable anti-Semitism. (p. 8393, e.g. 88)
The author shows the importance of local conditions for the actual timing and extent of
mass killing. He also makes important comparisons. The mass shootings in the district were
parallel to shootings by the police in the Soviet Union, while deportations to the death camps
were organized as in the rest of the General Government. Individual actors such as Katzmann
played a key role. Local participation and hatred of the Jews also contributed to collaboration.
The few cases of helping Jews, as with Berthold Beiz, were possible due to the chaotic situation. The author does not accord great significance to the role of Berlin in coordinating and
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stimulating murders. Many important issues of the Holocaust in the East include the Jewish
resistance, the viewpoints of Jews in ghettos and attempts to escape.
7.3.13 Christian Gerlach
In recent years, many studies have tried to find rational reasons and grounds for the Holocaust
instead of attributing it entirely to the perpetrators’ irrational hatreds and prejudices. Indeed
even anti-Semitism is disqualified as a primary motive in favor of making it a side-effect of
functional pressures. This means that rational planners, including scientists, medical personnel, social scientists, lawyers, etc., employed their intellectual skills to help murder millions
of people. This notion was previously downplayed. Leading historians in this trend are Götz
Aly and Susanne Heim, authors of Vordenker der Vernichtung (1991). This study shows how
technocratic population planners contributed to policies of eliminating unwanted population
in occupied areas. Christian Gerlach works in this trend. He published his Kalkulierte Morde
(Calculated Murders) in 1999.139 It is a study of the German occupation of White Russia between 1941 and 1944. This was one of the most devastated occupied territories. About 1.7
million out of 9 million inhabitants are estimated to have died under the occupation.140
The book is 1200 pages long and qualifies as a handbook on the Holocaust in White Russia.
It is divided into two main sections: The first covers the German economic policy in White
Russia from 1941 to 1944. The chapters are organized by policy area. The three chief areas
are agriculture and nutrition, de-industrialization and de-urbanization and labor policy. The
second main section covers the destruction policy from 1941 to 1944. This includes major
chapters on Jews, Russian prisoners of war and partisan-warfare. There is also a chapter on
other victims, including Sinti and Roma, the physically and mentally ill and children. The text
focuses on the perpetrators. The author does not confine his study to a single organization, institution or policy. Instead, he deals with a wide range of policies, policy-makers, executors,
perpetrators and their interactions and effects on overall outcomes. He builds on the early
work of Christian Streit on the imposed starvation of Russian POWs. This is made possible
by new archives available in Eastern countries. He includes the military, the SS, civilian occupation officials and officials in Berlin. The scope of participation was widespread.
White Russia was devastated to an enormous degree, and non-Jews died in great numbers
as well. According to the author, the tempo of the liquidation of Jews was related to economic
problems. The economic crises of the Reich accelerated the killing. This was because there
was a need to provision the Wehrmacht and the population in the Reich itself. The basic thesis
is that the Holocaust in White Russia occurred as part of a plan to divert food to German uses
by starving millions of White Russians. This policy was presented at a 2 May 1941 meeting
of State Secretaries in Berlin. The so-called “Hungerplan” was the product of a working
group under Herbert Backe, a state secretary in the Ministry for Food and Agriculture. He
proposed starving millions of people in order to reduce the demand for food. The motive for
this plan was not simply racial ideology or anti-Semitism, for it had the purpose to supply the
Wehrmacht from the land. Since to feed the Wehrmacht, food was taken from the population,
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the victims were so weak that they could not work effectively to increase agricultural production. Thus the plans were inherently illogical.
Although plans for mass murder existed before the invasion, the war exacerbated the problems. There was a high sense of crisis, problems with transport, supply, attempting to advance
into Russia as rapidly as possible. The result of this crisis was to increase the pressure on the
occupied populations nearer to the front. The military and the civilian authorities were the key
actors in the hunger and murder policies. The SS and police were increasingly sidelined. Einsatzgruppen murder campaigns succeeded only in cases where the civilian authorities approved. When labor needs took priority, the SS was unsuccessful in killing all Jews in an area.
Economic calculations, not simply prejudice or ideology, determined the course of the mass
murders. After it appeared in winter 1941 that the war would last longer, long-term exploitation of the country was adopted as the occupation strategy. The occupation subsequently tried
to increase agricultural productivity by structural reforms. As labor shortages developed, the
occupiers attempted to find workers in the course of partisan warfare and then by recruitment
from the general population. This slowed the killing. The so-called anti-partisan warfare combined the themes of economic interests, labor and terror. Practically all the populations of
strategic areas were initially called partisans to be hunted down. Later, when labor was
needed, potential laborers were kept alive, while the rest of the population was to be destroyed. This meant killing the persons least likely to become partisans, in hopes of having a
supply of healthy laborers.
The presentation of different administrative organizations and different organizational levels allows comparisons and contrasts and shows that at different times and in different contexts there were varying policies. Because the Jews were only about a third of the victims, it
seems likely that economic motives did play a role beside racial ones.
In trying to implicate academic planners, Gerlach faces methodological difficulties, however, similar to those of Götz Aly’s theory of population policy-planners. He is unable to provide any evidence that Hitler knew of the “hunger plan” or that policy in Berlin was influenced by it. The intent to murder people may have preceded this plan, and the hunger plan
may simply have suggested ways to profit from an existing policy of murder. In this case, the
murder policy would still be irrationally motivated (by prejudice or anti-Semitism), and the
rational aspects would be merely an afterthought. Indeed, the hunger plan may simply have
been a rationale. The actual implementation may have been independent of the brain trust that
developed the plan. Nevertheless, the existence of the plan is itself a sign of the moral collapse of the intellectuals and civil servants. State secretaries were below the level of ministers,
and thus the plan originated below the leadership level. It may well be that a full understanding of policy requires consideration of international politics. Thus, Gerlach may have stopped
looking for explanatory factors too early.
The section on the genocide of the Jews shows a typical pattern as proposed by Raul Hilberg in the 1950s. The Jews were labeled and registered, dismissed from public office and
limited in their freedom of movement. Finally, their property was confiscated. They were then
ghettoized and sent to concentration camps. They were resettled, and in the course of this
slaughtered chiefly by military units as opposed to SS-Einsatzgruppen. The excuse of partisan
activities was used as a pretext for military massacres.
The study makes a major contribution to showing how the Holocaust proceeded at the local
level. Food shortages in the Reich in 1942 may have aroused memories of the shortages of
World War I and reinforced murderous aims. In addition, the fear of epidemics may also account for murdering ghetto and camp inmates. The context of camps and ghettos is dealt with
briefly. The author shows that the chief role in planning was taken not by the army or the SS
and police, but rather by the civil occupation authorities. The army cooperated in implementing plans, without objections to the overall principle of the plans.
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7.3.14 Peter Longerich
Peter Longerich (b. 1955) teaches at the University of London. From 1983 to 1989, he
worked at the Institut für Zeitgeschichte in Munich, where he focused on reconstructing Party
Chancellery records. He has written on the SA and the Weimar Republic. His Politik der Vernichtung (Politics of Destruction – 1998) bears the subtitle ‘Gesamtdarstellung’ (complete
presentation).141 Actually, its focus is more on the decision-making and planning for the Holocaust. He devotes less attention to topics such as conditions in KZs, life in ghettos, Jewish
self-defense, the victims’ perspectives, death marches, etc. Leni Yahil’s The Holocaust: The
Fate of European Jewry is more of a Gesamtdarstellung.142 H.G. Adler’s Der Verwaltete
Mensch is the only other German history of the Holocaust that comes close to a Gesamtdarstellung, but Adler left many important issues, such as the victims’ perspectives, for his other
books.
Peter Longerich regards the war and the genocide as a unit, and the Holocaust as a series of
massacres extending over several years.143 He finds that it is pointless to talk of a single decision for the Holocaust. Instead, all decisions should be seen in the context of a politics of destruction. (p. 16 f.) This was oriented to the ideological goals of the NS movement and was
closely interdependent with other policy fields. It developed over a long period. There was a
broad underlying consensus in the leadership, and a considerable share of the population
shared this consensus. Like many of the younger historians, he takes a longer-term perspective. The decision for the Holocaust extends over a considerable period, rather than being the
result of cumulative radicalization, and the author attributes the decision to consensus rather
than disagreement. Hans Mommsen has criticized the book for underestimating the role of
contingency in the decision for the Holocaust.144
The author also places the Holocaust decision in a broad context: He deals with the persecution of Jews from 1933 to 1945, thus beginning well before the actual mass killing began.
He views Jewish policy as the core of a broadly defined “racial policy.” He tries to show that
“Entjudung” (de-Judaization) played a key function in NS politics from the start. Before the
war, it aided the Nazis to penetrate German society, and later it helped in dominating Europe.
(p. 17) Thus, unlike the functionalist view, genocide was not simply a policy that developed
after other policies had failed, but rather the mass death of the Jews was a goal from the start
of the regime.
In order to analyze the policy process and its context, the author draws on the vast supply
of available secondary literature and the major German and foreign archives. He was also able
to use former Soviet bloc archives. These included the records of the Centralverein Deutscher
Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens in Moscow and the records of the SD. As well, he used the
investigative records at the Ludwigsburg Center. (p. 19) He locates the basic patterns of the
decision-making process and attempts to understand the essence of the qualitative transitions
from one stage to another. The author’s approach is more complex than that of older interpretations. The intentionalists portrayed anti-Jewish protests and riots as manipulated by Hitler
and his lieutenants. Functionalists interpreted the riots as expressing frustration at the grass
roots level. Longerich sees a strong ideological consensus shared by much of the population
and the leadership, but he also identifies strategic thinking behind the policies.145 The author
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also has some ideas in common with the studies of the 1970s. He records a variety of sources
of anti-Semitic policies and shows that the changes in policy corresponded to changing needs.
He makes use of information on public opinion during this period and tries to show that there
was both popular participation and central coordination of violence. However, he tends to discount the massiveness of popular anti-Semitism in favor of portraying a largely passive German public manipulated by party activists.
In the period from 1933 to 1939, the author finds three phases of persecution. This overall
period was characterized by attempts to drive the Jews out of Germany. First, the German
Jews were forced from public life (1933-1934). This included riots in March 1933 and the 1
April boycott. There were plans in 1933 to exclude the Jews legally, and the bureaucracy and
NSDAP exerted pressure on the Jews in the last half of 1933. In 1934 there was relative quiet,
however. The author also comments on Jewish reactions and the persecution of other groups.
The second phase lasted from late 1934 to late 1937 and involved segregation and extensive
discrimination. The Gestapo and SD began a policy of trying to drive Jews out of Germany.
In the first months of 1935 there was a wave of terror. There were efforts to stop this in May
and June, but it continued in the summer. Noteworthy was the Kurfürstendamm riot (a busy
shopping avenue in West Berlin). In late summer there was a turn to legal methods of persecution. The author discusses the Nuremberg laws and their effects. Persecution intensified after the Olympic Games. In 1936/37 there were anti-Jewish laws to exclude the Jews from the
economy. Taxes, forced contributions and Aryanization put the Jews under greater pressure.
In late 1937, there was a reorientation toward enforced emigration. Non-Jewish groups were
also increasingly persecuted. The third phase of persecution was one of comprehensive disenfranchisement and expulsion lasting from fall 1937 to the start of the war. The persecution
radicalized between fall 1937 and summer1938. There was a flood of new laws in early 1938,
and Soviet Jews were expelled as part of an attack on foreign Jews. The November pogrom of
1938 represented the peak of the third wave of persecution. The end of 1938 meant the beginning of destruction.
In the decision-making process for the total extermination of the Jews, the author finds four
stages of escalation. The turning points are fall 1939, summer 1941, fall 1941 and spring
1942. Thus, he extends the process at both ends. (p. 577 ff.) He considers the attack on Poland
to have been the point at which there was a qualitative transition from persecution to genocidal intention. The decision process during this period was “triangular,” consisting of general
principles promulgated centrally, followed by local interpretations of how to implement these
principles, and finally acceptance of the local implementation practices by the center.
In summer 1941, the genocidal intent envisioned in 1939 was concretized. The first weeks
of the war against Russia saw the killing of thousands of Jewish men of military age. After
late July, hundreds of thousands of men, women and children were slaughtered. There was a
transition from terror to mass murder. The killing had originally been planned for after victory, and now the decision was to implement it without waiting for victory. (p. 580) The new
racial order could not be achieved simply by killing thousands of male Jews, because Russia
would not be conquered in a few weeks.
In fall 1941 a further stage of escalation was reached. It involved key decisions: Hitler decided to deport all the Jews on Reich territory to Poland and later farther east. Thousands of
Jews were to be sent to Lodz, Riga and Minsk. In the areas for the deportations, the native
Jews would be liquidated. In May 1942, the decision to murder all the Jews of Europe was
reached and in the summer, it began to be implemented. This involved arrangements with
other governments in Europe, such as Slovakia, to deport their Jews. There was also a decision to murder the Jews in Lublin, Silesia and the Generalgouvernement. The intention was to
murder all the Jews automatically. In July 1942, deportation accelerated. In July almost all
Jews transported to Auschwitz were immediately gassed. After the turning point in the for-
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tunes of the war in 1942/43, the murder continued and expanded. The Jewish policy was instrumentalized for integrative purposes.
The author rejects conventional interpretations of the Holocaust. It was neither a result of
Hitler’s decisions alone, nor of cumulative radicalization on the part of the bureaucracy. A
genocidal policy was consistently pursued by Nazi leadership and adapted to developments in
Reich policy. Mass murder was a part of the war policy, as were alliances, economic and military policies. The study provides a comprehensive view of the stages of development of the
Holocaust. It differentiates among the nuances in quality. The overall period of the Third
Reich is drawn into the chronological development of the planning for the Holocaust. The author devotes less attention to the ghettos, to Hungary and the massacre of the Hungarian Jews
and the concentration camps. The Einsatzgruppen receive more attention in individual chapters, while the gypsies are neglected. Thus, there is a lack of balance. The central focus remains on decision-making and does not differentiate sufficiently among the different paces
and focuses of the decisions in various areas.146
Furthermore, the author never answers the question of when a decision was made to kill all
the Jews of Europe. He avoids this key problem by interpreting all aspects of Nazi policy for
the Jews as part of a genocidal program. The various stages he differentiates increase the sophistication of the explanation, but it may be that there was some point when Hitler or his top
leaders did decide to murder all the Jews.
7.3.15 Karin Orth
Over the past twenty years, there has been a massive flood of research on concentration
camps, Aussenlager and work camps. These works required synthesis. The major works of the
60s and 70s such as Anatomy of the SS State and Falk Pingel’s Häftlinge unter SS-Herrschaft,
did not have access to this information. Karin Orth’s Das System der nationalsozialistischen
Konzentrationslager (1999) assesses a variety of new material on the camps. The sources include documents from a large number of different KZ archives, including Auschwitz, Ravensbrück, Sachsenhausen, Mauthausen, Neuengamme, Mittelbau-Dora, Dachau and Buchenwald.
She also used such other archives as the Bundesarchiv Koblenz, the Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv in Freiburg, the Institut für Zeitgeschichte in Munich, Niedersächisches Staatsarchiv in
Stade, etc. In addition, a massive amount of secondary literature was used, including classics
of the earlier research and newer monographs and articles on various local camps.
The book arose from research in Hamburg for a project on “Weltanschauung und Diktatur”
(world view and dictatorship) under Ulrich Herbert. Her topic was the leadership of the KZ
system, and she decided that she needed to know more about the background of the KZs in
order to understand their leadership. The result was an organizational and structural historical
study of the KZ system overall, along with its phases and developments. She limited her study
to the camps under the Inspector of the Concentration Camps (Inspektion der Konzentrationslager – IKL). This meant that the Operation Reinhardt extermination camps, Belzec,
Chelmno, Sobibor and Treblinka, were left out, as well as prisons and institutions under the
NS justice system. Thus the study deals only in part with the Holocaust, and in part with inmates imprisoned for a variety of other reasons, including criminals, asocials, political opponents, etc. However, it includes Auschwitz and Maydanek, camps that combined extermination and KZ functions such as forced labor and internment of non-Jewish prisoners. The study
shows the structural relationships, but not the prisoners’ experiences. Thus a perpetrator perspective is central. (p. 16 ff.)
The author is not satisfied with the conventional periodization of the history of the concentration camp system into three phases. She offers a six-stage model somewhat different from
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that of Martin Broszat. The phases are based on the functionality and purpose of the camps.
The type of prisoner changed in the course of these phases, and this corresponded to the
changing uses of the camps. Unlike Wolfgang Sofsky, she does not see the chief function of
the camp system overall to lie in terrorizing the prisoners or in exercising absolute power. The
camps served various purposes for the Third Reich and its leaders. There was a tension between the ideological use of the concentration camps and their exploitation for personal or institutional purposes. Heinrich Himmler was anxious to build up his own personal power and
influence, and thus even made an attempt to develop an SS industrial empire based on prison
labor, which however largely failed.
The first stage (1933/34) was that of the early “wild” camps filled mainly with political opponents of the NS government. They were intended to destroy the organized labor movement
and secure the power of the NS government. Dachau was organized by Theodor Eicke to
serve as a model for other camps. The second phase (1934/35) involved the centralization of
the KZ system under Eicke as the Inspector of the Concentration Camps (IKL) and the attempt of Heinrich Himmler to control the police and the camps. The rules of protective custody (Schutzhaftrichtlinie) were standardized and unified for all the camps. In the third phase
(1936/39), a system of concentration camps arose. The Sachsenhausen KZ, located not too far
from Berlin, became the model camp. Camps such as Mauthausen, Flossenburg, Buchenwald
and Ravensbrück were organized based upon this model. In phase four (1939/42), the first
part of the war influenced the camps. The type of prisoner changed. There were more Jews
and citizens of occupied countries such as Poles, Czechs. The fifth phase (1942/44) was characterized by mass murder and forced labor. The camps were used by Oswald Pohl, chief of
the WVHA – Economic and Administrative Main Office of the SS to provide slave labor for
war industry. Large number of sub-camps and satellite camps were created for the industrial
use of the camps. The Operation 14f13 and euthanasia program T-4 were characteristic. The
IKL partly took over the activities of medical doctors in the killing process. The victims were
Jews. Many executions were presented as medical experiments. Labor for the war and munitions industry was forced on prisoners. The killing of prisoners slowed down to facilitate the
use of prisoners as labor for IG-Farben, Heinkel Werke, and other industrial enterprises, etc.
This delayed death rather than avoiding it for many. The final stage of the concentration
camps was characterized by mass death through disease and hunger in the Sterbelager (camps
for dying), the evacuation of the camps and long marches toward the Reich on which many
prisoners died.
In each phase, the political function and ideology are related to institutional developments.
Thus the first camps were used to oppress political opponents, but after this threat was eliminated, the function changed. The camps might have been placed under the Justice Ministry
but were not. Himmler urged a redefinition of the purpose of the camps as instruments of
ideological principles. The aim was now to prevent threats to the racial-biological composition of Germany. (p. 33 ff.)
The author devotes little space to the deportation and extermination of Jews in Auschwitz
and Maydanek. These prisoners were not officially admitted to the concentration camp. She
devotes a lot of space to camps such as Bergen-Belsen and the murder of Jews before and
during the evacuations. The author, like Peter Longerich in his study, produces a persuasive
argument that the functions, inmates and goals of the camps changed with the development of
the regime and the war. However, one aspect of the camps seems to have been a consistent
aim of persecuting and destroying the Jews. This seems to have been a matter less responsive
to the personal ambitions of the SS leaders or functional aims of the government and more a
fundamental consensual aspect of the Third Reich. However, as Omer Bartov points out, there
is much here about “logical constraints, economic pressures, bureaucratic procedures, and
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competition between agencies.” A functionalist interpretation predominates over the issue of
the Jews and the intention to commit genocide.147

7.4 Literary Works
There were new directions in German literary texts touching on the Holocaust. Above all
problems of identity, memory and representation receive increased attention. The authors
struggle with how to represent the past of the Holocaust, the effects for their own and German
identity, and the significance of the Holocaust for the present. The intergenerational post-war
relationships provide a focal point for many authors. The past will not go away, and those
who try to suppress it find it continues to haunt them.
7.4.1

Ruth Klüger

Most contemporary memoirs of the Holocaust are accounts by survivors who were children
during the Third Reich, which is demographically inevitable. Ruth Klüger was born in 1931
in Vienna. weiter leben. Eine Jugend (English: still alive),148 her Holocaust memoir, integrates
the Holocaust years into the narrative of the author’s life, beginning before the Holocaust in
childhood and continuing up until the present.149 She and her mother were deported to Theresienstadt and in May 1944 to Auschwitz. In June 1944, they were transported to Christianstadt, a satellite camp of Gross-Rosen. In February 1945 they fled during a “death march.”
After two years in Germany, mother and daughter moved to the USA in 1947. She later became a professor for German literature in California. In the late 1980s, she returned to Germany at the head of the California Study Center. In November 1989, she was severely injured
in an accident and decided to write down her memoirs in German.150
Autobiography has become an issue of theoretical analysis in recent years. It is considered
to be a literary genre, which creates the illusion of a convergence of aesthetics and history, although text and life can never fully agree.151 Already in the dedication and title we are told
that the author is concerned with identity and being unconventional. She dedicates the book
“to my Göttingen friends … a German book.” (p. 284) Since she is Austrian by origin, lives
in California and was persecuted by Germans, it seems strange to dedicate the book to friends
in Göttingen, a German college town where she led exchange students from the USA. However, Göttingen does not remind her of discrimination by her Viennese neighbors. The title
“weiter leben” could mean several things, a description of her postwar life, a command for
others to go on living or a command to live more broadly, in the sense that she lived more
broadly in California. It could also be an allusion to Paul Celan’s poem “Todesfuge,” where
he writes “da liegt man nicht eng” (there one does not lie narrowly) in reference to the ashes
of the dead rising from the mortuaries into the air. Also her citation by Simone Weil points to
a distinction between the subjective and the objective. It is better to say, “I suffer,” than “This
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landscape is ugly.” That is, how the landscape appears depends on the time and circumstances
under which one experiences it.152 The issue is how to present a Jewish and German identity
in the present. Can the Jewish self and the German self be presented through a ‘negative symbiosis’, or can other forms be presented. The author refuses to be a typical “Holocaust survivor” playing a set role according to expected conventions. The author writes in the first person and structures the book as a dialogue between her personal experiences in their chronological appearance and the fictional and historical discourses that have developed on the
Holocaust.153
In recent years, it has become more common to reveal less positive aspects of victim behavior during the Holocaust. One example is Lucille Eichengreen, who reveals in a memoir of
Lodz that Rumkowski, the Jewish head of the ghetto, had molested children in the ghetto.154
Ruth Klüger also challenges conventional stereotypes and violates many conventions of memoir literature in several ways. She does not follow the conventional three-part structure of a
happy life before the Holocaust, deportation and suffering, and liberation and beginning a
new life. Instead, she jumps back and forth between present and past. The text does not concentrate solely on the suffering of the Holocaust or on the hope of liberation. The author is
critical of her mother and father and other family members and is negative toward the Allied
forces that liberated her. She is provocative in her opinions. She also draws attention to her limited experiential knowledge of the past. When she had to look something up, she states this.
One reason for her approach is that she does not want to encourage easy identification on
the part of the reader. She makes this hard by portraying herself and other family members in
a less than flattering light, creating the ambivalences that are often used in contemporary writing. Likewise, she attributes her escape from death because a prisoner recommended her for a
transport out of Auschwitz to inexplicable chance, which means that the reader cannot be sure
of having done the same in the same circumstances. She also does not neglect to tell of the
terrible conditions of the prisoners. For example, the “excremental assault” of having too little
toilet facilities available shocks her. Likewise the terrible confinement in boxcars during the
transport is particularly humiliating.
The book was written in two versions, first in German and then in English. Her English
version replaces allusions to German culture with comparable ones to American culture. This
makes the English version more accessible to American readers, but also points to the literary
character of the work. This shows an awareness of the importance of style in making experience accessible in different cultures.155 Whereas most authors of such memoirs are naïve authors who would otherwise never have written a book, she is a German professor and poet and
able to consciously use literary stylistic devices.
The book is divided into four sections referring to landscapes: “Vienna” “The Camp,”
“Germany” and “New York.” This focus on locations points to the importance of geographic
locations in establishing the context of her experiences. She uses this framework as a basis for
springing back and forth between the past and present and other times and events after she
was in the particular locations. This is thematized by her distinction between “Zeitschaft” and
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“Landschaft” (timescape and landscape). She finds it very hard for people who have not lived
through the past to grasp her experiences. Thus, she finds it naïve of the German youth she
meets who have done work in Auschwitz to believe they have been where she once was. She
also points to the problematic issue of KZ monuments, a current and topical issue. Unlike a
museum, a former KZ cannot hope to educate in a conventional way. As she states, concentration camps did not make people better, they were not good for anything. The present form of
the camps does not evoke the original experience and may even have a bad effect.156
Unlike some memoirs published shortly after the war, she does not begin in media res, but
rather starts with her childhood. She changes the perspective and style of the presentation
from that of a child to that of her adult-self. The text includes poems she herself wrote. She
brings up a wide variety of topics about which she has thoughts and tries to encourage dialogue and reconsideration of the various accepted and politically correct notions on the Holocaust experience, such as religion, mother-daughter relations, family secrets, patriarchy, memory, mourning, working through the past and survivor guilt. Thus, she describes how as a
child she overheard the adults in the family discussing the torture of a relative in Buchenwald.
Then she writes of asking him as an adult about the experience, and finally she makes a digression to write about her adult reflections on the topic.157 Her work of memory is made difficult because she has trouble reconciling various images, for example, her image of her father’s death in the gas chamber and her memories of her father in the family. The family
memories are also ambivalent, because her father was rumored to have had a girlfriend during
the period when he was fleeing, without his family, from the Nazis.158
The author brings in the feminist perspective in many passages.159 The suppression of feminism in Holocaust literature has been furthered by the leveling nature of total extermination,
but it has resurfaced since the 1980s. Thus, she had difficulties a child in accepting the Jewish
religion because of the different division of roles between men and women in Judaism. She
wanted to pose the central question of the Seder ceremony at Passover, “Why is this evening
different from all other evenings?” but could not, because she was a girl. This mattered in the
Holocaust, because Passover celebrates the liberation of the Israelites from Egyptian captivity
(Lucie Adelsberger also cited this custom in her memoir). She regards war as a male activity,
not a female one. One of her narrow escapes came when a female prisoner encouraged a male
guard to accept her for a transport to Gross-Rosen, even though she was under age and a bit
small. She is sure she would have been liquidated if this had not occurred. Also, she cites numerous examples of discrimination against the women of the family by the men, suggesting
that male dominance is found both in normal society and the Holocaust. The often-described
practice of women in the KZs to form ersatz families by adopting children is also presented,
but the author notes that after the Holocaust her mother became estranged from the girl she
had adopted in the camps. Her mother is also portrayed somewhat ambivalently, because she
did not send Ruth away to rescue her from the Holocaust, and her mother was a person prone
to neuroses and paranoia, unlike conventional Holocaust memoirs.
Another of the issues in the book is the author’s treatment in Vienna. She believes that Vienna is more a part of herself than Auschwitz and that she belongs there more, yet at the same
time, the discrimination she experienced during her childhood created a lasting barrier. She
did not see all parts of the city, because her freedom of movement was limited. And the peo156
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ple of Austria in part excluded her from the life of the city as a child. A good example is her
ejection from a movie house where she had tried to attend the Walt Disney cartoon Snow
White. (p. 47 ff.) She sees parallels between the fairytale and her life and suggests that her
mother played the role of ‘evil stepmother’ by getting Ruth into the dark forest of death in
Auschwitz. By using the German fairy tale as an allegory, she also points to her German cultural
identity as something she possesses irrespective of Nazism.
Language is part of the identity problem in the memoir. The author has a certain ear for
Yiddish as a Germanic Jewish language, and believes that Germans misuse Yiddish terms in
their speech. For example, they use negative words, while there are positive Jewish words
that she learned as a child. This sensitivity for Yiddish is one of the factors that mark her as
different and yet still German. While her mother never read German after their migration to
the USA and never visited Europe again, the author still felt strongly attached to the German
language and literature. She relearned German in the USA and subsequently became a college
professor of German literature. Her ability to write German poetry helped her in her advancement. In school, she loved the canonical German authors and recited them in captivity.
Yet, like Jean Améry, also Austrian by origin, she felt a necessity and an inability to be German. That is, she felt tied to German culture by her love of the language but also separated
from it.160
Ruth Klüger is not interested in being put on a pedestal as a “victim” or “Holocaust survivor.” She wants to provoke discussion and exchanges of views, not simply clichés. She often
uses Auschwitz as a foil for discussing various experiences in the postwar period. One is the
inability of non-survivors to understand what she had experienced and how she reacted to it.
The postwar generations have their own conceptions of how a Holocaust survivor should act
and think and notions of what it was like in a KZ and how the survivors stayed alive. These
views are not, in fact always flattering and hardly fair. For example, once she visits Dachau at
the request of friends, but she finds it unsatisfactory as a place of memory, because all the terrible debris and the smells have been cleaned up.161 She would like to bridge the difference
between herself as a survivor of Auschwitz and those who are not, but this is difficult, because her experiences are not socially acceptable. She offers the case of being with some
German acquaintances sharing their experiences of claustrophobia. She realizes that if she
tells about the transports she survived in freight cars, the mood would been ruined. Because of
the Holocaust, her memory world only partly agrees with that of other Germans. She tells
about a friend’s experience of bombing in Munich, which does not embarrass the others, but
also leaves her feeling excluded from a normal discourse. (p. 110 ff.)
Jennifer Taylor finds that the book functions in several senses. In one sense it is similar to
Kafka’s “Letter to his Father,” as a text of coming to terms with her own mother. In it she forgives her mother for the difficulties the two experienced in life. The book is also like the Jewish Kaddish. It is a prayer for the Jewish dead, for her family members and a prayer for the
living to go on living.162
7.4.2

Gudrun Pausewang

Since 1970, German authors have begun writing problem-oriented books for youths and children (problemorientierte Jugendbuch). This is due to the critique of Germany’s excessively
materialistic, capitalist society and the lack of attention paid to the underprivileged. There
were also problem texts centering on topics such as ‘Gastarbeiter’ (immigrant labor) and the
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growing nationalism of some segments of German society. The image of the place and role of
children in German society was beginning to change. The student revolts of the 60s and 70s
and the anti-authoritarian child-rearing movement (Kinderladen) encouraged adults to produce different sorts of books for children.
The new literature had to find solutions for portraying negative topics without psychologically damaging children. In the past literature for children had tended to tone down violence
and keep the sordid side of life hidden from young readers.163 A trend toward portraying the
experiences of women and children in World War II began in the 1980s, e.g., collections edited by Heinrich Böll, NiemandsLand: Kindheitserinnerungen an die Jahre 1945 bis 1949
(No Man’s Land: Childhood Memories on the Years 1945 to 1949 – 1985), Christine Lipp,
Kindheit und Krieg: Erinnerungen (Childhood and War: Memories – 1992) and Edgar Bamberger and Annegret Ehmann (eds.): Kinder und Jugendliche als Opfer des Holocaust (Childrena and Youths as Victims of the Holocaust – 1995).164 There have also been accounts of
women’s experiences in the war, including Gerda Szepansky’s Frauen leisten Widerstand:
1933-1945 (Women Offer Resistance: 1933-1945 – 1983) and ‘Bliztmädel’’ ‘Heldenmutter’
‘Kriegerwitwe’ (Lightning Girls [women auxiliaries who assisted the military] – Heroic
Mothers – War Widows – 1986) and Sibylle Meyer and Eva Schulze’s Wie wir das alles
geschafft haben: Alleinstehende Frauen berichten über ihr Leben nach 1945 (How we managed to do everything: Single Women report on their lives after 1945 – 1984). Such books include personal accounts of everyday life and the experiences of women in wartime. They are
part of the interest in ‘history from below’ or Alltagsgeschichte (everyday history, the history
of everyday life).165
Gudrun Pausewang was born in 1928 in the Sudetenland. She worked for twelve years in
South America and campaigned for peace in West Germany in the 70s, 80s, and 90s. Her parents were interested in rural life and voluntarily chose a non-conformist, non-materialistic
life-style that removed them from conventional society. In 1937, they moved to Breslau, and
her father lectured at an agricultural college. They moved back to their rural home in 1939
and her father, who supported Hitler, served in the German army. Her father died of injuries
in 1943. Gudrun Pausewang at that time believed in Nazi propaganda about racial differences.
At the end of the war, she realized that her father and the Nazis had been wrong, however.
The family was driven out of Czechoslovakia after the war and fled on foot to Hamburg. The
author moved to Wiesbaden in 1946 and studied to become a teacher. She moved to Latin
America in 1956, where she worked at a German school in Chile. She traveled throughout
South America and observed the lives of the poor. She returned to Germany in 1963 and
worked as a teacher in Mainz. She married a German-Chilean in 1967 and returned to Latin
America in 1968. Returning to Germany in 1972, she taught primary school until retiring in
1989. Due to her experiences in South America, she was aware of the problems of poor people and poor immigrants in Germany. She was opposed to militarism, nuclear power and war.
Beginning in 1970 she wrote a great variety of books for children and youth on topics such as
nuclear war, environmentalism, South America, war and poverty. She also wrote picture
books, articles, short stories and works for adults.166 She won numerous prizes and many of
her texts have been translated into other languages.
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Much of children’s fiction is written with a pedagogical intent, to make the world understandable and bearable to young readers.167 Gudrun Pausewang wrote a conventional children’s book based on her family’s flight from the Sudetenland in 1978 (Auf einem langen
Weg). The story has a traditional happy ending, when the lost child is reunited with its parents. The ‘Jugendroman’ Reise im August (Journey in August, 1992, published in English as
The Final Journey),168 is a Holocaust novel for young people that violates many of the older
conventions of writing about World War II for children. Usually such books avoid especially
horrifying and shocking incidents. Many are written about the period before 1941 and the
immediate post-war period. They portray children in hiding, often with parental protection
(the Diary of Anne Frank is the most popular of many such works) or children who have
managed to escape.169 The widespread awareness of violence through its presentation in TV,
movies, the Internet and mass media has familiarized many young people with violence, so
that it may not be so difficult for them to respond to the facts of the Holocaust. The young can
in any event not be shielded from knowledge of topics adults previously kept from them.170
The book also centers on the fate of children and women in the Holocaust, which is also a
current trend.
The author has apparently made use of the memoir literature to include authentic details of
deportations, and many of the elements of the story are conventional. For example, the grandfather is an archetypal good grandfather who loyally served in World War I and has an Iron
Cross. But since this means he was not a pacifist, Alice asks herself whether grandfather had
killed anyone. “The answer would in any case have been no: her dear, good grandfather –
how could anyone possibly imagine him killing other people?” (p. 83) In a world of anti-war
protests, being a war hero is no longer unambiguous proof of goodness.
The story deals with 49 Jewish people forced into a freight wagon and deported to Auschwitz. The chief character, Alice, had been in hiding for some time with her grandparents before being deported. The grandmother is separated from them and presumably shot, but the
young reader is spared from witnessing the horrifying event. Alice and her grandfather travel
alone on the journey to death. The train travels through an idyllic landscape that they can
glimpse through cracks in the walls of the boxcar. The author portrays in graphic detail how
people are deprived of their dignity by having to defecate in the corner of the wagon. Babies
are breastfed; a woman gives birth. People have diarrhea and vomit. The wagon is filled with
frightening smells and sounds. The grandfather has diarrhea, shielded only by a coat, and he
later dies of stress and humiliation. A young man named Paul is shot trying to escape. Alice
goes through a rapid process of maturation, in which she realizes her previous misconceptions.
The author weaves in information about other events of the persecution, including Crystal
Night. In chatting with an older girl in the wagon, Alice learns about the history of the persecution of the Jews. The novel ends in a gas chamber, which Alice imagines is a shower room
in which they will be cleaned and relieved of stress, while the reader knows immediately what
is going to happen.171
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Alice gradually figures out about the Holocaust, which her family had concealed from her
and which many Jews did not realize until it was too late to escape. The Jewish children don’t
want to believe in the Holocaust: a child, Rebekka, says, “There are millions of Jews in
Europe, Ruth told us. You can’t kill millions except in a war. They would have to kill us secretly, without being seen … Things like that don’t happen’.” (p. 109)
The problem of goodness is discussed by the children in a way suitable for pedagdogical
purposes. For example, Aaron hopes that the houses of the Germans will be bombed and
burned. (p. 111) Rebekka dreams of a country “where only Jews live,” a Zionist dream. Alice,
to the contrary hopes, “For a world where everyone can live together, Jews and other people.
And I wish they would behave to each other the way they’d like others to behave to them.”
This is meant to contradict the common “vengeful Jew” stereotype.
The book provides an introduction to the Holocaust suitable for clarifying the topic to children who would in any case find out about the Holocaust from TV, classmates or from news
of controversial political demonstrations. A number of short books ave been published in recent years to inform children. These include Annette Wieviorka’s Mama, was ist Auschwitz?,
translated from the French.172 The book counters past works that gave the Holocaust a heroic
or optimistic quality by providing characters who escaped, which meant that the reader could
identify with characters that are rescued. The ending, in which Alice raises her hands to what
she thinks will be shower water may, however, possibly be intended to suggest a Christian notion of salvation, alluding to the water of life and the hope of salvation.
7.4.3

Bernhard Schlink

Bernhard Schlink was born in Germany in 1944. His father was German and his mother
Swiss. His father was an evangelical pastor and professor of theology in Gießen, and during
the war his career was interrupted. After the war, he received a professorship for theology in
Heidelberg, where Bernhard Schlink attended the humanistic gymnasium. Albrecht Goes was
an author whom his parents admired. Schlink became a professor of law at the Free University of Berlin and a judge.
He previously published several successful detective novels that also featured a main character with a Nazi past.173 The author belongs to the post-war generation, which made up the
60s protest generation. In the novel, his protagonist Michael also belongs to this generation
but distances himself from it because of his relationship with a former KZ guard.
The topic of his 1995 novel The Reader is the continued presence of the Holocaust in West
Germany and its hold on German identity.174 The text seems to share a bit of the new right
sentiments that led some former ‘68 generation members to reassess Germany’s development
up to the 80s. The Adenauer years come across as uncaring and lacking a sense of community.
The 60s appear judgmental but callous about the truth. A character guilty of sexual relations
with a minor and participation in the Holocaust is portrayed as a victim seeking to understand in
an unhelpful environment.
The German title means a person who reads aloud and refers to the central relationship of
the protagonists. The choice of title indicates that this is a work of meta-fiction, a postmodern
form that calls attention to itself as a literary work. In this case, the reader of the book is
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called upon to contemplate the meaning of reading using the examples of the protagonists in
relationship to the Holocaust. The history of literacy shows that reading involves power, for
example, the power of the written word to force out local speech forms. There are a variety of
theories of reading that emphasize reading as power, and reading is also associated with seduction and eroticism.175
The book’s background is basically the issue of mastering or working out the past,176 a topic
dealt with by Theodor Adorno in a 1959 address, “Was bedeutet: Aufarbeitung der Vergangenheit?” (What is mastering the past?). Adorno states that to acquire enlightenment about the
Third Reich, it was necessary to work against the desire of the older generation to excuse
themselves and claim that things were not so bad.177
The novel has two main characters, Michael Berg and Hanna Schmitz. Hanna is twenty
years older than Michael, whom she seduces when he is 15 in 1959. He does not know that
she had been a camp guard at Auschwitz during the Holocaust. A possible historical source of
Hanna is found in the trials of camp personnel held in Germany in the 60s and 70s. The most
relevant was the 1975-1981 Majdanek trial in Düsseldorf, the only prosecution of female
camp personnel before a German court. A specific model for Hanna Schmitz may have been a
certain Hermine Braunsteiner-Ryan, 56 years old at the start of the trial. She was tried for the
selection of 250,000 persons for the gas chambers. She also physically assaulted and murdered Jewish children, treated women with contempt and separated women from children. She
received a life sentence.178 The exact KZ crimes of Hanna Schmitz in the novel are left somewhat unclear, but she displays a streak of violence by striking Michael across the face with a
belt.
The basic technique of the book is to arouse moral ambivalence by creating characters that
are sympathetic despite their questionable past. The former Holocaust perpetrator, Hanna, at
first appears positive because she takes pity on him when he throws up outside her apartment
house. The novel is narrated by Michael, in the first person. He appears on the surface to be
rather likeable. He tries to find out the truth about the past and worries constantly about ethical issues concerning his behavior and the NS past. As a fifteen-year old he becomes Hanna’s
lover. He falls under her physical domination, while he provides her with intellectual stimulation by reading to her. One day she disappears, and he sees her again only years later when he
is a law student. She is on trial for crimes committed as a KZ guard at Auschwitz and a
nearby camp, and in connection with a law course, he attends the trial. He attends the trial
everyday and puzzles over her past behavior, and how someone he loved could have done evil
things? Another defendant accuses her of responsibility for a report, and she confesses to having written it. The crime at stake involved a failure or refusal to open the door to a church in
which a group of Jewish women were being held. The church had caught fire after being
struck in a bombing raid. Only two of the prisoners survived.
The novel reverses the commonplace observation that the older generation refused to talk
about the past. Michael is unwilling to talk about Hanna’s past.179 This topic has been dealt
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with in the “father and mother literature” that began to appear in the 70s and 80s.180 In these
texts, children try to uncover their parent’s hidden past during the Third Reich in order to reveal the sources of the authoritarianism which has adversely affected their own psychological
development. Here, however, silence is mutual, as both harm themselves and each other because they are unable to communicate adequately.
The fathers of the 60s generation were accused in books published in the 70s of authoritarianism and lack of love, as well as of silence about the past. This unloving relationship is
blamed for many of the emotional problems faced by the younger generation. This issue was
also focused on by the Mitscherlichs in The Inability to Mourn and On the Way to the Fatherless Society.181 The Germans had avoided mourning for Hitler after the defeat and thus had not
solved the emotional problems of war guilt or complicity. Michael’s father was apparently not
guilty of war crimes, but he is so remote from his children, that they have to make an appointment to speak to him.
Hanna offers the 15-year-old Michael physical love, but this is exploitive, since he is a minor. She is also violence prone. Once she strikes him with a belt after she has misunderstood
his absence from their room in a hotel. She has in many ways a negative influence on his
character, as he begins to lie and commits theft to get her a present. Michael believes that
Hanna is his lover, and she seems to be giving him the love and intimacy that his parents have
not given him. When he discovers at the NS trial that she had also had inmates read to her before they were sent to the gas, he sees their relationship in a different light. According to
many theories of fascism, the followers of Hitler had been made dependent on Hitler so that
they would be permanently subservient. Adorno even associated Nazism with homosexuality.182 Homosexuals are claimed to be particularly dependent on their mothers and unable to
separate themselves and develop normal relations to other women. As a result of his relationship with Hanna, which in fact was child abuse under German law, Michael seems also to
have become unable to relate normally to other women.
Hanna’s behavior is partly exonerated because she suffers from a social disadvantage and is
ashamed of admitting this. She is illiterate and apparently took a job as a guard in Auschwitz
to conceal her disability. However, she also appears to enjoy exerting power over other persons, for example having a sexual alliance with an adolescent, when she could easily have a
boyfriend of her own age and experience. Michael has a higher educational and class status
than she, and she enjoys controlling his behavior and having him read to her. In the camps she
has persons of higher social status read to her before they are sent to their deaths.
Michael figures out during Hanna’s trial that she is illiterate and cannot have written the
document for which she received a life sentence. He considers telling the judge but does not,
in part because of his resentment. During her time in prison he refuses to visit her or answer
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letters she writes after teaching herself to read and write. He sops his conscience by sending
her tapes on which he reads classics of world literature. Although Hanna is unable to read
texts, Michael and his family, despite their high educational level, are socially illiterate. They
are unable to read social situations and people. Thus they make the wrong decisions about
what to do and how to assess social situations.
What this means is that Michael is not as nice person as he seems at first glance. Because
he resents Hanna’s silence and her abuse of his naivety, he punishes her, when he might help
her. His treatment of Hanna during and after the trial is a form of revenge. By his silence at
the trial, he helps Hanna obstruct justice. She is ashamed of her inability to read, but by confessing to having written the document, she prevents the court from discovering the real facts.
If she was not to blame for the document, then someone else may have been, and the victims
had a right to know the truth. Thus, Michael’s silence also obstructs justice and costs Hanna a
long jail sentence. During her time in prison, he hurts her by not visiting and communicating
with her, and thus denies her a chance for reconciliation and moral growth that would have
been possible if they had broken their silence and tried to talk about the past. He uses his
reading to her on tapes as a way of avoiding talking with her, and thereby continues the hurt.
We see that the likeable Michael is reproducing the harm of silence that the older generation
has commonly been blamed for. And although he had condemned others in the ’68 generation
for not understanding their parents, he himself reproduces this uncaring behavior in his silent
rejection of Hanna.
A major criticism concerns whether the characters and situations are exemplary and
whether the book is apologetic. The book is highly intertextual and makes constant allusions
to other works of literature. It also reproduces a whole host of clichés about the NS past. The
association of the Nazis with perverse sex and the seduction of the Germans by Hitler are
commonplace. Yet overall, the book purposely describes anomalous situations and characters.
Not many SS guards were women, since the SS was a male organization. At trials in the 60s
and 70s the defendants did not confess anything they had done, let alone to things they had
not done. Furthermore, the harshest sentences were given where witnesses testified to acts of
gratuitous cruelty. The author does not give such descriptions of Hanna’s behavior as a guard,
thus casting doubt on her guilt, but also enabling the reader to assume that she was not very
guilty at all. Thus, the author hints that her conviction was a miscarriage of justice. However,
it she appeared totally unappealing from the start with no extenuating circumstances, it would
be unlikely that Michael would have become attached to her. Nor would there be any moral
ambiguities to provoke intellectual discussion of the issue. The anomalous character of the
characters and situations invites the reader of the novel to look at the Holocaust from a different perspective and reconsider some of the conventional views that have become attached to
the topic.183 While there were extenuating circumstances for both Michael and Hanna, both
were largely unsuccessful in coming to terms with the past. By portraying a member of the
second generation being guilty of silence and cruelty, the novel provokes discussion about the
progressive image many 68s projected of their values. Not just the perpetrators; the second
generation and the bystanders in German society failed to break the silence and bring into
open discussion what had happened.
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7.4.4

Cordelia Edvardson

Cordelia Edvardson was born as the out-of-wedlock daughter of the then well-known conservative Catholic author Elisabeth Langgässer and a Jewish man. Langgässer was herself the
daughter of her mother’s extramarital affair with a Jewish man. Cordelia was raised as a
Catholic in Berlin, but under the NS system, she counted as a Mischling or person of mixedrace. Under the NS, she was three-quarters Jewish, regardless of her actual genetic makeup,
upbringing or religious preferences. Her mother, however, was only a half Jewess and was
married to an Aryan and had children with him, which meant that she was protected from deportation. As a fourteen-year-old girl, Cordelia was told by the Gestapo to acknowledge her
origin as partly Jewish, and if she refused, her mother would be deported. She does as told in
order to protect her mother. She recounts her experiences in a 1984 book, originally written in
Swedish to avoid her ties to the German language. She further separated herself from her
mother, who died in 1950, by converting to Judaism and moving to Israel.
Burnt Child Seeks the Fire184 can be regarded as one of the so-called books in which young
people recount their relationships with their parents in regard to the Third Reich which have
been published since the 1970s in increasing numbers.185 The title suggests how much the
Holocaust haunted her throughout her life, and her interest in reporting on other cases of suffering like her own in her journalistic activities.
The text is written in a literary style in the third person, in order to distance the author from
the humiliating and painful past. It is noteworthy in dealing with the mother rather than the
father and being by a woman about her mother. This impulse is shared with Ruth Klüger’s
weiter leben, in which, however, both mother and daughter are deported and both survive.
Like Klüger’s book, it is a literary treatment of the topic of Jewish deportation and is nonlinear in form. The author jumps forward and backward in time between different periods of
her life, giving concise treatments of episodes. Often she employs as metaphors fairy tales or
myths. This is related to her mother’s style of writing, which made heavy use of allegory,
myths and Christian religious allusions, as in The Quest or The Indelible Seal. The ‘disappearance of the subject’ in modern biography is suggested by the author’s use of the third person to write about her life. Her mother is named for the first time on page 32, and for the most
part, she refers to herself as “the girl.”
The purpose is, as with most books of this genre, to work out the ambivalent relationship
between herself and her mother. Clearly there were resentments. She portrays herself as having idolized her mother, who, however, let her be deported to Theresienstadt. Elisabeth Langgässer did make efforts to protect her daughter by having her adopted by Spanish Catholics,
but might conceivably have done more. Thus the author comments (p. 58), “The fear, the cold
sweat of terror, and the lonely, suppressed tears – Mother, why have you forsaken me! –
which were with the daughter throughout her life, would haunt the mother only at night, under
the onslaught of dreams.” Notably the book is dedicated, “To my mothers Elisabeth Langgässer, Berlin, Stefi Pedersen, Stockholm, Sylvia Krown, Jerusalem and my children.” Various other persons are mentioned in the text as persons who had helped or hurt the author, including members of the Catholic girls group she belonged to and her stepfather.
The title, Burnt Child Seeks the Fire, suggests the problem of mastering the past. The child,
although hurt by the Holocaust and Third Reich, feels compelled to return in memory to the
events repeatedly. The book is structured in two main parts with a first part describing her
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pre-deportation life, her experiences in Theresienstadt and Auschwitz, and a second section
on her life after her liberation. She makes use of frequent juxtapositions to indicate the horror
of her experiences and the irony of what had happened. Already on page 12, there is a flashforward from her childhood at home to the morning roll calls in Auschwitz.
Cordelia Edvardson portrays herself as a sensitive girl who wanted to be accepted as part of
the group, but was continually excluded by others. (p. 5) Thus, she often wet her pants out of
fear of punishment. (p. 5) She portrays her mother as living in a semi-dream world of myths
and fantasies. Her mother saw her as Proserpine, a mythological figure kidnapped by Pluto
and carried down to the underworld. But at the same time, she was a deeply committed Catholic, devoted to the Christian myth. The author asks: “was this the myth the mother wanted to
revive and confirm through the daughter.” (p. 4) Her devotion to literature, acquired from her
mother, is exemplified, for example, by a poem of Matthias Claudius, “Death and the
Maiden,” which she juxtaposes with her lice-infested hair in Auschwitz.
She quickly discovers herself in the role of victim, even though she corresponds to the image of a Good Catholic German girl, no different from her parents’ friends, even in the preAuschwitz period. An example is her stepfather, who was once a candidate for the priesthood
and is devoted to St. Augustine. She reports that he beat her and intimates that he was frustrated by his sexual attraction to her. (p. 22 f.) This episode is immediately juxtaposed with
the beating she receives from an SS man during a transport (p. 25) and the frustrated rage of a
guard on a transport. (p. 26) The problem was more than simply National Socialist ideology,
it was also compounded by patriarchal social practices and the danger of child abuse that
threatens stepchildren.
For playing with a blond, blue-eyed child, she is grasped ion the arm and called a “dreckige
Judengöre” (filthy Jewish brat). She resents this designation, because “she is a pious, Catholic
little girl that already had her first communion a few years before.” She believes in her own
goodness and innocence but is filled with resentment. (p. 26 f.) Her tortured conscience as a
result of her Catholic upbringing causes the young Cordelia to suffer for days because she has
betrayed to other school children that her mother was illegally writing commercial ads to earn
money (forbidden, since the mother was also part Jewish). She finally obtains forgiveness
from a priest in confession. (p. 30) Her ambivalence about her own Jewish-Christian identity
is expressed by the juxtaposition of a fantasy scene featuring glaring light, in which she (at
age 9) attends a ball and dances with an SS man, with a selection in Auschwitz by Dr.
Mengele. (32-35)
As the book progresses, the author’s already ambivalent and complicated status becomes
increasingly threatening and bewildering. She experiences in various ways an increasing exclusion from the society into which she was born and bred a Catholic. She is expelled from
school on a pretext of a childish misbehavior, although the real reason is that Hitler’s race
laws make it impossible for her to attend regular schools. This pretext is meant by her parents
to protect her from public humiliation. She is forced to attend a Jewish school. She wants to
be included in activities such as BDM, but there is no solidarity with her. Furthermore, the
leader the Catholic Girl’s Club asks her to leave for the good of the group. She is forced to
wear the Jewish star and to live apart from her parents. (p. 37-41) The Jewish hospital in Berlin is the last step before deportation. (p. 74) She is sent to Theresienstadt, then to Auschwitz.
The author describes her experiences in highly allusive language, providing an ironic sense
of loss of the world. It also shows her ownership of Christian, German culture, which was being stolen from her. In this she suggests Ruth Klüger’s reclaiming of the German language. A
particularly good example of the author’s ability to recast her story in fairy tale form is her
story of her mother’s attempts to ward off her deportation by seeking a Spanish adoption for
Cordelia. She is forced by a cynical official to renounce her only hope of survival to spare her
mother from deportation. At Auschwitz, she compares herself with Proserpina, who was kidnapped by the ruler of Hades and forced to live in the underworld. Her mother published a
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text entitled Proserpina. Eine Kindheitsmythe (Proserpina: A Childhood Myth). (p. 84) The
use of classical allusions were also used by other authors, for example by Grete Weil, whose
Meine Schwester Antigone186 evokes a classical symbol of female fidelity in reference to
Holocaust resistance. But even more important, the author recalls her own mother, Elisabeth
Langgässer, who frequently used mythological and Christian allusions in her writings. One of
her main characters is the Jewish convert to Catholicism. This seems almost the ironic reverse
of her daughter’s odyssey to Jewish conversion.
Cordelia begins to feel a traumatic sense of nothingness. There is no faith, hope and love
for her, especially not love. (p. 85) In Auschwitz she is selected to work and receives the tattoo A3709 on her arm. After all her possessions are taken away, she finds a photograph of her
mother on the floor. “Her beautiful mother, whom she gazed at with a look full of helpless
love and pain. Then the girl cried as she never before had cried and would never again cry.”
(p. 88)
Among the most heart-wrenching aspects of the Holocaust for women was that mothers often had to choose between letting their children go to death alone or accompanying them.
That Elisabeth Langgässer did not go with Cordelia is contrasted with the case (p. 92 ff.) of a
young mother with an 8-9 year-old child who chooses to go with her child to the gas. The author imagines that she may have told him a fairly tale to comfort him on the way to the gas.
The other horn of the dilemma is that she might have faced the choice of whether to accompany her mother into the gas chamber, which would have meant a lifelong sense of guilt, had
she not done so. H.G. Adler’s wife chose to accompany her mother into the gas chamber
rather than leave her to go alone. This was not uncommon.
The author has portrayed the problems of loss of faith in her identity and the striving to
adopt a new identity as the one thrust upon her by the Nazis, similar to Jean Améry. At the
age of sixteen she is liberated and brought to Sweden by the Red Cross. There she marries
and has a child in 1948. She converts to Judaism in Stockholm. In 1974 she decides to move
permanently to Israel. She cannot forget the past and cannot return to her old identity afterward. She is unable to reconcile herself to her Catholicism and must seek a new identity. She
does not, however, fully reject her German Catholic childhood. Her identity was shaped by
Catholicism, which taught her about art and culture. But Israel became her spiritual homeland. While the Germans share an identity with the Jews, they deny it. Thus, the need to build
bridges between Christian and Jewish culture is unlikely, in her view, to be realized. Unlike
Ruth Klüger, she has moved closer to a Jewish identity she acquired only in the Holocaust.187

7.5 Conclusions
In the past few decades, catastrophic memory such as the Holocaust has come to assume an
increasingly important role in defining national or cultural identities for many peoples. As
well, many countries and institutions have been more prone to acknowledge these claims.
Thus, there have been apologies by heads of state or by heads of religions. Native peoples
who lost their lands or culture to colonialism are one case. In Ireland, the Potato Famine plays
this role, and the Irish language, whose demise was helped by the famine, is greatly lamented.
In this case the suffering was Irish suffering. In Israel, there is an ambivalent relationship between finding identity in the heroic struggle to found Israel or in the history of unheroic Jewish suffering, of which the Holocaust was the most catastrophic. In Germany, the Holocaust
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serves as a negative source of identity for Germans, who can agree that they are for human
rights and against Nazism. But many Germans also feel drawn to German catastrophic memory, for example, memories of the bombing of German cities, expulsion from the East, POW
camps, American cultural imperialism, which encourage a German counter-memory to the
Holocaust memory. Thus there is a certain tension in the two tendencies. For German Jews
the issue is more complex, as they may be torn between a German and a Jewish identity. Before the Holocaust, it was possible to be both Jewish and German. Now it is becoming possible again, yet the overwhelming trauma of the Holocaust continues to shape German and Jewish memories and identities.
Much of the new literature of the Holocaust can be understood in relation to the new concerns about identity. For example, there are Habermas’s calls for “constitutional patriotism”
as a new German identity, proposed by social theorists like Habermas. The European identity
offers itself, but few people really feel European except in an abstract sense. Nor does multiculturalism help very much, as it seems to imply that one has no particular identity but only
whatever cultural influences affect people. The problems of continuity and consistency are
not addressed.
The addition of local history and everyday history to social history seems to be driven by a
search for identity. Local history does not really tell much about the greater world, for example, that of the international economy and international politics. It tells people who they are.
In anticipation of the celebration of Dachau’s coming anniversary, a local historian published
a collection of old photographs about Dachau’s history as a center of the arts. Sentimental
memories conveyed by sepia photos of people in old-fashioned costumes are of course what
people want their local history to involve. Unfortunately, it also includes oppression and injustice to minorities, not only in German towns, but everywhere. Thus in many German towns
one can find monuments to the deported Jews. They may be modest stones tucked away in the
corners of parks, but they attest to a growing awareness that this was also part of the past.
People may be more willing to talk about the local Nazis and the local labor camp. There may
be signs showing where forced laborers were employed. There may be local histories of the
Jews.
Academic history is also contributing to giving the past a face which includes the Holocaust. For example, more attention is being paid to biography. This means that not just the
structural and situational forces of Third Reich politics are being taken into account in explaining the Holocaust, but also the life stories and experiences of the perpetrators. Cultural
history and cultural studies are also being used to return experience to history. The writings of
authors such as Ernst Jünger and others have been analyzed to show the tendency to violence
present in German culture before the Holocaust. Transgressive violence is being traced in
various manifestations that were previously not acknowledged as important in understanding
the Holocaust. The subject of emotion thereby is coming back into history, giving it more
concreteness than the abstract structures that populate social history. There is a need to connect the banal bureaucrats at their desks with the bloodthirsty excesses in the KZ and the
field.
A variety of new special studies have brought the Holocaust closer to different walks of
life, to business, local bureaucracies, the military unit, science and the arts. These studies
suggest the complicity of not simply the atomized, isolated, eccentric or pathological masses,
but also of normal, well-integrated persons of all sorts. As well theories such as those of modernity, genocide, violence, war or revolution provide explanations that suggest that genocide
is never very far away from civilized society. The implications are also suggested by the
popularity of the concept of “trauma” as a social and historical phenomenon. It combines the
notions of memory with emotion and victimhood. Large numbers of people may feel affected
by traumatic memory. These include not only the victims and survivors of the Holocaust, but
many others, such as the children of survivors who know the Holocaust second hand. But
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perpetrators and the children of perpetrators may also feel traumatized. This can be illustrated
by the well-known case of Niklas Frank, son of Hans Frank, the NS Governor of occupied Poland or that of Rolf Mengele, son of the notorious Auschwitz doctor.188 Niklas Frank expressed his trauma in an expressionistic memoir, In the Shadow of the Reich, and on TV talk
shows and lectures.189
In the area of literature, there are many books and works that emphasize memory and the
trauma related to the Holocaust. Literary approaches have focused increasingly on the memory of the Holocaust and its representation. The sense of traumatic memory puts in question
the present by constantly calling attention to the past and has increasingly intruded on the present. The creation of identity is based in part on the past, but if the past is a matter of moral
ambiguity, what identity is possible? Christoph Ransmayr’s The Dog King (1995)190 portrays
Holocaust memory allegorically and grotesquely. Robert Schindel explores the haunting nature of past trauma for survivors in his Gebürtig.191 Gila Lustiger, daughter of the famous
Holocaust author, Arno Lustiger, wrote a novel, Die Bestandsaufnahme, which develops the
theme of survivor and secondary traumatic memory triggered by commonplace items and
events.192 Other contemporary novels also delve into the traumatic Holocaust memory of nonvictims,193 for example W.G. Sebald. In one of his books, W. G. Sebald used the image of a
body spewed out by a glacier after many years. Bernhard Schlink attributes Holocaust trauma
to the second generation of bystanders and the mid-level perpetrators.
Notions that were regarded as truisms in the past are increasingly being challenged today.
For example, the intentionalist-functionalist polarity is no longer so controversial. The decisions for the Holocaust now seem to have both intentional and structural elements, and the
two may intertwine. The distinction between normative and prerogative state is also subject to
doubt, because the same persons could simultaneously occupy posts in both. Normal institutions could retain their traditional character and while being co-opted for inhumane purposes.
Violence and modernity are two general approaches that have gained more attention. Violence as a form of assigning meaning to society enables us to find cultural continuities between the Holocaust and the distant past. Modernity is an approach that points to continuities
between the educated professional classes and the Holocaust. It gives pause to question the
propriety of present-day society. But it may also be abused to criticize the present unfairly.
Anti-Semitism and racist ideologies have received more attention as explanatory approaches
as doubts have arisen about rationalist approaches that assume the Jews could have been selected for murder on entirely rational grounds.
Overall, the development of Holocaust writing since the 1980s has displayed an increasing
complexity and subtlety that may be called postmodern. Historical works are increasingly
specialized and deal with a variety of topics with a detail and exhaustiveness that often makes
them inaccessible to any but professional historians. In response, efforts have been made to
produce short summaries or popularized short histories of the Holocaust. In addition, the
countermovement to intellectual sophistication or pedantry is found in the interest in biography, memoirs, ordinary life and documents of ordinary people. One goal of many critics was a
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depoliticization of literature with the aim of permitting authors to turn to their authentic experiences rather than to be political actors supporting or criticizing the state. Martin Walser
also spoke out in favor of privatizing the personal lives of authors.
The tension between German and Jewish memories of suffering is illustrated by reference
to the popularity of Victor Klemperer’s Ich will Zeugnis ablegen bis zum letzten (1995), a vast
diary of a Jewish scholar in Dresden during the Third Reich which was filmed as a miniseries and widely praised as a source on anti-Semitism and persecution. It had gone unpublished until after unification. However, there was also interest in German suffering in the war.
Among others there was a documentary novel by Günter Grass, Crabwalk, about the Gustloff,
sunk by the Soviets in spring 1945 with the loss of 9000 refugees from the East. An historical
work with shocking details on the saturation bombing of German cities by Jörg Friedrich, The
Fire, also became a success. Friedrich often appears on German TV TV talk shows, where he
draws comparisons blurring the boundaries between the Holocaust and the Allied bombings
of Axis population centers. There was also an important essay by W.G. Sebald on the air war
and suffering of German civilians (On the Natural History of Destruction 2003).194 Articles in
Geo and Der Spiegel have covered the suffering of expellees and victims of air war. Part of
the interest is no doubt occasioned by the air wars by NATO and especially the USA in Yugoslavia, Afghanistan and Iraq, as well as the 2001 attack on New York City and Washington.
But part is also a reassertion of German national identity in its new role as a united country
with a major role in Central Europe.
Thus, to sum up this chapter, the issue of German identity has become highly contested,
and part of this has been expressed in interest in the Holocaust. If many Germans were complicit in the Holocaust, then German identity is problematic. If the Allies were much like the
Nazis, then it is less problematic. If human beings in general are genocidal, then there are implications for national identity and self-conceptions everywhere in the world. Of course, people do not have to be concerned about the past. They can live in the present with its concerns.
However, the present period of rapid and confusing change seems to confront people increasingly with the sorts of identity questions that can lead backward to the past.195
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8 Summary and Conclusions
The significance of the Holocaust in German history has changed greatly since the immediate
postwar period. Then, history appeared as a key to German renewal and emancipation. However, the Holocaust was only a peripheral event in German history and indeed did not have a
widely accepted name to give it substance. Since then, the Holocaust has acquired a name and
seems very central to German identity. Witness the new Holocaust memorial in Berlin and the
controversy surrounding the demands of extreme right-wing groups to march to the nearby
Brandenburg Gate.
What has happened to bring about these changes? The first writings about the Holocaust
included mainly texts by Jewish victims and survivors. Their texts overlapped texts dealing
with a variety of subjects such as concentration camps, the war, the persecution of a variety of
political, religious and national groups. The single-minded scope of mass shootings at pits
and mass gassings in KZs did not receive the same attention. It would be tempting to suppose
that people have become more caring, more enlightened, better informed or more emancipated. However, a better answer to the question of the emergence of Holocaust interest and
Holocaust literature is that the Holocaust now seems to support rather than compete with or
suppress other claims making. A wide variety of minorities around the world have adopted
the politics of identity and politics of grievances. And this is not only minorities, but also majorities. For example, shortly after the war, claims of German victimhood competed with
claims of Jewish victimhood, and they fared better. Now, however, recognition of the claims
of Jewish victimhood seem almost to justify German victimhood. Mass circulation journals
regularly feature articles on the terrible treatment of the Jews, but they also publish articles on
German victimhood in the war. Claims making is often premised on an acknowledgment of
the Holocaust. Minorities in many countries, including Germany, may claim that they are being treated today as the Jews were then. The Holocaust then seems to provide a legitimating
frame for the making of claims.
Several events seem to have contributed to the change from defensive nationalism in the
40s and early 50s. The Jewish victims were humanized by a variety of publications, including
the Diary of Anne Frank, popular memoirs such as Inge Deutschkron’s, the works of H.G.
Adler and fictional works like Korczak and the Children, Andorra, The Deputy and Jakob the
Liar. Trials were also of major significance, particularly the Eichmann trial and the Frankfurt
Auschwitz trial. These trials, unlike Nuremberg, put the victims rather than the crimes on
stage before a world audience. At the trial, Eichmann’s crime was not simply the abstract one
of murder but rather the effects on real people, the victims, who were presented as witnesses.
The testimonies of pain and suffering caused by crimes and the attendant sadism and brutality
presented by the prosecution at the Frankfurt trials also transformed the Holocaust into a
physical assault on the body and spirit of real persons. The documentary theater of the early
60s was the aesthetic counterpart of the trials, and embodied the abstract idea of genocide in
real persons, just as did the trials. They also gave support to claims making and the politics of
identity. The people killed and maimed by the perpetrators were victims who had claims to
assert on Germany and on the world. This has also served as a model for other nationality
groups claiming to have an identity and claims against others as perpetrator groups.
Since witnesses draw on their personal memory to accuse the guilty parties, a major task of
German Holocaust writing has been to preserve this memory. H.G. Adler, one of the greatest
German Holocaust scholars, produced two massive volumes, Theresienstadt and Der Verwaltete Mensch, that can be thought of as attempts to preserve and make accessible the life stories of as many people as possible, to preserve identity and memory by preserving the facts
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and functioning of Holocaust society. This must also be said of the massive academic studies
being produced since the nineties.
But of course there is the other aspect of understanding the Holocaust, seeing the interconnected interrelationships and structural linkages that made it possible. This is of course also
the aim of Adler and the latest historians. We might think of this as the legacy of Nuremberg,
where documents rather than persons were central sources of evidence and the notion of a
conspiracy linked a variety of elites. The problem is only that networks, structures, polyarchy,
etc. are hard to visualize and hard to put on the stand. Himmler and Heydrich remain themselves and have a certain permanency, whereas the theories and constructions of structures
and processes are constantly changing. Perhaps this will continue to be the nature of the Holocaust, the image of a man caught up in a mystery.

8.1 Summary of Literary Developments
This study has dealt with the development of Holocaust writing in German. The historiographical literature is extensive and rapidly changing. There is an increasing diversity and
specialization of texts, methods, paradigms and approaches. It would be very difficult for a
single historian to master all the various areas of specialization. However, for most people,
the vast amount of information tends to be confusing rather than enlightening. And the advances in knowledge do not translate into a clearer view. With so much literature, it is tempting to simply compile lists of different types of literature. Classifications tend to create the
impression that things do not hang together. It must be possible not only to break down the
types of literature, but also to put them together into a few manageable complexes. We might
call them keys to the puzzle of Holocaust literature.
The Holocaust literature of the postwar period is generally understood in terms of the challenges facing society and the responses to these challenges. In the first period the problem
was for society to reestablish its institutions and create a functioning society. In the second
period, there was a need to reform and reestablish the legitimacy of society. In the third period there was a need to decide on identity and memory problems. Each of these challenges is
met by different responses by different groups. The most basic groups are those that represent
Holocaust memory, the victims and survivors and those who take their perspective, and the
representatives of other conceptions of memory, for example German memory.
In the first two periods, there was not so much interest in the Holocaust in Germany. It was
greatest immediately after the war and at the start of the 60s. The representatives of the Holocaust memory were mainly the victims who wanted to tell the story of the suffering of the
Jews. But since many Germans had their own grievances, there was little interest. The interest
after the war had to do with war guilt and responsibility and was stimulated by the war crimes
trials. The interest in the 60s was related in part to the trials and partly to the anti-military and
anti-American, anti-Israeli themes. The creation and reform of German institutions and the
reestablishment of German society was only tangential to the Holocaust. The third period has
seen the most interest in the Holocaust. This has to do with the resonance of the problems of
memory and identity with the Holocaust. The integrated information society, genocide around
the world, the reconstitution of Europe, international migration and multiculturalism, the new
threats and rapid change have created an interest in memory and the past, and these lead back
to the Holocaust. The Holocaust serves as a touchstone for identity and memory. Just as in
Jakob the Liar false ideas cannot produce a consistent long-term picture, the Holocaust demands further efforts at understanding that lead on to ever increasing complexity and sophistication in analyses. The reality demands to be considered and contemplated and challenges
further analysis.
In this study the broader social, political and cultural contexts of writing about the Holocaust are considered. Insights into the development of German society are related to detailed
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consideration of key Holocaust texts. About sixty texts were considered in depth. These were
selected to represent a wide variety of different types of literature, including history, biography, belletristic, essays, and document collections. The books were chosen on the basis of the
importance attributed them in the literature. They are key books that introduce new ideas or
new perspectives. They signal changes in approaches. The texts were evaluated in terms of
their background, aims, method, content and conclusions. Developments were periodized according to important turning points and key events in the politics and social development of
Germany, as well as important trends in evaluating the literature.
The development of Holocaust literature in German has been from a situation in which the
topic was marginal to one in which the Holocaust is a central aspect of German history, memory and identity formation. This change has come about through a complex process involving
interaction between writers and the larger society. The Holocaust was not originally viewed
as an interconnected whole, but simply as a collection of many atrocities which occurred in
World War II. The awareness of the massive atrocity committed against the Jews had a powerful effect on the Jewish community. At Nuremberg, it was somewhat marginal, because the
focus was on showing a conspiracy of German elites to commit aggressive war. The heavy
use of documentation in the trial meant that the Jewish victims did not have much chance to
present their case orally.
The period directly after the war saw the publication of numerous works on the question of
German guilt and the question of how the Third Reich came about. The issue of who the victims were received less attention. After West Germany became an independent state in 1949,
the Adenauer government and all parties began to play down the German past. Advocacy
groups including the German clergy pleaded with the Allies to release war criminals and to
discontinue trials. The German government itself discontinued trials of war criminals. The
people began to focus their memory work on German suffering during the end phase and
postwar phases. This was supported by the government, which financed major historical projects on the expellees from Eastern Europe and the POWs in Soviet internment camps. People
remembered the suffering of aerial bombardment, exploitation and sexual abuse of women by
occupying troops. The fate of the Jews was minimized. Not surprisingly, there was much less
written about the Holocaust in the early 50s. A few important foundations were put down for
the study of the Holocaust. Particularly the founding of the Institute for Contemporary History in Munich made possible the collection of documents on the Holocaust and research. The
Institute’s journal, Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte, provided a forum for research on the
Third Reich. Initially it mainly published documents on the Third Reich. Much of its research
was, however, devoted to aspects of the Third Reich other than the Holocaust.
In the late 50s, Germany began to try more people for war crimes. A change began to occur
that can be called a judicialization of the past. The Third Reich came to be dealt with by trying the perpetrators. This helped to marginalize a selection of persons from the rest of society.
Since it was easier to convict perpetrators of particularly heinous deeds, it appeared as though
the Holocaust had been a matter of vicious persons. But there were the desk killers, the bureaucrats who planned the actions, organized the logistics and pulled the switches to set the
machinery in motion. In addition, there were ordinary persons who bought up Jewish property
at bargain rates. The entire society became involved to varying degrees.
The period around 1960 constitutes a turning point in various ways. There were desecrations of Jewish synagogues and cemeteries. A skeptical generation was maturing which questioned the authoritarianism and silence of the older generation that ruled society. Writers such
as Günter Grass and Heinrich Böll began publishing major critical literary works. There were
also critical documentary theater pieces dealing with the Holocaust. The trials produced a
body of information gathered in investigations of NS crimes that could be used in studying
the history of the Holocaust. Reports of the trials and expert opinions provided additional
contributions to the literature of the Holocaust.
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Pioneering studies of administration and government using social history methods provided
new insights into the Third Reich and incidentally created new tools for understanding the
Holocaust. The notion of the banality of evil as expressed by Hannah Arendt in Eichmann in
Jerusalem expressed a paradigm shift that has continued to be influential up until the present.
That Himmler, Eichmann, Höss and other perpetrators were basically non-ideologically motivated opportunists, boring bureaucrats, came to express the antithesis to the idea popular after
the war that demonic forces and radical evil motivated Hitler, Göring, Heydrich and Himmler.
Particularly influential were the Eichmann trial in Jerusalem and the Frankfurter Auschwitz
Trial in 1963-65. The expert opinions by historians from the Institute for Contemporary History in Munich, including Martin Broszat and Helmut Krausnick, for the Auschwitz trial set
the standard for the understanding of the KZ system and the interpretation and legal consequence of choices made by Holocaust perpetrators. Other trials followed such as the Majdanek trial. The founding of the Ludwigsburg Central Office for the Investigation of NS
Crimes near Stuttgart made available large collections of investigative material on suspected
perpetrators that have been used by historians.
The public interest in the Holocaust in the 60s tended to be instrumentalized by the left to
make accusations against existing authority structures such as the Western governments and
media. In East Europe, there was the Prague Spring, which was suppressed by Soviet Troops.
In the West, the Vietnam War created opposition and a powerful antiwar movement condemning Western countries. When the Holocaust was invoked in disputes between the
younger and older generations, it was largely rhetorically. Interest in the victims of the Holocaust was much less. The 1967 war in Israel aroused anti-Israeli sentiments that served for
some as a proxy for anti-Semitism.
In the 1970s, there was an economic crisis, and this drew attention away from the Holocaust. Because of the crisis and RAF terrorism in the 60s, the public turned away from protest
politics. Children wrote many books were to attack their parents for authoritarianism that referred to their NS pasts. The interest was more in the effects on the children than on Holocaust victims, however. Marginal writers like Hermann Langbein and H.G. Adler continued
to publish on the Holocaust. In addition, the debate between the positions known as functionalism and intentionalism developed with implications for explaining the Holocaust. Originally, these two views were applied mainly to the governmental system and foreign policy of
the Third Reich. Important authors were Martin Broszat, Hans Mommsen and Uwe Dietrich
Adam. Adam’s Judenpolitik im Dritten Reich (1972) emphasized the chaotic nature of the political planning process for the Holocaust. Adam argued that the decision for the Holocaust
was made relatively late. Intentionalists emphasized that the decision for the Holocaust was
made relatively early by Hitler and then implemented. Proponents of this view include
Helmut Krausnick, Andreas Hillgruber and Eberhard Jäckel.
In the late 70s another turning point occurred which stimulated an interest in the Holocaust.
The US mini-series Holocaust was shown in Germany in 1979 and evoked widespread public
interest and debate. Other films attracted public interest, including Heimat, about local life
disrupted by the Third Reich. In addition, numerous documentaries on TV kept the topic in
the public eye. In addition, there were several publications by historians, such as Falk
Pingel’s book on KZs, Häftlinge unter SS-Herrschaft (Inmates under SS Domination 1978),
Christian Streit’s Keine Kameraden (Not Camrades 1978) and Krausnick and Wilhelm’s book
on the Einsatzgruppen, Die Truppe des Weltanschauungskrieges (1981).
The eighties were a more conservative period. The critical and conservative historians and
the Kohl government used the topics national identity, pride and national history to defend
varying positions. This occurred in the 1986 Historikerstreit (historians dispute). When Germany was united after the 1989 fall of the Berlin Wall and the transformation of governments
in East Europe and the Soviet Union, there was a new impetus to studying the Holocaust.
There were several reasons for this. Archives in Eastern Europe became more accessible to
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scholars from the West. Claims made for compensation for people in the East revived interest
in the Holocaust. In addition, taboos related to the Cold War fell away. Thus, it became easier
to emphasize the class basis of the persecution. Admitting the role of the Wehrmacht in the
mass killing also became less taboo with the passing of the war generation. Totalitarian theory also experienced a revival because it was no longer necessary to defer to the sensitivities
of the communist governments in the East.
Value change since the 1960s made scholars more sensitive to issues such as feminist history, minorities and the common people. A shift in focus occurred to studying history from
below. This was exemplified by the everyday history and local history movements (Alltagsgeschichte), in which people studied their local communities and their participation in the
war. In the historical profession, there were new doubts about the validity of social history
and more effort to include culture as a variable. Methodological problems limited the usefulness of culture as an explanatory tool, yet many interpretations were made which started from
the importance of meaning and discourse in understanding history.
In the study of the Holocaust a multiplicity of sub-fields flourished. Thus, the study of business in the Third Reich uncovered the role of plundering Jewish property in maintaining consumption levels in the Reich. The study of memory also flourished. Memory studies tended to
focus on how the Holocaust was remembered after the war. The effect on memory on causing
the Holocaust was more difficult.
The search for causes shifted from the intentionalist-functionalist dispute to a concern for
local conditions and the historical and social contexts of the Holocaust. This includes local
studies of the decision-making in occupation administrations such as in White Russia or East
Galicia. These suggest that the genocide occurred in response to local conditions, such as local food shortages. Some scholars such as Götz Aly have studied the professions, including
social policy and economics. They conclude that mid-level planners were responsible for
planning the process of mass murder for economic or scientific reasons.
Because specialties tend to produce a vast quantity of information that is not related to the
information produced by other specialties, there are also efforts to relate different research areas. One of the more important areas is the problem of the victims, perpetrators and bystanders. Thus, Wolfgang Sofsky’s study of the organization of absolute power in KZs tries to
show the connection of perpetrators and victims. Götz Aly also tries to combine resettlement
with economic rationalization and deportation policies.

8.2 Conclusions
German Holocaust literature displays a great diversity of forms. History can commemorate,
call to action or criticize. Holocaust literature has developed in the context of German contemporary history and responds to developments in the social and historical disciplines. The
basic divisions between the perspectives of the perpetrators, victims and bystanders have been
expressed in German Holocaust literature, and the attempt to bring these perspectives together
is just beginning. International developments have played a key role in providing new impulses. There is a strong tendency to fragmentation, and also the blurring of boundaries in
Holocaust studies. It is not self-evident that administrative and cultural studies of the Holocaust can be harmonized, or autobiography and history.
The study has presented a description of trends and tendencies in German Holocaust literature. There has been an overall increase in interest in the Holocaust and in writing about it.
This seems to be linked in part to its relevance to issues going beyond the actual historical
events. As research has advanced, an increasingly complex picture has emerged. This has
been in part due to the development of new methods and approaches to the study of history
and society. As it became clear that the Holocaust involved practically all aspects of society,
it also came to be seen as relevant to more and more aspects of contemporary society. Such
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disparate topics as transitional governments, terrorism, all cases of genocide, modernity and
violence seemed to be relevant to a high degree. Thus, there may be a tendency to an ahistorical image of the Holocaust, at least for certain purposes. Interest in the Holocaust also seems
to fulfill certain functions in Germany. Acknowledging and compensating for the Holocaust
has provided a possibility for greater reconciliation with neighbors and a restoration of legitimacy in the international community.
But it has also been the topic of heated disputes over its relevance and role in German identity, politics of memory and commemoration. That the Holocaust is universally condemned as
evil has created a lasting ambivalence about the Holocaust. Should the event be forgotten, or
should it be remembered forever? Thus, there is a tension between the need to condemn and
the need to represent. Traditional German historiography had been the history of the state and
its unique and successful career. The Holocaust cannot be successfully integrated into this
framework. Consequently, German Holocaust literature expresses this ambivalence. That the
event was wrong cannot be denied, but it can be relativized through comparison and contrast
and through the construction of genealogies. Furthermore, it can be suppressed and replaced
in memory by competing memories. This has led to the competition of German-centered and
Holocaust-centered memory.
The most important aspects of writing on the Holocaust in Germany include the origins and
consequences of the event. The origins of the Holocaust have been sought in a wide range of
places in contemporary history and in the past. While it should be obvious that anti-Semitism
was a key cause of the Holocaust, many theories of its origins are uncomfortable with this
conclusion and seek the causes in other aspects, particularly in anti-communism, utilitarianism, racism, modernity or violence. The greatest amount of attention has been given to the
perpetrators. The victims have been looked on as passive and helpless. In the early years, the
perpetrators were isolated from the bystanders by a pathological mentality. The perpetrators
were definitely different and a minority. In recent years, the situation has reversed. Now the
perpetrators very much resemble the majority, and almost no one has managed to escape accusations of guilt. Few professions, institutions or social milieus that retained their good record after the war have been exempt from the urge to deconstruct and criticize.
Essential to the development of Holocaust literature has been the transition in Europe from
the Cold War and the altered international situation. The Holocaust has moved a mass atrocity
on the margins on German history to an exemplary event, a standard of universal evil. This
perspective is a socio-cultural construction and is not necessarily permanent. Changing trends
may lead to its revival in the future. It seems likely that the current views of the Holocaust reflect the vacuum left by the decline of communism as a world influence. Aspects of the Holocaust may resemble the various and numerous mass killings of the post-war period, but the
Holocaust may be less similar than most of these events. Seen as an exemplary evil, the Holocaust is in danger of being treated as an a-historical symbol rather than as a specific historical
event. This tension between universal and particular, and between the general and unique aspects runs through all attempts at explanation. But recently this polarization has lost ground,
as it has become clear that both aspects are important. This is due to the contributions of
genocide studies and the insights acquired through state transitions to democracy around the
world.
There appears to be a preference in German Holocaust literature for dealing with decisionmaking processes and the choice of rational explanations. The effort to find functional explanations, economic motives and rational decision processes is notable in recent local studies of
occupation policy and of concentration camps. There is a danger that the emotional and irrational motives such as political religion, anti-Semitism and prejudices may be ignored.
There is as well a temptation to manage the past, since it refuses to go away. Thus, the creation of Holocaust commemorations, monuments and museums may be seen as a way of controlling the past and confining it to a particular location. But they also serve as repositories of
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memory and keep the past from being forgotten. They have an educational role and can serve
in the task of coming to terms with the Holocaust. That an anarchical memory culture can
have catastrophic consequences is made clear by much creative literature and psychological
and sociological studies of the survivors and their descendents.
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